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Preface

The purpose of this text is to present an integrated treatment of a
number of those topics in mathematics which can be made to depend only
upon a sound course in elementary calculus, and which are of common
importance in many fields of application.

An attempt is made to deal with the various topics in such a way that
a student who may not proceed into the more profound areas of mathe
matics may still obtain an intelligent working knowledge of a substantial
number of useful mathematical methods, together with an appropriate
awareness of the foundations, interrelations, and limitations of these
methods. At the same time, it is hoped that a student who is to progress,
say, into a rigorous course in mathematical analysis will be provided, in ad
dition, with increased incentive and motivation in that direction, as, for
example, when he is confronted by the phrase HIt can be shown" within
the derivation of a useful concrete result, or when he is led to sense that a
certain new concept is a fertile one and is deserving of being expanded and
made more precise.

The book is a revision of Advanced Calculus for Engineers, published
in 1949, incorporating not only a number of minor changes for the pur
pose of increased clarity or precision, but also some added textual material,
as well as a very substantial number of additional problems.

The first four chapters are concerned chiefly with ordinary differential
equations, including analytical, operational, and numerical methods of
solution, and with special functions generated as solutions of such equa
tions. In particular, the material of the first chapter can be considered as
either a systematic review or an initial introduction to the elementary con
cepts and techniques. associated with linear equations and with special
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solvable types of nonlinear equations, which are needed in subsequent
chapters. The fifth chapter deals with boundary-value problems governed
by ordinary differential equations, with the associated characteristic func
tions, and with series and integral representations of arbitrary functions in
terms of these functions.

Chapter 6 develops the useful ideas and tools of vector analysis; Chap
ter 7 provides brief introductions to some special topics in higher-dimen
sional calculus which are rather frequently needed in applications. The
treatment here occasionally consists essentially of indicating the plausibility
and practical significance of a result and stating conditions under which its
validity is rigorously established in listed references.

In Chapter 8, certain basic concepts associated with the simpler types
of partial differential equations are introduced, after which, in Chapter 9,
full use is made of most of the tools developed in earlier chapters for the
purpose of formulating and solving a variety of typical problems governed
by the partial differential equations of mathematical physics.

The concluding chapter deals with topics in the theory of analytic func
tions of a complex variable, including residue calculus, conformal mapping,
and applications. Although certain developments in preceding chapters
could be made more elegant and more complete if they were made to de
pend upon this treatment, introduced at an earlier stage, it is felt that, in
some cases, the knowledge based on a brief initial study of analytic func
tions may not be sufficiently firm to support significantly dependent treat
ments of the other topics, but that such knowledge then may better serve
to clarify the other topics when subsequently provided. However, since
most of the treatments of Chapter 10, as well as most of those of Chapters
6 and 7, are independent of the content of preceding chapters, material
from these chapters can indeed be introduced at an earlier stage in a given
course, at the discretion of the instructor. It has been considered reasonable
to assume knowledge of certain elementary properties of complex numbers
in the earlier chapters, even though the solution of the equation x4 + 1 == 0
then may occasion a personal review on the part of the reader.

Extensive sets of problems are included at the end of each chapter,
grouped in correspondence with the respective sections with which they
are associated. In addition to more-or-Iess routine exercises, there are
numerous annotated problems which are intended to guide the reader in
developing results or techniques which extend or complement treatments
in the text, or in dealing with a particularly challenging application. Such
problems may serve as focal points for extended discussions or for the
introduction of additional (or alternative) material into a chapter, permit
ting the text to serve somewhat more flexibly in courses of varied types.
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Answers to all problems are either incorporated into the statement of the
problem or listed at the end of the book.

The author is particularly indebted to Professor E. Reissner for valuable
collaboration in the preliminary stages of the preparation of the original
edition and for many ideas which contributed to whatever useful novelty
some of the treatments may possess, to Professor G. B. Thomas for helpful
suggestions and criticisms, and to Miss Ruth Goodwin for assistance in the
preparation of the original manuscript.

F. B. HILDEBRAND
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CHAPTER I

Ordinary Differential Equations

1.1. Introduction. A differential equation is an equation relating two or
more variables in terms of derivatives or differentials. Thus, the simplest
differential equation is of the form

dy = I(x), (1)
dx

where f(x) is a given function of the independent variable x. The solution is
obtained immediately by integration, in the form

y = f"/(x) dx + C, (2)

where a convenient lower limit is assumed in the integral, and C is an arbitrary
constant. Whether or not it happens that the integral can be expressed in terms
of simple functions is incidental, in the sense that we define a solution of a
differential equation to be any functional relation, not involving derivatives or
integrals of unknown functions, which implies the differential equation.
Similarly, in an equation of the form

F(x) G(y) dx +I(x) g(y) dy = 0, (3)

we may separate the variables and obtain a solution by integration in the form

Ia: F(x) dx +III g(y) dy = C. (4)
I(x) G(y)

Usually we desire to obtain the most general solution of the differential
equation; that is, we require all functional relations which imply the equation.
In the general case it is often difficult to determine when all such relations have,
indeed been obtained. Fortunately, however, this difficulty does not exist in
the case of so-called linear differential equations, which are of most frequent
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occurrence in applications and which are to be of principal interest in what
follows.

A differential equation of the form

dn dn - l d
ao(x) J + atCx) ! + ... + an_l(x)..1' + an(x) Y = f(x) (5)

dxn dx n 1 dx

is said to be a linear differential equation of order n. The distinguishing
characteristic of such an equation is the absence of products or nonlinear
functions of the dependent variable (unknown function) y and its derivatives,
the highest derivative present being oforder n. The coefficients ao(x), ... , aix)
may be arbitrarily specified functions of the independent variable x.

For a linear equation of the first order,

ao(x) dy + alex) Y = I(x),
dx

it is shown in Section 1.4 that if both sides of the equation are multiplied by a
certain determinable function of x (an Uintegrating factor"), the equation can
always be put in the simpler form

:x [p(x) y] = F(x),

where p(x) and F(x) are simply expressible in terms of ao, aI' andf, and hence
can then be solved directly by integration.

Although no such simple general method exists for solving linear equations
of higher order, there are two types of such equations which are of particular
importance in applications and which can be completely solved by direct
methods. These two cases are considered in Sections 1.5 and 1.6. In addition,
this chapter presents certain techniques that are available for treatment of
more general linear equations.

Many of the basically useful properties of linear differential equations do
not hold for nonlinear equations, such as

d2 (d )2--.E + x..l: + Y = ell'.
dx2 dx

A few special types of solvable nonlinear equations are dealt with briefly in
Section 1.12.

The equations to be considered in this chapter are known as ordinary
differential equations, as distinguished from partial differential equations,
which involve partial derivatives with respect to two or more independent
variables. Equations of the latter type are treated in subsequent chapters.

Before proceeding to the study of linear ordinary differential equations, we
next briefly introduce the notion of linear dependence, which is basic in this
work.
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(6)

1.2. Linear dependence. By a linear combination of n functions Ut(x) ,
U2(X), .•. , un(x) is meant an expression of the form

n

C1U1(X) + C2U2(X) + ... + cnun(x) == 2: CkUk(X),
k==1

where the c's are constants. When at least one c is not zero, the linear
combination is termed nontrivial. The functions U1, U 2, ••• , Un are then said to
be linearly independent over a given interval (say a ~ x ~ b) if over that
interval no one of the functions can be expressed as a linear combination of
the others, or, equivalently, ifno nontrivial linear combination ofthe functions
is identically zero over the interval considered. Otherwise, the functions are
said to be linearly dependent.

As an example, the functions cos 2x, cos2 x, and I are linearly dependent
over any interval because of the identity

cos 2x - 2 cos2 X + I == O.

It follows from the definition that two functions are linearly dependent
over an interval if and only if one function is a constant multiple of the other
over that interval. The necessity of the specification of the interval in the
general case is illustrated by a consideration of the two functions x and Ixl.
In the interval x > 0 there follows x - Ixl - 0, whereas in the interval x < 0
we have x + [xl =O. Thus the two functions are linearly dependent over any
continuous interval not including the point x = 0; but they are linearly in
dependent over any interval including x = 0, since no single linear combination
of the two functions is identically zero over such an interval.

Although in practice the linear dependence or independence of a set of
functions generally can be established by inspection, the following result is of
some importance in theoretical discussions. We assume that each of a set of n
functions U1, U 2, ••• , Un possesses n finite derivatives at all points ofan interval
I. Then, if a set of constants exists such that

C1U1 + C2U2 + ... + CnUn = 0

for all values of x in I, these same constants also satisfy the identities

dUl dU2 dUn
C -+C -+ .. ·+C -=0

1 dx 2 dx n dx '

C ~Ul + C ~U2 + ... + C d
2
un = 0

1 dX2 2 dX2 n dx2 '
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Thus the n constants must satisfy n homogeneous linear equations. However,
such a set of equations can possess nontrivial solutions only if its coefficient
determinant vanishes. Thus it follows that if the functions u1, u2, ••• , Un are
linearly dependent in an interval I, then the determinant

(7)

vanishes identically in I. This determinant appears frequently in theoretical
work and is called the Wronskian (or Wronskian determinant) of the functions.
Thus we see that if the Wronskian of11]., u2, ••• , Un is not identically zero in I,
then the functions are linearly independent in I.

To illustrate, since the value of the determinant

1 X x2 x3 xn

0 1! 2x 3x2 nxn- 1

0 0 2! 6x n(n - 1)xn - 2

W(l, x, x 2
, ••• , xn) =

0 0 0 3! n(n - l)(n - 2)xn- a

o 0 0 o n!

is merely the product of the nonvanishing constants appearing in the principal
diagonal and hence cannot vanish, it follows that the functions appearing in
the first row are linearly independent (over any interval).

Unfortunately, the converse of the preceding theorem is not true. That is,
the vanishing of the Wronskian is necessary but not sufficient for linear depend
ence of a set of functions. For an example establishing the insufficiency, see
Problem 7.

1.3. Complete solutions of linear equations. The mostgeneral linear differ-
ential equation of the nth order can be written in the form

dny dn- 1y dy- + a1(x) -1 + ... + an-ix ) - + aix) y = h(x). (8)
dxn dxn dx

Here it is assumed that both sides of the equation have been divided by the
coefficient of the highest derivative. We will speak of this form as the standard
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(11)

form of the equation. This equation is frequently written in the abbreviated
form

Ly=hW, ~

where L here represents the J.i.nsDr di:fferGtiaI operator

dn dn- 1 d
L = - + alex) _ + ... + an-ix) - + an(x). (10)

dxn dxn 1 dx

The problem of solving Equation (8) consists of determining the most
general expression for y which, ifsubstituted into the left-hand side of (8), or if
operated on by (10), gives the prescribed right-hand side hex). When a relation
ship of the form y = u(x) implies Equation (8), it is conventional to say that
either the relation y = u(x) or the function u(x) is a solution of that equation.

If all the coefficients alex), ... , an(x) were zero, the solution of Equation
(8) would be accomplished directly by n successive integrations, each integra
tion introducing an independent constant of integration. Thus it might be
expected that the general solution of (8) also would contain n independent
arbitrary constants. As a matter of fact, it is known that in any interval I in
which the coefficients are continuous, there exists a continuous solution to
Equation (8) involving exactly n independent arbitrary constants,· furthermore,
there are no solutions of Equation (8) valid in I which cannot be obtained by
specializing the constants in any such solution.

It should be noticed that this is a property peculiar to linear differential
equations. To illustrate, the nonlinear differential equation

(dY) 2 _ 2 dy + 4y = 4x _ 1
dx dx

is of first order. A solution containing one arbitrary constant is of the form

y = x - (x - C)2, (12)

as can be verified by direct substitution. Howe-ver, this is not the most general
solution, since the function y = x also satisfies the differential equation but
cannot be obtained by specializing the arbitrary constant in the solution given.
The additional solution y = x is called a singular solution. Such solutions can
occur only in the solution of nonlinear differential equations.

We consider first the result of replacing the function hex) by zero in
Equation (8). The resulting differential equation, L y = 0, is said to be homo
geneous, since each term in the equation then involves the first power ofy or
of one of its derivatives. In this case, from the linearity of the equation, it is
easily seen that any linear combination of individual solutions is also a solution.
Thus, if n linearly independent solutions utCx), u2(x), ... , un(x) of the asso
ciated homogeneous equation

(13)
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are known~ the general solution of Equation (13) is of the form

n

YH(x) = C1U1(X) + c2U2(X) + ... + cnun(x) = L CkUk(X), (14)
k=l

where the c's are the n required arbitrary constants. That is, all solutions of the
homogeneous equation associated with (8) are obtained by suitably specializing
the constants in Equation (14).

In this connection~ it should be explained that we refer to a function as
a solution of a differential equation in a given intervall if and only if that
function satisfies the differential equation at all points of I. Thus~ in the
case of the homogeneous equation

tPy =0
tJx2

we say that the general solution is of the form y = Cl + C2 x. It may be
argued that since the function y = Ixl is a linear function in any interval not
including the point x = 0, its second derivative is zero and hence it is a
Hsolution" which cannot be obtained by specializing C1 and c2• However,
it is clear that the first derivative of this function does not exist at x = 0,
and hence the second derivative also does not exist at that point. Conse
quently, since the left-hand side of the equation does not exist at x = 0, the
equation is not satisfied at this point, and y = Ixl cannot be said to be a
solution in any interval including x = 0. In any interval not including
x = 0, the function y = Ix] may be replaced by either +x or -x and
hence is obtained from the general solution by setting Cl = °and either
C2 = 1 or C2 = -1.

Now suppose that one particular solution of Equation (8), say Y = Yp(x)~

can be obtained by inspection or otherwise, so that

Lyp = hex).

Then the complete solution of Equation (8) is of the form

11

Y = Yll(X) + yp(x) = LCkUk(X) + yp(x),
k=l

(15)

(16)

since this expression contains n independent arbitrary constants and satisfies
the diflerential equation

Ly = L(Yll + yp) = LYII + LY1' = h(x). (17)

Thus it is seen that the process of solving an ordinary linear differential
equation can be conveniently divided into two parts. First, n linearly in
dependent solutions ofthe associated homogeneous equation may be obtained;
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(18)

then, if anyone particular solution of the complete equation is found, the
complete solution is given by Equation (I 6).

It is frequently convenient to say, "YH(X) is a homogeneous solution of
L Y = h," in abbreviation of the statement, u Y = YH(X) is a solution of the
associated homogeneous equation LY = 0." The term "complementary
solution" also is used.

It will be shown in Section 1.9 that if the general homogeneous solution of
an nth order linear equation is known, a particular solution can always be
obtained by n integrations. In Sections 1.5 and 1.6 we consider important
sPecial cases in which the homogeneous solution is readily obtained.

1.4. The linear differential equation offirst order. The linear equation of
first order is readily solved in general terms, without determining separately
homogeneous and particular solutions. For this purpose, we attempt to deter~

mine an integrating factor p(x) such that the standard form

dy + alex) Y = h(x)
dx

is equivalent to the equation

.!!- (py) = ph.
dx

Since Equation (19) can be written in the form

(19)

(20)

(21)

dy + (! dP)y = hex),
dx p dx

it follows that Equations (18) and (19) are equivalent ifp satisfies the equation

! dp = alex),
pdx

and hence an integrating factor is

p = eJat(al) dal.

The solution of Equation (19) is obtained by integration:

py = Jph dx + C,

so that the general solution of (18) is of the form

If Cy = - ph dx + -,
p p

where p is the integrating factor defined by Equation (20), and C is an arbitrary
constant.
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Example 1. To solve the differential equation

dy
x dx + (l - x) y = x eX,

we first rewrite the equation in the standard form,

dy (1 )- + - - 1 Y = eX.
dx x

An integrating factor is then

f( 1 )--1 dx
P = e x = e10g x-x = X e-x,

no constant being added in the integration, since only a particular integrating
factor is needed. The solution is then given by Equation (21),

eXJ eXy=- xdx+C-,
x x

x eX
or y = 2 eX + C -; .

It may be noticed that the general homogeneous solution of Equation (18)

is YII = C , whereas a particular solution is Y p = ! JPh dx.
P P

1.5. Linear differential equations with constant coefficients. The simplest
and perhaps the most important differential equation of higher order is the
linear equation,

L y = dny + a d
n
-

1
y + ... + a _ dy + a y = h(x)

dx n 1 dxn - 1 n 1 dx n , (22)

in which the coefficients ak are constants.
We first attempt to determine n linearly independent solutions of the

corresponding homogeneous equation. The appearance of the equation sug
gests homogeneous solutions of the form erx, where r is a constant, since all
derivatives of erx are constant multiples of the function itself,

dm
__ erx = r m erx•

dxm

We then have
(23)

This result shows that erx is a solution ofthe homogeneous equation associated
with Equation (22) if r is one of the n roots r1, r2' ... , r n of the characteristic
equation,

r n + a r n- 1 + ... + a r + a = 01 n-1 n • (24)
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(25)

It should be noticed that this equation is obtained from the associated homo

geneous di~erential equation by formally replacing ~~ by r" with the conven

tion that ~~ == y. If the n roots of Equation (24) are distinct, exactly n

independent solutions er1x, ••• ,ernx of the homogeneous equation are so
obtained and the general homogeneous solution is

n

YH =.2: cker}fIe.

k=l

However, if one or more of the roots is repeated, less than n independent
solutions are obtained in this way. To find the missing solutions we may
proceed as follows. Suppose that r = r1 is a double root of Equation (24).
Then Equation (23) is of the form

Lerx = (r - rJ2(, - 'a)'" (, - rrJ era:

and it follows that not only the right-hand member itself but also its (partial)
derivative with respect to , must vanish when r = r1. The same must then be
true for the left-hand member. Thus we conclude that in this case we have both

and L[.E-.. (erj] = Lx er1a: = 0,ar r=r1

so that the part of the homogeneous solution corresponding to a double root '1
can be written in the form

Bya simple extension ofthis argument, it can be shown that the part of the
homogeneous solution corresponding to an m-fold root '1 is of the form

er 1a:(c1+ c2x + cax2 + ... + cm xm - 1).

Hence, to each of the n roots of Equation (24), repeated roots being counted
separately, there is a corresponding known homogeneous solution, and the
general homogeneous solution is determined as a linear combination of these
n solutions.

Example 2. For the equation
d3y dy
- -- =0
cJx3 dx '

the characteristic equation is r 3 - r = r(r + 1)(r - 1) = 0, from which there
follows r = 0, ± 1. The general solution is then

y = cl + c2ea: + C3e-a:.
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Example 3. For the differential equation

cfJy _ 5 d
2
y + 8 dy _ 4y = 0

tJx3 dx2 dx '

the characteristic equation is (r - 1)(r - 2)2 = 0, from which there follows
r = 1, 2, 2. The general solution is then

y = Cl~ + e 2X(c2 + C3X ).

If Equation (24) has imaginary roots and if the coefficients of Equation (24)
are real, the roots must occur in conjugate pairs. Thus, ifrl = a + ib is one root,
a second root must be r2 = a - ib. The part of the solution corresponding to
these two roots can be written in the form

A e(eJ-tib)Z + B e(a-ib)Z = eaX(A e ibZ + B e-ib:t).

In order that this expression be real, the constants A and B must be imaginary
By making use of Euler's formula,*

ei8 = cos 0 + i sin 0,

we find that the solution becomes

ea:t[A(cos bx + i sin bx) + B(cos bx - i sin bx)]

and hence can be written in the more convenient form,

(26)

ea
Z

( c1 cos bx + C2 sin bx),

where Cl and C2 are new arbitrary constants replacing (A + B) and i(A - B),
respectively. Thus real values of Cl and C2 correspond to values of A and B
which are conjugate complex. Similarly, if a ± ib are m-fold roots, the corre
sponding 2m terms in the homogeneous solution can be written in the real
form,

eax[(cl + c2x-+ ... + cmx m- 1) cos bx

+ (cm+1 + cm+2x + ... + c2mx m
- 1) sin bx].

Example 4. The equation

tPy dy- + 2- + 5v = 0dr dx /

has the characteristic equation r2 + 2r + 5 = 0, from which r = -1 ± 2;;
hence

* Familiarity with this important relation, and with the elementary algebra of
complex numbers, is assumed. Such topics are reviewed in the preliminary sections
of the last Chapter.
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Example 5. The equation

11

has the characteristic equation (r2 + 1)2 = 0, from which r = ±i. ±i; hence

y = (el + c~) cos x + (c3 + c.sx) sin x.

General methods for obtaining a particular solution of the complete non~

homogeneous Equation (22) are given in Sections 1.7 and 1.9. A shorter
method which can be applied in many practical cases is that of undetermined
coefficients. This method may be used when the right-hand side of Equation
(22) involves only terms of the form x m• where m is an integer, terms of the
form sin qx, cos qx, and ePz

, and/or products of two or more such functions.
The reason for the success of the method is the fact that each ofthese functions,
or any product of a finite number of these functions, has only a finite number
of linearly independent derivatives.

If we define thefamily of a function I(x) as the set of linearly independent
functions of which the function I(x) and its derivatives with respect to x are
linear combinations, the following families may be listed:

Term I
I

x m I,.
SIn qx i
cosqx I

ePX I
J

Family

m m-l m-2 2 1x ,X , x , ... , x , x,.
SIn qx, cos qx
Sin qx, cos qx

ePx

The family of a function consisting of a product of n terms of this type is
readily seen to consist of all possible products of n factors, in which one factor
in each product is taken from the family of each factor in the parent function.
Thus, it may be verified that the family of x 2 sin 3x is composed oftwo~factor

products of terms in the families {x2
, x, I} and {sin 3x, cos 3x}, one term from

each family appearing in each product:

{x2 sin 3x, x sin 3x, sin 3x, x 2 cos 3x, x cos 3x, cos 3x}.

The method of undetermined coefficients may now be outlined as follows.
It is assumed that the general homogeneous solution ofthe differential equation
has already been obtained, and that any cosh or sinh functions occurring in it,
or in the right~handmember hex), are replaced by equivalent linear combina
tions of exponential functions.

(I) Construct the family of each term (or product) of which hex) is a linear
combination.

(2) If any family has a member which is a homogeneous solution of the
differential equation, replace that family by a new family in which each member
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of the original family is multiplied by x, or by the lowest integral power of x
for which no member of the new family is a homogeneous solution. Only
m~mbers of the offending family are so modified. It should also be noticed,
for example, that the presence of tr or sin x in the homogeneous solution does
not require modification of a family containing the product e% sin x unless that
product itself is also a homogeneous solution.

(3) Assume as a particular solution a linear combination of all members
of the resultant families, with undetermined literal coefficients ofcombination,
and determine these coefficients by requiring that the differential equation be
identically satisfied by this assumed solution.

It will be found that in all cases the number ofcoefficients to be determined
will equal the number of linearly independent functions whose coefficients
must be matched, and that the resultant equations always have a solution.
The detailed proof of this general statement is rather lengthy and is omitted.
A SPecial case is treated, for the purpose of illustration, at the end of Section
1.7.

It should be emphasized that this procedure does not generally apply unless
the differential equation has constant coefficients and has a right-hand member
possessing a finite family.

Example 6. Consider the differential equation

tPy dy
tJx3 - dx = 2x + 1 - 4 cos x + 2eX.

The general homogeneous solution is

YH = Cl + c~ + cae-:&·

The families of the terms x, 1, cos x, and ff' on the right-hand side of the equation
are, respectively,

{x, I}, {I}, {cos x, sin x}, {ff'}.

The second family is contained in the first, and is discarded. Since the first family
has the representative 1 in the homogeneous solution, it is replaced by the family
{xl, x}. Similarly, the last family is replaced by {x eX}. A particular solution is then
assumed in the form

yp = Ax! + Bx + Ccosx + Dsinx + Ex~.

When Y is replaced by y p, the differential equation becomes

-2Ax - B - 2Dcosx + 2Csinx + 2E~ = 2x + 1 - 4cosx + 2ee.-- -
By equating the coefficients of x, 1, cos x, sin x, and ff', there follows

A = -1 B = -1 D = 2 C = 0 E = 1, , , , .
A particular solution thus is

y p = - x2 - x + 2 sin x + x~,
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and the general solution is

y = Cl + c~ + cse-z - xl - x + 2 sin x + xlf'.

13

1.6. The equidimensionallinear different",l eqlUltion. An equation of the
form

Ly = xn dny + b x n- 1 dn-1y + ... + b _ x dy + b y = h(x) (27)
dxn 1 dxn- 1 n 1 dx n ,

where the b's are constants,)tas the property that each term on the left is
unchanged when x is replacea by ex, where e is a nonzero constant. Thus the
physical dimension of x is irrevelant in each term on the left and, if the b's are
dimensionless, each term on the left has the dimensions ofy. For this reason
we shall refer to this equation as the equidimensionai linear equation. The
equation is also variously called "Euler's equation," "Cauchy's equation,"
and the "homogeneous linear equation," although each of these terms also
has other connotations.

One method of solving this equation consists of introducing a new in
dependent variable z by the substitution

x = eZ
, z = log x. (28)

There then follows
d dz did-=--=--,
dx dx dz eZ dz

and hence

• dm .z(1 d)m
x dx. = e eZ d; .

Thus, in particular, we obtain

dy dy
x-=-

dx dz'

x 2 d
2
y = d

2
y _ dy = .!!..(.!!.. _ 1) y

dx2 dz2 dz dz dz '

x3 d
3
Y = d

3
Y _ 3 d

2
Y + 2 dY

dx3 dz3 dz2 dz

= !!(~ - 1) (.!!.. - 2)Y,
dz dz dz

and, in general, it is found that

x m dmy = .!!.-(.!!.. _ 1) (.!!.. - 2) ... (!!. - m + 1) y. (29)
dxm dz dz dz dz

The transformed equation thus becomes linear with constant coefficients, and
y then can be determined in terms ofz by the methods of the preceding section
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if the new right-hand member is zero or if it has a finite family (with respect to
z-differentiation). The final result is obtained by replacing z by log x.

Example 7. To solve the differential equation

x2 tJ2y _ 2x dy + 21/ = x 2 + 2
dx2 dx'" ,

we make use of Equations (28) and (29) to obtain the transformed equation

d 2y dy
- - 3 - + 21/ = e 2z + 2.dz2 dz ..,

The solution is found, by the methods of Section 1.5, to be

y = c1ez + C2e2z + ze2z + 1,

or, returning to the variable X,

y = CIX + C~2 + x 2 10gx -r 1.

If the right-hand member is zero, there is a more convenient alternative
procedure which consists of directly assuming a homogeneous solution of the
form

Y - xr
H - ,

corresponding to the assumption YH = en in the transformed equation. By
making use of the relationship

dmxr

x m dxm = r(r - 1) ... (r - m + 1) x r
,

there follows, with the notation of Equation (27),

L x r = ([r(r - 1) ... (r - n + 1)]

+ b1[r(r - 1) .. • (r - n + 2)] + ... + bn-1r + bn } xr•

Hence x r is a homogeneous solution if r satisfies the characteristic equation

[r(r - 1) ... (r - n + 1)] + b1[r(r - 1) (r - n + 2)]

+ + bn_1r + bn = O. (30)

This equation can be obtained from the left-hand side of Equation (27) by
dmy

formally replacing xm dxm by the m-factor product

r(r - I)' . , (r - m + I),

Let the n roots of Equation (30) be denoted by r1, r 2, ••• , rn' If these roots
are distinct, the general homogeneous solution is of the form

n

Yll = .L CkX
Tk

•

k=l

(31)
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In analogy with the results of the preceding section, we find that the second
homogeneous solution corresponding to a double root '1 is

[~ (XT)] = X T1 log xa, r=r1

and the part of the homogeneous solution corresponding to an m-fold root 'I is

X'l[Cl + c2 log x + Ca (log X)2 + ... + Cm (log x)m-l].

Further, to a conjugate pair of imaginary roots, = a ± ib there corresponds
the solution

Xa[cl cos (b log x) + C2 sin (b log x)].

The extension to the case of repeated imaginary roots is obvious.
Except in those cases in which the right-hand member is a linear combina

tion of powers of x (and in certain other cases of little practical interest),
particular solutions of nonhomogeneous equations oftype (27) usually cannot
be obtained by the method of undetermined coefficients. However, it is readily
shown by using the substitution (28) that a particular solution corresponding
to a right-hand member of the form x 8 is given by Y1' = Ax', where A is a
constant to be determined by substitution, unless x 8 is a homogeneous solu
tion. Ifx' is a homogeneous solution, the trial particular solution should be of
the form y p = Ax8 (log x)\ where k is the smallest positive integer for which
this expression is not a homogeneous solution. In other cases, particular
solutions can be obtained by the method of Section 1.9.

Example 8. For the equation

d2y dyr dx2 - 2x dx + 2y = x 2 + 2,

of Example 7, the characteristic equation (30) becomes

r(r - 1) - 2r + 2 = r 2 - 3r + 2 = 0,

from which r = 1, 2. The homogeneous solution is thus

Yll = c1x + C~2.

Since x2 is a homogeneous solution, we assume a solution yr = Ax2 log x corre
sponding to the right-hand term x2 and a solution y l' = B corresponding to the
constant term, and hence write

Yl' =- Ax2 10g x -\- B.

Substitution into the given differential equation gives A -= B = 1, and the complete
solution is
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1.7. Properties of linear operators. We now consider more critically
certain properties of linear differential operators of the general form

dn dn- 1 d
L = ao(x) - + a1(x) -1 + ... + an - 1(x) - + an(x). (32)

dxn dxn dx

An expression of this sort has no intrinsic meaning by itself, but when it is
followed by a function u(x), the result Luis defined to be a new function of x
defined by the relationship

(
dn dn- 1 d)

L u == ao - + a1 _ + ... + an-l- + an U
dxn dxn 1 dx

dnu dn- 1u du
== aod- + al d 1 + ... + an- 1 -d + anu.x n x n - X

We speak of L u as the result of operating on u by the operator L.
Further, if~ and L 2 are two linear operators, we write L2~U to indicate

the operation L 2(L1u), that is, the result ofoperating on~u by L 2, and similarly
for three or more successive operations. The abbreviations L2U == L L U,
L3U == L L L u, and so on are frequently used. In particular, if the operator
d.. D

dx IS wfltten as ,

dD=
dx'

(33)

there follows

D2 = !!- (!!-) = .!f- d ( d
2

) d
3

dx dx dx2 ' D
3

= dx dx2 = dx3 ' ... ,

and in general Dffl = d
m

• Thus Equation (32) can be written in the equivalent
dx ffl

form

n

= .2 an-k(x) D
k
.

k=O

(34)

and

The operations L2L1u and ~L2U should be carefully distinguished from
each other, since the two operations are not, in general, equivalent. To illus-

d d
trate, let L 1 = - and L 2 = x -d . Then

dx x

d (dU) d
2
uL 2L1u=x- - =X-,

dx dx dx2

d (dU) d
2
u duL 1L 2u = - X - = x - +-.

dx dx dx2 dx
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If the order in which the operators~ and L 2 are applied is immaterial, that
is, if~L2U = L2~U, the two operators are said to be commutative. Similarly,
we say that a set of operators is commutative if each pair of operators in the
set is commutative.

It is clear that any two operators of the form Dm and Dn are commutative;
so also are two operators of the form amDm and anDn, where am and an are
constant. From this fact it follows easily that the set of linear operators with
constant coefficients is commutative.

The commutativity of two linear equidimensional operators, for which
ak(x) = bkxk

, is seen to depend upon the commutativity of any two operators

of the form L1 = bmxm dtf'R and L 2 = bnxn d
n

. But with the substitution (28),
x m dxn

Equation (29) shows that L 1 and L 2 become linear operators with constant
coefficients, and hence are commutative. Thus it follows that the set of equi
dimensional linear operators is commutative.

It may be remarked, however, that commutativity is the exception rather
than the rule. Thus, for example, the above illustration shows that linear
operators with constant coefficients and homogeneous linear operators are not
in general commutative with each other.

The distributive property of linear operators.

(cl Ll + c2L 2 + ... + cnL,,) u = Cl~U + c2L 2u + ... + cnLnu, (35)

as well as the distributive property of linear operations,

L(C1U1 + C2U2 + ... + cnun) = clL u1 + c2L U2 + ... + cnL Un' (36)

of which use has already been made, is easily established.
In many cases it is possible to factor a linear operator into the product ofn

linear factors. If the factors are commutative, the result of factoring is unique,
the order in which the factors are written being arbitrary. Otherwise, the com
ponent factors will differ in form according to the position they occupy in the
product.

To illustrate, the operator D2 - 3D + 2 can be factored uniquely in the
forms (D - 2)(D - I) = (D - I)(D - 2). However, the operator XD2 + D
factors in two ways, into the products (D)(xD) and (xD + l)(D). By this
statement we mean, of course, that

(D)(xD) u = (xD + I)(D) u = (XD2 + D) u

for any twice-differentiable u.
Use is frequently made of the factoring process in solving linear differential

equations. Thus, in the case of the homogeneous linear equation with constant
coefficients, the operator

L = Dn + a Dn-l + ... + a D + a1 n-l n
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can be factored uniquely into the linear factors,

L = (D - rJ(D - rJ ... (D - rn),

where rb r2' ..• , rfa are roots of the formal equation L = O. Thus the equation
LYH = 0 becomes

(D - r1)(D - rJ ... (D - rn) YH = 0,

where each operator operates on the expression to its right. Hence the com
plete expression will be zero if the result of the first operation is zero. Since any
one of the n operators can be written immediately before y, it follows that a
solution of anyone of the n equations

(D - rJYH = 0 (k = I, 2, . . . , n)

(k = 1, 2, . . . , n)

is a solution of L YH = O. But these equations are equivalent to

dYH-- - rlrYH = 0
dx

and are readily solved to give the solutions

(k = 1, 2, ... , n).

By superimposing these solutions, the general homogeneous solution is ob
tained in the case where the roots are distinct, in accordance with the results of
Section 1.5. The part of the solution corresponding to m-fold roots can be
obtained as the solution of (D - r1)mYH = O.

Analogous procedures can be applied in other cases. In particular, the
general solution of any linear differential equation with constant coefficients
and arbitrary right-hand side can be obtained by a method illustrated by the
following example.

Example 9. To solve the differential equation

tPy dy
dx2 - 3 dx + 2y = [(x),

we write the equation in the operational form

(D - 2)(D - l)y = [(x).
Writing next

Yl = (D - Oy,
the differential equation becomes

dYI
(D - 2}Yl = [(x) or dx - 2Yl = [(x).

This linear equation is of first order and is solved, by using the results of Section 1.4,
in the form
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Next, replacing Yl by (D - Oy, we obtain a second first-order equation,

: - y ~ e'"fe-h f(xJ dx + Cle"'.

with solution

19

Similarly, it can be shown that the linear equidimensional operator of
Equation (27) can be factored into the commutative factors

(x D - r1)(x D - r2) ... (x D - , n),

where r1, '2' ... , rn are the roots of the characteristic equation (30). In this

con~ectionit should be noticed that the operators x m~: and (x~) m are not
equIvalent.

The notion of operators is useful in establishing the general validity of
the method of undetermined coefficients described in Section 1.5. To illus
trate the argument, we here consider an equation of the form L y =

a cos qx, where L is a linear differential operator with constant coefficients.
Since the operator D2 + t annihilates the right-hand member, it follows
that all solutions of the given equation are included in the general solution
of the equation (D2 + rr)Ly = O. However, if D2 + q2 is not a factor of L,
then the general solution of this equation is

y = YH + A cos qx + B sin qx,

where y = y H is the general solution of L y = o. If D2 + q2 is an
unrepeated factor of L, then YH will contain cos qx and sin qx, so that
A cos qx + B sin qx then must be replaced by Ax cos qx + Bx sin qx,
and so forth, in accordance with the rules set down in Section 1.5.

1.8. Simultaneous linear differential equations. Frequently two or more
unknown functions are related to a single independent variable by an equal
number of linear differential equations. Thus, in the case of two unknown
functions x and y and the independent variable I, we may have a pair of
simultaneous equations of the form

~x + L2Y = h1(t) }
(37a,b)

Lax + L4Y = h2(/) ,

where the L's are linear differential operators in I. The unknown functions x
and yare to be determined as functions of I.

When the operators involved are commutative, all unknown functions
except one can be successively eliminated from the given set of equations, to
give a new set oflinear differential equations each involving only one unknown
function. We illustrate this procedure in the case of Equations (37a,b).
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If Equation (37a) is operated on by L 4 and (37b) by -L2, and if the
resultant equations are added, there follows

(L4LI - L2La)x + (L4L2 - L2LJy = L4hI - L2h2,

or, if L 2 and L 4 are commutative,

(L4L I - L2La)x = L4hI - L2h2. (38a)

Similarly, to eliminate x we operate on Equation (37a) by -La and on (37b)
by L I • If L I and La are also commutative, we then obtain, by addition,

(LI L4 - LaL2)y = ~h2 - LahI ·

Finally, if ~,L4 and L2,La are commutative, the operators of x and y in the
last equations are identical, and we have

(38b)

Equations (38a) and (38b) can be written formally in the determinantal
form

t:ax =
hI L2

t:ay =
LI hI

h2 L4 La h2
where t:a is the operator

~=
LI L2

La L4

(39a,b)

(40)

if it is understood that in each term of the expansion of the right-hand sides of
Equations (39a,b) the operator is to be written before the function operated
upon. The formal analogy with Cramer's rule for solving linear equations by
determinants should be noticed.

Since the same operator affects x and y in Equations (39a,b), it is seen that
the homogeneous solutions of these equations are linear combinations of the
same functions, the number n ofindependent constants in each linear combina
tion being equal to the degree of the operator t:a. Thus, the solutions of
Equations (39a,b) will contain 2n independent constants.

At this stage of the solution a certain amount of care must be taken. It is
clear that since Equations (37a,b) imply (39a,b), all solutions of the original
simultaneous equations are contained in the solutions of the final equations.
However, since differentiation is generally involved in obtaining (39) from (37),
the converse is not generally true, in the sense that the solutions of (39a,b)
may satisfy (37a,b) only if certain relationships exist among the 2n constants.
These relationships may be determined by substituting the solutions of (39)
into (37a,b) and requiring that the resultant equations be identities. However,
if the coefficients are constants, and if in one of Equations (37a,b) the two
operators involved have no common factors, the relationships are completely
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determined by substitution into that single equation (see Problem 25). If x p

and y /' satisfy Equations (37), only the added x II and YH need be so checked.
An alternate procedure consists of solving only one of Equations (39a,b) for
one unknown function and of then substituting this result into whichever of
(37a,b) is more convenient for the subsequent determination of the second
unknown function. The expressions so obtained are then introduced into the
remaining one of Equations (37a,b), to determine possible restrictions on the
arbitrary constants.

The extension of this procedure to cases in which more than two unknown
functions are present leads to results again completely analogous to the state
ment of Cramer's rule. Thus, assuming that all operators involved are commu
tative with each other, the solutions of the equations

Ltx + LV' + Laz = hl(t),

L 4x + L 5y + L 6z = h 2(t),

L 7x + LsY + LgZ = ha(t)

are also solutions of three linear differential equations each involving only one
dependent variable, one of which can be written formally as

LI hI La

dy= L4 h2 L6 ,

L7 ha L9

LI L2 La

where d= L4 L5 L6 ,

L7 Ls L9

if in each term of the expansion of the first determinant the function is written
after the operators. If the operator d is of order n, the solutions of the three
equations so obtained involve 3n arbitrary constants, and possible restriction
on these constants must be obtained by substitution into the originalequations.
This procedure may be quite laborious if several unknown functions are
present. A method of solving such sets of equations with reduced labor in
certain problems, in cases when the operators have constant coefficients, is
given in Chapter 2.

It may be stated that if all operators involved are commutative, the total
number ofindependent constantspresent in the solution ofa set oflinear differen
tial equations is equa/to the order of the operator d. This order cannot exceed
the sum of the orders of the several equations and in certain cases may be less
than this number.
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To illustrate the preceding method, we solve the equations

d2x
- - X - 2y = t
dt2

d2y
- - 2y - 3x = 1
dt2

In operational form, these equations become

(D2 - l)x - 2Y = t )

- 3x + (D2 - 2)y = 1
Equation (40) gives

(41a,b)

(D2
- 1) -2

t:1=
-3 (D2

- 2)

and Equations (39a,b) then become

t -2
(D 4

- 3D2
- 4)x = = (D2

- 2)1 + 2 = 2 - 2t (42a)
1 (D2 - 2)

and
(D2 - 1) t

(D4
- 3D2

- 4)y = = (D2
- 1)1 + 31 = 31 - 1. (42b)

-3 1

We notice that the characteristic equation for both x and y is obtained by
formally replacing D by r in the expression for t:1 = 0,

r4 - 3r2 - 4 = 0,

from which r = ±2, ±i. Hence we obtain

XH = c1e2t + c2e-2t + C3 cos t + C4 sin t,

YH = d1e2t + d2e-2t + d3 cos t + d4 sin t.

Particular solutions of Equations (42a,b) are readily found by inspection
or by the method of undetermined coefficients,

xp = it - 1, Yp = 1- it.
To determine the relationships which must exist among the c's and d's, we
may first verify that Xp and YP satisfy Equations (41a,b) as well as (42a,b).
Hence we then introduce the expressions for XII and Yll into the left-hand
sides of Equations (41a,b) and require the results to be identically zero. Using
first Equation (4Ia), we find the conditions
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The same conditions are obtained by using Equation (41b) (see Problem 25).
Thus only four of the eight constants are truly arbitrary. Retaining the four c's,
we write

YH = ! (c1e
2t + c2e-2t) - (c3 cos t + C4 sin t),

and the final solutions are

x = c1e2t + c2e-2t + C3 cos t + C4 sin t + it - i,
y = ! (c1e2t + c2e-2t) - (C3 cos t + C4 sin t) - it + 1.

It may be seen that Equation (42a) could be obtained directly, in this case,
by solving (41a) for y and substituting the result into (41 b). In more complicated
cases the present procedure is generally preferable.

If the expression for xH were introduced into the left-hand side of Equation
(41a) and the right-hand side were replaced by zero, an expression for y H

would be found directly, in this case, in terms of the constants of XH' Substitu
tion of these results into the left-hand side of Equation (41 b) would then show
that no further restrictions on the constants were necessary. IfEquation (41 b)
were used to determine YH in terms of XH' the two new constants introduced
would be determined in terms of the c's by substitution into (41a).

The solutions of Equations (41a,b) can also be obtained by a slightly
different but equivalent method which is of some practical interest. Since the
coefficients in both linear equations are constants, it can be assumed initially
that homogeneous solutions exist of the form

By introducing these assumptions into Equations (41a,b) and replacing the
right-hand sides by zeros, there follows

(r; - l)ck - 2dk = 0,

-3ek + (r; - 2)dk = o.
In order that nontrivial solutions of these equations exist, it is necessary that
the determinant of the coefficients ofCk and dk vanish, giving the characteristic
equation obtained previously. Ifrk satisfies this equation, the coefficient dk can
be expressed in terms of Ck by either of the two equations. Thus, using the first
equation, we have

For the roots r = ±2 there follows dk = ICk' whereas for r = ±ithere follows
dt = -Ck. These results are easily shown to lead, by superposition, to the
previously obtained homogeneous solutions.
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In order to obtain particular solutions directly from Equations (4Ia,b),
the method of undetermined coefficients can be applied if all terms on the
right~hand sides of the equations are taken into account in constructing the
families. Thus, from Equation (4Ia) we have the family {t, I} and from (4Ib)
the family {I}, which is contained in the former family. Since there is no
representative in either homogeneous solution, we assume particular solutions
of the form

Xp = At + B, Yp = Ct + D.

Substitution into Equations (4Ia,b) gives

-(A + 2C)t - (B + 2D) = t,

-(3A + 2C)t - (3B + 2D) = I.

In order that these be identities, we must have

-A - 2C = I, B + 2D = 0, 3A + 2C = 0, -3B - 2D = 1

from which there follows

B= -!, C= -1, D = i,
in accordance with the previously obtained results.

In order to illustrate a special situation, we consider also the set

dx t
2- - 3x + y = 4e

dt

x + 2 dy - 3y = 0
dt

If Equations (39) and (40) are applied to these equations, there follows

cJ2x dx t
--3- +2x=-e
dt2 dt

tJ2y dy t
--3- + 2y=-e
dt2 dt

from which one obtains

XH = cle
2t + C2e

f
)

YH = d1e
2t + d2e

t

and

(43)

(44)

(45)

(46)
Xp = t et

}

Yp = t et •

But here it happens that x p and y p do not satisfy the original Equations (43).
Thus it is necessary to substitute the sums XH + Xp and YII +Yp into



(49)
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Equations (43) for the purpose of obtaining conditions on the constants in
Equations (45). This process gives, finally,

d2 = 2 + C2' d1 = -Cl" (47)

1.9. Ptu1;cll1llr solutions by I1t11'iatio1l of ptll'tlmeters. We next derive a
method for determining the complete solution of any linear differential
equation for which the general homogeneous solution is known.

Suppose that the general homogeneous solution of the equation

Ly = dfty + alex) dft-~ + ... + Qft-I(X) dy + aft(x) y = hex) (48)
d~ ~ft b

has been obtained in the form
ft

YH = 2: CA:"A:(X),
A:=1

where the u's are n linearly independent homogeneous solutions and the c's
are n arbitrary constants or "parameters." We will find that a particular
solution of the complete equation can be obtained by replacing the constant
parameters Ck in the solution of the associated homogeneous equation by
certain functions of x. Thus, we assume that

ft

YP = 2: Ck(x) Ul:(x) (50)
k=1

is a solution of Equation (48) and attempt to choose the n functions CA: suit
ably. Since we have n functions to determine, and since the ,requirement that
Equation (SO) satisfy Equation (48) represents only one condition, we have
n - I additional conditions at our disposal.

Differentiating Equation (50) and using primes to denote differentiation
with respect to x, we obtain

fI ft

dyp = 2: CkU~ +2: C~Uk'
dx 1:=1 k=l

In order to simplify this expression, we require as our first condition that the
second summation vanish,

(51a)

There then follows

and



(Stb)
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As the second condition, we require again that the sum of the terms involving
derivatives of the C's vanish,

fl

L C~u~ = O.
k=1

Proceeding in this way through the (n - l)th derivative, we have as our
(n - I)th condition the requirement

nL C~u~n-2) = 0
k=1

and the (n - I)th derivative is

d
n

-
1
yp =~ C (n-l)

d n-l ~ kUk .
X k=1

The expression for the nth derivative is then

(SIc)

dn n ny: = L CkU~n) +L C~U~fl-l).
dx k=1 k=1

By introducing the expressions for YP and its derivatives into the left·hand
side of Equation (48), we find that the final condition, that Equation (SO)
satisfy (48), becomes

11 fl

Lyp = L CkU~n) + al(x)LC kukn - 1
) + ...

k=1 k=1
fl fl n

+ an - 1(x)L CkU~ + aix)L CkUk +L C~u~n-l) = h(x).
k=1 k=1 1=1

Combining the first summations, we obtain

Now, since each function Uk satisfies Equation (48) with h(x) replaced by
zero, and since each bracket in the first summation is precisely the result of
replacing y in the left·hand side of Equation (48) by a function Uk' the first
summation vanishes identically, and the final condition becomes merely

flL C~U~fl-l) = h(x).
k=1

(SId)
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(53)

In summary, the n conditions imposed on the n unknown functions can be
written in the expanded form

C1(x) Ul(X) + C2(x) u2(x) + + C~(x) un(x) = 0

C~(x) ui(x) + C2(x) u2(x) + + C~(x) u~(x) = 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (52)
C~(x) u~n-2)(x) + C~(x) u~n-2)(x) + + C~(x) u~n-2>(x) = 0

Ci(x) u~n-l)(x)+ C~(x) U~"-l\X) + + C~(x) u~n-l)(x) = h(x).

If this set of equations is solved for C{, C~, ... ,C~ by Cramer's rule, the
common-denominator determinant is seen to be the Wronskian of ul , u2'

If the solutions C;, C~, ... , C~ are integrated and the results are introduced
into Equation (SO), the result is a particular solution of Equation (48) for any
choice of the n constants of integration. If the constants are left arbitrary, this
procedure yields the complete solution of Equation (48).

It is important to notice that Equation (48) was written in "standard form."

If the coefficient of dd"Y in Equation (48) were oo(x), the last equation of (52)
x"

would be modified by replacing hex) by h(X».
oo(x

In particuLar, for a second-order linear equation of the form

d
2
y + alex) dy + a2(x) Y = h(x),

dx2 dx
there follows

(54a)

where

and, similarLy,

0 u"

C~=
h u'2 _

Ul u2
u1 u'2

h(x) U2(X)

W[u l (X),U 2(x)]

Thus we can write

(54b)

• It is known that if the coefficients ah ah ... , a. are continuous in an interval I, the
indicated derivatives exist in /, and furthermore the Wronskian of the linearly independent
functions cannot vanish in /. Hence a unique solution always exists.
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and the introduction of these results into Equation (54a) gives the required
solution.

If hex) is not given explicitly, but the general solution is required for an
arbitrary hex), we may combine the result of this substitution into a more
compact form if before substituting Equations (54b) into (54a) we replace the
dummy variable of integration by a new variable, say ~, to distinguish it from
the current variable x which appears as the limit of the integrals. Substitution
of Equations (54b) into (54a) then leads to the result

=f~ h(~)[Ul(~) u2(x) - u2(E) Ul(X)] dE + c u (x) + c U (x). (55)
y W[u

1
(E),U2(E)] 1 1 2 2

Here x is to be held constant in the Eintegration. If hex) is given explicitly, the
direct evaluation of Equations (54b) and subsequent substitution into (54a) is
usually more convenient than the use of Equation (55).

Example 10. For the differential equation

d2y
dx2 + Y = f(x)

two linearly independent homogeneous solutions are "1 = cos X, "2 = sin x. The
Wronskian is

W(cos x, sin x) =
cos x sin x

. = sin2 x + cos2 X = 1.
-Stnx cosx

Thus, use of Equations (54a,b) gives the solution

y = -cos X [pl:f(x) sin xdx + c1] + sinx[f~f(x)cosxdx + cz].

This form is usually most convenient for actual evaluation of the solution when
f(x) is given. The form (55), which is useful in more general considerations, here
takes the form

y = f~ f(¢) [cos ¢ sin x - sin ¢ cos xl d¢ + Cl cos X + ell sin x

or y = f~ f(¢) sin (x - ¢) d~ + Cl cos X + CII sin x.

Example 11. For the differential equation

dSy tPy dy
dx3 - 3 dxll + 2 dx = f(x),

we may take "1 = 1, "2 = tr, "s = e2%. Equations (52) then become
, , '-~C1 + C2tr + Cae- = 0,

, '-~C2tr + 2Cse- = 0,
, '..bC2tr + 4Cse-- = f(x).
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For the determinant of this system we find W(I, ee, e22:) = 2~. Solving the three
simultaneous equations, we obtain

C~ = l[(x), C~ = -e-z [(x), C~ = 1e-22:[(x).

The solution of the differential equation is then

y= I [1 IX [(~) d~ + c1] + ee [ - IZ e-; [(~) d~ + ca]

+ e'U [1 IZ e-2~ [(~) d~ + ca]

or, equivalently,

y = 1IX [(~) [l - 2ee-~ + e2(x-~)] d~ + Cl + c"r + Cae22:.

It will be shown in Section 1.10 that the Wronskian of two homogeneous
solutions of Equation (53) is of the form

W(Ut,uJ = A e-h1(x)dX, (56)

where A is a definite constant depending only on the choice of the arbitrary
multiplicative constants involved in the homogeneous solutions u1 and U2' It
follows (see Problem 36) that W(Ut,U2) can be determined if only the values of
U1 and U2 and their first derivatives are known at a single point. This fact is
useful in evaluating Equation (55) if, for example, the solutions u1(x) and U2(x)
are expressed in terms of power series (see Chapter 4).

It can be shown* that, more generally, the Wronskian of n homogeneous
solutions of Equation (48) is also given by the right-hand member of Equation
(56). The statement of this fact is known as Abel'sformula. From the properties
of the exponential function, it follows that if al(x) is continuous in an interval
I, the Wronskian cannot vanish in I unless it vanishes identically.

1.10. R~tblctio" of or.r. One of the important properties of linear
differential equations is the fact that if one homogeneous solution of an
equation oforder n is known, a new linear differential equation oforder n - 1,
determining the remainder of the solution, can be obtained. This procedure is
in a sense analogous to the reduction of the degree of an algebraic equation
when one solution is known.

Suppose that one homogeneous solution u1(x) is known. We next write
y = v(x) Ul(X) and attempt to determine the function v(x). Substituting VUt for
y in the left-hand side of the differential equation, we obtain a new linear
differential equation oforder n to determine v. But sincey = c Ut(x) is a homo
geneous solution of the original equation, v = c must be a homogeneous
solution of the new equation. Hence the new equation must lack the term of
zero order in v; that is, the coefficient ofv must be zero. Thus the new equation

is of order n - 1 in the variable :;.

• By differentiating the Wronskian determinant, one obtains the relation~ = -alW.
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We apply this procedure to the solution of the general second-order linear
equation

(57)

assuming that one homogeneous solution uI(x) is known. Writing

y = v(x) UI(X),

and introducing Equation (58) into (57), there follows

(58)

V"UI + 2v'u~ + QIV'UI + v(u~ + QIu{ + Q2UI) = h.

But since UI is a homogeneous solution of Equation (57), the expression in
parentheses vanishes and the differential equation determining v becomes

(59)or (
UI ) h(v')' + 2...1 + Q1 v' = - .
UI UI

This equation is of first order in {I', with an integrating factor given by the
results of Section 1.4 in the form

where (60)

Hence there follows

(61)

, 1 JZ h d CI
V = -2 P UI X + -2 .

PUI PUI
An integration then gives

J
zJz phul dx JZ dx

v = 2 dx + C1 -2 + C2
PUI PU1

and the introduction of Equation (61) into (58) yields the general solution

J
zJz phul dx JZ dx

Y = UI(X) 2 dx + CIUI(X) -2 + C2UI(X), (62)
pUI PUI

Thus, if UI is one homogeneous solution, the most general linearly in
dependent solution of the associated homogeneous equation is of the form

(63)
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(64)

where A and B are arbitrary constants with A =I=- 0, and a particular solution
of the complete equation is

f
(J: {(J:phU1 dx

y = u1(x), <) dx.
P". 1

We remark that no constants of integration need be added in either of the
integrations in Equation (64), since the additional terms thereby introduced
can be absorbed into the homogeneous solution. However, if arbitrary con
stants are introduced in each of the integrations, Equation (64) represents the
complete solution of Equation (57).

In view of Equation (63), the Wronskian of any two homogeneous solu
tions of (57) is given by

U1 AU1fxdX2 + BU1
PUl

A fXdX"1 - + Aui ~ + Bui
pU1 pXl

Expansion of this determinant gives Abel's result in this case,

(65)

Example 12. One homogeneous solution of the equation

tPy (dY )x2 - + (x - 1) x - - y = x 2 e-Z

dx2 dx

is seen by inspection to be y = x. To find the complete solution, we first write the
equation in the standard form of (57),

d2y ( 1) dy 1- x- + 1 - - - + y = e-z ,
dx2 x dx x 2

and find
1
x

1
p(x) = - eZ.

x

(x > 0)

With Ul = x, a second linearly independent solution is obtained from Equation (63),
taking A = 1 and B = 0 for convenience, in the form

f
x -z

U2 = x ex dx.

The lower limit can be chosen at pleasure. This indefinite integral cannot be evalu
ated in terms of elementary functions. However, the function

Ix e-Z f -z eZ
Ei( -x) = -dx = -dx

0') x -0') x
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is a tabulated function, known as the "exponential-integral function." [See
Reference 7 of Chapter 4, for example, where similar integrals involving (sin x)fx
and (cos x)fx, and known as "sine-integra!" and "cosine-integral" functions,
are also defined and tabulated.] Thus, taking the lower limit to be 00, the second
independent homogeneous solution can be taken to be

U2 = x Ei( -x),

and the general homogeneous solution is of the form

YH = x[c1 + C2 Ei( -x)].

A particular solution is given by Equation (64),

f
x e-X IX e-Zr dx fX

y P = x x dx = x e-X dx = -x e-Z
,

if constants of integration are omitted. Thus the complete solution is

(x > 0).

1.11. Determilllltioll of consttmts. The n arbitrary constants present in
the general solution of a linear differential equation of order n are to be
determined by n suitably prescribed supplementary conditions.

Frequently these conditions consist of the requirement that the function
and its first n - I derivatives take on prescribed values at a given point x = a,

y(a) = Yo, y'(a) = y~, ... , y(ft-l)(a) = y~ft-I>. (66)

When such conditions are prescribed, the problem is known as an initial-value
problem. In this case it can be shown that if the point x = a is included in an
interval where the coefficients a1(x), ... , aft(x) and the right-hand side h(x) of
the differential equation, in standardform, are continuous, there exists a unique
solution satisfying Equations (66). Here, if the complete solutioniswritteninthe
form

ft

Y =.L CI:UI:(x) + yP{X),
1'=1

(67)

the conditions of Equations (66) require that the constants Cl: satisfy the n
equations

(68)(m = 0, 1, 2, ... , n - 1).
ft.L cl:u~m)(a) = y~m) - y~m>(a)

1:=1

We notice that the determinant of the coefficients of the constants Ct is the
value of the Wronskian of the linearly independent solutions UI: at the point
x = a, which (as was stated in the footnote on page 27) cannot vanish under
the specified conditions. Thus a unique solution is assured.
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Sets of conditions other than those of Equations (66) may, however, be
prescribed. For example, values of the function and/or certain of the
derivatives may be prescribed at two distinct points x = Q, X = b. In such cases
a unique solution mayor may not exist.

Example 13. The general solution of the differential equation

d 2y
dx2 + Y =O

is Y = Cl cos X + C2 sin x. The initial-value problem with conditions y(0) = Yo,
y'(O) = Yo has the unique solution y = Yo cos x + Yo sin x.

The conditions y(0) = 1, y(1T/2) = 1 imply the unique solution y = cos x +
sin x, while the only solution satisfying the conditions y(O) = y(1T/2) = 0 is
the trivial solution y = O. However, the conditions y(O) = y(1T) = 0 are both
satisfied if we take Cl = 0, and hence in this case there exist an infinite number of
solutions of the fonn y = A sin x, where A is arbitrary.

1.12. SpecitlJ ,01"lIbk type' of noNinelll' etpUllions. Although there exist
no techniques of general applicability for the purpose of obtaining solutions
of nonlinear differential equations in closed form, there are several special
types of equations for which such solutions can be obtained, a few of which
are treated very briefly in this section. Here, instead of seeking y as a function
ofx, we may be led to determine x as a function ofy or to accept as a solution
a functional relationship involving the two variables in a less simple way.

(1) Separable equations. Separable first-order equations have already been
mentioned in Section 1.1.

Example 14. The equation (l + x2) dy + (l + r> dx = 0 is separable in the
form

dx dy
1 + x2 + 1 + r = 0,

and integration gives the solution

tan-1 x + tan-1 y = tan-1 C

or

Example 15. The equation

x +Y = c(l - xy).

( dY)
2

dx - 4y + 4 = 0

yields two separable equations when solved algebraically for :'

dy
dx = ±2Vy - 1,
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from which
dy

± .y = 2dx t

Y - 1

provided that the division by .yY - 1 is legitimate, and hence there follows
±Vy-l =x-cor

y = 1 + (x - C)2.

Since the relation y - 1 = 0 has been excluded in the derivation of this solution,
the possibility that y = 1 may also be a solution must be explored separately.
Direct substitution into the original differential equation shows that y = 1 is
indeed a solution. Furthermore, it cannot be obtained by specializing the constant c
in the relation y = 1 - (x - C)2. Here the complete solution consists of the latter
one-parameter solution together with the Hsingular solution:' y = 1. It can be
verified, in this case, that all the curves which represent particular solutions, in
correspondence with particular choices of the constant c, are tangent to the straight
line representing the singular solution, so that this line is the envelope of those
curves.

(2) Exact first-order equations. A first-order equation, written in the form

P(x,y) dx + Q(x,y) dy = 0, (69)

(70)

where P and Q are assumed to have continuous first partial derivatives, is said
to be exact when P and Q satisfy the condition

ap aQ
-=~ay ax

In this case, and in this case only, there exists a function u(x,y) such that

du = P dx + Qdy. (71)

Thus Equation (69) then is identical with the equation du = 0, whose general
solution clearly is

u(x,y) = c, (72)

where c is an arbitrary constant.
Since Equation (71) implies

au _ p- ,ax (73)

the necessity of Equation (70) follows from the fact that

a(au) 0 (ou)
ax oy = oy ox

when the indicated derivatives are continuous. In order to obtain a function u
satisfying the two relations of Equations (73), we may, for example, start with
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(75)

the first relation, integrating with respect to x with y held constant to obtain

u(x,y) = Jill P(x,y) dx + fey). (74)

Here f(y) is the added "constant of integration," to be determined by the
second relation of Equations (73), which gives

f~~ dx + f'(y) = Q

and hence

f'(y) = Q-fill (JP dx.
oy

That the right-hand member is indeed only a function ofy, so thatf(y) can be
determined (with an irrelevant arbitrary additive constant) by direct integra
tion, follows from the fact that its partial derivative with respect to x is zero
since

.!(Q _fIllOP dX) = oQ - ~ = 0,
ox oy ax oy

when Equation (70) is satisfied, so that the suffiCiency of that condition is also
established.

Example 16. The equation

dy 1 + y2 + 3x2y
-=
dx 1 - 2xy - x 3

can be written in the form

(3x2y + T + 1) dx + (x3 + 2xy - 1) dy = 0,

and the condition (70) of exactness is satisfied. From the relation

au
ax = 3x2y + y2 + 1

there follows u = x3y + xy2 + x + f(Y). The relation

au
ay = r + 2xy - 1

then gives r + 2xy + f'(Y) = x2 + 2xy - 1 or f'(Y) = -1, from which
f(y) = - y, apart from an irrelevant arbitrary additive constant. Hence the required
solution u = c is

x3y + xy2 + x - Y = c.

(3) Homogeneousfirst-order equations. Afunctionf(x,y) is said to be homo
geneous ofdegree n if there exists a constant n such that, for every number l,

f(h,ly) = Anf(x,y).
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Thus, for example, the functions xl + xy and tan-1 (y/x) are both homo
geneous, the first ofdegree two and the second ofdegree zero, whereas Xl +y
is not homogeneous. The first-order differential equation,

P(x,y) dx + Q(x,y) dy = 0, (76)

is said to be homogeneous if P and Q are both homogeneous of degree n, for
some constant n.

Such an equation becomes separable upon the change of variables

y = vx, dy = v dx + x dv. (77)

For, since P(x,vx) = xnp(l,v) and Q(x,vx) = xnQ(I,v), this substitution re
duces Equatipn ('J6) to the form.

xnp(l,v) dx + xnQ(I,v)(v dx + x dv) = 0

or [P(l,v) + v Q(l,v)) dx + x Q(1,v) dv = 0, (78)

which is indeed separable.
The substitution

x = uy, dx=udy+ydu

also is appropriate and mayor may not lead to a more convenient form after a
separation of variables.

Example 17. The equation

(3y2 - xi) dx = 2xydy

is homogeneous (with n = 2) and, with y = vx, it becomes

(v2 - 1) dx + 2xv dv = 0

from which there follows

2vdv dx
-=v2:""""--1 = -x (x *- 0, v2 *- 1)

and hence

or

or

log Iv2
- 11 = log Ixl + log Icl = log Icxl

v2
- 1 = ex

y2 - xi = cr.
The temporarily excluded relations, x = 0 and y = ±x, both are seen to satisfy
the given equation and hence in fact are solutions, but they need not be appended
to the solution obtained since they are included in it when c = co and c = O.

(4) Miseellaneousfirst-orderequations. Most of the other known techniques
for solving special first-order equations in closed form consist ofreductions to
linear, separable, exact, or homogeneous forms. Some typical examples follow.
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Example 18. BernouUi's equation. The equation

dy + P(x)y = Q(x)yn
dx

can be written in the form

y-n : + p(x)y-n+l = Q(x),

which clearly becomes linear under the substitution v = y-ta+l.

Example 19. The equation

dy ax + by + c
dx=Ax+By+C

37

can be reduced to a homogeneous equation by writing x = t + hand y = s + k
and determining suitable values of the constants hand k, provided that aB 1= bA.
In that exceptional case, the substitution s = ax + by + c renders the equation
separable.

Example 20. Although the equation

y2dx = x(xdy - ydx)

can be treated as a homogeneous equation or as a Bernoulli equation in y (Example
18), the combination x dy - Y dx tends to suggest division by y2 or by. x2, for the
purpose of forming -d(xly) or d(Ylx). Here a division by y2, accompanied by a
division by x, is clearly indicated, leading to the form

dx+ydx-xdy=O
x y2

which is exact, since each term is an exact differential, and there follows

x
log Ixl + - = c

y
or

x
y = c -log Ixl'

In this case, multiplication of the equation by the integrating factor x-1y-2 makes
the equation exact. In less contrived situations, the discovery of such a factor may be
much less straightforward.

Example 21. The nonlinear Equation (11),

(
dY )

2
dy

dx - 2 dx + 4y = 4x - 1,
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yields the two first-degree equations

dy
dx = 1 ± 2vx - y.

x - y = u~

The prominence of the expression x - y may suggest the substitution

dy du
1 -- =-

dx dx'
which leads to the separable equations

du 
dx = ± 2vu.

If it is noticed that the process of separation necessitates the special consideration
of the relation u = O. the one-parameter solution (12) and the singular solution
y = x then are easily obtained. Equally fortuitous substitutions may suggest
themselves in other cases.

(80)
dy
-=p
dx

(5) Second-order equations lacking one variable. The general equation of
second order is of the form

(
dy tPY)

F x, y, dx • dx2 = 0, (79)

containingZexplicitly. Any such equation can be written equivalently as a

pair of simultaneous first-order equations, in various ways. In particular, we
may write

(81)

dp

dx

and

dp dy dp
--=p-
dy dx dy

in accordance with which Equation (79) can be replaced by either the set

F(x, y, p, ~=) = 0

dy
-=p
dx

(82)

or the set

F(X, y, p, p ~;) = 0

dy
-=p
dx

(83)
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In the general case t both equations of either set involve the three variables
X ty, and Pt and hence no one of the equations can be solved independently of
the associated equation. However, ify is not explicitly involved in F, then the
first equation of (82) involves only x and p. If it can be solved, to provide a
relation between x and p, and if the result can be used to eliminatep from the
second relation in Equation (82)t then y can be determined in terms of x by
integration of the resulting equation.

On the other hand, if x is not explicitly involved in F, then the first equation
of(83) involves only y and p. If it can be solvedt to provide a relation between
y and Pt and if the result can be used to eliminate p from the second relation in
Equation (83), then a separable first-order equation in y and x results.

In either case, it may be more feasible to obtain x and y in terms ofp, with
P retained as a parameter, than to eliminate p by using the solution of the first
equation of the pair.

Example 22. The equation

d
2
y = x (dY)

3

dx2 dx

dy d2y dp
lacks the variable y. With dx = P and dx2 = dx ' there follows

dp
dx =xr

which separates to give

Hence

±1
p= .vc2 - x2

1

dx
dy = ± Vc2 - xl '

1
from which there follows

x
y = ±sin-1 - + C2 or x = c~ sin (y - cJ,

Cl

where c~ = ±Cl'

Example 23. The equation

yZ = (t)'
dy tJ2y dp

lacks the variable x. With dx = P and dx2 = P dy' there follows

p(y:-p) =0

and hence
dp

Y dy = P or P = O.
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The first alternative gives
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p = cI.Y~

which includes the second alternativep = 0 as a special case~ and hence the general
solution is

Example 24. The equation

lacks the variable x. Whereas it can be solved by the present method~ it is linear in y
and is much more easily solved by the methods of Section 1.5.

Example 25. The equation '

(:rz =1 + (:r
lacks both x and y. If the absence ofy is exploited~ there follows

dp
Pl.dx=l+p2

and hence
x = p - tan-l p + CI'

This relation can be used to eliminate x (rather than p) from the relation

dx
dy = P dx = P dp dp~

to give

Hence

dy - P(1 - 1~ p") tip ~ 1~p" tip.

y = !.r - ! log (p2 + I) + C2'

Here the solution provides a parametric representation of x and y. The fact that

the par~meterp happens to be identifiable with : may afford a subsequent added
convemence.
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PROBLEMS

Section 1.1

1. Differentiate each of the following relations with respect to x and, by using
the result to eliminate the constant c, obtain a first-order differential equation of
which the given relation defines a one-parameter solution:

(a) y = ceZ,

I
(c) Y = C - x'

(e) r +r = eI,

(b) Y = ctfA" + 2x,

(d) Y = e~,

(f) y = cx + elr.
2. By differentiating each of the following relations twice, and eliminating the

constants Cl and Cz from the three resultant equations, obtain a second-order
differential equation of which the given relation defines a two-parameter solution:

(a) y = CItfA' + cze~,

(c) y = Cl cos X + Cz sin x,

(b) Y = tfA'(Cl + cgX),

(d) Y = cleer , ·

Cl + x
(e) y = Cz + x ' (f) (x - Cl)Z + (y - c2)2 = 1.

3. Obtain the general solution of each of the following differential equations:

dy
(a) dx = 2xy,

(c) (l - r) dx + (l - r)dy = 0,

(b) Y dy + vi - r dx = 0,

(d) vi - xl Y dy = vi - r x dx.

Section 1.2

4. Prove that eT1Z and err are linearly independent over any finite interval if
rl =1= r2'

S. Prove that eTX and x en are linearly independent over any finite interval.

6. If Ul(X) and u.J.x) are linearly independent, prove that AlUl(X) + Azuz(x)
and B1Ul(X) + B 2u2(x) are also linearly independent if AlBz - AzBl =1= O.

7. By considering the functions Ul = rand U2 = xl Ixl over an interval includ
ing the origin, show that identical vanishing of the Wronskian of Ul ~nd U2 over an
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interval does not imply linear dependence of Ul and U2 over that interval. (Notice that
U2 = x3 sgn x and u~ = 3x2 sgn x for all Xt where sgn x = +1 when x > 0,
sgn x = -1 when x < Ot and sgn °= 0.)

8. Suppose that Ul and U2 both satisfy the linear differential equation

(py')' + qy = 0,

where p and q are functions of the independent variable x. Show that there follows

Ul(pU~)' - u~pu~)' = 0,

and that this equation is equivalent to the equation (pwy = 0, where W is the
Wronskian of Ul and U2' Hence deduce that W = Alp, where A is a constant.

Section 1.3

9. IfY = u1(x) and y = UB(X) satisfy the homogeneous linear equation

dny dn-1y
dxn + al(x) dxn- 1 + ... + an(x)y = 0t

prove that y = C1Ul(X) + C2U2(X) is also a solution, for any constant values of Cl

and C2'

10. Verify that Ul = 1 and U2 = log x each satisfy the nonlinear equation
y + y'B = 0, but that y = C1U1 + CBUB is not a solution unless either C2 = °or
CB = 1.

11. If i}l and iJl are two linearly independent particular solutions of the
nonhomogeneous linear equation

tPy dy
tJx2 + a1(x) dx + a2(x)y = h(x)t

show that the function Ul = iV - iJl satisfies the associated homogeneous
equation (in which h is replaced by 0).

12. Verify that y = log x reduces the nonlinear expression yIP + y/2 to zero, and
that y = x reduces it to unity. To what does the sum y = log x + x reduce it?

Section 1.4

13. Solve the following differential equations:

dy
(a) x dx - ky = xl (k constant),

dy
(c) dx + Y tan x = sec Xt

(e) (xl - 1) : + 2y = (x + 1)2,

dy
(g) 2xy dx - r = xl,

dy
(b) dx - Y tan x = x,

dy
(d) dx + (y - 2 sin x) cos x = 0,

(f) xBlogxdy + (xy - 1) dx = 0,

(h) ydx = (x + y2)dy.
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(n * 1)

14. Show that the substitution u = yl-n reduces the nonlinear equation

dy
dx + al(x)y = h(x)yn

to a linear equation. (This equation is often called Bernoulli's equation.)

Section 1.5

15. If two roots of the characteristic equation (24) are r = ±a, show that the
corresponding part of the homogeneous solution can be written in the form

y = Cl cosh ax + C2 sinh ax,

where sinh ax and cosh ax are the hyperbolic functions defined by the equations

tfU - e-~ tfU + e~
sinh ax = 2 cosh qx = 2. .

16. If two roots of Equation (24) are r = a ± b, show that the corresponding
part of the homogeneous solution can be written in the form

y = ~Cl cosh bx + CI sinh bx).

17. Solve the following differential equations:

d2y dy d3y d2y dy
(a) dx2 - dx - 2y = 0, (b) dx3 - tJx2 - dx + Y = 0,

d1y dy d4y d3y tJ2y dy
(c) dxl - 2 dx + 2y = 0, (d) dx4 - 4 dx3 + 7 tJx2 - 6 dx + 2y = 0,

d7 d7
(e) tJx3 - Y = 0, (f) tJx2 - 2iy = 0 (;1 = -1).

(bending of an elastic plate).

18. The following differential equations arise in dealing with the problems
noted. Find their complete solution, assuming that k is a nonzero constant:

d4y
(a) dx4 - k4y = 0 (vibration of a beam),

d 4y
(b) dx4 + 4k4y = 0 (beam on an elastic foundation),

d4y d1y
(c) dx4 - 2kl dxl + k 4y = 0

d1y
(b) dxl + Y = sin x,(k2 * 0, 1),

19. Use the method of undetermined coefficients to find the complete solution
of each of the following differential equations:

d 2

(a) J + k2y = sin x

dl

(c) J -y = sin x,
d2y

(d) tJx3 - Y = tr,
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tJ2y
(e) tJx3 - Y = x eZ,

(g) dZy _ 2 dy + 2y = eZ sin x
dxz dx '

OrdilUUy di/ferelllW eqlUltiollS I clulp. I

d2y dy
(f) dx2 - 2 dx + 2y = sin x,

d2y dy
(h) dxz - 9 dx + 20y = 4x2~,

(1') d2y dy 2 3~ 10' 4tJx3 - dx - )' = eo - + sm x-x.

Section 1.6

20. Solve the following differential equations:

dZy dy
(a) x2 tJx2 + x dx - kiy = 0,

tJ2y
(c) r tJx3 - 2y = 0,

d3y dZy dy
(e) x3 dx3 + 2xI dx2 - x dx + Y = 0,

tJ2y dy
(b) x2 tJx2 - x dx + 2Y = 0,

tJ2y dy
(d) x2 tJx3 - x dx + Y = 0,

tJ2y dy
(g) x2 tJx3 + x dx - Y = x2,

(1') _..2 tJ2y 4 dy 6 6 12
~tJx3- x dx + p= x+ .

dZy dy
(f) x2 tJx3 + 2x dx - n(n + l)y = 0,

tJ2y dy
(h) x2 tJx3 + x dx - Y = x,

Section 1.7

21. Show, by direct expansion, that

(r DZ)(x D) = (x D)(xZ D2)

but that (x D)Z ¥:- r DZ.

22. Use the method of Example 9 to obtain the general solution of the equation

(D - rtXD - r~y = f(x) (rl ¥:- r2),

where rl and rz are constants, in the form

y = erl~ f e-rl~ [f e-rl~f(x) dx] erl~ dx + clerl~ + Czerl~.

23. (a) If the notation
1

y(x) = D _ r f(x)

d
is used to indicate that y(x) satisfies the equation (D - r) y = f, where D = dx and
r is a constant, show that

1 J%D _ r f(x) = ef'Z enf(x) dx,

where an arbitrary additive constant of integration is implied in the integral.
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(b) Verify that, with the notation of part (a), the expression

y = (D - r~D - rJ [(xl = D ~ r.[D ~ r
l

[(Xl]

satisfies the equation (D - rl)(D - rzly = f. Hence obtain the general solution of
that equation in the form

y = erl~ fZ e1r1-rI)z [fZ e-r1z[(x) dx] dx,

where an arbitrary additive constant is implied in each integration.,
24. Verify that, with the notation of Problem 23(a), the expression

y = ~I ~ r. (D ~ rl - D~ r.)] [(xl

= rl ~ r.[D ~ rJ(xl - D ~ rJ(Xl]

satisfies the equation (D - rJ(D - rJy = [when rl ¥:- rg• Hence obtain the general
solution of that equation in the form

y = 1 [er1zJZ e-r1z [(x) dx - erszJZ e-r,z [(x) dx]
rl - rg

when rl ¥:- r~b where an arbitrary additive constant is implied in each integration.

Section 1.8

25. Suppose that the coefficients in Equations (37a,b) are constants. With the
symbols R1 = L1x + Lsy - hi and Rg = LaX + L4Y - hg, Equations (37a,b)
become

R 1 = 0, Rg = 0, (a,b)

and Equations (38a,b) or, equivalently, (39a,b) become

L.R1 - LtRg = 0, L1Rg - LsRI = O. (c,d)

Show that if solutions of (c,d) also satisfy (b), so that Rg = 0, there follows also
L,R1 = 0, LaR I = O. Hence, noticing that these two equations can have a non
trivial common solution (R1 ¥:- 0) only. if L, and La have a common factor, deduce
that if all the coefficients in Equations (37a,b) are constant and if, in either o[
Equations (37a,b), the two operators involved have no [actors in common, the restric
tions on the constants appearing in the solutions o[ Equations (39a,b) are completely
determined by substitution into that equation. Otherwise, the solutions o[ Equations
(39a,b) must be checked by substitution into both o[Equations (37a,b).

26. Illustrate the results of Problem 25 in the case of the simultaneous equations

dgy dx
dt2 + dt = 0

dy dx
-+-+x=O.
dt dt
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27. Find the solution of each of the following sets of equations:

r
dx dx dy

2 - = 3x - Y - - - + x = 2 e'
dt dt dt

(a) 1 (b)dy d2x dy
2-=3y-x ---+3x-y=4e'
dt' dt2 dt '

tJ2x dy d2x 1 d2y
2 - 4x - 2t - - - - + k2x = 0dt2 - dt - - dt2 2 dt2

(c)

(e)

(g)

dx dy
2-+4--3y=0

dt dt '

d 2x
- + X + 2y = 7 e2t

- 1
dt2

dx
- =2x
dt

dy
dt = 3x - 2y

(d)

(f)

d2y d2x
dt2 - dt2 + k2y = 0,

d2x dx dy
-+-+-+3x+y=0
dt2 dt dt

d 2x dy
dt2 + dt + x + y = 0,

dz
dt = 2y + 3z.

28. Find the solution of each of the following sets of equations:

dx dx
2t dt = 3x - Y t dt = 2x

(a)
dy

2t- = 3y - x
dt '

(b)
dy
t- = 3x - 2y

dt

dz
t dt = 2y + 3z.

Section 1.9

29. Solve by the method of variation of parameters :

~ d7
(a) dx + al(x)y = hex), (b) dx2 + Y = cot x,

d 2y
(c) dx2 + Y = sec x,

d2y dy
(e) dx2 - 2 dx + 2y = tr tan x,

d2y dy
(g) xl dx2 - 2x dx + 2y = xlogx.

d 2y
(d) dx 2 + Y = log x,

d2y dy
(f) x2 dx2 - 4x dx + 6y = :xi sin x,
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JO. The differential equation

d2y dy
dx" + dx - xy = 0

possesses solutions Ul(X) and u.J.x) which can be represented by series, valid near
x = 0, the leading terms of which are as follows:

Ul(X) = 1 + i x3 + ... , U2(X) = x -lxl + ....
Use Abel's formula to show that W(Ul,UJ = e-z , and hence deduce that the
general solution of the equation

d 2y dy
dx" + dx - xy = h(x)

is of the form

y = fZ h(~) [Ul(~) u2(X) - u"a) Ul(X)] e~ d~ + CIUl(X) + c"u,,(x).

Section 1.10

31. Verify that y = eZ satisfies the homogeneous equation associated with
(x - 1).1' - xy' + y = 1, and obtain the general solution.

32. Verify that y = tan x satisfies the equation yll cos2 x = 2y, and obtain the
general solution.

33. One homogeneous solution of the equation

d 2y dy
(l - r) dx2 - 2x dx + 2y = 6(1 - xl)

is Y = x. Find the complete solution.

34. One solution of Legendre's equation,

d2y dy
(l - r) dx2 - 2x dx + n(n + l)y = 0,

is called Pn(x). Show that a second solution is of the form

p.(x)r(1 - ~~P.(X)I'·
35. One solution of Bessel's equation,

d 2y dvr- + x _J + (x2 _p2)l! = 0
dx2 dx J'

is called Jp(x). Show that a second solution is of the form

J.<x)rX[J:X)PO

36. Use Abel's formula (65) to show that if Ul and U2 are solutions of

d2y dy
dx2 + al(x) dx + a,.{x)y = 0

in an interval I, and if we write
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u~(a) = ui(a) = ... = u~n-l)(a) = 0;

u2(a) = 1, u2(a) = ... = u~n-l)(a) = 0;

then the Wronskian of UI and U2 is given by the expression

p(a) uI(a) uI(a)
W[UI(X), ut<x)] = p(x) .

u{(a) u2(a) ,
where x = a is a point in the intervall.

37. In the differential equation,

tJ2y dy
dxl + al(x) dx + al(x)y = hex),

du
make the substitution y = u(x) v(x) and determine v so that the coefficient of dx in

the resultant equation vanishes. Thus, show that, if p = e Jill", the substitution
y = ul vp reduces the differential equation to the form

dIu 1( dal ) ~ j-- -- ~ + 2- _An. U = vph(x)dxl 4 I dx""'" .

38. Use the result of Problem 37 to show that Bessel's equation (Problem 35)
takes the form

tJ2u ( 1)xli dxl + xli - pI + 4 u = 0

with the substitution
U

Y = vi:
Section 1.11

39. A fundamental set of solutions of a linear differential equation of order n,
relative to a point x = Q, may be defined as a set of n solutions UI(X), uz{x), ..• ,
un(x) such that

uI(a) = 1,

uI(a) = 0,

unCal = u~(a) = ... = u~n-2)(a) = 0, u~n-l)(a) = 1.

(a) Deduce that the solution of the initial-value problem in which the values
y(a) = Yo, y'(a) = Yo' ... ,y<n-l)(a) = y~n-l) are prescribed is then given by

n

y(x) = L y~i) Ulc(x).
i-I

(b) Show that the Wronskian of a fundamental set of solutions, relative to
x = a, is unity at x = a.

40. Show that the functions Ul = 1, U2 = sin x, and Us = 1 - cos x comprise a
fundamental set of solutions for the equation

d3y dy
dx3 + dx = 0,

relative to x = o.
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(b) (r + 2xy) tly = Y dx,

41. Show that the functions cosh x and sinh x constitute a fundamental set of
solutions relative to x = 0 for the equation

dBy
dxB - Y = o.

(See Problem 15.)

42. Obtain a fundamental set of solutions for the equation

d 4y
dx4 - Y = 0,

relative to x = o.
43. (a) Determine those values of the constant k for which the differential

equation y + k2y = 0 possesses a nontrivial solution which vanishes when x = 0
and when x = a, where a is a given positive constant.

(b) Determine those values of k for which the differential equation
y. + kBy = 1 possesses a solution which vanishes when x = 0 and when x = a.

Section 1.12

44. Solve the following:

(a) (2xy + y)dx + (3rr + x - 2y)dy = 0,

(b) (3x2y - y) dx - (3xr - x3) dy = 0,

(c) eZ(y dx + dy) + ell(dx + x dy) = O.

45. Solve the following:

(a) dy = x - y ,
dx: x + Y

(c) x: = y - v'r + r,
46. Solve the following:

dy
(a) x dx + Y = Y log (xy),

(b) x dy + (y - x2) dx = 0,

(c) Y dx + (x - y) dy = 0,

(d) (x + Y - 3) dy = (x - y + 1) dx,

dy
(e) x dx + Y + x2y 2 = 0,

(f) (2xy2 - x) dx + (x2y + y) dy = O.

(d) xdy - ydx = x tan (~).
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47. Solve the following:

d2
y (dY)2

(a) dx2 + dx = 0,

d2
y (dY)2

(c) Y dx2 + dx = 0,

Qly
(e) dx2 + Y = 0,

48. Show that the substitution

u'
y = Qu'

OrdilUlry dijferential eqnat;ons I clul,. 1

d2
y (dY)2

(b) dx2 + 2x dx = 0,

d2
y [ (dY)2J ~

(d) dr = 1 + dx '

[ (
dY)

2
] d

2
y(f) 6 dx + 1 (/x2 = 1.

where u' = :;, reduces the nonlinear first-order equation

dy
dx + P(x)y + Q(x)y2 = R(x)

to the linear second-order equation

Qlu + (p _Q') du _ RQ u = 0.
dx2 Q dx

(The nonlinear form is known as Riccati's equation.)

49. Use the procedure suggested in Problem 48 to obtain the general solution of
the equation

dy
x 2

- + xy + x 2y2 = 1
dx

in the form xy = (x2 - k)/(r + k), where k is an arbitrary constant.
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CHAPTER 2

The Laplace Transform

2.1. An introductory example. If a function f(l) is multiplied by e-sl

and the result is integrated with respect to 1 from 1 = 0 to 1 = 00, a new
function of the variable s is obtained when the integral exists.* This function
(when it exists) is called the Laplace transform of1(1). Before studying the
properties of such transforms, we illustrate one of their most useful applica
tions by considering a simple problem.

Suppose that we require the solution of the differential equation

dy _ y = eat
dt '

for positive values of t, which satisfies the initial condition

y(O) = - I. (2)

In place ofdetermining the general solution of Equation (I) by the methods of
Chapter I, and then determining the arbitrary constant by satisfying Equation
(2), we proceed as follows.

We first take the Laplace transform of both sides of Equation (l), by
multiplying both sides of the equation bye-lit and integrating the results with
respect to t from zero to infinity, to obtain the equation

L<Xl d Lao laoe-,t...l dt - e- st y dt = e-·teatdt.
o dt 0 0

It is assumed, of course, that the separate integrals exist for some range of
values of s.

• The variable s is considered to be a real variable in this chapter. However, all results
which hold when s is real and s > Q, for some real value of a, also hold when s is complex
and (real part of s) > a.

Sl
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The integral on the right is readily evaluated,

i

<X:l e- (II-a)e <X:l 1
e -lit eat dt = - =,

o s-a 0 s-a
(4)

(6)

(6a)

or

the integral existing when s > a. The first integral on the left in Equation (3)
can be integrated formally by parts to give

ia: d <X:l i<X:le- st .1 dt = e- st y(t) + s e- st y dt
o dt 0 0

= -yeO) + sf."'e-" y dl

= 1 + sf."'e-" y dt, (5)

assuming that e-·t y(t) approaches zero, for sufficiently large values of s, as

t -+ 00. Thus, the transform ofit is expressed in terms ofthe prescribed initial

value of y and in terms of the transform of y itself.
If the results of Equations (4) and (5) are introduced into (3), there then

follows

i

<X:l 1
(s - 1) e-lit y dt = - 1

o s - a

i <X:l -8t d a + 1 - se y t = •
o (s - 1)(s - a)

The original problem is now apparently reduced to the problem ofdetermining
a function y(t) whose Laplace transform is given by the right-hand side of
Equation (6). To determine such a function, we first expand this expression by
the method of partial fractions, to obtain the equivalent form

i oo
-st d 1 1 a 1e y t= - --.

o a-ls-a a-ls-l

Reference to Equation (4) then indicates that, since ]/(s - a) is the transform
of eat, the first term of (6a) is the transform of eatl(a - 1) and the second term
the transform of -aet/(a - I). Thus, (6a) will be satisfied if we write

1
Y = (eRt

_ aet),
a-I

(7)

when a =1= 1. A corresponding expression in the case a = 1 can be obtained
by taking the limit as a -+ 1, in the form y = (t - ])e t•

With this expression for y, the validity of the transition from Equations (1)
and (2) to (6a) is readily established when s > a. Still, it is by no means
obvious that (7) is the only solution of(6a). That is, while (1) and (2) are known
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to have a unique solution, it is conceivable that (6a) could have several solu
tions, only one of which would then also satisfy (1) and (2).

However, direct substitution shows that Equation (7) actually does repre
sent the solution of (1) and (2). Further, it can be shown also that (7) is the
only continuous solution of (6a).

Although this procedure has the advantage that the particular solution
required is obtained directly, without first obtaining the general solution, it is
clearly desirable to simplify the procedure by eliminating the necessity of
carrying out certain general integrations in each case, and to determine in
what cases such a procedure is valid.

In the remainder of this chapter, certain properties of Lapl~ce transforms
are investigated and relevant formulas are tabulated in such a way that the
solution of initial-value problems involving linear differential equations with
constant coefficients, or sets of simultaneous equations of this type, can be
conveniently obtained. Thus, for example, use of the tabulated formulas will
permit immediate transition from Equations (I) and (2) to (6), and from (6a)
to the solution (7). Use of the methods to be given will, in general, introduce
a considerable saving in labor over the alternative procedures of Chapter 1.

Laplace transforms are also useful, for example, in connection with the
solution of certain problems governed by partial differential equations (and
integral equations), as will be shown in later chapters. Certain of the properties
developed in this chapter are of principal use in these later applications.

The so-called operational methods to be developed have a close formal
resemblance to earlier techniques developed by Heaviside in a very ingenious
but nonrigorous way. The use of Laplace transforms is to be preferred, since
the relevant derivations can be put on a rigorous mathematical basis, so that
success or failure of the method in a given problem can be predicted with
complete confidence. Also, this technique possesses all the useful features of
the Heaviside technique, as well as certain advantages in flexibility.

2.2. Definition and existence of Lapltu:e trll1lSforms. The Laplace trans
form of a functionf(t), defined for positive values of t, is frequently indicated
by the notation !l'{f(t)} and is defined, as a function of the variable s, by the
integral·

!l'{f(t)} = foa) e-·cf(t) dt (8)

over that range of values of s for which the integral exists. The notation/(s),
or merely J: is often used in place of !l'{f(t)}.

The integral (8) may fail to define a function of s, in particular, because of

• Some authors replace definition (8) by the definition

Z{f(t)} = s foa) e-"f(t) dt.
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infinite discontinuities inf(t) for certain positive values of t or because offailure
off( t) to behave in a sufficiently regular way near t = 0 or for large values of t.
However~ the presence of a finite number ofjinite discontinuities or "jumps"
will not, in itself, affect the existence of the integral.

A functionf(t) is said to be piecewise continuous in a finite range if it is
possible to divide that range into a finite number of intervals such that f(t) is
continuous inside each interval and approaches finite values as either end of
any interval is approached from the interior. Such functions may thus have
finite jumps at points inside the range considered. At such a point, say t = to,
different limits are approached by f(t) as t approaches to from the right (that is,
from larger values of t) and from the left (from smaller values). These two limits
are called right-hand and left-hand limits, respectively, and when necessary are
conveniently indicated by the respective notations lim f(t) = f(1o+) and
lim f(t) = f(lo-). 1-10 -+

1-10 -

In illustration, if [(I) is defined to be unity when 0 < 1 < 1 and zero
elsewhere, then [U) is piecewise continuous over any range. There follows
also, for example, [(1 +) = 0 and [(1 -) = I. If f(l) is 1/ vi when
o < 1 < 1 and zero elsewhere, then [(t) is piecewise continuous in any
range not including 1 = 0 as an interior or end point.

In the developments of this chapter, we consider only functions which are at
least piecewise continuous in every positive range not including zero as an end
point. Then, if we write (8) as the sum of three integrals,

~{f(t)} = Ioooe-S1f(t) dt = (f~l + It~ + I;) e-,I f(t) dt, (8a)

the second integral on the right exists for all positive finite values of 11 and T.
If, in addition,f(t) approaches a finite limit as t --+ 0+ or if If(t)l--+ 00 as

t --+ 0+ in such a way that for some number n, n < I, the product tn f(t) is
hounded near t = O. then the first integral of Equation (8a) exists.

Finally, a sufficient additional condition to guarantee the existence of the
third integral of (8a), at least for sufficiently large values of s, is the require
ment thatf(t) belong to the rather extensive class of "functions of exponential
order." A functionf(t) is said to be of exponential order if, for some number
so, the product e-80t 1f(t)1 is bounded for large values of t, say for t > T. If the
bound is denoted by M, then there follows, when t > T,

e-8ot If(t)1 < M or If(t)1 < M eBot • (9)

Thus, though f(t) may become infinitely large as t -+ 00, we see that If(t)1
must not "grow" more rapidly than a multiple of some exponential function
of t. We say thatf(t) is "of the order" of eBol and frequently write f(t) = O(eBot).

In particular, if lim e-80t If(t)1 exists (and is finite) for some So > 0, then fort-oo
sufficiently large values of 1 the product must be bounded, and hence f(t) is
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of the order eSo !. The limit may, of course, be zero, in which case we also
write f(t) = o(esot ).

We note that any bounded function is of exponential order with So = O.
Other examples are eat (with So = a), eat sin ht (with So = a), and tn (with
So any positive number no matter how small). The function et2 is not of
exponential order, since e-ttot et2 = et'Csot is unbounded as t - 00 for all
values of so'

If f(t) is piecewise continuous and of exponential order, then its integral

f~ feu) du is continuous and is also of exponential order. Although it cannot

be said in general that derivatives of functions of exponential order have the
same property, this is true in most practical cases.

As an example of a reasonably simple exceptional case, we notice that
though sin (e t2 ) is bounded, and hence of exponential order, its derivative
2te t2 cos (e!2) is not of exponential order.

In case f(t) is of exponential order, and hence satisfies Equation (9) when
t > T, then there follows

le-st f(l) 1 < e-st . M e'ot = M e-(S-'o)t.

Hence, since we have assumed f(l) to be piecewise continuous and since

f; e-(S-So)t dt exists if s > so' it follows that the third integral in (Sa) then also

exists when s > so'
Thus, in summary, the Laplace transform off(l) exists, when sis sufficiently

large, if f(t) satisfies the following conditions:

(l)f(l) is conlinuous orpiecewise conlinuous in everyfinite intervalli ~ I ~ T,
where tl > O.

(2) ,n If(I)1 is bounded near I = 0 for some number n, where n < 1.

(3) e-sot If(I)1 is bounded for large values of I, for some number so'

Although the transform may also exist in other cases, these conditions are
sufficiently weak to include most functions occurring in practice.

For reference purposes, it may be stated that whenever any integral of the
form

exists for s = so' it exists also for all s such that s :2:: so. Also, it is then true that

lim (00e-stf(t) dl = f(f) e-ctf(l) dt
g-C Jo .0

when c ~ so' that

!!100
e-stf(l) dt = [00 (.!!.. e- st) f(l) dt

ds 0 Jo ds
(11)
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when S 2 So, and that

when So ::;;; IX ::;;; f3 < 00. The remarkable fact that all these operations can be
effected under the integral sign, for any convergent Laplace transform, is of
freq uent usefulness.

The direct calculation of Laplace transforms may be illustrated by the
following simple cases:

100 -st 00 1
.P{I} = e- st dt = _ e_ = _

o s 0 s
(s > 0). (13a)

(s > a). (13b)100 - (s-a)t 00 1
.P{lft} = e-(s-a>t dt = _ e = __

o s-a 0 s-a

L
oc e-st 00

.P{sin at} = e- st sin at dt = - 2 2 (s sin at + a cos at)
o s + a 0

a
(s > 0). (13c)

(17)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(18)If f(t) = ( 0,
get - a),

2.3. Properties of Laplace transforms. Among the most useful properties
of Laplace transforms are the following:

.!l'{af(t) + b get)} = al(s) + bg(s).

.p !d
llf

(t») = s1l j(s) _ [sn-l f(O+) + S1l-2 df(O+)
l dtn dt

+ S1l-3 £i2f(O+) + ... + dn-1f(0+)J.
dt2 dtn- 1

.plf.' f(u) dU} = ;1(5).

.!l'{eat f(t)} = I(s - a).

t < a} with a ~ 0, then !(s) = e-as g(s).
t 2 a

(19)

.p{f~f(t - u) g(u) dU} = l(s) g(s). (20)

In these equations a and b are constants, and n is a positive integer.
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In all cases except Equation (15)t we suppose that the functions f( t) and get)
satisfy the conditions ofpage 55. In the case of(15)t more stringent restrictions
are imposed. These conditions are stated in connection with the proof to be
given in this section (see page 58).

Equation (14) expresses the linear property of Laplace transforms. Its proof
follows directly from the definition, in view of the corresponding linear
properties of the integral.

Example 1. By using Equations (14) and (l3b), we obtain

II 1 ) 1 1 a
~{sinh at} = ~ - e"t - - e-at = - = .

2 2 2(s - a) 2(s + a) s2 - a2

Equation (15) states one of the most important properties of Laplace trans
forms. It expresses the transform of any derivative of a function in terms of
the transform of the function itself and in terms of the values of the lower
order derivatives of the function at t = 0 (or, more precisely, the values
approached by these derivatives as t ---+ 0 from positive values). We consider
first the case when n = 1, for which, from the definition,

fe/dl(t») =iOC

e- st df(t) dt.
t dt 0 dt

An integration by parts gives

i oo
e-st dl(t) dt = e-Sll(t) 00 + sioo

e- st I(t) dt
o dt 0 0

'ff( ) . . d df(t).. . . . . I (0 T) *I t IS contmuous an --;It IS pIeceWIse contmuous In every IQterva , .

But since f(t) is of exponential order, the integrated part vanishes as t ---+ 00

(for s > so), and there follows

2'ld~~») = s/(s) - f(O+). (15a)

Similarly, in the case n = 2, integration by parts gives

.;e/tPf(t)) ::::::::i
oo

e-st d
2
/(t) dt

t dt2 0 dt2

= e-st dl(t) 'Xl + si OO

e- st df(t) dt
dt 0 0 dt

= e- st df(t) 'Xl + s .;e/dl(t») ,
dt 0 t dt

• Unless these conditions are satisfied t the formula for integration by parts may not be
valid.
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(ISb)

.f df . . d d2j. . . If df . If' I
1 dt IS contmuous an dt

2
piecewise contInUOus. dt IS a sO 0 exponentla

order, the integrated part again vanishes as t - 00 and, making use of
Equation (15a), there then follows

.fR1€PI(t)) = s2/(s) - s1(0+) _ dl(O+) .
\ dt2 dt

Equations (15a) and (ISb) are special cases of (15), The general proof of (15)
follows by induction from the general result

'f dn-'!(t)" . , d dnf(t). .. , d 'f f
1 dtn- 1 IS contInuous an dtn IS pIeceWIse contmuous, an 1 (t),

df(t) dy(t) II f 'I d Th' I' b' d .
~ , ' , " dtn are a 0 exponentla or er. IS resu t IS 0 tame , as m

the special cases n = I and 2, by an integration by parts.
We thus obtain the following result:
Equation (15) is valid iff(t) and itsfirst n - 1derivatives are continuous over

every interval (O,T), ifdr~t) is (at least) piecewise continuous over every interval

(O,T), and if f(t) and its first n derivatives are of exponential order. These
conditions are satisfied by a great variety of functions of physical interest.

Example 2. If we take /(1) = sin at, then, from (13e),

a
!(s) = 2 2'

S + a
Equation (I5a) then gives

9'{a cos al} ~ s(.. : a") - sin 0

Of, using (14),
s

~{cosat} = 2 2'
S + a

In particular, for the class of functions considered, we see that ifa function
and its first n - 1 derivatives vanish at t = 0 (or as t~ 0+), the transform of
its nth derivative is obtained by multiplying the transform of the function by sn.
Applications of this fact are closely related to the use of the operational

dnf(t)
notation Dnr(t) to represent .

J dtn
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Equation (16) is established by similar methods. Again making use of
integration by parts, and recalling that

d it- f(u) du = f(t),
dt 0

we obtain

1 -
= - f(s),

s

the integrated part vanishing at the upper lim'it (for sufficiently large values

ofs), sincef(t), and hence f~ f(u) du, is ofexponential order. Thus, in general,

ifa function is integrated over (O,t), the transform of the integral is obtained by
dividing the transform of the function by s.

If the lower limit differs from zero, the formula

!t' If.'ftU) dU) = 1As) - ~ ff(U) du (21)

is easily established.
Equations (17) and (/8) express the so-called translation properties of the

Laplace transform. The proof of the former property follows immediately
from the definition, since the transform of eat f(t) is given by

fooo e- st [eatf(t)] dt = fo
oo

e - (s-a)t f(t) dt,

and the last expression differs fromj(s) only in that s is replaced by s - a.
Thus, ifa function is multiplied by eat, the transform of the result is obtained by
replacing s by s - a in the transform of the original function. It is seen that
if I(s) is plotted as a function of s, the representation of the transform of
eat f(t) is thus obtained by shifting or "translating" the transform of f(t)
through a units in the positive direction of s.

b
Example 3. If we take /(/) = sin bl, Equation (13c) gives /(s) = 2 b2'

and (17) then gives S +

{ t.}_ b
!t' ea SIn bl - ( )2 b2 •

S - a +

Suppose now that a function is defined to be get) for t > 0 and to be zero
for negative values of t. Its transform may be denoted by g(s). If the given
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{~ e- st g(t - a) dt.

function is translated through a units in the positive direction of t, and so
becomes g{t - a) when t :2: a and zero otherwise, Equation (18) states that the
transform of the translated function is obtained by multiplying the transform
of the originalfunction bye-as. To establish this property, we notice that since
the translated function vanishes when 0 ~ t < a, its transform is defined by
the integral

If t is replaced by t + a, and the lower limit of the integral is changed accord
ingly, this integral becomes

Jo
oo

e-s(t+a) g(t) dt = e-as Jo
oo

e- st g(t) dt = e-as g(.'I),

in accordance with Equation (18).

Example 4. If f(t) = sin (t - to) when t ~ to and f(t) = 0 when t < to, there
follows g(t) = sin t, and, from (13c), g(s) = (S2 + 1)-1. Thus Equation (18) gives

e-sto

2{f(t)} = 2 l'
s +

To establish the property of Equation (19), we merely differentiate both
sides of the equation

/(s) = Jo
oo

e-stf(t) dt

n times with respect to s. Differentiation under the integral sign is valid for all
values of s for which the transform exists, as was stated at the end of Section
2.2.

Example 5. To find the transform of tn, Equation (19) states that we merely
differentiate the transform of unity n times with respect to s and multiply the result
by (-1)". We thus obtain

d" (1) n!2{t"} = ( -1)" - - =-tis" S S"+I

where n is a positive integer or zero, with the usual convention that O! = 1.

2.4. The inverse transform. In applications of Laplace transforms we
frequently encounter the inverse problem of determining a function which has
a given transform. The notation .,P-I{F(s)} is conventionally used for the
inverse Laplace transform ofF(s); that is, ifF(s) = .,P{f(t)}, then we write also
f(t) = .,P-I{F(s)}. The notationf(t)~ F(s) is also frequently usefulr

To determine the inverse transform of a given function F(s) it is thus
necessary to determine a functionf(t) which satisfies the equation

fooo

e- st f(t) dt = F(s).
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Since the unknown functionf(t) appears under an integral sign, an equation
of this type is called an integral equation.

In more advanced works it is proved that if this equation has a solution,
then that solution is unique. Thus, if one function having a given transform is
known, it is the only possible one. This result is known as Lerch's theorem.

More precisely, Lerch's theorem states that two functions having the
same transform cannot differ throughout any interval of positive length.
Thus, for example, Equation (l3a) shows that the continuous solution of

i
oo 1

e-st [(t) dt = 
o s

is Jet) = I; that is, iTl {s-l} = 1. However, it is clear that if we takeJet) to
be, say, zero at t = I and unity elsewhere, or otherwise redefine the func
tion Jet) at a finite number of points, the value of the integral is not
changed. Hence the new function is also a solution. Such artificialities are,
however, generally of no significance in applications.

Although the direct determination of inverse transforms involves methods
outside the scope of this chapter, * extensive tables ofcorresponding functions
and transforms are available in the literature, and their use (in conjunction
with the use of the properties listed in Section 2.3) is sufficient for many
purposes. A short table of this sort is presented on pages 74-76.

It should be pointed out that not all functions of s are transforms, but that
the class of such functions is greatly restricted by requirements of continuity
and satisfactory behavior as s -+ co. A useful result in this connection is the
following: Iff( t) is piecewise continuous in every finite interval 0 ::;;; t::;;; T and
is ofexponential order, then/(s) -+ 0 as s -+ co; furthermore s/(s) is bounded
as s -+ co. The proof follows from the fact that in such cases

If(t) 1 < M eot and le-st f(t)1 < M e-(S-8o)t

for some fixed constants So and M. Hence we have

M
::;;;--

S - So

• See, however, Problems 87-94, Chapter 10.
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M
The theorem stated then follows from the fact that approaches zero and

s- So
s M remains bounded as s ~ 00. Thus, such functions as ], s '~ ~_,

s - So s + 1 v s

and sin s cannot be transforms of functions satisfying the conditions stated.

It should also be noted that if f(t) is continuous and d~t) is piecewise

continuous in every finite interval 0 <;; t .,:; T, and if f(t) a:d d~t) are of
exponential order, then t

lim sj{s) = f{O+).
8-00

(22)

This result follows from the fact that in this case the preceding theorem states
that the left-hand side of Equation (15a) vanishes as s ~ 00. It is useful in
those cases when only the initial value off(t) is required and the transform off
is known.

2.5. The convolution. It frequently happens that, although a given
function F(s) is not the transform of a known function, it can be expressed as
the product of two functions, each of which is the transform of a known
function. Thus, it may be possible to write

F(s) = j{s) g(s) ,

where j{s) and g(s) are known to be the transforms of the functions f(t) and
g{t), respectively. We suppose that these functions satisfy the conditions of
page 55. In this case, Equation (20) states that the product j(s) g{s) is the

transform of the function defined by the integral f~ f(t - u) g(u) duo This

integral is called the convolution offandg, and may be denoted by the abbrevia
tion f *g. It is indicated by the symmetry in j and g thatf and g can be inter
changed in the convolution, that is, that f * g = g *f Before outlining the
proof of Equation (20), we illustrate its application.

Example 6. To determine y-l (S(S ~ all we refer to Equations (13a) and (l3b)

and write the given function of s in the form

a t
- -- =j(s)g(s)
s s - a

where[(t) = a andg(t) = eat. Equation (20) states that the product is the transform
of the function
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t
Figure 2.1

dv = dt,

Interchanging the order of integration in
the double integral and changing the limits as indicated in Figure 2.1, we
then obtain formally

/(s) g(s) = fooc {f: e-stf(t - u) g(u) dU} dt

= fooo
e- st (!: f(t - u) g(u) dU} dt

= .p{f: f(t - u) g(u) dU}

in accordance with Equation (20). The interchange of order of integration can
be shown to be legitimate, by using appropriate limiting processes, when f
and g satisfy the assumed conditions.

j(s) g(s) = fo~ {r~ e-stf(t - u) dt} duo

there follows

fooo
e-s(v+u) f(v) dv = f: e- st f(t - u) dr,

and hence

If the functions f and g are interchanged, there foUows alternatively

g *J = f~ ea lt- U
) a du = eat f; e-au a du = eat(l - e-at) = eat - ],

as before. The same result is obtained without making use of the convolution, in this
case, if the product is first expanded by the method of partial fractions in the form
(s - a)-l - S-l, and use is then made of Equations (13a) and (I3b).

Equation (20) can be obtained formally as follows. From the definition,
the right-hand side of (20) can be written in the form

I(s) g(s) = [1000

e- sv f(v) dV] [fooo
e- su g(u) dU]

= fooo fooo
e-s(v+u) f(v) g(u) dv du

= fooo
g(u) {fooo

e-s(v+u) f(v) dV} du

if different Hdummy variables" of integration (v and u) are used in defining
the two transforms. If, in the inner integral
of the last form, we replace v by a new vari- U

able t with the substitution

2.6. Singularity functions. Consider the functionf(t) which has the value
1//0 when 0 < t < 10 and is zero elsewhere (Figure 2.2). We then have

(Xl ito
Jo f(t) dt = 0 f(t) dt = 1;
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that is, the area under the graph representingf(t) is unity. The transform of
this function is found to be

1 ito 1 -8to
Sf{f(t)} = - e- 8t dt = - e .

to 0 sto

Now as to ~ 0, the magnitude off(t) over (0, to) increases without limit, while,
at the same time, the length of the interval (0, to) shrinks toward zero in such a

way that the integral f~o f(t) dt retains the value of unity.

f(t) f(t)
to

1

t 2
0

1 t-
to

1
-"t2

0

to t to

Figure 2.2 Figure 2.3

In the limit we have the ideal case of a "function" which is infinite at the
point t = °and zero elsewhere, but which has the property that its integral
across t = °is unity. Making use of L'Hospital's rule, we find

. 1 - e- sto • s e- sto

lIm = 11m = 1.
to-+o sto to-+o s

That is, the transform off( t) approaches unity as to~ 0.

If t represents time and f(t) force, then f;o f(t) dt represents the impulse of

the force f(t) acting over the time interval (0, to). Hence, as to~ 0, we may
speak loosely of a resulting "unit impulse" at t = 0, due to "an infinite force
acting over a zero time interval." In view of this interpretation, the limiting
form of f(t) is frequently called the unit impulse function. If we denote it by
b(t), we are led to write

Sf{b(t)} = 1. (23)

The "function" bet) is also often called the Dirac delta function. If, for
example, t represented distance along, say, the centerline of a beam and f( t)
represented the intensity of a distributed load, then bet) could be considered as
the formal representation of a concentrated unit load applied at the point t = 0,
and analogous interpretations in other fields are frequently useful.
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In a similar way, if f{t) has the value - Ilt~ when 0 < t < to, the value
+Ilt~ when to < t < 2to, and the value zero elsewhere (Figure 2.3), there
follows

fOO f2to
o (t - to)f(t) dt = 0 (t - to)f(t) dt = 1.

That is, the moment of the area under the graphical representation of f(t),
about the point to, is unity, whereas the (signed) area is zero. The transform
off(t) is

= - 1- (1 _ e- stO)2.
st~

Repeated use of L'Hospital's rule shows that, as to -+ 0, 2{f(t)} -+ -so The
limiting form off(t), as to -+ 0, is frequently referred to as the doubletfunction,
because of certain interpretations relating to electric field theory and fluid
flow. Denoting the negative of this limiting form by f5/(t), we write

2{(r(t)} = s. (24)

With the interpretation of t as distance and f{t) as load intensity, f5/(t)
could be considered as the formal representation ofa concentratednegative unit
moment applied at the point t = O.

Such functions, often called singularity functions, are dealt with rigorously
in the branch of mathematics known as the theory ofdistributions, and are of
frequent use in physical applications. Although they do nQt conform to the
restrictions of page 55, and although, in fact, they are not true functions,
nevertheless ifformal use of them leads to a result which is capable ofphysical
interpretation, then in practical cases the result may be accepted as correct.

If the singularity occurs at t = t1 rather than at t = 0, we denote the
corresponding functions by o(t - t1) and Ol(t - tJ and obtain (by limiting
processes analogous to those given above) the formal results

(25a,b)

It may be noticed that these results are also obtained by formally applying the
translation property (I8) to Equations (23) and (24).

2.7. Use oftable of transforms. A brief table of corresponding functions
and transforms is given on pages 74-76, in order to facilitate the determination
of both direct and inverse transforms. The first ten pairs represent general
relationships proved in Section 2.3. In pairs (T3,4,5) the conditions ofpage 55
are assumed, whereas in the remaining pairs the less restrictive conditions of
page 58 are implied.
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Pairs (TII-30) either have been established in examples or can be easily
obtained from established results by using certain of the general properties.
Only frequently occurring basic forms are listed; other forms are readily
deduced from those given. Pairs (T3I-34) involve the singularity functions of
the preceding section.

Pair (T35) was derived in Example 5 when n is a positive integer and
(T36,37) follow, in this case, by virtue of (T8) and (T3), respectively. The
formulas are valid also (under the given restrictions on n) if n is not an integer,
if (n - I)! is interpreted in a way to be defined in Section 2.9.

Pairs (T38-4I) are included principally for future reference. In these pairs
the functions Jm and 1m are certain functions known as Bessel functions of
order m. These functions are to be treated in Chapter 4. If, in these pairs, n is
zero or a positive integer, then the order of the function involved is half an
odd integer. In such cases the functions in brackets, in the right-hand column,
can be expressed in terms of products of polynomials and either circular or
hyperbolic functions. These expressions are given for m = - 1, 1, ... , t in
Table 2, page 77 (where x is written for at). The expressions for m = \1, 1../,
and so on, can be obtained in terms of these expressions by use of the recur
rence formulas listed at the foot of the table.

Although the transforms of the simpler functions of frequent occurrence
in practice can be obtained directly from the table, or by direct integration,
the determination of inverse transforms may frequently involve a certain
amount of manipulation. In this connection, it should be observed that if n
is a positive integer, all functions of t appearing in these tables (except the
singularity functions), as well as all their derivatives, are continuous everywhere
and are ofexponential order. Hence it follows that ifn is a positive integer, all
properties (TI-IO) can be applied to all succeeding pairs in the table, except for
(T31-34).

Pair (T3) is particularly useful in the determination of inverse transforms,
whenf(O) = O. Reference to Equation (22) shows that this is so if s!{s) tends
to zero as s -+ 00. Hence it follows that if lim sICs) = 0, then

8-00

'p- 1{s!(s)} = df.
dt

(26)

Exam~1e 7. To ldetermine Z-' (5' ~ 4)')' we first obtain from (T19) the result

Z-' (5' + 4)'} = 4/sin 2/. Hence, using Equation (26),

1 / S2 ) d (1 . ) 1. 1
!j'- \(s2 + 4)2 = dl 41 sm 21 = 4sm 21 + 2cos 21.

When a given function F{s), whose inverse transform is required, is the
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N(al) 1 + N(a2) 1 + ... + N(a n ) 1
D'(a l ) s - al D'(a2) s - a2 D'(a n ) s - an

ratio of two polynomials in s, the method of partial fractions can be used to
express F(s) as the sum ofa number of terms whose inverse transforms can be
determined from the table. In such cases, if the inverse transform does not
involve the singularity functions of Section 2.6, the degree of the denominator
must be greater than that of the numerator. In particular, if

F(s) = N(s) ,
D(s)

where D(s) is a polynomial of degree n with n distinct real zeros s = ah a2, ••• ,

am and N(s) is a polynomial of degree n - I or less, there follows (see
Problem 15)

N(s)

D(s)

and hence, from (TI2),

I£-l (N(S)l = ~ N(a m ) eamt•

D(s) L D'(a m )
m=l

(27)

If certain of the zeros of D(s) are repeated or complex, recourse may be had to
conventional methods of expansion in partial fractions.

(
s2+1 )

Example 8. To determine ~1 ~ + 3s2 + 2s ' we write

N(s) = s2 + I, D(s) = ~ + 3s2 + 2s = s(s + 1)(s + 2).

With a1 = 0, a2 = -1, a3 = - 2, there follows

N(al) = I,

N(a2) = 2,

N(a3) = 5,

D'(al) = 2,

D'(a2) = -I,

D'(a3) = 2,

and Equation (27) gives

(
s2 + 1 1 1 5

~1 i3 + 3s2 + 2s = 2 - 2 e-
t + 2e-

2
t.

Example'. To determine x-1 (s + 1~s2 + IJ we first assume an expansion

of the form
1 A Bs+C

(s + 1)(S2 + 1) = s + 1 + r + 1 .
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After clearing fractions, we require the equation to be an identity and obtain
A = - B = C = 1. Hence

1 l[ 1 1 s ]
(s + l)(s2 + 1) = 2 s + 1 + S2 + 1 - s2 + I

and the use of (TI2,15,16) gives the inverse transform !(e- t + sin t - cos t).

The usefulness of (T25,26) in determining inverse transforms should not be
overlooked.

Example 10. To determine z-' Is" + :s + 5)' we first write

s s (s + 2) - 2
-

S2 + 4s + 5 (s + 2)2 + 1 (s + 2)2 + l'

Pairs (T25,26) then give the required inverse transform

e-2t (cos t - 2 sin t).

f(t)
m

~x----

Figure 2.4

2.8. Applications to linear differential equations with constant coefficients.
It follows from the property (T5) and its special cases (T3,4) that any ordinary

linear differential equation with
constant coefficients, with prescribed
initial conditions at t = 0, can be
transformed immediately to a linear
algebraic equation determining the
transform of the required solution,
provided that the right-hand member
of the equation has a transform. The
solution then is to be obtained as the
inverse of the transform so deter
mined.

If the right-hand member is of exponential order, the same will be true of
the solution and of those derivatives whose transforms are involved, and all
the relations of Table 1 are appropriate.

We take as a simple example the case of forced vibration of a mass m
attached to a spring with spring constant k. (That is, the force exerted on the
free end of the spring is assumed to be proportional to its displacement x from
the position of equilibrium, the constant of proportionality being k.) If the
applied force is f( t) and if no damping is present (Figure 2.4), the differential
equation of motion is

(28)
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Furthermore, if the mass is assumed to be at rest at equilibrium when t = 0,
the initial conditions

x(O) = dx(O) = 0
dt

(29)

must be satisfied, Denoting the transforms of x(t) and f(t) by x(s) and j(s),
respectively, the transform of Equation (28) becomes merely

ms2 X + k x =/.
Thus, if we write

2 k
Wo = -,

m

the transform of the required solution is

_ 1 j
x=- .

m S2 + w~

(30)

(31)

(32)

S' 1. h ~ f sin wot h' d 'd dmce 2 2 IS t e tranSlorm 0 , t IS pro uct can be conSl ere as
s + Wo Wo

sin wot
the product of the transforms of and f(t), and hence use of the con-

mwo
volution (TI0) gives the solution

1 itx = - feu) sin wo(t - u) du,
mwo 0

in terms of an arbitrary force function f(t).
However, in place of specializing this general form, it is generally more

convenient in specific cases to derive the required solution directly from
Equation (31). We consider several cases of interest.

(1) Suppose that an instantaneous impulse of magnitude I is applied just
after the time t = O. Thenf(t} = I· b(t) andj(s) = I· 1 = 1. Hence we have

_ I 1
x=----

m S2 + w~ ,

I .
x = --sm wot

mwo
(t > 0), (33)

Thus the motion in this case is a sinusoidal vibration of am-plitude Ilmwo and
angular frequency wo, following the application of the impulse; Wo is known
as the naturalfrequency of the system. It should be noticed that here the initial

condition dXd~O) = 0 is apparently not fulfilled. However, the velocity cannot

vanish when the impulse is applied, since the momentum mv = I must be
imparted by the impulse, in accordance with Newton's laws of motion. Here

d dx h' fi' , 1we may suppose that x an v = dt are zero throug out an In nlteslma
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interval following the time t = 0, and that on the subsequent application of
the impulse the velocity abruptly takes on the value Jim and a sinusoidal
motion ensues. Interpretations of this general nature are frequently necessary
in dealing with the idealized "singularity functions."

(2) If a sinusoidal force f(t) = A sin OJt is applied, there follows

_ Aw J
x=- ,

m (S2 + W~)(S2 + (1)2)

or, expanding in terms of partial fractions,

- Aw [1 1]
x = m(w2 _ w~) S2 + (I)~ - S2 + w2 .

Hence x = Aw [sin wot _ sin wt]
m(()} - (I)~) Wo (I)

A [. .] (34)or x = 2 2 (J.) SIn wot - (1)0 SIn wt .
mwo(w - wo)

Thus, if w =F wo, the motion is compounded of two modes of vibration, one
(the natural mode) at the natural frequency (tJo, and the other (the forced mode)
at the frequency of the imposed force. In case the system is excited at its
natural frequency (w = wo), the motion can be determined by considering the
limiting form of Equation (34) as w ---+ Wo, or, more easily, by noticing that in
this case

_ Awo 1
x=------

m (S2 + W~)2

Hence we obtain, from (T21),

x = A (sin wot - wot cos wot). (35)
2mw~

Thus the last term of Equation (35) shows that when the exciting frequency
equals the natural frequency, the amplitude of the oscillations increases in
definitely with time. This is the case of resonance.

Similarly, if f(t) = A cos wol, there follows

A .
x = t Sill wot.

2mwo
(3) If a constant force f(t) = A is applied when 1 > 0, there follows

_ A 1
x=-----

m S(S2 + (I)~)

A (1 s)
= m(l)~ ~ - S2 + (JJ;

and hence, from (T11,16),
A

x = - (1 - cos wol) (36)
mw2

o
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Thus, in this case, the mass oscillates with its natural frequency between the
. 2A 2A

pOInts x = 0 and x = -~ = -k ,when damping is absent.
mwo

(4) If constant force is applied only over the interval 0 < I < 10 , and no
- A

force acts when I > 10, there follows f -= - (I - e -sto), and hence
s

- A 1- e- sto A[1 e - ~to J
x = m S(S2 + w~) = m S(S2 + (I)~) - S(S2 -+ (f)~) .

The inverse transform of the first term is given by Equation (36) and, in view
of (T9), the inverse of the second term is zero when I < 10 and is 0 btained by
replacing t by t - 10 in (36) when t > 10 , Hence we have, when 0 < t < 10,

A
x = -- (1 - cos wot);

mw2
o

and, when 1 > 10,

A
x -= - {(1 - cos (Oot) - [1 - cos wo(t - to)]}

m(l)~

A
= - [cos (J)o(t - to) - cos wot]

k

2A (. 1 ). ( 1)= k Sin 2' (I)oto ~Jn (J)o t - 2to .

(37a)

(37b)

Thus, while the force acts (0 < 1 < (0), the mass oscillates at its natural
frequency, with amplitude A/k. about the point x == A/k; however. after the
force is removed (t > (0), the mass oscillates about the point of equilibrium

(x -= 0), at the same frequency. but with an amplitude 2A sin ~(I)oto. If
2~ k 2

to = - = T, where T is the period of the natural mode of vibration, then
(00

x = 0 when t ::-..: '0, so that the mass returns to its eq uilibri urn position as the
force is removed, and then remains at that position.

It is seen that in the preceding example, and in similar cases, the use of
tables permits the determination of the transform of the solution by purely
algebraical methods. This is true, however. only in cases when the coefficients
of the linear differential equation are constants, and the usefulness of the
present methods is mainly restricted, in such applications, to such cases

The use of Laplace transforms is particularly advantageous in the solution
of initial-value problems associated with sets ofsimultaneous linearequations.
We illustrate the procedure by considering an example.
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We require the solution of the simultaneous equations

dx - y = et 1
dt

dy . J- + x = smt
dt

which satisfies the conditions

(38)

x(O) = 1, yeO) = O. (39)

(40)

(41)

The transforms of (38) satisfying (39) are

- - 1 + 15X-Y=--
5 - 1

_+ _ 1
x 5 Y = S2 + 1

from which we obtain, algebraically,

x= 5 + 5 + 1
(5 - 1)(52 + 1) 52 + 1 (52 + 1)2 '

___ 1 _ 1 + 5

Y - (s - 1)(52 + 1) S2 + 1 (52 + I?

If the first terms on the right-hand sides of these equations are expanded in
partial fractions, there follows

x=!I 1 + 1 + 5 + 2 ]
2L; - 1 S2 + 1 52 + 1 (52 + I?

- _ ! [_ 1 _ 1 + s + 2s ]
y - 2 5 - 1 S2 + 1 52 + 1 (52 + 1)2

and reference to Table 1 gives the required solution,

x = feet + 2 sin t + cos t - t cos t)}.
Y = !(- et

- sin t + cos t + t sin t)

To illustrate the existence of exceptional cases which may arise in connec
tion with simultaneous differential equations, we next attempt to find a
solution of the equations

dx-+y=O
dt

d2x dy t-+-+y=e
dt2 dt

(42)
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satisfying the conditions

x(O) = 1, x'(O) = 0, yeO) = O. (43)

The transformed equations are
s x + y = 1,

S2 X + (s + 1) ji = s + 1
s - 1

from which there follow
_ 2 1
x = - - ,

s s - 1

_ 1
Y -- .

s - 1
(44)

The inverse transforms of these expressions are then

x=2-et, y=et• (45)

However, these solutions do not satisfy the last two of the prescribed initial
conditions (43). It is readily shown, by methods of Chapter 1, that the most
general solution of (42) is of the form

where C is an arbitrary constant. Hence only the initial value of x is arbitrary,
and the problem as stated does not possess a solution.

This example shows that, in the case of simultaneous equations, although
the method of Laplace transforms will yield the correct solution if it exists, it
may also supply an erroneous solution (which fails to satisfy certain prescribed
initial conditions) if no true solution exists. Thus, in doubtful cases, the satis
faction of initial conditions should be checked.

2.9. The Gamma function. In calculating the transform of tn, where
n > -1 but n is not necessarily an integer, we encounter a function, known as
the Gammafunction, which also occurs frequently in many other applications.
In this section we investigate certain properties of this function.

If, in the integral defining the transform of tn,

(n > -1),

we introduce a new variable of integration by setting st = x, there follows *

(46)(n > -1).1 leo~{tn}=- e-Xxndx
sn+l 0

The integral appearing in Equation (46) depends only upon n. Although it
cannot be expressed in terms of elementary functions of n, the same integral

* The restriction n > -1 is necessary to ensure the convergence of the integral. If
n ~ -1, the function t" does not have a Laplace transform, as here defined.
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with n (inconveniently) replaced by n - 1 is a tabulated function which occurs
frequently in practice and is known as the Gammafunction of n, written r(n):

r(n) = f: e-g, x n
- 1 dx (n > 0). (47)

With this notation, Equation (46) can be written in the form

(n > -1). (48)

A comparison of Equation (48) with the result of Example 5, Section 2.4,
shows that

r(n + 1) = n!

if n is a positive integer, and that

r(l) = O! = 1.

(49)

(50)

Thus it is seen that, if n > -I, r(n + 1) is a continuous function of n which
takes on the value n! when n is a positive integer or zero. For this reason, the
Gamma function is often referred to as the generalized factorial function.

Making use of an integration by parts, we obtain the result

r(n + 1) = f: e-xxndx = -xne-xl: + n f: e-xxn-1 dx

= n f: e- x xn
-

1 dx (n > 0),

from which there follows

r(n + 1) = n r(n) (n > 0). (51)

Inductive reasoning then leads to the formula

r(n + N) = (n + N - 1)(n + N - 2)'" (n + l)n r(n) (n > 0), (52)

where N is any positive integer. Also, if n is replaced by n - 1, Equation (51)
can be written in the alternative form

(53)(n > 1).r(n - 1) = r(n)
n - 1

Values of r(n), or of )oglo r(n), are commonly tabulated for the interval
1 <;; n ::; 2. * Equation (52) can then be used to evaluate the Gamma function
for arguments greater than 2, since any such argument differs from a value in
the tabulated range by some positive integer N. If we write x = n + Nand
replace n by Xo• where 1 5" xo ~ 2, Equation (52) becomes

r(x) = (x - 1)(x - 2) ... (xo + l)xo r(xo)
(x > 2, 1 < Xo ~ 2). (54)

* A table of values of the Gamma function itself. in this interval. is presented in the
Appendix.
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(56)

Also, Equation (53) serves to determine values of the Gamma function for
arguments between zero and unity.

For negative values ofn, the function f(n) is not defined by Equation (47),
since the integral does not exist. However, it is conventional to extend the
definition in such cases by requiring that the recurrence formula (51) hold also
for negative values of n. A different method of definition yields f(n) for all
complex values of n except for zero and negative integers, at which points fen)
does not remain finite. Since, for any negative value of n which is not an
integer, there exists a positive integer N such that n + N is in the tabulated
range (I < n + N < 2), we may then replace n + N by Xo and n by x in (52),
where 1 < Xo < 2, to obtain

r(xo) = (xo - l)(xo - 2) ... (x + I) x r(x)

or, solving for rex),

r(x) = f(xo)
x(x + 1)(x + 2)' .. (xo - 2)(xo - 1)

(x < 1, 1 < Xo < 2). (55)

Equations (54) and (55) thus serve to determine values of the Gamma
function for real arguments outside the tabulated range. It should be noticed,
however, that since the denominator of Equation (55) vanishes when x is zero
or a negative integer, the Gamma function is not defined for these values, and
becomes infinite as these values are approached (see Figure 2.5).

It will be convenient in later work to use the notation n ~ even in cases when n
is not a positive integer or zero, with the convention that in such cases n! is
defined by r(n + I).

The value of rei) is of particular interest. A well~known but quite indirect
method of determining this value is now presented. From the definition (47),
we have

r(!) = f: e- z z-1I2 dz.

With the change in variables z = x 2, this integral becomes

(

00 2

rei) = 2 e- X dx.
• 0

If the right-hand side of Equation (56) is multiplied by itself, and if the variable
of integration is replaced by y in one factor, there follows

[ro)r ~ 4( roo e- x2 dX)( roo e-~2 dy) ~ 4 f~ JOy': e-(x2+~2) dx dYe
~o ·0 ·0 0

This double integral represents the volume under the surface z = e-(X
2+y2

) in
the first quadrant (x ~ 0, y ~ 0). Changing to polar coordinates, we obtain

[ (l)J 2 f (rr/2i oo
2 1 1T e_r

2

'X)r 2 = 4\J
o

0 e-
r

r dr dO = 42 -2 0 = 1T.
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Thus, finally,
ro·) = y';.

The Laplace transform I c1ul.p. 2

(57)

From Equation (56) we also have the useful result

f: e-fl:
2
dx = ,V;.

We include without proof the formula

r(x)r(l- x) = .17 ,
S1017X

(58)

(59)

which can be shown to be valid for nonintegral values of x and which is of
some use in applications of the Gamma function.

r(n)

Figure 2.5

It can be shown that the Gamma function is defined alternatively by the
limit

r(x) = lim n! nfl:.
n-C() x(x + 1)' ··(x + n)
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Hence there follows also

81

(60)
n! nZ

lim = 1.
n-+<X) r(x + n + 1)

Thus in limiting operations involving Gamma functions, when n~ 00, the
expression r(x + n + 1) can be replaced by its approximation n! n:r:. We
indicate this fact by the notation

(n + x)! = rex + n + I)~n! n:r: (n~ (0), (61)

where the symbol ~ is to be interpreted as indicating that (61) implies (60).
A further limit of some interest is of the form

lim r(n + 1) = 1 (62)
n-+ <X) ,J21T nn + (112) e- n

which we can write symbolically

n! = r(n + 1)~ vf2; nn+(1/2) e-n (n ~ 00). (63)

If n is a positive integer, this approximation is known as the Stirling formula
for the factorial.

Proof of these relations is beyond the scope of this chapter.
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PROBLEMS

The lAplace transform I clulp. 2

Section 2.1

1. (a) Obtain the solution of the equation

dy
dt - ay = eat

for which y(0) = Yo, by the method of Section 2.1. Assume that a :f. a.
(b) Verify the solution so obtained.

2. (a) Obtain the solution of the equation

dy
dt - ay = eat

for which y(0) = Yo, by considering the limit of the solution of Problem 1 as
ex -+ a.

(b) Verify the solution so obtained.

Section 2.2

3. Find the Laplace transform of each of the following functions, by direct
integration:

(a) eat cos kt, (b) tn e-at (n a positive integer),

(
sin t

(c)
o

(0 < t < 1T)

(t > 1T),

o
(d) 1

(0 < t < a)

(a < t < h)

Section 2.3
o (t > h).

4. Find the Laplace transform of each of the following functions:

(a) t3, (b) t2 e-3t, (c) cos at sinh at,

(d) t et sin 2t, (e) t2 sin at, (f) eat cosh ht.

5. Find the Laplace transform of each of the following functions:

d3J(t)
(a) diS' (b) t et [(I),

N

(d) .2 an cos nt.
n=O

6. The Laguerre polynomial of degree n is defined by the equation

dn

Ln(t) = et dtn (tn e- t).

Prove that

n! (S - l)n
!l' {Ln(t)} = -.; -S- .
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7. Prove that if f(s) = !£ {f(t)}, and if a > 0, then also

(a) 2' {f(at)} ~ ~/(~) , (b) 2'-'{/(as)} = ~f (~) .

8. Let f(t) = F(t) when 0 < t < at and let f(t) be periodic, of period a, so
that f(t + a) = f(t). By writing

!£ {f(t)} = I: e-st f(t) dt + I:e-st f(t) dt + f: e-st f(l) dt + ...

and transforming each integral in such a way that in each case the range of
integration is (O,a), show that

!£ {.f(t)} = f: e-st F(I) dt [l + e-sa + e-2sa + ... ],
and hence, when s > 0,

fa e-st F(t) dt
!£ {f(t)} = 0 1 -sa'

-e

9. Apply the result of Problem 8 to the "square-wave function" for which
a a

F(t) = 1 when 0 < t < 2and F(t) = -1 when 2 < t < a. Show that the transform

of this function is
(l - e-as/2)2 1 1 - e- as/2 1 as
----- = - = - tanh -.

s(1 - e-aS) s 1 + e-as/2 s 4

10. Show that iffU) is the Usquare-wave function" of Problem 9, then I;f(u) du

is a "triangular-wave function." Sketch it and give the expression for its transform.

11. (a) Show that, ifI(s) =!£ {f(t)}t and if an interchange of order of integra
tions is valid, then

1"/(V) dv = 2' V;»)·
[The result is valid, for s sufficiently large, whenever f(t)/t has a transform.]

(b) Use this result to deduce the transforms

(
sin t)

!£ -t- = coe1 s, (
1 - e-t

) (s )
!£ t = log s + 1 .

12. (a) By formally setting s = 0 in the result of Problem II(a), obtain the
formula

1
00 100f(t)

f(s) ds = - dt.
o 0 t

[The result is valid when the integral on the right exists.]
(b) Use the result of part (a) to obtain the evaluations

1
00 sin t 7r 100 e-at - e-bt b

- dt = - dt = log -
o t 2' 0 t a

(a,b > 0).
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and

f. co COS u f. co e-u

Ci(t) = -- du, Ei( -I) = - duo
t u t U

(c) Show that if [(I) = et, then neither side of the relation of part (a)
exists, whereas iff(/) = et sin t, then the left-hand member exists but the right-hand
member does not.

13. By applying the property of Equation (16) to the result of Problem 1],
obtain the formula

(
[t f(u) 1 1 f.co

Z Jo --;; du =; 8 !(v) dv.

Also, assuming that the result of Problem 12 also applies, obtain the formula

(
[CO f(u) } 1i8

Z Jt --;;- du =; o!(v) dv.

[In each case, the given formula is valid, for s sufficiently large, whenever the left

hand member exists. The integral foco
f(t)fl dl need not exist.]

14. Assuming the results of Problem 13, show that

111
Z {Si(/)} = - coCI S, Z {Ci(t)} = -log v '

s s s2+1
1 1

Z {Ei( -I)} =; log s + 1 '

where

it sin u
Si(/) = -- du,

o u

Section 2.4

15. Let ~~;~ denote the ratio of two polynomials, with no common factors,

such that the degree n of D(s) is greater than that of N(s), and suppose that D(s)
has n distinct real zeros s = aI' a2• •••• an' Show that the coefficients in the
parlialfraclion expansion

n

N(s) = Al + A 9 + ... + An = "" Am
D(s) s - al S - a2 S - an k s - am

11£=1

are determined by the equations
. N(s) N(am)

Am = 8~~m (s - am) D(s) = D'(a
m

)"

Hence show that in this case

!f1-l (N(S»)
D(s)

16. If Z {f(/)} = !(s) and if

f(/) = Ao + All + A2/ 2 + ... + Anln + . · ·
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(in some interval about t = 0) and

(for sufficiently large values of s), show that

Bn+l . •
17. By using the ratio test, show that if lim B = So' the second senes In

n-+-oo n A
Problem 16 converges when s > so' Deduce that in this case lim ~+l = 0, so

n-oo n

that the first series in Problem 16 then converges for all values of t.

18. Use the results of Problems 16 and 17 to find the inverse transform of each
of the following functions as a power series in t:

1
(a) sin - ,

s

1 l/s
(b) = •

Vr + 1 VI + 01s)2

19. Verify Equation (22) in each of the following cases:

(a) f(t) = cos at,

s
(c) /(s) = S2 _ a2 '

(b) f(t) = sinh at,

2s + 1
(d) I(s) = r + 2s + 2 .

20. By starting with Equation (15a) and considering the limiting form as
s - 0, obtain the relation

lim sl(s) = f(O) + lim lcoe-st f'(t) dt
8-+-0 8-+0 0

and, by formally taking the limit on the right under the integral sign, obtain the
result

lim siCs) = I( (0)
8-0

where f( (0) = lim f(t). [Compare Equation (22). The result is valid when the inw

I-+-co

tegral fcoI'(t) dt exists. In particular, lim f(t) must exist.]
o t-oo

21. (a) Show that the result of Problem 20 is not valid, in particular, in the
cases for which J(s) is given by

I I 1
s - I ' s(S2 - 3s + 2) •

1

s(r + 3s + 2) •

I

s + 1 's

(b) Show that the result of Problem 20 is valid, in particular, in the cases
for which I(s) is given by

I
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[The result of Problem 20 occasionally is stated without qualifying restrictions.
The above examples show that some care should be taken in applying it. In practical
situations, it can be used if the existence of lim f(t) is assured, from physical
considerations or otherwise.] t--aJ

Section 2.5

22. Determine the convolution of each of the following pairs of functions:

(a) 1, sin at;
(c) eat, ebt ;

(b) I, eat;
(d) sin at, sin ht.

23. Verify Equation (20) in each of the cases considered in Problem 22.

24. Suppose that yet) satisfies the integral equation

y(t) = F(t) + f; G(t - u) y(u) du,

where F(t) and G(t) are known functions, with Laplace transforms F(s) and G(s),
respect ively.

(a) Show that then
F(s) G(s)

yes) = 1 _ G(s) = F(s) + 1 _ G(s) F(s).

(b) Deduce that the solution of the integral equation is

yet) = F(/) + f; H(I - u) F(u) du,

where H(t) is the function whose transform is given by

_ G(s)
H(s) = 1 - G(s).

(c) Illustrate this result in the special case when G(t) = e-Gt.

25. (a) Show that s-n /(s) is the transform of the function

F(t) = (n ~ I)! E(t - U)R-l!(u) du,

when n is a positive integer.

(b) Deduce that

n times n times

"it i"' t .. ... 1 it. . . f(t) dt ... dt = (t - u)n-1 feu) duo
o 0 (n - I)! 0

Section 2.6

26. (a) Show that

f: c5(u - t1) feu) du = f(t1) if a < 11 < h,
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if the integral is defined as the limit (as € -- 0) of the integral in which 6(u - 11) is
replaced by a function equal to Ij(2€) when t1 - € < U < 11 + € and equal to zero
elsewhere.

(b) In a similar way, obtain the relation

(c) Show that the convolution of 6(1 - t1) and f(t) is given by

27. (a) If the Heaviside unil step function H(t) is defined such that H(t) = 1
when I > 0 and H(/) = 0 when I < 0, show that

1
!l' {H(t)} = -,

s
when t1 :2: O.

(b) Noticing that !l' {6'(t)} = s!l' {<5(t)} = s2!l' {H(t)}, indicate a sense in
which, correspondingly, we may be led to think of <5'(t) as a formal derivative of
<5(1), and of 6(t) as a formal derivative of H(t).

Section 2.7

28. Find the inverse Laplace transform of each of the following functions:

1
(a) r - 3s + 2 '

2s + 1
(b) s(s + 1)(s + 2)

s
(b) r - 2s + 5 .

1
(e) r(r + 1) ,

s + 1
(c) 4 1 's +

e-S

(f) -.
s + 1

29. Find the inverse Laplace transform of each of the following functions:

1
(d) s3 + tr'

1 - e-S

(e) --
s

3s + 1
(c) (s + 1)(s + 2)(s + 3) ,

1
(f) (S2 + a2)(s2 + Ir) .

30. Find the inverse Laplace transform of each of the following functions:

s + 1
(a) S2 + 2s + 2 '

S2

(d) (s + a)3'

r
(b) S4 + 4a4 '

1
(e) (S2 + 1)3'

1
(f) (r _ 1)3 .
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Section 2.8
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y(O) = 1.

31. Solve the following problems by the use of Laplace transforms:

dy
(a) dt + ky = 0, y(0) = 1.

dy
(b) dt + ky = 1, y(O) = o.

dy
(c) dt + ky = b(t - 1),

(d) t + ky = f(t), yeO) = Yo·

32. Solve the following problems by the use of Laplace transforms:

tPy dy
(a) dt2 + 2 dt + 2y = 0,

d2y dy
(b) dt2 + 2 d t + 2Y = 2,

dy(O)
yeO) = 1, dt = -1.

y(O) = 0, d~tO) = 1.

( ) d2y 2 dy 2 b( 1) y(0) = 1, dYd(t
O

) = -1.c dt2 + dt + Y = t - ,

tPy dy
(d) dt2 + 2 dt + 2y = f(t),

dy(O)
y(0) = Yo' dt = Yo·

33. Solve the following problems by the use of Laplace transforms:

d4y
(a) dt4 + 4y = 0,

d4y
(b) dt4 + 4y = 4,

dy(O) d 2y(0) d 3y(0)
y(0) = ---;It = dt 2 = 0, dt3 = 1.

dy(O) d 2y(0) d 3y(0)
y(0) = ---;jt = dt2 = dt3 = O.

34. Use Laplace transforms to solve the problem

tPy
dt2 + Y = bet - a), yeO) = 0, y(b) = 0,

where 0 < a < b, by first writing d~~O) = c, and finally determining c so that the

condition y(b) = 0 is satisfied by the inverse transform.

35. In Figure 2.6 a mass m is connected to an elastic spring with spring constant
k, and to a dashpot which resists motion of the mass with a force numerically
equal to c times the velocity of motion. The applied external force is indicated by
f(t) and the displacement of the mass from equilibrium position by x.
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(a) Show that the differential equation of motion can be put into the form

d2x dx 1- + 2«- + (<<2 + (32) X = -[(t)m2 m m
with the abbreviations

C
«=

2m'

f(t)
m

Figure 2.6

(b) Assuming that the mass starts from rest at its equilibrium position and
is acted on by a uniform force [0' find
the resulting motion. Consider separately
the cases when {3 is real and positive, {3 = 0,
and (3 = iy, where y is real. Discuss the
three cases and sketch typical curves
representing the displacement as a function
of time.

(c) Assuming that the mass starts
from rest at the position x = a and that no
external force acts, investigate the resulting
motion as in part (b).

36. (a) Use the method of Laplace transforms to obtain the solution of the
simultaneous equations

dx dy- + - + x = -e-t
dt dt

dx dy
dt + 2 dt + 2x + 2y = 0

which satisfies the initial conditions

x(O) = -1, yeO) = +1.

(b) Solve the same problem by one of the methods of Chapter 1.

37. Establish the relation

(
d

n
) d

k

!l' t k -.2 = (-l)k - [sn'y - sn-1y(0) - ... - y(n-1)(0)].
dtn dsk

(Notice that by use of this relation a linear differential equation in y with polynomial
coefficients can be transformed into a new linear differential equation in the
transform.Y, which may in certain cases be more tractable than the original equation.
In particular, if the coefficients are linear functions of t, the transformed equation is
of first order.)

Section 2.9

38. Use tables (when necessary) to evaluate the following:

(a) foa:>e-2l VX dx, (b) r(2.7), (c) r( -1.3),

(d) (1.6)!, (e) (-1.3)!, (f) rei).
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(n -- (0)

39. By making the indicated substitutions, transform the integral

r(n) = Joco e- t tn- 1 dt

to the following equivalent forms:

(a) r(n) = (fIOg~r' dx (t = log~) ,
(b) r(n) - 2l"'e-,.',2.-1 d, (t ~ ,2).

40. (a) Obtain from Stirling's formula (63) the relation

10glO n! ~ (n + !) 10glO n - 0.4342945n + 0.39909

for use in numerical computation.
(b) Show that use of this formula gives the approximations

10! ~ 3.599 x 106, loo! ~ 9.325 x 1()l57.

(The true values, to four figures, are 3.629 x 106 and 9.333 x 10157. It can be shown,
more generally, that Stirling's formula for n! is accurate to within 1 per cent when
n > 10 and within 0.1 per cent when n > loo.)

41. Investigate the following limits:

n!
(a) lim ,

n-co (or. + I)(or. + 2)(or. + 3) ..• (or. + n)

(2n)!
(b) lim 22n '( _~),.n-co n. n "2"'

42. Starting with the relation

rex + n + I)
rex + 1) = (x + 1)(x + 2) ... (x + n),

for any positive integer n, obtain the result

d r'(x + n + 1)
dx log rex + n + I) = rex + n + l)

r'(x + 1) 1 1 1
= + + + ... + .rex + I) 1 + x 2 + x n + x

(b) If we write 'Y(z) = r'(z + I)/r(z + I), and set x = 0 in the result of
part (a), show that there follows

111
'Y(n) = 'Y(O) + 1 + 2+ 3+ ... + ~ .

[The function 'Y(z) is often called the Digamma function. It takes on the value
'Y(O) = -", where" = 0.5772157 .•. is a number known as Euler's constant.]
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43. The Beta function ofp and q is defined by the integral

B(p,q) = J: tP--1 (1 - t)'l-I dt (p,q > 0).

By writing t = sin2 0, obtain the equivalent form

B(p,q) = 2 J:12
sin2P--1 0 COS2q-1 0 dO (p,q > 0).

44. Make use of the results of Problems 39(b) and 43 to verify the following
development:

B(p,q) r(p + q) = 4 Joooe-r'l. ,2p+2q-l dr J:12 sin2p - 1 0 COS2q- 1 0 dO

= 4 Jooo Joooe-(:t'l. +11
2

) rP--I X2tl-l dx dy

Hence show that
= r(p) r(q) (p,q > 0).

r(p) r(q)
B(p,q) = r(p + q) (p,q > 0).

(p,q,a > 0).

45. By writing t = x/ex + a) in the definition of the Beta function, and using
the result of Problem 44, obtain the result

100 XP--I dx r(p) r(q)
o (x + a)P +q = a-q B(p,q) = a-q r(p + q)

46. Use the results of preceding problems to verify the following evaluations:

11 tP--l (1) - r(p)
(a) 0 vi 1 _ I dt = B p, 2 = vi7T rep + !)

!. - 1 . /-7T r (-n1)

i
l dl 111

S n ds v
(c) - - --

o vi1- In - n 0 vi1- s - n (1 1)
r ~ + 2

(p > 0),

(n > -1),

(n > 0),

(0 < n < 1).

100 XC dx 7TC

(d) (l )2 = r(1 - C) r(l + C) = .
o + X SIn 7Tl:

1
- -1

100 dx 11 00 s n lis 7T/n
(e) 0 1 + x ft = ~ 0 1 + s sin (7T/n)

1
7T

/
2 11/2

(f) 0 tan
n

0 dO = cos (nTT/2)

(-1 < c < 1),

(n > 1),
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47. Verify the relationship

f1/2 _ p-l _ V!; rep)
B(p,p) == 2J0 [t(1 t)] dt - 22P-l rep + i)'

by making use of the substitution t =}(1 - cos 0).

48. By comparing the result of Problem 47 with the expression for B(p,p) which
follows from the result of Problem 44, deduce the duplication formula for the
Gamma function:

22p-l

r(2p) = vi; rep) rep + i)·

Also show that this result can be written in the form

49. (a) By writing x = ult in the definition

B(m,n) = J: xm-I(l - x)n-l dx,

show that

B(m,n) tm+n-l = J~ um - I (t - u)n-l duo

(b) By noticing that the right-hand member is the convolution of tm- 1 and
tn-I, deduce that

rem + n) rem) r(n)
B(m,n) m+n = ----;n- -n-'

S S S

and so obtain a simple derivation of the result of Problem 44.



CHAPTER 3

Numerical Methods for Solving
Ordinary Differential E.quations

3.1. Introduction. In this chapter there are presented certain methods of
numerically calculating particular solutions of ordinary differential equations
which cannot be readily solved analytically. The methods given are, in general,
step-by-step methods and are described initially for first-order equations; how
ever, the extension of these methods to the solution of higher-order equations
is also indicated.

Before considering these procedures, we outline a graphical method of
solving first-order differential equations which is of some practical interest.
If such a differential equation is solved for the derivative of the unknown
function, the result consists of One or more relations of the form

dy
dx = F(x,y) (1)

where it may be assumed that the function F(x,y) is a single-valued function
of x and y. Such an equation states that at any point (x,y) for which F(x,y) is
defined, the sloPe of any integral curve passing through that point is given by
F(x,y). Ifwe plot the family ofso-called isocline curves, defined by the equation

F(x,y) = C (2)

for a series of values of the constant C, it then follows that all integral curves
of(1) intersect a particular curve of the family (2) with the same sloPe angle qJ,

where tan qJ is given by the value of C specifying the isocline. Thus, ifon each
isocline a series of short parallel segments having the required sloPe is drawn,
an infinite number of integral curves can be sketched by starting in each case
at a given point on one isocline and sketching a curve passing through that

93
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1
16"

1
8"

1
"4

Figure 3.1

point with the indicated slope and crossing the successive isoclines with the
slopes associated with them. This method can always be used to determine
graphically the particular solution of (1) which passes through a prescribed

point (xo,Yo), when the function F(x,y) is
y single-valued and continuous. The pro

cedure is illustrated in Figure 3.1.

3.2. Use ofTaylor series. Suppose that
the solution of (1) which passes through
the point (xo,Yo) is required. Knowing
the value of y at x = xo, we attempt,
by a step-by-step method, to calculate
successively approximate values of y at
the points

Xl = Xo + h, X2 = xo + 2h,
••• , X k = Xo + kh,

where h is a suitably chosen spacing along
the X axis. For this purpose we now suppose that the value of y has been
determined at X = Xkt and denote this value by Yk; that is, we write
Yk = y(xJ. We then make use of the Taylor series representation in the form

y(x + h) = y(x) + y'(x).!!. + y"(x) h
2

+ ...
1! 2! '

and, setting X = xk, we obtain the formula

(3)

for calculating the value ofYkH' Primes are used to denote differentiation with
respect to x. Since y' is given by (l) in terms of x and y, the coefficients in (3)
can be determined from (1) by successive differentiation. Thus we obtain

y' = F(x,y),

y" = of + of dy ,
ox oy dx

and so forth, for the higher derivatives. Since Yo is given, Equation (3) can be
used to determine first Yl' with k = 0, then Y2 with k = I, and so on, the
number of terms being retained in (3) at each step depending upon the spacing
and upon the accuracy desired. It is evident that a single series may, ifpreferred,
be used for severalcalculations in some cases, by assigning successivelydoubled
values to h.
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Example 1. To illustrate this procedure, we consider the solution of the differ·
ential equation

dy
- =y-x
dx

with the initial condition that y = 2 at x = O. We choose an interval h = 0.1,
and hence calculate successively the approximate values of y at x = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3,
and so on. By successive differentiation we obtain

y' = y - x, y" = y' - 1, y'" = y", ••••

Hence, at x = 0, we have Yo = 2 and

y~ = 2, y; = 1, Y'" = 1o ' .... ,

... ,

(4)

and, with k = 0, Equation (3) gives

h2 h3

Y =Y +2h+-+-+'"1 0 2 6

....., 2 + 0.2000 + 0.0050 + 0.0002 + . . . = 2.2052.

Next, at x = 0.1, we have Yl /'0-' 2.2052 and

Y1 ::= 2.1052, yi /'0-' 1.1052,

and, with k = 1, Equation (3) gives

Y2 /'0-' Yl + 2.1052h + 0.5526h2 + 0.1842h3 + .
....., 2.2052 + 0.2105 + 0.0055 + 0.0002 + = 2.4214.

The procedure may be repeated as often as is required. In this example the exact
solution is readily found to be

Y = eZ -t- x + 1,

and the above results are found to be accurate to the four decimal places retained.

This procedure is readily generalized to the solution of initial-value prob
lems involving differential equations of higher order, as may be seen from
Example 2, below. For a second-order equation it is found to be necessary to
calculate Y;+1 as well as Yk+l before proceeding to the calculation ofYk+2' For
this purpose we may differentiate y(x + h) with respect to x to obtain

h h2

y'(x + h) = y'(x) + y"(x) - + y"'(x) - + ....
1! 2!

Setting x = x k , there then follows

, , " h III h2

Yk+l = Yk + Yk 1! + Yk 2! + ....

This result can also be obtained by differentiating Equation (3) with respect to
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h, as may be seen directly from the fact that the derivatives ofy(x + h) with
respect to x and h are identical.

Example 2. Consider the nonlinear differential equation

d2y dy
dx2 - dx + xy = 0

with the initial conditions that y = 1 and y' = -1 when x = O. We calculate the
successive derivatives

y" = y' - xy, y'" = y" - 2xyy' - r,
ylv = y'" - 2xy'2 - 2xyy" - 4yy',

Hence, at x = 0, we have Yo = 1, y~ = -1, and

" I 1Yo = Yo = - , '" ",.2 2Yo = Yo - .Yo = - ,

(5)

Then, with k = 0, Equation (3) gives
h2 h3 h4

Yl = 1 - h - '2 - "3 + 12 + ... ,
and, taking h = 0.1,

Yl '"" 1 - 0.1 - 0.005 - 0.0003 + ... = 0.8947.

Now, in order to calculate Y2 it will be next necessary to calculate y~, y~, and so on.
However, the calculation of these values involves knowledge of the value yi in
addition to the value ofY1' which is now known. The value ofyi can be calculated
by using the series

h3

yi = -1 - h - h2 + 3" + ... ,

which is obtained by differentiating the series defining Y1 = y(xo + h) with respect
to h. Hence we obtain

yi ~ -1 - 0.1 - 0.01 + 0.0003 + ... = -1.1097.

The values of yi. y~', and so on, can now be calculated from the forms given, and
the calculation of Y2 and y~ proceeds in the same way.

A further generalization to the solution of two simultaneous equations of
the form

dx dy- = F(x,y,t) and - = G(x,y,t),
dt dt

with prescribed initial values of x and y, is readily devised.

3.3. The Adams method. Suppose again that the solution of the problem

dy
dx = F(x,y),
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has been determined up to the point X k = Xo + kh. If now we assume that

Over the interval (x k , Xk + h) the derivative ix changes so slowly that it can

be approximated by its value y~ at the point X k , then over that interval the
approximate increase in y is given by h Yk' and we obtain

Yk+l ro.J Yk + h Y~ ro.J Yk + h F k , (6)

where F k is written for F(xby,J. This formula obviously would give exact
results ifY were a linear function of x over the interval considered.

A more nearly exact formula is obtained, in general, if we assume that the

derivative : is nearly linear over the interval (xk - h, X k + h), and hence that

the graph ofy can be approximated by a parabola over this interval. We thus
assume the approximation

F(x,y) ro.J a + b(x - x,J (x k - h < x < X k + h)

and determine the constants a and b in such a way that the approximation
takes on the calculated values of F(x,y) at the points X k - hand xk • In this
way we obtain

(7)

Hence, integrating both sides of the differential equation (5) over the interval
(xk , X k + h), we find

f o:l:k+
h

[ x - XkJ
Yk+l - Yk ro.J F k + (Fk - F k - 1 ) dx

~ h .
h

ro.J h Fk + '2 (Fk - Fk - 1 )

h
Yk+l ro.J Yk + h F k + '2 (Fk - F k - 1)·Or

The last term of this expression is seen to be a correction to the expression

given by (6) and may be appreciable ifthe derivative ix varies appreciably Over

the interval considered. It should be noticed that the first ordinate calculable
by (7) is Y2' when k = 1, and that in this case the values of Yl and F1 are
needed in addition to the known initial value Fo. The value of Yl must be
determined by another method, for example, by the use of Taylor series; the
value of F1 is then given as F(X1'Yl)' With the notation

liFk = Fk+1 - Fk ,

Equation (7) can be written in the form

Yk+l ro.J Yk + h(Fk + ! liFk - 1). (8)
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(10)

Still more accurate formulas can be obtained, in general, if the derivative
of the unknown function y is approximated by a polynomial of higher degree
n, taking on calculated values at n + 1 consecutive points. By an extension
of the preceding method (see Section 3.7), a formula is obtained when F(x,y)
is approximated by a polynomial offourth degree, in the form

Yk+l "-' Yk + h[Fk + i ilFk- 1 + 19.2 il2Fk _ 2+ i il3Fk_3 + ~~! il4Fk _ 4] (9)

with the notations
ilF, = F'+l - F"

il2F, = M'+l - M"
il3F, = il2Fr+l - il2F"
il4F, = il3F,.tl - il3F,.

These notations define the first, second, third, and fourth forward differences
of the calculated values of Fwhich, as will be seen, are readily evaluated if the
calculations are suitably tabulated.

Formula (9), which involves fourth differences, would give exact results if,
over the interval (xk - 4h, X k + h), the unknown function Y were a poly
nomial offifth degree in x. Formula (6) is obtained from (9) by neglecting all
differences, and (7) or (8) is obtained by retaining only first differences. Form
ulas of intermediate accuracy can be obtained from (9) by retaining only terms
through the second or third differences.

It should be noticed that if, for example, it is decided that second differences
are to be retained, the calculation ofYk+l makes use of the values of Fk, Fl.-I'
and Fk-2' and hence of the values Yk' Yk-l' and Yk-2' Thus, the first ordinate
calculable in this case would be Y3' Since only Yo is prescribed at the start, the
values ofYl and Y2 must first be determined by another method, such as that of
Taylor series, or the Runge-Kutta method of the following section when initial
series developments are not feasible. Similarly, if third or fourth differences
are retained, three or four additional ordinates, respectively, must be first
calculated by another method before the present procedure can be applied.

Example 3. We apply this method to the continuation of the solution of the
problem considered in Example 1, retaining seconddifferences. The work is tabulated
as follows:

% Y F=y-% ~F ~2F

0 2 2 0.1052 0.0110
-------

0.1 2.2052 2.1052 0.1162 0.0122
~-----

0.2 2.4214 2.2214 0.1284
---- -------------

0.3 2.6498 2.3498

0.4 2.8917
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Before the Adams formula is applied to calculate Ya, the two initial ordinates Yl
and Y2 are required in addition to the prescribed ordinate Yo = 2. These ordinates
are taken from the results of Example 1 and are entered into the second column of
the table as shown. The corresponding values of F are then entered in the third
column. Each entry in the fourth column is obtained by subtracting the corre
sponding entry in the F column from the succeeding entry in that column. Algebraic
signs must, of course, be retained. The last column contains similar differences
between successive entries in the ~F column. In this way the entries above the
division line in each column of the table are obtained. Now, to calculate the
ordinate Ya, we make use of Formula (9), neglecting the last two terms, and notice
that the quantities needed are exactly those which appear immediately above the
division line in each column, Le., the last numbers entered in the columns at this
stage of the computation. We thus obtain

Ya""" 2.4214 + 0.1[2.2214 + HO.1162) + }Q.z(O.OIIO)] = 2.6498.

It is seen that the differences needed at a given step of the calculation recede along
successive columns in the table. The value ofYa is now entered in the second column,
the corresponding value of F is calculated, and additional differences are deter
mined. The next ordinate is then calculated as before,

Y4 ,...., 2.6498 + 0.1[2.3498 + !(0.1284) + 1\(0.0122)] = 2.8917,

and the process is continued in the same way. A rough check on the accuracy
obtained at each step can be obtained by estimating the contribution of the neglected
third difference. Thus, retention of third differences in the calculation of Y4 would,
in this case, increase the value obtained by ~(0.1)(0.OOI2) = ,OO5סס.0 and hence the
fourth places in the results are in doubt. The correct value is eO a + 1.3 = 2.8918.

To apply the Adams method to a second-order equation of the form

d
2

y _ F(X y dy ) (11)
dx2 - , 'dx '

we may first introduce the notation p = i. and hence replace Equation (11) by
the simultaneous equations x

dy
-=p
dx l.
dp j- = F(x,y,p)
dx

The initial conditions at x = xo,

(12a,b)

dy
y = Yo, - = P = Po (13a,b)

dx

are to be satisfied. Then, applying (9) separately to (l2a) and (l2b), we obtain

the two formulas + h( + 1 ~ + ... )
YkH ,......, Yk Pk ~ Pk-l ) (l4a,b)
PkH"""" Pk +h(Fk + !~Fk-l + ... ) ,

and proceed step by step as before.
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Example 4. We apply this method to the continuation of the solution of the
problem considered in Example 2, retaining (for simplicity) only first differences.
The work is tabulated as follows:

x y p ~p F=p-xy2 ~F

0 1 -1 -0.110 -1 -0.190

0.1 0.895 -1.110 -1.190

0.2 0.779 -1.238
- -

The values of Yl and PI' taken from Example 2, as well as the prescribed values of
Yo and Po, are first entered. Next the corresponding values of F and the differences
6.po and 6.Foare calculated and entered. Equations (l4a,b) then give

Y2 ,....., 0.895 + O.l( -1.110 - 0.055) = 0.779,

P2 '" -1.110 + O.I( -1.190 - 0.095) = -1.238,

At this stage a second difference 6.2po = -0.018 can be calculated. Since its contri·
bution to the calculation of Ya would be -0.00075, it metY be presumed that the
result for Y2 is also in doubt by about one unit in the third decimal place.

The generalization of these methods to the solution of more general initial
value problems involving two simultaneous differential equations offers no
difficulty.

3.4. The modified Adams method. A useful modification of the Adams
method in the case of a first·order equation consists of using an appropriate
truncation of the Adams formula

Yk+l '"'" Yk + h [Fk + l~Fk-l + l!i2 ~2Fk_2 + ~ ~3Fk_3 + ~~~~4Fk_4] (15)

only as a "predictor," to provide a first approximation to the value ofYk+h
and of using a corresponding truncation of the formula

Yk+l '"'" Yk + h [Fk+1 -1 ~Fk - l2 ~2Fk_l -l"4 ~3Fk_2 - illo ~4Fk_3] (16)

as a "corrector." The derivation ofthe latter formula is indicated in Section 3.7.
The approximation yielded by (16) usually is better than that afforded by

(15), when both are terminated with differences of like order, since the co
efficients of the higher differences are smaller in (16). However, this advantage
is partly offset by the fact that, since the right-hand member of (16) involves
Fk+1 == F(Xk+1'Yk+l)' this equation expresses Yk+l (approximately) in terms of
itself. Thus (16) generally cannot be solved analytically for Yk+l except in
special cases, such as those in which F is a linear function of y.
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Fortunately, resort generally can be had to a simple iterative procedure
for the solution of (16) when the spacing h is sufficiently small. For this
purpose, (IS) is first used to determine a "predicted" value ofYk+1' in corre
spondence with which the approximate value of Fk+1 is calculated, together
with the approximate new differences /:1Fk = Fk+1 - Fk , /:12Fk _ 1, etc. Then
(16) is used to determine a "corrected" value of Yk+l. If this value differs
significantly from the predicted value, the entries Fk+h ti.Fk , etc., then are cor
respondingly corrected and (16) is used again, to provide a "recorrected" value
ofYk+l. Generally the need for this recorrection is avoided either by retaining
a sufficiently large number of differences or by taking the spacing h to be
sufficiently small.

Example 5. In the case of the problem considered in Example 3, the entry 2.8917
here would be interpreted as the predicted value ofy 4' When corresponding approxi
mations to F4, 6.Fa• and 6.2F2 are calculated, the tabulation appears as follows:

x y F ~F ~2F

0 2 2 0.1052 0.0110
0.1 2.2052 2.1052 0.1162 0.0122
0.2 2.4214 2.2214 0.1284 0.0135
0.3 2.6498 2.3498 0.1419
0.4 2.8917 2.4917

- - - ---- --
From (16), truncated also to second differences, a corrected value is obtained,

Y4 ~ 2.6498 + 0.1 [2.4917 - 1(0.1419) - 1\(0.0135)] = 2.8918,

in correspondence with which the tabulated values of F4• 6.Fa. and 6.2F2 each are
corrected by one unit in the last place retained. Clearly, no additional corrections
will result from a repetition of the process, so that an advance to x = 0.5 appears
to be in order.

(17)

When both formulas are truncated with a difference of order r (r = 2 in
Example 5), the error in the finally corrected value can be estimated by the
formula }> 0

E '"" Yk+l - Yk+l

k+l = 2 + 4r '

where yf+l is the "predicted" value obtained from (IS) and yf+l is the final
"corrected" value obtained from (16). (See Reference 2.) This estimate applies
only to the error introduced, by using (16) to approximate the differential
equation, in progressing from X k to x k+l' It ignores the accumulated effects of
errors of the same type introduced at earlier stages, as well as the effects of
"round-off" errors; also its validity essentially presumes that the spacing h is
sufficiently small to obviate the need for "recorrection."
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(18)

Thus, for example, when only second differences are retained, the error
in the corrected value can be estimated as (yf+l - yf+J/IO, provided that
this estimate is small, that the same is true of the corresponding error estimates
at all preceding stages, that recorrection was not needed, and that round-oft'
errors have been controlled by the retention of an appropriate number of
significant figures in all calculations.

It happens that the rate of convergence of the iterative process, in the
determination ofYk-f 1 from (16), depends upon the magnitude of the quantity

- Ph aF(Xk'Yk)
Pk - ay'

where f3 is the algebraic sum of the numerical coefficients of the differences
retained in (16). (See Reference 2.) Thus, when second differences are retained,

R-11 1_5
fJ - - -2" - C2 - n·

Unless IPkl < I, the process either will not converge or will converge so slowly
that many recorrections will be needed, in general. In the case of Example 5,
the "convergence factor" P3 is seen to be

P3 = l2h ~ 0.04.

Before starting a step-by-step calculation based on (16), it is desirable to
verify that the spacing h is such that the magnitude of the initial convergence
factor Po is small relative to unity.

The application of the modified Adams method to the second-order
equation (11), or to a higher-order equation, is perfectly straightforward. In
the case of Equation (I I), y" = F(x,y,y'), the approximate "convergence
factor" is found to be

(19)

3.5. The Runge-Kutta method. The method associated with the names of
Runge and Kutta is a step-by-step process in which an approximation to Yk+l

is obtained from Yk in such a way that the power series expansion of the
approximation would coincide, up to terms ofa certain order hN in the spacing
h = xktl - x k , with the actual Taylor series development of y(xk + h) in
powers of h. However, no preliminary differentiation is needed, and the
method also has the advantage that no initial values are needed beyond the
prescribed values. Such a method is particularly useful if certain coefficients
in the differential equation are empirical functions for which analytical expres
sions are not known, and hence for which initial series developments are not
feasible. In place of using values of N derivatives of y at one point, we use
values only of the first derivative at N suitably chosen points.
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The derivation of the basic formulas may be illustrated by considering the
special case when second-order accuracy in h is required. Again starting with
the differential equation

dy = F(x,y)
dx

(20)

and the prescribed initial condition Y = Yo when x = xo, the Taylor series
expansion of Yk+l = y(xk + h) up to second powers of h is obtained, by
introducing the two succeeding relations into (3), in the form

(21)

oFk _ OF(Xk,yk)

ox ox

oFk OF(Xk,yk)
oy oy

We assume an approximation of the form

Yk+l "-' Yk + Al h Fk + ~ h F(xk + #lh, Yk + #2h Fk) (22)

and attempt to determine the constants AI' A2, #1' and #2 in such a way that
the expansion of the right-hand side of (22) in powers of h agrees with the
expression given by (21) through terms ofsecond order in h. From the Taylor
series expansion

f(x + H, y + K) = f(x,y) + H iif~~Y) + K iif~~Y) + ... ,

for small values of Hand K, where the following terms are of second order
in Hand K, we find

F(xk + #lh, Yk + #2h Fk)

- F( ) + h OF(Xk'Yk) + h OF(Xk,yk) F + ...
- Xk,Yk #1 ox #2 oY k

=F +h[ of,,+ OFkFJ + ...
k III oX #2 oY k ,

where the omitted terms are of at least second order in h. Hence (22) becomes

Yo+! = Y. + (.:I:. + ).,)F.h + )., (1'1 iiJx' + 1', ii~. F.) h' + .. .. (23)

The terms retained in Equations (21) and (23) are brought into agreement
if we take, in particular,
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(27)

(26)

(28)

(29)

Thus Equation (22) becomes, in this case,

h
Yk+l '"'-' Yk + 2 [F(Xk,yk) + F(xk + h, Yk + h Fk)]

or, writing
K1 = h F(Xk'Yk), K2 = h F(xk + h, Yk + KJ, (24)

this result can be put in the form

Yk+l '"'-' Yk + l(K1 + KJ. (25)

It should be noticed that Equation (23) can be brought into agreement
with (21) in infinitely many ways, by taking

1
A2 = 1 - Ai' II - II - --

1""1 - 1""2 - 2(1 - Ai)

where Ai =1= 1 but is otherwise arbitrary. Thus infinitely many other forms of
(22) could be obtained, in addition to the rather symmetrical form chosen here.

By methods analogous to that just given, similar formulas giving higher
order accuracy in h may be obtained. We give without derivation two such
procedures:

Third-order accuracy:

Yk+l '"'-' Yk + l(a1 + 4a2 + aJ

a1 = h F(xk,y,J )
a2 = h F(xk + lh'Yk + ~aJ

a3 = h F(xk + h'Yk + 2a2 - a1)

Fourth-order accuracy:

Yk+l '"'-' Yk + l(b1 + 2b2 + 2b3 + b4)

b1 = h F(Xk'Yk)
b2 = h F(xk + lh, Yk + lb1)

b3 = h F(xk + lh, Yk + ~b2)

b4 = h F(xk + h'Yk + b3)

The close relationship between Equations (26) and (27) and the formula of
"Simpson's rule" (see Problem 25) may be noticed.

Let the error associated with using a procedure of Nth-order accuracy k
times with spacing h be expressed in the form K k h'"Y + 1; that is, suppose that
the correct result is given by adding K k h·.... +1 to the calculated result. Then it
can be shown that in ordinary cases the quantity K is not strongly dependent
on k, h, and N. Thus, if the spacing were doubled, the error associated with
the corresponding new calculation would be approximately

K~ (2h)N+l = 2·'·X k hS 1-1.
2
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(30)

Since the result of subtracting the ordinate determined by the second method
from that determined by the first would then be (2N - 1) K k hN +1, it follows
that this difference is approximately (2N

- 1) times the error in the first (more
nearly exact) calculated value. In this way we are led to the following error
estimate:

If a procedure of Nth-order accuracy gives an ordinate y(l) with spacing h
and an ordinate y(2) with spacing 2h, the error in y(U is given approximately by
(y(l) - y(2»/(2N - 1).

Thus, the difference between the two results is divided by 3 if (24) and (25)
are used, by 7 if (26) and (27) are used, and by 15 if (28) and (29) are used, to
obtain an error estimate.

Example 6. We apply (26) and (27) to integrate the equation considered in
Example 1. The work can be arranged as follows:

x 0 0.1 0.2

y 2 2.20517 2.42139 )

al 0.2 0.21052 I
I

x+~h 0.05 0.15

y+tal 2.1 2.31043

a2 0.205 0.21604

x+h 0.1 0.2

2.21 2.42673
)

y+2a2-al /

aa 0.211 0.22267

°1+4°2+°3
)

6 0.20517 0.21622 (

If the spacing is doubled, the result yz '"" 2.42133 is obtained directly (with h = 0.2).
Application of the error estimate gives the approximate error 7/(OO6סס.0) = ,OO1סס.0

which indicates that the first value calculated for Y2 may be one unit too small in the
last place retained. The exact value is yz = 2.42140 to five decimal places.

To integrate a second-order differential equation of the form

d
2
y = F(X y dY)

dx2 ' 'dx
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with the initial conditions y = Yo and y' = y~ when x = xo, with third-order
accuracy in the spacing, we first calculate successively the values

(31)

k{ = h F(Xk,yk,y~),

k2 = h(y~ + lk~),

k~ = h F(xk + lh, Yk + lkl , y~ + lk~),

k3 = hey; + 2k~ - k~),

k~ = h F(xk + h, Yk + 2k2 - kl , y~ + 2k~ - k~).

The values Yk+l and Yk+l are then given by

Yk+l "-' Yk + i(kl + 4k2 + k3) (32)

and Y~+l "-' y~ + i(k~ + 4k~ + k;). (33)

A corresponding formula givingfourth-order accuracy can be written down by
analogy from (28) and (29).

Example 7. Applying this method to calculate Yl in the case of the problem of
Example 2, we obtain successively

ka = -0.11190,

k; = -0.11982.

k 2 = -0.105,

k2= -0.10951,

k1 = -0.1,

ki = -0.1,

There then follows

Yl ~ 1 - ';(0.1 + 0.42 + 0.11190) = 0.89468,

Yl~ -1 -i(O.1 + 0.43804 + 0.11982) = -1.1096.

3.6. Picard's method. In contrast with the step-by-step methods so far
considered, in which successive ordinates are calculated point by point, the
method of Picard is an iterative method which gives successive functions which,
in favorable cases, tend as a whole (at least over a certain interval) toward the
exact solution. Although the method is of limited practical usefulness, it
illustrates a type of procedure which is of frequent use in other applications,
and is in itself of theoretical importance.

Considering first an initial-value problem of first order,

(34)dy = F(x,y),
dx

where Y = Yo when x = xo, we formally integrate both sides of Equation (34)
over the interval (xo,x) to obtain an equivalent expression

Y = Yo + f:e F(x,y) dx.:eo (35)
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Now, to start the procedure, we take as an initial approximation to the
functiony (to be determined) a suitable function ofx, say y(ll(x). If the general
nature of the required solution of (34) is known, this initial function may be
chosen on this basis. It is preferable that it satisfy the initial condition, although
this is not necessary. In the absence of further information, the initial approxi
mation function y(1l(X) may be taken as the constant Yo. With this assumed
approximation for y, as a function of x, the function F(x,y(l) becomes a
known function of x, and a second approximation to the function y, say
y(2l(x), is given by

y<2l(X) = Yo + f:C F[x,y(l)(x)] dx. (36)
Xo

A third approximation is obtained by replacingy byy(2)(X) in F(x,y) and using
Equation (35) to give

y(31(X) = Yo + f:C F[x,y(2)(X)] dx. (37)
Xo

In this way successive approximations are obtained as functions of x,
according to the formula

y(n+U(x) = Yo + fX F[x,y(n)(x)] dx. (38)
:Co

If F(x,y) is sufficiently regular near the point (xo,Yo), the successive approxi
mations yUl, y(2), ... ,y<n) will tend toward a limiting function y(x) over some
interval in x about x = xo, and that function will satisfy the differential
equation (34) as well as the prescribed initial condition.

Example 8. Applying this method to the solution of the equation of Example I,
we write

y<n+l} = 2 + f: (y<n) - x) dx.

Taking yll) = 2, we obtain successively

L
x r

i 2) = 2 + (2 - x) dx = 2 + 2x - - ,
o 2

i3) = 2 + fX (2 + x _ x2) dx = 2 + 2x + x2 _ r ,
Jo 2 2 6

yl4) = 2 + f:C (2 + x + x2 _ r) dx = 2 + 2x + r + r _x
4

,
Jo 2 6 2 6 24

and so forth. In this case it is readily shown by induction that
x 2 r xn xn+li n+1} = 2 + 2x + - + - + ... + - - ,
2! 3! n! (n + I)!

and as n becomes large we are led to a consideration of the infinite series

y = 1+ x + (1 + =- + x
2

+ ... + x
n

+ ...),
I! 2! n!
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which may be recognized as the expansion of the known exact solution

y = 1 + x + tfC,

the expansion converging for all values of x.

In practice it is usually not feasible to obtain an explicit expression for the
nth approximation and to proceed to the exact solution by a limiting process,
as in the example given. Furthermore, the successive approximations need not
be polynomials, as in this case. Still, if a particular approximation is used to
calculate y, the accuracy at a given point can be estimated roughly by consider
ing the deviation between this approximation and the preceding approximation
in the neighborhood of the point.

Similar procedures can be devised for dealing with equations of higher
order, the convergence of the successive approximations to the true solution
depending upon the regularity of the coefficients.

3.7. Extrapolation with differences. For purposes of simplicity, the details
of the derivation of Equations (9) and (16), which specify the Adams method
and its modification for the numerical integration of differential equations,
were omitted in Sections 3.3 and 3.4. In this section we indicate this derivation
and also point out the usefulness in other connections of certain intermediate
and related results.

We again denote the value of a function f(x) at one of n + 1 equally
spaced points,

X k, X k- 1 = X k - h, X k- 2 = X k - 2h, ... , X k- n = X k - nh, (39)

by the abbreviation f,. = f(xr). In Section 3.3 the forward differences were
defined by the equations

~Ir = f,.+l - f,., ~2j,. = ~f,.+l - ~f,. = f,.+2 - 2f,.+l +fr' (40)

and so forth. In some developments it is more convenient to use the so-called
backward difference notation, according to which we write instead

Vf,. = f,. - f,.-b V2jr = Vf,. - Vfr-l = f,. - 2fr-l + fr-z, (41)

and so forth. These two notations clearly are related by the equations

~f,. = Vfr+l' 6.2j,. = V2j,.+2' ... , ~mf,. = Vmfr+m' (42)

Thus, for example, we have

fs - h = ~f2 = VIs, fs - 2h +It = ~2jl = V'1a'
In particular, Equations (9) and (16) take the forms

Yk+l ".J Yk + h [Fk + 1VFk + l-2 V2Fk + i ySFk + ~!! y4Fk ] (43)
and
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with the notation (41) of backward differences, the subscripts on the right in
these equations no longer varying from difference to difference.

In order to determine a polynomial approximation of degree n, to a function
f(x), having the property that agreement is exact at the n + 1 points defined
in (39), it is convenient for present purposes to write the approximation in the
form

f(x) r-.J ao + alex - x k) + a2(x - x,J(x - xk-J

+ a3(x - x,J(x - x.c-J(x - xk-J + ...
+ an(x - xk)(x - Xk-J ... (x - xk-n+J. (45)

In this form the coefficients are readily determined by forming successive
backward differences at x = x k' as follows. First, setting x = xk' and replacing
the approximation by an equality, we have

ao = fk. (46a)

Next, if we calculate the difference Vf(x) = f(x) - f(x - h) and use (39),
there follows

Vf(x) ~ hal + 2ha2(x - x k) + 3ha3(x - xk)(x - xk-J + .
+ nhan(x - x,J(x - xk-J (x - xk-n+J.

Thus, setting x = X k and requiring equality, we obtain

(46b)
1

al = - Vfk·
h

After calculating the second difference,

V2j(x) r-.J 2 . Ih2a2 + 3 . 2h2a3(x - x,J + ...
+ n(n - 1)h2an(x - xk)(x - xk-J ... (x - xk-n+a),

we determine a2,

1 n2
a2 = --2 v lk'

2!h
(46c)

From the way in which these results were obtained, it can be seen that the
general result will be of the form

ar = /h r V1k (k = 0, 1,2, ... , n). (47)
r.

The resultant approximation formula (45) can be put into a conveniently
compact form if we write

(48)x = X k + sh,
x - X ks=-_..:::

h '

so that s is distance measured from the point x k , in units of the spacing h.
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With this notation, the introduction of (47) into (45) then gives

I(x + sh)~ I" + S VI" + s(s + 1) V21" + s(s + 1)(s + 2) V31"
k -Jk Jk 2! Jk 3! Jk

+ ... + s(s + 1) ... ~s + n - 1) V~k' (49)
n.

ifuse is made of(39). This result is known as Newton's (or Gregory's) backward
difference formula for polynomial approximation.

Thus, if the values ofa smooth functionf(x) are known at n + 1 equally
spaced points, we may suppose that the function is approximated by the nth
degree polynomial which agrees with f(x) at these points and, accordingly,
use (49) to determine approximate values off(x) at additional near-by points.
This formula is particularly useful for extrapolation (prediction) beyond the
point x k , at the end of a range of tabulation, although it can also be used for
interpolation, with negative values of s.

To illustrate the use of this formula in extrapolation, we consider the

function f(x) = vI~. Assuming known three-place values for x = 2, 3, 4, 5,
and 6, we form the following difference table:

x I VI
2.0 1.414

0.318
3.0 1.732

0.268
4.0 2.000

0.236
5.0 2.236

0.213
6.0 2.449

-0.050
0.018

-0.032
0.009

-0.023

To extrapolate for vi6.2, we set s = 0.2, since here h = 1, and retain third
differences. Equation (49) then gives

1(6.2) ~ 2.449 + (0.2)(0.213) + (0.2~1.2) (-0.023) + (0.2)( I~2)(2.2) (0.009)

= 2.449 + 0.0426 - 0.0028 + 0.0008

= 2.490.

Similarly, to interpolate for vi5.8 we take s = -0.2 and, again retaining third
differences, obtain the value 2.408. Both the values so obtained are correct to
the same number of places as the given data. In general, however, extrapolation
is less dependable than interpolation.
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Equation (49) is also useful for integrating a tabular function over an
interval near the end point X k• Thus we have, for example,

I:lk+
h il
f(x) dx = h f(xk + sh) ds

z" 0

+ ~. V 3fk + ~~! V4jk + ...J. (50)

When f(x) is a polynomial, the sum on the right terminates, and yields an
exact result. More generally, whenf(x) is not a polynomial the result of retain
ing differences through the nth is identical with the result of replacingf(x) by
the polynomial of degree n which agrees withfat the n + 1 points x k , X k- l ' ••• ,

X k- n and integrating that polynomial over the interval (xk, X k + h).

In illustration, if we use (50) to approximate f7~ dx, with third differ-
b

. 6
ences, we 0 tamI: vx dx ~ 1[2.449 + i(0.213) + i\( -0.023) + :(0.009)] = 2.549.

This is in agreement with the true three-place value.
Similarly, from the relation

fXA: fO
x,,-h f(x) dx = h -1 f(Xk + sh) ds,

we obtain the formula

1_ t"'73j" :tlJ_ t"'74j" + ]
- 24 V Jk - 720 V Jk •••• (51)

Equation (50), withfreplaced by F, leads to the approximate relation (43)
or, equivalently, (9) when dy = F dx, and hence

Further, Equation (51) leads similarly to (44) or (16) when k is replaced by
k+l.

Finally, we may use (49) to obtain an approximate derivative formula.

Since f'(x) = h-1 1s, we obtain the relation

f'(X!.. + sh) ~ ! [Vfk + 2s + 1 y2fk + 3s
2
+ 6s + 2 V'1k + ...J. (52)

h 2 6
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Thus, to approximate (dd v~) by using the tabulated data, we take s = 0
X x=6

and hence, again using third differences, obtain

f'(6)""'" t [0.213 + !(-0.023) + 1(0.009)]

= 0.213 - 0.0115 + 0.003 = 0.2045.

The true result is 0.204, to three places. Although satisfactory results were
obtained here, it should be noted that, in general, approximate differentiation
is inaccurate. Its accuracy may be very seriously impaired by small inaccuracies
in the tabulated data. Still, there are occasions when there is no alternative
but to use an approximate method of this sort.

The formulas and methods of this section illustrate the treatment of
tabulated data near the end of the range over which a tabulation exists. These
data are usually the most troublesome to deal with. This section may be
considered also as illustrating the more general use of finite differences in
approximate analysis.

Analogous formulas for interpolation and other OPerations near interior
tabular points may be found in texts treating numerical methods. (See also
Problems 21-24.) In such formulas the so-called central difference notation is
particularly useful. In this notation one writes

f,. - h-l = bf,.-1I2, bh+1I2 - bh-1I2 = b2j;., ... , (53)

so that the subscript ofa difference is the mean of the subscripts of its parents.
Thus we have the general notational correspondence

fr+l - f,. = 11f,. = b/"+l/2 = Vf,.+I'

/"+2 - 2h+l + f,. = 112j,. = b2j,.+l = V2[,.+2'

and so forth. The "forward" difference I1fis sometimes called a udescending"
difference, whereas the "backward" difference Vf is sometimes called an
"ascending" difference. Although this practice leads to a certain amount of
confusion, its motivation may be realized by an insPection of the following
table of difference notations.

fo
I1fo = bft/2 = Vft

ft /;:,.% = b'11 = V%
/;:,.fl = bf3/2 = Vh 11% = b3j3/2 = V%

f2 11'11 = b'12 = V'13
/;:,.f2 = bh/2 = Vf3 /;:,.'1t = IPh/2 = v~

13 11'12 = b'13 = V%
/;:,.f3 = bh/2 = V1"4

1"4
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It is apparent that the differences 11j,., Jl2j,., 11%, and so forth, "descend"
to the right, whereas the differences Vj,., V2j,., VSj,., and so forth, "ascend" to
the right. The central differences ~2j,., d4j,., and so forth, remain in the same
horizontal line as the entryj,., whereas the differences ~fr+l/2' ~2j,., ~3jr+l/2' ~4j,.,

and so forth, form a "forward zigzag" set of differences in increasing order,
remaining as close as possible to a horizontal line.

More detailed treatments of the errors associated with formulas for
approximate interpolation, numerical integration and differentiation, and the
numerical solution of differential equations may be found in many sources,
including the references listed at the end of this chapter.
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PROBLEMS
Section 3.1

1. Use the method of isoclines to sketch the integral curves of the equation

dy
- -y =x
dx

in the first quadrant.

2. Proceed as in Problem 1 with the equation

3. Use the method of isoclines to obtain a sketch, in the first quadrant, of the
integral curve of the equation

dy- - ry = x
dx

which passes through the point (0,1).
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Section 3.2

4. Use the method of Taylor series to determine to four places the values of the
solution of the problem

dy
- - X 2v = x
dx J '

y(0) = 1

at the points x = 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3.
(The true values at x = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 round to 1.00533, 1.02270,

1.05428, 1.10260, and 1.17072.)

5. Use the method of Taylor series to determine to four places the values of the
solution of the problem

dy
dx + xy2 = 0, y(O) = 1

and

at the points x = 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3.
(The true values at x = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 round to 0.99502, 0.98039,

0.95694, 0.92593, and 0.88889.)

6. Use the method of Taylor series to determine to four places the values of the
solution of the problem

d 2y dy
dx2 - x2dx - 2xy = I, y(0) = 1, y'(O) = 0

at the points x = 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3.
(The true values are the same as those in Problem 4.)

Section 3.3

7. Assuming the values of y in Problem 4 for x = 0, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3, use the
Adams method to calculate the values for x = 0.4 and 0.5, using third differences.

8. Assuming the values of y in Problem 5 for x = 0, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3, use the
Adams method to calculate the values for x = 0.4 and 0.5, using third differences.

9. Assuming the results of Problem 6 for x = 0,0.1,0.2, and 0.3, use the Adams
method to calculate the values ofy for x = 0.4 and 0.5, using third differences.

Section 3.4

10. Use the modified Adams method, retaining only second differences, to
effect the determinations of (a) Problem 7, (b) Problem 8, and (c) Problem 9. At
each stage, use Equation (17) to estimate the error introduced.

11. If no differences beyond the second are retained, show that the formulas (15)
and (16), of the modified Adams method, can be written in the explicit forms

h
Yk+l ~ Yk + 12 (23 Fk - 16 Fk- 1 + 5 Fk - 2)

h
Yk+l ,..... Yk + 12 (5 Fk+1 + 8 Fk - Fk- 1),
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respectively. (These formulas are easily used, since differencing is not involved.
However, the use of differences is usually preferable in questionable cases, since
then gross errors may be indicated by irregularities in the columns of differences,
and also warnings may be served by trends observable in these columns.)

12. Making use of the fact that, for small values of the spacing h, there follows

show that the errors introduced into the formulas of Problem II by neglecting the
first omitted difference are respectively approximated by

3h4 (d4y
) , _ h4 (d4y

) •

8 dx4
k 24 dx4 "-

[It is known that the true truncation error in each of these cases is given by the

(
d4y) d4y

result of replacing dx4 k by the value of dx4 at some point between Xk-2 and Xk+l

in the expression so obtained.]

Section 3.5

13. Use the Runge-Kutta method, with third-order accuracy, to determine the
approximate values of y at x = 0.1 and 0.2 if Y satisfies the conditions of (a)
Problem 4, (b) Problem 5, and (c) Problem 6.

14. A function y(x) satisfies the equation

d2y
dx2 + Y rp(x) = 0

and the initial conditions y(O) = 1 and y'(O) = O. The following approximate
values of the function rp(x) are known:

x

rp(x)

o
1.000

0.05

1.032

0.10

1.115

0.15

1.249

0.20

1.434

Use the Runge-Kutta method, with third-order accuracy, to determine approximate
values of y at x = 0.1 and 0.2.

Section 3.6

15. Apply Picard's method to the solution of the problem

dy
dx - ry = x, y(O) = 1,

taking y(l)(x) = 1 and making two successive substitutions, and compare the
approximations with the series expansion,

y = 1 + !X
2 + !x3 + i~x5 + lsx6 + .. "

of the exact solution.
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16. Apply Picard's method to the solution of the problem

dvdx - y2 = X,

taking y(l)(x) = 1 and making two successive substitutions, and compare the
approximations with the series expansion,

Y = 1 + x + 3;x2 + ~r + 11.X 4 + ...
2 3 12 '

of the exact solution.

Section 3.7

17. Suppose that the following rounded values of a certain function [(x) are
known:

x

[(x)

1.0

1.2840

2.0

1.3499

3.0

1.4191

4.0

1.4918

5.0

1.5683

By making use of formulas derived in Section 3.7, obtain approximate values of the
following quantities as accurately as possible:

(a) [(4.8), (b) [(5.2), (c) ['(5.0), (d) f:f(x) dx.

18. Derive from Equation (49) the formula

(XI. +th [t 1(3 + 21) ]
JXk [(x) dx '" rh [k + 2: "IlL + 12 y2[k + ....

19. Use the result of Problem 18 to obtain, from the data of Problem 17,
approximate values of the following quantities:

(a) f~·2 [(x) dx,
;).0

(b) f5.0
[(x) dx.

4.8

20. Establish the following notational relations:

(a) !::J.[r = b[r +1/2,

(c) !::J. ~ ~[r = ba.J r +1/2'

21. Determine the coefficients specifying the polynomial approximation of
degree n = 2k of the form

[(x) ,...., ao + aleX - x o) + a2(x - xo)(x - Xl)

+ a3(x - xo)(x - xl)(x - X_I)

+ aix - xo)(x - XI)(X - x_l)(x - X2) + ...
+ an(x - xo)(x - xl)(x - X-I) ... (x - Xk)(X - X_k),

so that the two members are equal at the n + 1 equally spaced points

X_k = Xo - kh, ... , Xo, ••• , Xk = Xo + kh,

by calculating the difference !::J.[(x) = [(x + h) - [(x), then the differences
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V' [~f(x)], ~ [V' ~f(x»), and so on, and equating the two members at x = Xo after
each such differencing. Thus show that ao = fo, that

~f(x) '" h[al + 2a2(X - xo) + 3a3(x - xo)(x - X-I)

+ 4a4(x - xo)(x - x_1)(x - Xl) + ... ],
~[o 0!t/2

and hence that a l = h = h' and so forth. Make use of the results of Problem

20 to express the result in the form

6!t/2 6'10
f(x) ~[o + (x - xo) l! h + (x - xo)(x - Xl) 2! h2

03h/2
+ (X - Xo)(X - XI)(X - X-I) 3! h3

610+ (x - xo)(x - x1)(x - X_I)(X - X2) 4' h4 + ....

22. By writing X = Xo + sh, express the result of Problem 21 in the form

s(s - 1) 2 s(r - 1)
[(xo + sh) ro..J [0 + S 0!t/2 + 2! °Yo + 3! 0'11/2

S(S2 - 1)(s - 2)
+ 4! 64j'0 + . ".

(This is the interpolation formula of Gauss. The central differences involved remain
as near as possible to the horizontal line through the ta bular value[0' comprising a
"forward zigzag.")

23. By integrating the result of Problem 22 over appropriate intervals, obtain
the integral formulas

fxo+h
(a) [(x) dx ro..J 2h [[0 + i 62[0 - 110 6'10 + ...] ,

xo-h

fxo+2h
(b) f(x) dx '""-' 4h [fo + i 0'10 + lo o4jo + ...] .

xo-2h

24. Make appropriate use of the Gauss interpolation formula of Problem 22 to
obtain, from the data given in Problem 17, approximate values of each of the
following quantities:

(a) [(2.8), (b) [(3.2), (c) ['(3.0),

(d) ['(2.8), (e) f: [(x) dx, (f) f: f(x) dx.

25. By retaining only second differences in the result of Problem 23(a), deduce
the formula

l
xo+h h

[(x) dx ro..J 3([-1 + 4[0 +[I)'
xo-h

[This is the celebrated formula of Simpson's rule. Notice that since the coefficient of
the third difference in the more general formula is zero, the formula is exact when
[(x) is a cubic polynomial.]
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J
"sin x

(b) - dx = 1.8518,
o x

26. Show (as in Problem 12) that the error associated with Simpson's rule is
approximately

d4

[The true error is known to be expressible in this form as well, but with ;;
evaluated instead at some unknown point between Xo - hand Xo + h.]

27. Show that if Simpson's rule, of Problem 25, is applied successively over the
adjacent double intervals (a, a + 2h), (a + 2h, a + 4h), ... , (b - 2h, b) in the

approximate evaluation of the integral f: I(x) dx, there follows

I
b h

a I(x) dx '""'-' 3[[0 + 4[1 + 2/2 + 4/3 + ... + 2[11-2 + 4[11-1 +111],

where h = (b - a)/n and n is an even integer. [This formula, often known as the
parabolic rule, is probably the most widely used formula for numerical integration.
It is exact when[(x) is a polynomial of degree not greater than three. As is suggested
by n/2 applications of the result of Problem 26, for a given interval (a,b) the error in
the approximation is nearly proportional to h4 and hence to l/n4• From this fact
it follows that if two calculations are made, one (/11) with n subdivisions and one
(12n) with 2n subdivisions, the error in 12n may be estimated by (/2n - 111)/15.]

28. Evaluate the following integrals approximately by use of the parabolic rule,
Problem 27, first with n =- 2 and then with n = 4, and compare the results with
the given rounded true values:

J
1 dx

(a) I' 2 = 0.7854,
o ,x

J
"12

(c) 0 VI -1 sin2 x dx = 1.3506.



CHAPTER 4

Series Solutions of Differential
E.quations: Special Functions

4.1. Properties of power series. A large class of ordinary differential
equations possesses solutions expressible, over a certain interval, in terms of
power series and related series. Before investigating methods of obtaining such
solutions, we review without proof certain useful properties of power series.

An expression of the form
00

Ao + Alx - Xo) + ... + A,lx - xo)n + ... = ~ An(x - xo)n (1)
n=O

is called a power series and is defined as the limit
.\'

I.jm ~ An(x - xo)n
A-+oon=o

for those values of x for which the limit exists. For such values of x the series
is said to converge. In this chapter we suppose that the variable x and the
coefficients are real; complex power series are dealt with in Chapter 10.

To determine for what values of x the series (1) converges, we may make
use of the ratio test, which states that if the absolute value of the ratio of the
(n + 1)th term to the nth term in any infinite series approaches a limit p as
n ---+ 00, then the series converges when p < 1 and diverges when p > 1. The
test fails if p = 1. A more delicate test states that if the absolute value of the
same ratio is bounded by some number a as n ---+ 00, then the series converges
when a < 1. In the case of the power series (1) we obtain

p = lim
n-+ :0

Ix - xol = L Ix - xol,

119
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where L 1· An~l= 1m --,
n-+oo An

if the last limit exists. In this case it follows that (I) converges when

1Ix - xol <-
L

and diverges when

(2)

(3)

(4)
1Ix - xol > -.
L

Thus, when L exists and is finite, an interval of convergence

(xo-t xo+i)
is determined symmetrically about the point xo, such that inside the interval
the series converges and outside the interval it diverges. The distance IlL is
frequently called the radius of convergence.

The behavior of the series at the end points ofthe interval is not determined
by the ratio test. Useful tests for investigating convergence of the two series
of constants corresponding to the end points x = Xo ± L-I are =

(I) If, at an end point, the successive terms of the series alternate in sign
for sufficiently large values ofn, the series converges if after a certain stage the
successive terms always decrease in magnitude and if the nth term approaches
zero, and the series diverges if the nth term does not tend to zero.

(2) If, at an end point, the successive terms of the series are of constant
sign, and if the ratio of the (n + l)th term to the nth term can be written in
the form

where k is independent of n and On is bounded as n --+ 00, then the series
converges if k > I and diverges ifk < I. It should be noticed that this test is
applicable even in the case when k = 1, so long as an expression of the
indicated form can be obtained. We shall refer to this test as Raabe's test.*

As an example, we consider the series
00
"" [l . 2 . 3 ... n] (x - a)n

L (0: + 1)(0: + 2)(0: + 3) ... (0: + n)
n=1

where 0: is not a negative integer. In this case we obtain

n + 1
L = lim = 1.

n-oo 0: + n + 1

* This very useful test is also associated with the name of Gauss The term On!n2 can in
fact be replaced by On!nl+ P, where it is required only that p > 0 and On be bounded, and
still more delicate modifications exist. (See, for example, Reference 8.)
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Hence the interval of convergence is given by Ix - al < 1 or

a-l<x<a+l.

When x = a-I, the signs of successive terms alternate when n > -a.
Apart from algebraic sign, the nth term is then

n! r(a + 1)
----------
(a + 1)(a + 2) ... (ot + n) 1'(ot + n + 1) .

Reference to Equation (61) of Chapter 2 shows that this ratio is approxi
mated by r(ot + 1) n-a. when n is large, and hence approaches zero as n
increases only if ot > O. Thus the series converges at x = a - 1 if a > 0,
and diverges at x = a-I otherwise. When x = a + 1, the terms are of
constant sign when n > -ot. The ratio of consecutive terms is then

n + 1 a ot(ot + 1)
----=1--+ .
n + ot + 1 n n(n + a + 1)

Hence, by Raabe's test with Bn = [ot(ot + l)nl/(n + ot + 1), the series con
verges at x = a + 1 if a > 1 and diverges at x = a + 1 otherwise.

It may be noticed that if L is zero, the interval of convergence includes all
values of x. However, if L is infinite, the series converges only at the pOint
X = xo. Whether or not the limit L exists, it is known that always, for the
power series (1), either the series converges only when x = Xo, or the series
converges everywhere, or there exists a positive number R such that the series
converges when [x - xo[< R and diverges when Ix - xol > R.

It may happen that the series (1) contains only terms for' which the sub
script n is an integral multiple of an integer N > 1, and hence is of the form

00

Ao+ AN(x - xo)N + A2.v(x - XO)2.V + ... = L Ak1\{x - XO)k.V. (5)
k=O

Examples are afforded by the Maclaurin series for the functions cos x and
log (1 - x 4),

00
x2 x4 ~ x2

1,;

cos X = 1 - 2! + 4! + ... = L., (_)k (2k)!
k=O

co
x8 X

12 L X
4k

-log (1 - x 4) = x 4 + - + - + ... = -
2 3 k

k=l

for which N = 2 and 4, respectively.

In such cases, the ratio A n+1/ An is undefined for infinitely many values ofn.
The limiting absolute value of the ratio of successive terms is

PN = lim ACk+UN Ix - xol N = L.v Ix - xol'V,
k"'oo AkN
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where L = lim A<rc+UNI1"1 ,
k"'oo AkN

(6)

(7)

and the series converges when LN I x - xolN < 1, or

1Ix - xol < --== .
~LN

A particularly useful property of power series is the fact that convergent
power series can be treated, for many purposes, in the same way as poly
nomials. Inside its interval ofconvergence, a power series represents a contin
uous function ofx with continuous derivatives ofall orders. Inside this interval,
a power series can be integrated or differentiated term by term, as in the case
of a polynomial, and the resultant series will converge, in the same interval, to
the integral or derivative of the function represented by the original series.
Further, two power series in x - Xo can be multiplied together term by term
and the resultant series will converge to the product of the functions repre
sented by the original series, over the common interval ofconvergence. A similar
statement applies to division of one series by another, provided that the de
nominator is not zero at Xo' Here the resultant series will converge to the ratio
over some subinterval of the common interval of convergence.

00

Now suppose that the series 2: An(x - xo)n converges in a nonzero
n=O

interval about x = X oand hence represents a function, say f(x), in that inter-
val,

00

f(x) = 2: An(x - xo)n.
n=O

(8)

Then, differentiating both sides of Equation (8) k times and setting x = Xo in
the result, we obtain

f(k)(XO) = k! A k

and hence (8) becomes

(k = 0, 1, 2, ... ),

00 f(nl( \
f(x) = 2: XOJ (x - xo)n.

n=O n!
(9)

This is the so-called Taylor series expansion of f(x) near x = Xo' It is clear
that not all functions possess such expansions, since, in particular, in order
that (9) be defined, all derivatives of f(x) must exist at x = Xo' A function
which possesses such an expansion is said to be regular at x = Xo. The above
derivation shows that if a function is regular at x = Xo, it has only one
expansion in powers of x - Xo and that that expansion is given by (9).
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Iff(x) and all its derivatives are continuous in an interval including x = xo,
then f(x) can be expressed as a finite Taylor series plus a remainder, in the
form

Here R N , the remainder after N terms, is given by

R (x) = f tV)(~)(x - x )/1."
N N! 0 ,

(10)

(11)

(12)

where ~ is some point in the interval (xo,x). To show that the expansion (9)
is valid, so thatf(x) is regular at xo, we must show that R.lY(x) ---+ 0 as N ---+ 00

for values of x in an interval including x = .xo. A test which is much more
easily applied and which is sufficient in the case of most functions occurring
in practice consists of determining whether the formal series in Equation (9)
converges in an interval about x = xo.

It is apparent, in particular, that any polynomial in x is regular for all x.
Further, any rational function (ratio of polynomials) is regular for all values
of x which are not zeros of the denominator.

4.2. Illustrative examples. To illustrate the use of power series in
obtaining solutions of differential equations, we first consider the solution of
three specific linear equations of second order.

(1) To solve the differential equation

d2y
L y == dx2 - Y = 0,

we assume a solution in the form

y = Ao + A1x + A2x2 + A~ + A4x4 + Asx5 + ...
and assume that the series converges in an interval including x = O.
Differentiating twice term by term, we then obtain

d2y- = 2A + 6A x + 12A x 2 + 20A x 3 + ...dx2 2 3 4 S •

With the assumed form for y there follows

Ly = (2A2 - Ao) + (6A3 - A1)x + (l2A4 - A2)X2

+ (20As - A3)x3 + ... = O.

In order that this equation be valid over an interval, it is necessary that the
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coefficients of all powers of x vanish independently, giving the equations

2A2 = Ao, 6A3 = Al , 12A4 = A2, 20As = A3, ••• ,

from which there follows
•

A - l.A - .1.A4 - 12 2 - 24 0,

As = loA3 = mAl'
The solution then becomes

y = Ao(1 + !x2 + l4x4 + ...) + Al(x + ix3 + rlox5 + ...).
It is seen that the coefficients Aoand Al are undetermined, and hence arbitrary,
but that succeeding coefficients are determined in terms of them. The general
solution is thus of the form

y = AOul(x) + Alu2(X),

where ul(x) and u2(x) are two linearly independent solutions, expressed in
power series, of which the first three terms have been obtained. The terms
found may be recognized as the first terms of the series representing the known
solutions cosh x and sinh x, respectively.

A more compact and convenient procedure uses the summation notation
in place of writing out a certain number of terms of the series. Thus, we write
the assumed solution in the form

and obtain, by differentiation,
2 ex>

d y = L: k(k - 1)A,tXk-2.
dx

2
k=O

There then follows
ex> ex>

Ly ==L: k(k - 1)A,tXk-2 - L: A,tXk = O.
k=O k=O

In order to collect the coefficients of like powers of x, we next change the
indices of summation in such a way that the exponents ofx in the two summa
tions are equal. For this purpose we may, for example, replace k by k - 2 in
the second summation, so that it becomes

ex> ex>

"" A k-2 - "" A k-2L k-2X = L k-2X ,
k-2=0 k=2

and hence
ex> ex>

Ly ==L: k(k - 1)A,tXk-2 - L: A k_ 2Xk- 2 = O.
k=O k=2
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Since the first two terms (k = 0, 1) of the first summation are zero, we may
replace the lower limit by k = 2 and then combine the summations to obtain

ex>

Ly - L [k(k - l)Ak - Ak_2]Xk- 2 = o.
k=2

Equating to zero the coefficients of all powers of x involved in this sum, we
have the condition

k(k - 1)Ak = Ak-2 (k = 2, 3, ...).

This condition is known as the recurrence formula for Ak • It expresses each
coefficient Ak for which k :2: 2 as a multiple of the second preceding coefficient
Ak-2' and reduces to the previously determined conditions when k = 2, 3, 4,
and 5.

(2) As a second example we consider the equation

Ly == x 2 cPy + (x2 + x) dy - y = o. (13)
dx2 dx

Assuming a solution of the form
ex>

y = LA~k,
k=O

we obtain
2 ex>

d ~ = L k(k - I)A~-2,
dx k==O

and hence
CX) CX) CX) CX)

Ly == L k(k - l)A~k + L kA~k+l + L k A~k - LA~k.
k=O k=O k:=O k:=O

The first, third, and fourth summations may be combined to give
CX) ex>

L [k(k - 1) + k - I]A~k = L (k2
- 1)A~k,

k=O k:=O

and hence there follows
CX) CX)

Ly == L (k2
- I)A~k +L k A~k+l.

k=O k=O

In order to combine these sums, we replace k by k - 1 in the second, to
obtain

CX) ex>

Ly =L (k2
- l)A~k +L (k - 1)Ak_1xk.

k=O k=1

Since the ranges of summation differ, the term corresponding to k = 0 must
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be extracted from the first sum, after which the remainder of the first sum can
be combined with the second. In this way we find

00

Ly == -Ao+L [(k2
- l)Ak + (k - l)Ak _ l ]xk

•

k=l

In order that Ly may vanish identically, the constant term, as well as the
coefficients of the successive powers of x, must vanish independently, giving
the condition

Ao = 0
and the recurrence formula

(k - I)[(k + l)A k + Ale-I] = ° (k = 1, 2, 3, ...).

The recurrence formula is automatically satisfied when k = I. When k ~ 2,
it becomes

Hence, we obtain

A - _ A2 _ Al
3- 4 -3'4'

(k = 2, 3, 4, ...).

_ A3 _ AlA4 - - - - - , ••••
5 3·4·5

Thus, in this case Ao = 0, Al is arbitrary, and all succeeding coefficients are
determined in terms of Al . The solution becomes

(
X2 x3 x4

)Y = Al X - - + - - + ... .
3 3·4 3·4·5

If this solution is put in the form

Y = 2A1 (x2
_ x3

+ x4
_ x5 + ...)

x 2! 3! 4! 5!

the series in parentheses in the final form is recognized as the expansion ofe-x ,

and, writing 2A1 = c, the solution obtained may be put in the closed form

(e- X
- 1 + x)y=c .

x

In this case only one solution was obtained. This fact indicates that any
linearly independent solution cannot be expanded in power series near x = 0;
that is, it is not regular at x = 0. Although a second solution could be obtained
by the method of Section 1.10, an alternative procedure given in a following
section is somewhat more easily applied.
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(3) As a final example we consider the equation

L y = x3 d
2

y + y = O.
dx2

Again assuming a solution of the form

we obtain
00 00

Ly =.2: k(k - I)Akxk
+l + .2: AtXk.

k=O k=O

Replacing k by k - I in the first sum, there follows
00 00

Ly =.2: (k - I)(k - 2)Ak _ l X
k +.2: Akxk

k=l k=O
00

- Ao + .2: [A k + (k - l)(k - 2)Ak_l ]X
k

•

k=l

The condition L y = 0 then requires that

Ao = 0

and that the succeeding coefficients satisfy the recurrence formula

127

(14)

Ak = -(k - l)(k - 2)A k - 1 (k = I, 2, ...).

For k = I and k = 2, the recurrence formula gives Al = A2 = 0; and since,
from this point, the remaining conditions express each A as a multiple of the
preceding one, it follows that all the A's must be zero. Hence the only solution
obtained is the trivial one y = O. It thus follows that the equation possesses no
nontrivial solutions which are regular at x = O.

Next we proceed to a classification of types of linear differential equations
of second order, and to a study of the basic differences among the three
problems so far considered.

4.3. Singular points of linear second-order differential equations. If a
homogeneous second-order linear differential equation is written in the
standard form

(15)

the behavior of solutions of the equation near a point x = xo is found to
depend upon the behavior of the coefficients ax(x) and a2(x) near x = Xo. The
point x = Xo is said to be an ordinary point of the differential equation if both
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alex) and a2(x) are regular at x = xo~ that is~ if al and a2 can be expanded in
power series in an interval including x = xo. Otherwise, the point x = X o is
said to be a singular point of the differential equation. In such a case, if the
products (x - xo)al(x) and (x - xo)2a2(X) are both regular at x = Xo, the
point x = xo is said to be a regular singular point; otherwise~ the point is called
an irregular singular point.

In illustration, we notice that for the first differential equation of the
preceding section, alex) = °and a2(x) = -1. Thus all points are ordinary
points. In the second example the coefficients alex) = 1+X-I and a2(x) = -x-2

cannot be expanded in powers of x but can be expanded in power series near
any other point x = xo. Thus the point x = °is the only singular point. Since
the products xal(x) = x + 1 and x2a2(x) = -I are regular at x = 0, it follows
that the point is a regular singular point. In the third case the point x = 0 is
readily seen to be an irregular singular point. Similarly~ for the equation

x3(1 _ X)2 d
2
y _ 2x2(1 _ x) dy + 3y = 0,

dx2 dx

it can be verified that x = °is an irregular singular point and x = 1 is a
regular singular point. All other points are ordinary points.

When the coefficients alex) and a2(x) in the standard form (15) are ratios
ofpolynomials, singular points can occur only when a denominator is zero~

so that, unless the numerator also vanishes there, the corresponding coefficient
is notjinite. Most of the equations considered in this text will be of this type.

However, a singular point also may occur when alex) or alx) becomes
infinite in some other way, or even in the absence of such behavior. For
example, if alex) = (x - 1)5/3, it is seen that a~(x) becomes infinite as x --+ 1,
so that alex) cannot be expanded in a series of powers of x - I. Since the
function (x - l)atCx) = (x - 1)'/3 also has the same property, it follows that
the differential equation (15) has, in fact, an irregular singular point at x = 1
when alex) = (x - 1)5/3.

It will be shown that if x = Xo is an ordinary point of(15), then the equation
possesses two linearly independent solutions which are regular at x = xo, and

00

hence are both expressible in the form .2 Ak(x - XO)k. If x = X o is a regular
k=O

singular point of (15), it will be shown that the equation does not necessarily
possess any nontrivial solution which is regular near x = Xo, but that at least
one solution exists of the form

00

y = (x - xo)S .2 Ak(x - XO)k,
k=O

where s is a determinable number which may be real or complex. Such a
solution is regular at x = xo only if s is zero or a positive integer. If x = Xo is
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an irregular singular point of (15), the problem is more involved; a nontrivial
regular solution mayor may not exist.

In illustration, the equation

x2 d
2
y + (1 + 2x) dy = 0

dx2 dx

has an irregular singular point at x = O. The general solution is

Y = clel/a; + c2 ;

thus, the solution y = constant is the only solution regular at x = O. The
equation

x4 d
2
y + 2x3 dY + y = 0

dx2 dx

also has an irregular singular point at x = 0 and has the general solution

. 1 1
y = cl sm - + c2 cos - .

x x

It follows from the nature of these functions that this equation has neither a
nontrivial regular solution at x = 0 nor a solution expressible in the form

4.4. The method of Frobenius. In this section we restrict attention to
solutions valid in the neighborhood of the point x = O. Solutions valid near
a more general point x = Xo may be obtained in an analogous way, although
for this purpose it is frequently more convenient first to replace x - Xo by a
new variable t and then to determine solutions of the transformed differential
equation near the point t = O.

In place of reducing a second-order linear equation to the standard form
(15), it is frequently more convenient to use a form which is, to some extent,
cleared of fractions, particularly if alex) or a2(x) is the ratio oftwo polynomials.
For this reason, to investigate solutions valid near x = 0, we suppose that the
equation has been put in the form

Ly - R(x) ~;. + ~ P(x) ~~ + :.Q(x) y = O. (16)

where R(x) does not vanish in some interval including x = O. We also suppose
that P(x), Q(x), and R(x) are regular at x = O. Then, with the notation of(15),
the products

P(x) 2 Q(x)
xa1(x) = -- and x a2(x) = --

R(x) R(x)
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are regular at x = 0, and this point is either an ordinary point or, at worst, a
regular singular point.

It is convenient to suppose also that the original equation has been divided
through by a suitable constant so that R(O) = 1. Then we may write

P(x) = Po + PIX + P2X2 + ,
Q(x) = Qo + QIX + Q2X2 + , (17)

R(x) = I + Rix + R2x2 + ,
the series converging in some interval including X = O.

We attempt to find nontrivial solutions which are in the form of a power
series in x multiplied by a power of x,

00

-y = X
S 2: Akxk = Aoxs + AIxs+1 + A2x

s+2+ ... , (18)
k=O

where s is to be determined. The number Ao is now, by assumption, the co
efficient ofthejirst term in the series, and hence must not vanish. Substitution
into the left~hand member of (16) then gives*

L y = (1 + Rix + R2x2 + ...) x [s(s - 1)Aor-2

+ (s + l)sAIr-I + (s + 2)(s + I)A2r + ...]
+ (Po + PIX + P2X 2 + ...) X [sAoXS

-
2 + (s + I)AIxS

-
I

+ (s + 2)A2r + ...]
-I- (Qo + QIX + Q2X2 + ...) x [Aor-2 + AIr-1 + A2xS + .. '],

or, multiplying term by term and collecting the coefficients of successive
powers of x,

Ly - [s(s - I) + PoS + Qo]Aox S
-
2 + n(s + I)s + Po(s + I) + Qo]A I

+ [RIs(s - I) + PIS + QI]Ao}r-I

+ {[(s + 2)(s + I) + Po(s + 2) + QoJA2

+ [R1(s + I)s + PI(S + I) + QllAI

+ [R2s(s - I) + P2s + Q2lAo}xS + .... (19)

Equation (19) can be put in a convenient form in terms of the fun(;:tions

f(s) = s(s - I) + PoS + Qo = S2 + (Po - l)s + Qo (20)
and

gn(s) = Rn(s - n)(s - n - I) + Pn(s - n) + Qn

= Rn(s - n)2 + (Pn - Rn)(s - n) + Qn' (21)

• A more compact development is obtained by using summation notation.
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With the notation of (20) and (21), Equation (19) then becomes

Ly - f(s) Aox S
-

2+ [f(s + 1)A1 + g1(S + 1)Ao]xS
-

1

+ [f(s + 2)A2 + g1(S + 2)A1 + g2(S + 2)Ao]x
S + ...

k

+ [f(S + k)A. +fl~ gfl(S + k)A._ fl}'+k-2 + .... (22)

In order that (16) be satisfied in an interval including x = 0, this expression
must vanish identically, in the sense that the coefficients of all powers of x in
(22) must vanish independently. The vanishing of the coefficient of the lowest
power r-2 gives the requirement

J(s) = 0 or S2 + (Po - I)s + Qo = O. (23)

This equation determines two values of s (which may however be equal) and
is called the indicial equation. The two values 'of s, which give the exponents
of the leading terms of two series of the form (18), are called the exponents oj
the differential equation at x = O.

For each such value of s, the vanishing of the coefficient of x'-1 in (22)
gives the requirement

J(s + I)A1 = -g1(S + l)Ao

and hence determines A1 in terms of Ao ifJ(s + I) =j=. O. Next, the vanishing
of the coefficient of r in (22) determines A2 in terms of A1 and Ao,

J(s + 2)A2 = -g1(S + 2)A1 - g2(S + 2)Ao,

and hence in terms of Ao, ifJ(s + 2) =j=. O.
In general, the vanishing of the coefficient ofr+k- 2 in Equation (22) gives

the recurrence Jormula
k

f(s + k)Ak = - 2: gn(s + k)Ak- n
n=1

(k > 1), (24)

(25)

which determines each Ak in terms of the preceding A's, and hence in terms of
Ao, if for each k the quantity J(s + k) is not zero.

Thus, if two distinct values ofs are determined by (23), and if for each such
value of s the quantity J(s + k) is never zero for any positive integer k, the
coefficients of two series of the form (18) are determined and these series are
solutions of (16) in their interval of convergence. We next investigate the
exceptional cases.

Let the roots of Equation (23) be s = S1 and s = S2' where

1 - Po 1 - I( 2
S1 = + - V I 1 - Po) - 4Qo

2 2

S2 = 1 - Po - ! V(l - P
O

)2 - 4Qo
2 2
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The first exceptional case is then the case when the exponents Sl and S2 are
equal,

(26)

In this case only one solution of the form (18) can be obtained.
Now suppose that the two exponents are distinct. The second exceptional

case may then arise if f(Sl + k) or f(S2 + k) vanishes for a positive integral
value ofk, say k = K, so that (24) cannot be solved for the coefficient AK • With
the notation of (25), we have

and hence
f(s) = (s - Sl)(S - sJ,

J(s + k) = (s + k - sJ(s + k - S2),

from which there follows

f(Sl + k) = k[k + (Sl - sJ], (27)

If Sl is imaginary and the coefficients Pk , Qk' and Rk are all real, then S2 is the
conjugate complex number. Hence, in this case Sl - S2 is imaginary and the
expressions in (27) cannot vanish for any real values of k except k = O. Next
suppose that Sl and S2 are real and distinct and that Sl > S2. Then, since
Sl - S2 > 0, it follows thatf(sl +k) cannot vanish for k > 1 and thatf(s2 + k)
can vanish only when k = Sl - S2. Since k may take on only positive integral
values, this condition is possible only if Sl - S2 is a positive integer. If Sl = S2'
then f(Sl + k) = k2, and hence f(Sl + k) cannot vanish when k:2: 1.

We thus see that if the two exponents Sl and S2 do not differ by zero or a
positive integer, two distinct solutions of type (18) are obtained. If the exponents
are equal, one such solution is obtained; whereas if the exponents differ by a
positive integer, a solution of type (18) corresponding to the larger exponent is
obtained.

It is known (see, for example, Reference 5 of Chapter I) that the interval
ofconvergence ofeach series so obtained is at least the largest interval, centered
at x = 0, inside which the expansions ofxal(x) and x2a2(X) in powers ojx both
converge, with the natural understanding that the point x = 0 itself must be
excluded when the exponent (Sl or S2) is negative or has a negative real part.

When x is complex, each infinite series converges to a solution in a
circle in the complex plane, with center at the origin and radius at least
the distance to the nearest singularity of alex) or a2(x), and with the center
deleted when necessary. The solution then is said to have a pole at the
origin when the associated exponent is a negative integer, and a branch
point at the origin when the exponent is nonintegral, as well as in the
exceptional cases (Section 4.5) when the function log x is involved (see
Chapter 10).
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IfSl - S2 = K, where K is a positive integer, then when k = K the recurrence
formula (24) becomes

K

(5 - 52)(5 - 52 + K)A K = - L gn(5 + K)A K - n• (28)
n=t

Thus, as we have seen, the left member vanishes when s = S2' and the equation
cannot be satisfied by any value of AK unless it happens that the right member
is also zero, in which case the coefficient AK is undetermined, and hence
arbitrary. If this condition exists, a solution of type (18) is then obtained,
corresponding to the smaller exponent S2, which contains two arbitrary constants
Ao and AK' and hence is the complete solution. Thus we conclude that if the
exponents differ by a positive integer, either no solution of type (18) is obtained
for the smaller exponent or two independent solutions are obtained. In the
latter case the two solutions so obtained must then include the solution
corresponding to the larger exponent as the coefficient of AK'

It is important to notice that this is the situation, for example, when x = 0
is an ordinary point. For in this case one has Po = Qo = Qt = 0, and hence
Sl = I, S2 = 0, and K = Sl - S2 = 1. Thus Equation (28) here becomes

s(s + I)A1 = -gl(S + I)Ao

= - [R1S2 + (PI - R1)s]Ao

= -s[Rls + (PI - RJ]Ao,

and when s = S2 = 0 the recurrence formula is identically satisfied, leaving Al
as well as Ao arbitrary. Thus, when x = 0 is an ordinary point, two linearly
independent solutions which are regular at x = 0 are obtained.

The preceding detailed derivation was intended for the purpose of in·
vestigating the existence of series solutions of the assumed type. Although the
formulas obtained can be used directly for the determination of the coefficients,
once the functions f(s), gl(S), g2(S), ... are identified, it is suggested instead
th~t the indicial equation and the recurrence formulas be obtained in actual
practice by direct substitution of the assumed series into the differential
equation, written in any convenient form.

To illustrate the application of the preceding treatment, we consider again
the second example, Equation (13), of Section 4.2. We thus seek solutions of
the equation

of the form
00 00

y = XS LAkxk = LAkxk
+

S
•

k=O k=O
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By direct substitution, there follows

00

Ly =- (S2 - l)Aox~ +L{res + k)2 - I]A k + (s + k - 1)Ak _ 1 }Xk + S
•

k=l

Hence the indicial equation is
S2 - 1 = 0

and the recurrence formula is

[(s + k)2 - 1]A k + (s + k - l)A k- 1 = 0

or (s + k - I)[(s + k + I)A k + A k- 1] = 0 (k ~ 1).

The exponents Sl and S2 are +1 and -I, respectively. Since they differ by an
integer, a solution of the required type is assured only when s has the larger
value +1.

With s = +I, the recurrence formula becomes

k[(k + 2)A k + A k - 1 ] = 0,
or, since k =F 0,

Thus, one has

A - _ Ao
1 - 3'

(k > 1).

... ,

and hence the solution corresponding to s = 1 is

y = x [Ao - Aox + Ao x2 - Ao x3 + ...J
3 3·4 3·4·5

(
X2 x 3 x4

)=Aox--+-- + ...
3 3·4 3·4·5

= 2Ao(e-. -xl + x).
in accordance with the result obtained previously.

With s = -1, the recurrence formula becomes

(k - 2)(k A k + Ak-J = 0 (k > 1).

It is important to notice that the factor k - 2 cannot be canceled except on
the understanding that k =1= 2. That is, when k = 2, the correct form of the
recurrence formula is 0 = O. If k = 1, there follows

Al = -Ao·

If k = 2, the recurrence formula is identically satisfied, so that A2 is arbitrary.
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If k > 3, the recurrence formula can be written in the form

A - _ Ak - l
k-

k
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(29)

If we take A2 = 0, then there follows A3 = A4 = ... = 0, and the solution
corresponding to s = -1 becomes simply

Y = x -l(Ao - Aox) = Ao 1 - x .
x

The general solution of the given equation is then a linear combination of
the two solutions so obtained, and hence can be taken conveniently in the form

e- X
- 1 + x 1 - x

y = C1 + C2 --
X X

or, alternatively,

where C1 = C1, and C2 = C 2 - C1• The only solution regular at x = 0 is the
one formerly obtained,

e- X
- 1 + x

Y= c-----
x

It can be verified that if A2 is left arbitrary, the solution corresponding to
the exponent -1 is the sum of Ao times the two-term solution obtained and A 2

times the infinite series solution corresponding to the exponent +1.

4.5. Treatment of exceptional cases. * We consider first the case of equal
exponents, and attempt to determine a second so:ution which is independent
of the one obtained by the method of Frobenius. Although this result could be
accomplished by the methods of Section 1.10, the method to be given is
usually more easily applied.

In place of first introducing the value of the repeated exponent Sl into the
recurrence formula (24) and determining AI' A2, ••• , Ak>" . directly in
terms of Ao, we suppose that the coefficients AI' A2• ••• , Ak , ••• are expressed,
by the recurrence formula, in terms of Aoand s. We indicate this fact by writing
Al = A1(s), A2 = A2(s), .... With these values of the A's, as functions of s,
a function y depending upon s as well as x is determined and denoted by ys(x),

00

ysCx) = X
S 2 Ais)xk

•

k=O

• Sections 4.5 and 4.6, together with the derivation of the series for Yo(x) in Section 4.8,
can be omitted without logical difficulty. However, in this event a consideration of the
last paragraph of Section 4.5 is suggested.
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Reference to Equation (22) shows that satisfaction of the recurrence formula,
for k ::2: 1, brings about vanishing of all terms in (22) except the first, and so
there follows

(30)

or, since in the case of a repeated exponent Sl we have f(s) = (s - SI)2,

Lyix) = Ao(s - Sl)2XS-2• (31)

The fact that the right member of (31) vanishes when s = Sl is in accordance
with the known fact that (29) is a solution of (16), say Y1(X), when s = S'I'

However, since s = Sl is a double root of the right member of (31), it follows
also that the result of differentiating either member of (31) with respect to s
(holding x constant),

~ Lyix) = Ao[2(s - Sl) + (s - sl)210g X]X
S

-
2,as

is zero when S = Sl" But, since the operator : and the linear operator L are
commutative, there then follows also s

(32)

Hence a second solution of (16), when Sl = S2' is of the form

(33)

The second exceptional case is that in which the exponents differ by a
positive integer K,

SI - S2 = K 2 1,

but where the recurrence formula is not identically satisfied when k = K and
s = S2' that is, when the right member of (28) does not vanish when s = S2.

In sucha case, Equation (28) can be satisfied only if Ao = Al = .. , = AK - 1 = 0,
and hence Equation (16) does not possess a solution of type (18) beginning
with a term of the form AOX 82 ,

In this case we suppose again that the recurrence formula is satisfied when
k > 1 for all values of s, so that with the A's expressed in terms of Ao and s,
we again define a function Yix) of type (29). In this case, however, it is clear
from (28) and from the nature of the recurrence formula (24) that the expres
sions for the coefficients AK(S), A K+1(S) , ... , will now all have a factor s - S2
in a denominator, and hence will not approach finite limits as s --+ S2' If we
consider the product (s - S2) Ys(x), we see that as s --+ S2 terms with coefficients
A k for which k < K will vanish and the remaining terms will approach finite
limits, thus giving rise to an infinite series of powers of x starting with a term
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involving r t +K = r l • Thus the limiting series must be proportional to the
series for which S = Sl' In this case, however, since again satisfaction of the
recurrence formula for k ~ 1 causes all terms of(22) excCipt the first to vanish,
we have

(34)

(35)

But since the right member has a double root S = S2' the partial derivative of
either member must vanish as S ---+ S2' and, by an argument similar to that
leading to (32), we conclude that

L(~ [(s - S2) Yix)]) = 0as 8=83

so that the function

Y2(X) = {:s [(s - S2) y.(x)]L..
is a solution of (16), in addition to the solution YI(X) = [yix)], ='1 correspond
ing to the larger exponent Sl'

From Equations (29) and (33) it follows that when S2 = Sl the second
solution Y2 is expressible as

Y2(X) = l~ A.(S,)X"'] log x +~ A{(s,)x"", (36)

and the coefficient of log x is seen to be YI(X), Further, when S2 and Sl differ
by a positive integer but there is no Frobenius series solution with s = S2,

Equations (29) and (35) show that the missing solution Y2 is expressible as

Y2(X) = L~ (s - S2)A.(S)x"+1= .. log x

+.~ {:s [(s - S2)A.(S)]L"x""- (37)

The coefficient of log x is lim [(s - s2)yix)], which has been seen to be pro-
portional to YI(X). '--+'2

Hence it follows that, in all cases when the differential equation, having
x = 0 as a regular singular point with exponents Sl and S2' possesses only one
solution

co

YI(X) = 2: Akxk
+ SI

- Ao ul(x)
k=O

of the form (18), any independent solution is of the form
co

Y2(x) = CUI(X) log x +2: B~k+'t
k=O

(38)
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where C is a constant. Thus, in place of using the results ofEquations (33) or
(35) in such cases, a second solution may be obtained by directly assuming a
solution ofthis last form and by determining the necessary relationships between
the coefficients Bk and an arbitrarily chosen constant C #- o.

4.6. Example of an exceptional case. To illustrate the procedures
developed in the preceding section, we consider the equation

d2y
L Y == x - - y = O. (39)

dx2

With the notation

there follows

00

yix) = L Ak(s)Xk +S
,

k=O

(40)

00

Lys = s(s - 1)AoxS
-

1 +L[(k + s)(k + s - l)A k - Ak_l]Xk+S-I.

k=l

Hence we obtain the recurrence formula

(k + s)(k + s - I)A k = A k- 1

and the two indices

(k ~ 1) (41)

S1 = 1, S2 = O. (42)

Since the indices differ by unity, a solution of the form (40) is assured only for
s = 1.

From (41) there follows

A _Ao A- Ao
1- '2- , ... ,

(s + 1)s (s + 2)(s + 1)2s
and in general, by inductive reasoning,

AoAk(s) = (k ~ 2). (43)
(s + k)[(s + k - 1) ... (s + 1)]2s

The solution for which s = SI = 1 then becomes

y,(x) = Ao~ (k ~k;;! k! - Aou,(x). (44)

However, since Ak(S) -+ ex) when s -+ 0, for all k > I, there is indeed no
solution of type (40) for which s = O.

In order to obtain a second solution, we may refer to Equation (37). The
coefficient of log x is seen to be

00 00 k

~ [sA (s)] _ xk = A ~ X
k~ k s-o 0 6 k! (k - 1)!

= Ao~ (k ~k;;! k! = Aou,(x), (45)
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. . . . d [sAk(s)]
when account IS taken of the vamshlng of (sAo)s =0' The coefficient ds '

involved in the second series of Equation (37), is conveniently evaluated by
logarithmic differentiation in the form

k-l

1 + 22 1
d s + k m=l S + m
- [sAkes)] = - Ao (k ~ 2),
ds (s + k)[(s + k - 1) ... (s + 1)]2

and hence there follows

I!!.. [sAkeS)]) = _ cp(k) + cp(k - 1) Ao
\ds s=O k! (k - I)!

with the abbreviation

(k > 2), (46)

I*1 1 1 1
(k) ~ - = 1 + - + - + ... + - (k = 1,2, ...) (47)

cp = m=l m 2 3 k

o (k = 0).

It is found by direct calculation that Equation (46) also holds for k = 1,
whereas the right-hand member must be replaced by Ao when k = O. Hence
(37) gives

Y (x) = A [u (x) log x + 1 - ~ cp(k) + cp(k - 1) xkJ (48)
2 0 1 ~ k! (k - 1)!

or, in expanded form,

Y2(X) = Ao [(x + }x2 + l2x3 + ...) log x + (1 - x - !x2 - If!sx3 - •..)].

The alternative procedure described at the end of the preceding section
consists of substituting the relation of Equation (38) in the form

00

Y2(X) = C u1(x) log x + 2 B~k (49)
k=O

directly into (39), to obtain the condition

[(
d2Ul ) I 2 dU l 1 Jc x - - u1 og X + - - - Ul
dx2 dx x

00

+2 [(k + l)k Bk + 1 - Bk]Xk = O. (50)
k=O

Since U1 satisfies Equation (39), the coefficient of log x in (50) vanishes, and
the introduction of (45) reduces (50) to the form

00 00 [ 2 1 Jk 1 k B - B xk C -- - xk = o.6[( +) HI.] + 6 (k!)" (k + 1)! k!
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The requirement that the coefficient ofthe general power x k vanish becomes

(k ~ 0).

(52)

2k + 1
(k + l)k Bk +1 - Bk = - C

(k + I)! k!

By setting k successively equal to 0, 1, 2, ... , we obtain

Bo = C, B2 = tBl - iC, Ba = /2 Bl - l6 C,

Here both B1 and C are arbitrary and all the other coefficients are expressible
in terms of these two constants, yielding the solution (49) in the form

Y2(X) = C [(x + !x2 + i\X3 + ...) log x + (1 - ~X2 - l6r + )]
+ B1(x + tx2 + l"2r + ). (51)

The coefficient of B1 is seen to be ulx). Thus, if C and B1 are left as
arbitrary constants, this expression for Y2(X) in fact represents the general
solution of (39). The particular expression for Y2 obtained in (48), by the first
method, is obtained from (51) by choosing C = -B1 = Ao.

4.7. A particular class of equations. Many important second-order
equations, of frequent occurrence in practice, can be obtained by specializing
the constants in the equation

( M d
2
y 1 ( M dy 1 (Q Q M) °I+R Mx )-2+- Po+PMx )-+"2 0+ MX y=,

dx x dx x

where M is a positive integer. (In the case when M = 0, the equation is equi
dimensional.) Here the introduction of the assumption

leads to the condition

00

y(x) = LAtXk +S

k=O

(53)

M-l 00L f(s + k)Ak~+k-2 + L [f(s + k)Ak + g(s + k)Ak - M]X
S +k- 2 = 0,

k=O k= 111

where
f(s) = S2 + (Po - I)s + Qo

and g(s) =gM(S) = RM(s - M)2 + (PM - R}wJ(s - M) + QM'

Thus, for each exponent satisfying the indicial equation f(s) = 0, the
recurrence formula is

f(s + k)A k = ° (k = I, 2, ... , M - I),

f(s + k)A k = -g(s + k)A k _ M (k ~ M).
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The first M - 1 conditions are satisfied by taking

Al = A2 = ... = A M - l = 0,

after which the recurrence formula for k > M shows that all coefficients A k

for which k is not an integral multiple of M can be taken to be zero.
Accordingly, it is convenient to write

<r.:

y(x) = L BkxMk +S

k:;:O

(54)

when seeking a solution of a special case of Equation (52). Here k has been
replaced by Mk in (53) and Bk has been written for A.llk '

Further, it is seen that here an exceptional case can occur only when the
exponents SI and S2 are equal or when SI - S2 = KM, where K is a positive
integer. In such a situation, when only one solution of type (54) is obtained,
a second solution can be found, as usual, by use of Equations (33) or (35).

Since the expansion of (1 + R.llx·l1 )-l converges when

lxl < IR.ll l- 1
/
M

, (55)

the solutions obtained for (52) also will converge in that interval. In particular,
if RM = 0 the series will converge for all finite values of x (the value x = 0
itself being excepted, as usual, when the real part of s is negative).

Among the many important specializations of Equation (52), we note
Bessel's equation,

x2d
2
y + x d y + (x2 _ p2)y = 0,

dx2 dx

for which M = 2; Legendre's equation,

(1 - x2) d
2

y _ 2x dy + p(p + l)y = 0,
dx2 dx

for which M = 2; and Gauss's equation,

(56)

(57)

(59)

x(1 - x) d
2
y + [y - (ex: + f3 + l)x] dy - ex:f3y = 0, (58)

dx 2 dx

for which M = 1. The solutions of these equations, in the neighborhood of
x = 0, are studied in the following sections.

Other notable special cases may be listed as follows.

(I) The equation
d2y dy

x - + (c - x) - - ay = 0,
dx2 dx

for which M = 1, is satisfied by the confluent hypergeom~tric function of
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(60)

(61)

Kummer, y = M(a,c,x) (see Problem 8). If C = 1 and a = -n, where n is a
positive integer or zero, one solution is the nth Laguerrepolynomial,y = Ln(x).
If C = m + 1 and a = m - n, where m and n are integral, one solution is the
associated Laguerre polynomial,

dffl

y = L':(x) = dx
ffl

Ln(x),

'f <1 m = n.

(2) The equation

d2y dy
- - 2x - + 2ny = 0,
dx2 dx

for which M = 2, is satisfied by the nth Hermite polynomial, y = Hn(X),
when n is a positive integer or zero.

(3) The equation

(1 - x 2) d
2
y _ x dy + n2y = 0,

dx2 dx

for which M = 2, is satisfied by the nth Chebyshev polynomial, y = Tn(x),
when n is a positive integer or zero.

(4) The equation

d2y dy
x(1 - X)-2 + [a - (1 + b)x] - + neb + n)y = 0, (62)

dx dx

for which M = 1, is satisfied by the nth Jacobi polynomial, y = In(a,b,x),
when n is a postive integer or zero.

The functions mentioned are useful in many applications. It is a curious
fact that they all satisfy equations which are special cases of (52).

4.8. Bessel functions. Solutions of the differential equation

d2y dy
x

2
dx2 + x dx + (x

2
- p2)y = 0,

or, equivalently,

(63)

(63a)

are known as Besselfunctions oforder p. These functions are of frequent use in
the solution of many types of potential problems involving circular cylindrical
boundaries, as well as in other applications, in such fields as elasticity, fluid
flow, electrical field theory, and aerodynamic flutter analysis. We suppose that
the constant p is real. Since only the quantity p2 appears in Equation (63), we
may also consider p to be nonnegative without loss of generality.
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Since Equation (63) is of type (52), with M = 2, we may seek a solution of
the form (54),

co

y(x) = L B~2k+8.
k=O

Substitution into (63) yields the indices

(64)

SI = p,
and the recurrence formula

(65)

(s -I- 2k -I- p)(s - 2k - p)Bl. = - Bk- 1 (k ::2: I). (66)

The exceptional cases may arise only if S1 - S2 = 2p is zero or an integral
multiple of M = 2, that is, if p is zero or a positive integer. In such cases we
can be certain only of one solution of type (64).

In correspondence with the exponent SI = p, repeated use of Equation (66)
gIves

B ( ) - (_1)k 1 Bo
k P - (2 -I- 2p)(4 -I- 2p) ... (2k -I- 2p) 2k k!

= (_I)k 1 A (k 2 I), (67)
(1 -I- p)(2 -I- p) ... (k -I- p) 22kk!

and we see that all coefficients Bk are defined. Thus a series of type (64) is
determined, for s = p, in the form

Yl(X) = Bo[XP -I-~ ( 1)k
x

2k+1l ],:S (l -I- p)(2 -I- p) ... (k -I- p)22kk!

or, making use of Equation (52), Chapter 2,

~ (_1)kx 2k+1l

Yl(X) = Bor(l -I- p) 6'0 22kk! r(k -I- p -I- 1) .

This result is put into a more compact form if we use the abbreviation
r(k -I- p -I- I) = (k -I- p)! and write

"' (-l)'(~r+p
Yl(X) = 21' r(l -I- p)Bo L 2 =- 80 u1(x). (68)

~=o k!(k-l-p)!

The series multiplying 21' fO + p)Bo in Equation (68) is known as the
Bessel function of the first kind, of order p, and is denoted by J p(x),

(x) 2k+1l
~ (_l)k "2

Jix)=1..~ k!(k---!-p)! (69)
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In particular, when p = 0 and 1 we obtain the series in the forms

(70)

(71)

(73)

With s = S2 = -p, Equation (66) yields the result of replacing p by -p
in (67),

B (- ) - (_1)k 1 A (k 1) (72)
k P - (1 - p)(2 - p) ... (k - p) 22kk! ~.

Thus, if P is a positive integer, all coefficients Bk for which k ~ P become
infinite, and no Frobenius solution is obtained, in such a case, corresponding
to the exponent s = -po However, if p is not zero or a positive integer, a
second solution is obtained by replacing p by -p in the first solution, and
hence may be taken in the form

00 (-I)"W
2k

-·

J _.ex) = .2 k l (k _ )1 .
k=O' P .

Thus, if p is not zero or a positive integer, the complete solution of Bessel's
equation (63) is a linear combination of the solutions (69) and (73), of the form

(74)

IfP = 0, the two solutions are identical. Moreover, ifp is a positive integer,
the second solution J_v(x) is not independent of J ix). This statement is a

consequence of the fact that if p is a positive integer n, the factor k 1 in
(73) is zero when k < n, and hence (73) is then equivalent to (- n)!

oc (-l)"(~r-·
J _.(x) =~ (k!)(k _ n)!

or, replacing the index k by k + n,

( )

2k+ n

oc (_l)k+n ~

J -n(x) =.2 .
k=O k! (k + n)!

Hence, if n is an integer, we obtain

(75)
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It should be noticed that although the higher coefficients in the solution
Y2(X) would become infinite as p -. n (n = t t 2t 3t •••) if the coefficient Bo
were held fixedt we have essentially replaced Boby a factor proportional to
t/r(1 - p) which vanishes as p -. n and so have obtained a solution J_ 1J(x)
in which the coefficients which previously became infinite as p -. n now
approach finite limits, and the remaining coefficients tend to zero.
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To find a second solution complementing J ix) in the exceptional cases,
recourse may be had to the methods of Section 4.5. We illustrate the procedure
in the case of equal exponents, p = O. In this case we obtain a function yix)
by determining Bk(s) from (66) and introducing the result into (64). The
required second solution is then

Y2(X) = [OYs(X)] ,
as s=o

where here
00

Ys(x) = LBk(s)x2k + S
,

k=O
so that

y.J.x) = l~ B.(O) x..] log x +~ B~(O) x".

The recurrence formula (66) first gives

Bk(s) = (_1)k Bo ., .
[(5 + 2)(s + 4) ... (s + 2k)J'

(76)

To calculate B~(s) it is convenient first to take the logarithm of the two sides
of the equation,

log [(-I)" B~~)] = -2 log [(s + 2)(s + 4) ... (s + 2k)]

k

= -2 Llog(s + 2m).
m=l

Differentiation with respect to s then gives

B~(s) = -2 ~ I
Bis) m=l S + 2m

and hence
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Thus, if we again introduce the abbreviation

k 1 1 1
cp(k) = L- = 1 + - + ... + -

tn=lm 2 k
cp(O) = 0

(77)

we obtain

B'(O) - - (k)B (0) - - (k)[(-l)k 80
]

k - q; k - cp [2 . 4 . 6 ... (2k)]2

__ (-l)ktp(k) B
- 22k(k !)2 0'

and (76) then gives the required second solution in the case p = 0 in the form

y.(x) = Bo[Jo(X) log x +!<-l)k+'<p(k) (~?]
k=l (k.)

The coefficient of Bo is thus a second solution of Bessel's equation (63)
whenp = 0,

d2y dy
x-+- +xy= O.

dx2 dx

It was taken as the standard form of the second solution by Neumann, and is
usually denoted by Y<O)(x). Thus any linear combination ofJo(x) and YWI(X) is
also a solution. The standard form chosen by Weber is defined in terms of Jo
and y(O) by the equation

Yo(x) = ~ [y<O)(x) + (y - log 2) Jo(x)], (78)
Tf

where y is Euler's constant, defined by the relation

y = lim [tp(k) - log k]
k-oo

= lim (1 +! -\- ! + ... + ! - log k) = 0.5772157 . . . . (79)
k-oo 2 3 k

We thus obtain a second solution in the form

yotX) = ~[(IOg ~ + y)Jo(X) +! (-l)'+l<p(k) G!]
Tf 2 k=O (k.)

= ~[(log ~ + Y)Jo(X) + Ix: - 4x4 2(1 + !)
Tf 2 2 2 (2!) 2

+ 2~'!).(1+ ~ +~) - . 0 o}]. (80)
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The function Yo(x) is known as Weber's Bessel function of the second kind,
oforder zero. In German texts it is frequently denoted by No(x). The complete
solution can thus be written in the form

(81)

Weber's definition of the function of the second kind [Equation (78)] is
generally more convenient than that of Neumann, and is usually preferred,
because of the fact that the behavior of the function Yo(x) so defined,for large
values ofx, is more nearly comparable with the behavior ofJo(x) [see Equation
(88)].

A similar but more involved calculation leads to expressions for Weber's
form of the Bessel functions of the second kind, of order n,

2[ I .-, (n - k - I)! W"-'
Yn(x) = - (lOg ~ + r) J n(x) - - L ,

7T 2 2 k =o k.

(X)2k+n ]
+ ! ! (-Ir'(<p(k) + rr{k + n)]"2 (82)

2 k=O k! (n + k)!

when n is a positive integer. Thus, in particular,

Y,(x) =;[(Iog~ + r) J,(x) - ; - ~ + (I + (~ + f)} 2:~!

_ ((1 + l) + (l + t + l») x
5 + ...J. (83)

2 252! 3!

It follows that if p = n, where n is zero or a positive integer, the general
solution of (63) can be taken in the form

(84)

(85)

Ifp is not zero or a positive integer, the function Yv(x) is defined by the equation

Yv(X) = (cos prr) J~(x) - J -vex) .
sm J17T

This definition can be shown to be consistent with Equation (82) as p ---+ n, and
it defines Y p(x) as a linear combination ofJ ix) and J_ix) otherwise. It should
be emphasized, however, that the second solution Y ix) is not needed unless
p=n.

The general solution of Bessel's equation is frequently abbreviated by use
of the notation

y = Zix), (86)
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with the convention that (86) stands for (74) unless p is zero or a positive
integer, and for (84) in these cases.

. u(x)
The transformation y = vi transforms (63) to the equation

d
2
u + (1 _p2 - 1) u = 0 (87)

dx2 x 2

(see Problem 38, Chapter 1). For large values of x the term p2 ~ ! is
x

negligible in comparison with unity. Thus it may be expected that for large
values of x the behavior of solutions of (87) will be similar to that of

corresponding solutions of the equation d
2

u
2
+ u = O. Since such solutions can

dx
be written in the form u = A cos (x - cp), where A and cp are constants, we
are led to the possibility that for large values of x any solution of (63) behaves
like the function

u(x) Avi" = vi" cos (x - cp),

for properly chosen values of A and cp. A rather involved analysis shows that
for the function J v(x) one has

Al = J~ and '1'1 = (2p + 1) ~ ,
11 4

whereas for Y vex) there follows

(x ---+ 00)

A. = J~ and '1'. = ~ + '1'1'
11 2

Thus we may write

J.(x) - J2 cos (x - "'.)
11X

Y.(x) - J2 sin (x - "'.)
11X

(88)

where
11

OCv = (2p + 1) - .
4

(89)

The notation of (88) denotes that the ratio of two expressions connected by the
symbol~ approaches unity as x ---+ 00. We say thatJix) behaves asymptotically

like J2 cos (x - oc v)'
7TX
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It follows from (88) that the complex function J ix) + i Yix) has the
asymptotic behavior

J.(x) + i Y.(x)~J2 e'(z-··) (x -->- 00), (90)
1TX

whereas the conjugate complex function has the behavior

J.(x) - i Y.(x) ~J2 e-'(z-.,) (x -->- 00).
1TX

(91)

(92)

(93)

These complex functions are known as -Bessel functions of the third kind, or,
more generally, as the Hankelfunctions oftheftrst andsecondkinds, respectively,
and the notations

H~l)(x) = J,,(x) + i Y,,(X)}

H~2)(X) = Jix) - i Y,,(x)

are conventional. These functions are particularly useful in studying certain
types of wave propagation (see Section 9.13).

The differential equation

x2 d
2
y + x dy _ (p2 + x2) y = 0,

dx2 dx '

which differs from Bessel's equation (63) only in the sign ofx2 in the coefficient
of y, is transformed by the substitution ix = t to the equation

t2 d
2
y + t dy + (t2 _ p2) Y = 0,

dt2 dt

which is in the form of Bessel's equation (63). Hence, the general solution is of
the form y = Zit), or, in terms of the original variable x, the general solution
of (93) is

y = Z,,(ix). (94)

That is, ifp is not zero or a positive integer, the general solution is of the form

y = clJiix) + C2 J_,,(iX),

whereas otherwise it may be taken in the form

y = Cl In(ix) + C2 Yn(ix).

From Equation (69) we have

00 (-l)'i"+>(~r+> 00 (~r+>
J,,( ix) = L 2 = i" L 2 .

k=O k! (k+p)! k=O k! (k + p)!
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In place ofusing this function as a fundamental solution of(93), it is preferable
to use the function I ix) = i-v J iix),

(95)

00 w..+>

J.(X)=6k!(k+ p)!'

since this function is real for real values of p. This function is known as the
modified Bessel function of the first kind, of order p. The terms in the series
representing I,lx) differ from those in the series for J ix) only in that the
terms are all positive in the I v series, whereas they alternate in sign in the J 1J

series. Thus, ifp is not zero or a positive integer, the general solution of (93)
can be taken in the real form

(96)

As a second real fundamental solution of (93), in the case when p = n,
where n is zero or a positive integer, it is conventional to define the function
Kn(x) by the equation

Kn(x) = ~ in+1[Jn(ix) + i Yn(ix)] = ~ in+1H~l)(ix), (97)

leading to the general solution

y = ZnCix) = c1ln(x) + C2 Kn(x), (98)

when n is zero or a positive integer. The function Kn(x) is known as the
modified Bessel function of the second kind, of order n.

If p is not zero or a positive integer, the function K vex) is defined by the
equation

Kix ) = :!: l-ix?- Iv(x) , (99)
2 sIn p7r

which is consistent with (97) when p ---+ n.
For large values of x the modified functions have the asymptotic behavior

(100)(x ---+ (0).e- Z

K.(x)~ J?:.x

TI'

It is important to notice that the right members of (100) are independent ofp.

4.9. Properties of Bessel functions. It is readily verified directly that all
power series involved in the definitions of all Bessel functions converge for all
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(102)

(101)

finite values of x. However, in consequence of the fact that these series are in
many cases multiplied by a negative power of x or by a logarithmic term, it is
found that only the functions J ix) and I ix) are finite at x = 0 (when p :;::: 0).

For small values ofx, retention of the leading terms in the respective series
leads to the approximations

1
J (x) "'" - x P

P 2P
"p.

1
I (x) "'" - x P

P 2P
"p.

(103)

(104)

in the sense that the ratio of two quantities connected by the symbol "'"
approaches unity as x---+- O.

For large values of x (x ---+- (0), we recapitulate the results listed in the
preceding section:

J~(x)~~ cos (x - ~ - ~).

Y~(x) ~~ sin (x - ~ - ~), (105)

(106)

(107)

The following derivative formulas are of frequent use:

(y = K);

(y = I).

(108)

(109)

These formulas are established for J P and YP by considering their series
definitions, and for the remaining functions by considering their definitions in
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terms ofJ pand Y p' Thus, to prove (l08) for J p' we note that from the definition
(69) we have

d P d 2:00
(_l)klX2k+ P x2k+21J

-XJIXX --
dx [ p()] - dx k=O 22k +Pk! (k + p)!

(
IXX) 2k+p-l

00 (-l)k 2
= IX xP 2:------

k=O k! (k + p - I)!

= IX x P JP-l(IXX),

From (108) there follows

J
IX Yp_l(IXX) - !!. Yp(IXX) (y = J, Y,I,H{l),H(2»

d x
- YilXx) = (110)
dx l-ot y.-l(otX) - ; y,<otx) (y = K),

whereas (109) becomes

J
-IX Yp+l(IXX) + l!. yilXx) (y = J,Y,K,H(1),H(2»

d x
- Yp(IXX) = (111)

dx l ot y.+1(otx) + ~ Y.("") (y = I).

By addition and subtraction of (110) and (Ill) we also obtain the relations

2..!!.. Y,,(IXX) = IX[Yp-l(IXX) - YP+l(IXX)]1
dx

(y = J,Y,H(I),H(2», (112,113)

Yp-l(IXX) + YP+l(IXX) = 2p Y,,(IXX) j
IXX

(112a)

(112b)

(113a)

(113b)
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Relations (108-112) are useful in evaluating certain integrals and deriva
tives involving Bessel functions. In particular, setting p = 0 in (109), we
obtain the relations

(y = J, Y,K,H(l) ,H(2»

(y = I).
(114)

The relations (113) are useful in expressing Bessel functions of order p + 1 in
terms of two corresponding functions of lower order p and p - 1.

The Bessel functions of order p, where p is half an odd integer, can be
expressed in closed form, in terms of elementary functions. To establish this
fact, we consider first the case p = 1and denote the general solution of (63)
by Y = ZI/2(X). If we write

u(x) = Vx Zl/2(X),

Equation (87) shows that the function u(x) satisfies the equation

d
2

u + u = 0
dx 2

and hence is of the form u = A cos x + B sin x. Taking

u = VX J1I2(x),
we have also, from (108),

du ~r
- ="V x J _1/2(X).
dx

Hence, using (101), we find that

21
/
2 V2 .Au(O) = 0 and u'(O) = = - = - .

(-I)! r (1) Tr

Thus we must have A = 0, B = J~, and there follows

or, finally,

12.
u = ,J ~ sm x,

Tr

J1/'(X) = J2 sin x,
TrX

du = ~ cos x,
dx Tr

J -ldx) = A cos X.
TrX

(115)

Also, since 11/2(X) = i-1/2 Jl/2(iX) and 1-1I2(X) = i 1l2 J_1/2(ix), we have

II/.(x) = A sinh x, I -ldx) = J2 cosh x. (116)
TrX TrX
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(117)

From (113), with ex = 1 and p = n - i, we obtain the recurrence formulas

2n - 1
J n+l/2(X) = J n-l/2(X) - J n-3/2(X)

X

and (118)

which permit the determination ofI n+l12(X) and In+1/2(X) for all integral values
of n, in terms of the functions in (l15) and (116). Certain of those functions
are listed in Table 2 of Chapter 2 (page 77).

J
7I
(x)

1.0

-0.5

(a)

1.0

x

-0.5

100

50

10 (x) and lOOKo(x)

5 x

(c)

Figure 4.1

As is indicated by the asymptotic approximations (105), the functions Jix)
and Yp(x) are oscillatory in nature, the amplitude of oscillation about a zero
value tending to decrease with V2j1TX and the distance between successive
zeros of the function decreasing toward 1T. * It can be shown that the zeros of
Jp+lx) separate the zeros ofJix); that is, that between any two consecutive
zeros ofJ P+l(X) there is one and only one zero of J ix). The same applies to
the zeros of the functions of the second kind. The functions 11J and K 1J are not

* A brief table ofvalues of zeros ofcertain Bessel functions is presented in the Appendix.
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oscillatory. The former function essentially increases exponentially with x,
whereas the second essentially decreases exponentially. Sketches of these
functions are presented in Figure 4.1.

(119)

4.10. Differential equations satisfied by Bessel functions. The solution of
the differential equation

X 2tfy + X d Y+ (X2 _ 2) Y = 0
dX 2 dX P

can be written in the form
y= Zix)· (120)

If we make the substitutions

y
y=-,

g(x)
X =f(x) (121)

and notice that then

d dx d dx did
-=--=--=---
dX dX dx df dx f'ex) dx '

Equation (119) becomes

(122)

(123)
or

f2 (1 !!.[1 !!'(l)J) + f[l !!'(l)J + (f2- p2) l = 0,
f'dx f'dx g f'dx g g

f ~[~ (;)] + !!'(l) + f' (f2 - p2) Y = o.
dx f' dx g f g

Reference to (120) and (121) shows that (123) is the differential equation
satisfied by

y = g(x) Zv[f(x)]. (124)
In particular, if we set

g(x) = xAe-B
3:

F

, I(x) = Cr, (125)

Equation (123) can be reduced to the form

x 2 tf~ + x[(l _ 2A) + 2rBx1 dy
dx dx

+ [A 2 - p2S2 + S2C2X
28 - rB(2A - r)xr + r2B2x21 y = O•.

This equation is somewhat simplified if we write

1 - 2A = a, rB = b, A2 - rs2 = C, S2C2 = d,

from which there follows

A=_l__a
2 '

b
B=-,

r
(126)
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With this notation, the differential equation takes the form

x2 d
2

y + x(a + 2bx') dy
dx2 dx

+ [c + dX28
- b(1 - a - r)xr + b2x2r

] y = 0, (127)

and the solution of(127), obtained by introducipg (125) and (126) into (124),
is of the form

I-a bat (Vd )
y = X T e--;- Z" ~ X

8
, (128)

(129)

(l30e)

(130a)

(I30b)

(~=I= 0).

(k =1= 0).

(k =1= 0).

where p= ~ Je~ar-c.
IfVdis real, Z" is to be interpreted by (74) or (84), whereas ifv'd is imaginary,

s s
Z 1J stands for (96) or (98), the choice in either case depending upon whether p
is not or is zero or a positive integer, respectively.*

Thus, if it is possible to identify a particular differential equation with
(127), by suitably choosing the constants in (127), the solution is given im~

mediately by (128) in terms of Bessel functions of order p, where p is given
by (129). We list here certain useful special forms with corresponding solutions
readily obtainable in this way.

x2y" + xy' + (k2x2 - p2) y = 0, y = Z ,,(kx)

x2y" + xy' - (k2x2 +r) Y = 0, Y = Ziikx)

x"y' + xy' - (ft" - Ofx"') Y = 0, Y = ZPI'(~ x')
y" + kxmy = 0, y =VX Z 1 (2Vk X m;2) (mk =1= -2k). (13Od)

;;+2 m+2

d( d) I-n (v'k )- x1& J + k xmy = 0, y = x""2 Z" - x·
dx dx s

m-n 1-n
where s = 2 - + 1, P = 2s (ks =1= 0). (130e)

The restricted cases in (l30a-e) are all readily solvable as equidimensional
equations (see Section 1.6).

4.11. Be, and bei/unctions. In certain problems it is convenient to obtain
a desired solution as the real or imaginary part of a complex function, in terms

* Because of the ambiguity of the signs of the radicals in (128) and (129), both the
order p and the coefficient of x' can be replaced by their negatives, and hence can be
taken to be nonnegative when they are real, in (128) and in its specializations (130a-e).
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(131)

(134)

of which a simplified formulation of the problem is possible. In such cases
differential equations with complex coefficients may occur. In particular,
equations are rather frequently obtained which are reducible to the form

x2d
2
y + x dy _ (p2 + i x2) Y = 0,

dx 2 dx

where p is a real constant. Since (131) is equivalent to (130b) if k2 = i or
k = il/2, the solution of (131) can be expressed in the form

y = Z J)(t"3/2X). (132)

The solutions of (131) which are finite at x = 0 are thus multiples of the
function J ,ii3/2X). This function is a complex function whose real and
imaginary parts are written ber J) x and beiJ) x, respectively,

berS/x + ibei2) x =JJ)(i3/2x) = ;'J'Ii;1/2X). (133)

The polar notation

is frequently used.
We consider, in illustration, the case p = o. In this case the zero subscripts

are conventionally omitted in the notation for the real and imaginary parts,

Jo(i3/2X) = ber x + i bei x. (135)

From the definition (69) we obtain~ with p = 0,

00 (_l)mi3m(~)2m

Jo(i3/2X) = 2: 2 2 .
m=O (m!)

We now separate this series into two parts, in the first of which m takes on
even values and in the second of which only odd values of m occur. If we
replace m by 2k in the first series and m by 2k + 1 in the second, we obtain

00 i6k (=r '" j6>+3(x) 410+'

J (i3/
2
X) = "'" 2 _ "'" 2

o f:o [(2k)!]2 f:o [(2k + 1)!]2 .

Noticing that
.'

i6k = (-1 )3k = (_l)k,

we obtain finally

(xr (x) 410+.

J (.3/2) ~ ( 1)k"2 + .~ (1)k "2. (136)
o I x =f:o - [(2k)!]2 I &0 - [(2k + 1)!]2 .
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A comparison of (135) and (136) gives the results

00 (~r
ber x = ~ (-I)k ---&0 [(2k)!]2

x4 x8

= 1 - 2242+ 22426282 - . . . (137)

00 (~)..+"
and bei x = 6(-1)' [(2k + 1)!]"

x2 x6 x10

= 22 - 224262+ 22426282102 - . . . (138)

Analogous series expansions defining the functions berJI x and beiJl x for
general values ofp are obtained by similar methods.

Similar functions of the second kind, which are not finite at x = 0, are
defined by the relation

ker JI x + i keiJl x = i- JlK l'(il/2X). (139)

The general solution of (131) can then be written in the form

y = [c1 berJI x + c2 ker l' xl + i[c1 beil' x + c2 kei Jl xl· (140)

To illustrate the occurrence of Bessel functions of order zero in practice,
we consider particular solutions of the partial differential equations

a2u 1 au .. a2u-+--=11.- (141)ax2 x ax ot2

and a
2

u +!~ = p, aU . (142)
ox2 x ax ot

It is found that in many physical problems in various fields, a physical property
U depending on a single distance variable x measured from a reference axis of
symmetry, and on a time variable t, must satisfy one or the other of these
equations, the quantities A and p, involving known physical constants in
dependent of time and position. It is frequently important to determine
solutions of the form

f(x) sin rot + g(x) cos rut,

where ru is a constant. However, instead of proceeding directly to such a
determination, it is more convenient to consider the required sol ution as the
real or imaginary part of a complex solution of the form

U = y(x) eiwt
, (143)

where y(x) is a complex function of the form y(x) = F(x) + i G(x).
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Substitution of (143) into (141) and subsequent cancellation of the factor
eiwt show that the function y(x) must satisfy the differential equation

x d
2

y + dy + Aw2XY = O. (144)
dx2 dx

If A> 0, the general solution of (144) is given by (130a) in the form

y - Zo(VI wx), whereas if A< 0, the general solution is of the form

y = Zo(iV-A wx). In particular, if physical considerations require the solu

tion to be finite when x = 0, the solutions must be of the form C Jo(VA wx)

when A> 0 and C Io(Y=;: wx) when A < 0, where in either case C is a
constant (which may be complex).

In a similar way, substitution of (143) into (142) gives the equation

d2y dy .
x - + - - I flwxy = 0 (145)

dx 2 dx

to be satisfied by the complex amplitude function y(x). If fl > 0, comparison
of (145) and (131) shows that the most general solution of(145) which is finite
when x = 0 is of the form

y = CJo(i3/2~ x) = C(ber VflW x + i bei v' flW x). (146)

If fl < 0, the corresponding solution is of the form

y = C Jo(il/2V-flW x)
or, equivalently,

y = C(ber V-p,w x - i bei v' -flW x), (147)

as may be seen by taking the complex conjugate of the equal members of(145).
Useful tables of Bessel functions are included in Tables of Functions,

compiled by Jahnke, Emde, and Losch (Reference 7), the notation Nix)
being used in place of Y p(x). In addition, the real and imaginary parts of the
functions Jo(il/2X), H~1>(il/2X), and i 1/2J1(il/2X), i1/2HP>(il/2X) are tabulated
therein. The first two functions are independent solutions of the equation

x2d
2
y + x dY _ (p2 _ ix2) Y = 0 (148)

dx2 dx

when p = 0, and the last two functions are solutions when p = I. Supplemen
tary material, including tables ofzeros ofJ p(x), is also included. Brief tables of
the functions appearing in (140) are included in Dwight's Tables (Reference 3).

4.12. Legendre functions. Solutions of the differential equation

2 d2y dy
(l - x ) - - 2x - + pep + 1) y = 0 (149)

dx2 dx
or, equivalently,

~ [(1 - x2
) dYJ + pcp + 1) y = °

dx dx
(149a)
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are known as Legendre functions oforder p, where p is assumed here to be real
and nonnegative.* They are of particular use in the solution of potential
problems involving spherical boundaries.

We may notice that x = 0 is an ordinary point for (149), so that one could

assume y = .2 AtX\ with the knowledge that both Ao and Al will be

arbitrary. However, since (149) also is of type (52), with M = 2, it is somewhat
more convenient to use the method of Section 4.7. Thus the introduction of

co

y(x) = .2 B~2k+B

k=O

into Equation (149) readily yields the exponents

(150)

Sl = 1, (151)

(as was anticipated) and the recurrence formula

(s + 2k)(s + 2k - l)Bk = -(p - s - 2k + 2)(P + s +2k - I)Bk _ l • (152)

With s = 0, this formula yields the result

Bk(O) = (_I)k [pep - 2)(p - 4) (p - 2k + 2)]
[1 . 3 . 5 (2k - 1)]

[(p + l)(p + 3)(p + 5) ... (p + 2k - 1)] B
>< 0'[2 . 4 . 6 ... (2k)]

or

( l)kB
B (0) = - 0 [pcp - 2) ... (p - 2k + 2)]

k (2k)!

>< [(p + 1)(p + 3) ... (p + 2k - 1)]. (153)

Similarly, when s = 1, Equation (152) gives

(-1)kB
Bk(l) = 0 [(p - 1)(p - 3) ... (p - 2k + 1)]

(2k + I)!

>< [(p + 2)(p + 4) ... (p + 2k)]. (154)

The solutions corresponding to the exponents s = 0 and s = 1 are then of
the respective forms

co

Bo +.2 Bk(O) X
2k,

k=l

co

Box +.2 Bk(l) x2k+l
•

k=l

* Since pep + 1) is unchanged when p is replaced by -(p + 1), the solutions for
p = -po are the same as those for p = po - 1.
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(157b)

The coefficients of Bo in these expressions are here denoted by up(x) and vp(x),
respectively, so that we write

u (x) = 1 _ pep + 1) x2 + pcp - 2)(p + 1)(p + 3) x4
" 2! 4!

_ pcp - 2)(p - 4)(p + 1)(p + 3)(p + 5) x6 + ... (155)
6!

and

v,,(x) = x _ (p - l)(p + 2) x3 + (p - l)(p - 3)(p + 2)(p + 4) Xs

3! 5!

_ (p - 1)(p - 3)(p - 5)(p + 2)(p + 4)(p + 6) x7 + ... . (156)
7!

It may be seen that if p is an even positive integer n (or zero) the series (155)
terminates with the term involving xn, and hence is a polynomial of degree n.
Similarly, ifp is an oddpositive integer n, the series (156) terminates with the
term involving xn • Otherwise, the expressions are infinite series. The results of
Section 4.4 show that the series converge when -1 < x < 1; they diverge
otherwise (unless they terminate), as can be verified directly.

Thus the general solution of Equation (149) could be expressed in the form

y = C1 up(x) + C2vp(x)

when -1 < x < 1. However, a different terminology is conventional, for
reasons which are now to be explained.

We consider first the cases when p = n, where n is a positive integer or
zero. These are the cases commonly arising in practice. When p = n, one of
the solutions (155) and (156) is a polynomial of degree n, whereas the other is
an infinite series. That multiple of the polynomial of degree n which has the
value unity when x = 1 is called the nth Legendre polynomial and is denoted
by Pn(x).

Thus we have, when n is even,

Pn(x) = un(x) (I 57a)
un(1)

and, when n is odd,

Pn(x) = vn(x) .
viI)

The first six Legendre polynomials are readily found to be

Po(x) = 1, P1(x) = x, P2(x) = 1(3x2 - 1),

P3(x) = 1(5x2 - 3x), P4(x) = i(35x4 - 30x2 + 3),

Ps(x) = l(63x5 - 70x2 + 15x). (158)
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For later reference, it is noted that the functions uix), with n even, and
Vn(x), with n odd, can be shown to have the following values at x = 1:

uo(1) = 1,
!! 2·4·6"·n

unCI) = (-1)2-----
1 . 3 . 5 ... (n - 1)

(n = 2,4, 6, ...),

n- 1 2 . 4 . 6 ... (n - 1)
vn(1)=(-l) 2

1·3·5"·n

(n = 3, 5, 7, ...).

(159a)

(159b)

When p is an even integer n, the solution vn(x) is in the form of an infinite
series, whereas ifp is an odd integer n, the solution uix) is an infinite series.
Suitable muIt~ples of these solutions are called Legendrefunctions ofthe second
kind and are denoted by Q,lx). It is conventional to take the multiplicative
factors as (- I)nun(l) and (-l)nvil), respectively, leading to the defiQition

Q (x) = ( -vn(l) un(x) (n odd) (160)
n un(I) vn(x) (n even),

where the constants un(1), n even, and vn(1), n odd, are defined by (I59a,b).
However, since the series appearing in (160) converge only when Ixl < I, the
functions Qn(x) are defined by (160) only inside this interval.

Thus, when p is an integer n, a certain multiple of that solution (155) or
(156) which is a polynomial is written as Pn(x), and a certain multiple of the
other (infinite series) solution is written as Qn(x), so that the general solution
of (149) in this case is written in the form

Y = C1 Pn(x) + C2 Qn(x), (161)

It can be shown by direct (but involved) calculation that Pn(x) and Qn(x)
both satisfy the recurrence formula

n Yn(x) = (2n - 1) x Yn-l(X) - (n - 1) Yn-2(X), (162)

Equation (162) permits the determination of expressions for Legendre func
tions in terms of corresponding functions of lower degree.

We next express Qo(x) and Ql(X) in closed form, by using the methods of
Section 1.10. Reference to Problem 34, Chapter I, shows that the functions
Qn(x) are expressible in the form

J
2: dx

Qn(x) = AnPn(X) 2 ]2 + BnPn(X)'
(1 - x )[Pix)

where An and Bn are suitably chosen constants. In particular, since Po(x) = 1,
there follows
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ort if Ix[ < 1,

l63

A l+x
Qo(x) = _0 log + Bo.

2 1 - X

From (160) we obtain Qo(O) = uo(l)vo(O) = 0 and Q~(O) = Uo(1)vo(O) = 1.
Hence there follows Ao = 1, Bo = Ot and we have the result

Qo(x) = ! log 1 + x = tanh- l x.
2 1 - x

Similarly, when n = 1, since Plx) = x there follows

Ix dx
Ql(X) = A1x 2 2 + B1x

x (1 - x )
or, if Ixl < 1,

(163)

(166)

(165)

Ql(X) = Al(~ log 1 + x - i) + B1x.
2 I-x

From (160) we have

Ql(O) = -v1(l) ul(O) = -1 and Qi(O) = -v1(1) ui(O) = O.

Hence we must take Al = 1 and B1 = 0, and so obtain

x 1 + XQI(X) = -log - 1 = x Qo(x) - 1. (164)
2 1 - x

The series expansions of Qo(x) and Qt<x), in powers of x, are readily shown
to be in agreement with the series indicated in (160).

Use of the recurrence formula (162) now permits the determination of
Qn(x) for any positive integral value of n. In this way one obtains the
expressIons

Q2(X) = P2(x) Qo(x) - lx,
Q3(X) = P3(x) Qo(x) - tx2 + ~,

Qix) = Pix) Qo(x) - ;il-x3 + tix,
Q5(X) = P5(x) Qo(x) - 683 x4 + ~l-x2 - 1~5

Ix dx
For values of x such that Ixl > 1, the integral 1 _ x2 takes the form

! log x + 1 + C = coth -1 x + C.
2 x-I

Thus, if Ixl > 1, the function

1 x + 1 _
Qo(x) = -log = coth 1 x

2 x-I

is a solution of (149) which complements the polynomial solution Po(x) = 1
outside the interval (-1,1). Corresponding solutions Qix) for integral values
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of n, in the range ~xl > 1, are obtained by using the notation of (166) [in place
of (163)] in Equations (164) and (165).

IfP is not an integer, a certain combination of the series (155) and (156)
can be determined so as to remain finite and take on the value unity at x = 1
(~ee Problem 43). This function is called P ~Jx), and a second independent
combination is denoted by Q v(x) , so that the general solution of (149) in the
general case is written in the form

y = C1 Pix) + C2 Q2)(x). (167)

(168)

(169)

The function P2)(x) so defined, however, will not also remain finite at the
point x = -1 unless p is integral, and the function Q ix) cannot be finite at
x = 1. Thus, the only Legendre functions which are finite at both x = 1 and
x = -1 are the Legendre polynomials P vex), for which p is integral.

Rodrigues' formula, which expresses Pn(x) in the alternative form

1 d n(x2 - l)n
P nCx) = 2 n , d n 'n. x

is particularly useful in dealing with certain integrals involving Legendre poly
nomials. Proof that (168) is indeed consistent with (I 57) for all positive integral
values of n is omitted here (see Problem 41), but it is readily verified that (168)
reduces, in the special cases of (158), to the forms given.

If Ixl < 1, the substitution x = cos 0 transforms Legendre's equation
from the form (149a) into the form

_1_ ~(sin 0 dY) + n(n + 1) Y = 0
sin 0 dO dO

or, equivalently,
d2 d
~ + -1 cot 0 + n(n + 1) Y = 0,

dO dO

when p = n, and hence (169) has the general solution

y = Cl PnCcos 0) + c2 Qn(cos 0).

(169a)

(170)

Equations of such a form frequently arise in connection WIth solutions of
various types of potential problems using spherical coordinates. It may be
remarked that Qn(cos 0) is not finite when cos 0 = ± 1, that is, when 0 = kTr,
whereas Picos 0) is merely a polynomial of degree n in cos O. In particular,
we have the expressions

Po(cos 0) = 1, P1(cos 0) = cos 0, )

P2(cos 0) = 1(3 cos2 0 - 1) = 1(3 cos 20 + 1), . (171)

P 3(cos 0) = 1(5 cos3 0 - 3 cos 0) = j(5 cos 30 + 3 cos 0)
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When IxI < 1, the functions

P~(x) = (1 - x2)m/2 dm:x~X) ,

HiS

are called the associated Legendrefunctions ofdegree n and order m, ofthefirst
and second kinds, respectively. They can be shown to satisfy the differential
equation

(1 - x2
) tf2~ _ 2x dy + [n(n + 1) - m

2

2J y = 0, (173)
dx dx 1 - x

which differs from (149) only in the pre~ence of the term involving m, and
reduces to (149) when m = 0. When Ixl > 1, the definitions (172) are modified
by replacing (1 - x2) by (x2 - 1).

The substitution x = cos 0 transforms (173) into the equation

tf2y + dy cot 0 + [n(n + 1) - m2 csc2 0] y = 0, (174)
d02 dO

which thus is satisfied by 'p:(cos 0) and Q~(cos 0).

4.13. The hypergeometric function. Solutions of the differential equation

x(1 - x) tf2~ + [I' - (~ + {J + l)x] dy - ~(Jy = ° (175)
dx dx

are generally called hypergeometricfunctions, since their series representations
are, in a sense, generalizations of the elementary geometric series. Since (175)
is of type (52), with M = 1, the series (54) reduces here to the usual form

co

y(x) = L B~k+8.
k=O

The exponents are found to be

s = 0, 1 - 1',

(176)

(177)

(k ~ 1), (178)

so that only one solution of the assumed form can be expected when I' is
integral. The recurrence formula is obtained in the form

(s + k)(s + k + I' - I)Bk

= (s + k + ~ - 1)(s + k + {J - I)Bk-l

from which there follows

Bk(s) = [(s + ~)(s + ~ + 1) (s + ~ + k - 1)]
[(s + 1)(s + 2) (s + k)]

[(s + {J)(s + (J + 1) (s + (J + k - 1)] B
x 0

[(s + y)(s + I' + 1) ... (s + I' + k - 1)]
(k ~ 1). (179)
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Corresponding to the exponent s = 0, we thus obtain the solution

Y = Bo(t + ~ [et(et + 1)' .. (et + k - 1)][P(P + 1)'" (P + k - 1)] xk}.

~ [1 . 2 ... k][y(y + 1) ... (y + k - 1)]

(180)

The coefficient ofBoin (180) is written as F(et, P; y; x), and the series is known
as the hypergeometric series or function,

F(et,P;y;x) = 1 + et· P X + et(et + I)P(P + 1) x2 + .... (181)
1 . y 1 . 2 . y(y + 1)

It is found that the series (l81) converges in the intervallxl < 1 and
also that, when x = +1, the series converges only if y - IX - f1 > 0 and,
when x = -1, the series converges only if y - IX - f1 + 1 > O.

It may be noticed that if et = 1 and p = y, the series becomes the
elementary geometric series

(Ixl < 1).

F(I, P; P; x) = 1 + x + x2 + ... + xn + ...
1

1 - x
(182)

It is seen also that because of the symmetry in et and p, these parameters are
interchangeable,

F(et, p; y; x) = F(P, et; y; x). (183)

The solution (181) does not exist (in general) when y is zero or a negative integer.
Corresponding to the exponent s = 1 - y, we obtain the solution

y = B. x'-Y {I +! [(" - y + 1)(" - Y + 2) ... (" - y + k)]
k=l [1'2'''k]

X
[(P - y + 1)(P - y + 2) ... (P - y + k)] xk} . (184)

[(2 - y)(3 - y) ... (k + 1 - y)]

The series in braces in (184) is seen to differ from that in (I 80) only in that et, P,
and y in (180) are replaced by (rx - y + 1), (P - y + 1) and (2 - y), respec
tively, in (184). Hence (184) can be written in the form

y = Box1
- Y F(et - Y + 1, P- y + 1; 2 - y; x). (185)

The solution (185) does not exist (in general) when y is a positive integer greater
than unity. When y = 1, the solution (185) becomes identical with (181).
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Thus, if Y is not zero or an integer, the general solution of (175) can be
expressed in the form

y = c1 F«(1"P;Y;x) + C2 X
1
-" F«(1, - y + 1, P - y + 1; 2 - y; x), (186)

when Ixl < 1. The exceptional cases can be discussed by the methods of
Section 4.5.

Many elementary functions are expressible in terms of the hypergeometric
function (181). In particular, the following examples may be given:

(1 - x)-« = F«(1" p; p; x),

(1 + x) - k + (l - x) - k = 2F (~ , k + 1 ;! ; x2) ,

2 2 2

[1 +Vl - xr' = 2-' F(~, k~ 1 ; k + 1; x),
log (1 - x) = x F(I, 1; 2; x),

1+ x (1 3 2)log = 2x F -, 1; - ; x .
1 - x 2 2

4.14. Series solutions valid for large values of x. In the preceding
sections we have considered series solutions valid in an interval centered at
the point x = 0, and have noticed that if solutions valid near a point x = Xo
were desired, such solutions could be conveniently obtained by first replacing
x - Xo by a new independent variable t and then seeking series solutions of
the form

L A ntn+8 = L An(x - xo)n+8

from the new equation. In such cases, the point x = xo, naturally should be
not worse than a regular singular point.

Thus, if series solutions of Bessel's equation of order zero in powers of
x-I were required, we could set t = x-I and thus transform that
equation to the form

d2y dy
(l + t) dt2 + dt + (l + t) Y = O.

Since the point t = 0 is an ordinary point, two solutions of the formL Antn

can be obtained and rewritten finally in the desired formLAn(x - l)n.

In order to investigate the behavior of solutions for large values of x, we
are led to the possibility of replacing Ilx by a new independent variable t, and
then of studying the behavior of solutions of the new equation for small values
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(187)

(188)becomes

of t~ since t -+ 0 as Ixl -+ 00. If the new equation has the point t = 0 as an

ordinary point~ we obtain two solutions of the formL Antn = L An.rn~

whereas for a regularsingularpointatleastonesolutionLAntn+. = LAn.rn-8

is obtained.
With the substitution x = Ilt~ the equation

tP~ + alex) dy + a2(x) Y = 0
dx dx

d
2

y+ .! [2t _ al(!)J dy +1 a2 (!)y = o.
dt2 t2 t dt t4 t

If the point t = 0 is an ordinary point (or a singular point) of (188), it is
conventional to say that "the point x = 00 is an ordinary point (or a singular
point) of (I87)." The use of such a phrase is motivated by the fact that if t = 0
is an ordinary point (or regular singular point) of (188)~ then (187) possesses

solutions of the formL Anx-n (orLAn.rn-.).

Equation (188) shows that in order that x = 00 be an ordinary point of
(187), the functions

(189)

must be regular at t = 0, whereas in order that x = 00 be a regular singular
point of (187), the functions

(190)

must be regular at t = O.
To illustrate, we notice that if al and a2 are constants in (187), the point

x = 00 is an irregular singular point unless al = a2 = 0, since the functions
alit and ~/t2 are not regular at t = O.

Bessel's equation (63) also has an irregular singular point at x = 00, since
the function

is not regular at t = O. Thus, Bessel's equation has x = 0 as a regular singular
point and x = 00 as an irregular singular point. All other points are ordinary.

Legendre's equation (149), however~ has a regular singular point at x = co,
since

! a
l
(!) = 2 and.! Q

2
(!) = pep + 1)

ttl - t2 t2 t t2 - 1
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(191)

(193)

(192)

are regular at t = 0, whereas the functions (189) are not regular at t = 0.
Thus, it is seen that Legendre's equation has regular singular points at
x = ± 1 and at x = 00 and ordinary points elsewhere.

The expansion of Qn(x) in inverse powers of x can be expressed in terms
of a hypergeometric series in the form

n!Y; (n + 1 n+ 1 n+ 3 1)
Qn(x) = (n + 1)! (2x)n+l F 2' 2 ; 2 ; x2 .

For the hypergeometric equation (175) we find that x = 00 is an ordinary
point only if either ~ = 0, {3 = 1 or C( = 1, {3 = 0, and is a regular singular
point otherwise. Thus, except for the cases noted, the hypergeometric equation
has regular singular points at x = 0, x = 1, and x = 00 and ordinary points
elsewhere. The general solution, valid when Ixl > 1, is of the form

y = Cl X-. F( (It, (It - y + 1; (It - fJ + 1; ~)

+ c. x-I F(fJ, fJ - y + 1; fJ - (It + 1;;),
provided that {3 - ~ is nonintegral. (See Problem 52.)

If, in the hypergeometric equation (175), we replace x by a new independent
variable xj{3, we obtain the equation

( x) d
2
y [ xJ dyx 1 - - - + (y - x) - (1 + C() - - - C(y = 0,

{3 dx2 {3 dx

which has regular singular points at x = 0, x = {3, and x = 00, and whose
general solution, when Ixl < 1, is given by (l86) with x replaced by x/{3. Ifnow
we let {3~ 00, Equation (191) formally becomes

d2y dy
x - + (y - x) - - C(y = 0.

dx2 dx

In the transition from (191) to (192), we have moved the singular point at
x = (3 in (191) into coincidence or "confluence" with the second singular point
at x = 00. For this reason, (192) is known as the confluent hypergeometric
equation. This equation is a special case of (52), as was pointed out at the end
of Section 4.7. It is of interest to notice that x = 00 is an irregular singular
point of (192), formed by the confluence of two originally distinct regular
singular points.

In cases where x = 00 is an irregular singular point, it is frequently possible
to obtain series of the type

00 A
y(x)~ ef'Z 2 k:"

k=OX
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(194)

(196)

(199)

(197)

(195)

(198)

such that formal substitution of the series into the differential equation reduces
the equation to an identity. However, the series so obtained generally do not
converge for any finite values of x. Still, they generally do have the property
that if a finite number, N, of terms is retained, the sum, S.v(x), of these terms
approximates a solution y(x) in such a way that not only the difference
y(x) - SN(X) but also the product xN(y(x) - SN(X)] approaches zero as
Ixl --+- 00. Such series, called asymptotic expansions of a solution y(x), are of
use not only in studying the nature of solutions for large values of Ixl but also
in actually calculating values of such solutions to within a predictable accuracy.
The reason is that in such cases the error associated with calculating y(x) by
using N terms is of the order of magnitude of the next following (neglected)
term, provided that that term is numerically smaller than the last term retained.
[This, of course, is not a general property of all divergent (or convergent)
series.] Although this error eventually increases without limit as N increases,
the first few successive terms frequently decrease rapidly in magnitude when x
is large, so that it may be possible to stop with a term preceding a term of the
order of magnitude of the tolerable error. *

The asymptotic approximations given in Equations (105-I07) for the
Bessel functions represent in each case the leading term of asymptotic expan·
sions of this sort, which may be listed as follows:

J;(x)~J:x [U;(X) cos (x - ~ - ~)

- V;(x) sin (x - ~ - ~)J.

Y;(x)~J:x [U;(X) sin (x - ~ - ~)

+ V;(x) cos (x - ~ - ~)J.
H~)(x) ~J2 [U;(x) + j V;(x)] ei(·-r-';'),

l7X

H~21(x)~J2 [Uix) - j V;(x)] e -'('-r-'~?
l7X

eZ

It)(x) "-I~ Wt)(x),
217X

e- z

Kt)(x) "-I 12 Wi -X),

~:x
17

• For further information on asymptotic expansions, see H. Jeffreys and B. S. Jeffreys,
Methods of Mathematical Physics, Chap. 17, Cambridge University Press, London, 1956.
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where the asymptotic series for Up, Vp, and Wp are of the form

(4p2 _ 12)(4p2 - 32)
U (x) = 1 - ..;......;;...------:......:......:;..-------:...

1J 2! (8X)2

(4p2 - J2)(4p2 - 32)(4p2 - 52)(4p2 - 72
) (200)

+ 4! (8X)4

4p2 _ 12 (4p2 _ 12)(4p2 - 32)(4p2 - 52)
Vix) = 1! 8x - 3! (8X)3 + ... , (201)

W1J(x) = U1J{ix) - iV1J(ix)

4p2 - 12 (4p2 - 12)(4p2 - 32)

= 1 - 1! 8x + 2! (8X)2 - . • . . (202)

These expansions are frequently useful in the solution of problems involving
Bessel functions of large argument, when the accuracy afforded by the leading
term is insufficient or subject to question.

Asymptotic series, as defined above, are sometimes also called semi
convergent series.
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PROBLEMS

Section 4.1

1. Determine the interval ofconvergence for each of thefollowing series, including
consideration of the behavior of the series at each end point:

~ 2"x"
(a) L.. Ii! ,

n=O

~ (x - 1)2"
(c) ~ (-1)" 3"n '

n=l

~ x"
(e) ~ n"'

n=l

00

2: (n - ct)!
(g) , r (x - a)",n. ct.

n=l

00 1

(i) 2: n x"'
n=l

2. Show that

00

(b) 2: (-1)" n(x ; 1)" ,

n=l

2:00 k(k + 1) ... (k + n - 1)
(d) , xn,

n.
n=l

00

(f) 2: n" x",
n=l

X x2 x" e(J1X
(a) eZ = 1 + - + - + ... + - + x"H

I! 2! n! (n + I)! '

x2 x 4 x2m cos (0.x)
(b) cos x = 1 - - + - - ... + (_1)m-- + ( _1)m+! x2m+2

2! 4! (2m)! (2m + 2)! '
where 0 < 01 2 < 1.

t

Section 4.2

3. Obtain the general solution of each of the following differential equations in
terms of Maclaurin series:

d2y
(a) dx2 = xy,

d 2y dy
(c) X dx2 - dx - 4x3y = o.

d2y dy
(b) dx2 + x dx - Y = 0,
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4. For each of the following differential equations, obtain the most general

solution which is of the form y = LA](Xk:

d~ d~
(a) dx2 + Y = 0, (b) dx2 - (x - 3) Y = 0,

(c) (1 - ~ x') Z+ x ;;; - y ~ 0, (d) x'Z-;;; + y ~ O.
tPy dy

(e) (x2 + x) dx2 - (x2 - 2) dx - (x + 2) Y = 0,

tPy dy
(f) x2 dr - dx = 0.

Obtain three nonvanishing terms in each infinite series involved.

Section 4.3

5. (a-f) Locate and classify the singular points of the differential equations of
Problem 4.

Section 4.4

6. Use the method of Frobenius to obtain the general solution of each of the
following differential equations, valid near x = 0:

tPy dy
(a) 2x cJx2 + (1 - 2x) dx - Y = 0,

d2y dy ( 1)
(b) r dx2 + x dx + x2

- 4. y = 0,

d2y dy
(c) x dr + 2 dx + xy = 0,

tPy dy
(d) x(l - x) dx2 - 2 dx + 2y = 0.

7. Use the method of Frobenius to obtain the general solution of each of the
following differential equations, valid near x = 0:

d2y dy
(a) x2 cJx2 - 2x dx + (2 - x2) Y = 0,

d2y dy
(b) (x - 1) dx2 - x dx + Y = 0,

d2y dy
(c) x cJx2 - dx + 4ry = 0,

d2y dy
(d) (1 - cos x) cJx2 - dx sin x + y = O.

Obtain three nonvanishing terms in each infinite series of parts (a-c). In part (d),
obtain two such terms in each series.
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8. Find the general solution of the differential equation

tJ2y dy
x dx2 + (c - x) dx - ay = 0,

valid near x = 0, assuming that c is nonintegraI. The solution which is regular at
x = 0 and which is unity at that point is called the co'!fluent hypergeometric
function and is usually denoted by M(a, c; x). Show then that if cis nonintegral, the
general solution is of the form

y = c1 M(a, c; x) + C2 x1- C M(l + a - c, 2 - c; x).

9. (a) Show that the equation

tJ2y dy
x

dX2
+

dx
-y=0

possesses equal exponents Sl = S2 = 0 at x = o.
(b) Obtain the regular solution, and denote by Ul(X) the result of setting the

leading coefficient Ao equal to unity.
(c) Assume a second solution of the form

Y2(X) = C Ul(X) log x + v(x),

where C =f= 0, and show that vex) must satisfy the equation

d2v dv dUl
x dx2 + dx - v = -2C dx .

(d) Obtain one solution of this equation in the form

co co

v(x) = 2: BicXk +82 = 2: BicXk
,

k=O k=O

showing that C and Boare arbitrary, but taking C = 1 and Bo = 0 for convenience.
Hence obtain the general solution of the original equation in the form

y = Cl Ul(X) + C2[Ul(X) log x + v(x)].

10. (a) Show that the equation
tJ2y

x
dx2

-y=0

possesses exponents Sl = 1 and S2 = 0 at x = o.
(b) Obtain the regular solution, corresponding to Sl = 1, and denote by

Ul(X) the result of setting the leading coefficient equal to unity.
(c) Assume a second solution in the form

Y2(X) = C u1(x) log x + v(x) ,

where C =f= 0, and show that vex) must satisfy the equation

d
2
v (Ul dUl)

X dx2 - V = C x - 2 dx .
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(d) Obtain one solution of this equation in the form
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co co

vex) = L: B~k+8a = L: Bkxk,
k=O k=O

showing that C and B1 are arbitrary, but taking C = 1 and B1 = -1 for conven
ience. Hence obtain the general solution of the original equation in the form

y = Cl Ul(X) + CJUl(X) log x + v(x)].

11. (a) Show that a particular solution of the nonhomogeneous linear differ
ential equation

tJ2y dy
x2(l + R1x + ...) dx2 + x(Po + PIX + ...)dx

+ (Qo + QIX + ...) y = xf'(do + d1x + ...),
where r is any constant, and where all series converge in some interval about
X = 0 or terminate, can be obtained in the form

co

y = xr(Ao + A1x + ...) = L: Akxk+r,
k=O

if neither of the exponents Sl and S2' for which

S2 + (Po - l)s + Qo = 0,

equals r or exceeds r by a positive integer.
(b) For an equation of the form

tJ2y dy
(1 + alx + ...) tJx2 + (bo + b1x + ...) dx

+ (co + CIX + ...)y = do + d1x + ... ,
which hence possesses an ordinary point at x = 0 and a regular right-hand member,
deduce the existence of a particular solution of the form

co

y = vex) = x2(Ao + A1x + ...) = L: Akxk+2•
k=O

[If the equation is written in the form y" + aIY' + a2.Y = xr-2d, the
series solutions will converge at least inside the largest interval in which the
series representing the resultant functions xal' x2a2' and d would all converge. In
the exceptional cases noted in part (a), logarithmic terms may be involved.]

12. Determine a particular solution of each of the following equations, in the
form of a series valid near x = 0, by the method of Problem 11. In each case,
obtain four nonvanishing terms.

tJ2y
(a) dx2 +Y = ex,

d2y
(c) X dx2 - Y = x,

tJ2y
(b) dx2 + xy = 1,

tJ2y ex
(d) r dx2 + Y = yx·
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Sections 4.5 and 4.6

13. Obtain the general solution of the equation

tJ2y dy
x tJx2 + dx - Y = 0

by the method of Section 4.5. (Compare Problem 9.)

14. Obtain the general solution of the equation

tJ2y
x

tJx2
-y=O

by the method of Section 4.5. (Compare Problem 10.)

15. Obtain the general solution of the equation of Problem 8 when a = c = 1
by the methods of Section 4.5.

16. Obtain the general solution of the equation of Problem 8 when a = 1 and
c = 0 by the methods of Section 4.5.

Section 4.7

17. The differential equation

tJ2y dy
x dr+ (1 - x) dx + ny = 0

is known as Laguerre's equation.
(a) Verify that this equation is a special case of (52), with M = 1, and show

that the exponents at x = 0 are both zero.
(b) Obtain the regular solution in the form

_ [ ~ _ kn(n - 1)(n - 2) ... (n - k + 1) k]
Yl(X) - Bo 1 +~ ( 1) (k!)2 X •

k=l

(c) Show that this solution is a polynomial of degree n when n is a non
negative integer, and verify that the choice Bo = 1 leads to the Laguerre polynomial
ofdegree n, with the definition

L.(x) - I - (;) ;! + (;) ; - ... + (~7)" ·
where (;) represents the binomial coefficient n!/[(n - k)! kilo

18. The differential equation

d2y dy
- - 2x - + 2nlJ = 0dr dx ..,

is known as Hermite's equation. Verify that this equation is a special case of (52),
with M = 2, and obtain the general solution in the form

y(x) = Cl Ul(X) + c2 U2(X)
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where
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n X 2 n(n - 2) x 4 n{n - 2Xn - 4) x6

Ul(X) = I -II! + I· 3 2! - 1 . 3 . 53! + ...
and

n - 1 r (n - 1)(n - 3) xii (n - l)(n - 3Xn - 5) x1

u.J..x) = X - 3 I! + 3 .52! - 3 . 5 . 7 3! + ....
[Hence verify that the solution Ul(X) is a polynomial of degree n when n is a positive
even integer or zero, whereas U2(X) is a polynomial of degree n when n is a positive
odd integer. Certain multiples of these polynomials are called Hermite polynomials.]

Section 4.8

19. Evaluate the following quantities, from the series definitions, to three-place
accuracy:

(a) J1(0.3), (b) Yo(0.2), (c) JO•15(0.2),

(d) 12(1), (e) H~l)(0.2), (f) J1(0.5).

20. Find the general solution of the simultaneous equations

dx
y + t dt = 0

dy
dt - Ix = O.

21. By making an appropriate change of variables, obtain the general solution
of the differential equation

tPy dy
(Ax + B) dx2 + A dx + A2(Ax + B)y = O.

Section 4.9

22. Use Equations (IOI-J07) to evaluate the following limits:

(a) lim X1/3 J_1/3(X), (b) lim x Y1(x),
x-o x-o

(c) lim x 2 K2(x),
x-o

23. Prove from the series definition that

(d) lim Jn~) ,
x-o X

d
dx [x-P J%>(<Xx)] = -<XX-v J-p+l(<XX)'

24. By using Equations (108) and (l09), together with integration by parts,
deduce the following reduction formulas:

(a) I x m In(x) dx = x m In+l(X) - (m - n - 1)I x m - 1 In+l(X) dx,

(b) I x m In(x) dx = -xm In-l(X) + (m + n - 1)I x m- 1 In_1(x) dx.
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[Notice that the first reduction eventually yields a closed form, by iteration, when
m - n is an odd positive integer, whereas the second reduction does so when
m + n is an odd positive integer. When m and n are both even or both odd integers,
appropriate use of one or both of the reductions will yield the sum of a closed
form and a multiple of the integral f Jo(x) dx. Whereas this integral cannot be

further simplified, the function f: Jo(t) dt is a tabulated function.]

25. Use the results of Problem 24 to deduce the following formulas:

(c) f rJo(x) dx = rJ1(x) - 2x2J2(X) + C,

(d) f x6 J1(x) dx = x 6 J2(x) - 4x5 Js(x) + 8x4 Jix) + C,

(e) fJs(x) dx = -J2(x) - ~ J1(x) + C,

(f) f x J1(x) dx = -x Jo(x) + fJo(x) dx + C,

(g) fX-I J1(x) dx = -J1(x) + fJo(x) dx + C,

(h) fJ2(x) dx = -2J1(x) + fJo(x) dx + C.

26. Establish the relation

21"/2Jo(x) = - cos (x sin 8) d8
1r 0

by verifying that the right-hand member satisfies Bessel's equation of order zero and
investigating its value when x = O. (The other Bessel functions have similar integral
representations. See Problem 27, below, and Problem 45 of Chapter 5.)

27. (a) Deduce from Problem 26 that

21"/2J1(x) = - sin (x sin 0) sin 0 dO.
1r 0

(b) By integrating the right-hand member of this relation by parts, show that

1 21"/2- J1(x) = - cos (x sin 0) cos2 0 dO.
x 1r 0
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(c) Deduce from Problems 26 and 27(b) that

21,"11.
J2(x) = - cos (x sin 8) cos 28 dO.

1r 0
28. Establish the relation

x (1) 00

e2 ' -;: = ~ rnJn(x)

n=-oo
by first considering the expansion
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e~re -:., = [i (Xr(!2)i] [i (_I)' (X~)'] ~ i i (-l)k (X:~~~'ri-',
j=O ) k=O j=O k=O }

replacing j by n + k, where n is a new index of summation, and then identifying the

coefficient of rn in the resultant series. [The function e~(' - nis known as the gen
erating function for In(x).]

29. (a) Use Abefs formula, Equation (65) of Chapter 1, to show that the
Wronskian of any two solutions of Bessel's equation (63) or of the modified
equation (93) is always of the form A/x, where A is an appropriate constant.

(b) From this result deduce that

and, by considering the limiting form as x -- 0, show that C = 2/1r and hence

2
J 1J(x) Y;(x) - Yix)J~(x) = -.

1rX

(c) In a similar way, show that

1

x

[Make use of Equation (59), Chapter 2.]

30. Use the result of Problem 29(b), and the methods of Section 1.9, to obtain
the general solution of the equation

d2y dy
x2 - + x- + (x2 - p2)y = xf(x)

dx2 dx
in the form
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Section 4.10

31. Obtain the general solution of each of the following equations in terms of
Bessel functions or, if possible, in terms of elementary functions:

d2y dy
(a) x - - 3 - + xy = 0

dx2 dx '

d2y dy
(b) x dr - dx + 4x3y = 0,

d2y dy ( 1)(c) x 2
- + X - - x 2 + - Y = 0
dx2 dx 4 '

d2
y (dY )(d) x dr + (2x + 1) dx + Y = 0,

d2y dy
(e) x dx2 - dx - xy = 0,

d2y
(f) x4 dr + a2y = 0,

d 2y
(g) dx2 - x2y = 0,

d2y dy
(h) X dx2 + (l + 2x) dx + Y = 0,

d2y dy
(i) x dr + (l + 4r) dx + x(S + 4x2)y = O.

32. Show that for the differential equation

d2y dy
x dx2 + 3 dx + 4xy = 0

the condition y(O) = 1 determines a unique solution, and hence that y'(O) cannot
also be prescribed. Determine this solution.

33. Find the most general solution of the equation

d2y dy
x 2 dx2 + x dx + (x2

- l)y = 0

for which
lim 27TX y(x) = P,
x-o

where P is a given constant.

34. The differential equation for small deflections of a rotating string is of the
form

d ( dY )dx T dx + pw
2y = O.
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Obtain the general solution of this equation under the following assumptions:

(a) T = ToX", P = poX"; To = L2pOw2.

(b) T = ToX", p = Po, n =1= 2; To = L2pow2.

(c) T = TeX2
, P = Po; To = 4poco2•
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Section 4.11

35. From the series definitions (137) and t138), and the definition (134), calculate
the value of each of the following quantities to four significant figures:

(a) ber 1, (b) hei 1,

36. Establish the following relations, assuming that ;3/2 = e31ri / 4 :

(a) her' x + i hei' x = _;3/2/1(;3/2 x) = Ml(x) ei [61(x)-1r/4l,

v2
(b) herl x = 2 (her' x - hei' x),

v'2
(c) heil x = 2 (ber' x + hei' x).

37. (a) Use Equations (133) and (107) to obtain the results

eX,V2
her2> x ....., v' cos rpp'

211X

as x -+ 00, where

X 11 P'"
rp =--:--+-.

p v'2 8 2

(b) Use Equations (139) and (107) to obtain the results

e-x/ V2
kerp x....., )2 cos VJp,

-x
1T

as x- 00, where

e- x/ V2
keip x ....., - )2 sin VJp,

-x
11

X 11 P'"
VJ =---=+-+-.

p v'2 8 2

38. (a) Show that Equation (131) can he put into the form

:"<Xy') ~ (~ + iX)Y'
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(b) Noticing that this equation is satisfied by the complex function y =

berp x + i beip x, deduce the results

d be~x
dx (x ber~ x) = -x beip x + r x '

d beipx
d-(xbei~x) =xberpx +p2
x x

(c) Show similarly that the functions kerp x and keip x satisfy completely
analogous equations.

Section 4.12

39. Determine particular solutions of the partial differential equation

_.1_ ~ (sin (J au) + ~ (r2 au) = 0
sm (J (J(J (J(J ar or

of the form U(r,(J) = r n y«(J), where n is a constant and y is independent of r.

40. (a) Use Equations (157) and (159) to obtain an expression for Pn(x) in
descending powers of x in the form

_ (2n - 1)(2n - 3) ... 3 . 1 [ n n(n - 1) n-2

Pn(x) - n! x - 2(l)(2n _ I) x

+ n(n - I)(n - 2)(n - 3) xn- 4 - •••J
22(1 . 2)(2n - I )(2n - 3) .

(b) Verify that the coefficient of X n- 2k in the expression for Pn(x) is

(2n - 2k)!
Cnk = (-I)k 2nk! (n - k)! (n - 2k)! '

where k may vary from 0 to n/2 or (n - 1)/2, according as n is even or odd.

41. (a) Use the binomial expansion to obtain the result

L:
n

n!
(x2 - I)n = (-I)k X 2n- 2k •

k! (n - k)!
k=O

(b) Hence show that, with the notation of Problem 40(b),

dn N
- (x2 - l)n = 2nn' ~ C xn- 2k = 2nn' P (x)dxn •~ nk • n ,

k=O

where N = n/2 or (n - 1)/2, according as n is even or odd. [This establishes
Rodrigues' formula (168).]

42. Establish the relation
<Xl

(1 - 2rx + r 2)-1/2 = L: rnpn(x)
n=O

( lxi, Irl < I)
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by first obtaining the binomial expansion

r 1 ·3
[l - r(2x - r):I1/2 = 1 + 2(2x - r) + 222! r2 (2x - r)2 + ...

1 ·3 ... (2n - 3)
+ 2n~l(n _ I)! r n- 1 (2x - r)n-l

1 ·3 ... (2n - 1)+ rn (2x - r)n + ...
2n , 'n.
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then picking out the coefficient of r n in this expression, and using the result of
Problem 4O(a). [Show that the coefficient of r1. in (2x - r)m is

m(m - 1) •.. (m - k)
(_I~ ~~m~

k!

when k ;;::: 1and is (2x)m when k = 0, and notice that no terms beyond those written
can involve rn. The function (1 - 2rx + r2)-1/2 is called the generating function for
Pn(x).]

43. (a) Show that the substitution t = 1 - x transforms Legendre's equation to
the form

cJ2y dy
1(2 - t) - + 2(1 - 1) - + p(p + I)y = 0

~2 ~ ,

that this equation has one solution regular at 1 = 0, with exponent zero, and that
all other solutions become logarithmically infinite at t = O.

(b) Determine the regular solution, and hence show that the solution
Pp(x) of Legendre's equation which is finite at x = 1 and which is unity at that point
is given by

00

Pp(x) = 1 + 2: [(p + l)(p + 2) ... (p + k)]
k=1

(1 - X)k
x [( -p)(1 - p) ... (k - 1 - p)] 2k(k!)2

near x = I.
(c) Verify that this result is in accordance with Equations (158) when

p = 0, 1, and 2 by writing out the terms in the series.

Section 4.13

44. (a) Show that the change in variables x = 1 - t transforms the hyper
geometric equation (175) to the form

d7 dy
t(l - t) dt2 + [(et + f3 - y + I) - (et + f3 + 1)1] dt - etf3y = O.
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(b) By comparing the coefficients in this equation with those in Equation
(175), deduce that the general solution of (175) can be written in the form

y = Cl F(a.., {J; a.. + (J - y + 1; 1 - x)

+ C2 xy-a.-{J F(y - {J, y - a..; 1 - a.. - (J + y; I - x)

near the second singular point at x = 1, if a.. + (J - y is nonintegraI.

45. (a) Show that Jacobi's equation,

tPy dy
x(l - x) dr + [a - (l + b)x] dx + n(b + n)y = 0,

is a hypergeometric equation.
(b) Deduce that the general solution, near x = 0, can be expressed in the

form

y = C1 F(n + b, -n; a; x) + C2 xI-a F(n + b - a + 1, 1 - n - a; 2 - a; x),

if a is nonintegral.

46. Show that a solution of Jacobi's equation (Problem 45) which is regular at
x = 0 can be written in the explicit form

(n + b)n x (n + b)(n + b + I)n(n - I) r
I n(a,b,x)=I- -1'+ (1) 2'+""a. aa+ .

if a is not zero or a negative integer, where

In(a, b, x) = F(n + b, -n; a; x).

(Notice that this solution is a polynomial of degree n when n is a positive integer or
zero.)

Section 4.14

47. Show that the following differential equations each have an ordinary point
at x = 00 and in each case obtain two independent solutions expressed in the

form y = 2: Ak.rk:

d2y dy
(a) r dr + (l + 2x) dx = 0,

d2y dy
(b) x 4

- + 2r - + y = O.
dx2 dx

48. (a) Show that the differential equation

d 2y
x 4 _+y=0

dr

has a regular singular point at x = 00 and obtain two independent solutions

directly in the form y = 2: Akx-k - s •

(b) Obtain the same solutions by first making the change in variables
x = 1ft.
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49. Verify that the substitution x = 1/t transforms the hypergeometric equation
(175) to the form

d2y dy tXf3
t(1 - t) - + [(1 - tX - (1) - (2 - y)t] - + - Y = 0

dt2 dt t '

and that this equation possesses a regular singular point at t = 0 unless tXf3 = 0
and tX + {1 = 1, in which case t = 0 is an ordinary point.

SO. Show that the exponents of the differential equation obtained in Problem 49
are IX and (1 at t = 0 and deduce that the transformed equation possesses solutions
of the forms ta. u(t) and t fJ v(t), where u(t) and v(t) are regular at t = 0, unless tX

and (1 are equal or differ by an integer.

51. Verify that the substitution y = ta.u(t) transforms the equation of Problem
49 to the form

~u ~
t(1 - t) dt2 + [(I + tX - (1) - (21X - Y + 2)t] dt - 1X(1 + tX - y)u = o.

52. Show that the equation obtained in Problem 51 is of the form of (175) if
f3 is replaced by 1 + IX - Y and y is replaced by 1 + IX - (3 in (175), and hence
deduce that the functions

x-IJ F(fJ. 1 + fJ - y; 1 -" + fJ; ~)

are independent solutions of the hypergeometric equation (175) for large values of
x unless either tX and {1 differ by an integer, in which case one of these expressions is
undefined, or tX = (1, in which case the two expressions are identical.

53. Use Equations (194) and (195) to verify the three-place values

(a) Jo(lO) = -0.246, (b) Yo(10) = 0.056.

54. Show that the relations (194-199) are equalities for p = i.
55. Assume as a formal solution of the modified Bessel equation of order zero,

~y 1 dy
-+---y=O
dx2 xdx '

an expression of the form
00

y'" erz 2 A,eX-<k+s)

k=O

and obtain the formal requirement

(r2 - l)AoX-S + [(r2 - I)A1 + r(1 - 2s)Aolx-S- 1

00

+2 [(r2 - I)A k +2 - r(1 + 2k + 2s)Ak +t + (k + s)2Ak ]x-S--k-2 = o.
k=O
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Hence deduce that, if Ao =f= 0, there must follow either

or

r = 1,

r = -1,

1
$=

2 '

1
$ =

2 '

(2k + 1)2
Ak +1 = 8(k + 1) Ak (k ~ 0)

(k ~ 0).

(x - 00).

Thus obtain the formal solutions

ez [ 1
2

1
2

• 3
2

]
Yl(X) ~ Cl v; 1 + 1! (8x) + 2! (8X)2 - ••.

e~ [ 12 12
• 32

]
!z{x)~ C2 v; 1 - l! (8x) + 2! (8X)2 - •..

[With Cl = 1/ V27T, C2 = v7T/2, these results are respectively the asymptotic (but
divergent) expansions of Io(x) and Ko(x), the first terms of which are given in Equa
tion (107). In accordance with the statement at the end of Section 4.14, retention of
only the first term would introduce an error of less than approximately 1 per cent
for values of x larger than about 12.]



CHAPTER 5

Boundary-Value Problems and
Characteristic-Function
Representations

5.1. Introduction. In many problems the solution of an ordinary
differential equation must satisfy certain conditions which are specified for
two or more values of the independent variable. Such problems are called
boundary-value problems, in distinction with initial-value problems, wherein all
conditions are specified at one point.

A condition or equation is said to be homogeneous if, when it is satisfied by
a particular function y(x), it is also satisfied by cy(x), where c is an arbitrary
constant. For example, the requirement that a function or one of its derivatives
(or some linear combination of the function and/or certain of its derivatives)
vanish at a point is a homogeneous condition. In the present chapter we are
mainly concerned with homogeneous linear differential equations and asso
ciated homogeneous boundary conditions.

In illustration, we may require a solution of a homogeneous linear equation
of second order, of the form

d2y dy
-2 + Ql(X) - + Q2(X) Y = 0
dx dx

which vanishes at the two points x = Q and x = b,

(1)

y(a) = 0, y(b) = O. (2)

Since the general solution of the differential equation is of the form

y = C1 Ul(X) + C2 ~(x),

187
(3)
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(4)

(5)

where Ul and ~ are linearly independent solutions and C1 and C2 are constants,
the boundary conditions constitute the requirements

c1 ut(a) + C2 ~(a) = 0 } .

Ct u1(b) + C2 ~(b) = 0

One solution of these equations is C1 = C2 = 0, leading to the trivial solution
y = O. If the determinant of the coefficients of C1 and C2 does not vanish, then
(by Cramer's rule) this is the only solution. Hence, in order that nontrivial
solutions exist, it is necessary that the determinant of coefficients vanish,

u1(a) uia)
= o.

u1(b) 14.(b)

If this condition exists, the two equations in (4) are in general equivalent and
one constant can be expressed as a multiple of the second by use of either
equation, the second constant then being arbitrary. Thus, if(5) is satisfied, the
second equation of (4) may be discarded and the first equation then gives
C2 ~(a) = -C1 uia). If we write C1 = C 14.(a), there follows c2 = -C u1(a),
and the solution (3) becomes

(6)
with C arbitrary.

It should be noticed that (6) is a nontrivial solution only if ul(a) and
u2(a) are not both zero. If ul(a) = u2(a) = 0, the first equation of (4) is the
trivial identity, and the second equation must be used to relate Cl and C2'

This process leads to a nontrivial solution of the form

y = C [u2(b) u1(x) - u1(b) U2(X)],

assuming that u1(b) and u2(b) are not also both zero. If u1(x) and U2(X)
should both vanish at x = a and at x = b, then (3) would satisfy (2) for
arbitrary values of both C1 and C2.

In many cases one or both of the coefficients a1(x) and a2(x) in (1), and
hence the solutions u1(x) and u2(x), depend upon a constant parameter Awhich
may take on various constant values in a particular discussion. In such cases
the determinant (5) may vanish for certain definite values of A, say A= Ab
~, .... For each such value of Aa solution of type (6), involving an arbitrary
multiplicative factor, is then obtained. Problems of this sort are known as
characteristic-value problems; the values of A for which nontrivial solutions
exist are called the characteristic values of A, and the corresponding solutions
(with convenient choices of the arbitrary multiplicative constants) are called
the characteristic functions of the problem. The terms "eigenvalues" and
"eigenfunctions" are also frequently used.
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In the remainder of this chapter we first consider certain examples of such
problems, and then establish and investigate certain rather general properties
ofcharacteristic functions which are extremely useful in a wide class of related
problems.

5.2. The rotating string. We consider the problem ofdetermining the form
assumed by a tightly stretched flexible string of length L and linear density p,
rotating with uniform angular velocity ro about its equilibrium position along
the x axis. It is assumed that the initial tension in the string is so large that

•
additional nonuniform stress introduced by the curvature of the string is
relatively negligible. Denoting the displacement from the axis of rotation by
y(x) and the uniform tensile force by T, and considering only small displace
ments and slopes, the condition of force equilibrium is of the form

TcP~ + pro2y = O.
dx

If we consider a small element of the deformed string, projecting into
the interval (x, x + Ax), the y component of the tensile force is given by

-T1 at the end (x,y) and by (T1) at the end (x + tl.x,y + tl.y),
x+.6.x

where s is arc length measured along the string. The differential resultant

force on the element is thus given by :x (T1) .6.x. If the distributed

external force, per unit distance along the string, in the y direction is
denoted by Y, then the requirement of differential force equilibrium is

d( JY)dx T ds tl.x + Y tl.s = O.

By dividing by tl.x, letting tl.x -- 0, and replacing Yin the present case by
the inertia force pro2y, we thus obtain the equation

dsd (TddsY) + pro2y = O.

For small slopes we have

(7)

d(· ..)

d(' ..) dx d(· ..)

ds ~)I +(tr ~ dx

With this approximation and the assumption of nearly uniform tensile
force, we obtain Equation (7).
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Restricting attention to the case of a string of uniform density, we define
the constant parameter

(8)

(9)

and write (7) in the form

d
2
y + Ay = O.

dx2

If one end of the string is attached to the axis of rotation at the point
x = 0, the end condition

y(O) = 0 (10)

must be satisfied. If the other end is also attached to the axis, the second end
condition is

y(L) = o. (IIa)

If, however, the second end is attached to a yielding support equivalent to an
elastic spring which exerts a restoring force proportional to its stretch, toward

the axis of rotation, the second end condition is of the form T dy = -ky,
where k is the "spring constant." With the abbreviation dx

T
oc=-

kL'

where oc is a dimensionless constant inversely proportional to the elastic
modulus of the spring support, this end condition can be written in the more
convenient form

ocL y'(L) = - y(L). (lib)

In the limiting case where <X = 0, Equation (II b) reduces to the condition of
fixity (lla); in the limiting case <X = 00, the end at x = L is not restrained
from motion normal to the axis of rotation, and we are led to the "free·end"
condition

y'(L) = O. (IIc)

In order that the hypothesis of nearly uniform tension be realized, it
must be supposed that the "free end" is, however, restricted from
appreciable movement in the direction of the axis of rotation.

The most general solution of Equation (9) satisfying (10) is of the form

y = C sin vI x. (12)

If the end x = L is fixed, the condition of (IIa) becomes

Csin v~ L = O. (13)
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Hence, nontrivial solutions of this problem exist only ifV~ has a value such
that

(Il = I, 2, ...). (14)

If these values of Aare ordered as AI, ~, •.. , An' ..• , with respect to their
magnitude, we can then write

(15)

where n is an integer. For each such value of A, the solution (12) can be written
in the form

y = C 9Jn(x),

(17)

(16)where ()
• n1TX

9Jn x = sm-.
L

It is clear that only positive integral values of n need be considered.
Thus the boundary-value problem consisting ofthe differential equation (9)

and the homogeneous boundary conditions (10) and (1Ia) has no solution other
than the trivial solution y - 0, unless A has one of the characteristic values
given by (15). Corresponding to each characteristic value of A, there exists a
characteristic function 9Jn(x), given by (16), such that any constant multiple of
this function is a solution of the problem.

Each characteristic value An corresponds to a definite value of the angular
velocity W (for given T and p), according to the notation of (8),

W n
= n

L
1T /T

p
,J ~ (n = 1, 2, ...).

These velocities are known as the critical speeds of the rotating string.
The present analysis indicates that for speeds smaller than WI'

O<W<~ fiL,J; ,
the only stable position of the string is its undeformed position along the axis
of rotation. However, if the speed is continuously increased until the first
critical speed is attained (w = WI), a possible new equilibrium form or
deflection mode

C
. x

y = sm1T-
L

may exist. Corresponding to the second critical speed (w = (1)2 = 2wI ) another
mode

y = C sin 21T~
L

may exist, and so on.
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It may be seen that only the shapes of the string modes are determined, the
amplitudes being apparently arbitrary. This indeterminacy is a result of the
approximations made in deriving the linearized formulation of the problem
and can be removed by a more nearly exact analysis of the true nonlinear
problem.

Thus, if use is made of the additional relation T: = To = constant,

which follows from the condition of force equilibrium in the x direction
(in the absence of external force components in that direction), the
tension T can be eliminated from the relation

d ( dY)- T- + pw2y = 0
ds ds

to yield the nonlinear equation

d
2
y JTo dx 2 + pw 2y 1 + (~r =0.

When p is constant, the appropriate solution of this equation can be
obtained by use of so-calIed elliptic integrals,* after which T is given by
the relation

If the end x = L is attached to the axis of rotation by an elastic spring, the
requirement that (12) satisfy (lIb) becomes

-oc~LcosvIL= sin ~L.

With the introduction of a dimensionless parameter p" of the form

p, = ~ L,
this condition can be written

(18)

tan p, = - ocp,. (19)

That there are an infinite number of values of p, which satisfy (19), for a given
value of oc, is readily seen if the two curves y = tan p, and y = - ocp, are plotted
together and the desired roots are recognized as the values of p, corresponding

• The integrals

F(k,9') = lfIJ d9' and E(k,9') = itT'VI - k 2 sin2 9' d9'
o V I - k 2 sin2 9' 0 '

where 0 < k < 1, are known as elliptic integrals of the first and second kind, respectively,
and are tabulated. For reductions expressing related integrals in terms of these integrals,
see P. Franklin, Treatise on Advanced Calculus, pp. 218-228, John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,
New York, 1940.
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to the intersections.* If we order the positive roots with respect to magnitude
as flb fl2' ••• , flm ••• , the corresponding characteristic values of A. are given
by

and the corresponding deflection modes are of the form

q:>n(x) = sin fln ~ •
L

Finally, the corresponding critical speeds are given by

(20)

(21)

(22)

In the limiting case oc = 00, when the end x = L is not restrained from
moving normal to the axis of rotation, Equation (19) gives

cos fl = 0,
2n -1

fln = 2 1T.

The characteristic values of A. are thus

(23)

A. = (2n - 1)2 1T
2

n 2 L2

with corresponding characteristic modes

(n = 1, 2, ...), (24)

. 2n - 1 x
q:>nCx) = SIn 1T - ,

2 L

and the critical speeds are given by

w. = 2n :; 1 ; J:.
(25)

(26)

5.3. The rotating shaft. We next consider the determination of the
possible deflection modes of an originally straight shaft of length L, rotating
with uniform angular velocity w about its equilibrium position along the x
axis. According to the elementary theory ofbending of beams, the deflection y

* Once approximate values of roots of transcendental equations such as (19) have been
obtained graphically, improved values often can be obtained by a "feedback" method, in
which an approximation is inserted in one side of the equality and the resultant equation is
then solved for the next approximation. Newton's method (see Section 7.10) is also useful.
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from the straight form is determined (approximately) by the differential
equation

d
2

(EI d
2y

) _ pw2y = 0, (27)
dx2 dx2

where E is Young's modulus, I is the moment ofinertia ofa cross section about
an axis perpendicular to the xy plane, and p is the linear density of the shaft
material.

If we consider the portion of the shaft to the left of an arbitrary cross
section (x positive to the right, .y positive upward), the influence of the right
hand portion of the shaft on the portion considered can be resolved into a

vertical shearingforce S and a bending
moment M. We choose the convention
that S is then positive downward and

M M is positive when counterclockwise
(see Figure 5.1). Thus, if the portion

1Y considered is to be in equilibrium, S
L must equal the algebraic sum of the

% actual upward forces (disLributed and
Figure 5.1 concentrated) acting to the left of the

section considered, and M must equal
the resultant clockwise moment, about the section chosen, of all forces acting
on the portion of the shaft to the left of the section. With these conventions,
there follows also

and

M = El
d2y

dx2

S = .!!... (EI d
2y

).
dx dx2

If we consider a small element of the shaft, in the interval (x, x + Llx),
and assume small deflections and slopes, the differential unbalanced vertical

dS
force acting on the element is given by - dx Llx and the differential

dM
unbalanced counterclockwise moment is dx Llx - S Llx. With the

distributed external load intensity (positive in the positive y direction)
denoted by Y(x) , the conditions of differential force and moment equi
librium become

(28)

(29)

dS
- - Llx + Y Llx = 0,

dx

and there follows
dM
-=S
dx '

dM
-Llx -SLlx =0
dx •

dS
- Y.

dx
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The elementary theory of bending leads to the approximate relationship
EI/R = M, where l/R is the curvature of the shaft and is approximated

by Zif the slope of the shaft is small. We thus obtain the relations (28)

and (29), in addition to the equation

= Y(x) ,

which reduces to (27) if Y is replaced by the inertia loading pro2y.

In addition to the differential equation (27), four boundary conditions
must be prescribed, two conditions being imposed at each end of the shaft.
Types of end conditions of particular interest are the following:

(1) Hinged end. In this case the lateral displacement y and the moment M
must vanish, at the end considered, giving the two conditions

(30a)Y = 0, El
d2y

= O.
dx2

(2) Fixed end. Here the displacement y and the slope : must vanish,

Y = 0, dy =0.
dx

(30b)

(3) Free end. If no moment or shearing force is applied at an end, there
follows

~(EI d
2y

) = O.
dx dx 2

(30c)

(4) Sliding clamped end. If one end of the shaft is constrained to retain

zero slope but is completely free to move in the y direction, the slope i. and
the shear S must vanish at that end, x

dy = 0
dx '

~(EI d
2y

) = O.
dx dx2

(3Od)

(5) Elastically supported end. If the motion of one end in the y direction is
partially restrained as by an elastic spring, with modulus k1, the magnitude of
the shearing force must be k 1 times the displacement,

d ( d
2y

)- EI-
2

= ±k1y·
dx dx

(30e)
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(30f)

(31)

If the change in slope of the end is also partially restrained as by a spring
system such that the restraining moment is proportional to the slope, the
second condition at that end is of the form

E/ d
2
y = ± k

2
dY •

dx2 dx

By taking the four possible combinations of the limiting forms of these
conditions when k1 and ks are zero or infinitely large, the four preceding cases
are attained. Thus k1 = CO, k2 = 0 gives (30a); k1 = k2 = co gives (30b);
k1 = k2 = 0 gives (30e); and k1 = 0, k2 = co gives (30<1).

We restrict attention to the case of a uniform shaft, for which EI and pare
constant, and introduce the constant parameter

pro2

A= EI .

The differential equation (27) then becomes

d4y
--Ay=O
dx4. '

(32)

with general solution of the form

y = Cl sinh {IIx + c2 cosh {IIx + Ca sin {IIx + c4. cos {l1 x. (33)

In the special case of a rotating shaft hinged at both ends, we take the origin
at one end of the shaft and impose the boundary conditions

y(O) = y"(O) = 0, y(L) = y"(L) = O. (34)

From the conditions at x = 0 we obtain

from which there follows
(35)

To simplify the notation in the remaining work, it is convenient to introduce
the dimensionless parameter p, where

p, = {I~ L, p,2 = ron) P • (36)
E/

Making use of (35) and (36), we then write (33) in the form

. h x + . xy = c1 Sill P, - ca Sill P - .
L L

(37)
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The last two conditions of (34) then become

C1 sinh p + Ca sin p = 0).
(38a~b)

Cl sinh p - ca sin p = 0

These equations are compatible only if the determinant ofcoefficients vanishes,

sinh p
sinhp

SIn P 2 . h' 0. =- Sin psmp=.
-smp

•
Since the value p = 0 leads to a trivial solution y = 0, the only permissible
values ofp which are of interest are the positive roots oftheequation sinp = 0,

Pn = n1T (n = 1, 2, ...). (39)

For such values of p, Equations (38a,b) require that

c1 = o. (40)

(41)

Hence the characteristic functions corresponding to permissible values Pn are
of the form y = Ca lpn(x), where

()
• n7TX

'Pn x = sin - .
L

These deflection modes are of the same form as the modes of a rotating
flexible string with fixed ends. The characteristic values of A. in the present case
are given by (36),

(42)

and the critical speeds are given by

W n = n~~Jf; (n = 1, 2, ...). (43)

The smallest critical speed corresponds to n = 1. Ifwe denote thisfundamental
critical speed by Q,

n = 11
2 JEI

L2 p'

then the nth critical speed is given by

W n = n2Q.

(44)

(45)

Thus, whereas Equation (17) shows that for a rotating string with fixed ends
the successive critical sPeeds increase in proportion to the integers, Equation
(45) shows that for a shaft hinged at both ends the speeds increase in proportion
to the squares of the integers.
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5.4. Buckling of long columns under axial loads. As a final example, we
next consider a long shaft or column subjected to an axial compressive force P
applied at an end and investigate possible modes of lateral deflection from the
initial equilibrium position along the x axis. The differential equation deter
mining the deflection y, according to the elementary theory, is then of the form

(46)

The bending moment M p at an arbitrary section x. due to a com
pressive force P applied in the negative x direction at the end x = L, is
given by P[y(L) - y(x»). Hence (see Section 5.3) the effect of the axial load
can be taken into account if a fictitious distributed lateral loading of
intensity

is introduced. If the actual distributed lateral load intensity is denoted by
Y(x), the differential equation governing lateral deflection of the column is
then

This equation reduces to (46) in the absence of distributed lateral loading.

The boundary conditions to be imposed depend upon the nature of the end
restraints, as was outlined in the preceding section.

Restricting attention to a uniform column, and writing

P
A==

Ef'
Equation (46) then becomes

with general solutio, of the form

y = Cl sin V~ x + C2 cos V~ X + CaX + C4'

(47)

(48)

(49)

In the special case when the two ends x = 0 and x = L are both hinged,
the conditions

y(O) = y"(O) = 0

at the end x = 0 give c2 + C4 = 0 and C2 = O. from which there follows

(50)
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and Equation (49) takes the form

y = c1 sin vfx + cax.
The conditions

y(L) = y"(L) = 0

199

(51)

at the end x = L then give

c1 sin VIL + caL = 0, C1 sin VfL = 0 (52)

so that nontrivial solutions of the problem exist only if sin VIL = 0 and
Ca = O. Thus the characteristic values of II. are of the form

(n = 1, 2, ...), (53)

and the corresponding characteristic functions are the deflection modes

()
. n1TX

'Pn x = sm-.
L

(54)

The values of the axial load P corresponding to these modes are known as the
critical buckling loads, and are given by (47) and (53) in the form

(n = 1, 2, ...). (55)

For axial loads smaller in magnitude than the smallest critical value

p =",2 EI
I L2 '

(56)

(57)

the column is stable only in its unbent position. That is, if the column is
artificially imparted a small amount of bending, it will tend to return to its
initial straight form. When P = PI' however, this theory predicts that under a
small disturbance it will assume a form

C . 1TX
Y = sm-,

L

known as the fundamental buckling mode. Although the linear theory does not
predict the amplitude C of the sinusoidal deformation, a more nearly exact
analysis shows that the amplitude will increase with a small increase in the
axial load P above the critical value PI' until bending failure of the column
occurs. The critical value (56) is known as the Euler load of a column hinged
at both ends.

In practice, failure is not caused entirely by bending except for very
long columns, and the structure may fail before the Euler load is attained.
However, the Euler load does give an upper limit of stability in the
undeformed position.
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The higher modes cannot be attained in practice unless additional con·
straints are introduced.

If the end x = 0 is hinged and the end x = L is fixed, we find, by imposing
the conditions

y(L) = y'(L) = 0

on Equation (51) and introducing the dimensionless parameter

,,=v'1L= JP L
r £1 '

that the critical loads are then of the form

where P,n is a positive solution of the transcendental equation

tan p, = p,.

The corresponding deflection modes are of the form

. x
sm fln-

L x
fPn(x) = -.--

slnp,n L

Since the smallest positive root of (60) is approximately

P,1 = 1.431T,

the Euler load in this case is approximately

2£1
Pi = 2.051T L2'

(58)

(59)

(60)

(61)

(62)

(63)

5.5. The method of Stodola and Vianello. A certain iterative procedure,
which often is useful for the approximate determination of the characteristic
numbers and functions of a boundary-value problem, is sometimes known as
the method of Stodola and Vianello. Before outlining the application of this
procedure to problems of a general type, we first illustrate the method by
considering a previously solved problem.

In the case of a rotating string fixed at its ends (Section 5.2), the boundary
value problem consisting of the differential equation

d2y
dx2 + Ay = 0

and the end conditions
yeO) = 0, y(L) = 0, (64)
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was found to have the characteristic values

201

(n = 1, 2, ...), (65)

with corresponding characteristic functions

. n7TX
qJn = sm--.

L
(66)

The method to be presented is a method of successive approximations leading
to approximate expressions for the smallest characteristic value and the corre
sponding characteristic function, although the method can be modified in such
a way that the higher modes are obtained.*

We first transpose the term involving A to the right in Equation (63), to
obtain

(67)

Next, we replace the unknown function Y on the right-hand side of (67) by a
conveniently chosen first approximationYl(x), It is preferable that this function
satisfy the prescribed end conditions although this is not necessary. The result
ing equation,

(68)

then can be solved directly and the two constants of integration can be deter
mined so that the solution satisfies the prescribed end conditions. It is clear
that the solution so obtained will contain the parameter A as a factor, and
hence can be written in the form

(69)

Now, if the originally assumed function Yl(X) were actually a characteristic
function of the problem, the function y(x) given by (69) would necessarily
become identical with the assumed function Yl(X) if Awere assigned the corre
sponding characteristic value. That is, the corresponding characteristic value
of Awould be given by the constant ratio Yl(X)!h(X).

Thus, if we take
1TX

Yl(X) = sin L '

• See Problem 32. Also see. for example, L. Beskin and R. M. Rosenberg. "Higher
Modes of Vibration by a Method of Sweeping," Journal of the Aeronautical Sciences,
Vol. 13, No. 11, pp. 597-604 (1946).
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the solution of (68) for which y(0) = y(L) = 0 is readily found to be

(70)

L2 'TTX

y(x) = A. 'TT2 sin L .

In order that Yl(X) = y(x), we must then have A = .,,2/L2, in accordance
with (65) and (66).

However, sinceY1(X) is generally not a characteristic function, the functions
Yl(X) andh(x) will in general not be in a constant ratio. Still, as will be shown
in a later section, if a convenient multiple ofhJx) is taken as a new approxima
tion Y2(X) and the process is repeated indefinitely, the ratio Yn(x)/fnCx) tends
toward a constant value over the interval (O,L) as the number n of cycles is
increased, and this constant value is exactly the smallest characteristic value AI'
Also, the successive functions Y1(X), Y2(X), ... ,Yn(x), converge to the corre
sponding characteristic function.

Successive estimates of the characteristic value Al may be obtained after
each cycle by requiring that the functionsYn(x) and y(x) = Afn(x) agree as well
as possible (in some sense) over the interval (O,L). In particular, a simple
procedure consists of determining A so that the integral, over (O,L), of the
difference between the functions be zero. Thus the nth approximation to the
smallest permissible value of A is given by

(L Yn(x)dx
A<n) _ ,,"="J0-;-- _

1 - SoL fnCx)dx .

To illustrate this procedure in the present problem, we choose as our first
approximation the function

Y1(X) = x(L - x),

which satisfies the end conditions (64). IfY is replaced by Y1(X) on the right
hand side of (67), there results

d2y- = A(X2 - Lx)
dx2 '

and the solution of this equation satisfying (64) is found by direct integration
in the form

If the integrals of Yl(X) and y(x) = Afix), over (O,L), are equated, there
follows

IJ IJ- = A-
6 60'
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from which the first approximation to the smallest characteristic value of A is

'll1) _ 10
11.1 - 2·

IJ

Comparison with the exact value 7T2/L2 = 9.870/L2 shows that the error is
about 1.3 per cent.

If now we take

as the initial approximation of the next cycle, we obtain

Y = Af2(X) = - ~ (x6
- 3Lx5 + 5JJx3

- 3L5x),
30

and Equation (70) gives the second approximation to AI'

A(2) _ 9.882
1 - L2 '

which differs from the exact value by about 0.12 per cent.
The procedure as illustrated in this problem applies without essential

modification to somewhat more involved boundary-value problems. Thus,
for example, we may have differential equations of the form

or

!!.-[P(X) dY] + Ar(x) Y = 0
dx dx

d
2

[ d
2

]-2 p(x) ---..l + Ar(x) Y = 0
dx dx2

(7Ja)

(71b)

with appropriate homogeneous end conditions. If the term involving A is
transposed to the right and if the factor y in its coefficient is then replaced by a
suitable approximationY1(x), the resultant differential equation can be solved
by direct integration for a new function of the form y = A/1(X) and the remain
ing procedure outlined above is directly applicable.

In place of using Equation (70) to determine successive approximations to
~, one may make use of either of the following formulas (see Section 5.9):

or

fb rex) [Yn(x)J2dxA(n) _ ~Il,,-- _

1 - f: r(x)fn(x) Yn(x) dx

fb r(x)fn(x) Yn(x) dxA(n) _ .;..:11:.:.:--- _

1 - f: rex) [fn(x)J 2dx .

(72a)

(72b)
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Either of these formulas will in general give a better approximation to the true
value of Ab the last form being in general the most accurate.* In illustration,
we list the results of using the three formulas to estimate L2A1 in the preceding
example.

n (70) (72a) (72b)

1 ooסס10.0 9.88235 9.87096
2 9.88235 9.86975
00 9.86960

The tabulated values of L2A1n) show that in this case only one approximation,
using (72b), is needed to obtain an approximate value of Al correct to within 2
parts in 10,000.

As a further application we investigate the Euler load of a column of
length L, so constructed that its bending stiffness factor El is of the form

x
EI(x) = C -,

L
(73)

where C is the maximum stiffness factor (at x = L). We suppose that both
ends of the column are hinged. Then the bending moment M(x) at a section x
is due entirely to the axial load P and is given by M = -Py(x). Hence, from
Equation (28) of Section 5.3, the relevant differential equation is of the form

(See also Problem 13.) If we introduce the dimensionless parameter

P!3#2=_
C

Equation (74) becomes

The end conditions are of the form

(74)

(75)

(76)

yeO) = 0, y(L) = O. (77)

• It can be shown that, in the general case of (71a) or (71 b), the result of using (72a)
in the nth cycle is comparable with the result of using (70) in the (2n)th cycle, while the
result of using (72b) in the nth cycle is comparable with that of using (70) in the (2n + 1)th
cycle. If the initial approximation is such that LYI = constant, these pairs ofapproximations
are respectively equal.
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According to Equation (130d) of Chapter 4, the general solution of (76) is
of the form

or

y = -/; Zl(2~Ji)

Y= c1-/; J1(2~Ji) + c.-r; Y1(2~Ji) .
Since, for small values of x, we have •

-r;J1(2~Ji) ~;iX '

the condition y(O) = 0 requires that

and the remaining condition y(L) = 0 requires that It be a solution of the
equation

(78)

A rounded value of the smallest positive root of this equation (see Appen
dix B) is

Itl = 1.916.

Correspondingly, the Euler load is given by

2C C
PI = Itl -2 = 3.670 2 ,

Jj Jj

and the fundamental buckling mode is given by

q{x) = -/; J1(3.832Ji).

(79)

(80)

(81)

To find an approximate value of It, we take as our first approximation the
function

From (76) we then have

from which there follows

Yl(X) = x(L - x). (82)

The condition

(83)

(84)
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then givest as a first approximationt

Itil> = 2,
leading to an approximation

BolUUillry-va/ue problems I chap. 5

(85)

p(l> = 4 C
1 13

for the Euler load. A second approximation gives

(86)

(87)

with

If the condition

f: rex) [Yn(X)]2 dx = 1t2f: r(x)fll(x) YlI(X) dx

1
rex) = -,

x

corresponding to (72a), is used in place of (84) to determine approximations
to Itb the improved values It~l) = 1.936 and 1t12) = 1.917 are obtained. Use of
(72b) leads to the successive approximations 1.922 and 1.916.

An investigation of the convergence of the iterative procedure to the lowest
characteristic mode, as well as an indication of modifications leading to the
determination of higher modest is presented in Section 5.9.

5.6. Orthogonality of characteristic functions. Two functions fPm(x) and
fPn(x) are said to be orthogonal over an interval (a,b) if the integral of the
product fPmfPn over that interval vanishes:

f: fPm(x) fPn(x) dx = O. (88)

More generally, the functions fPm(x) and fPn(x) are said to be orthogonal with
respect to a weightingfunction rex), over an interval (a,b), if

f: rex) fPm(x) fPlI(x) dx = O. (89)

(90)

Finally, a set of functions is said to be orthogonal in (a,b) if all pairs of
distinct functions in the set are orthogonal in (a,b).

An extremely useful property of boundary-value problems of a rather
general type consists of the fact that the sets of characteristic functions corre
sponding to such problems are orthogonal with respect to a weighting function.
In order to establish this fact, we consider first the boundary-value problem
consisting of the linear homogeneous second-order differential equation

!!-[P(X) dY] + [q(x) + Ar(x)] Y = 0
dx dx
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and suitably prescribed homogeneous boundary conditions, to be specified
presently, at the ends of an interval (a,b). The functions p, q, and rare
assumed to be real. In terms of the operator

L = ~ (p!!-) +q= P d
2 + dp!!- + q,

dx dx dx2 dx dx

Equation (90) can be written in the abbreviated form

Ly + Ar(x)y = O.

We notice that any equation of the form

d2y dy
ao(x) -2 + alex) - + [a2(x) + Aa3(x)] y = 0

dx dx

can be written in the form of (90) by setting

(91)

(92)

(93)

q = a2 p,

°0
(94)

(95)

Suppose now that Al and A2 are any two different characteristic values of
the problem considered and that the corresponding characteristic functions
are y = fP1(X) and y = fP2(X), respectively. There then follows

!!.-(p d fPl
) + (q + A1r) fP1 = 0

dx dx

~(p dCfJ2) + (q + ~r) CfJ2 = 0
dx dx

If the first of these equations is multiplied by fP2(X) and the second by fPl(X),
and the resultant equations are subtracted from each other, there follows

fP2 .!!:-(p dCfl ) - Cf1..!!- (p d CfJ2) + (A1 - A2) rq;1'F2 = 0,
dx dx dx dx

and hence

(~ - A1) PrfP1 CfJ2 dx =flJ [fP2..!!- (p dCPl) - 'PI ~ (p dCfJ2)] dx. (96)
Ja a dx dx dx dx

Integrating the right member by parts, we obtain

(Ao - Al{rT1T2 dx = [9'2(P ~:l) - 911(P ~:2H

_ (b [d fP2(p dfP1) _ dfP1(p dfP2)] dx.
Ja dx dx dx dx
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Since the last integrand vanishes identically, there follows finally

(A, - Ai)f"Pi'P. dx = [ P(X}( 'P.(x} d~~X} - 'Pi(X} d~~X}}J:. (97)

In view of the fact that both <Pl(X) and <P2(X) satisfy the conditions prescribed
in connection with (90) at the points x = a and x = b, the right-hand member
of (97) clearly vanishes if at each end point a prescribed condition is of one of
the following forms:

y=o

dy = 0
dx

dy
y+tX-=O

dx

(when x = a or x = b). (98a,b,c)

The fact that the right-hand member of (97) vanishes at an end point
for which <PI(X) and <P2(X) satisfy (98c), for arbitrary values of lX, follows
from the identity

<P2<P~ - 9'1<P~ == (<P2 + lX<P2) <Pi. - (<PI + lX<pi) <P2'

Further, if it happens that

p(x) = 0 when x = a or x = b, (99)

then vanishing of the right-hand member of (97) at x = a or x = b is assured

if only y is required to be finite at that point and if either i is finite or p dy
tends to zero at that point. x dx

Finally, if
pCb) = pea),

the right-hand member of (97) vanishes if the conditions

(100)

y(b) = yea), y'(b) = y'(a) (101)

are satisfied. It should be noticed that (101) will be satisfied, in particular, if
the solutions <Pl(X) and <P2(X) are required to be periodic, of period b - a.

In the cases listed, there follows

f: rex) <pix) CfJ2(X) dx = 0 if ;'2 -:/= AI; (102)

that is, if the characteristic functions correspond to different characteristic
numbers, then they are orthogonal with respect to the function rex).

A boundary-value problem consisting ofa differential equation oftype (90),
together with two homogeneous conditions ofthe types noted, is called a Sturm
Liouville problem. It can be shown that, except in the case of the periodicity
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conditions (100) and (101), to each characteristic number An there corresponds
only one characteristic function <Pn(x), From the homogeneity of the problem
it is clear, however, that each such function involves an arbitrary multiplicative
factor.

As an example, the problem

d2y
dx2 + ly = 0, y(0) = y(L) = 0

has the characteristic values An = nY/L2 with corresponding characteristic
functions proportional to the functions Yn = sin (n'11'x/L). Since in this case
r(x) = 1, there follows from (102)

J.
L J.L mrrx ~x

o Ym(x) Yn(x) dx = 0 sin L sin T dx = 0 (m =f. n),

when m and n are positive integers. This fact is readily verified indepen
dently by direct integration.

In most applications, the functions p(x) and r(x) in Equation (90) are
positive throughout the interval (a,b), including the end points, while the
function q(x) is nonpositive in that interval. Furthermore, when one or both of
the end conditions is of type (98c), with ex i=- 0, normally ex is negative when
the condition is imposed at the lower limit x = a but is positive when the
condition is imposed at the upper limit x = b. We will speak of a Sturm
Liouville problem satisfying these restrictions as a proper problem.

For a proper Sturm-Liouville problem, it is known that all characteristic
/lumbers are real and nonnegative, and that the corresponding characteristic
functions are real (or can be made real by rejecting a possible complex
constant multiplicative factor).

Furthermore, the weighted integral of the square of a characteristic
function <Pn(x),

(103)

then has a positive numerical value. If the arbitrary multiplicative factor
involved in the definition of fPn(x) is so chosen that this integral has the value
unity, the function <Pn(x) is said to be normalized with respect to the weighting
function r(x). A set of normalized orthogonal functions is said to be ortho
normal.

Thus, in the above example, we find by direct integration that

J.
L J.L n'11'X L

en = y~ dx = sin2 - dx = - •
o 0 L 2
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Hence, in order to normalize the functions sin (1l7Tx/L) over (O,L) we would
divide them by the normalizing factor v'L/2. The set of functions

J
-
2 n1TX

Tn(X) = Lsin L

is thus an orthonormal set in (O,L).

Orthogonality properties of sets of characteristic functions generated by
certain boundary-value problems of higher order are readily established. Thus,
in the case of a problem involving the fourth-order differential equation

d
2

[ d
2

] d [ d ]- s(x) 2 + - p(x) -.l + [q(x) + Ar(x)] y = 0
dx2 dx2 dx dx

(104)

and appropriate homogeneous boundary conditions, the methods used above
lead to the equation

(105)

where epl(X) and qJ2(X) are characteristic functions corresponding to distinct
characteristic numbers Al and A2, and primes indicate differentiation with
respect to x. It follows, in particular, that the functions qJl and ep2are orthogonal
with respect to rex) over (a,b) if at each end of the interval there is prescribed
one of the following pairs of conditions:

y = 0,

y = 0,

dy = 0
dx '

dy = 0
dx

when x = a or x = b. (106a,b,c)

5.7. Expansion of arbitrary functions in series of orthogomd functions.
Suppose that we have a set of functions {epn(x)}, orthogonal in a given interval
(a,b) with respect to a certain known weighting function rex), and desire to
expand a given function/(x) in terms ofa series of these functions, of the form

if.;

= 2: A nep1l(x).
n=O

(107)
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If we assume that such an expansion exists, and multiply both sides of (107)
by rex) ({Jk(X), where ((Jk(X) is the kth function in the set, we have

oc

r(x)f(x) ((Jk(X) = 2: An rex) ({JnCx) ((Jk(X).
11 =0

Next, if we integrate both sides of this last equation over the interval (a,b) and
assume that the integral of the infinite sum is equivalent to the sum of the
integrals,* there follows formally

00

f: r(x)f(x) crix ) dx = 2: An J~ rex) ({In(x) ((Jk(X) dx. (108)
n=O

But by virtue of the orthogonality of the set {gJ,lx)}, all terms in the sum on the
right are zero except that onefor which 11 = k, and hence (108) reduces to the
equation

An f: r(x)[gJn(x)]2 dx = J: r(x)f(x) crix) dx. (109)

Thus Equation (109) determines the constants involved in the required series
(107) as the ratio of integrals of known functions.

With these values of the constants a formal series2:An({Jn(x) is determined.

It should be emphasized, however, that we have not established the fact that
this series actually does represent the functionf(x) in the interval (a,b). In fact,
we have not even shown that the series converges in (a,b) and hence represents
any function in that interval. We may, however, speak of the series so obtained
as the formal representation of the function f(x).

In illustration, we have seen that the set of functions {sin (n7TxIL)} is
orthogonal over (O,L), with the weighting function rex) = I. In the formal
representation of the function [(x) = x in a series of these functions, the
constants An are given, in accordance with (109), by the equation

iL n7TX iL n7TX
An sin2 - dx = x sin - dx

o L 0 L
2L 2L ( _on+!

or An = - - cos n7T = - ---
nrr 7T n

Hence we obtain the formal expression
00

x = 2L~ (-on+! sin nrrx = 2L (~ sin rrX _ ~ sin 2rrx + ...) .
7T L.., n L rr I L 2 L

n=l \

The general problem ofdetermining whether the formal expansion obtained
actually represents the given function in the interval involved is a difficult one

• This assumption is justified if the series (107) is uniformly convergent in (o,b).
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and is beyond the scope of this work. In connection with this problem, it may
be noticed that if the function f(x) to be expanded were orthogonal to all the
functions 'Pn of the set, with respect to the weighting function rex), all co
efficients in the formal expansion would vanish and no expansion would be
obtained. However, it can be shown that, except for artificial functions of no
physical interest, there are no functions which are orthogonal to all members
of any set generated as characteristic functions of a proper Sturm-Liouville
problem. In this sense we say that the sets so generated are complete.

If the Sturm-Liouville problem is proper, and ifalso the relevant functions
p(x), q(x), and rex) are regular in the interval (a,b), then it is known that the
formal representation of a bounded piecewise differentiable function f(x) in a
series of the generated characteristic functions converges to f(x) inside (a,b) at
all points wheref(x) is continuous, and converges to the mean value ![f(x+) +
f(x-)] at points where finite jumps occur. Certain cases in which one or both
of the functions p and r vanish at an end point of the interval are also of
importance, as has been noted; although they require individual treatment, it
has been shown that in the special cases to be treated here the convergence of
the formal representation is again described by the preceding statement. The
series mayor may not converge to the value of the given functionf(x) at the
end points of the interval.

Thus, in the preceding illustration, the theorem stated shows that the
expansion obtained converges to the function f(x) = x at all points inside
the interval (O,L). Since all terms in the series vanish at both end points
x = 0 and x = L, whereas f(x) vanishes only at x = 0, it is seen that the
series also represents f(x) = x at x = 0, but does not represent it at the
second end point x = L. From the convergence at the point x = L/2 we
obtain, in particular,

~ = 2L (1 _~ + ~ _ ~ + ...)
2 11 3 5 7

and hence establish the useful result

I 1 1 11

1- 3 + 5 - 7 +"'=4'

It is important to notice the very great generality of such expansions. In
the case of the power series expansions of Taylor and Maclaurin, a function
cannot be representable over an interval unless that function and all its deriva
tives are continuous throughout that interval, and even these stringent con
ditions are not sufficient to ensure representation. However, in the present case
of expansions in series of characteristic functions, a representable function
may itself possess a finite number of finite discontinuities, and may even be
defined by different analytical expressions over different parts of the interval
of representation.
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Expansions of the type considered will be of particular usefulness in the
solution of boundary-value problems involving partial differential equations,
as will be seen in Chapter 9. We next point out certain other useful applications
of the theory.

5.8. Boundary-value problems involving nonhomogeneous differential equa
tions. Suppose that we require the solution of the nonhomogeneous dif
ferential equation

(l10)

which satisfies prescribed homogeneous boundary conditions of the type listed
in (98). Using the operational notation of(91), we may write (110) in the form

L Y + Ary = F(x). (Ill)

With the given problem we may associate the boundary-value problem con
sisting of the homogeneous equation

Ly + Ary = 0 (112)

and the prescribed boundary conditions. This problem determines a set of
orthogonal characteristic functions {'Pn(x)}, such that the nth function 'Pn(x)
corresponds to a characteristic number Am

(113)

Assuming that the required solution of Equation (Ill) exists, we express it
as a series of the form

(114)

(115)

and attempt to determine the coefficients an' For this purpose we introduce
(114) into the differential equation (111). Then, since (113) gives

L 'Pn = -A.nrqln'

Equation (Ill) becomes formally

rex)L (A - An) an'Pn(x) = F(x).

Hence, if we use (109) to calculate the coefficients An in the expansion

f(x) = ~:~ = L An'l'n(x). (116)

assuming that F(x)jr(x) is bounded and piecewise differentiable, a comparison
ofEquations (115) and (116) determines the required coefficients an as solutions
of the equations

(117)
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so that, provided that A is not a characteristic number, the solution (114) of
the nonhomogeneous problem becomes simply

Y = "'" An m (x) = Ao "' (x) + Al m (X) + ... (118)
L.., A. - An 'PI i. - 10 TO A - Al '1'1 •

It is immediately verified that the above derivation, beginning with
Equation (III), is unchanged if the operator L in (111) is interpreted as the
fourth-order operator,

d
2

[ d
2

] d [ d]L=- s(x)- +- p(x)- +q(x)
dx2 dx2 dx dx

(119)

in Equation (104), and if boundary conditions of the type listed in (106) are
then assumed.

From these results one may draw certain important conclusions. We have
seen that if F(x) is identically zero, the problem consisting of (110) and the
prescribed homogeneous boundary conditions has nontrivial solutions only if
A has a characteristic value A = Ak • Equation (118) shows that if F(x) is not
identically zero, the corresponding problem has a solution in general only if A
does not take on one of the characteristic values of the homogeneous problem.
More specifically, the solution (118) becomes nonexistent as A-+ Ak unless it
happens that AIL = 0, that is, unless the integral

f: r(x)f(x) qJk(X) dx = f: F(x) !fJk(X) dx

vanishes, so that F(x) is simply orthogonal to qJk(X). In that special case,
Equation (I 17) shows that the coefficient of !fJk(X) in (114) is arbitrary.

In connection with the physical problems of rotating strings and shafts
(Sections 5.2 and 5.3), the presence of a prescribed function of the axial
distance x on the right-hand side of the relevant differential equation
would correspond to the presence of a distribution of transverse load.
The above conclusions indicate that, for noncritical rotation speeds, definite
deflection shapes are determined but that (according to the linearized
theory) as a critical speed is approached, the amplitude of the deflection
will in general increase without limit.

5.9. Convergence of the method of Stodola and Vianello. We may also
make use of these developments in investigating the convergence of the iter
ative methods of Stodola and Vianello (Section 5.5). Considering the problem
consisting of Equation (71),

~[p(X) dY] + Ar(x) y = 0,
dx dx

(120)
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and appropriate homogeneous boundary conditions, the first cycle in the
procedure consists ofassuming an initial approximationYl(x) and determining
the solution of the differential equation

~[P(x)dY] = -lr(x) YI(X),
dx dx

(121)

which satisfies the boundary conditions. The initial approximation may be
imagined as expressed in terms of a series of the exact characteristic functions
of the problem, say

00

YI(X) = 2: An<Pn(x),
n=l

(122)

where ~[P(X) d<Pn] = -Anr(x) epix)
dx dx

(n = 1, 2, 3, ...) (123)

and where 0 < IAl I < IA2 I < ....
The solution of (121) can also be written in the form

a:::

y(x) = 2: Qn<Pn(x).
11 =I

(124)

To determine the coefficients in (124), we introduce (124) into (121) and obtain

! a. ~[p(x) d'l'.] = -Ar(x) ! A.'I'.(x),
n=l dx dx n=l

or, using (123),
00 00

-2: QnAnr(x) <pix) = -lr(x) 2: An<Pn(x),
n=l n=l

Hence, the coefficients in (124) are determined in the form

(125)

and (124) becomes

or

(126)
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If the last expression in brackets is taken as the initial approximation Y2(X)
in the second cycle, the resulting solution is found, by a repetition of the above
process, in the form

y(x) = :1 [A19'1(X) + (~rA.9"(X) + (~rA39'3(X) + ..J
and, similarly, in the Nth cycle we have the initial approximation

(
A)~.-l (A )N-I

Y.v(x) = A1<PI(X) + ~ A2<Plx) + ~ A3<P3(x) + ... (127)

and the corresponding solution

y(x) = :. [A19'J.(X) + (~rA.9''<X) + (~rA39'3(X) + ..J (128)

Since Al is the smallest characteristic number, the ratios AI/~' AI/Aa, ... ,
are smaller than unity and increasing powers of these ratios tend to zero as
N -+ 00, showing that successive approximations always tend to a multiple of
the characteristic function corresponding to the smallest characteristic number
Al unless Al = 0, that is, unless the initial approximation YI(X) is orthogonal
to <PI(X) with respect to rex). It is also clear that the ratio YN(X)!fN(X), where
f~ (x) = y(x)/A, tends to the limit AI' as was stated in Section 5.5.

It is seen also that if the condition

f: rex) <PI(X) y(x) dx = f: rex) <Pl(X) YN(X) dx (129)

is imposed in the Nth cycle, there follows from the orthogonality of the system

.3:. Al fbr(x)[<PI(X)]2 dx = Al fb r(x)[ <PI(X)]2 dx
~ Ja Ja

or A = AI-

Hence, if the characteristic function <PI(X) were known exactly in any cycle of
the calculation, Equation (129) would identify A with the exact value of Ai"
Although 9II(X) is not known exactly, an approximate determination ofAl may
be accomplished by replacing <plx) by its approximation YN(X) or fN(X) in
(129). This consideration is the motivation of Equations (72a) and (72b).

Modifications of the iterative procedure which permit numerical deter
mination of the higher characteristic modes depend essentially on approximate
methods of"subtracting off" the terms involving the lower modes in successive
cycles.

5.10. Fourier sine series and cosine series. Since the boundary-value
problem

yeO) = 0, y(L) = 0 (130)
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has the characteristic functions

(131)(n = 1, 2, 3, ...)()
. n7TX

qJn X = sIn L

corresponding to the characteristic numbers An = n21T2jL2, the results of the
preceding section state that if a function f(x) can be represented by a series of
the form

I( ) . TTX A . 27TX
X = A sIn - + sIn - + ...

1 L 2 L

00

2: A
. n7TX= sIn-

n L
n=l

(0 < X < L), (132)

then the coefficients An are given, in accordance with (109) with r(x) = I, by

iL
n7TX iL

n7TXAn sin2
- dx = I(x) sin - dx. (133)

o L 0 L

This formula is a consequence of the orthogonality of the characteristic
functions qJn = sin (n7TxjL) with respect to the weighting function r(x) = 1,

i L . m7TX . n1TX
sm -- sm - dx = 0

o L L
(m =1= n). (134)

Since, by direct integration,

iL
. 2 n7Tx d LsIn - x =-

o L 2
(n = 1, 2, 3, ...), (135)

there follows

(136)2 iL
. n1TXAn = - I(x) sin - dx.

Lo L

It may be noticed that the coefficient An in (136) is given by twice the average
value of the product f(x) sin (n1Txj L) in the interval (O,L).

The average value of a function F(x) in (a,b) is defined by the integral

1 f.b
F = b _ a a F(x) dx.

Iff(x) is piecewise differentiable in the interval (O,L), the series (132) con
verges to f(x) atpoints ofcontinuity, and to the mean ofthe two valuesapproached
from the right and left at a finite discontinuity.

The series (132) is known as the Fourier sine series representation off(x)
in the interval (O,L). It is seen that all terms or "harmonics" in (132) areperiodic
and have the common period 2L; that is, the common period is twice the length
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ofthe interval ofrepresentation (O,L). Also, ifx is replaced by - x, the algebraic
sign of each harmonic is merely reversed. Functions having this last property
are known as odd functions of x.

In general, a function F(x) is said to be an odd function if F( -x) =

- F(x) and an even function ifF( - x) = F(x). In a graphical representation,
y = F(x), an even function is symmetrical with respect to the yaxis,
whereas an odd function is antisymmetrical; that is, an odd function is
symmetrical with respect to the origin of the coordinate system. Thus the
functions sin mx and x k , where k is an odd integer, are odd functions, and
the functions cos mx and x k , where k is an even integer, are even functions.
Such functions as e:J: and log x are neither even nor odd. It is clear that the
product of two even functions or of two odd functions is an even function,
whereas the product of an even function and an odd function is an odd
function. Further, the derivative of an even function is an odd function,
and conversely; the integral of an odd function is an even function, whereas
the integral of an even function is the sum of a constant and an odd
function.

It follows that in the interval (-L,O) the series (132) represents the function
-f(-x). Since all terms have the common period 2L, the behavior of the
series in (-L,L) is repeated periodically for all values of x.

Iff(x) is an oddfunction of x, the series (132) accordingly representsf(x)
not only in the interval (O,L) but also in the larger interval (-L,L). If, in
addition, f(x) is periodic, of period 2L, the series represents f(x) everywhere
(with the usual convention regarding points of discontinuity).

Thus, the sine series representation of the odd function f(x) = x, given
as an illustration in the preceding section, represents x in the larger interval
(-L,L) except at the end points x = ± L, and repeats this behavior periodically
for all values of x (see Figure 5.2).

To obtain the Fourier sine series representing f(x) = eX in the interval
(0,7T), we set L = TT in Equations (132) and (136) and obtain

(0 < x < TT).

2 i" 2 nAn = - eU: sin nx dx = - (l - e" cos nTT).
TT 0 TT n2 + 1

Thus the desired expansion is of the form

u: 2 [e" + 1 . 2(e" - 1) . 2e = - sm x - sm x
TT 2 5

3(e" + 1) • ]+ sIn 3x + ...
10

(137)

The series (137) represents eX when°< x < TT, and vanishes at the end points
x = °and x = TT. In the interval-TT < x < °the series represents the function
-e-U:, and, in general, the series represents an odd periodic function which
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Figure 5.2

(138)y'(O) = 0, y'(L) = 0,

coincides with eX when 0 < x < 1T, with -e-Xwhen -TT < x < 0, which is
zero when x = -TT, 0, TT, and which is of period 21T.

Similar series developments involving cosine terms, rather than sine terms,
may be obtained by considering the boundary-value problem

d
2
y + Ay = 0;

dx2

which has the characteristic functions

n1TX
9Jn(x) = cos 

L
(n = 0, 1, 2, . . .) (139)

corresponding to the characteristic numbers An = n2~/L2. It is important to
notice that tpo(x) = 1 is a member of the set (139), corresponding to A.o = O.
The functions (139) possess the orthogonality property

(140)(m =1= n),L
L m1TX n1TX

cos -- cos - dx = 0
o L L

as can be independently verified by direct integration. The constants in a series
representation of the form

X1T 21TX
f(x) = Ao + Al cos - + A2 cos - + ...

L L

(141)(0 < X < L)

00

"'" n1TX= Ao +LAn cos-
n=l L

are given by (109), with rex) = 1, in the forms

Ao fLdx = fLf(x) dx, An fLCOS 2 nTTX dx =LLf(X) cos nTTX dx.
Jo Jo Jo L 0 L
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Since iL
2 n7TX d {L12cos - x=

o L L
(n = 1, 2, 3, ...)

(n = 0),
(142)

(143)

(n = 1, 2, 3, ...)

there follows

Ao = ! iLf(X) dx
L 0

2 iL
n7TXAn = - f(x) cos -dx

Lo L

Hence the coefficient Ao in (141) is the average value off(x) in (O,L), whereas
the coefficient An' when n =P 0, is twice the average value of the product
f(x) cos (n7TxIL) in (O,L).

With these values ofthe coefficients, the series (141) is known as the Fourier
cosine series representation of f(x) in (O,L). It is seen that all harmonics in

y

"- A ,.., , ; , , ; ,
; , ; , , ; ,

; , ; , , ; ,, ; , , ;, ; , , ;, ; , , ;

-3L -2L -L L 2L 3L x

Figure 5.3

(141) are even functions of x and are again periodic, of period 2L. Although
representation of a piecewise differentiable functionf(x), in the sense described
previously, is in general valid only when °< x < L, the series will also
represent the functionf( -x) in the interval -L < x < °because of the even
ness of the harmonics as functions of x. Hence iff(x) is an even function, that
is, if f( -x) = f(x), the series will represent f(x) in the double interval
- L < x < L. If, in addition, f(x) is periodic, of period 2L, the series will
represent f(x) everywhere (with the usual convention regarding points of
discontinuity).

Thus the cosine series representation of the odd functionf(x) = x in (O,L)
would represent x only in (O,L), and would representf(-x) = -x in (-L,O)
(see Figure 5.3).
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To obtain the Fourier cosine series representingf(x) = eX in the interval
(0,1T), we set L = 1T in (141) and (143) and obtain

1 iTt e1t
- 1Ao = - eX dx = ,

1T 0 1T

(0 ~ x ~ 1T).

2 i 1t

2 1An = - eX cos nx dx = - (e1t cos n1T - 1)
1T 0 1T n2 + 1

Thus the desired expansion is of the form

2 (eTt
- 1 e1t + 1 eTt

- 1eX = - - cos x + cos 2x
1T 2 2 5

e
1t + 1 )- cos 3x + ...

10

(n # 0).

(144)

The series (144) must represent eX when 0 < x < 1T, and must represent e-Z

when -1T < x < O. In general, the series represents an even periodic function
which coincides with eX when 0 < x < 1T and with e-Xwhen -1T < x < 0,
and which is ofperiod 21T. Since this periodic function is continuous everywhere
when made so at x = 0 and x = 1T, the series must converge to the values
of eX at these points, as well as in the interior of (0,1T).

We notice that the two expansions (137) and (144) both represent eX inside
the interval (0,1T) but represent entirely distinct functions outside this interval.
It may be remarked that half the sum of the two series will represent a periodic
function which is zero when -1T < x < 0 and which coincides with eZ when
o< x < 1T. At x = 0 this composite series, consisting ofboth sine and cosine
terms, converges to the value !, whereas at the points x = ±L the series
converges to the value !e lT

•

5.11. Complete Fourier series. It has now been seen that any reasonably
well-behaved functionf(x) can be represented in the interval (O,L) by a series
consisting either of sines or of cosines with common period P = 2L, and that
for an odd function f(x) the sine series representation is valid in (-L,L),
whereas for an even function f(x) the cosine series representation is valid in
(- L,L). We next show that if both sines and cosines of common period 2L are
used, a representation valid in the interval (-L,L) can be obtained for any
functionf(x) which is piecewise differentiable in (-L,L).

It is clear that any functionf(x) can be expressed as the sum of an even
functionJ:(x) and an odd functionfo(x),

since if we write
f(x) = J:(x) +fo(x), (145)

f(x) = ![f(x) +f( -x)] + ![f(x) - f( -x)], (146)
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the first bracket is an even function of x, whereas the second bracket is an odd
function. The preceding theory states that the expansions

(147)

00

"'" n7TXfe(x) = Ao +~AnCosL
n=l

00

fo(x) = LBn sin n~x
n=t

are valid in the interval (-L,L), if the coefficients are calculated by the
formulas

(148)

(149)

(-L<x<L),

where

1iL

Ao = - fe(x) dx,
L 0

2iL n7TXAn = - fe(x) cos - dx,
Lo L

2 iL . n7TXBn = - fix) sm - dx.
Lo L

Since all integrands are even functions of x, we clearly may replace f: by

!f~L in each case. Finally, if we use (145) to replace fe(x) by f(x) - fix) in

the first two integrals and replace fo(x) by f(x) - !e(x) in the third integral,
and notice that the integral of an odd function over a symmetrical interval
( - L,L) vanishes, there follows

1 fL 1 fL 1 f LAo = - f(x) dx - - fo(x) dx = - f(x) dx,
2L -L 2L -L 2L -L
1 fL n7TX 1 fL n7TX

An = - f(x) cos - dx - - fo(x) cos - dx
L -L L L -L L

1 fL n7TX= - f(x) cos - dx,
L -L L

1 fL . n7TX 1 fL . n7TX
Bn = - f(x) sm - dx - - fe(x) sm - dx

L -L L L -L L
1 fL . n7TX= - f(x) sm - dx.
L -L L

Hence, introducing (147) into (145), there follows

00 ( n7TX . n7TX
f(x) = Ao +L An cos - + Bnsm-)

n=l L L

1 fL 1 fL n7TXAo = - f(x) dx, An = - f(x) cos - dx,
2L -L L -L L

1 fL n7TX
Bn = - f(x) sin - dx.

L -L L
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The series (148) is the complete Fourier series representation off(x) in the
interval (-L,L). It is seen that again Aois the average value off(x), the average
now being calculated over the interval of representation (-L,L), whereas An
and Bn are twice the average values oflex) cos (n7TxjL) and f(x) sin (n7TxjL),
respectively, over the same interval. For an even function there follows Bn = 0
and the cosine series previously obtained results, whereas for an odd function
Ao = An = 0 and the previously obtained sine series results. Iff(x) is neither
even nor odd, the series (148) will contain both sines and cosines of period 2L
and will representf(x), in the sense described, in the interval (-L,L) oflength
2L. Because of the periodicity of all terms in the series, this representation is
repeated periodically for all values of X.

To obtain a Fourier series of period 27T, representing I(x) = eX in the
interval (-7T,7T), we set L = 7T in (148) and (149) and obtain

Ao = 1- fir ell dx = ~ (elT - e-ll') = ! sinh 7T,
27T -11 27T 7T

t fll 2 cos n7T .An = - eX cos llX dx = - smh 7T
7T - 11 7T 11

2 + 1

1 flT. 2 n cos n7T .
Bn = - eX sm nx dx = - - smh 7T.

7T -IT 7T ,,2 + 1

The desired expansion is thus of the form

sinh 7T[ 2 1eX = 1 - cos x + - cos 2x - - cos 3x + ...
7T 5 5

. 4'2 3 '3 ]+ sm x - - sm x + - sm x + ...
5 5

or

(n i= 0),

(150)

sinh 7T[ 200

(- t)n+l ]eX = 1 - 2 (cos nx - n sin nx)
7T n=l u2 + 1

(-7T < X < 7T). (151)

The series (150) converges to eX at all points inside the interval (-7T,7T). Since
eX = cosh x + sinh x, it follows that the even terms in (150) represent the
function cosh x in (-7T,7T), whereas the odd terms represent sinh x:

sinh 7T [ ~ (_l)n+l ]
cosh x = 1 - 2 L., 2 1 cos nx

7T n=l n +
. h 2 sinh 7T ~ (_1)n+ln .

SIO X = L., 2 sm nx
7T n=l n + 1

(-71 < X < 7T).
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If we think of x as measured as counterclockwise distance along the
circumference of a circle of unit radius, then the interval -71" < X < 71" corre
sponds to the entire circumference of the circle. As X--+-71" from smaller values
or as x--+- -71" from larger values, the same point on the circle is approached
from different directions and the same values are assumed by any term in the
series. This fact suggests that at the two end points x = ±71" the series (150)
converges to the mean of the two values off(x) at these points, that is, to the
value 1(e lT + e-") = cosh 71". This can be shown to be actually the case.

In general, it can be shown that the series (148) converges at both endpoints
x = ±L to the value ![f(L) +f( - L)], that is, to the mean of the two values
off(x) at the end points. Hence, iff(L) = f( -L), the series converges tof(x)
at the end points. The sine series (132) vanishes identically at the end points of
the interval (O,L) and hence converges tof(x) at these points only iff(x) vanishes.
The cosine series (141) converges to f(x) at both endpoints ofthe interval (O,L).

We next show that the constants in (148) can be determined in such a way
that the given functionf(x) is represented in any specified interval of length
2L, that is, oflength equal to the common period ofthe trigonometric functions
involved. Suppose that a function f(x) is specified in an interval (a, a + 2L)
and that it is required that the coefficients in (148) be determined so that (148)
represents f(x) in the usual way in that interval. We consider a new function
f*(x) defined for all values of x in such a way thatf*(x) coincides withf(x)
in the given interval, and furthermore that f*(x) is a periodic function, of
period 2L. Then iff(x) is replaced by f*(x) in the definitions of the constants
(149), the corresponding series (148) clearly will represent the periodic function
f*(x) for all values of x (in the usual sense), and hence, in particular, will
representf(x) in the interval (a, a + 2L). But since the integrands in (149) are
then periodic functions, of period 2L, the range of integration may equally
well be taken as any interval of length 2L. In particular, we may choose the
interval over which representation is desired, and over which/ *(x) = f(x).

It follows that if a representation of the form

~ ( )2n71"x . 2n71"x
I(x) = Ao +2 An cos - + Bn sm --

n=l P P
(152)

2 f.a + P 2n71"x
An =- f(x)cos--dx,

PaP

is required over the interval (a, a + P), the coefficients are to be determined by
the equations

I f.a+J>
Ao = - lex) dx,

P a

2 fa +P 2n71"x
B n = - I(x) sin -- dx.

PaP
(153)

In particular, representation in the interval (O,P) is obtained by setting a = 0.
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y(a) = y(a + P), y'(a) = y'(a + P)

These general results are also obtainable directly by considering the
boundary-value problem

tf~ + Ay = 0;
dx

(m "# n),

for which the characteristic values An = 4n27T2jP2 correspond to the two~

parameter characteristic functions

. 2n7Tx 2n7Tx
CfJn = cn sm-- + dn cos -- .

P P

The orthogonality of these functions for arbitrarily assigned values of both Cn

and dm in the interval (a, a + P), corresponds to the relations

fa+ p. 2m7TX . 2n7TX d 0
sm s1o-- x =

a P P

(154)(m "# n), .fa+p 2m7TX 2n7TX
cos cos - dx = 0

a P P

fa+p 2 2. m7TX n7TX d 0SIn cos -- x =
a P P

These relations are readily established by direct integration.
As a final example, we suppose that it is required to find a Fourier series of

period 6 which in the interval (1,7) represents a functionf(x) taking on the
constant value +1 when 1 < x < 4 and the constant value -1 when 4 < x < 7.
With a = 1, P = 6, the series (152) becomes

00 ( )
n7TX . n7TX

f(x) = Ao+.L An cos - +Bn sm - ,
n=1 3 3

where, in accordance with (153),

(155)

Ao = ~ff(X)dX = ~[i\ dx +f(-l)dX] = 0,

An = ! f7f (X) cos n7TX dx = ![ [4COS~ dx -i7
COS n7TX dX]

3 J1 3 3 J1 3 4 3

= .l[2 sin 4n7T - sin~ - sin 7n7T] (n "# 0),
n7T 3 3 3

B
n
=! [7f (X) sin n7TX dx = ! [ [4sin n7TX dx -i7

sin n7TX dX]
3 J1 3 3 J1 3 4 3

1 [ 4mr n7T 7n7T]= - n7T 2 cos 3 - cos "3 - cos 3 .
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By virtue of the relations

. 4n7T . n7T
sIn - = cos n7T sIn - ,

3 3

4n7T n7T
cos - = cos n7T cos - ,

3 3

these results take the form

. 7n7T • n7T
SIO- = Sln-,

3 3

7n7T n7T
cos- = cos-

3 3 '

B 2
1 - cos n7T n7T

n = cos-
n7T 3

Ao = 0, A 2 1 - cos n7T • n7T1
=- SIO-

n n7T 3

r (156)

(157)

Since the factor I - cos n7T is zero when n is even and 2 when n is odd, it
follows that the required series contains only harmonics corresponding to the
odd integers. The series can be written in the form*

4 '" 1( n7T n7TX . n7T n7TX)f(x) = - ~ - cos - SIn - - sm - cos - .
7T n odd n 3 3 3 3

We notice that this series is equivalent to the form

f(x) = ~ L ! sin nn(x - 1) .
7T nodd n 3

This form could have been obtained more directly, in this case, by first trans~

forming the variable by moving the origin to the point x = 1.
Any functionf(x) of period P which also satisfies the relation

(158)

is called an odd~harmonicfunction, since it is readily shown that the Fourier
series representation of such a function possesses only harmonics correspond~

ing to odd integers. The function in the preceding example is of this type.

5.12. Fourier-Bessel series. Expansions in terms of Bessel functions arise
most frequently in connection with a boundary-value problem involving the
differential equation

x2 d
2
y + x dy + (p,2X2 _ p2) Y = 0 (159)

dx2 dx

• The phrase "n odd" is used in summations to indicate that n is to take on the values
n = 1, 3, 5, ....
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or, equivalently,

227

(160).!!- (x dY) + (- p2 + fJ,2X) Y = O.
dx dx x

Reference to Equation (130a), Chapter 4, shows that the general solution of
this equation is of the form y = Z-iflx) or

(p not an integer),

(p an integer).
(161)

Equation (160) is identified with (90) if we write

p(x) = x,
2

q(x) = - E....,
x

r(x) = x, 1 _ 2
A - fl . (162)

Restricting attention to the interval (O,L), we see that since p(O) = 0, the
results of Section 5.6 show that the characteristic functions of the problem are
orthogonal in (O,L), with respect to the weighting function rex) = x, if at

x = 0 it is required merely that y be finite and x i be zero and if at x = L
a homogeneous condition is prescribed. x

The conditions offiniteness at x = 0 require that we take

C2 = 0 (163)

in (161). If at x = L the condition

yeLl = 0 (l64a)

is prescribed, the characteristic values of p- are determined as the roots of the
equation

Similarly, the end condition
y'(L) = 0

requires that the characteristic numbers P-n satisfy

J;(P-nL) = 0,

whereas the more general condition

(l64b)

(165a)

(165b)

k yeLl + y'(L) = 0

determines P-n as a solution of the equation

(k ~ 0) (l66a)

k JiP-nL) + fln J~(flnL) = O.

In all these cases the characteristic functions are of the form

(166b)

(167)
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where J.ln is a solution of (l64b), (165b), or (166b), and the results ofSection 5.6
show that these functions are orthogonal in (O,L) with the weighting function
rex) = x, (L

Jo x J1lPmx) J1lPnx) dx = 0 (m -:1= n). (168)

Although Equation (160) is one of the exceptional cases described in
Section 5.7 in that p(x) and rex) vanish at the end point x = 0, and also q(x)
is not regular at x = 0 unless the order p of the Bessel functions is zero, still
it can be shown that the formal series (107), with coefficients determined by
(109), will converge to f(x) inside the interval (O,L) under the same conditions
as those stated with reference to the Fourier series.

We must, of course, be careful to include all the characteristic functions
of the problem involved. From the definition of the Bessel functions J p(x), it
is clear that the relation

J p( -x) = (-I)P Jix )

is satisfied. Thus,·roots of (l64b), (165b), and (l66b) exist in pairs, symmetri
cally located with respect to the point x = O. However, since replacing fln by
- fln in (167) either does not change f/Jn(x) or merely multiplies it by a numeri
cal factor, the negative values of J.ln need not be considered. If flo = 0 were a
characteristic number, the corresponding function f/Jo(x), as given by (167),
would be identically zero (and hence not a characteristic function) except in
the case when the order p of the relevant Besselfunctions is zero. When p = 0,
only (l65b) permits the solution flo = O. Thus, it is necessary to consider only
the set of functions {f/Jn(x)} corresponding to positive characteristic numbers
J.l n(n = 1,2,3, ...) in all cases except in the case of(165b) whenp = 0, in which
case the function f/Jo = 1 corresponding to flo = 0 must be added to the set.

Temporarily excluding this exceptional case, the coefficients in the series

co

= L An Ji.#nx)
n=t

(0 < X < L), (169)

(171)

(170)

where

where the numbers fln are the positive solutions of one of Equations (164b),
(165b), and (l66b), are given, by virtue of (109), by the equation

An SoL X[Jp(J.lnX)]2 dx = foL X/eX) JiPnx) dx.

The coefficient of An is independent off(x) and can be determined once and
for all. Denoting it by em we then have

1 fL
An = - JI1 x/ex) Jp(flnx ) dx,

C n 0

Cn = foL X[JpGunX)]2 dx.
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(173)

(174)

To determine the factors em we proceed by an indirect method as follows.
With the notation of (167) we have

:x (x d::.) + (It.x - pJ '1'. = O. (172)

since the function qJn(x) satisfies (160) when p, = P,n' If both sides of (172) are

multiplied by 2x d;:n, the resulting eqqation can be written in the form

(p,;x2 _ p2) .!!- (qJ~) = _ .!!- (x dqJn) 2.

dx dx dx
If both sides of this equation are integrated over (O,L), and the resulting left·
hand side is simplified by an integration by parts, there follows

[(P~x' - P")'I'~~ - 2,.~rx'l'~ dx = - [x' (d::.rr
If we notice that qJn(O) = J p(O) = 0 when p > 0, that Jo(O) = 1, and that
x J;(x) = 0 at x = 0, it is readily seen that the integrated terms vanish at the
lower limit. Thus we obtain the important relation

Cn = foL X[Jp(P,nX)]2 dx

= 2
1
, { (,.~n - P")['I'.(L)]' + n[d'l';(L)T}

#n x
qJn(X) = J iPnX).where

We also have
qJn(L) = J iPnL)

and, making use of Equation (111), Section 4.9,

dCPn d p- = - Jiflnx ) = -P,n Jp+1(P,nX) + - Jp(P,nx ),
h h x

so that there follows

dCPn(L) p
---:.-;.~ = -P,n Jp+1(f.lnL ) + - qJn(L).

dx L

Thus, if f.ln satisfies (l64b), there follows qJn(L) = 0 and

13
Cn = - [Jp+1(P,nL)]2.

2

If f.ln satisfies (165b), there follows dcpd~L) = 0 and

p,2L2 _ p2
Cn = n 2 [Jif.lnL)]2.

2f.ln

(175a)

(175b)
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(175c)

. ~J~ (FInally, if p,n satisfies (166b), there follows dx = -kCPn L) and

2T2 2 + k2r2
C = p,nL

- P L [J ( L)]2n 2 2 %l p,n .
p,n

In the exceptional case noted above, when expansion in terms of the
functions Jo(Pnx) is required, where p,n is a solution of the equation

(176)

the presence of the additional characteristic number 11'0 = 0 introduces a
constant term Ao, leading to the series

00

I(x) = Ao +L An Jo(PnX)'
n=l

(177)

(178)where Ao = 2
2
rL X I(X) dx

D Jo

and the remaining coefficients are given by Equations (170) and (175b) with
P = o.

Although the explicit evaluation of the integral appearing in (170) is
usually not feasible, even when f(x) is of a simple form, the integral can be
evaluated approximately for as many values of n as are required, by numerical
or graphical methods.

Expansions of the types considered are of frequent use in connection with
the solution of certain boundary-value problems involving partial differential
equations, the particular type of expansion to be used being determined by
the nature of the problem.

As an application, we determine the expansion of the function f(x) = I
in the interval (O,L), in a series of the form

00

= L An JO(p,nX)

n=l

(0 < X < L), (179)

where p,n is a solution of
JO(PnL) = O.

In this case Equations (170) and (l75a) give

An = J...I\ J.(p.nx ) dx,
Cn 0

L2

where Cn = - [J1(p,nL)]2.
2

(180)

(181)

(182)
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Also, making use of Equation (l08)~ Section 4.9, we have

and hence

1L
1 [ JL Lx JO<Pnx) dx = - XJ1<PnX) = - J1<PnL).

o f.tn 0 f.tn

With the results of (182) and (183), Equation (l81) becomes

2
An = ,

(f.tnL) J1(f.tnL )

and the desired series is of the form
00

1 = ~ JO(f.t1X ) + 2 Jo(f.t2X) + ... =L~ JO<PnX) •

f.t1L J1<P1L ) f.t2L J1<P2L ) n:lf.tnL J1<PnL )
If we write

231

(183)

(184)

(185)

(186)

so that otn is the nth zero of Jo(x), the expansion takes the form

2 J0 ("', ~) 2 J0 (~ ~)
1 = - + - + ... . (187)

otl J1(ot1) ~ J1(~)

A table of the first 40 zeros otn and of the corresponding values of11(otn) is
given in Jahnke-Emde-Losch, Tables of Higher Functions. For the first three
zeros, the rounded values

otl = 2.4048,

~ = 5.5201,

ota = 8.6537,

11(otJ = 0.5191,

Jl(~) = -0.3403,

J1(ota) = 0.2715

are given. Hence the leading terms of (I 87) become

1 = 1.602 Jo( 2.405 ~) - 1.065 Jo(5.520 ~) + 0.8512 Jo( 8.654 j + ....

Since the Bessel functions involved are even functions of x, the series must
represent I not only in (O~L) but also in the symmetrical interval (-L,L). At
the end points x = ± L the series clearly does not converge to the given
function, since all terms in the series vanish.

5.13. Legendre series. Legendre's differential equation,

(1 - x2) d
2

y _ 2x dy + pep + 1) y = 0,
dx2 dx

(188)
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or, equivalently,

Boundary-value problems I c,",p'. 5

!!-[(1 - X
2

) dY] + pep + 1) y = 0, (189)
dx dx

can be identified with (90) if we write

p(x) = I - x2, q(x) = 0, rex) = I, ;. = pep + I). (190)

Since the function p(x) vanishes at the points x = ± 1, the results of Section ~.6

state that any two distinct solutions of (I 88) which are finite and have a finite
derivative at x = ± I are orthogonal, with respect to the weighting function
r(x) = I, in the interval (-1,1). Since (188) possesses solutions which are
finite at x = ± I only if p is a positive integer or zero (see Section 4.12), this
condition of finiteness determines permissible values ofp in the form

p=n (n = 0, I, 2, 3, ...). (191)

The corresponding solutions which are finite when x = ± 1are proportional
to the Legendre polynomials

(192)

and the above reasoning leads to the conclusion

I~1 Pm(x) Pn(x) dx = 0 (m i= n). (193)

Just as in the preceding cases, a function f(x) which is piecewise differen
tiable in the interval (-1,1) can be represented by a series of the functions fPn t

I(x) = AoPo(x) + A I Pl (X) + A2P2(x) + ...

(-l<x<I). (194)

The coefficients An are given by the equation

An f~1 [Pn(X)]2 dx = f~1 I(x) Pn(x) dx. (195)

In order to evaluate the integrals appearing in (I95), it is frequently useful
to express Pn(x) by Rodrigues' formula [Equation (168), Section 4.12],

1 dn

Pn(x) = - - (x2
- 1)". (196)

2nn! dxn

Hence we may write

Jl 1 Jl dn

I(x) Pn(x) dx = - I(x) - (x2
- l)n dx.

-1 2n n! -1 dx n
(197)

If the right-hand member of (I 97) is integrated by parts N times, where N ~ n,
assuming that the first N derivatives off(x) are continuous in (-1,1), * and if it

* Otherwise, integration by parts may not be valid.
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is noticed that the first n - 1 derivatives of (x2 - 1)1' vanish when x = ± 1,
Equation (197) becomes

fl f(x) Pix) dx = (_I)N Jl [dNNf(X)] [ d
n
-_: (x2 - 1)n] dx

-1 2nn! -1 dx dxn

(N ~ n). (198)
In particular, when N = n there follows

Jl f(x) Pn(x) dx = (~1)n Jl (x2 - l)n dnf~) dx (199)
-1 2 n! -1 dx

iff(x) and itsjirst n derivatives are continuous throughout the interval (-1,1).
Replacingf(x) by Pn(x) in (199) and noticing that, from (196),

dnpn(x) = -.!....- ~n (x2 _ l)n
dxn 2nn! dx2n

= _1_ ~n (x 2n _ nx 2n - 2+ ...) = (2n)! , (200)
2nn! dx2n 2nn!

we obtain, from (199),

fl [Pn(x)]2 dx = (2n)! Jl (1 - x2t dx. (201)
-1 22n(n !)2 -1

The integral on the right can be evaluated by successive reductions (involving
integration by parts) in the form

fl (2n)(2n - 2) ... 4 . 2 22n+l (n !)2
(1 - x2r dx = 2 =. (202)

-1 (2n + 1)(2n - 1) ... 5 . 3 (2n + 1)!
Thus Equation (201) takes the form

fl [PiX)]2 dx = 2 (203)
-1 2n + 1

and Equations (195) and (199) give for the coefficients in the expansion

f(x) = AoPo(x) + A I P l (X) + ...

the alternative forms

(-1 < x < 1) (204a)

(204b)

2n + Ifl
2 -1 f(x) Pn(x) dx

An = 2n + 1 fl (1 _ x2)n dnf(x) dx,
2n + l n! -1 dx n

where, again, the second form in (204b) is necessarily correct only iff(x) and
its first n derivatives are continuous in (-1,1).

Since Pn(x) is an even function of x when n is even, and an odd function
when n is odd, it follows that iff(x) is an even function ofx, the coefficients An
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(205)

(206)

(207)

(208)

(n even);

(n odd)

(-L< x < L),

where

will vanish when n is odd; whereas iff(x) is an oddfunction ofx, the coefficients
An will vanish when n is even.

Thus, for an even functionf(x), there follows

{
o (n odd)

An = (2n + 1) f: f(x) Pn(x) dx

whereas for an odd functionf(x) we have

An = {(2n + 1) fo
I

f(x) Pn(x) dx

° (n even).

If we are interested in representing a given function f(x) merely over the
interval (0,1), it is then clear that a series containing only even polynomials
can be obtained by using (205), or, if preferred, a series containing only odd
polynomials can be obtained by using (206). Either of these series will then
representf(x) inside the interval (0,1), and the first series will representf(-x)
and the second -f(-x) in the interval (-1,0).

Finally, we remark that expansions valid in the more general interval
(- L,L) are readily obtained by replacing x by xlL in the preceding develop
ments. This procedure leads to the expansion

f(x) = AoPo(~) + A1Pl(~) + ...

= i AAPA(~)
n=O

J
2n + 1 JL f(x) Pn(x) dx

2L -L L
An =

l 2n + 1 fL (L2_ x2)n dnf(x)dx,
2n +I n!Ln +I -L dxn

which generalizes (204).
It is clear that iff(x) is a polynomial of degree k, all derivatives off(x) of

order n vanish identically when n > k. Hence it follows from (204) or (208)
that any polynomial ofdegree k can be expressed as a linear combination of the
first k + 1 Legendre polynomials.

As an application, we determine Ao, Ab and A2 so that

x2 = AoPo(x) + AIPI(X) + A2P2(X),

the higher coefficients vanishing by virtue of the above remark. Since x2 is an
even function of x, the remaining odd coefficient Al must also vanish:

Al = O.
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To calculate Ao and A2, we use the second form of (204b) and obtain

1 Jl 1 5 Jl 2A = - 1 . x2 dx = - A = - (1 - X 2)2 • 2 dx = -
o 2 -1 3 ' 2 8 . 2 -1 3 '

and hence
(209)

The truth of this identity is verified by reference to the expressions for Po(x)
and P2(x) in Section 4.12 [Equation (158)].

As a second application, we determine the Legendre expansion in (-1,1)
of a functionf(x) which vanishes when -1 < x < 0 and which takes on the
value unity when 0 < x < 1,

(210)f(x) = (~
(-1 < x < 0)

(0 < x < 1).

Since f(x) is discontinuous in (-1,1), the second expression in (204b) cannot be
used. The basic relation becomes, in this case,

2n + 111An = P,Jx) dx.
2 0

Hence, referring to Equation (158), Section 4.12, there follows

Ao = ! J: 1 dx = !,

A l = ! J: x dx = 1,

A2 = t . ! J
O
l (3x 2 - 1) dx = 0,

f1 a) 7Aa = i . ! Jo (5x - 3x dx = - ilh

and so forth. Sincef(x) can be considered as the sum of the constant i and an
odd function of x, it is seen that Ao is the only nonvanishing even coefficient.
The first terms of the desired series are of the form

f(x) = iPo(x) + 1Pl(x) - l-6P3(X) + -l-lP5(x) + ...
(-1 <x < 1). (211)

In general, we find

1 (n = 0)

o (n = 2,4, 6, ...)

J:Pn(x) dx = n-1 1 (1 . 3 . 5 . . . n)2
(-1) 2

n(n + 1) n!
(n = 1, 3, 5, ...).

(212)
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For since (189) gives

[
d dPnJ-(I -x2)-
dx dx

+ n(n + I)Pn = 0,

we obtain

n(n + I) l' p. <Ix = - [(I -x')~J: = p~(O).

If n is even, we have P~(O) = 0, whereas if n is odd, Equations (156),
(l57b), and (159b) of Section 4.12 give

n-l (1 . 3 . 5 ... n)2
P'(O) = (-1) 2

n n!

Thus, the expansion (211) can be written in the form

I(x) = ! + L (-1)n;l 2n + 1 (1 . 3 . 5 . : . n)2 Pn(x)
2 n Odd 2n + 2 n . n.

(-I<x<I). (213)

5.14. The Fourier integral. We have seen in Section 5.10 that the functions

(215)

(n = 1, 2, 3, ...)()
. n'TT

CfJn X = sm L x

form an orthogonal set in the interval 0 < x < L and that a function f(x)
can, in general, be represented as a series of these functions in the stated
interval. The question arises as to the possibility of a similar representation
in the complete semi-infinite interval x > O. However, since the functions
fPn(x) vanish when L --+- 00, it is clear that such a representation cannot be
obtained by merely replacing IlL by zero in the series (132).

If we consider the relation

2iL
. . d sin (U2 - ul)L sin (U2 + ul)L (214)- SIn Ulx SIn U2X x = - ,

L 0 (U2 - u1)L (U2 + Ul)L

we notice that the expression on the right vanishes if U1 and ~ are distinct
integral multiples of 'TTl L and is equal to unity (in the limit) if Ul and ~ both
take on the same integral multiple of 'TTlL. This is, of course, in accordance
with the results of Section 5.10. In addition, however, we notice that as L--+- 00

the right-hand member of (214) approaches zero for any positive values of U1

and U2 so long as ~:i= Ub but that if U2 = Ub the right-hand member
approaches unity. That is, if we write

CfJu(x) = sin ux,
we obtain

(Ul :i= U2)

(u1 = U2)'
(216)
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(0 < x < L),

(219)

Thus two functions of form (215), corresponding to any two positive values
of u, have a sort of orthogonality property in the semi-infinite interval (0,00),
and we are led to the conclusion that a representation of a functionf(x) in a
semi-infinite interval must involve all possible functions of type (215), where u
is any positive number and is not restricted, as in the finite case, to a set of
discrete values.

In the finite case f(x) is expressed as a linear combination of functions of
the latter type, that is, as an infinite series,

eo
"'" n1TXI(x) = L An sin L
n=l

where the constants An specify the contributions of the successive harmonics
in the series. In the limiting case L -+ 00, if we write the contribution of sin ux
to the representation off(x) in the form A(u) sin ux, the complete representa
tion of f(x) should be obtained by superimposing these contributions by
means of an infinite integral,

I(x) = f: A(u) sin ux du (0 < x < 00). (217)

Assuming that such a representation exists, for a sufficiently well-behaved
function f(x) , it remains to determine A(u) for all positive values of u, that is,
as a function of u. In the following developments we indicate a formal method
of determining A(u), and afterward state conditions under which the result
obtained is correct.

In determining the function A(u), we are guided by the analogous pro
cedure of Section 5.10. Thus, we first multiply both sides of (217) by sin UoX,
where Uo is any positive value of u,

I(x) sin uoX = sin UoX f: A(u) sin ux duo

We next integrate both sides of the result with respect to x over the interval
(O,L), where L is destined to become infinite, and so obtain

f~ I(x) sin uoX dx = f~ sin uox {f: A(u) sin ux dU} dx

or, assuming that the order of integration may be interchanged,

I~ I(x) sin uox dx = f: A(u) {f~ sin ux sin UoX dX} duo (218)

We denote the right-hand member of (218) by RL ; then, making use of
(214), we obtain

1 Leo A(u)RL = - sin L(u - uo) du
2 0 u - Uo

1 Leo A(u)- - sin L(u + uo) duo
20 u+uo
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With the substitution L(u - Un) = t in the first integral of (219) and the
substitution L(u + uo) = t in the second integral, this expression takes the
form

1 foo ( t ) sin t 1100

( t ) sin tRL = - A Uo + - - dt - - A -uo + - - dr. (220)
2 - LUG L t 2 LUG L t

Now, if Un > 0, we see that as L -+ 00 the second integralformal/y approaches
zero, whereas the first integral takes the value

1 foo A( ) sin t d _ A(uo) foo sin t d _ '1T A( ) *
- Uo -- t - -- -- t - - Uo'
2 -00 t 2 -00 t 2

Thus, as L -+ 00, Equation (218) gives formally

100 f(x) sin uox dx = lim RL = '! A(uo) (uo > 0). (221)
o L~oo 2

Replacing Un by u in (221), we have determined the function A(u) required in
(217) in the form

21 00

A(u) = - f(x) sin ux dx.
1T 0

(222)

To distinguish the dummy variable x in (222) from the current variable x
in (217), we replace x by t in (222) before introducing (222) into (217), and so
obtain

2100 100

f(x) = - sin ux f(t) sin ut dt du
'1T 0 0

(0 < x < (0). (223)

This expression is known as the Fourier sine integral representation oflex)
and can be shown, by more rigorous analysis, to be valid when x > 0 if/ex) is

piecewise differentiable in every positive interval and ifthe integral f: I/(x)Idx
exists. As in the Fourier series theory, the integral representsf(x) at points of
continuity, and represents l[f(x+) + f(x-)] at finite jumps.

In a similar way, the Fourier cosine integral representation

2100 100

f(x) = - cos ux f(t) cos ut dt du
1T 0 0

(0 < x < (0) (224)

can be obtained, subject to the same restrictions.
It is clear that (223) represents -f(-x) when x < 0, whereas (224) repre

sentsf(-x) when x < O. Thus, iff(x) is an odd function, the representation
in (223) includes all values ofx; whereas if/ex) is an even function, the same is
true of (224). As in the finite case, we can make use of these facts to obtain a
representation valid for all values ofx by using both sine and cosine harmonics.

• See Problem 12(b), Chapter 2.
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Thus, if we writef(x) = fe(x) +fo(x) , wherefe is even andfo is odd, we verify
that

1100 Joo 1100 Joo- cos ux f(t) cos ut dt du = - cos ux flt) cos ut dt du
7T' 0 -00 7T' 0 -00

21 00 100

= - cos ux feet) cos ut dt du
7T' 0 0

( - 00 < x < 00), (225a)

(-00 < x < 00).

and, similarly,

1100 Joo- sin ux f(t) sin ut dt du = fix)
7T' 0 -00

Hence, adding (225a) and (225b), we obtain the representation

f(x) = f: [A(u) cos ux + B(u) sin ux] du (-00 < x < 00),

where A(u) and B(u) are defined by the expressions

1 Joo 1 JooA(u) =:;; _00 f(t) cos ut dt, B(u) =;. _00 f(t) sin ut dt.

By introducing (227) into (226), we obtain also

f(x) = ;: f.oo U_oooo f(t) cos u(t - x) dt] du (- 00 < x < (0),

or, equivalently,

(225b)

(226)

(227)

(228)

1 Joo Joof(x) = 27T' _ 00 _ 00 f(t) cos u(t - x) dt du (-00 < x < 00). (228a)

(-00 < x < 00), (229)

This expression is known as the complete Fourier integral representation of
f(x) and representsf(x) for all values of x in the usual sense iff(x) is piecewise

differentiable in every finite interval and if the integral f:oo [f(x)1 dx exists.

By writing
cos u(t - x) = teiU(t-X) + !e-jU(t-X),

we can show that (228) also can be written in the alternative complex form

f(x) = 1- Joo Joo f(t) e-iu(t-x) dt du
27T' - 00 - 00

or, equivalently,

f(x) = 1- Joo eiux Joo e-iutf(t) dt du
27T' - 00 - 00

(- 00 < x < 00). (229a)
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Finally, if we write
u = 21TW,

Equation (229a) becomes

( - 00 < x < 00). (230)

(231a)

(231b)

Equations (226), (228), (229), and (230) are equivalent forms of the Fourier
integral.

If we denote the inner integral in (229a) by §"(u), there follows

§"(u) = I_coco e-iutf(t) dt (-00 < u < 00),

f(t) = 1.- Jco eilet §"(u) du (- 00 < t < 00).
21T - co

The function §"(u) defined by (231a) is called the Fourier transform off For a
function /(t) which vanishes when t < 0, the Fourier transform becomes
formally identical with the Laplace transform (Chapter 2) if we replace iu by s.
If the Fourier transform of/is known, Equation(23Ib) permits thedetermina
tion of the functionf in terms of an integral involving the transform §".

In a similar way we obtain from (223) and (224) the inversion formulas

(0 < t < 00)

.9'(u) = f: f(t) sin ut dt (0 < u < 00),

2 i co
f(t) = - .9'(u) sin ut du

1T 0

(232a)

(232b)

and

C(u) = I: f(t) cos ut dt

2ico
f(t) = - C(u) cos ut du

1T 0

(0 < u < 00),

(0 < t < 00).

(233a)

(233b)

The functions defined by (232a) and (233a) are called the Fourier sine and
cosine transforms off, respectively.

To illustrate these definitions, we consider the function

(x < 0)

(0 < x < a)

(x > a).

(234)

From (223) v'': obtain the Fourier sine integral representation,

f() 2 i co 1 - cos au. dx = - sm ux u
1T 0 U

(0 < x < 00); (235a)
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(236a)

(235b)

(236b,c)( - 00 < x < (0).

1 J
co 1 -iau

- e iuz d----e u
27Ti -co u

or

f(x) =
1 fco 1 - e -211'iaro e2mxw dw

27Ti -co w

When x < 0, the integrals appearing in (235a) and (235b) represent
-f(-x) and f( -x), respectively. Thus, for example, taking into account the
discontinuities inf(x), we have from (235b) the useful result

Equation (224) gives the Fourier cosine integral representation,

f(x) -_ ~ lco sin au cos ux du ( )O<x<oo;
7T 0 u

and Equations (226), (229a), and (230) give the alternative complete Fourier
integral representations,

lico
(sin au 1-cos au. )f(x) = - cos xu + sIn xu du

7T 0 U U

(-oo<x<oo)

(237)(Ixl = a)

(Ixl < a)
2

7T

l
co sin au cos ux d

u = 7T
o U

4

o (Ixl > a).

Also, from (231a), (232a), and (233a) we obtain the transforms of f(x),

~(u) = 1 - ~ -iau , (238a)
IU

.9(u) = 1 - cos au
u

(u > 0), (238b)

C(u) = sm au (u > 0). (238c)
u

We notice that in this case there follows~(u) = C(u) - i.9(u). This relation
ship between the transforms is readily shown to be true if and only if the
function f(x) vanishes when x < O.

Analogous integral representations involving Bessel functions can be ob
tained. In particular, it can be shown* that the equation

(0 < x < (0) (239)

• See A. Gray, G. B. Mathews, and T. M. MacRobert, A Treatise on Bessel Functions,
St. Martin's Press, New York, 1952.
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is valid when p > -I, with the usual convention regarding discontinuities,
if f(x) is piecewise differentiable in every finite interval and if the integral

fooo xIf(x)1 dx exists. This expression is known as the Fourier-Bessel integral

representation off(x), of order p.
The Fourier-Bessel transform, oforderp, of a function f(x) may be defined

by the relation

(0 < U < 00). (240a)

The function f(x) is then expressible in terms of its transform by the equation
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PROBLEMS

Section 5.1

1. Show that the boundary-value problem

f12y
- - A,2 11 = 0
dx2 / '

y(O) = y(L) = 0

cannot have a nontrivial solution for real values of A,.
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2. Determine those values of k for which the partial differential equation

a2T a2T
-+-=0
ax2 oy2

possesses nontrivial solutions of the form T(x,y) = f(x) sinh ky which vanish
when x = 0 and when x = L.

3. Show that the equation
d2y
- + ,ix2y = 0
dx2

can possess a nontrivial solution which vanishes at x = 0 and at x = 1 only if A.
is such that

J I/ilA1/2) = 0

and that, corresponding to such a characteristic number Ak' any multiple of the
function

is a solution with the required properties.

4. Show that the equation
d2y dy

x dx2 + dx + ,ixy = 0

can possess a nontrivial solution which is finite at x = 0 and which vanishes when
x = a onlyif A is such that JO(A 1/2 a) = 0, and obtain the form of the solution in this
case.

Section 5.2

5. Suppose that the uniform string considered in Section 5.2 is unrestrained
from transverse motion at the end x = 0, and is attached at the end x = L to a
yielding support of modulus k, the ends of the string being constrained against
appreciable movement parallel to the axis of rotation. Show that the nth critical
speed W n is given by

W = Jln !!.,
n L A./~

where cot Jln = rt.p.n and rt. = T/kL.

6. The linear density of a flexible string of length L varies according to the
law p = Po(1 + X/L)2, where Po is a constant and x is measured from one end.
The ends of the string are attached to an axis rotating with angular velocity w.

(a) Show that the governing differential equation can be written in the form

tPy
dr2 + 4p.2r2y = 0,

where r = 1 + x/L and Jl2 = (pow2L2)/(4T), and that the end conditions then
require that y vanish when r = 1 and when r = 2.
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(b) Show that the nth critical speed W n is given by

JTPn
W n = 2 Po L '

where Pn is the nth solution of the equation

Jvi.Jl) Yl/4(4p) - J1/4(4p) Y 1/4(!J.) = o.
7. (a) If a flexible string is caused to vibrate transversely in a plane with respect

to a straight form along the x axis, the displacement w of a point is a function of x
a2w

and of time t. Noticing that the inertia force per unit length is then given by -p at2 '

and denoting the actual transverse external force by [(x,t), show that w satisfies the
partial differential equation

~ (r aw) _p a2w+[ = 0
ax ax at2

when small slopes and displacements are considered.
(b) In the case of free periodic vibrations of circular frequency ro, with

[ = 0, we must have
w(x,t) = y(x) sin (rot + lp),

where qJ is constant and the amplitude y depends only on x. Show that y(x) then
satisfies the same ordinary differential equation as the displacement of a string
rotating about the x axis with angular velocity ro (Section 5.2), and hence that the
results of Section 5.2 can be interpreted in terms of natural vibration modes and
natural frequencies in the analysis of periodic vibrations.

Section 5.3

8. Determine expressions for the critical speeds and deflection modes of a
rotating uniform shaft of length L fixed at both ends, taking the origin at one end
of the shaft.

9. Solve the preceding problem, taking the origin at the center of the shaft.
(Express the general solution in terms of circular and hyperbolic functions and, by
suitably combining the four equations determining the constants of integration,
obtain an equivalent set consisting of two pairs of equations each involving coeffi~

cients of either only even or only odd functions. Notice that symmetrical and
antisymmetrical modes are thus readily distinguished.)

10. Proceeding as in Problem 7, show that the displacement w(x,t) of a shaft or
beam executing small transverse vibrations in a plane satisfies the equation

Show also that in the case of free periodic vibration the amplitude function satisfies
Equation (27).
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11. A uniform beam is hinged at the end x = 0, whereas the end x = L is free.
Show that the natural frequencies of free transverse vibrations of the beam are

given by W n = jl~L2 v'pfE/, where jln is a root of the equation tanh jl = tan jl, and
the deflection in a natural mode is given by

[
XX]sinh jln L sin jln L

wn(x,t) = Cn h + sin wnt.
cos jln cos fln

(See Problem 10.) Notice that the problem also admits the solution w = Cx when
W = 0, corresponding to a rigid-body rotation about the end x = o.

12. Suppose that a mass kpL, equal to k times the mass of the entire beam, is
attached to the free end of the beam of Problem 11.

(a) Verify that the condition of vanishing shear at x = L then is replaced
by the requirement L3y "'(L) + kjl4y(L) = 0, where jl4 = pw2L4fE/, and where y (x)
is the amplitude function.

(b) Show that jl then must satisfy the equation

tanh fl = tan jl + 2kjl tan jl tanh jl
or

cot jl = coth fl + 2kjl.

(Notice that this condition reduces to that obtained in Problem 11 when k = 0.)

Section 5.4

13. By integrating Equation (46) twice and determining the two constants of
-integration, show that the differential equation for buckling of a long column
hinged at both ends can be taken in the form

tJ2y
E/ dx2 + Py = 0,

with the two end conditions y(0) = y(L) = 0, if no transverse loads are acting.

14. An axial load P is applied to a column of circular cross section with linear
taper, so that /(x) = /O(X/b)4, where x is measured from the point at which the
column would taper to a point if it were extended, and /0 is the value of I at the end
x =b.

(a) If the column is hinged at the ends x = a and x = b, show that the
governing differential equation can be put in the form

x4 tJ2y + jl2y = 0
dx2 '

where jl2 = Pb4/E/o, and where the conditions y(a) = y(b) = 0 are to be satisfied.
(b) Show that the general solution of this equation can be expressed first in

terms of Bessel functions and finally in the elementary form

(
fl. jl)Y = X c1 cos ~ + c2 SIn:; •
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(c) Show that the critical loads are of the form

(0)2 EIO
Pn = ~ b L2'

where L = b - 0 is the length of the column, and that the buckling modes are
given by

~.(x) - x sin [nnHt -~)J
15. An originally vertical column of length L is assumed to bend under its own

weight. If its mass per unit length is denoted by p(x), where x is measured from the
top of the column downward, show that the shearing force S at distance x from the

top is given by the component of the load w(x) = g f: p dx in the direction normal

to the deflected axis of the column, and hence is of the form S = -w tan 0, where
ois the angle of deflection from the vertical. Noticing that the bending moment is

dO dM
given by M = EI dx' and that S = dx' obtain the governing differential equation
in the form

d ( dO)- EI- + w(x) 0 = 0,
dx dx

when small deflections and slopes are assumed, where, if the end x = 0 is unre
strained whereas the end x = L is built in, the end conditions EIO'(O) = 0 and
O(L) = 0 are to be satisfied.

16. In the case of a uniform column, for which EI = constant and w' = g~A =

constant, where 0 is the volume mass density and A the cross-sectional area, show
that the differential equation of Problem 15 takes the form

d 20 goA
dx2 + EI.x 0 = 0,

and that the solution of this equation for which 0'(0) = 0 is of the form

8(x) ~ C xli' 1-1/3 GJc;: x 3/.) ,

where C is an arbitrary constant. By imposing the condition O(L) = 0, and making
use of the fact that the smallest zero of J_ 1/3(Z) is z ...:.. 1.866, deduce that the smallest
value of L for which buckling may occur (the "critical length" of the column) is
given by

(
EI) 1/3

L cr .:- 1.986 gOA .

Section S.S

17. Determine an approximation to the Euler load PI of a column of length L,
hinged at both ends, with bending stiffness

L
EI(x) = C L '+x
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where C is a constant, by the method of Stodola and Vianello. Take Equation (82)
as a first approximation to the deflection curve and compare the results of using
Equations (70) and (72a) or (72b) in calculating A~l) = L2Pi1)jC.

11. Find approximately the smallest characteristic value of ), for the problem

tJ2y
dx2 + Ay = 0, y'(O) = y(1) = 0

by using the method of Vianello and Stodola as follows:
(a) Determine a first approximation, by first replacing the term Ay by a

convenient constant in the given differential equation, in the form Yl = 1 -.r.
(b) Show that there follows 11 = l2(5 - 6x2 + x 4).

(c) Show that the use of (70) gives Al ~ 2.5, whereas the use of (72a) gives
~ ~ tl ..:..- 2.471.

(d) Show that the true value of Al is ~/4 ..:..- 2.467.

19. Find approximately the smallest value of Il for which the problem

d2y dy
x - - - + 112xy = 0dx2 dx r ,

y(0) = y(1) = 0

possesses a nontrivial solution, by using the method of Stodola and Vianello as
follows:

(a) Show that the differential equation can be written in the form

.!!- (! dY) + p,2 y = O.
dx xdx x

(b) Determine the first approximation Yl(X) in such a way that

d (I dY1)- - - = constant
dx x dx '

and also Y1(0) = Yl(1) = 0, and show that there follows Yl = x2(1 - x), with a
convenient choice of the constant.

(c) Show that then/l(x) = rto<7x2 - 15x4 + 8x5).
(d) Verify that the use of Equation (70), with A = 1l2 , gives

P,1 ~ \/'15 ..:..- 3.873,

whereas the use of (72a), with P = l/x, gives

P,1 ~ \/'J.lg9.. ..:..- 3.839.

(e) Show that the true value of III is the smallest zero ofJ1(x) and hence (see
Appendix B) is given by III -=- 3.832.
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y(O) = 0, lXy'(L) + y(L) = 0,

y( ± 1) finite,

Section 5.6

20. Reduce each of the following differential equations to the standard form

~ (p :t) + (q + Ar)y ~ 0:

tf2y dy
(a) x dx2 + 2 dx + (x + A)y = 0

d2y dy
(b) dx2 + dx cot x + Ay = 0,

d2y dy
(c) dx2 + a dx + (b + A)y = 0 (a, b constants),

d2y dy
(d) X dx2 + (c - x) dx - ay + A.y = 0 (a, c constants).

21. By considering the characteristic functions of the problem

tf2y
dx2 + p 2y = 0,

with IX ~ 0, and using the results of Section 5.6, show that

I: sin PIX sin PiX dx = 0

when PI and P2 are distinct positive solutions of the equation tan p,L + 1Xp, = O.

22. By considering the characteristic functions of the problem

d 2y dy
x dx2 + dx + Jl2xy = 0, y(0) finite, y(L) = 0,

and using the results of Section 5.6, show that

I: x JO(PIX) Jo(PiX) dx = 0

when PI and P2 are distinct positive roots of the equation Jo{PL) = o.
23. By considering the characteristic functions of the problem

d2y dy
(1 - x2) - - 2x - + Ay = 0

dx2 dx '

and using the results of Section 5.6, show that

II Pr(X) Pix) dx = 0
-1

when rand s are distinct nonnegative integers. [Notice that theequation is Legendre's
equation, and that Amust be of the form n(n + 1), where n is an integer, in order
that solutions finite at both x = 1 and x = -1 exist, according to Section 4.12.]

24. Derive Equation (105) from (104).
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Section 5.7

25. Determine the coefficients in the representation

co

[(x) = LAn sin nx
ft=l

(0 < x < 1T)

(x < 1T12)

(x = 'lT12)

(x > 1T12).

(a) [(x) = 1, (b) f(x) = x, (c) f(x) = !~
co

26. (a) If the expansion [(x) = LAn sin nx is valid in (0,1T), show formaIly
that ft=l

co

["[f(X)]2 dx = ~ LA:.
Jo ft=l

in the following cases:

1 1 1 ~-+-+-+ ... =-12 22 32 6 .

(b) From this result, and from the results of Problem 25(a,b), deduce the
foIlowing relations:

1 1 1 ~
-+-+-+ ... =-
12 32 52 8 '

27. Expand the function [(x) = 1 in a series of the characteristic functions of
the boundary-value problem

y(0) = 0,

over the interval (O,L).

tJ2y
cJx2 + Ay = 0,

rxLy'(L) + y(L) = 0 (rx ~ 0),

Section 5.8

28. Obtain the solution of the problem

tPy
cJx2 + Ay = F(x), y(0) = y(L) = 0

in the form
co

"'" An. 1tTrX
y(x) = ~ A _ HIL2 Sln T

ft=l

(0 < x < L)

when A =f= 1tTrIL (n = 1, 2, ...), where An is the nth coefficient in the expansion
co

"'" 1tTrXF(x) = ~ AnsinT
ft=l

(0 < x < L).

29. Obtain the solution of the problem

d ( dY)- x - + AxlJ = F(x)dx dx '.I' ,
y(0) finite, y(L) = 0
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in the form
co A

y(x) = 2: A _ n 2 Jo(PnX ) .. (0 < x < L),
n=l Jln

when A =1= Jl~, Jl~, •.. , where Jln is the nth root of the equation Jo(PL) = 0, and
where An is the nth coefficient in the expansion

(0 < x < L).

y'(O) = y'(I) = 0,

Show also that the coefficient An is to be determined by the equation

JL s JLAn 0 x[Jo(PnX )] dx = 0 F(x) Jo(PnX ) dx.

Section 5.9

30. If the initial approximation YI(X) is orthogonal to the first characteristic
function 9'l(X) with respect to r(x), show that the method of Stodola and Vianello
leads to the second characteristic quantities ~ and 9'2(X) unless YI(X) is also orthog
onal to 9's(x).

31. Show that zero is a characteristic number of the problem

dSy
cJx2 + Ay = 0,

corresponding to the characteristic function tp(x) = 1, in addition to the character
istic numbers An = "..",. (n. = 1,2, ...), corresponding to the respective character
istic functions 9'n(x) = cos ttrrx. Hence deduce that the method of Stodola and
Vianello would lead to A = 0 and y(x) = 1 in this case unless the initial approxima
tion YI(x) were orthogonal to the function y = lover (0,1), that is, unless

J: YI(X) dx = O.

32. Apply the method of Stodola and Vianello to the approximate determina
tion of the smallest nonzero characteristic number of the problem considered in
Problem 31, assumingYI(x) in the form

YI(X) = Co + CIX + car + car,
and determining the constants such that

y~(O) = 0,
and

y~(l) = 0,

J; YI(X) dx = o.

Show that the resultant initial approximation Yl = 1 - 6x2 + 4r, corresponding
to a convenient choice of the arbitrary multiplicative factor, leads to the result

II = io(l - Sr + Sx· - 2x5)
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if the same three conditions are imposed on fl. Notice that Equation (70) cannot be
applied here, but that the simple process of equating YI(X) to ij'I(X) at either x = 0
or x = I gives Al R::I 10, whereas the use of (72a) gives Al 1':::$ ~3Qlj! ...:. 9.871. (The exact
result is Al = 1T2 ...:. 9.870.)

Section 5.10

33. Establish, by direct integration, the truth of (a) Equation (134), (b) Equation
(140), and (c) Equations (154).

34.. Expand each of the following functions in a Fourier sine series of period 2L,
oYer the interval (O,L), and in each case sketch the function represented by the series
in the interval (-3L,3L):

(a) f(x) = (0
x(L - x)

(x < 0)

(x > 0),

(b) f(x) = (:

L -x

(x < 0)

(0 < x < L/2)

(x > L/2),

(

I (x < L/2)
(c) f(x) = 0

(x > L/2),

(

1TX
sin - (0 < x < L/2)

(e) f(x) = L

o (otherwise),

1TX
(d) f(x) = sin 2L '

r~ (O<x<€<L)
(f) f(x) = l€

o (otherwise).

35. (a-f) Expand each of the functions listed in Problem 34 in a Fourier cosine
series of period 2L, over the interval (O,L), and in each case sketch the function
represented by the series in the interval ( -3L,3L).

36. (a) Obtain the expansion

sin 1Trx Loo
2rx sin 1Trx

cos rxx = -- + (-on -' 2 2) COS nx
1Trx -11\rx - n

1&=1

when rx is nonintegral.

(b) Deduce from this result that

1(1 00 2 )
cot 1Trx = - - - "'" 2 rx 2 '

1T rx L..,n-rx
1&=1

when rx is nonintegral.

37. Plot the first three partial sums sn(x), for which

Sl(X) = sin x, S2(X) = sin x - i sin lx,

and

S3(X) = sin! - i sin lx + ! sin 3x,
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of the right-hand member of the relation

x Loo
(_l)k+l .

- = smkx
2 k

k=1

BolUUlluy-vallle problems I c!ulp. 5

(0 < x < 71),

over the interval (0,71), and compare these plots with a plot of the limit function.

38. Plot the first three distinct partial sums of the series representation

8 ( 1 1 )x(71 - x) =;; sin x + 33 sin 3x + 53 sin Sx + ... (0 < x < 71),

over the interval (0,71), and compare these plots with a plot of the limit function.

39. Show that, if we determine the coefficients in an N-term approximation of
the form

N
~ nrrx

f(x) f:::::J Lan sinT
1&=1

(0 < X < L)

(k = 1, 2, ... , N),

in such a way that

fL[f(X) - i a" sin n;.xJ2dx = minimum
Jo n=1

(that is, by the method of least squares), the coefficients are determined in the form

2 i L
k71Xak = - f(x) sin- dx

L 0 L

that is, as the first N coefficients in the Fourier sine series representation. (Differen
tiate the quantity to be minimized with respect to a general coefficient ak and
equate the result to zero.)

Section 5.11

40. (a-f) Expand each of the functions listed in Problem 34 in a Fourier series
of Period 2L, over the interval (-L,L), and in each case sketch the function repre
sented by the series in the interval ( -3L,3L).

41. Expand each of the following functions in a Fourier series of period equal
to the length of the indicated interval of representation:

/0 (x < 0)
(a) f(x) = a + bx [O,P), (b) f(x) = \t (x > 0) [-1,1],

(c) f(x) = sin x [0,71], (d) f(x) = x [1,2].

42. (a) If the representation
00

~ ttrrx
f(x) = Ao + L AncosT

n=1

(0 < x < L)
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is valid, show formally that

2 iL 00L [f(X)]2 dx = 2A5 + 2:~.
o n~1

(b) If the representation
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00

~ ttrrX
f(x) = L Bn sinT

n=1

(0 < x < L)

is valid, show formally that

2 iL 00L [f(X)]2 dx = 2: B;.
o n ... l

(c) If the representation

f(x) ~ Ao + i (An cos ""t + Bn sin :X)
n-l

(-L < X < L)

is valid, show formally that

1 JL 00L [f(X)]2 dx = 2A5 + 2: (A; + B:).
-L n=1

[It is a remarkable fact that the results of parts (a), (b), and (c) are valid
whenever!(x) is bounded and integrable over the relevant interval, whether or not
the associated Fourier representations referred to are valid. These results are often
called the Parseval equalities.]

43. (a) Show that the Fourier series expansion described by Equations (148)
and (149) can be written in the form

1 JL ~ 1 JL [ n7TX ttrrt ttrrx ttrrt]
!(x) = 2L _L!(t) dt + L L _L!(t) cos yeosT + sinT sinT dt

n~1

1 JL ~ 1 JL ttrr(x - t)
= 2L _L!(t) dt +L L _L!(t) cos L dt

n-l

when -L < x < L.
(b) By making use of Euler's formula

1t7r(x - t) _! [ in:;-t> -i1l1%-t)]
cos L -2 e +e ,

show that the last form can be transformed to

00 1 JL in7l'(%-t)

f(x) = 2: 2L _L!(t) e L dt
n--oo
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Of, equivalently,
00 in1TX

f(x) = 2: an eL

'1=- 00

(-L < x <L)

where
1 fL -in1TX

an = 2L _L!(x) e L dx.

[This is known as the complex form of the Fourier series.]

44. (a) Assuming the relation

(n odd).

(n even);

no::s-oo

(see Problem 28, Chapter 4), replace r by ei8 and deduce the Fourier expansion

00

eix sin 8 = 2: In(x) ein8•

'1=-00

(b) By equating separately the real and imaginary parts of the two sides of
this equation, and recalling that J_n(x) = ( _1)n In(x), show that

cos (x sin 0) = Jo(x) + 2[J2(x) cos 20 + Jix) cos 40 + ...]
and

sin (x sin 0) = 2[J1(x) sin 0 + J3(x) sin 30 + ...].

45. (a) From the result of Problem 44(a) deduce the integral formula

1 f11In(x) = - ei(xsln 8-'18) dO
27T -11

1i11
= - cos (x sin 0 - nO) dO,

1T 0
when n is an integer.

(b) From this result or from the result of Problem 44(b), also obtain the
relations

1i 11
In(x) = - cos (x sin 0) cos nO dO

7T 0

2 i 11
/
2

= - cos (x sin 0) cos nO dO
7T 0

1i 11
In(x) = - sin (x sin 0) sin nO dO

7T 0

2i11
/
2

= - sin (x sin 0) sin nO dO
7T 0

(Notice that the integrands in part (b) are symmetrical with respect to 0 = 7Tf2, with
the stated restrictions on n.]
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(c) In particular, show that

2i11

'

2

Jo(x) = - cos (x sin 0) dO
7T 02i 1 cos xt

= - dt.
7T 0 vi - t 2
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y(O) finite, y(L) = 0

(0 < x < L),

(0 < x < L),

Section 5.12

46. Expand the function [(x) = xP in a series of the characteristic functions of
the boundary-value problem

x:x (x!) + (P"x' - rly = 0

y(0) finite, y(L) = 0

over the interval 0 < x < L, where p is a given nonnegative constant. [Make use of
Equation (108), Section 4.9.]

47. Expand[(x) = x P in a series of the characteristic functions of the boundary
value problem

d ( dy)x dx x dx + (,u2X 2 - p2)y = 0

y(0) finite, y'(L) = 0

over the interval 0 < x < L, where p is a given nonnegative constant. (Consider the
case p = 0 separately.)

48. Obtain the solution of the problem

d ( dY)dx x dx + p2xy = x,

in the form
00

2: 2 Jo(,unx )
y = 2p2 - p,. p,.L J1(,u,.L)

,.=1

where Jo(,unL) = 0 (n = 1, 2, ...), if Jo(,uL) =1= O.

49. Ifp = 0 in Problem 48, show that the solution is of the form y = l(x2 - L2).
Hence deduce the representation

(
X)" 00 8 J+ni)

I - L =,6..: J.(oc,.)

where ex,. is the nth zero of Jo(x).

Section 5.13

SO. Show that the coefficients in the expansion
00

F(O) = 2:AnPn(cos B)
n=O

(0 < 0 < 7T)
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are of the form
2n + 1 [" .

An = 2 Jo F(O) Pn(cos 0) Sin 0 dO

51. Find the first three coefficients in the expansion of the function

!(x) = e (-1 < x < 0)

(0 < x < 1)

in a series of Legendre polynomials over the interval (-1,1).

52. Find the first three coefficients in the expansion of the function

in a series of the form

{

COS 0
f(O) = 0

(0 < 0 < n/2)

(n/2 < 0 < n)

00

f(O) = LAnPn(cos 0)
n=O

(0 < 0 < n).

(-1 s:: x s:: 1)

53. Show that if the coefficients A o, AI' ... , An are determined in such a way
that

I =f~l{f(x) - [AoPo(x) + A1P1(X) + ... + A nPn(x)]}2 dx = minimum,

so that the integral of the squared error in the approximation
n

f(x) ~LAkPk(X)
k=O

is least, the coefficients are obtained (by requiring that 01/ oAk = 0 for k = 0,
1, ... , n and making use of the relevant orthogonality) in the form

Akf~1[Pk(X)]2 dx = J~l f(x) Pk(x) dx (k = 0, 1, ... , n).

Hence, recalling that any polynomial of degree n can be expressed as a linear
combination of Po(x), P1(x), ... ,Pn(x), deduce that the polynomial of degree n
which best approximates a [unction over ( -1,1) in the least-squares sense consists of
the sum of the terms of degree not greater than n in the Legendre expansion of that
function over that interval.

54. Determine the first three nonvanishing terms in the Legendre expansion,
over the interval (-1,1), of the function

(Ixl < «::)

(E < Ixl < 1),
in the form

F(x) = AoPo(x) + A2P2(X) + A4P4(X) + . . . (-1 < x < 1)

where Ao = i, A2 = -1(1 - E2), A4 = i\(3 - 10«::2 + 7«::4), ••••
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55. Use the results of Section 5.8 to obtain the solution of the problem

d [ dY ]fix (1 - r) fix + ky = F(x),

y( ± 1) finite,

where F(x) is defined in Problem 54, in the form
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y(O) =: 0, y(l) finite

if k =F 0, 6, 20, ....

56. As ~ - 0 in Problems 54 and 55, the function F(x) tends toward the "unit
impulse function." It can be shown that the series in Problem 54 does not converge
when ~ = O. However, the series solution in Problem 55 does then converge.

(a) Show that if F(x) tends toward the unit impulse function ~x), the solu~

tion of Problem 55 becomes

t i H
y = "kPo(x) - k - 6 P2(x) + k _ 20 P4(x) + ....

(b) Show that the same result is obtained if the formal expansion

6(x) '" iPo(x) - !P2(x) + HP4(x) + ...
is dealt with as though it were truly a convergent representation.

[In the procedure of part (a), the limit is taken after the coefficients of the
expansion have been subsituted into the general solution, whereas in that of part (b)
the limit is taken formally before substitution. The former is mathematically sound;
the second, strictly speaking, is not. However, both give the same final result.

•Since in many similar problems the second procedure may be much more simply
applied than the first, it is rather frequently used in practice and can be justified
from a practical point of view by an analysis similar to the one just considered.]

57. (a) With the notation of Section 4.12, show that the solution of Legendre's
equation of order p which vanishes when x = °must be a multiple of vp(x).
Making use of the fact that v-p(x) is not finite at x = 1 unless p is an odd integer,
deduce that the problem

d [ dY]- (I - x2) - + AY = 0,
dx dx

possesses the characteristic numbers An = 2n(2n - I) and the corresponding charac
teristic functions 9'n(x) = P2n-l(X), where n = 1, 2, ....

(b) In a similar way, deduce that the problem

d [ dY]fix (1 - Xl) dx + AY = 0, y'(O) = 0, y(l) finite

possesses the characteristic numbers An = 2n(2n + 1) and the corresponding
characteristic functions 9'n(x) = P2n(x), where n = 0, 1, 2, ....
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~ [(I - xi):] + Ay = F(x),

in the form
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y(0) = 0, y(1) finite

~ en [1
y =L., A _ 2n(2n _ 1) P2n-l(x), Cn = (4n - 1) Jo F(x) P2n- 1(X) dx,

n=l

if A =1= 2, 12, 30, ....
(b) If the condition at x = 0 in part (a) is replaced by the condition

y'(O) = 0, obtain the solution in the form

_~ Cn [1
y = ~ A - 2n(2n + 1) P2n(x), Cn = (4n + 1) Jo F(x) P2n(X) dx,

n=O

if A =1= 0, 6, 20, ....

Section 5.14

59. With the symbols
1trr

U = - = n~u
n L '

71

~u =
L

::1:-00

y(O) = 0, lim y(x) finite

where Un is a function of the integer n, increasing by jumps of magnitude ~u, show
that the complex form of the Fourier series representation of f(x) , as obtained in
Problem 43, can be expressed in the form

1 00 JL .
f(x) = - "" ~u f(t) e-&Un(t-x) dt.

271 ~ -L
n=-oo

[Notice the formal similarity between this form (as L ~ 00) and the Fourier integral
representation expressed in the form (229).]

60. Solve the problem

d2y
dx2 - k2y + f(x) = 0 (x > 0),

formally, by the following steps:

(a) Write

2100

y(x) = - Y(u) sin ux du
71 0

2100

and f(x) = - F(u) sin ux du
71 0

and, by substitution into the differential equation and formal differentiation under
the integral sign, obtain the condition

f: [(u2 + k2) Y(u) - F(u)] sin ux du = O.
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Hence deduce that
F(u)

Y(u) = 2 k 2 '
U +

(b) By expressing F in terms off, obtain the formal solution

2i00 F(u) .
y(x) = - 2 k2 sm ux du

7T 0 U +
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y'(O) = 0, lim y(x) finite
x-oo

where F(u) = fooo
f<t) sin ut dl.

61. By proceding as in Problem 60, obtain a formal solution of the problem

d 2y
tJx2 - k2y + f(x) = 0 (x > 0),

in the form

2i oo
F(u)

y(x) = - 2 k2 cos ux du
7T 0 U +

where F(u) = f: f(t) cos ut dt.

62. (a) By assuming

1 fooy(x) = - eiux Y(u) du
27T -00

1 fooand f(x) = - eiux F(u) du,
27T -00

obtain a formal solution of the problem

cJ2y
dx2 - k 2y + f(x) = 0

lim y(x) finite,
%--00

in the form

1 foo F(u) .
y(x) = - e~ux du

27T -00 u2 + k2

( - 00 < x < 00),

lim y(x) finite
%-+00

where F(u) ~ I:oo e-i'"[(I) dl.

(b) Show that this result also can be written in the real form

y(x) = 2
1 fOO 2 1 k 2 [fOO f(t) cos u(t - x) dtJ duo
7T -00 U + -00

63. Obtain a formal solution of the problem

d ( dY)dx x dx - k 2xy + f(x) = 0, y(0) finite, lim y(x) finite
x-oo

in the form

i
oo uF(u)

y(x) = 2 k 2 Jo(ux) du
o u + where F(u) - 100

[(I) Jo!.ul) dl.
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64. Show that, if use is made of the formula
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(k > 0)

[see Equation (lSSa), Chapter 10], and if an interchange of order of integrations is
permissible, the solution of Problem 62 can be expressed in the form

1 Jooy(x) = - e- k /t - xl [(t) dt.
2k -00

(Similar simplifications of the solutions of Problems 60, 61, and 63 are possible.)

65. It is required to determine C(u) in such a way that the representation

2ioo
[(x) = - C(u)(oc sin ux + flu cos ux) du

7T 0

is valid when 0 < x < 00, where oc and fl are prescribed constants.
(a) Assuming that such a representation exists, and that differentiation

under the integral sign is permissible, show that, if we write

2i oo
F(x) = - C(u) sin ux du,

7T 0

C(u) = f: F(x) sin ux dx.

there follows

and
flF'(x) + ocF(x) = [(x), F(O) = 0

(b) Deduce that

1i X

F(x) = - [(t) e-(a./fJ)(x -I) dt
fl 0

and, by formally interchanging the order of integration in the result of introducing
this expression into the expression for C(u), obtain the evaluation

_i oo oc sin ut + flu cos ut
C(u) - [(0 2 fl2 2 dt.

o oc + u

(c) Verify that the result obtained reduces to the Fourier cosine and sine
representations when oc = 0 and when fl = 0, respectively. [The representation can
be shown to be valid under the same restrictions on [(x) as those which apply in
those special cases.]

(d) Show that the representation obtained expresses [(x) as a superposition
of the characteristic functions of the problem

tPy
dx2 + 1y = 0, fly'(O) = ocy(O), y( 00) finite.
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(x > 0),

(y > 0)

66. By proceeding as in Problem 60 and using the results of Problem 65
obtain a formal solution of the problem

tPy _ k2v +f(x) = 0
dx2 ,/

f3y J(O) = ccy(O), lim y(x) finite
x ......OO

in the form

where

G(u) = f: f(t)(cc sin ut + f3u cos ut) dt.

67. Show formally that the function

T(x,y) = f: e-liU A(u) sin ux du (y > 0)

satisfies the partial differential equation

a2T a2T
ax2 + ay 2 = 0

and vanishes when x = 0 and when y -+ 00. Determine A(u) so that T(x,y) formally
reduces to a prescribed function f(x) when y = 0 and x is positive.

68. Show formally that the function

1100

fooT(x,y) = - e-liU f(t) cos u(t - x) dt du
7t 0 -00

satisfies the partial differential equation

a2T a2T
ax2 + ay 2 = 0,

vanishes when y -+ 00, and reduces to f(x) when y = O.



CHAPTER 6

Vector Analysis

.......
AB

Figure 6.1

A

6.1. Elementary properties of vectors. A vector quantity is distinguished
from a scalar quantity by the fact that a scalar quantity possesses only magni
tude, whereas a vector quantity possesses both magnitude and (except for the

zero vector) direction. It is conventional to
represent a vector geometrically as an arrow,
pointing in the direction associated with the
vector, and having a length proportional to
the associated magnitude. Thus, in particular,
the position of a point B relative to a point
A can be completely described by a vector
~

AB from A to B, in the sense that the vector
~

AB specifies both the distance and direction
from A to B and, in fact, indicates the
displacement from A to B. Since motion from
A to a third point C can be accomplished

~ ~

along the vector AC or, alternatively, along the vector AB to B and thence
-----)0

along BC to C (Figure 6.1), it is natural to extend the concept of addition to
vector quantities by writing

~ -----)0 ~

AC = AB+ Be.

We say that two vectors are equal if they have the same direction and the
same magnitude. In accordance with this definition a vector is unchanged ifit
is moved parallel to itself in any way; that is, the actual position of the vector
in space can be assigned at pleasure. It should be mentioned, however, that in
certain applications it rnay be necessary to specify the position of a vector.

262
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With this convention,* any two vectors a and b can be represented as
arrows so placed that the terminal point of a coincides with the initial point
of b. The sum of a and b,

c = a + b,

is then defined as the vector extending from the initial point ofa to the terminal
point of b. From the definition it follows readily that vector addition is
commutative,

a+b=b+a

and also that the associative law

(a + b) + c = a + (b + c)

(I)

(2)

is satisfied. The common value of the two expressions in (2) is written as the
sum a + b + c of the three vectors, and the definition is readily extended to
the sum of any number of vectors.

If the initial and terminal points of the arrow representing a vector are
interchanged, the resulting vector is called the negative of the given vector.

~ ~

Thus, for example, BA = - AB. To subtract a vector b from a vector a, we
add the negative of b to a,

a - b = 8 + (-b). (3)

If a vector a is multiplied by a scalar m, the result is a vector ma whose
magnitude is the arithmetic product of m and the magnitude of a and whose
direction is that of a if m is positive or that of -8 if m is negative.

A vector of unit length is called a unit vector. It is clear that any vector can
be written as the product of its length and a unit vector.

A vector of zero length is called a zero vector and is denoted by O. The
difference between two equal vectors is a zero vector.

We now consider a right-handed rectangular coordinate system, in which
the coordinates x, y, and z are measured along three mutually perpendicular
axes such that rotation of the x axis into the y axis about the z axis is accom
plished by the right-hand rule, and define unit vectors i, i, and k having the
directions of the positive x, y, and z axes, respectively (Figure 6.2). Then it is
readily verified that any vector v whose projections on these axes are vx' v"'
and vz' respectively, can be written as the vector sum

(4)

The lengths vx' v'//' and Vz are called the scalar components ofv in the x, y,
and z directions (Figure 6.3). If, when the initial point of v coincides with the

• In printed work it is customary to denote a vector quantity by a boldface letter.
Thus, a represents a vector, and a represents a scalar quantity.
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origin of the system, the angles measured to v from the positive x,y, and z axes
are denoted by ex, {3, and y, respectively, there follows

vz = v cos ex, vll = V cos {3, vz = v cos y, (5)

where v is written for the length or magnitude of the vector v. The notation Ivl
is also frequently used in place of v. The numbers cos ex, cos {3, and cos yare
called the direction cosines of v and are frequently denoted by I, m, and n,

Iz
I
I
I
I
I

k

~-...~-----
j Y

Figure 6.2

/
/

/x

--r---
/ Y

/
/

Figure 6.3

respectively. Any three numbers (A,B,C) proportional to (I,m,n) are known as
"direction ratios." From the geometrical relationship

(6)

relating v to the scalar components of v, it follows that the direction cosines
satisfy the equation

[2 + m2 + n2 == cos2 ex + cos2 {3 + cos2 Y = 1.

We see also that if we write Equation (4) in the form

v = v (i cos ex + j cos {3 + k cos y),

the coefficient of v is a unit vector, and hence the vector

VI = i cos ex + j cos {3 + k cos y

(7)

(8)

(9)

is a unit vector in the direction ofv. Combining Equations (5) and (6), we have

(10)
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I
I

'\ I
'\1
'1,
1'\
I "-
I '\

'\

a
Figure 6.4

(11)a - b = ab cos ().

Since b cos () is the projection of b on a,
whereas a cos () is the projection of a on b,
it follows that a - b is numerically equal to
the length of b times the projection of a on
b, and also is equal to the length of a times
the projection of b on a. If () is obtuse, the projections considered are to be
taken as negative. In particular, if two vectors are perpendicular, their dot prod~
uct is zero. From the geometrical definition it is readily seen that the dot
product is commutative,

6.2. The sca1tlr product of two vectors. Two types of products of two
vectors a and b are conventionally defined. The first type of product is called
the scalar, dot, or inner product and is written as a - b or (a b). This product is
defined to be a scalar equal to the product of the lengths of the two vectors
and the cosine of the angle () between the
positive directions of the two vectors (see
Figure 6.4), and hence is given by the
equation

a·b=b-a,
and distributive,

a- (b + c) = a • b + a-c.

(12)

(13)

For the unit vectors i, j, and k there follows immediately

.. .. k k 1
I-I=J-J= - = l

•• ••• •• • f
I-J=J-I=J-k=k-J=l-k=k-l=O

and hence, if
a = aJ + aJlj + azk,

we have, using Equation (13),

a . b = ajJx + aJlb1l + azbz.

(14)

(15)

(16)

The angle () between a and b is given by Equations (11) and (16) in the form

(17)

(18)

The abbreviation a2 is sometimes used to indicate a-a. Then we also have

(19)
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The dot product is particularly useful in expressing a given vector v as a
linear combination of three mutually perpendicular unit vectors U1, u2' and ua'
For if we write

(20)

we may successively take the dot products of U1, u2, and ua into both sides of
(20) and so obtain

ca = v· Ua.

Thus Equation (20) becomes

v = (v' Ul)Ul + (v' U2)~ + (v' ua)ua. (21)

It is seen that this representation could fail only if a component of v were
perpendicular to Db u2' and Ua' This condition, however, is clearly impossible
in space of three dimensions, since ub u2, and Ua are assumed to be mutually
perpendicular.

6.3. The vector product of two vectors. The second conventional type of
product of two vectors a and b is called the vector, cross, or outer product and
is written as a x b or [a b]. It is defined to be a vector having the properties
that (I) the length of a x b is the product of the lengths of a and b and the
numerical value ofthe sine of the angle 8 between the vectors and (2) the vector
a x b is perpendicular to the plane of a and b and is so oriented that a is
rotated into b about a x b by the right-hand rule, through not more than 180°.

According to the definition, there follows (see Figure 6.5)

la x bl = ab Isin 8j. (22)

Thus the length ofa x b is equal to twice the area ofthe triangle ofwhich a and b
form coterminous sides. It is seen that the cross product is not commutative,
since, from the definition,

b x a = -(a x b).

However, the cross product is distributive, so that

a x (b + c) = a x b + a x c.

(23)

(24)

This relation can be established by geometrical considerations. It is seen that
the cross product of two parallel vectors is zero.

For the unit vectors i, j, and k there follows, from the definition,

ix =jxj=kxk=O }
. (25)

i x j = - j x i = k, j x k = - k x j = i, k x i = - i x k = j

These relations are easily remembered in terms of the cyclic arrangement

• • k • • k• •• I J I J •..
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if we notice that the cross product ofa vector into its neighbor is the following
vector when reading to the right and is the negative of the following vector
when reading to the left.

b

Figure 6.5 Figure 6.6

(27)

To calculate the cross product of two vectors a and b in terms of their
components as given in (15), we make use of Equations (24) and (25) and
obtain

a x b = (QtJb z - QZb1J i + (azbr£ - apz) j + (aP1l - atJbr£) k. (26)

This result can be written conveniently as the determinant

i j k
a x b = ar£ atJ az •

br£ b1l b z

The usefulness of the cross product may be illustrated by two physical
applications. First, we consider a point P in a rigid body rotating with angular
velocity of magnitude w about a fixed axis. Let 0 be a point on the axis of
rotation and represent the angular velocity by a vector w oflength w, extend
ing along the axis of rotation in the sense determined by the right-hand
rule (Figure 6.6). Then, if the position vector from 0 to P is written as r,
the velocity vector associated with the point P is given by the equation

v =w x r, (28)

since the magnitude of this vector is wr sin (}, where r sin (} is the distance from
the axis ofrotation to the point P, and the direction of the vector is as indicated
in the figure.

As a second application, we consider the moment vector M at a point 0,
associated with a force F acting at a point P (Figure 6.7). If the vector from 0
to P is denoted by r, the moment ofF about the point 0 is defined as the vector

M = r x F. (29)
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We see that the vector M is perpendicular to the plane of OP and the vector F
and has as its magnitude

IMI = M = Fr sin 0,

p'

A

Figure 6.7

'\- '\o -- '\-- '\-

where 0 is the angle between rand F, and hence r sin 0 is the perpendicular
distance from 0 to the line of action of F. We may thus speak of M as the
scalar moment of the force about the axis ofM. Geometrically, M is seen to be
twice the area of the triangle determined by rand F. Further, the scalar

moment MOA of the force about any axis OA
through 0 is seen to be twice the area of the pro
jection of this triangle on the plane through 0
perpendicular to OA. But since the angle between
the two planes considered is the same as the angle

p between the corresponding axes, the projected
area must be equal to the scalar projection of M
on OA. That is, the scalar moment of F about
any axis through 0 is numerically equal to the
length of the projection ofM on that axis.

6.4. Multiple products. Three types of prod
ucts involving three vectors are of importance,
namely, those of the respective forms (a. b)c,

(a x b) • c, and (a x b) x c. The first type,

(a • b)c,

is merely the product ()f the scalar (a • b) and the vector c.
The second type,

(a x b) • c,

Figure 6.8

aXb

which is called the triple scalar product, is seen to be the dot product of the
vector a x b and the vector c, and hence is a scalar quantity. The value of this
product is given by the product of the length of a x b and the projection of c
on a x b (Figure 6.8). But since a x b is a vector
perpendicular to the plane of a and b, having a
length numerically equal to the area of the paral
lelogram of which a and b form coterminous
sides, and since the projection of c on a x b is
the altitude of the parallelepiped with a, b,
and c as coterminous edges, it follows that
(a x b) • c is numerically equal to the volume of
this parallelepiped. Alternatively, we see that
(a x b) • c is numerically equal to six times the
volume of the tetrahedron determined by a, b,
and c as edges. The sign of the product depends
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upon the relative orientation of the three vectors, and is positive if and only if
a, b, and c form a right-handed system, in the sense that c and a x b lie on
the same side of the plane determined by a and b. From these facts it follows
easily that

(a x b) • c = (b x c) . a = (c x a) • b

and that the other products

(a x c) • b = (b x a) : c = (c x b) • a

(30)

(31)

have the opposite algebraic sign. We see that the triple scalar product is not
changed by a cyclic permutation of the three elements. Since also, from
Equations (30) and (12),

(a x b) • c = (b x c) . a = a • (b x c),

it follows that the dot and cross can be interchanged in a triple scalar product.
For this reason, the notation (a b c) is frequently used to indicate the common
value of the products listed in Equation (30).

If we write

a = aJ + alii + azk, b = bJ + blli + bzk, c = cJ + cllj + czk,

we find that
i j k

(a b c) = a • (b x c) = a· bx b11 b z

Cx cll Cz

or, in determinant form,
a:r: au az

(a b c) = bx b ll b z •

Cx cll Cz

(32)

From Equation (32) we see that if two vectors in the product (a b c) are parallel,
then the product vanishes, since in this case the corresponding elements in two
rows of the determinant (32) are proportional.

The third type of triple product,

(a x b) x c,

is clearly a vector. Since it is perpendicular to a x b, which is itself perpen
dicular to the plane of a and b, and is also perpendicular to c, it follows that
(a x b) x c is a vector which is in the plane of a and b and perpendicular to c.
Thus this product must be expressible as a linear combination of a and b,

(a x b) x c = ma + nb.
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A rather involved calculation shows that m = -(b· c) and n = a· c and hence
there follows

(a x b) x c = (a • c)b - (b • c)a. (33)

In a similar way, the vector a x (b x c) is seen to be expressible as a linear
combination of band c, and the identity

a x (b x c) = (a • c)b - (b • a)c (34)

and hence

can be established. The two formulas (33) and (34) are easily remembered ifit
is noticed that in each expansion the middlefactor on the left is multiplied by
the dot product of the other two factors, whereas in the term with the negative
sign the other factor in parentheses on the left is multiplied by the dot product
of the remaining factors.

It should be noticed that such combinations as ab, (a x b)c, and a x b x c
are here left undefined.

Vector products involving more than three vectors are readily evaluated in
terms of the products considered above. For example, the product

(a x b) • (c x d)

can be considered as the triple scalar product of a, b, and (c x d) and hence if
we write temporarily u = c x d there follows

axb·u=a·bxu

= a . [b x (c x d)]

= a • [(b • d)c - (b • c)d],

(a x b) • (c x d) = (a • c)(b • d) - (a • d)(b • c). (35)

In particular, if we take
c = a, d=b,

Equation (35) becomes

(a x b) . (a x b) = (a • a)(b . b) - (a . b)2. (36)

This relationship is known as the identity of Lagrange. The truth of Equation
(36) follows also from the fact that it can be written in the form

la x bl 2 = a2b2 - a2b2 cos2 {J = (ab sin (J)2,

which result is in agreement with the definition of a x b.

6.5. Differentiation of vectors. If the physical properties of a vector
quantity v are functions of a parameter t, the derivative of the vector vet) with
respect to t is defined by the equation

dv(t) = lim vet + ~t) - vet) . (37)
dt ~t-O ~t
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From this definition it follows that the derivative of the product of a scalar set)
and a vector vet) is given by the familiar product law

d dv ds
-sv=s- +-v.
dt dt dt

(38)

Hence, if a vector is expressed in terms of its components along the fixed
coordinate axes,

v = f(t) i + get) j + h(t) k,
there follows

dv = df i + dg j + dh k,
dt dt dt dt

(39)

since i, j, and k are constant vectors,
It follows also, from the definition, that the derivative of a product in

volving two or more vectors is defined as in the corresponding scalar case if
the order of the factors is retained. Thus, for example, we obtain the formulas

d db da
- (a • b) = a • - + - ·b,
dt dt dt

d db da
- (a x b) = a x - + - x b,
dt dt dt

d da db de
- (a • b x e) = - . b x e + a • - x e + a . b x - ,
dt dt dt dt

In the first case the order of factors in the separate terms is irrelevant. This is,
however, not true in the second and third cases.

The derivative of a vector of constant length, but changing direction, is
perpendicular to the vector. This may be seen by noticing that if a has constant
length there follows

and also
d da
- (a • a) = 2a . - ,
dt dt

h 'b'f' da , da , d' IT ese results are compatl Ie only 1 either dt IS zero or dt IS perpen lCU ar to a.

6.6. Geometry ofa space curve. The equations

x = x(t), y = yet), z = z(t), (40)
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define a curve in space as the parameter t varies over a specified range. We
denote by r the position vector from the origin 0 to the point P(x,y,z), corre
sponding to a specified value of t,

r = x i + Y j + z k. (41)

If t is increased by Ilt, and x,y,z increase accordingly, the vector from 0 to the
new point Q is given by

z

Q-P(t+4t)
r+4r

Figure 6.9

y

r + Ilr = (x + Ilx)i + (y + Ily)j

+ (z + Ilz)k
and hence there follows

Ilr = (Ilx) i + (Ily) j + (Ilz)k. (42)

~

This vector is clearly the vector PQ, and-hence is of length equal to the chord PQ.
(See Figure 6.9.) If both sides of Equation
(42) are divided by the increment Ilt, there
follows

Ilr = Ilx i + Ily j + Ilz k.
Il t Ilt Ilt Ilt

Ifs represents arc length along the curve, we can artificially rewrite this equation
in the form

(43)

(45)

Ilr . .. h d' . P~Q d h IThe vector~ In parentheses IS In t e uectlOn , an as a ength equal

to the ratio of chord length to arc length. Thus, as Ilt ---+ 0, we have in the limit

dr = (dX i + dy j + dz k) ds , (44)
dt ds ds ds dt

assuming that the derivatives exist, where the expression in parentheses is
clearly a unit vector tangent to the space curve at the point P. Since this

dr
expression is equivalent to ds' we have the result that the derivative ofaposition

vector to a space curve, with respect to arc length along the curve, is a unit vector
tangent to the curve, pointing ill the direction ofincreasing arc length. We denote
this unit tangent vector by u,

u = dr = dx i + dy j + dz k.
ds ds ds ds
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Since u is a unit vector, there follows

(~:r + (~:r + (~:r = 1.

This equation can be written in the differential form

ds =Vdx' + dy' + dz' = J(~;r + (~:r + (~:r dt, (46)

giving the element of arc length for a space curve.

If t represents time, the vector : is the velocity vector associated with a

point moving with speed : along the curve. Thus Equation (44) becomes

(48)

(47)
ds

v=u-=vu
dtds

where v = dt'

If Equation (47) is differentiated with respect to t, the acceleration vector a
is obtained in the form

dv du dv 2 du
a=-u+v-=-u+v -.

dt dt dt ds

Since D is a unit vector, the derivative~ is perpendicular to the tangent vector.

Making use of Equation (45), we obtain

du = tPr = d
2xi + d

2
y j + tPz k.

ds ds2 ds2 ds2 ds2
The length of this vector is called the curvature of the curve and is a measure
of the rate at which the tangent vector changes its direction with distance
along the curve. The reciprocal of this value is the radius ofcurvature, denoted
by p. Hence we may write

du 1- = - D, (49)
ds p

where D is a unit vector, perpendicular to the tangent vector u at P, and known
as the principal normal vector. * There follows also

.!. = J(tPX)2 + (d2y)2 + (tPz) 2. (50)
P ds2 ds2 ds2

du
• Equation (49) states that nand ds point either in the same direction or in opposite

directions, depending upon the sign of p. We here define p to be always positive, so that n

and : always point in the same direction. However. other conventions also appear in the

literature.
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(51)

By introducing Equation (49) into (48), the acceleration vector is expressed
in the form

v2 dv
a=-o+-u.

p dt

Thus if a particle moves along a space curve with speed v, it experiences a

component acceleration ~; along the curve and a component acceleration ,;/p

along the principal normal to the curve.
In addition to the two perpendicular vectors u and 0 at a point P of a curve,

a third vector, known as the binormal vector, is defined by the equation

b = u X D, (52)

(53)

and hence is a unit vector perpendicular to both u and D. Thus with each point
P moving along a space curve we may associate a moving and rotating triad
of mutually orthogonal unit vectors. For a plane curve, the tangent vector u
and the principal normal vector 0 lie in the plane of the curve, whereas the
binormal vector is a constant unit vector perpendicular to that plane.

Ifwe differentiate (52) and make use of (49), there follows

db du do dD
-=- XD+U X-=U X-.
ds ds ds ds

Th db. d' I d' b' . db. Ius ds IS perpen ICU ar to U an ,smce IS a umt vector, ds IS a so

perpendicular to b. Hence :. is a scalar multiple of 0 and can be written in
the form

db 1
- = - -D.
ds T

The scalar l/T is called the torsion of the curve, the negative sign having been
introduced so that the torsion is positive when the vector triad rotates in a
right-handed sense about the tangent as it progresses along the curve. The
length ITI is called the radius of torsion.

Equations (49) and (53) give the derivatives of U and b with respect to arc

length. To calculate ': ' we write 0 = b x U and differentiate, making use of

(49) and (53), to obtain

do db du 1 1
- = - x u + b x - = ~ - (0 x u) + - (b x D),
ds ds ds 7" P

dD 1 1
or - = - b ~ - u. (54)

ds 7" p

Equations (49), (53), and (54) are known as Frenet's formulas.
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Ifwe form the dot product ofb with the two sides of (54) and use (52) and
(49), we obtain

~ = b • do = u x 0.do = p2 (u x du • d
2U).

T ds ds ds ds2

This result can be written in the determinant form

dx dy dz- -
ds ds ds

1 2 d2x d2y tPz
(55)-=p - - ,

T ds2 ds2 ds2

d3x d3y d3z- -
ds3 ds3 ds3

where p is defined by Equation (50).
Formulas expressing p and T in terms of a general parameter t, rather than

arc length s, are deduced in Problems 33 to 36.
The plane determined at a point Po on a curve by u and 0 is called the

osculating plane, that determined by 0 and b the normal plane, and that
determined by u and b the rectifying plane. Hence, if f o is the position vector
to Po and r = x i +Y j + z k, the equations of these planes are

respectively, where bo' 110, and 110 are evaluated at Po.

6.7. The gradient vector. If p is a scalar function of the coordinates

h f h . I d' . op oq; d op .
x, y, and z, t e values 0 t e partla envatlves Ox ' oy' an oz at a pOint

represent the rates of change of p with respect to distance in the x, y, and z
directions, respectively, at that point. If we consider the vector

(56)

we see that the scalar components of this vector in the x, y, and z directions at
any point P are then exactly the respective rates at which p is changing with
respect to distance in those directions at P. To determine the component of V
in any direction at P, we consider the position vector f from the origin to P and
indicate a differential displacement from P in any chosen direction by dr,

dr = i dx + j dy + k dz. (57)
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The scalar component of V in this direction is then obtained as the dot

product of V and the unit vector u = :: ' where ds = Idrl, and hence has the

(58)

value
V. u = oq; dx + oq; dy + oq; dz = dcp .

ox ds oy ds oz ds ds

Thus we see that the component of V in any direction is the rate ofchange
of q; with respect to distance in that direction. The vector Vis called the gradient
of cp, and we write

grad q; = i oq; + j oq; + k alp . (59)
ox oy OZ

Hence, if r represents the position vector to a point P and if dr represents
differential displacement of length ds from P, Equation (58) gives

dr dq;
- • grad q; = - , (60a)
ds ds

or, in terms of differentials,
dr • grad q; = dcp. (60b)

Since the component ofthe vector grad q; in any direction is the derivative of
q; in that direction, it follows that grad q; must point in the direction in which the
derivative ofq; is numerically greatest, and must have a length numerically equal
to that maximum derivative. In particular, grad q; must have no component in
the directions in which the derivative ofq; is zero, and hence must beperpendicu~
lar to the surfaces q;(x,y,z) = constant.

In illustration, if the temperature at any point P(x,y,z) is given by

T = C(x2 + y2 + Z2),

the gradient vector has the form

grad T = 2C(x i + Y j + z k).

This vector is clearly a radial vector pointed outward from the origin, and
hence is perpendicular to the spherical equithermal surfaces

,x2 + y2 + Z2 = constant.

The magnitude of grad T is given by

Igrad TI = 2Cr,

where r = Vx2 + y2 + Z2, and, since T = Cr2, we have

Igrad TI = dT.
dr

This result is, of course, in accordance with the fact that the prescribed
temperature changes most rapidly in the r direction. The rate ofchange of the
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temperature at P with respect to distance in a direction specified by the
direction cosines (l,m,n) is given by

(Ii + mj + nk)· grad T= 2C(lx + my + nz).

6.8. The vector operator V. Equation (59) is conveniently abbreviated in
the form

grad ep = Vep, (61)

(66)

(65)

(63)

(67)

(62)

(64)dr· Vep = dep,

where the symbol V, called del, is the vector operator

V .0 .o+k o
=I-+J- -.ox oy OZ

That is, we adopt the convention

V (
. 0 • a k 0) • oep • oq; k oepep= I-+J-+ - ep=I-+J-+ -,ox oy oz ox oy OZ

where q; is any differentiable scalar function of x, y, and z. In this notation,
Equations (60) become

dr dep
-.Vep=-,
ds ds

If F is a vector function of x, y, and z, we may define the dot and cross
products of the operator V into F. These products are called the divergence
and curl of F, respectively, and are of the form

V . of . of + k of d' F• F = 1 • - + J • - • - = IV ,ox oy oz
V F • of + · of + k of I Fx =IX- JX- x-=cur,ox oy OZ

If F = FJ + Fyj + Fzk, we then have

V • F = div F = ofII' + oFy + ofII

ox oy oz
• j k1

and V x F = curl F =
0 0 0

(68a)- - -ox oy OZ

Fz Fy Fz

or

V x F = i (OFz _ OFv) + J. (OFz _ OFI ) + k (OFv _ OFz ).oy OZ oz ox ox oy (68b)

Since both V and F are vectorial, the combination VF is here left undefined.
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The total differential of a vector function F is given by

dF = of dx + of dy + of dz
ox oy oz'

or, in operational form,

(
0 0 iJ)dF = dx - + dy - + dz - F.

oX oy OZ

Since the operator is the dot product of the differential vector dr = i dx + j dy
+ k dz and the operator V, we may write this relation in the form

dF = (dr • V)F.

The derivative of F in the direction of dr is then

dF = (dr. V)F.
ds ds

(69)

(70)

More generally, if u is any unit vector, then the derivative ofF in the direction
ofu is given by

dF
- = (u .V)F.
ds

(71)

Since VF is undefined, the parentheses in Equation (71) are generally
omitted and we follow the convention

v • VF =(v· V)F, (72)

where, if v is any vector with components V:JJ' Vtl' and vz' the product v • V is
the scalar operator

o 0 0
v·V=v -+v -+v-.

:JJ ox tI oy z oz
(73)

(74h)

(74i)

6.9. Differentiation formulas. The following identities are of frequent use

V • 91U = 91V •u + u· Vcp, (74a)

V x cpu = epV x u + V9I x u, (74b)

V· u x v = v' V x u - u· V x v, (74c)

V x (u x v) = v • Vu - u •Vv + u(V •v) - v(V •u), (74d)

V(u. v) = u· Vv + v· Vu + u x (V x v) + v x (V XU), (74e)

V x (Vcp) = curl grad cp = 0, (74f)

V • (V x u) = div curl u = 0, (74g)

V x (V x u) = curl curl u = V(V •u) - V •Vu

= grad div u - V2U,

V. (Vcpl x Vcp2) = o.
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In these formulas U and v are arbitrary vectors and gJ, qJl' and CP2 arbitrary
scalars for which the indicated derivatives exist. In formulas (74f) and (748),
we assume in addition that qJ and U have continuous partial derivatives of the
second order.

These identities can all be verified by direct expansion. In some cases,
however, the proof can be considerably shortened by making use of the fact
that the operator V may be substituted for a vector in any vector identity
provided that it operates on the same factors in all terms.

It should be noticed that the operator V is a distributive operator, in the
sense that the equations

V(qJl + qJ2) = (VqJl) + (VqJ2), V· (u + v) = (V. u) + (V. v),

V x (u + v) = (V x u) + (V x v)
are true.

Also, direct expansion shows that the identity

(u • V)q; = u • (Vcp) (75)

is valid. For this reason the parentheses are conventionally omitted in this case
and the product is written in the form u· VqJ. Further, as has been noted, no
parentheses are needed in a product such as u· Vv, since Vv is undefined and
hence this notation can only mean (u· V)v.

In general, we adopt the convention that in a multiple product V operates on
all terms to its right which are not separated from it by intervening parentheses
or brackets. If this is not convenient we will here indicate a term which is to be
treated as a constant in the differentiation, and hence is not to be operated on
by V, by underlining that term. Thus, we use the notations V • (qJ!!) and V x (q;!!)
to indicate that u is to be treated as a constant vector in the differentiation
implied in V, so that V operates only on qJ. It is readily verified that we then
have

V • (qJ!!) = u • Vcp,

From the nature of V we see that

V x (qJu) = -u x VqJ. (76)

v · (qJu) = V • (qJu) + V • (qJu),

V x (qJu) = V x (cpu) + V x (qJ!!).

That is, the derivative of the product is the sum of the two derivatives obtained
by holding one of the factors constant and allowing the other to be operated
on by V. These considerations lead directly to formulas (74a) and (74b).

Formula (74c) is obtained in a similar way if we first notice that

V·uxc= -V·cxu=c·Vxu

when c is a constant vector.



• • kI J
iJ iJ iJ- - -

V x Vcp = iJx iJy iJz
iJcp iJcp iJcp
iJx iJy iJz

(77)
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We see that if the product
v x (u x v)

is formally expanded by substituting V, u, and v for a, b, and c in Equation (34),
the result

(V • v)u - (u • V)v

is not necessarily equivalent to the given product, since there V operates on
both u and v, whereas in the two terms of the formal expansion, V operates
only on v. However, if u is treated as a constant vector in the given product,
the expansion is valid. That is, the expansion represents V x (!! x v). By adding
to this expansion the corresponding expression for V x (u x !), we obtain
formula (74d).

Formula (74e) may be established by an indirect method in which we first
obtain the results

u x (V x v) = V<!! • v) - u • Vv,

v x (V x u) = V(u • !) - v • Vu,

and then form the sum of these equations.
Equations (74f) and (74g) are easily established by direct calculation. Thus,

to establish (74f), we write

_ i (iJ2cp _ ;Pcp) + j (iJ2cp _ ;Pcp)
dyiJz iJzdy iJziJx iJxiJz

+k( ;Pcp _ ;Pcp)
iJx iJy iJy iJx .

If the order of differentiation is immaterial, all components on the right
vanish. This situation exists, in particular, if the second crossed partial deriva
tives of cp are continuous. Similarly, Equation (74g) is readily shown to be
valid if the corresponding derivatives of the components of u are continuous.

Equation (74h) is obtained by replacing a, b, c, by V, V, u in Equation (34).
The scalar operator

iJ2 iJ2 iJ2
V2=V·V =-+-+-

iJx2 iJy2 iJ z2

is of frequent occurrence, and is known as the Laplacian operator. Equation
(74i) is established by making use of (74c) and (74f).

If r is the position vector

r = x i + Y j + z k,

we find by direct calculation that

V • r = 3, V x r = 0, (78a,b)
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and also that

where u is any vector.
u· Vr = u,

281

(79)

6.10. Line integrals. Let F represent a vector function of position in a
space of three dimensions and let C represent a space curve, each point P of
which is specified by its position vector r from an origin 0 to the point P.
With each point P of the curve we associate a differential distance vector dr.
Then, since

dr
dr = - ds = u ds,

ds
(80)

(81)

where u is a unit tangent vector to C at P, the differential vector dr has as its
length the differential arc length ds along C at P and as its direction the
direction of the curve at P. The scalar differential F • dr = (F • u) ds is then
numerically equal to the product of the component of F in the direction of C
at P and the differential length ds. Finally, the integral

Ja F · dr = Ja (F • u) ds

taken along the curve between two specified points Po and PI' is known as the
line integral of F along C.

In particular, if F represents force acting on a particle, the line integral (81)
clearly represents the work done by the force in moving the particle along C
from Po to Pl'

We assume here, and in the sequel, that any curve C along which a line
integral is to be evaluated is made up of a finite number of arcs, along each of
which the tangent vector u not only exists, but also varies continuously with s,
so that the integrand F • u is continuous when F is continuous. Such a curve is
said to be piecewise smooth. In particular, when u is continuous over all of C,
we say that C is a smooth curve.

If we write
F = P(x,y,z) i + Q(x,y,z) j + R(x,y,z) k ) ,

r=xi+yj+zk

the line integral (81) takes the form

Ja F· dr = Ja (P dx + Qdy + R dz).

(82)

(83)

On each arc of the curve C, the variables x, y, and z, as well as the correspond
ing differentials, are to be expressed in terms of an appropriate single variable,
and the limits of the integral must be determined accordingly in terms of the
initial and terminal points of C.
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It should be pointed out that the line integral fc F· dr, taken along the

portion of a curve between two points A and B, may be defined more funda~

mentally as the limit of a sum of the form
n ---+- ---+- ---+- ---+-L: Fk • (Llrh = Fo• (Llr)o + F1 • (Llr)1 + ... + Fn • (Llr)n'

k=O

where Fo, F1, ..• , Fm are the values of F at A and at n points P1, P2, ••• , Pm
---+- ---+

arbitrarily chosen along the arc of C between A and B, and where (Llr)o = APb
---+- ---+ ---+- ---+

(Llr)1 = P1P2, ••• , (Llr)n = PnB. The limit is taken as n ---+ 00 in such a way
that all the chords tend to zero. This definition is analogous to the definition
of the ordinary integral. When F is continuous and C is piecewise smooth, the
integral so defined can be evaluated by the method described above.

As an illustration, we take

F = yz i + xy j + xz k

and calculate the line integral of F from (0,0,0) to (1, 1,1) along the path C
consisting of the curve x = y2, Z = °in the xy plane from (0,0,0) to (1,1,0)
and the line x = I,y = 1 perpendicular to the xyplane from (1,I,O)to(l,l,I).
In the first part of the path, Cit we have

and hence
x = y2, Z = 0; dx = 2y dy, dz = 0,

F • dr = yz dx + xy dy + xz dz = r dy.

Thus there follows

J F· dr = (I y3 dy = !.
01 Jo

In the second part of the path, C2, we have

x = 1, Y = 1; dx = dy = 0,
and hence

F· dr = z dz.
Thus there follows

and, finally,
I F. dr = (I Z dz = 1,

Ot Jo

Io F • dr = ! + 1 = i·
If we integrate along the path C' consisting of the straight line x = y = z,

directly from (0,0,0) to (1,1,1), we have, on Cf
,

I F. dr = II 3z2 dz = 1.
0' 0

and hence
x = z, y = z; dx = dz, dy = dz
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In this example the value of the line integral between the given points
depends upon the path chosen. However, in certain cases this is not so. For if
the expression P dx + Q dy + R dz is the differential of a function tp(x,Ytz)t

P dx + Q dy + R dz = dcp, (84)

(87)

(86)

ocp = R.
OZ

ocp = Q
oy ,

then the integral (83) becomes merely

fc F • dr = fc dcp = cp(P1) - cp(Po)t (85)

whereP} and Po are the end points of C. Thus the line integral depends only on
the location of the end points if the function cp is single-valued, so that the
value approached by cp at a point in space does not depend upon the manner
of approach.

Since the differential of cp is also given by

dcp = ocp dx + ocp dy + ocp dZt
ox oy OZ

there followst by comparing (84) and (86) and noticing that x, Yt and z are
independent variables,

ocp = P
ox '

By appropriately differentiating the first two equations, we find also that

02cp oP 02cp _ oQ
oy ox = oy' ox oy - ox '

and hence t if the derivatives involved are continuous t we conclude that P and
Q must satisfy the condition

oP = oQ
oy ox

In a similar way we find that the two conditions

oP oR oQ oR-=-, -=-
oz ox oz oy

(88a)

(88b,c)

must also be satisfied.
Hence, if a function cp exists so that Equation (84) is true t that is, if

F • dr = P dx + Q dy + R dz is an exact differential t the functions P, Q, and
R must satisfy (88a,b,c). ConverselYt when P, Q, and R and their first partial
derivatives are continuous in a region, it can be shown that if these conditions
are satisfied, a function cp exists for which (84) is true in that region.

We notice next that since

v x F = i(OR _ OQ) + j(OP _ OR) + k(OQ _oP), (89)
oy oz oz ox ox oy
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the satisfaction of (88a,b,c) is equivalent to the vanishing of V x F. Thus we
conclude that ifF is continuously differentiable in a region fJl and ifV x F = 0
e.verywhere in fJl, then a scalar function qJ exists such that dcp = F· dr. Further,
if C is any curve lying in fJl and joining the points Po and PI and if cp is single
valued, then

To exclude the possibility that cp be multiple~valued,we henceforth require
that the region 8l have the property that any closed curve or surface lying in 8l
can be shrunk continuously to a point without passing outside of fJl. Such a
region is called a simply connected region or, more briefly, a simple region.
Thus the plane annular region included between two concentric circles is not a
simple region, since a curve in the annulus surrounding the inner circle cannot
be shrunk to a point without passing outside the annulus. To show rigorously
the relationship between simplicity of 8l and single-valuedness of cp is beyond
the scope of this work. (See also Section 6.16.) It may be remarked, however,
that the proof depends upon the fact that by restricting f?/I to be a simple
region we exclude the possibility that a closed curve or surface lying in fJl may
surround points or curves not included in 8l.

For any curve C joining the points Po and PI in a simple region 8l through
out which F is continuously differentiable and also V x F = 0, we may write

(90)

That is, in such a case the line integralfrom Po to PI is independent ofthe path.
In particular,for a closed path the initial and terminal points coincide and the
line integral vanishes. We denote the line integral around a closed curve by the
symbol f and write

fo F· dr = O. (91)

If the conditions stated are not satisfied, the integral around C mayor may
not vanish. The value of that integral is called the circulation of F around C.

When a closed curve C lies on a surface S, one side of which is regarded as
its positive side, it is conventional to define the positive direction on C (that is,

the direction ofu = ~:) as the direction along which an observer, traveling on

the positive side of S, would move while keeping the area enclosed by C to his
left.

6.11. The potential function. Since the existence of a function cp such that

dcp = F· dr (92)
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at all points of a region is guaranteed by the condition V x F = 0, and since
Equation (64) gives also

dep = Vep. dr,
there follows by subtraction

(F - Vg;) • dr = O.

Hence the vector F - Vep must be perpendicular to dr; but since the direction
of dr is arbitrary, we conclude that F - Vg; must vanish,

(93)

Thus, ifV x F = 0 in a region, then F is the gradient ofa scalar function g; in
that region. ConverselYt Equation (74f) states that if F = Vg; and if g; has
continuous second partial derivatives, then V x F = O.

The function g; defined by Equation (93) is known as the potential of F.
If F represents force, the negative of ep is called the potential energy associated
with F. When such a function g; existst the force F is said to be conservativet
since in this case the total work done in moving a particle around a closed
contour in an appropriate region is zero.

To illustrate the determination of the potentialt we consider the force field

F = yi + 2(xy + z)j + 2yk. (94)

It is readily verified that V x F = 0 everywhere. Hence the force is conservative
and the work done by F in moving a particle between two points is independent
of the path. Further, a scalar potential function g; exists such that

and also
F· dr = dg;

F = Vg;.

To determine g;, we write Equation (95) in the form

(95)

(96)

dg; = y2 dx + 2(xy + z) dy + 2y dz.

Comparison of this equation with (86) shows that g; must satisfy the three
conditions

~g;x = y2, og; = 2(xy + z), og; = 2y.
u oy oz

If we integrate (97a), holding y and z constant, we obtain

g; = xy2 + f(y,z)t

(97a t b,c)

(98)

oj(y,z) = 2z.
oy

where f(Y,z) is an arbitrary function ofy and z. In order that (98) satisfy (97b),
we must then have

2xy + oj(y,z) = 2xy + 2z or
oy
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Integration gives
f(y,z) = 2yz + g(z),

Vector antilysis I c/ulp. 6

(99)

where g(z) is an arbitrary function of z. Introducing (98) and (99) into (97c),
we then obtain the final condition

from which there follows
g(z) = c,

where e is an arbitrary constant. Thus, we have finally

qJ = xy2 + 2yz + c,

(100)

(101)

where the constant c can be chosen arbitrarily, so that the potential at a
convenient reference point is zero. The surfaces qJ = constant are called equi
potential surfaces. We see that the work done in moving a particle from a point
on the surface qJ = Cl to a point on the surface qJ = C2 is merely Cz - c1•

To illustrate the existence of unusual cases, we notice that if

there then follows

F . dr = x dy - y dx = d tan -1 ~ = dO
x2 + y2 x'

where 0 is the angle in cylindrical coordinates (r,O,z). Thus we have

F = VO,

and hence, from (74f), there follows

v x F = O.

Hence it might appear that the circulation of F around any closed curve C
would be zero. However, we notice that F is discontinuous at points on the
z axis, in the sense that the magnitude of F,

IFI = 1
Vx2 + y2'

becomes infinite as (x,y) - (0,0). Thus V x F is not defined along the z axis.
At all other points, however, V x F is defined and is zero. Any closed curve
which does not surround the z axis can be included in a simple region where F
is continuously differentiable and V x F = 0 and hence the circulation around
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any such path must vanish. To verify this statement, we consider an arbitrary
closed path C beginning and ending at a point P. Since

fa F • dr = fa d(J,

we see that if C does not enclose the z axis, the angle (J may alternately increase
and decrease along Cuntil a maximum value is reached, after which (J eventually
returns to its original value at P and the total net increase in (J is zero. That is,
over such a closed path the circulation is zero.

However, if the path C surrounds the z axis once, and the path is described
in the positive (counterclockwise) direction, the angle (J experiences a net
increase of 27T when the complete path is described, and the circulation is 27T.
Similarly, the circulation along a closed curve encircling the z axis k times in
the positive direction is 2k7T.

If we delete the region in the neighborhood of the z axis by cutting out an
infinitely extended right circular cylinder of arbitrarily small radius, with its
axis along the z axis, the remainder of space is a region fil' inside which F and
V x F possess the required properties. However, the region fil' is clearly not a
simple region. Those closed curves in fil' which can be shrunk to a point without
passing outside fil' are said to be reducible. Thus any closed curve in fil' which
does not enclose the z axis is reducible, and we see that in the present example
the circulation around any reducible closed curve in fil' is zero.

It can be shown, more generally, that if F is piecewise differentiable and
V x F = 0 in any region, whether simply connected or not, the circulation
of F around any reducible closed curve in that region is zero.

6.12. Surface integrals. A surface Sin three dimensions is usually specified
by an equation of the form

g(x,y,z) = o. (102)

(103)

If we think of S as one of the family of surfaces g(x,y,z) = c, as c takes on all
possible values, we see that at any point the vector Vg is normal to the particular
surface of the family which passes through that point, and hence, in particular,
Vg is normal to S at points of S. At such points Vg can then be expressed as
the product of a scalar and a unit vector n normal to S. We can thus write

Vg
u = ± IVgl'

where the choice of the ambiguous sign depends upon the desired orientation
ofn.

For a closed surface, it is conventional to define the orientation ofn at any
point as outward. In any case, we suppose that S actually possesses two sides,
which can be distinguished from each other, and that one side has been selected
as the positive side, from which n is to point.
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Further, we suppose here, and in the remainder of the text, that any surface
S over which an integration is to be effected can be subdivided, by smooth
curves, into a finite number ofparts such that on each part the normal D exists
and also varies continuously with position. Such a surface is said to bepiecewise
smooth. When D is continuous over all of S, we say that S is a smooth surface.
In the cases when S is described by an equation of form (102), the preceding

requirement is merely that :~, :~, and :~ exist and be continuous over S, or

over each of a finite number of parts into which S is divided.
Thus, for the unit sphere x2 +r + Z2 = I, we can write

g(x,y,z) = x2 + y2 + Z2 - 1,
and hence

vg = 2x i + 2y j + 2z k.

It follows that at any point (xo,yo,zo) on the sphere we have

xoi + yoi + zok . •
D = ± V 2 2 2 = ±(Xol + Yol + zok).

Xo + Yo + Zo

The positive sign must be chosen if D is to point outward from the surface of
the sphere.

At a point P(x,y,z) on S we define a differential surface area vector da
whose length is numerically equal to the element of surface area d(] associated
with P, and whose direction coincides with the normal vector D at P. If the
element d(] is constructed by projecting a rectangular element dA = dx dy in
the xy plane upward onto the surface Sat P, it is seen that the projection of d(]
on the xy plane is numerically equal to the projection of n d(] on the vector
which is normal to the xy plane. Hence we have

In •kl d(] = dx dy.

If the direction cosines ofn are denoted by (cos IX, cos (3, cos y), this equation
becomes

d(] = Isec yl dx dy.

From Equation (103) we obtain

(104)

og
oz

cos y = n· k = ± . (105)J(ag)2 + (Og) 2 + (Og)2
'ox oy OZ

In particular, if the surface is given in the special form

z = !(x,y), (106)
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there follows g(x,y,z) = z - I(x,y), and Equation (l05) becomes

1

cosy = ± J1 + (ixf + (g(
With the definition da = D dG, the integral

IIs F • da = IIs F • D dCJ,

(107)

(108)

carried out over a surface S, is called the surface integral ofF over S. We notice
that the element of integration is the product of the component ofF normal to
the surface at a pointPand the scalar element ofsurface area associated withP.

In illustration, we calculate the surface integral of the vector function

F=xi+yj

over the portion of the surface of the unit sphere

S: x2 + y2 + z2 = 1

above the xy plane, z :?; O. The unit normal at a point of S is given by

n=xi+yJ+zk.
Also, we obtain

cos y = n • k = z,

and hence Equation (104) gives

dG = dx dy.
z

Thus the required surface integral is of the form

IIs F • do = IL(x" + y') dxzd
Y

,

where A denotes the projection of S onto the xy plane, and hence A is the
interior of the unit circle x2 + y2 = 1 in the xy plane. In this integral, the
variable z must be expressed in terms of x and y by using the equation of S.
Thus we obtain the form

Ii F· da = 4f.lf.Vt-.,y x' + Y' dx dy,
s 0 0 1 - (x2+ y2)

or, changing for convenience to polar coordinates and evaluating the result as
a repeated integral,

Ii f7T/2fl ,2 4
F . da = 4 A / , dO dr = - 7T.

S 0 0 v 1 - r2 3
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It should be noticed that if lines parallel to the z axis intersect the surface S
in more than one point, the surface must be considered in two or more parts,
the formulas resulting from the use of (104) being applied separately to the
individual parts. In such cases it may be more convenient to project the element
da onto the xz or yz plane, or to proceed by a more direct method.

6.13. The divergence theorem. Let V represent the velocity of flow of a
fluid in three dimensions, and denote the mass density of the fluid at a point
(x,y,z) by p(xty,z). Then the vector Q = pV points in the direction offlow and
has a magnitude Q numerically equal to the rate of flow of fluid mass through
unit area perpendicular to the direction of flow. The differential rate of flow
through a directed element of surface area drs = n da is then given by Q . drs
= Q • n da, this quantity being positive if the projection of Q on the vector n
is positive. In particular, if drs is an element of a closed surface, then Q • drs is
positive if the flow is outward from the surface. We write

(109)

Now consider a small closed differential element of volume consisting of a
rectangular parallelepiped with one vertex at P(x,y,z) and with edges dx, dy, dz
parallel to the coordinate axes. Then the left-hand face is represented by the
differential surface vector - j dx dz and the differential rate of flow through
this face is given by

Q • (- j dx dz) = - Q 11 dx dz,

the negative sign indicating that if Q lI is positive, the flow through this face is
into the volume element. Similarly, the differential rate of flow through the
right-hand face is given by

(Q)'+d" (j dx dz) = (Q')'+d' dx dz = (Q. + ~;. dY) dx dz

within infinitesimals of higher order. If the remaining four faces are treated
similarly, we find that the net differential rate of flow dE outward from the
volume element dT = dx dy dz is given by

dF = [(Q. + °o~· dX) - Q.] dy dz + [(Q, + 00;' dY) - Q,] dx dz

+ [(Q. + ~~. dZ) - Q.] dx dy

= (~+ oQlI +oQz) dx dy dz,ax oy oz
or dE = (V • Q) dT. (110)

Thus, we may say that the divergence of Q at a point P represents the rate
of fluid flow, per unit volume, outward from a differential volume associated
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with P, or that the divergence of Q is the rate of decrease of mass per unit
volume in the neighborhood of the point. Thus, if no mass is added to or
withdrawn from the element dT, we have the relation

V. Q = _ ap
at '

which can also be written in the form

V • (pV) + ap = 0at
or, using Equation (74a),

pV • V = - ( V •Vp + ;~).

For an incompressible fluid, p = constant and there follows

V • Q = p V • V = O.

(111)

(112)

(113)

Thus the velocity of an incompressible fluid has zero divergence.
It has been assumed here that no mass is introduced into the system or

taken from the system, that is, that there are no points in the element dT where
fluid is added to or withdrawn from the system. A vector V with nonzero
divergence can be considered as a velocity vector of an incompressible fluid in
a region only if such points are assumed to be present. We speak of points
where fluid is added to or taken from the system as sources and sinks, respec
tively. Thus the presence of a source distribution is associated with a positive
divergence of V.

Consider now a closed region fJl in three dimensions and suppose that in
each elementary volume dT of this region there are present sources through
which an amount dE = p V • V dT of incompressible fluid is introduced into
the region per unit time. We may think of a sink as a negative source. Then the
net mass of fluid introduced into fJl in unit time through sources and sinks is
given by the integral

p fIffJt V • V dT, (114)

where the integration is carried out over the volume of the region. If the total
mass in fJl is conserved, this fluid clearly must escape from the region through
the surface Swhich bounds it. Ifwe consider a vector surface element der = nda,
where n is the outward unit normal, the rate of mass flow outward through the
element da is given by pV • n da = pV· der. Thus the total rate offlow outward
through S is given by the surface integral of V over S,

p fis V • der = p fis V • n da, (115)

where the symbol~ indicates that the integration is carried out over a closed
surface.
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The statement that (114) and (115) must be equivalent,

fffut V 0 V dT = fJs V • n da, (116)

that is, the consequence of conservation of mass in f!A, is known as the
divergence theorem. This theorem can be established without reference to the
physical considerations used here,· and is true ifV and its partial derivatives
are continuous in f!A and on S and ifS is piecewise smooth. The region f!A need
not be simply connected, so long as its complete (inner and outer) boundary is
taken into account in the surface integral.

If we write

V=Pi+Qi+Rk,

Equation (116) takes the form

n = i cos ex + i cos P+ k cos y,

II f (oP + oQ + OR) dx dy dz
Jut ax oy oz

= f£(P cos Ot + Qcos P+ R cos y) dO'. (117)

This theorem is useful in many applications. As one illustration, we use the
theorem in obtaining the solution of the illustrative problem of Section 6.12.
There we calculated directly the surface integral of F = x i +Y j over the
upper half of the unit sphere. If we close the surface of integration by adding
the portion of the xy plane which spans the hemisphere, we notice that the sur
face integral ofF over the added surface is zero, since Fon = Fo( -k) = 0 over
this area. Thus the divergence theorem states that we maycalculate the required
surface integral of F by evaluating SSS V • F dT throughout the interior of
the hemisphere. Since V • F = 2, the result is merely twice the volume of the
unit hemisphere, or 47t/3, as was obtained by direct calculation.

The surface integral of a vector F over a closed surface S is called the flux
ofF through S. Thus the divergence theorem states that the flux ofF through S
is a measure of the divergence of F inside S. In particular, ifF is continuously
differentiable and V . F = 0 in the region bounded by S, the flux ofF through S
is zero,

fJsF. da = fJsF. n da = O.

Thus, remembering the result ofSection 6.10, we see that, for a continuously
differentiable function F, the circulation j F • dr of F around a closed curve C
is zero ifC is in a simple region throughout which V x F = 0, and also the flux
t;F. da of F through a closed surface S is zero if V . F = 0 in the region
bounded by S.

• For an indication of the analytical proof, see Problem 65.
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(121)

We may expect that the circulation ofF around C will be in some sense the
measure of the curl of F at points on a surface of which C is a boundary, in
analogy with the relation (116) which connects flux through a surface to
divergence inside the surface. A relationship of this sort, known as Stokes's
theorem, is considered in Section 6.16.

6.14. Green's theorem. If, in the divergence theorem (116), we write

V = fIJI VflJ2'

where fIJI and flJ2 are scalar functions of position, we obtain the result

IIfBl V • fIJI VflJ2 dT = ifs n· 'PI V flJ2 da.

By making use of (74a), this result takes the form

f f f Bl [fIJI V2<P2 -t (V<PI)· (V<p2)] dT = ifs n· <PI V qJ2 da. (118)

This equation is known as thefirst form ofGreen's theorem. A more symmetrical
form is obtained if <PI and flJ2 are interchanged in Equation (118) and the result
ant equation is subtracted from (118) to give

ffIBl [<PI V2<P2 - <P2 V2<pI] dT = ifs n • (<PI V<P2 - <P2 V qJI) dG. (119)

This equation is known as the secondform of Green's theorem, or frequently
merely as Green's theorem, and is frequently useful in applications. In both
(118) and (119), the region 81 is the region bounded by the closed surface S.
It is assumed that <PI and flJ2 are twice continuously differentiable in 81.

Two special cases of these theorems are of particular interest. If we take
qJI = <P2 = <P in (118), there follows

Jf fBl [<pV2<p + (VqJ)2] dT = ifs qJ n· V<p dG, (120)

where (V<p)2 = (V<p) • (V<p). We notice that the product n· VfIJ is, according
to (64), the derivative of <P in the direction of n, that is, in the direction of the
outward normal to S at a point on S. Hence we may write

o<p = n. V<p
on

and speak of this quantity as the normal derivative of <P at a point on S. With
this notation, Equation (120) becomes

IIL[<pV"<p + (V<p)'] dT = ~s <p ~: du,

and Equations (118) and (119) can be rewritten in a similar way.

(122)
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A second important special case of Green's theorem is obtained by taking
fll = qJ and 'f'2 = 1 in (119). Since then VqJ2 = 0 and V2qJ2 = 0, there foHows,
with the notation of (121),

(123)

The relations (122) and (123) will be useful in certain applications which
follow (Section 9.2).

6.15. Interpretation of curl. Laplace's equation. Suppose that the motion
of a fluid is simply a rotation about a given axis fixed in space. Then we may
represent the angular velocity by a constant vector w, as in Section 6.3, where
the length ()) is the scalar angular velocity and the direction of w is along the
direction of the axis of rotation in accordance with the right-hand rule. If we
take the origin of a rectangular coordinate system on this axis and denote the
position vector to a point P(x,y,z) by r, then the results of Section 6.3 show
that the velocity of P is given by the vector

v =W x r. (124)

We have then, using Equation (74c),

V • V = V •w x r = r· (V x w) - w • (V x r),

and hence, since w is constant and V x r = 0, from (78b), there follows

V· V = o. (125)

We also have, using Equation (74d) and again noticing that w is constant,

V x V = V x (w x r) = w(V. r) - (w. V)r,

or, by virtue of (78a) and (79),

V x V = 2w. (126)

Thus, ifa fluid experiences a pure rotation, the divergence of its velocity vector
is zero, and the curl of the velocity vector is twice the angular velocity vector.

If V x V = 0 in a region, we say that the flow is irrotational in that region.
The results of Section 6.10 state that the circulation around a closed curve in a
simple region where the flow is irrotational is zero. If the fluid is incompressible
and there is no distribution of sources or sinks in the region, we have also
V . V = O. Since the condition V x V = 0 implies the existence of a potential
qJ such that

V = Vcp, (127)

we see that if also V • V = 0 there follows V • Vcp = V2qJ = O. That is, in the
flow ofall incompressible irrotationalfluid without distributed sources or sinks,
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the velacity vector is the gradient of a potential ffJ which satisfies the equation

V2qJ = 0 or 8
2

cp + 8
2

qJ + 8
2

qJ = O. (128)
8x2 8y2 8z2

This equation is known as Laplace's equation.
We see, more generally, that in any continuously differentiable vector field

F with zero divergence and curl in a simple region, the vector F is the gradient
of a solution of Laplace's equation. Solutions of this equation are called
harmonic functions, and their determination is studied in a later chapter.

6.16. Stokes's t/reorem. We next indicate that if S is a two-sided surface in
three dimensions having a closed curve C as its boundary, then the circulation
ofa vector V around Cis equal to the flux of the curl of V over S. It is assumed
throughout that Sand C are piecewise smooth.

The result to be established is thus of the form

ff8 n • (V x V) d(J = fc V 0 dr, (129)

where 0 is the unit vector normal to S on that side of S which is arbitrarily
taken as the positive side. The positive direction along C is then defined as the
direction along which an observer, traveling on the positive side of S, would
proceed in keeping the enclosed area to his left. Equation (129) is known as
Stokes's theorem, and is true if S is contained in a simple region where V is
continuously differentiable. In the following considerations, however, we
assume also the existence ofcontinuous partial derivatives of the second order.

Suppose that Equation (129) has been established for one surface SI having
C as its boundary, and consider any other surface S2 having the same boundary.
Ifwe denote the closed region included between SI and S2 by !!I, the divergence
theorem states that

ff81 0 1 • (V x V) da + fI82 ~ • (V x V) da

= ff f~ V •V x V dr = 0, (130)

if V is twice continuously differentiable in fJl, according to Equation (74g).
In this equation the vectors 0 1 and 02 are headed outward from the enclosed
region fJl. Hence if we choose a positive direction around the common
boundary C so that 0 1 is on the positive side of SI' and hence 0 1 = 0 on SI' it
follows that ~ is then on the negative side of S2' and hence ~ = -0 on S2'
Thus (130) becomes

f fs
1

0 .(V xV)da = f fs
2

0o (V xV)da. (131)

Thu!, if Equation (129) is true for one surface having C as its boundary, it is
also true for any other such surface, if both surfaces lie in a simple region
where V is twice continuously differentiable.
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u

Figure 6.10

(133)

We prove (129) in the special case when C is a plane curve by taking S as
the plane area A bounded by C in its plane. The vector 0 normal to A is then a
constant vector. The proof is obtained most readily by an indirect method in
which we apply the divergence theorem to a vector V x n, which is thus

parallel to the plane of A, in a closed
region 81 which is the interior of a right
cylinder of constant height h having A as
its lower base (Figure 6.10). We then have

II fa, V • (V x 0) dr =

IIs OBI· (V x 0) dC1B1 , (132)
BI

where the surface integral is extended
over the complete boundary SBI of 81,
and OBI is the outward unit normal vector
on SBI' On the upper and lower faces of

SBI we have OBI = ±n, and hence the integrand in the surface integral
vanishes. On the lateral boundary of SBI we have OBI = U x n, where u is the
unit tangent vector to the curve C which bounds A, and hence here the inte
grand becomes

(u X 0) - (V x 0) = (V • u)(o • 0) - (u • 0)(0 • V) = V • u,

by virtue of (35) and the fact that u· 0 = O. Also, since 0 is constant, we have
V - (V X II) = n - V x V, from (74c), and hence Equation (132) becomes

I: (I IA noV xV d(1) dh = I: (fa V -uds) dh

Since this relationship is true for arbitrary values of h, we conclude that

f IA o· V x V da = fa V· dr,

as was to be shown.
To extend this result to the case ofan arbitrary closed curve C in space, we

-- -- --
first approximate C by a space polygon Cn whose n sides PIP2, P2Pa, ... , PnPI
are formed by joining n successive points PI' P2, ••• , Pm on C by straight
lines. A surface Sn having Cn as its boundary can be defined as the polyhedron
whose triangular faces are determined by the n sides of Cn and the n - 3
straight lines joining PI to the points Pa, •. - , Pn- I . Ifwe apply Equation (133)
to each of the triangular faces of Sn and add the results, we notice that the line

integrals along the lines PIPa, PIP4, • - • , PIPn- l , are taken twice in opposite
directions and hence cancel, leaving only the line integral around the polygon
Cn' Thus (I 33) is also true for Sn and its boundary Cn- As n becomes infinite
in such a way that all the chords PkPk+1 approach zero, the polygon Cn
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approaches C, and Sn approaches a surface S for which the relation (129) is
true.

From (131) we conclude finally that (129) is true for an arbitrary piecewise
smooth surface S with C as its boundary if S is in a simple region where V is
twice continuously differentiable.

lfwewrite

V = P i + Q j + R k,

Stokes's theorem takes the form

n = i cos ex. + j cos fJ + k cos y,

fo (P dx + Qdy + R dz) = IL[(~~ -~~) cos"

+ (oP _ OR) cos fJ + (oQ - OP) cos yJ dG. (134)
OZ ox ox oy

In particular, for a plane area A in the xy plane, there follows dz = 0,
cos ex. = cos fJ = 0, cos y = 1, da = dx dy, and hence

,( (P dx + Qdy) = If (oQ - OP) dx dy. (135)Yo A ox oy
It may be mentioned that Equation (135) is also frequently referred to as

Green's theorem, although we reserve this name for the theorem ofSection 6.14.
As a special case of (135) we take P = -y and Q = x. The result,

t fo(X dy - y dx) = A, (136)

is useful in finding the area enclosed by a plane curve whose equation is given
in parametric form.

x2 y2
Thus for the ellipse a2 + b2 = 1 we can write

x = a cos 8, y = b sin 8 (0 :5': 0 :5': 27T),

and Equation (136) gives for its area

A = t f:7f

ab (cos2 8 + sin2 8) dO = 7Tab.

The rigorous proof of Stokes's theorem (129) in full generality involves
subtleties which are beyond the level of the present treatments. However,
it is of some importance here to notice that from that theorem one may
deduce, in particular, that if V is continuously differentiable in a simply
connected region !?Ii, and if V x V = 0 everywhere in !?Ii, then

Ie V· dr = 0

for any piecewise smooth closed curve C in !?Ii. This is a result made
plausible in Section 6.10 [Equation (91)].
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From that result, in turn, one can reason in a direction opposite to that
followed in Section 6.10, to deduce that, under the conditions just stated,

the line integral Ie V • dr between two points in f!A is independent ofthe path

C joining those points, provided only that C is piecewise smooth and lies in
f!A, and it then follows also that V • dr = dep, where ep is single-valued in f!A.

The specialization of these results to the case when f!A is a two~

dimensional region, in the xy plane, and in which Stokes's theorem
consequently reduces to (135), will be of particular significance in Section
10.5.

6.17. Orthogonal curvilinear coordinates. Suppose that the rectangular
coordinates x, y, z are expressed in terms of new coordinates UI , ~, U3 by the
equations

(137)

and that, conversely, these relations can be inverted to express UI , ~, U3 in
terms of x, y, z, when x, y, z and/or u1, ~, U3 are suitably restricted. Then, at
least in some region, any point with coordinates (x,y,z) has corresponding
coordinates (UI,~,U3)' We assume that the correspondence is unique. If a
particle moves from a point P in such a way that ~ and U3 are held constant
and only UI varies, a curve in space is generated. We speak of this curve as the
"1 curve. Similarly, two other coordinate curves, the ~ and U3 curves, are
determined at each point (Figure 6.11). Further, if only one coordinate is held
constant, we determine successively three surfaces passing through a point of
space, these surfaces intersecting in the coordinate curves. It is often convenient
to choose the new coordinates in such a way that the coordinate curves are
mutually perpendicular at each point in space. Such coordinates are called
orthogonal curvilinear coordinates.

As an example (see Figure 6.12), in circular cylindrical coordinates (r,O,z)
we have

U3 = z,
If we take

x = r cos 0, y = r sin 0, z=z.

then at any point P the ~ curve is a circle of radius r and the UI and U3 curves
are straight lines.

Let r represent the position vector of a point P in space,

r = x i +Y j + z k.

Then a tangent vector to the uI curve at P is given by

(138)

(139)
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where SI is arc length along the UI curve. Since ~r. is a unit vector, we can write
USI

(140)

where UI is the unit vector tangent to the ul curve in the direction of increasing

arc length and hI = ~I is the length of VI' Considering the other coordinate
uUI

curves similarly, we thus write

(141)

where Uk (k = 1, 2, 3) is the unit vector tangent to the Uk curve, and

hI = dSI = ~ h2 = dS2 = or ha = dSa = or (142)
dU I ou I ' dU2 ou2 ' dUa oUa

These equations can be written in the differential form

dsl = hI duI , ds2 = h2 d~, dsa = ha dua. (143)

We thus see that hI' h2, haare of the nature ofscalefactors, giving the ratios of
differential distances to the di fferentials ofthe coordinate parameters. It should
be noticed that the calculation of VI' from Equation (139), determines both
the scale factor hI = IVII and the unit vector ul = VI/hI'

We adopt the convention that uI , ~, and Ua form a right-handed system in
the order written, in consequence of an appropriate numbering of the co
ordinates.

If s is arc length along a curve in any direction, the vector

dr = Or dU I + Or dU2 + Or dUa
ds oUI ds OU2 ds oUa ds

= VI du! + V
2

dU2 + Va dUa (144)
ds ds ds
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has unit length. Thus, if the coordinate curves are orthogonal, so that

VI • V 2 = V 2 • Va = Va • VI = 0, (145)
there follows

VI • VI du~ + V 2• V 2du~ + Va • Va du; = ds2

or, using Equation (140),

ds2
= h~ du~ + h: du~ + h; du;. (146)

To find the element of volume, we notice that the vectors VI dUl' V 2dUt,
and Va dUaare mutually perpendicular vectors having as their lengths the arc·
length differentials ds1, ds2, and dsa. Thus the element of volume dT is given by
the volume of the rectangular parallelepiped determined by these vectors,

dT = IVI dUl X V 2dUt· Va dUal = lUI X ~. ual h1hJza dUl dU2dua,

and hence
(147)

On the surface ul = constant, the vector element of surface area dOl is, in a
similar way, given by the vector product V2 dU2 X Va dua, and hence

dOl = Ul h2ha~ dUa. (148)

Analogous expressions are obtained on the other coordinate surfaces. In
particular, the scalar surface elements on the coordinate surfaces are ofthe form

d(Jl = hzhadUt dua, d(J2 = hah1 dUadu1, d(Ja = hl~ dUl dUt. (149)

We next proceed to the determination of expressions for the gradient,
divergence, and curl, and for the Laplacian operator V2 in the present co
ordinates. To determine the gradient of a scalar function f, we make use of the
definition (64),

df= Vf· dr, (ISO)

which states the basic geometrical property of the gradient. In terms of the
coordinates u1, Ut, ua we have

and

If we now write

af af af
df = - dUl + - dU2 + - dUa

aUl auz aUa
dr = VI dUl + Vz dUt + Vadua

= hl u1 dUl + ~~ dUt + ~ua dua•

(151)

where the ).'s are to be determined, the substitution of these expressions into
(150) gives

af af af
- dUl + - dU2+ - dUa = h1).1 dUI + hzA.z dU2+ haAs dUa,
aUI aU2 aUa
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and hence, since the variables Ub U2, Ua are independent, we have

A
k

= 1.- af (k = 1,2,3).
hk aUk

Thus Equation (15I) becomes

Vf = Ul af + U2 af + 0a af
hI aUI h2 aU 2 ha aUa

and the operator V accordingly has the form

V = U1~ + U2~t+ Ua~.
hI aUI h2 aU 2 ha aUa

Equations (153) and (154) can be written in the equivalent forms

Vf = U
1

af + u
2

af + Ua af ,
aSI aS2 aSa

a a a
V=U1 -+U2-+ua-,

aSI aS2 aSa

to show more clearly the intrinsic nature of the operator V.
In particular, there follows

301

(152)

(153)

(154)

(153a)

(154a)

UlVu =
1 h'

1

Vu = Ua
a ha '

(155)

for the gradients of the independent variables "1' ~, "a'
From these special results we now obtain two further results which are

useful in the following work. First, since V x VUk = 0, from (74f), we conclude
that the expressions ul /h1, ~/h2' and ua/ha have zero curl,

V X U1 = V X ~ = V X U3 = o.
hI h2 ha

Second, since u1 = ~ X ua, there follows

(156)

Ul u2 Ua (V) (V--=-x-= U2 x ua),
h2ha h2 ha

and two analogous expressions are similarly obtained. Reference to Equation
(74i) then shows that the expressions u1/(h2ha), ~/(hahl)' and ua/(hl~) have zero
divergence,

V •~ = V • ..!!!... = V. Ua = O. (157)
h2ha hah1 h1h2

It should be kept in mind that while the vectors u1' u2, and ua are ofconstant
length unity, the directions of these vectors will in general change with position
in space, and hence their divergence and curl will not, in general, vanish.
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To find lln expression for the divergence of a vector F in Ub ~, "a co
ordinates,

(158)

(160)

(159)

we first write
v ·F == V • (Flul) + V • (FiUs) + V , (Faua).

If we now write the first term in the form

V· (FIUI) = V· [(h2h3FI)(h:~)]
and notice that, according to Equation (I 57), the second factor in brackets has
zero divergence, we obtain from (74a) the result

V • (FlUl) = ...!!...-. V(h2haFl ) = 1 ~ (h2haF1).

h'lha hlh2ha OUI

Treating the other terms in a similar way, we obtain finally

1 [0 0 0 ]V • F = - (h2haFl) +- (hahlF2) + - (h1h2Fa) .
hih2ha iJu l oU2 oUa

In particular, by combining Equations (I 54) and (159) we find the expres
sion for the Laplacian operator,

V 2 - V . V _ 1 [~(h2ha~)
hlh2ha oUl hi oUl

+~ (hahl~) +~ (h lh2~)J
oU2 h2 OU2 oUa ha oUa .

In a similar way, to find an expression for the curl of F,

V x F = V x (Flu1) + V x (F2~) + V x (Faua),

we write the first term in the form

V )( (FIUI) = V)( [(hIFI)(~~)]
so that, according to Equation (156), the second factor in brackets has zero
curl. Then, from (74b), we obtain the result

V )( (Flul) = - (~~ )( V)(hIFI)

= - Ua ~(hlFl) +~~(hlFl)
hlh2 oU2 hahloua

1 (0 0)= h2u2 - - haua - (hlFl)·
hl h2ha oUa OU2
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If the other terms are treated in a similar way, the result can be written in the
form of a determinant

hlDI h2D2

V)(F=
1 a a

hIh2ha OUI OU2

hlFI h2F2

(161)

For the rectangular coordinates (UI,~,Ua) == (x,y,z) we have hI = h2 =
ha = 1, and all the preceding results are seen to reduce to the forms originally
given in that case.

6.18. Special coordinate systems. In circular cylindrical coordinates
(r,O,z) we have·

x = r cos 0, y = r sin 0, z = z. (162a)

Since r, 0, z in that order form a right-handed system, we may take

The position vector r has the form

r = i r cos 0 + j r sin 0 + k z.
Thus we have

Ur = or = i cos 0 + j sin 0,or U or ". 0+" 0B = - = -I r sm J r cos ,
00

U z = k.

From Equation (142), there follows

and hence also
hn = r, (l62b)

Dr = i cos 0 + j sin 0, Dn = - i sin 0 + j cos 0, Dz = k. (162c)

Equations (146), (147), and (149) give

ds = vidr2+ r2d(J2 + dz2 }
dT = r dO dr dz

dar = r dO dz, daB = dr dz, daz = r dO dr .
(162d)

• We notice that the coordinate, in this system is distance from the z axis. It must
not be confused with Irl, where r is the position vector and Irl is distance from the origin.
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Finally, Equations (153), (159), (160), and (161) give the results

of 10f of
Vf= u,.- + Us-- + Dz -

or roO OZ

V, F =!~ (rF) +! of, + oFz

r or r roO oz

V2f = ! ~ (r OJ) +.!. 02f + 02f
r or or r2 002 OZ2

Dr rD, Dz

1 a a a
V x F =- - -

r or 00 OZ

Fr rFe Fz

(162e)

In spherical coordinates (r,qJ,O), where r is distance from the origin, 0 is the
polar angle measured from the xz plane, and qJ is the "cone angle" measured

z P

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

y

Figure 6-13

from the z axis (Figure 6.13), there follows*
x = r cos 0 sin qJ, y = r sin 0 sin qJ, z = r cos qJ, (l63a)

and the following results are obtained:

hr = 1, hip = r, he = r sin qJ, (163b)

Dr = i cos 0 sin qJ + j sin 0 sin qJ + k cos q;

Dip = i cos 0 cos qJ + j sin 0 cos qJ - k sin rp (163c)

Us = - i sin 0 + j cos 0

ds = vidr2+ r2drp2 + r2 sin2 q; d02 I
dT = r sin q; dr dqJ dO , (163d)

d(Jr = r? sin qJ dqJ dO, d(Jip = r sin qJ dr dO, d(Je = r dr dq;
• The angles qJ and 0 are defined in different ways by different writers. The present

convention is consistent with that used for circular cylindrical coordinates in the plane z = o.
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Vf= ~ of+ Uq, of + Us of
or r oq; r sin q; 00

V. F = 1. i (rFr) + ~ ~ (Flp sin q;) + 1 oF8

r or r SID q; oq; r SIn q; 00

V2f=!i (r Of) + 1 ~ (Sin q; of)
r or or r2 sin q; oq; oq;

~ rulp r SIn q; u8

VxF= 1 0 0 0- - -
r2 sin q; or oq; 00

Fr rFlp r sin q; F8
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(163e)

6.19. Application to two-dimensional incompressible fluid flow. In certain
types of fluid flow it is possible to choose a system of orthogonal curvilinear
coordinates in such a way that the flow depends only upon two of the co
ordinates and is independent of the third. The simplest example is that in
which flow is parallel to a plane, say the xy plane, and is such that its properties
everywhere are then specified by its properties on the xy plane. In the more
general case, we assume that the flow is independent of Ua and is then specified
by its properties on any surface for which Ua is constant. We suppose also that
the coordinate system is such that the scale factors hh h2, and haare independent
of Ua.

If the flow is divergenceless and irrotational, that is, if there are no distribu
tions of sources or sinks or of vortices, about which the fluid tends to rotate,
and if also the fluid is assumed to be incompressible, we have seen that the
velocity vector V is the gradient of a function q;, called the l'elocity potential,
and that q; satisfies Laplace's equation.

Since in the present case V has no component in the Ua direction, we may
write

(l64)

(165)

where VI and V2 are the components of V in the directions of u1 and ~,

respectively. Since the velocity potential is also to be independent of ua, the
relation V = Vq; becomes, by virtue of (154),

V = UI 0q; + u2 0q; ,
hI 014 1 h2 oU2
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and hence we have
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(166)

(167)

Also, the equation V2<:p = 0 becomes

~ (h2ha ocp) +~ (hah1 o<:p) = O.
OU I hI OU I oU2 h2 OU2

When the solution <:p of the partial differential equation (I67), satisfying
appropriate conditions on the boundary of the region considered, has been
obtained, the equipotential lines in the Ua surfaces are curves given by equations
of the form

(168)

as C1 takes on successive constant values. The velocity vectors, and hence the
corresponding lines of flow or streamlines, are normal to these curves. If we
express the streamlines by equations of the form

(169)
then, since we must have

there follows
(170)

or

Otp
OU2

h2 o<:p

h1 0Ul

°Vl
OUI

hI o<:p
h2 oU2

If we denote the common value of these two ratios bY!J, where!J is an
unknown function of "1 and U2' there follows

(171)

To determine p" we make use of the equation

assuming appropriate continuity, and so obtain from (171)
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If this equation is compared with (167) one obtains the result f.l = cha, where c
is an arbitrary constant. As will be seen, it is convenient to take c = I, so
that·

(l73)

(172)

(l74)

(175)

f.l = ha•

Thus, from Equations (171) and (172) we obtain the relationship

d1p = - hahl oq; dUl + h2ha oq; dU2'
h2 OU2 hi OUI

from which 1p can be determined by integration when q; is known. By making
use of (l66), Equation (l73) can also be written in the form

dtp = ha( -hiV2 dUl + h2 VI d~).

By using Equations (l54), (l7I), and (166), we obtain the relation

ha oq; ha oq; (V1p = - -- Ul + --- U2 = ha -V2Ul + VI U2)
h2oU2 hi OUI

which can also be written in the form

(176)
Hence there follows also

V21p = V • (haus )( V) = V •V )( (haua) - haua •V )( V

= V •V )( (hi us) = V • (Vhi )( U
a ) = V~i • halls )( V

ha ha ha
or

V2
1p = 2(V log h~) •V1p, (177)

when use is made of Equations (74c), (74b), and (156), and of the fact that
V )( V = 0 in consequence of the assumed irrotational nature of the flow.

Thus we conclude that if ha is constant, then the function 1p in the flow
under consideration also satisfies Laplace's equation, and hence may be con·
sidered as the velocity potential corresponding to a second flow having the
curves q; = Cl as streamlines. The two flows so related are said to be conjugate.

If ha is not constant, the function 1p does not satisfy Laplace's equation,
and hence no conjugate (nondivergent) flow exists.

In any case, the function 1p is known as the stream function of the flow for
which q; is the velocity potential. We notice from (173) that the expression for 1p

involves an arbitrary additive constant (as well as an arbitrary multiplicative
constant c). The additive constant can be chosen so that along a particular
reference streamline we have 1p = O.

• Equation (172) defines a particIl/ar solution of the equation determining Jl. The most
general solution is Jl = ha/(VJ), where lis an arbitrary function of the expression VJ being
determined. The more general solution leads only to the obvious fact that any function of
the VJ determined by Equation (173) will also be constant along the streamlines.
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In order to establish another useful property of the stream function 1p, we
consider a curve C in a Ua surface, joining two points Po and Pl. Then the rate
ofmass flow, in the direction ofthe normal D, through a "rectangular element"
based on a linear element dr of this curve, and extending in the Ua direction a
distance corresponding to a unit increment in ua, is given by

df = pV •Dhods = pV· (~: x D.) hads = ph.... x V • dr.

If use is made of Equation (176), this relation takes the form

(178)

Thus, since here p is constant, we obtain by integration from Po to Pl the
result

1 Pl
1p{Pl ) - 1p{Po) = - f(P) ,

p Po

so that the difference between the values of1p at two points in a Ua surface is
numerically equal to the rate ofmassflow ofaflUid with unit density"across any
curve joining these points."

As an example, we verify that the function

is a solution of Laplace's equation in the xy plane,

V 2 = o2q; + o2q; = 0
q; ox2 oy2 '

and hence is the potential function of a flow of the type considered. In this
case we have

Ul = x, ~ = y,

The velocity vector V = Vq; becomes

v = 2xi - 2y j,

and the equipotential curves in the xy plane are the hyperbolas

x2 - y2 = Cl.

The stream function 1p is determined from Equation (173),

d1p = 2y dx + 2x dy = 2 d(xy),

and hence the streamlines are the hyperbolas

1p = 2xy = Cz•
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Figure 6.14

y
til = constant
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6.20. Compressible ideal fluid flow.
To further illustrate the use of vector
methods, we now treat briefly the basic
equations governing the flow of non
viscous (ideal) compressible fluids.

We consider first an element of fluid
mass dm in the form of a rectangular
parallelepiped with edges dx, dy, dz paral
lel to the coordinate axes at the time t
and moving with velocity V at that instant. Ifwe denote the pressure by p, the
differential force exerted by the pressure distributions on the two faces parallel

to theyz plane is readily found to be - (i ~ dx) dy dz. Considering the forces

acting on the other four faces similarly, we then find that the resultant differ
ential force due to fluid pressure on the element dm is given by - Vp dx dy dz

or, equivalently, by - Vp dm. The same expression can be shown (by use of
p

the divergence theorem) to be valid for the differential force due to pressure

acting on an element of volume dm of any shape.
p

As an element moves in space, its shape and volume generally will change.
However, its mass dm must be conserved. For an element of constant mass dm

the rate of change of momentum is given by ~': dm. Hence, if external forces

are omitted, Newton's second law of motion leads to the equation

Since, in particular, the lines x = 0, y = 0 are streamlines, the flow in the first
quadrant is a plane flow around a right-angled corner (Figure 6.14). Also,
since 1p = 2xy also satisfies Laplace's equation, tp can be considered as the
velocity potential in a conjugate flow
where the curves x2 - y 2 = c1 are
streamlines, and the function g; = x2 - y2
is the stream function.

(179)
dV

p- +Vp=O.
dl

The velocity V is a function of position x,y,z and time I, whereas the
position coordinates x, y, z depend not only upon time t but also upon the
initial values xo, Yo, zo at a reference time, say I = o. Thus the time derivative

~ in (I79) is actually not a total derivative in the strict sense, but is calculated

only for fixed initial coordinates. That is, the time differentiation follows a
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given particle in its motion. For this reason this derivative is frequently termed
the "particle~" "substantial," or "material" derivative of V, and is often

. d' d h . 1 . DVIn lcate by t e specla notation - .
Dt

For fixed initial coordinates, V depends directly on x~y,z and t, and x, y,

and z themselves depend upon the time t, in such a way that ~; = Vz' and

so on. Hence we may write the substantial derivative ofVin the expanded form
(see Section 7.1),

or

dV = oV dx + oV dy + oV dz + oV
dt ox dt oy dt oz dt ot

=V oV +~oV+voV +oV
:t ox 11 oy 2 oz ot

dV = (V •V)V + oV .
dt ot

In terms of differential operators we may write also

(180)

(182)

d 0 a a 0 0
- = V •V + - = Vz - + ~ - + V2 - + - . (181)
dt ot ox oy OZ ot

Thus Equation (179) can be written in the form

p(v.vv + ~~) +Vp =0

and is equivalent to three scalar equations, the first of which is of the form

p(Vz oVz + V
1I

oVz + Vz oVz + OVz ) + op = o.
ax ay az ot ox

These equations of motion are known as Euler's equations.
In addition to the vector equation (182), the equation of conservation of

mass [Equation (l12)]~

pV • V = - (V •V p + op) = _ dp , (183)
ot dt

must be satisfied. This equation is known as the equation ofcontinuity.
Finally~ to complete the system of basic equations, we may take the effect

of compressibility into account by assuming a suitable relationship between
pressurep and density p. (For an incompressible fluid, p is constant.) Assuming
such a relationship, we may then write

V p = i 0P + j 0p + k 0P = d P (i op + j 0p + k op) = dp Vp.
ox oy OZ dp ox oy OZ dp
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J¥: = Vs (184)
dp

is known as the local sonic velocity, and is seen to vary with p from point to
point in the fluid, and with time.

With these results Euler's equations in the vector form (182) become

av 2
pV 'VV + p- + Vs Vp = O. (185)at

Equations (183) and (185) are sufficient to determine p and V if suitable
boundary conditions and/or initial conditions are prescribed.

In many problems the flow is nearly uniform. That is, the vector V and the
scalar functions p and p are nearly constant. In such cases, Equations (I83)
and (185) can be linearized by first writing

V = U + u, p = Po + b, Vs = Vso + Vs (186)

where U, Po, and Vso are the constant values corresponding to the uniform
flow and the quantities u, b, and Vs are considered as small deviations. With
this notation Equations (183) and (185) become

ab
(Po + b) V • u + (U + u) •Vb + at = 0,

au
(Po + b)(U + u) ·Vu + (Po + b)- + (Vso + VS )2 Vb = o.at

If products of small deviations are assumed to be relatively negligible, these
equations are reduced to the linear forms

Po V • u + (u. V + :J {j = 0, (187)

(u · V + E.) u + vgo Vb = O. (188)
at Po

For an irrotational flow (see Section 6.15), the velocity V, and hence also u,
can be expressed as the gradient of a scalar function. Hence, if we write

u = Vq;, (189)
Equation (I88) becomes

V[b + P: (U.V+ E.) q;J = 0,
Vso at

from which the density deviation ~ is expressed in terms ofthe velocity deviation
potential q; in the form

(190)
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except for an additive function of time only, which can be considered as
incorporated in ep. It should be noticed that all the preceding relations involve
only the invariant operator V, insofar as space differentiation is concerned,
and hence may be readily expressed in terms of any convenient coordinate
system.

We now suppose that the uniform flow is parallel to the x axis, and so
write

U = Ui, (191)

(193)

in which case Equation (190) becomes

b = - .1!J!.. (u~ + oep). (192)
V~ ox ot

If Equations (189), (191), and (192) are introduced into (187), we obtain the
equation

1 ( 0 0)2V2ep-- U-+- ep=O,
V~o ox ot

which must be satisfied by the potential function ep. For an incompressible
fluid Vs = 00, and the equation reduces to Laplace's equation, in accordance
with the results of Section 6.15.

In the special case of steady flow in two dimensions, where the flow is
parallel to the xy plane and the velocity and density do not vary with time,
Equation (193) reduces to the form

(1 _ M2) (J2ep + 02ep = 0,
ox2 oy2

where M is the so-called local Mach number,

U
M=-

Vso '

(194)

(195)

(196)

and is the ratio of the speed of the uniform flow to the sonic velocity corre
sponding to this flow. A flow is said to be subsonic when M < 1 and supersonic

02ep
when M> 1. It is important to notice that the coefficient of or in Equation
(194) changes sign when the sonic velocity is passed.

In the special case of nonsteady one-dimensional flow, when the velocities
in the y and z directions are assumed to be negligible, Equation (193) becomes

(U2 _ vi,) (J2ep + 2U 02ep + (J2q; = 0.
ox2 ox ot ot2

If the above developments are still assumed to be satisfactorily approximate
when smalldeviations are measured from a state ofrest, so that U = 0, we may
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(197)

(198)and

replace U by V and rewrite (192) and (193) in the form

b = P - Po = - Po a9'
v2 atso

V2 __1_ a2q;
q; - v2 at2 'so

where V = V9'. (199)

Here V10 is essentially an effective "mean valueH of :P .Thus we have also,
approximately, P

P - Po = VJo(p - Po),

so that the pressure change due to the disturbing flow is given approximately
by

(200)
aq;

P - Po = - Po at .

To conclude this section, we obtain an explicit exact integral of Euler's
equation, when external forces are absent, in the case of irrotational flow
(V x V = 0). From the identity

V(V· V) = 2V· VV + 2V x (V x V)

[see Equation (74e), Section 6.9], we here obtain the result

V· VV = V(!V2),

where V = IVI = VV · V. Thus Euler's equation (182) can be written in the
form

V(! V2) + av +Vp = O.
2 at P

(201)

If we now write

or

V = V9'

and define a function P by the relation

VP=;VP or P= fd:.
Equation (201) takes the form

V (.!. V2
) + ~ Vq; +VP = 0

2 at

V(! V2 + a9' + p) = O.
2 at

(202)

(203)

(204)
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Hence the quantity ~ V" + ~~ + P must be independent of the space co

ordinates and, accordingly, a function of time only,

! V2 + ocp + P = f(t). (205)
2 ot

This is one form of Bernoulli's equation. For steadyflow (in which the flow
is independent of time), this equation becomes

!V2 + P = constant. (206)

In particular, for an incompressible fluid (p = constant) we may take P = pIp,
in accordance with (203), and hence (206) can be written in the form

lpV2 + p = constant (207)
in this case.

In illustration, for the example at the end ofthe preceding section involving
flow around a right-angled corner, Equation (207) determines the fluid pressure
p in the form

p = Pc - 2p(r +y),
where Pc is the pressure at the corner.
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PROBLEMS

Section 6.1

1. Find the length and direction cosines of the vector a from the point (I, -1,3)
to the mid-point of the line segment from the origin to the point (6, -6,4).

2. The vectors a and b extend from the origin 0 to the points A and B.
Determine the vector c which extends from 0 to the point C which divides the line
segment from A to B in the ratio m : n.

3. (a) If 8 denotes the angle between the vectors a and b, use a theorem of
elementary geometry to show that

la + b[2 = la[2 + Ibl2 + 21allbl cos 8.
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cosy

(b) If a = azi + alIi + azk and b = bJ + btli + bzk, use the preceding
result to show that

arbz + a~tI + azbz
cos (J = lallbl .

4. Prove that la + bl ~ lal + lbl and la - bl ~ lal - Ibl.

s. (a) Show that a straight line with direction angles lX, {J, Y can be specified
by the equations

x - Xo Y - Yo z - Zo
- -

cos IX cos {J

where (xo.Yo,zo) is a point on the line.
(b) Show that the above equations can also be written in the parametric

form
x = Xo + t cos lX, y = Yo + t cos {J, . z = Zo + t cos y,

where t is a parameter.
(Notice that in either set of equations cos lX, cos {J, and cos y can be replaced

by direction ratios A, B, and C which are proportional to them.)

6. The equations of a straight line are of the form

x-I y+2 z
- =-

I 2 -2

(a) Show that the line includes the point (1, -2,0) and determine its direction
cosines.

(b) Determine a unit vector in the direction of the line.

Section 6.2

7. Prove geometrically. from the definition of the scalar product, that the
distributive law a. (b + c) = a•b + a. c is valid.

8. The vectors a and b are defined as follows:

a = 3 i - 4 k, b = 2 i - 2 i + k.

(a) Find the scalar projection of a on b.
(b) Find the angle between the positive directions of the vectors.

9. Find the magnitude of the scalar component of the force vector

F=i+2i+2k

in the direction of the straight line with equations x = y = 2z.

10. A plane is determined by a point Po(xo,yo,zo) on it and by a vector

N=Ai+Bj+Ck

normal to it. Show that the requirement that the vector from Po to a point P(x,y,z)
in the plane be perpendicular to N determines the equation of the plane in the form

A(x - xo) + B(y - Yo) + C(z - zo) = o.
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11. (a) Show that the vector A i + B j + C k is normal to the plane

Ax + By + Cz = D.

(b) Prove that the shortest distance from the point Po(xotYOtZo) to the plane
Ax + By + Cz = D is given by

IAxo + Byo + CZo - DI
d= .

VA2 + B2 + C2

[Let P1(XItYI,ZI) be any point on the plane and determine the projection of the
vector from Po to PIon the normal to the plane.]

12. Find the angle between the planes 2x - Y + 2z = 1 and x - Y = 2.

Section 6.3

13. (a) Determine a unit vector perpendicular to the plane of the vectors
a = i + 3 j - k t b = 2 i + j + k.

(b) Find the area of the triangle of which these two vectors form coter
minous sides.

14. (a) Determine a unit vector normal to the plane determined by the points
(0,0,0), (1, 1,1), and (2, I ,3).

(b) Find the area of the triangle with vertices at the points defined in part (a).

IS. A rigid body rotates with angular velocity (J) about the line x = Y = z.
Find the speed of a particle at the point (1,2,2).

16. Find the scalar moment of the force F = i - 3 j + 2 kt acting at the point
(I t2, I), about the z axis.

17. Show that the shortest distance from a point Po to the line joining the points
PI and P2 is given by

----+- ----+- ----+-
where VI = PoPlt V2 = PoP2, and va = P1P2• (Notice that Iv} x v21 is twice the area
of the triangle POP1P2, and that the desired distance is the altitude of that triangle
normal to the base PIP2')

18. Show that the shortest distance between the lines AB and CD is the
----.

projection of AC (or of the vector joining any point of AB with any point of CD)
----. ----.

on the vector AB x CD.

Section 6.4

19. From the last result of Section 6.3, deduce that, if r denotes the vector from
a point 0 to the point of application of a force F, then the scalar moment of F
about an axis OA is given by M OA = (r F u), where u is a unit vector in the direction
of OA.
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20. Find the volume of the tetrahedron with vertices at the points (0,0,0),
(1,1,1), (2,1,1), and (l ,2,1).

21. Determine a unit vector in the plane of the vectors i + j and j + k and
perpendicular to the vector i + j + k.

22. If u is a unit vector, prove that u x (a x u) is the vector projection of a on
a plane perpendicular to u.

23. Prove that a x (b x c) + b x (c x a) + c x (a x b) = O.

24. (a) Prove that
I (a b d)c - (a b c)d,

(a x b) x (c x d) = t (a c d)b - (b c d)a.

(To obtain the first form, write temporarily u = a x b.)
(b) Show that this vector is in the direction of the intersection of a plane

including the vectors a and b with one including c and d.

Section 6.S

25. If F is a function of I, find the derivative of

dF d2F
F·-x-.

dl dt2

26. At time t, the vector from the origin to a moving point is

r = a cos wt + b sin wt,

where a, b, and CJ) are constants.
dr

(a) Find the velocity v = d and prove that r x v is constant, so that the
curve traced out lies in a plane. t

(b) Show that the acceleration is directed toward the origin and is pro
portional to the distance from the origin.

27. Let r represent the vector from a fixed origin 0 to a moving particle of mass
m, subject to a force F. dr

(a) If H denotes the moment of the momentum vector mv = m - about 0,
prove that dl

dH d
dt = m dt (r x v) = r x F = M,

where M is the moment of the force F about O.
(b) If the force F always passes through the fixed point 0, show that

d
-(rxv)=O
dt '

and hence deduce that r x v = h, where h is a constant vector. Deduce also that
the motion is in a plane.
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(c) Show that Ir x vI is twice the area over which the vector r would sweep
in unit time if v were constant, and hence deduce that, when a mass at P is subject

~

to a Ucentral" force, which always passes through a fixed point 0, the vector OP
moves in a plane and sweeps over equal areas in equal times.

28. If u is a unit vector originating at a fixed point 0, and rotating about a
fixed vector C&) through 0, with angular velocity of constant magnitude 00, show that

du
dt = C&) x u.

29. Let r = x i + Y j + z k represent the position vector from a fixed origin 0
to a point P, and suppose that the xyz axis system is rotating about a fixed vector

C&) through 0, with angular velocity of constant magnitude oo.
dr di

(a) By calculating dt' and noticing that dt = C&) x i, and so forth, obtain the

velocity vector in the form
v = vo + C&) x r,

where the vector
dx dy dz

vo = - i + - j + - k
dt dt dt

is the velocity vector which would be obtained if the axes were fixed.
(b) Obtain the acceleration vector in the form

8 = 8 0 + 2C&) x vo +C&) x (C&) x r),

where Vo is defined in part (a), and where

d2x . d2y . d2z
80 = dt2 I + dt2 J + dt2 k.

30. If the system of Problem 29 is rotating with angular velocity of constant
magnitude 00 about the z axis, the z axis being fixed, show that the equations of
motion for a point mass m are of the form

m(d2x _ 200 dy _ W 2x) - F
dt2 dt - z,

m(d2y
..L' 200 dx _ oo2y) - Fdt2 dt - y.

d2z
m dt2 '"- Fz

where Fx • Fy , and Fz are the components of the external force along the respective
rotating axes. (Notice that the mass hence behaves as though the axes were fixed,

with an additional force 2moo dy + moo2x acting in the positive x direction and an
dx dt

additional force -2moo dt + mw2y acting in the positive y direction.)
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Section 6.6

31. (a) If 0 is polar angle, show that the vectors

Ul = i cos 0 + j sin 0, U2 = -i sin 0 + j cos 0

are perpendicular unit vectors in the radial and circumferential directions, respec
tively, in the xy plane, and that

(b) For points on a plane curve in polar coordinates, the position vector
is of the form r = ru l • By differentiation with respect to time t, obtain expressions
for the vectors of velocity and acceleration of a point moving along the curve and
show that the radial and circumferential components are of the form

Vr = ;, Vo = r6,

where a dot denotes time differentiation.

(
. dUl dUl dO )

Notice, for example, that dt = dO dt = 6 ~.

32. (a) Verify that the parametric equations

x = a cos t, y = a sin t, z = ct

specify a right circular helix in space.
(b) Show that for this curve there follows

ds = Va2 + c" dt,

c
'T =---

a
a2 + c"

p=

where s is arc length.
(c) Determine the unit tangent, principal normal, and binormal vectors,

and show that the radii of curvature and torsion are given by

a2 + c"

(d) Show that the osculating, normal, and rectifying planes at the point
(a, 0, 21TC) are specified by the respective equations

az - cy = 21Tca, x = a.

In Problems 33-36, the position vector to a curve C is assumed to be expressed
in the form r = x(t) i + y(t) j + z(t) k, and a prime is used to denote differentiation
with respect to the parameter t, whereas s denotes arc length along C.

33. Establish the relations

(a) s' = Ir'l = Vr'· r',
r' r'

(b) U =- ---
Ir'l Vr'· r"
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34. (a) Show that

1 du u' (r' . r')r'" - (r' . r"')r' (r' x r"') x r'
; 0 = -ds = -s' = ---lr-'1-:"'4--- - Ir'14

(r' x r"') x r'
0=-----

Ir' x r"'llr'j .
Ir' x r"'l

- =
jr'13

(b) Use the identity of Lagrange [Equation (36)] to obtain the result

I(r' x r"') x r'j = Ir' x r"'l Ir'l .

(c) Deduce the following results:

1

P

35. Use Equation (52) and the results of Problems 33(b) and 34(c) to obtain the
result

r' x r'"
b=--

Ir' x r"'l .
36. (a) Verify that

du d2u (r') (s'r'" - S"'r') (r ... + ...) (r' r'" r
or

)ux-·-= - x . --......"....-ds 'ds2 S' S'3 S,3 s'6'

where the omitted terms in the third factor of the second expression involve r' and
r'" linearly, and hence do not affect the value of the product.

(b) Using the relation

~ = p2 (u x du • d2u)
T ds ds2

and the results of Problems 34(c) and 36(a), obtain the result

1 (r' r'" r"')
- = -----:::
T Ir' x r"'j2 .

37. Determine u, D, b, p, and T for the right circular helix

x = a cos t, y = a sin t, z = ct

by using preceding results, and compare with the results of Problem 32. (The results
of Problems 33-36 are particularly useful when t cannot be simply expressed in
terms of the arc length s.)

38. Bending ofa rod. Suppose that a thin rod of uniform circular cross section
is bent and twisted in such a way that its axis coincides with a space curve C. Let
the intensity of the applied load per unit distance along C have components Pu,
p", and Pb along the tangent, principal normal, and binormal, respectively. of the
deformed rod and write p = puu + pnD + Pbb. Similarly, write m = muD + mnD +
mbb for the vector whose components are intensities of distributed applied couples
along the deformed rod. Let the influence of that part of the rod beyond a section
at distance s from one end upon the remaining part be resolved into a force vector
F = T u + Q ° + R b and a moment vector M = H u -\- L n + M b, so that T is
tension, Q and R shear forces, H a twisting moment, and Land M bending moments.
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(a) By considering static equilibrium of a section between sand s + tu,
and proceeding to the limit as tu -+ 0, show that the conditions

dF
ds + p = 0,

dM
-+uxF+m=O
ds

must be satisfied.
(b) Show that these two vector equations imply the following six equations

of equilibrium:

dQ 1 1 dR I
ds +; T - ; R + Pn = 0, ds +:; Q + Pb = 0,

dL 1 1

ds
+-H--M-R+mn=O,

p T

tIT 1
ds -; Q + pu = 0,

dH I
---L+m=Ods p u,

dM 1
-+-L+Q+mb=O.
ds T

[Notice that this set comprises six equations in the eight unknown quantities
T, Q, R, H, L, M, p, and T. For an elastic rod, these equations are conventionally
supplemented by the two equations

where Po and TO are the radii of curvature and torsion of the undeformed rod and
A and B are bending and torsional stiffnesses associated with the material and cross
section of the rod.]

(c) Suppose that the rod is originally straight and untwisted, so that I/po and
lITo = 0, and is subjected only to a transverse load distribution of intensity Pn
(and to end constraints). If, in addition, small deformations are assumed, so that
IIp and lIT are assumed to be negligible in the equilibrium equations for the deformed
rod, show that the equations of part (b) are satisfied by T = R = H = L = °if
M and Q satisfy the equations

dQ
ds + Pn = 0,

dM
ds + Q = 0.

[With the supplementary equation M = Ellp, where EI is the bending stiffness,
these are the basic equations of the elementary theory of small deflections of
laterally loaded originally straight rods or beams. (See Section 5.3, where S = - Q
and where s is replaced by its projection x along the undeformed axis.)]

Section 6.7

~9. The temperature at any point in space is given by

T = xy + yz + zx.

(a) Find the direction cosines of the direction in which the temperature
changes most rapidly with distance from the point (1,1,1), and determine the
maximum rate of change.
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(b) Find the derivative of T in the direction of the vector 3 i - 4 k at the
point (1,1,1).

40. If rand 8 are polar coordinates in the xy plane, determine grad r and grad O.

41. Determine the direction cosines of grad p(x,y,z).

42. Determine a unit vector normal to the surface

x3 - xyz + Z3 = 1
at the point (1,1,1).

Section 6.8

43. Prove that u x V • v = u . V Xv.

44. Prove that (u . V)rp = u . (Vrp).

45. (a) Determine the derivative of the function x2 + Y. + Z2 in the direction
specified by the direction cosines I, m, and n.

(b) Determine the derivative of the vector x 2i + y.i + z2k in the direction
specified by the direction cosines I, m, and n.

46. Prove that V x F is not necessarily perpendicular to F, by giving a suitable
example.

Section 6.9

47. Prove that V • (Vrp) = (V • V)rp = V2rp.

48. (a) Show that
V(v • v) = 2v • Vv + 2v X (V x v),

and deduce that the relation
v· Vv = lVv2

is true when V x v = 0 or, more generally, when V x v is perpendicular to v.
(b) Verify the general result of part (a) when v = xy i + Y. j.

49. Show that V2U = 0 if V x u = Vrp and V • u = 0, where rp is a scalar
function.

50. If v = rpl Vrp2, prove that V x v is perpendicular to v.

51. If there exists a family of surfaces p(x,y,z) = constant such that v(x,y,z) is
perpendicular at every point to the surface rp = constant which passes through that
point, show that v • (V x v) = O. (Use the result of Problem 50).

Secjibns 6.10, 6.11

52. For each of the following vector functions, determine whether the equation
Vrp = F possesses a solution, and determine that solution if it exists:

(a) F = 2xyz3 i - (X2Z 3 + 2y) j + 3x2yz2 k,

(b) F = 2xyi + (r + 2yz)j + (y. + l)k.
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5J.. For each vector function F defined in Problem 52, determine the value of the

integral Ie F . dr from the origin to the point (1,1,1) along the curve specified by the

simultaneous equations y = x 2, Z = r.
S4. For each vector function defined in Problem 52, determine the value of the

integral fe F . dr around the unit circle with center at the origin, in the xy plane.

55. If P dx + Q dy + R dz = dgJ, where gJ is single-valued, show that

cp(x,y,z) = I: P(t,O,O) dt + I: Q(x,t,O) dt + I: R(x,y,t) dt + constant,

where x is held constant in the second integral and both x and yare held constant
in the third integral. [Integrate dgJ along straight line segments from (0,0,0) to
(x,O,O) to (x,y,O) to (x,y,z).]

56. Show that the use of the formula obtained in Problem 55, for the determina
tion of gJ such that dgJ = r dx + 2(xy + z) dy + 2y dz, leads to the result

cp(x,y,z) = I: Odt + I: 2xtdt + I: 2ydt + c = xy + 2yz + c.

(Compare the determination in the text, page 285.)

Section 6.12

57. (a) If S is a portion of a surface specified by an equation of the form
z = [(x,y), show that the unit normal vector n which points upward (in the positive
z direction) from S is given by

af af
-i- - j- + kax ay

n = .

)1 + (~r + (~r
(b) Deduce that, in this case, if F = Pi + Q j + R k, there follows

fLFoda=fi (R-Prx -QZ)dxdY
where A is the projection of S on the xy plane, and where z is to be replaced by
f(x,y) in the expressions for P, Q, and R.

58~ Evaluate the surface integral of the vector F = xi + Y j + z k over that
portion of the surface z = xy + 1 which covers the square °~ x ~ 1,°~ Y ~ 1
in the xy plane.

S9. Evaluate the surface integral of the vector F = xi + Y j + z k over that
pQl:tion of the paraboloid z = x2 + Y which is inside the cylinder x 2 +y = 1.

60. Evaluate the surface integral of the vector F = xi + Y j + z k over the
closed surface of the cube bounded by the planes x = ± 1, Y = ± 1, z = ± 1.

61. Evaluate the surface integral of F = yz i + xz j + xy k over the closed
boundary of the region bounded below by z = x2 + y and above by z = 1.
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Section 6.13
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62. Evaluate the integral of Problem 60 by using the divergence theorem.

63. If r is the position vector x i + Y j + z k, show that

(a) is r . n da = 3V, (b) is x r· n da = 4Vx,

where Vis the volume enclosed by S and x is the x coordinate of its center of gravity.

64. By using the physical argument of Section 6.13, show that, if f!l is the region
inside a closed surface S and outside a closed surface ~, then the divergence theorem
takes the form

f f fst V • V dT = fis V • n da + fiE V • n da,

where n points outward from f!l along both S and ~,so that n points into the deleted
region enclosed by ~ in the last integral.

65. Suppose that the closed boundary S of the region f!l is cut by lines in the z
direction in not more than two points. Denote the upper part of S by S+ and the
lower part by S_, and denote the projection of either part on the xy plane by A.

(a) Show that

JJL:: dxdydz - JLRsJ~dy - JLRs_ dxdy,

where Rs + and Rs_ denote the value of R(x,y,z) on S+ and on S_, respectively.
(b) Noticing that

dx dy = da cos y

on S+ and
dx dy = -da cos y

on S_, where cos y is the z direction cosine of the outward normal, deduce the
relation

JJL:: dxdydz ~ ffs R cos "do

in this case. [Corresponding results in the x and y directions establish the divergence
theorem (117) analytically when f!l is a convex region. Proofs for other regions
essentially depend upon dividing them into convex regions.]

66. (a) If V is a two-dimensional vector in the xy plane, show that

f fA v· V dx dy = f() V • n ds,

where A is a simply connected region in the xy plane with closed boundary C, and
n is the unit outward normal vector along the curve C. (Apply the divergence
theorem to the vector V over a three-dimensional region which consists of the
interior of a right cylinder of unit height having the region A as its lower base.)
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(b) If A is the region inside a closed curve C but outside a closed interior
curve r in the xy plane, show that there follows

f fA v· V dx dy = ~c V • n ds + ~r V • n ds,

where n points outward from A along both C and r, so that n points into the deleted
region enclosed by r in the last integral.

67. Let f1l be a region bounded by a closed surface S.
(a) Establish the "gradient theorem,"

Jf fbf Vrp dT = 1fs rp da,

in rectangular coordinates by applying the divergence theorem (117) to each com
ponent.

(b) In a similar way, establish the "curl theorem,"

(c) Show that

ffJ9l (rp V • F + F • Vrp) dT = ffs 9' F • da,

by applying (116) to the vector V = rp F.

Section 6.14

68. Show that Equations (119), (122), and (123) imply the relations

IL. ['1'1 V""" - '1'2 V29'J dx dy - fc ('1'1 ~2 - '1'2 ::') d.,

IL. ['I'V2<p + (V'I')"] dxdy = fa 'I' :: ds,

If V2rp dx dy =" orp ds,
A j C on
02 02

where rp = rp(x,y) and V2 = or + or' and where A is an area in the xy plane
bounded by C.

69. Verify the validity of the second equation of Problem 68 when rp = x and
A is the interior of the circle of radius Q with center at the origin. Use polar co
ordinates in the right-hand member and notice that, on the boundary C, there
follows

ox ox
- = - = cosO.on or

70. Suppose that V2rp = 0 everywhere in a region f1l bounded by a closed
surface S. Establish the following results in that case:

(a) IL:: da ~ 0, (b) ifs 'I' :: da - ffL(V'I')2 dT.
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71. By writing qJl = qJ and taking qJ2 = V2qJ in (119), obtain the relation

IIL[9' V'9' - (V2<p)2] tiT ~ 1Js [9' a~'9' - (V"<p) ::] da.

Section 6.15

72. Suppose that qJ satisfies Laplace's equation everywhere in a region Bl
bounded by a closed surface S.

aqJ
(a) If - vanishes everywhere on S, deduce from Problem 70(b) that qJan

must have a constant value in Bl.
(b) If qJ vanishes everywhere on S, deduce from Problem 70(b) that qJ must

vanish everywhere in Bl.

73. Suppose that qJ satisfies the equation

CJ4rp CJ4qJ CJ4qJ
V4qJ = ax' + 2 ax2 ar + ar = 0,

known as the bi-Laplacian equation, everywhere in a region Bl bounded by a closed
aqJ

surface S, and that both qJ and an vanish everywhere on S. Deduce from Problem 71

that qJ then must also satisfy Laplace's equation everywhere in Bl and hence, by
virtue of the result of Problem 72(b), must vanish everywhere in Bl.

Section 6.16

74. If S is a closed surface in a region Bl where the vector V is continuously
differentiable, show that

1Js n • V X V da = O.

75. Verify the truth of Stokes's theorem, as given in Equation (129), in the case
when V = Y i + 2x j + z k, if C is the circle x2 + .r = I (or x = cos f, Y = sin t)
in the xy plane, and S is the plane area bounded by C.

76. Evaluate the integral JIs n . V X V da over the part of the unit sphere

x2 + r + Z2 = 1 above the xy plane, where V = Y i.

77. For any closed circuit C bounding any open surface S in a region Bl, the

electric intensity vector E and the magnetic intensity vector H satisfy the relations

j E . dr = - rx ~ Ii H . da,Te of s i H. dr = fJ ~ IrE. da,re of Js
where rx and fi are certain constants. Use Stokes's theorem to transform these
relations to the form

IL(V x E+ <X a:) .d.. = 0, IL(V x H- fI aa~) .da ~ O.
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From the arbitrariness of S, deduce Maxwell's equations in the form

327

aE
VXH=fJat".

aH
Vx E = -~at '

78. ]n a region free of electric and magnetic charges, it is true that V • E = 0
and V· H = O. By eliminating E and H successively between the equations of
Problem 77, and using this fact, deduce that E and H both satisfy the vector wave
equation

in such a region.

79. Obtain Equation (135) from the two-dimensional specialization of the
divergence theorem (see Problem 66) by taking V = Q i - P j. [Notice that

dx dy
- = cos qJ and - = sin qJ
ds ds'

where qJ is the angle between the tangent (pointing in the positive s direction)
and the positive x axis, and that the direction angles ~ and (3 of n are related to qJ

by the equations ~ = 7r/2 - fJ = qJ - 7r/2.]

so. Show that

(a) ~ £. C..• dy - xy dx) ~ Ax, (b) ~ i. (x" dy ~ x"y dx) - I.,

where A is the area bounded by C, (x,ji) is its center of gravity, and I" its moment of
inertia about the y axis.

81. Let S be an open surface bounded by a closed curve C.
(a) Establish the relation

JIs da x VqJ = fcqJ dr

in rectangular coordinates by applying Stokes's theorem (134) to each component.
(b) Show that

fc qJl Vrp2· dr = - fCqJ2 VqJl • dr,

by applying (129) to the vector V = V(qJlqJ2)'
(c) Show that

II8 (VqJ x F + rpV x F) • da = f(' qJF • dr,

by applying (129) to the vector V = rpF.

Section 6.17

82. Elliptical cylindrical coordinates may be defined by the equations

x =- a cosh u cos l-',

where u > 0 and 0 .::: v < 27r.

y = a sinh u sin v, Z=Z
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(a) Show that this system of coordinates (u,v,z) is orthogonal [by verifying
that Equation (145) is satisfied].

(b) Show that in the xy plane a curve u = constant is an ellipse with semi
axes a cosh u, in the x direction, and a sinh u, in the y direction; also that a
curve v = constant is half of one branch of an hyperbola with semi-axes a cos v
and a sin v. In particular, show that the locus u = 0 degenerates into the segment
( -a,a) of the x axis, while the loci v = 0 and v = 7r are respectively the positive
and negative exteriors of this segment; also that the loci v = 7r/2 and v = J.rr/2 are
respectively the positive and negative portions of the y axis. Sketch and label in a
single diagram the curves u = 0, 1 and v = 0, 7r/4, 7rf2, 37r/4, 7r, 57r/4, 37r/2, and 77r/4.

83. For the coordinates of Problem 82 derive the relations analogous to those of
Equations (162b-e) for circular cylindrical coordinates. In particular, verify that

hu = hv = avcosh2 u - cos2 v,

i sinh u cos v + j cosh u sin v
U1 = ---;:==~=====:::::::;;;=:--

Vcosh2 U - cos2 V

-i cosh u sin v + j sinh u cos v

Vcosh2 U - cos2 V

1 (0'1 02J)V2 - -+-'f - a2 (cosh2 u - cos2 v) ow ov2

Show also that for large values ofu there follows

and
U1 -- i cos v + j sin v,

U1 cos V - u2 sin v -- i,

U2 -- -i sin v + j cos v,

u1 sin v + U2 cos V "" j.

84. Parabolic cylindrical coordinates may be defined by the equations

y = uv, z = z,

where - 00 < u < 00 and v z O.
(a) Show that this system is orthogonal.
(b) Show that in the xy plane a curve v = constant is a parabola symmetrical

about the x axis and opening to the right, while a curve u = constant is one half of
a similar parabola opening to the left. In particular, show that the locus v = 0 is
the positive x axis, while the locus u = 0 is the negative x axis, and that the positive
y axis is given by u = v and the negative y axis by u = -v. Sketch and label in a
single diagram the curves u = 0, ± 1 and v = 0, I.

(c) Perform the calculations necessary to show that the Laplacian is of the
form

0'1
+-2'OZ
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ox + . oy . F'( +. \
- 1- = I Ut IU2/,
oU2 OU2

85. Paraboloidal coordinates correspond to a system in which the plane con
figuration of Problem 84 is rotated about the axis of symmetry of the two sets of
parabolas. The axis of rotation is then conventionally taken as the Z axis.

(a) In Problem 84 replace x by z and y by Vx2 + r, the distance from the
z axis; then write y = x tan 8, so that 8 is the circumferential angle, and show that
the coordinate transformation becomes

x = uv cos 8, Y = uv sin 0, Z = 1(u2 - v2),

where now u ~ 0 and v ~ O.
(b) Obtain the Laplacian in the form

vtt = 1 [! ~ (u Of) + !~ (v Of)] + -.!...- ott
u2 + v2 U au au v av av U2V2 a82 '

86. In a translation and rotation of axes, in which the origin in the new x'y'z'
plane is taken at the point (a,b,c) in the xyz plane, and in which the directions of the
x', y', and z' axes are specified by the direction cosines (lhmhnl), (/2,m2,nJ, and
(/a,ma,nS) relative to the original axes, the transformation of coordinates is of the
form

x = a + 11x' + 12y' + laz',

y = b + mix' + ms)" + maZ',

z = c + nix' + n2Y' + naz'.

Show that Laplace's equation is of the form

ott ott ott-+-+-=0OX'2 oy'2 OZ'2
in terms of the new variables.

87. Suppose that the coordinates Ul and U2 are related to x and y by an equation
of the form •

x + iy = F(ul + iU2)'

where ;2 = -1, so that x is the real part of F(ut + iu2) and y the imaginary part,
and that Ut, U2, and z are chosen as curvilinear coordinates in space.

(a) Show that, if F is a differentiable function of the argument Ut + iU2'
there follows

ox oy
- + i- = F'(u1 + ;uJ,
OUI OUt

where a prime denotes differentiation with respect to the complete argument
Ut + iU2, and hence that

J(::.)2 + (:~.)2 = J(::.)2+ (:~.)2 = I F(u, + iuJI.

(b) Deduce also that

ox oy
-+i- -
OUt OUt
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and hence, by equating real and imaginary parts, that

ox oy oy ox
-=-, -=--
oUI OU2 oUI OU2

(c) With the notation of Section 6.17, deduce that the vectors VI' V 2, and
Va are mutually orthogonal, and that

hI = h2 = I F'(UI + iuJlt ha = 1.

Hence show that Laplace's equation is of the form

02j' 02j' 02[
oUI + o~ + h

2
OZ2 = 0,

where h = I F'(ul + iU2)!'

88. (a) If x and yare related to UI and U2 by the equation

x + iy = i(ul + iUJ2,

so that x = i(ur - u~) and y = UIU2' use the result of Problem 87 to obtain
Laplace's equation in U IU2Z coordinates in the form

02j' 02j' 2 2 02j'
::l 2 +~ + (Ul + U2) ::l 2 = o.
uU1 uU2 uZ

(b) Obtain the same result by using the formulas of Section 6.17. (See also
Problem 84.)

Section 6.18

89. If Ur and Uoare the unit tangent vectors in the rand fJ directionst in circular
cylindrical coordinates, show that

i = Ur cos fJ - Uo sin 0, j = Ur sin 0 + IItl cos fJ.

(c) V X uO t

(e) V2(r2 cos fJ),

90. If r t fJ t and z are circular cylindrical coordinates, evaluate the following
quantities:

(a) VO, (b) Vrn ,

(d) V • [rn - 1(ur sin nfJ + Uo cos nfJ»),

(f) V2(rn cos nfJ).

91. If Ur, ulp' and Uo are the unit vectors tangent to the coordinates curves in
spherical coordinates, show that

i = (ur sin qJ + ulp cos qJ) cos 0 - Uo sin fJ,

j = (ur sin qJ + ulp cos qJ) sin fJ + Uo cos 0,

k = U r cos qJ - ulp sin qJ.

92. If r, qJ, and fJ are spherical coordinates, evaluate the following quantities:

(a) VqJ, (b) VO,

(c) V· [Ur cot qJ - 2 urpl, (d) vo[(r + :.) COS9'}
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93. Show that the unit tangent vectors in spherical coordinates satisfy the
following relations:

Our
orp = UIf,

OUr •
00 = Uo SIn rp,

OUIp
00 = Uo cos rp,

f<X.lI)
'P(x,y) = ( - V1/ dx + Vz dy),

94. By writing the position vector in the form r = r Ur , and using the results of
Problem 93, obtain expressions for components of acceleration along the coordinate
curves in spherical coordinates as follows:

a r = f - rrp2 - r02sin2 rp,

alp = 2rtiJ + r,p - r02sin rp cos rp,

ao = 2;0 sin rp + rO sin rp + 2r¢O cos rp.

95. Prove that
V2[rn Pn(cos rp)] = 0,

where rand rp are spherical coordinates and Pn is the Legendre polynomial of order
n. [See Equation (169) of Chapter 4.]

96. (a) Evaluate the surface integral

where F = x i - Y j + z k and where S is the lateral surface of the cylinder
x2 + y2 = 1 between the planes z = 0 and z = I, using right circular cylindrical
coordinates.

(b) Check the result by use of the divergence theorem.

97. (a) Evaluate the surface integral of F = xi - Y j + z k over the closed
surface of the sphere x2 +r + Z2 = I, using spherical coordinates.

(b) Check the result by use of the divergence theorem.

Section 6.19

98. Suppose that a flow of an ideal incompressible fluid is free of sources and
sinks, and of vortices, and that it takes place parallel to the xy plane.

(a) Show that the velocity potential rp(x,y) and the stream function 'P(x,y)

are such that orp 0'P orp 0'P
v=-=- V=---

x ax oy , 1/ oy ox '

and that rp and 'P satisfy Laplace's equation.
(b) Show that

f(X'lI)
rp(x,y) = (Vx dx + V1/ dy),

where the line integrals are each evaluated along an arbitrary path from a fixed
point to the variable point (x,y).
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99. (a) Verify that the function «p(x,y) = x3 - 3xy2 is a velocity potential
function.

(b) Determine the velocity vector V, and its magnitude V.
(c) Determine the stream function 'P(x,y), subject to the condition 'P(O,O) =

0, and obtain the equation of the streamlines.
(d) If the uniform density of the fluid is p, determine the rate of flow across

an arc joining the points (1,1) and (2,2) (i.e., through a cylindrical surface of unit
height having this arc as its base).

100. (a) If elliptical cylindrical coordinates (Problems 82 and 83) are used to
describe the flow of an ideal fluid parallel to the xy plane and independent of z,
show that the velocity potential satisfies the equation

02rp 02rp
ou2 + ov2 = o.

(b) Show that the corresponding stream function 'P satisfies an equation
of the same form and that 'P may be related to rp by the equation

orp orp
d'P = - -du + -dv.

ov ou
101. (a) Show that

rp = C cosh u sin v

is a permissible potential function in Problem 100 and that the corresponding stream
function is then of the form

'P = -C sinh u cos v.

if an arbitrary additive constant is discarded.
(b) Show that the streamline 'P = 0 consists of the combination of the

loci u = 0 and both v = 7T{2 and v = 37T{2, and hence deduce from continuity
considerations that neighboring streamlines follow near the y axis toward the x axis,
thence around a perpendicular barrier (plate) of breadth 2a back toward the y axis
and onward nearly parallel to the y axis.

(c) Show that the flow velocity is given by

C
V = V (u1 sinh u sin v + U2 cosh u cos v),

a cosh2 u - cos2 V

and that at large distances from the barrier (u -+ 00) the velocity vector tends to the
constant value

C C
V~ - (u1 sin v + U2 cos v) ~ - j

a a

Deduce that the potential
rp = aVo cosh u sin v

(u -+ 00).

corresponds to a flow. around a plate of breadth 2a, which tends to a uniform flow,
with velocity Vo at right angles to the plate, at large distances from it.
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(d) Show that at a point (u,v,z) the flow velocity is of magnitude

JCOSh2 U - sin2 v
V = v:

a cosh2 u - cos2 V •

In particular, verify that at points on the plate (u = 0) there follows
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(Ixl < a),

while for points on the x axis outside the plate (v = 0, 7T)

(Ixl > a),

and for points on the y axis (v = 7Tf2, 37Tf2)

V = Va Iyl .
v'a2 +r

102. Suppose that a source-free and vortex-free flow of an incompressible
fluid possesses axial symmetry about the z axis, so that its velocity can be expressed
in the form

v = Vz k + Vr Or'

in terms of circular cylindrical coordinates.
(a) With (U1,U2,US) = (z,r,O), show that hI = h2 = I and hs = r, and that

ocp
Vz = oz '

where cp(z,r) satisfies the equation

IO(Ocp)
; or r or

Ocp
v:=

r or

(b) Show that the stream function tp is determined by the relation

dtp = r( - Vrdz + Vz dr)

and verify that the right-hand member is an exact differential.
(c) Show that the rate of flow through the surface obtained by rotating

about the z axis an arc C joining two points Po and PI in a plane 0 = constant is
given by

27T fedV' = 27T[V'(P1) - V'(Po)].

103. (a) Verify that the function cp(z,r) = 2z2 - r2 is a potential function
corresponding to the type of flow considered in Problem 102.

(b) Determine the velocity vector V, and its magnitude V.
(c) Determine the stream function tp, and show that the streamlines are the

curves in the planes 0 = constant for which r2z = constant.
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(d) Show that the rate of flow through the surface obtained by rotating
about the z axis an arc joining Po and PI in a plane 0 = constant is given by
41Tp(riz l - r5zO>.

Section 6.20

104. If, in the developments of Section 6.20, a body force F per unit mass is
assumed to be active, show that pF must be added to the right-hand members of
Equations (179) and (182).

105. If a fluid is viscous, the force on a surface element da, due to internal
friction, is usually assumed to have a component in any direction equal to Jl times
the product of da and the derivative, normal to da, of the velocity component in
that direction. where Jl is a constant known as the coefficient of viscosity.

(a) Show that the viscous force in the x direction on an element da then
is of the magnitude

Jl n •VVx da,

and that the net viscous force, in the x direction, on the closed boundary S of a
region.Jt is of the magnitude

Jl ffs n· VVxda = Jl ff fat V 2 Vx dT.

Hence deduce that the viscous force on an element dT is equivalent to a body force
with component It V2Vx dT in the x direction, and analogous components in the y
and z directions, and hence to a body-force vector Jl V2V dT.

(b) Deduce that effects of viscosity then may be taken into account by
adding the term Jt V2V to the right-hand members of (179) and (182).

106. If a body force F per unit mass is conservative, and hence can be written
in the form

F = ~VU,

where U is a potential energy function, use the result of Problem 104 to show that
Equation (205) is replaced by the equation

1 Olp
- V2 + - + P + U = f(/)
2 ot '

when F is present, but viscosity effects are neglected.

107. If the Mach number M is greater than unity, show that any expression of
the form

lp(x,Y) -= f(x + 'Xl) + g(x - 'Xt)

satisfies Equation (194), where f and g are any twice-differentiable functions.

108. Verify that the expression

cp(x,t) = F[x - (U + Vso)t] + G[x - (U - Vso)t]

satisfies Equation (196), where F and G are any twice-differentiable functions.



CHAPTER 7

Topics in Higher-Dimensional Calculus

7.1. Partial differentiation. Chain rules. In this section we review and
discuss certain notations and relations involving partial derivatives which will
be needed in the sequel.

The more general case may be illustrated here by considering a function!
of three variables x, y, and z,

! = !(x,y,z). (1)

Ify and z are,held constant and only x is allowed to vary, the partial derivative

with respect to x is denoted by ix and is defined as the limit

aj(x,y,z) = lim j(x + ~x, y,z) - j(x,y,z) .
ax ~x-+O ~x

(2)

Similarly we define the functions ;~ and ~. In all cases two of the three

variables explicitly appearing in the definition offare held constant, and f is
differentiated with respect to the third variable. The total differential off is
defined by the equation

dj = at dx + at dy + at dz, (3)
ax ay az

whether or not x, y, and z are independent of each other, provided only that
the partial derivatives involved are continuous. Several types of dependence
among x, y, and z are now considered. In each of the formulas to be obtained,
the continuity of all derivatives appearing in the right-hand member is to be
assumed.

335
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(4)

(1) If x, y, and z are all functions of a single variable, say t, then the
dependent variable f may also be considered as truly a function of the one
independent variable t, and we may conveniently speak of x, y, and z as inter-

mediate variables. Since only one independent variable is present, ~ has a

meaning and it can be shown, by appropriate limiting processes, that

df = aj dx + af dy + aj dz .
dt ax dt ay dt az dt

This result is formally obtained by dividing the expression for df by dt. We

notice that~ is the sum of three terms, each of which represents the contribu

tion of the change in t through the corresponding change in one of the inter
mediate variables.

(2) More generally, the intermediate variables x, y, and z may be functions
of two (or more) independent variables, say sand t. Then if we considerfas a
function of sand t, we may investigate the partial derivative offwith respect

to t when s is held constant. If we denote this function by the notation (df ),
then Equation (4) must be modified to read dt II

(5a)

The derivatives with respect to t are now not total but partial. The subscript
indicates the variable held constant. With this convention we should perhaps

also write (aaf ) in place of aaf , and so on, in (4) and (5a). However, we
x u,z x

will follow the convention that ~~ , without subscripts, indicates the result of

differentiating f with respect to the explicitly appearing variable x, holding all
other explicitly appearing variables (here Y and z) constant. Frequently we also
omit the subscript s in (5a) and write merely

(5b)

if it is clear from the context that sand t are to be associated with each other
as the independent variables, with x, y. and Z as the (explicit) intermediate
variables. Alternatively, we could write F(s,t) for the result of replacing x, y,
and z by their equivalents inf(x.y.z), so that

f[x(s,t), y(s,t), z(s,t)] = F(s,t),
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in accordance with which (5a,b) could be written in the form
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(5c)of = of ax + of oy + of oz ,
ot AX at ay at oz at

without any possible ambiguity. Whereas this is the most elegant way of
proceeding in such situations, it is often inconvenient in practice to use two
different symbols (here/and F) to represent the same physical or geometrical
quantity.

In the preceding cases the independent variable t does not appear explicitly
in f, and its changes are reflected in f only through the intermediate changes
in x, y, and z. However, it may be convenient to take an explicitly appearing
variable as an independent variable. We again distinguish two cases.

(3) If we suppose that y and z are functions of x, then / is a function of
the one independent variable x, and y and z are intermediate. Also, identifying
t with x in Equation (4), we obtain

df = of + of dy + of dz . (6)
dx ox oy dx oz dx

The term ix in (6) is obtained, as before, by holding the other two explicit

variables (y and z) constant, and it represents the contribution of the explicit
variation of x. The other terms add the contributions of the intermediate
variations in y and z.

(4) If we suppose that x and yare independent but that z is a function of
both x and y, then/can be considered as depending upon x and y directly and
also intermediately through z. Also, identifying t and s with x and y in (Sa),
we obtain

(7a)

Here the notation is rather treacherous. On the left-hand side of (7a) we think
of/as being actually expressed in terms of x and y, the variable z having been
replaced by its equivalent in terms of these variables. Then we imagine that y
is held constant in the x differentiation. On the right-hand side / is expressed
in its original form, in terms of x, y, and z. The first term on the right is again
calculatedwith the other explicit variablesy and z held constant, and it represents
the contribution due to the explicit variation of x. The other term adds the
contribution of the only intermediate variable z. Since z depends only on x
and y, the last subscript may be omitted without confusion. However, the
subscript on the left is clearly essential. Thus we may write Equation (7a) in
the form

(7b)
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These formulas are useful when we deal with a functionjin abstract terms.
Ifj is given as a concrete function and the dependencies are concretely stated,
such formulas usually are not needed. In illustration we consider the function

j(x,y,z) = x2 + xz + 2y2.

If we consider x, y, and z as functions of t, and possibly other independent
variables, we merely differentiate term by term and obtain

afax az ax ay
- = 2x- +x- + z- +4y-
at at at at at

= (2x + z) ax + 4y ay + x az .
at at at

This result is the same as that given by Equation (5b). If we consider x as
independent and assume thaty and z are given by other equations as functions
of x, we again differentiate term by term and obtain

df = 2x + x dz + z + 4y dy
dx dx dx

= 2x + z + 4y dy + x dz ,
dx dx

in accordance with the result of using Equation (6). If z is given by another
equation in terms of x and y, and if x and yare independent, then we obtain
directly, holding y constant,

(af ) = 2x + z + x az ,
ax II ax

in accordance with the result of using (7b). The term 2x + z is equivalent to
aj az
ax' where y and z are held constant. The term x ax corrects for the fact

that here z cannot actually be held constant but must vary also with x.
As a further example, suppose that we have the relation

x 2 + XZ + 2y2 = o.
We again denote the function of x, y, and z on the left byf,

f = x2 + XZ + 2y2.

We may consider the given relation as determining, say, z in terms of x and y,
both of which may then be taken as independent. Then, holding y constant
and differentiating with respect to x, we obtain

az
2x + z + x- = o.

ax
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Hence we must have
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az 2x+ z
ax x

We may also arrive at this result by considering the left-hand member of
the given equation as a function of the independent variables x and y and the
intermediate variable z. Then, since / constantly satisfies the equation

f(x,y,z) = 0, (8)

(9)

the partial derivative of / with respect to either independent variable must
vanish. But Equation (7b) then gives

(af) = af + af az = o.
ax 1/ ax az ax

This equation states that the contributions of the explicit variation of x and
the intermediate variation of z must cancel. In order that this be so, we must
then have

af
az ax-=--,ax af

az
in accordance with the result obtained above.*

Partial derivatives of higher order, of a function/(x,y,z), are calculated by
successive differentiation. Thus we write, for example,

a2f a (af )
ayax = ay ax '

and so forth. In this connection, we review the important fact that the crossed
partial derivatives are equal,

a2f a2f
-ayax ax ay , (10)

that is, the order 0/differentiation is immaterial, if the derivatives involved are
continuous. This statement is true for derivatives of any order if they are
continuous, but it may not be true otherwise.

For the purpose of obtaining analytical formulas for higher-order partial
derivatives, it is often convenient to use operational notation (see also Problems
3,4, and 5). As an example, we suppose that/is a function ofx,y, and z, with
x and y independent and z a function of x and y, so that Equation (7) applies.

• Equation (9) tends to illustrate the dangers associated with routine symbolic manipula
tions, since a formal (but unjustified) inversion and cancellation in the right-hand mertiber
might suggest that the prefixed sign is incorrect.
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Here, in order to avoid the complexities involved in unambiguously generaliz

ing the notation (Z). to higher-order derivatives, it is particularly desirable

to introduce the special notation

![x, y, z(x,y)] = F(x,y), (11)

so that F(x,y) is the result of replacing z by its equivalent in terms of x and y
in the expression for!(x,y,z). The formulas (7a,b) then can be rewritten in the
form

of = of + of oz = (~ + oz ~)f,
ax ax oz ax ax ax oz

from which there follows, by iteration,

(12)

Here, as before, the convention is that, in each of the indicated partial deriva
tives, all variables explicitly involved in the function being differentiated are
held constant except the one with respect to which the differentiation is being
effected. Thus, since F = F(x,y) and Z = z(x,y), there follows

~: = (~:). and ~: = (~:t
On the other hand, since! = !(x,y,z) , there follows

7.2. Implicit functions. Jacobian determinants. An equation of the form

!(x,y,z, ...) = 0, (14)

involving any finite number of variables, where! possesses continuous first
,partial derivatives, can be considered as determining one ofthe variables, say z,
r as a function of the remaining variables, say

z = rp(x,y, ...), (15)
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in some region about any point where Equation (14) is satisfied and where the
partial derivative offwith respect to that variable is not zero,

of ~ O. (16)oz
In such a case we say that Equation (14) defines z as an implicit function of the
other variables, in the neighborhood of that point. Ifwe consider all the other
variables as independent, we can determine the partial derivative of z with
respect to anyone of them, without solving explicitly for z, by differentiating

(14) partially with respect to that variable. Thus, to determine ;: ' we obtain
from (14)

(17)

of
oz ax-:::::--,.
ax of

oz
the denominator differing from zero by virtue of Equation (16).

If n + k variables are related by n equations, it is usually possible to
consider n of the variables as functions of the remaining k variables. However,
this is not always possible.

As an illustration, suppose that x, y, u, and v are related by two equations
of the form

f(x,y,u,v) _ o}.
g(x,y,u,v) - 0

(18)

(20)

(19),

If these equations determine u and v as differentiable functions ofthe variables
x and y, we may differentiate the system with respect to x and y, considering
these two variables to be independent, and so obtain the four relations

of + of ou + of OV = 0
ox au ax ovox
og + ogou + ogov =0
ax au ox ovox
of + of ou + of ov = 0
oy au oy ov oy
og + og au + og ov = 0
oy au oy ov oy

For brevity, we use the conventional subscript notation for partial derivatives

so that, for example, u. is written for ;: . Then if (19) is solved for ;; and :;

and (20) is solved for :;and ;;, the expressions for these partial derivatives
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(22)

can be written in terms of determinants as follows:

gu gv gu gv

It must be assumed, however, that the common denominator in (21) does not
vanish, that is, that

of of
au ov

=F O.
og og
au ov

Unless (22) is satisfied, the desired partial derivatives cannot exist uniquely,
so that u and v cannot be differentiable functions of x and y. However, if (18)
and (22) are satisfied at a point, and if the first partial derivatives off and g
are continuous at and near that point, it can be shown that Equations (18)
determine u and v as implicit functions of x and y in some region including
that point, with partial derivatives given by (21).

The determinant in (22) is known as the Jacobian offand g with respect
to u and v and the notation

of of

o(f,g) _ au ov ofog ofog
=----- (23)

o(u,v) og og au ov ovou

au ov

is frequently used. In a similar way we write, for example,

of of of
au avow

o(f,g,h) _ og og og
o(u,v,w) au ov ow

oh oh oh- - -
au ov ow

(24)

and proceed in the same way to define the Jacobian of any n functjons with
respect to n variables.
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In this notation, if

(29)

(27)

(26)

(25)

= o.

o(!,g) =F 0,
o(u,v)

the first equation of (21) becomes, for example,

o(f,g)

au o(x,v)
-=-
ox o(f,g) .

o(u,v)

More generally, if n + k variables are related by n equations of the form
f1 = 0,h = 0, ... ,In = 0, where the functionsft each have continuous first
partial derivatives, then any set of n variables may be considered as functions
of the remaining k variables, in some neighborhood of a point where the n
equations are satisfied, ifthe Jacobian of the f' s with respect to the n dependent
variables is not zero at that point.

In illustration, we consider the system

x+y+z=O}

x2 + y2 + Z2 + 2xz - I = ° .
To investigate whether x and y can be considered as functions of z, we denote
the left-hand members by f and g, respectively, and calculate the Jacobian

o(!,g) = 1 1 = -2(x + z _ y). (28)
o(x,y) 2x + 2z 2y

Thus, except on the surface x + z - y = 0, x and y can be considered as
functions of z. That is, z can be taken as the independent variable. When
y = x + z, the equations become 2(x + z) = °and 2(x + Z)2 = 1 and are
hence incompatible. To investigate whether x and z can be taken as the
dependent variables we calculate the Jacobian

o(f,g) 1 1
-

o(x,z) 2x + 2z 2x + 2z

Since this determinant is identically zero, we see that x and z cannot be taken
as the dependent variables. It is readily verified directly that the system (27)
cannot be solved for x and z in terms ofy. This situation follows from the fact
that both equations involve only y and the combination x + z, and hence
cannot be solved for x and z separately.

By direct expansion we can verify that if u and v are functions of rand s,
and also rand s are functions of x and y, then the relevant Jacobians satisfy
the equation

o(u,v) oCr,s)

oCr,s) o(x,y)

o(u,v)

o(x,y)
(30)
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As a special case of this result, we find that if u and v are functions of x and y,
and conversely, then

o(u,v) o(x,y) = 1.
o(x,y) o(u,v)

(31)

Analogous identities hold for Jacobians ofany order. Thus Jacobians behave
in certain ways like derivatives, as is suggested by the notation used.

The Jacobian notation is useful in many other applications. In this connec
tion, the identity

au au au- - -
ox oy oz

(Vu). (Vv) x (Vw) =
ov ov ov o(u,v,w)

(32)- - -
ox oy oz o(x,y,z)

ow ow ow

ox oy oz

b d F h" I' I d h 'f o(u,v,w) .may e note" rom t IS re atlOn we conc u e t at 1 o( ) = 0 at a pOInt,
x,y,z

then the surfaces u = c1, V = c2, W = C3 which pass through this point have
coplanar normals.

7.3. Functional dependence. The general solutions of certain tyPes of
partial differential equations, to be dealt with in Chapter 8, are of the form

z = f[u1(x,y)] + g[~(x,y)], (33)

where U1 and ~ are independent particular solutions andf and g are arbitrary
functions of these expressions. If~ were a function of Ub both terms would
then be functions merely of Ul' and (33) would not be the required general
solution. Thus, in the expression

z = f(x + y) + g(x2 + 2xy + y2 + 1) ==f(Ul) +g(~

we have U2 = uI + 1and hence both terms are functions ofthe same combina..
tion U1 = x + y. It is thus important in more involved cases to have a criterion
for determining whether one function u1(x,y) is a function ofa second function
~(x,y). If such a functional relationship does exist the two functions are said
to be functionally dependent.

Suppose that such a relationship does exist, so that, for some F, not identi..
cally zero, it is true that

(34)
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(35)

where U1 and ~ are functions of the independent variables x and y. Then, if
we calculate the partial derivatives of (34), we obtain

of OUI + of OU2 = 0
OUl ax OU2 ax

of OUl + of OU2 _ 0-- ---
OUl oy OU2 oy

1· . h .. of d of h . . 1These two mear equations In t e quantItIes~ an ~ can ave nontnvIa
QUI Q~

solutions only if the determinant of their coefficients vanishes. But this deter
minant is precisely the Jacobian of UI and ~ with respect to x and y. Hence
ijul(x,y) and ~(x,y) are functionally dependent in a region, their Jacobian must
vanish identically,

O(Ul,U2) - O.
o(x,y)

(36)

Conversely, it can be shown that if the partial derivatives are continuous and
if the Jacobian vanishes identically in a region, the two functions are function
ally dependent in that region.

Completely analogous statements apply in the more general case of n
functions ofn variables. Thus if the functions UI' ~, ... , Un' are functions of n
variables, and if their partial derivatives are continuous, then the functions
are functionally dependent, that is, there exists a nontrivial F such that

F(ul'~' ... ,un) =0

in a region, if and only if the Jacobian of these functions with respect to the n
variables is identically zero in that region.

As a simple illustration we consider the relations

Ul = ax + by + c} .

u2 =dx+eY+f
The Jacobian is

O(U1 ,U2) = a b = ae _ bd.
o(x,y) d e

Thus Ul and ~ are functionally independent unless ae = bd. If ae = bd, the
functional relationship

eUl - b~ = ec - bf
exists between U1 and U2•

When there are fewer functions than variables, several relations of form
(36) must hold. For example, in the case of two functions of three variables,
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U1(x,y,z) and ~(x,y,z), the assumption

F(Ub~ =0 (37)

leads to the three equations

of aUI + of OU2 = 0,
OUI0X OU2 ox

of OUI + of OU2 = 0
OUI oy OU2 oy ,

of OUI + of oU2 = 0
OUI OZ OU2 OZ '

from which, by considering the equations in pairs, we may deduce that the
three conditions

(38)

must be satisfied, by the same argument used in deriving (36). Conversely, if
the partial derivatives are continuous and if the three conditions of (38) are
satisfied identically in a region, then the functions ul(x,y,z) and ~(x,y,z) are
functionally dependent in that region.

The generalization to n:z functions of n variables, when m < n, is straight
forward. When m > n, the m functions are always functionally dependent.

7.4. Jacobians and curvilinear coordinates. Change ofvariables in integrals.
If the equations

(39)

are interpreted as defining curvilinear coordinates UI , ~, and U3 in space and
if we write

(40)(k = 1, 2, 3),U _. ox + . oy + k OZ
k- I - J- -

oUk oUk oUk

then, as has been shown in Section 6.17, the vectors VI' V 2, and V 3 are vectors
tangent to the three coordinate curves at any point, with lengths given by
ds1 ds2 ds3-d 'd-' and d- , where Sb S2' and S3 represent arc length along the co-

UI ~ U3

ordinate curves. Then [compare Equation (148), Section 6.17] the element of
volume in the new coordinate system, whether or not the system is orthogonal,
is seen to be given by

d-r = (VI • V 2 X V 3) dUI dU2 du3,
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(41)

(42)

O(x,y,z)

O(UI,U2,Ua) ,

if the coordinates are so ordered that the right-hand member is positive. But
from (40) we obtain

ox oy OZ

OUI OUt OUI
ox oy OZ

U1 - U2 X Ua =
OU2 OU2 OU2
ox oy OZ

OUa OUa oUa
since the determinant is unchanged if rows and columns are interchanged.
Thus we may write

d- = o(x,y,z) d d d, UI U2 Ua·
O(UI ,U2,Ua)

It is seen that the requirement that U1 - U2 X Ua be different from zero is
necessary in order that (39) be solvable for Ut, U2, and Ua. In the special case of
orthogonal coordinates, U1 - U2 X Ua has the value h1h2ha, with the notation
of Section 6.17.

Accordingly, we have the change-of-variables formula

IIt f(x,y,z) dx dy dz

= IIL. F(u"u.,u,.)

where
F(UI,U2,Ua) = f[X(UI,~,Ua), Y(UI,U2,Ua), Z(UI,~,Ua>]

and where /1l* is the UI~Ua region into which (39) transforms the xyz region /1l.

H "" d h h J b" o(x,y,z). " dere It IS assume t at t e aco Ian ~( ) IS contmuous an nonzero
in /1l*. CI uI,~,ua

In a similar way, the equations

x = X(UI'~)' Y = Y(Ub~) (43)

can be interpreted as defining curvilinear coordinates UI and ~ in the xy plane.
The vectors

U . ox + . oy U . ox + . oy (44)1=1- J-, 2=1- J-
OUI OUI OU2 OU2

are then tangent to the coordinate curves, with lengths :1 and ds2
•

The vector element of plane area is then given by u1 dU2

i j k
ox oy

dA = (UI x U2) dUI dU2 = 0 dUI du2,
OUt OUI

ox oy 0
oU2 oU2
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(45)

Accordingly, we have

If f(x,y) dx dy = If F(U1,U2) o(x,y) dUI du2, (46)
A A· O(U1,U2)

where F(u1,uJ = f[x(Ul,U2),Y(Ul'~)] and where (43) transforms A into A*, if

o(x,y) . . d . A*
~( ) IS contInuous an nonzero In .
CI Ul'~

As an example of the use of Equation (45), we consider the coordinates u
and q; defined by the equations

x = au cos qJ, y = bu sin qJ (u ~ 0,0 :5: qJ < 21T). (47)

The curves u = constant are the ellipses (::)2 + (tu)2 = 1 with semiaxes

au and bu, whereas a curve qJ = constant is the portion of the straight line

y = ~ x tan qJ in the quadrant determined by qJ. The element of area in UqJ
a

coordinates is given by (45),

dA = o(x,y) du dqJ = abu du dqJ. (48)
o(u,qJ)

Thus, for example, any integral of the formffA f(x,y) dx dy, where the

integration is carried out over the area of the ellipse

x2 y2
a2 + b2 = 1,

corresponding to u = I, can be written in the form

f fA f(x,y) dx dy = ab f; f:" f(au cos qJ, bu sin qJ) u du dqJ. (49)

In particular, to calculate the moment of inertia fa: of the area about the x axis
we write

f(x,y) = y2 = b2u2 sin2 qJ,

and Equation (49) gives

i
1 i211 1Tab3

fa: = ab3 u3 sin2 qJ du dqJ = - .
004

7.5. Taylor series. Functions of two or more variables often can be
expanded in power series which generalize the familiar one-dimensional expan
sions. The more general situation may be illustrated here by a consideration
of the two-variable case.
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For this purpose, we begin by defining a function F(t), such that

!(x + ht, y + kt) = F(t), (50)

where x,y, h, and k are temporarily to be held fixed and, in any case, are to be
independent of t. Then, ifF(t) has a continuous Nth derivative in some interval
about t = 0, we may write

N-l (n) (N)

F(t) = L F ~o) t n + F ~T) tN, (51)
n=O n. N.

for some value of T between 0 and I, by· virtue of Equations (10) and (11) of
Chapter 4.

Now, since

!!.. F(t) = h of(x + ht, Y + kt) + k of(x + ht, Y + kt)
dt ox oy

= (h'! + k'!) f(x + h, y + kt),
ox oy

there follows also

d
n (0 o)n- F(t) = h - + k - f(x + ht, Y + kt)

dtn ox oy

Hence we have the results

(n = 0, 1, ... ).

(53)

(52)F(n)(o) = (h'! + k ~)n f(x,y)
ox oy

( a O)NF(N)(T) = h - + k - f(x + Th, Y + Tk).
ox oy

If we introduce Equations (51), (52), and (53) into (50), and specialize the
result by taking t = 1, we thus obtain the form

and

(0 < T < 1),

N-l (0 o)n
f(x + h, y + k) = L h - + k - f(x,y) + RN

n=O ox oy

where R.v, the "remainder after N terms," is given by

1 (0 O)NR N = - h - + k - f(x + Th, Y + Tk)
N! ox oy

(54)

(55)

for some T between 0 and 1.
For example, when N = 3 this result becomes

f(x + h, y + k) = f(x,y) + [hfix,y) + kfll(x,y)]

+ 1.- [h2f:x:Jx,y) + 2hkf:l:1J(x,y) + k 2fllll(x,y)] + Ra (56)
2!
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where

It is seen that the contents of the brackets in R3 are evaluated at some point on
the straight line segment between the point (x,y) and the point (x + h, y + k).

More generally, Equation (54) represents an expansion off(x + h, y + k)
in powers of hand k through the (N - l)th, with an error term, and is one
form of the two-dimensional Taylor formula. Although the form given is
Perhaps the most comPact one, a form which more closely resembles the most
familiar one-dimensional form can be obtained from Equation (54) by first
replacing (x,y) by (xo,Yo) and then replacing hand k by x - Xo and y - Yo'
resPectively. When N = 2, for example, there then follows

with

R2 = ;! [(x - xo)2f:J:i~,'YJ) + 2(x - xo)(Y - Yo)f~i~,'YJ)

+ (y - YO)2 fllll(~''YJ)], (59)

where the point (~,'YJ) is somewhere on the line segment joining the points
(xo,Yo) and (x,y).

When f(x,y) is sufficiently well behaved, the remainder RN tends to zero
for sufficiently small values of the increments, yielding a (generally infinite)
power series of the form

f(x,y) = f(xo,yo) + [(x - xo)fixo,yo) + (y - Yo)h(xo,yo)]

+ ;! [(x - xo)2 f:J:ixo'Yo) + 2(x - xo)(y - Yo) f~ixo'Yo)

+ (y - Yo? hY{xo,yo)] + ... , (60)

which converges when Ix - xol and Iy - Yol are sufficiently small. Within its
region of convergence, the series can be differentiated or integrated term by
term and the result will converge to the derivative or integral off inside the
same regIon.

It can be proved that the expansion (60) is unique, in the sense that if an
expansion of the form

which converges tofnear(xo,Yo), can be obtained by any method, it is necessar
ily the same as that defined by (60). For the elementary functions, alternative
methods which are preferable to the use of (60) are usually evident.
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7.6. Maxi"", and mini"",. The developments of the preceding section are
helpful in studying maxima and minima of functions of several variables. We
again restrict attention here to the two-dimensional case.

If we write
l:i.f(x,y) = f(x + h, y + k) - f(x,y) (61)

for the increment off, corresponding to the increments hand k in x and y,
respectively, we say thatfhas a relative minimum at P(xo,Yo) if l:i.f(xo,yo) ~ 0
for all sufficiently small permissible increments hand k, and that I has a
relative maximum at P if instead l:i.f(xo,yo) ::;;: 0 for all such increments in x

andrr
Y' h . P' ... f .. h'hf,ol dol.

t e pOInt IS an mtenor pOInt 0 a regIOn In w JC 'ox' an oyeXlst,

Equation (56) shows that a necessary condition that I assume a relative maxi
mum or a relative minimum at (xo,Yo) is that

(62)

For, when hand k are sufficiently small, the sign of l:i./(xo,yo) will be the same
as the sign of hle(xo,YO) + k I,,lxo,yo) when this quantity is not zero, and
clearly the sign of this quantity will change as the signs of hand/or k change
unless Equation (62) holds.

Suppose now that the condition of (62) is satisfied at a certain point P.
Then, from (56), there follows

sign [l:i.f(xo,yo)] = sign [h2fxx(xo,yo) + 2hk fxv<xo,yo) + k2/1111(xo,yo)] (63)

when hand k are sufficiently small, unless the bracketed quantity on the right
is zero. That quantity is a quadratic expression in hand k, of the form
Ah2+ 2Bhk + Ck2. When the discriminant B2 - AC is positive, and only in
that case, there will be two distinct values of the ratio k/h for which the
expression is zero, the expression having one sign for intermediate values of
klh and the opposite sign for all other values. Hence a necessary condition that
I have either a relative maximum or a relative minimum at P(xo,yo) is that

(64)

{J

If ~ < 0 at a point P(xo,yo) where Equation (62) is satisfied, then l:i.f is
positive for some increments in x and y and negative for others, and the point
P is said to be a saddle point or a minimax.

If (j = 0 at a point p(xo,yo), then the bracketed expression on the right in
(63) is a perfect square, of the form (all - fJk)2, and hence either is identically
zero or is zero along a line

k _ Y - Yo --h - x - Xo
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(66a,b)

passing through P. Thus, in this case the sign of 6./(xo,Yo) may not be com..
pletely determined near (xo,Yo) by the quadratic terms when (62) is satisfied,
and the terms involving higher-order partial derivatives must be considered.

If b > 0 at (xo,Yo), then clearly /xx and /'11'11 must be either both positive or
both negative at that point. Since 6./(xo,Yo) is of constant sign in either case,
when hand k are sufficiently small, it follows from (63) that the former case
corresponds to a relative minimum (6. 2 0) and the latter to a relative maxi..
mum (6. ::;: 0).

Thus, in summary, if/x = 0 andf'll = 0 at a point P, then at that point/has

(a) a relative maximum if/xx < 0, /XX/'IIlI > /:u at P,

(b) a relative minimum if/xx> 0'/xx/1I1I > /;y at P,

(c) a saddle point if/xx/'ll'll </x~ at P.

When fxx/'II'II = /:u at P, further investigation is necessary.

Cases (a), (b), and (c) are illustrated by the functions I - r - y,
r + y, and xy, respectively, at (0,0). For the functions 1 - ry, ry,
and ry the point (0,0) is exceptional, since for each not only Ix = I'll = °
but also Ixx = In = I'll'll = °at that point. However, it is obvious, by
inspection, that these functions have a maximum, a minimum, and a saddle
point, respectively, at the origin.

Very frequently, in practice, the use of the preceding criteria is too involved
to be feasible, and a direct study of the behavior of 6./(xo,Yo) for small hand k
may be necessary. Often physical or geometrical considerations make such
investigations unnecessary.

It should be noted that a relative maximum or minimum may also be
attained at a point where /x and/or /'11 fail to exist and that, when attention is
restricted to a region [!l with a finite boundary, it may happen that an extreme
value is taken on at a boundary point, at which/x andf'll mayor may not exist
and mayor may not differ from zero. In order to locate an absolute maximum
or minimum (that is, the largest or smallest value taken on) in a region, it is
necessary to explore all these possibilities.

7.7. Constraints and Lagrange multipliers. Situations also may occur in
which a function f, to be maximized or minimized, depends upon variables
which are not independent, but are interrelated by one or more constraint
conditions. The more general situation may be illustrated by the problem of
maximizing or minimizing a function/(x,y,z),

/(x,y,z) = relative max or min, (65)

subject to two constraints of the form

g(x,y,z) = 0, h(x,y,z) = 0,
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where g and h are not functionally dependent, so that the constraints are
neither equivalent nor incompatible. We suppose that the functionsf, g, and h
have first partial derivatives everywhere in a region which includes the desired
point.

An obvious procedure consists of using Equations (66a,b) to eliminate two
of the variables from f, leading to a problem of maximizing or minimizing a
function of only one variable, without constraints. However, this elimination,
by analytical methods, will be feasible only if the functions g and h are of
relatively simple form.

Alternatively, we may notice that/can have an extreme value at P(xo,yo,zo)
only if the linear terms in the Taylor expansion of 6.[ about P are zero. This
condition can be written in the form

(67)

Here, however, the increments dx, dy, and dz are not independent, so that here
we cannot conclude that Ire' /'/1' and Iz must vanish separately at P. Further,
since g and h are each constant, the differential of each must be zero, so that
we must have

gre dx + g'/l dy + gz dz = 0 at (xo,yo,zo), (68a)

hre dx + h'/l dy + hz dz = 0 at (xo,yo,zo)' (68b)

Now Equations (68a,b) are linear in dx, dy, and dz. They can be solved
uniquely for two ofthose differentials in terms ofthe third when and only when
g and h are functionally independent (see Section 7.3). Thus two of the differ
entials (say dx and dy) can be eliminated from (67), leaving an equation of the
form F(x,y,z) dz = 0, in which the one remaining differential can be arbitrarily
assigned. The satisfaction of the condition F(x,y,z) = 0, tog~ther with the
conditions (66a,b), at (xo,yo,zo), constitute three equations in the three un
knowns Xo, Yo, and zo0

A third alternative, of frequent usefulness, is based on the observation that
one may multiply the equal members of(68a) and of(68b) by any constants Al
and ~, respectively, and add the results to (67) to yield the requirement

(Ire + Aigre + ~hre) dx + (111 + Aig11 + A2hll) dy + (fz + Aigz+ ~hz) dz = 0

at (xo,yo,zo) for any values of Al and ~. Now it is possible to determine Al and
~ so that the coefficients of two of the differentials are zero. For if this were
not so it would follow that

=0,
g'/l h'/l gz hz gx hx

and hence g and h would be functionally dependent, so that the two constraints
would be either equivalent or inconsistent. If we imagine that Al and ~ have
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(69)

been so determined, then the remaining differential can be arbitrarily assigned,
so that its coefficient also must vanish. Hence we obtain the three equations

Ia: + Al gz + ~ ha: = 0 )
111 + Al g11 + ~ h1l = 0

11. + Al g1. + ~ h 1. = 0

which t together with the conditions

g = 0, h = 0 (70)

comprise five equations in the five unknown quantities xo, Yo, zo, AI, and ~.

The parameters Al and ~ are called Lagrange multipliers. If they were
eliminated from (69), the result would be the relation F = 0 obtained by
eliminating dx, dy, and dz from (67) and (68a,b). However, the new system of
five equations may be preferable because of the additional flexibility which it
affords. For example, it may be more convenient to solve (69) for x, y, and z
in terms ofAl and~ and to introduce the results into (70) for the determination
of Al and ~.

The equations (69) are easily remembered if one notices that they are the
necessary conditions 'Px = 0, 'PlJ = 0, 'P1. = 0 that the "auxiliary function"

(71)

attain a relative maximum or minimum at (xo,yo,zo) when no constraints are
imposed.

More generally, ifI were to be maximized subject to n independent con
straints gl = 0, g2 = 0, ... , gn = 0, one would form the auxiliary function

(72)

where AI' ... , An are unknown constants t and write down the necessary con
ditions for rendering 'P a relative maximum or minimum with no constraints.

As a very simple illustration, we seek the point on the plane Ax +
By + Cz = D which is nearest the origin. Thus, we are to minimize
x 2 + y2 + z2, subject to the single constraint Ax + By + Cz - D = 0.
With

lfJ = (r + r + Z2) + A(Ax + By + Cz - D),

the conditions lfJx = lfJ1I = qJz = °at (xo,yo,zo) become

2xo + AA = 0,

from which there follows

Xo = -lAA,

2yo + AB = 0,

Yo = -lAB,

2zo + AC = 0,

Zo = -lAC

and substitution into the constraint condition determines A,

-lA(A2 + B2 + C2) = D.
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Thus t finally, the coordinates of the desired point are found to be

AD BD CD
Xo = A2 + B2 + C2' Yo = A2 + B2 + C2' Zo = A2 + B2 + C2·

The corresponding minimum distance from the origin is
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7.8. Calculus of variations. An important class of problems involves the
determination of one or more functions, subject to certain conditions, so as to
maximize or minimize a certain definite integral, whose integrand depends
upon the unknown function or functions and/or certain of their derivatives.

For example, to find the equation y = u(x) of ~he curve along which the
distance from (0,0) to (l, 1) in the xy plane is least, we would seek u(x) such
that

I == f:Vl + U,2 dx = min

with u(o) = 0, u(l) = I.

This section presents a brief treatment of some of the simpler aspects of
such problems.

We consider first the case when we are to attempt to maximize or minimize
an integral of the form

subject to the conditions

I = f: F(x,u,u') dx, (73)

u(a) = A, u(b) = B, (74)

where a, b, A, and B are given constants. We suppose that F has continuous
second-order derivatives with respect to its three arguments and require that
the unknown function u(x) possess two derivatives everywhere in (a,b). To fix
ideas, we suppose that I is to be maximized.

We thus visualize a competition, to which only functions which have two
derivatives in (a,b) and which take on the prescribed end values are admissible.
The problem is that of selecting, from all admissible competing functions, the
function (or functions) for which I is largest.

Under the assumption that there is indeed a function u(x) having this
property, we next consider a one-parameter family of admissible functions
which includes u(x), namely, the set of all functions of the form

u(x) + E 1J(x)
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where 1](x) is any arbitrarily chosen twice-differentiable function which
vanishes at the end points of the interval (a,b),

1](a) = 1](b) = 0, (75)

(77)

(78)

and where E is a parameter which is constant for anyone function in the set
but which varies from one function to another. The increment E 1](x), repre
senting the difference between the varied function and the actual solution
function, is often called a variation of u(x).

If the result of replacing u(x) by u(x) + E1](x) in I is denoted by I(E),

I(E) = f: F(x, u + E 1], u' + E 1]') dx, (76)

it then follows that I(E) takes on its maximum value when E = 0, that is, when
the variation of u is zero. Hence it must follow that

dI(E) = 0 when E = O.
dE

The assumed continuity of the partial derivatives of F with respect to its three

arguments implies the continuity of~: ' so that we may differentiate I(E) under

the integral sign (see Section 7.9) to obtain

dI(E) ib [OF(X, U + E 1], u' + E 1]') + of(x, u + E 1], u' + E 1]') '] d-- = 1] 1] X.
dE a O(u + E 1]) O(U' + E 1]')

Hence, by setting E = 0, we obtain an expression for the condition (77) in the
form

ib
[OF of ]/'(0) = - 1](x) + - 1]'(x) dx = O.

a OU OU' of of
Here we write F =F(x,u,u'), noticing that the partial derivatives OU and OU'

have been formed with x, u, and u' treated as independent variables.
The next step consists of transforming the integral of the second product

in (78) by an integration by parts, to give

i b
of [OF] b i b

d (OF)-, 1]'(x) dx = -,1](x) - - -, 1](x) dx
a ou OU a a dx OU

ib
d (OF)= - - - 1](x)dx,

a dx OU'

in consequence of (75). Hence Equation (78) becomes

ib [d (OF) OF]- - - - 1](x) dx = O.
a dx OU' OU

(79)
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It is possible to prove rigorously that, since (79) is true for any function
1](x) which is twice differentiable in (a,b) and zero at the ends of that interval,
consequently the coefficient of1J(x) in the integrand must be zero everywhere in
(a,b), so that the condition

.!!... (aF) _ aF _ 0 (80)
dx au' au

must be satisfied. This is the so-called Euler equation associated with the
problem of maximizing (or minimizing) the integral (73), subject to (74).

aF .
If we recall that F, and hence also au' , may depend upon x both directly

and indirectly, through the intermediate variables u(x) and u'(x), we deduce
that

!!... (aF) _ i (aF) + [~ (aF)J du + [~ (aF)J du'
dx au' - ax au' au au' dx au' au' dx'

so that the Euler equation (80) also can be written in the expanded form

tPu du
FU'U'-2 + Fuu'- + (F3:u' - Fu) = O. (81)dx dx

Although the form (80) freq uently is more convenient in practice, the expanded

form shows that, except in the special cases when Fu' u' - :~ is zero, the

equation is in fact a differential equation of second order in u, subject to the
two boundary conditions u(a) = A and u(b) = B.

Since the coefficients in Equation (81) may depend not only on x but also

on u and :,u , the equation is not necessarily linear. However, it involves the

highest-ord:r derivative :~ in a linear way and hence (see Section 8.4) it may

be described as a quasi-linear equation in those cases when it is not in fact
linear.

It is of some importance to notice that we have not shown that (80) has a
solution satisfying (74) or, if it has such a solution, that this solution does
indeed maximize or minimize I. We have indicated only that (80) is a necessary
condition, which must be satisfied by u if u is to qualify. The formulation of
sufficient conditions, which ensure that a function u(x) so obtained truly
maximizes or minimizes I (or makes it a relative maximum or minimum in
some sense), is much more difficult.

Not infrequently, in practice, one can be certain in advance that an
admissible maximizing (or minimizing) function exists. In such a case that
function necessarily will be obtained as the solution of (80) which satisfies
(74), or will be one such solution if there are several. Solutions of (80) are
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often called extremals of the variational problem, whether or not they satisfy
(74) and maximize or minimize I.

In the case of the example cited at the beginning of this section, where
F = (1 + U'2)lf2, the fact that F depends only upon u' shows that the relevant
Euler equation (81) reduces to the form u" = 0, so that (as was to be expected)
u must be a linear function, U = CIX + C2' The given end conditions yield
Cl = 1 and C2 = 0 and hence u(x) = x.

As a second illustration, we seek to minimize the integral

I = ff2 [(~)' -r + 2tY] dt

with y(O) = 0, y(1T/2) = o.

The Euler equation (80), with u and x replaced by y and t, respectively,
becomes

d ( dY) d2y- 2 - - ( -2v + 2t) = 0 or - + y = t
dt dt"J dt2 '

from which there follows y = Cl cos t + C2 sin t + t. The end conditions
then give Cl = 0, C2 = -1T/2, and hence

1T
Y = t - - sin t

2 '

in correspondence with which

I ml• = -HI -~).

Generalizations, in which more dependent and/or independent variables
are involved or which involve other modifications, as well as formulations of
sufficiency conditions, may be found in the literature.

Two such generalizations, which are particularly straightforward, may be
described here:

(a) If (73) is replaced by the integral

(82)

where values of the n independent unknown functions u1(x), ... , un(x) are
each given at the end points x = a and x = b, we obtain an Euler equation
similar to (80) in correspondence with each ur ,

!!- (OF) _ of _ 0
dx OU; oUr

(r = 1, 2, ... , n). (83)
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Thus, for example, the Euler equations associated with the integral

f: (u'l + u;2 - 2u1u2 + 2xuI ) dx
are found to be

did I

dx (2uI ) - (- 2u2 + 2x) = 0 and dx (2u2) - (-2uI ) = 0

or

(b) Suppose that we are to maximize or minimize (73),

f: F(x,u,u') dx = max or min,

where u(x) is to satisfy the prescribed end conditions
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(84)

u(a) = A, u(b) = B, (85)

as before, but that also a constraint condition is imposed in the form

f: G(x,u,u') dx = K, (86)

where K is a prescribed constant. In this case, the appropriate Euler equation
is found to be the result of replacing F in (80) by the auxiliary function

H= F+ AG, (87)

where A is an unknown constant. This constant, which is of the nature of a
Lagrange multiplier (Section 7.7), thus generally will appear in the Euler
equation and in its solution, and is to be determined together with the two
constants of integration in such a way that the three conditions of(85) and (86)
are satisfied.

In illustration, to minimize the integral f~y'2 dx, subject to the end

conditions y(O) = 0 and y(l) = 0 and to the constraint f~ y dx = 1,

we write H = y'2 + Ay, in correspondence with which the Euler equation
is 2y" - A = O. Hence y must be of the form y = !J.x2 + c1x + C2. The
end conditions and the constraint condition yield C1 = 6, c2 = 0, and
A = -24, and hence there follows y = 6x(l - x).

7.9. Differentiation ofintegrals involving a parameter. Rather frequently it
is necessary to deal with a function q;(x) defined by an integral of the form

f1/(X)

q{x) = A(x) f(x,t) dt, (88)

wherefis s'Jch that the integration cannot be effected analytically. In particular,
an expression for the derivative <p'(x) is often required.
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If the limits A and B are finite constants, differentiation with respect to x
under the integral sign can be justified for all x in an interval (a,b) whenfand

the resultant integrand ;~are continuous for a ,;; x ,;; b and A ,;; t ,;; B.

More generally, when the limits are not constant we can think of ~ as a
function of x directly and also indirectly, through the intermediate variables
A and B, and hence write ~ = ~(x,A,B). It then follows as an application of
(6) that

drp = o~ + o~ dB + o~ dA (89)
dx ox oB dx oA dx '

if the derivatives on the right are continuous, where ~: is to be calculated by

treating A and B as constants, and hence by merely differentiating with respect

to x under the integral sign (whenfand rx are continuous). To evaluate the

other partial derivatives of ~ in (89), let F(x,t) be a function such that

f( ) = of(x,t)
x,t .

ot
There then follows

~(x,A,B) = JB of dt = F(x,B) - F(x,A)
A ot

and hence, when x is held constant as A and B are imagined to vary, there
follows

o~ = of(x,B) = f(x B)
oB oB ' ,

o~ = _ of(x,A) = -f(x A).
oA oA '

By introducing these results into Equation (89), we thus obtain the useful
formula

.!!- JB f(x,t) dt = JB of(x,t) dt + f(x,B) dB - f(x,A) dA , (90)
dx A A ox dx dx

which is validfor all values ofx in an interval (a,b) whenf and rxare continuous

for a s: x s: b and A s: t s: B, and when A'(x) and B'(x) are continuous in
(a,b). This formula is often known as Leibnitz's rule.

In illustration, if

y(x) = ra: h(t) sin (x - t) dt,
·a

then the repeated use of Equation (90) yields

y'(x) = J: h(t) cos (x - t) dt

(91)
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y"(x) = - f: h(t) sin (x - t) dt + hex).

Hence it follows that y(x) satisfies the differential equation

y"(x) + y(x) = hex). (92)

In fact, by setting x = a in the expressions for y and dy , we find that (91)
dx

defines that solution of (92) which satisfies the initial conditions

yea) = 0, y'(a) = O. (93)

In the case of a function defined by an improper integral,

cp(x) = fcc I(x,t) dt,
A(:t)

(94)

where the range of integration is infinite, the situation is somewhat more
complicated. Here, assuming that the integral (94) in fact converges, it is known
that the formula

.!!- Joo I(x,t) dt = foo al(x,t) dt - f(x,A) dA (95)
dx A(z) ~faX dx

is valid for x in (a,b) when f and rx are continuousfor all t > A and a ,;: x ,;: b,

and A'(x) is continuous in (a,b), and when also there exists a function M(t),
independent of x, such that

i1f~:,t) ,;: M(t)

for all t ::?- A and a ::;;: x ::;;: b, and such that the integral

f: M(t) dt

converges. The situations in which A = - GO in (94) are included as sPecial
cases.

In illustration, we consider the integral

cp(x) = roo e-t'j cos (2tx) dt. (96).1 0

Formally, Equation (95) gives

dcp = -2 Loo te-t't sin (2tx) dt, (97)
dx 0

and the validity of the use of that formula is established for all real x when we
notice that It e-t't sin (2tx)1 ::;;: t e- tl for all real x and further that the integral

f: t e- t2 dt converges.
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Further~ if Equation (97) is integrated by parts there follows

dqJ = [e- t'1. sin (2tx)]:~: - 2x foo e- t'1. cos (2tx) dt
dx 0

= -2x fooo
e-t'l. cos (2tx) dt.

Hence qJ satisfies the differential equation ~~ + 2xqJ = O~ and therefore is of

the form qJ(x) = C e-x'1.
• But when x = 0 Equation (96) gives

f 00 'l. 1~ 1-
qJ(O) = e- t dt = -v 71'~

o 2

by Equation (58) of Chapter 2, so that the constant c is determined and there
follows

1
00

2 1 ~ 1- 2e- t cos (2tx) dt = - V 71' e- z .
o 2

(98)

Ifwe introduce the change in variables t = au, where a is real and positive,
and write x = bj(2a), this result takes the useful form

1
00 ~ 1-

2 2 V 71' 2 2e-a u cos bu du = _ e- b /4a
o 2a

(a > 0). (99)

7.10. Newton's iterative method. The use of the procedure known as
"Newton's method" (or as the "Newton-Raphson method") in obtaining
successive approximations to roots of algebraic and transcendental equations
in one variable is introduced in courses in elementary calculus. In this section
we rederive the basic equation and indicate the role of Jacobian determinants
in the generalization to the solution of simultaneous equations in several
variables.

Suppose that we have obtained a first approximation to a certain root of
an equation of the form f(x) = 0 and require a more nearly accurate value.
If we denote the first approximation by xo, we then attempt to determine h so
that f(xo + h) = O. But for small values of h we have the Taylor series
expanSIOn

h2

f(xo+ h) = f(xo) + hf'(xo) + 2" f"(XO) + .... (100)

If the initial approximation is sufficiently accurate and if the higher derivatives
off are not excessively large at Xo, we may neglect terms involving higher
powers ofh in the equationf(xo + h) = 0 and hence obtain for h the approxi
mation

(101)
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The next approximation for x is then taken as Xl = Xo + ho, and the process
is rePeated. Geometrically, this procedure consists ofapproximating the curve
representing Y = f(x) by its tangent line at x = xo, and of determining the
intersection ofthe tangent line with the x axis. In unfavorable cases the process
may not converge.

To examine the procedure more closely, we may consider the effect of
retaining the h2 term in the series expansion. Rather than solve the resultant
quadratic equation for ho, we write the approximate relation in the form

h ~ - (fo + h~f~l) = _ fo (1 + h~f~') (102)
o f~ 2 fo' fd 2 fo '

with an obvious abbreviated notation. From the first form it follows that the
most favorable situation is that in which If"(x)1 ~ If'(x)1 near thedesired root.
This is geometrically evident. From the second form, assuming the remaining
terms to be negligible, we see that the magnitude of the correction ho will be
underestimated ifI~ and10 have the same sign and will be overestimated other·
wise. In general the process will be more likely to converge if the process does
not "overshoot" the true value. Thus it is preferable that the initial point be
taken at that end of an interval, inside which the root is known to lie, for
which I and I" have the same sign (if this is possible or convenient).

It can be proved that, when ["(x) is continuous, the error ek in the kth
approximation xk satisfies the equation

2 f"(tk-l) (103)
ek = -ek-12f'(Xk_l)

where tk- l is some number between X k- l and the true root.

To illustrate Newton's method, we seek the real root of the equation

f(x) = x3 + 3x - 1 = O.

Since f(O) = -1 and fO) = 3, and since f'(x) > 0 for all x, there is only
one real root and it lies in (0,1). Further, linear interpolation (graphical or
analytical) based on these two values of f suggests the starting value
X o = 1, for which it is also found that the desirable condition ff" > 0 is
satisfied. The formula

(Xk) x; + 3Xk - 1
h - -'-- - ------=----

k - f'(xk) - 3(x~ + 1)

then yields ho = -lo when X o =1, so that Xl = 0.3333 - 0.0111 
0.3222 when four significant figures are retained. Next, with k = 1, there
follows hI = ,OO1465סס.0- to four significant figures, and hence X2 =

0.32218535, to eight places.
Equation (103) here is of the form

fk-l I
ek = -1 9 ek-l+ Xk-l
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and, since here tk-l certainly is in (0,1) when Xk-l is in that interval, it
follows that certainly lekl < e:-l in the present case. If we estimate el as
approximately Xo - Xl ~ 2 X 10-5, we deduce that lell < 4 x 10-10,

indicating that the eight digits in XI are correct and, indeed, that a ninth
digit might have been properly retained in its calculation.

A sometimes useful higher-order procedure consists of first calculating an
approximation to flo by neglecting h~ in (102) and of then introducing this
value into the right-hand member of that equation to obtain an "improved"
approximation.

Now suppose that a certain solution of the simultaneous equations

f(x,y) = 0, g(x,y) = 0 (104)

is required, and that a reasonably accurate initial approximation (xo,Yo) has
been obtained by some method. We next attempt to determine values ofhand
k such that the equations

f(xo + h,yo + k) = 0, g(xo + h, Yo + k) = 0

are simultaneously satisfied. If the left-hand members are expanded in Taylor
series about the initial point and if only linear terms are retained, these
equations become

to + h f:dJ + k f1lO = 0,

go + hg:dJ + k g1/O = 0,
(105)

where the zero subscripts indicate that the functions involved are evaluated at
the point (xo,yo). Thus approximate corrections flo and ko are given by the
solution of these equations, in the form

ho = -

!o !1/0
go g1l9
o(!,g)o
o(x,y)

~~ :°1
k -- :dJ 00- •

o(f,g)o
o(x,y)

(106)

It is seen that the success of this method depends in part upon the magnitude
of the Jacobian determinant in the neighborhood of the desired solution.

To see the geometrical significance of this dependence, we recall that the
vectors

are normal to the curves representingf = 0 andg = 0 in the xy plane. Further,
we obtain the result

(Vf) x (Vg) = k (!:rg" - !"g:r) = k o(!,g) ,
o(x,y)
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and it follows from the definition of the cross product (Section 6.3) that the
numerical value ofthe Jacobian is proportional to the sine ofthe angle between
the normals (and hence also between the tangents) to the curves at points of
intersection. Thus, small values of the Jacobian may be expected to correspond
to cases in which the intersecting curves have nearly equal slope at the inter
section, in which cases slow convergence (or divergence) of the iterative
process is to be anticipated. Although procedures of higher-order accuracy
can be derived by taking second-order terms into account, such procedures
are rather cumbersome.

To illustrate the procedure in a favorable case, we consider the
simultaneous equations

f == x3 - r - 3x + y + 2 = 0, g =x2 +r - 4 = O.

By rough graphical methods it is found that the circleg = 0 intersects the
cubic curve f = 0 at a point with approximatecoordinates(I.5, 1.5). Taking
Xo = Yo = 1.5, Equations (106) give ho = -0.080 and ko = -0.087,
leading to the first improved coordinates Xl = 1.420, YI = 1.413. The
exact values are x = Y = v:2 = 1.414 ....

The methods of this section clearly can be generalized to the solution of n
equations in n variables.
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PROBLEMS

Section 7.1

1. If x = r cos 6 and y = r sin 6, determine expressions for each of the
following and express each result as a function of rand 6:

(a) (::) .. (b) (:); (c) (ir) .. (d) (~):

(e) (:;).. (f) (:;t (g) (:L (h) (:L
2. If x = r cos 6 and y = r sin 6, express each of the following as a function of

rand 6:

(a) (7x);
(e) (:;) ..

(b) (:;),'

(f) (:)..

(c) (7x) ..
(g) (~)..

(d) (:;)..

(h) (:~) ..

3. If sand t are functions of x and y, say s = !(x,y) and t = g(x,y), show that

of (a a) of (0 0)
ox = sz as + t~ at F, oy = r'll as + t'll at F.

4. With the notation of Problem 1, show that

02F (a 0) (aF OF)
ox OJ' = sx as + tx ot s1l os + t'lliii

02F 02F 02F
= s;r:S'II as2 + (sxt'll + S1ltx) as ot + txt'll ot2

+ [(s. :s + t. ;) sv] :~ + [(So :s + t. :t) tv] a;,.
and hence obtain the result

02F 02F 02F 02F of of
ox ay = s;r:Su as2 + (sxt'll + sutx) os ot + txt ll ot2 + SX'll as + tXII iii •

[Notice that the variables (x,y) and (s,t) may be interchanged throughout.]

S. (a) By identifying x and y in the result of Problem 4, obtain the relation

02F a2F 02F 02F of of
ox2 = s; as2 + 2sxtx os at + t; ot2 + Sxx os + txx iii '

02F
as well as an analogous expression for a

y
2'
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(b) If t" = s~ and t~ = -S", show that

o2F o2F (02F 02F )
V

2
F = or + or = (s; + s;) OS2 + ot2 .

6. Iff(P,v,T) = 0, show that

367

and deduce that

7. If E = f(p,T) and T = g(p,v), show that

(a) (:~p = ITg. = (:~t (::t
(b) (::1 = f. + ITg. = (::)p + (:a (:;t·

Section 7.2

8. If u and v are functions of rand s, and also rand s are functions of x and y,
prove that

o(u,v) o(r,s) o(u,v)
-- -
o(r,s) o(x,y) o(x,y)

9. The variables x and yare expressed in terms of the variables u and v by the
equations

x = F(u,v),
(a) By writing

f(x,y,u,v) = x - F(u,v),

y = G(u,v).

g(x,y,u,v) = y - G(u,v)

and thus reducing the given equations to a special case of Equations (18), show that
the statement following Equation (22) implies that u and v may be considered as

functions of x and y if the Jacobian J = :iF,~) does not vanish, and that this
condition is equivalent to the requirement u,v

o(x,y)
J = o(u,v) i=- 0

when x and yare considered as functions of u and v.
(b) Assuming that J i=- 0, show that Equations (21) then become
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(c) Obtain the same results directly by differentiating the original equations
partially with respect to x and with respect to )', in each case holding the second
variable constant, to obtain the relations

1 = Fuua: + F,pa:,

o = Guux + Gvva:,

o = Fuu" + Fvv",

1 = Guu" + Gvv",

and by solving these equations for the desired quantities.

10. The five variables x, y, Z, u, and v are related by three equations of the form

I(x,u,v) = 0, g(y,u,v) = 0, h(z,u,v) = O.

(a) State conditions under which the first two equations determine u and v
as functions of x and y and the third equation determines z as a function of u and v,
and hence then as a function of x and y.

(b) Considering z, u, and v as functions of the independent variables x and y,
differentiate the three equations partially with respect to x, holdingy constant, and
hence show that Ua:, Va:, and Za: satisfy the equations

luua: + Ivva: = -la:,

guua: + gvva: = 0,

hzza: + huua: + hvva: = O.

(c) By solving these equations for Za: (by determinants), obtain the result

o(h,g)

Ia: o(u,v)
Za: = -. •

hz o(f,g)

o(u,v)

(d) Show also, by symmetry or otherwise, that

o(h,f)

g" o(u,v)
Z = --. .
" hz o([,g)

o(u,v)

(e) Verify these results in the case when

2xS - u + v = 0, 2y3 - II - V = 0, Z + u - v2 = 0

by first obtaining Z explicitly as a function of x and y and differentiating, and also
using the results of parts (c) and (d), to determine Zx and z".

11. Show that the equations

x = F(u,v), y = G(u,v), z = H(u,v)
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determine z as a function of x and y such that

o(z,y) O(z,x)

o(u,v) a(u,v)
Zx = o(x,y)' Zv = o(x,y) ,

o(u,v) o(u,v)

if :~::~~ "* o. (Write! = x - F, g = Y - G, h = z - H in Problem 10.)

12. If!(x,y,z) = 0 andg(x,y,z) = 0, we may in general consider any two of the
variables as functions of the third. Show that

dzdy
--~

o(f,g) o(f,g)

o(z,x) o(x,y)

dx

o(f,g)

o(y,z)

if no denominator vanishes.

13. Show that the tangent line, at a point (xo,yo,zo), to the curve of intersection
of the surfaces !(x,y,z) = 0 and g(x,y,z) = 0 is specified by the equations

x - Xo

[
O(f,g)]
o(y,z) 0

y - Yo
-

[
O(f,g)]
o(z,x) 0

z - Zo
-

[
O(f,g)] .

o(x,y) °
Section 7.3

14. Prove that the functions

x + y
U1 = ,

X - Y
xy

u -
2 - (x _ y)2

are functionally dependent.

15. Prove that the functions U1 = Y + Z, u2 = X + 2z2, and U3 = x - 4yz - 2y
are functionally dependent.

16. Determine whether the functions

x - Y
Ul = and

x + z
are functionally dependent.

17. Determine whether the functions

x+z
U2 =

y+z

yz -x
III = ,

x
are functionally dependent.

Section 7.4

18. The coordinates u, fP, and (J are defined by the equations

x = au cos (J sin fP, y = bu sin (J sin fP, z = cu cos rp

where u ~ 0, 0 ~ rp ~ 7T, and 0 :::; (J < 27T.
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(a) Show that the surfaces U = constant are the ellipsoids

whereas the surfaces tp = constant and (J = constant are elliptical cones and planes,
respectively.

(b) Show that the element of volume is of the form

dT = abc u2sin tp du dtp dO.

19. Use the result of Problem 18 to show that the z coordinate of the center of
gravity of that half of the ellipsoid

x2+y+z2=1
a2 b2 c2

which lies above the xy plane is given by

Vi - abc"l' u' du f/2 sin Ip cos Ip dip fW dO ~ ~ abc".

where

V - abc f.l u" du f.w/2 sin Ip d<p f.2. dO _ 2; abc,

and hence has the value z = 3c/8.

20. Suppose that a closed curve C, surrounding the origin in the xy plane, is
specified by the parametric equations

x = [(0), y = g(O) (0 ::; 0 < 21T).

(a) Show that, if coordinates u and 0 are defined by the equations

x = u [(0), y = u g(O),

then the area A enclosed by C is specified by the ranges 0 ::; u -s;; I and 0 ::; 0 < 21T.
(b) Show that the element of area in uO coordinates is given by

dA =-= IW(O)I u du dO,

where W(O) is the Wronskian (see Section 1.2) of[(0) and g(O).

W(O) = [(O)g'(O) - ['(O)g(O).
Deduce that

IJ.{ F(x,y) dx dy = I:" f; F[u[(O), ug(O)] IW(O)I u du dO.

21. (a) If a surface is defined by the equations

x = x(ubuJ, y = y(Ul,U2), z = Z(Ul,U2),

show that the directed element of surface area on that surface is given by

drs = U 1 X U2 dUl dU2'

Or Or
where U1 = -;- and U2 = -;- , and where r is the position vector xi + Y j + z k.

(lUI (lU2
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(b) Use Lagrange's identity [Equation (36) of Section 6.4] to show that the
scalar element of surface area is of the form

where

22. Show that the element of arc length ds along any curve C on the surface
considered in Problem 21 can be obtained, from the fact that

dr ar dUl ar dU2
-=--+--
ds OUI ds OU2 ds

is a unit vector tangent to the curve C, in the form

ds = v'E2 dul + 2F dUl dU2 -f G2 dU:,

where E, F, and G are defined in Problem 21.

Section 7.5

23. Obtain the terms of degree two or less in the Taylor expansion

e:l:+v = ao + b1x + b2)l + CIX2 + c~y + C3r + ...

(a) by direct use of the two-dimensional Taylor formula,
(b) by first expanding r+v in a series of powers of x + y,
(c) by multiplying together appropriate expansions of e:l: and eV •

24. Obtain the terms of degree two or less in the Taylor expansion

1
1 = ao + b1(x - 1) + b2(y - 1) + Cl(X - 1)2+x -y

+ C2(X - 1)(y - 1) + c3(y - 1)2 + ...

(a) by direct use of the two-dimensional Taylor formula,
(b) by any shorter method.

25. For a certain function [(x,y), it is known that

[(0,0) = 1, [:1:(0,0) = 0.25, [v(O,O) = 0.50

and that 1/ul :s;;; 0.15, l/:rtfl :s;;; 0.05, and I/wl :s;;; 0.05 everywhere along that segment
of the line y = x which joins (0,0) and (0.1,0.1). Show that

1.0735 :s;;; /(0.1,0.1) :s;;; 1.0765.

26. Obtain a three-decimal place approximation to the value of

by use of Taylor series.
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Section 7.6
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(b) r - xy + y2 - 2x + y,

(d) r,a - 3x - 3y.

27. Locate and identify all relative maxima and minima and saddle points (if
such exist) of the following functions:

(a) r + 2bxy + y,

(c) ry - x 2 - y,

28. Locate and identify all points at which absolute maxima or minima are
assumed by the following functions:

(a) X2/3 + y2/3, (b) (r + y - 2x + 2y + 2)1/2,

(c) <y - r)1I2, (b) (2x - 2y - x 2 - y2)1/2•

29. Locate and classify all maxima and minima and determine any saddle points
for the following functions:

(a) 2x4 - ry + 2)", (b) x4 - 2ry +)",
(c) x4 - 4x2y +)", (d) x4 +)".

30. Find the absolute maximum and minimum of the function x2 - t - 2x
in the region r + y2 ~ 1. (Write x = cos 0, y = sin 0 on the boundary.)

Section 7.7

31. Determine when, if ever, x 2 + y2 takes on a minimum or a maximum value
under the constraint xy = 1.

32. Determine when, ifever, xy takes on a maximum or a minimum value under
the constraint r + y = 2.

33. Minimize x2 + 4y + 16r under each of the following constraints:

(a) xyz = 1, (b) xy = 1, (c) x = 1.

34. Determine the points on the ellipse, defined by the intersection of the surfaces
x + y = 1 and r + 2y + z2 = 1, which are nearest to and furthest from the
origin.

Section 7.8

35. Obtain the Euler equation associated with maximizing or minimizing

f: F dx in the following cases:

(a) F = p(X)y'2 - q(x)y + 2!(x)y,

(b) F = A(X)y'2 + 2B(x)yy' + C(x)y + 2D(x)y' + 2E(x)y.

36. Obtain the two Euler equations associated with maximizing or minimizing

f: F dx in the following cases:

(a) F = A(x) ui2 + 2B(x)u1u2+ C(X)U22,

(b) F = Ql1(x)u12 + 2a12(x)u1U& + Q22(X)U22

+ bl1(x)u~ + 2b12(X)U1U2 + b22(x)u:.
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37. Geodesics on a surface are the extremals of the problem of minimizing the
distance, along that surface, between two points on the surface. Determine the
geodesics on the right circular cylinder x2 + y2 = a2, by writing x = a cos 0 and
y = a sin fJ and proceeding by each of the following methods:

(a) Assume z = u(O), so that ds = v'a2 + U'2 dO,

(b) Assume 0 = v(z), so that ds = v'a2v'2 + 1 dz,

(c) Assume z = [(I) and 0 = g(t), where t is a parameter, so that

ds = v'ao/'2 +g'2 dt.
•

[Notice that in (a) we assume that z can be expressed as a singl~valued

differentiable function of 0, whereas in (b) the roles of the variables are reversed.
In (c) neither assumption is made.]

38. Determine the geodesics on the sphere x 2 + y2 + r = a2
, using the spherical

coordinates defined by Equation (163) of Chapter 6 and assuming that the required
equation can be written in the form 0 = u(fP). (Take cot fP as a new variable in
evaluating a relevant integral.)

39. Determine the minimum and maximum values of the integral

J;yy'dx,

subject to the end conditions y(0) = 0, y(1) = 1. Also account for the degenerate
form of the Euler equation in this case.

40. Show that the Euler equation corresponding to minimizing the integral

I =J: [P(X)y'2 - q(x)y2] dx,

subject to the end conditions y(a) = 0, y(b) = °and to the constraint

J:r(x)y2 dx = 1,

is

d ( dY )dx p dx + (q + ,tr)y = 0,

when the Lagrange multiplier is denoted by -,t. (Notice that here ,t is a character
istic number associated with a Sturm-Liouville problem (see Section 5.6).]

41. Find the minimum value ofI: y'2 dx, subject to the conditions

y(0) = y(1) = ° and f; r dx = 1.

42. If the length ofa curvilinear arc joining the points (0,0) and (l,0) is prescribed
as L (with L < ,"/2) and if the area bounded above by this arc and below by the x
axis is to be maximized, show that the arc must be circular. Assume that we may
write y = u(x) along the arc.
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Section 7.9

43. If

Topics in hig1le,-dimellSiolUll calcll1lU I clutp. 7

i1 XI -)(J
l(a) = I dx,

o ogx
where a > b > -I, show that

I'(a) =11

xa dx =~I '
o a +

and hence, noticing that l(b) = 0, obtain the result

fl xa - x b La da a + I
Jo log x dx = b a + I = log b + I

44. (a) If

(a > b > -I).

i
a:> e-aa: sin x

l(a) = dx,
o x

where a > 0, show that I'(a) = -1/(a2 + 1). Hence, noticing that 1(00) = 0,
obtain the result

i
a:> e-aa: sin x 1T
--- dx = - - tan-1 a

o x 2
(a > 0).

(b) By considering the limit of this result as a - 0, and making the justifi
able assumption that the limit can be taken under the integral sign, deduce also that

fa:> sin x dx = ~ .

Jo x 2

45. (a) By replacing x by ax in the result of Problem 44(b), obtain the result

ia:> sin ax 7T

l(a) == dx = - (a > 0).
o x 2

(b) Show that, although hence I'(a) = 0 when a > 0, the derivative cannot
be determined by differentiating under the integral sign.

(c) Show that 1(0) = 0 and also that 1( -a), = -1(a) so that l(a) must be
given by -1T/2 whea a is negative.

46. Given the evaluation

[see Equation (58) of Chapter 2], determine the value of the integral

by replacing x by ux in the original integral, dividing by u, differentiating with
respect to u, and finally setting u = 1.

47. Obtain a differential equation. together with appropriate initial conditions,
satisfied by the function

I LXy(x) = 2! a (x - t)2 h(t) dt.
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Section 7.10

48. Determine to five places the real root of the equation x3 - 2x - 5 = o.
49. Determine to three places the smallest positive root of the equation

tan x = x

by Newton's method. [Suggestions: Notice that x = 3,"/2 is a fair approximation,
obtained by sketching the curves y = tan x and y = x on the same graph and
estimating the abscissa of the intersection. TakeI(x) = sin x - x cos x, rather than
I(x) = tan x - x, to avoid the infinity of the latter function.]

so. Determine to three places the smallest positive root of the equation
tanh x = tan x by Newton's method.

SI. Determine to three places the real solution of the simultaneous equations

4x3 - 27xy + 25 = 0,

-r=

in the first quadrant.

52. The path of a projectile moving in the xy plane is specified by the parametric
equations x = I(t), y = get) where t is time. It is required to determine the time at
which its trajectory will intercept a curve specified by the equation p(x,y) = o. If
the approximate time is to and the approximate coordinates of the interception are
(xo,Yo), show that Newton's method yields a new estimate t = to + -r, where

fJ'o + (/0 - xo)rp:z:o + (go - yo)rpvo

fdfJ':z:0 + gofJ'vo

and where the zero subscripts indicate evaluation for t = to, x = x o' and y = Yo.



CHAPTER 8

Partial Differential Equations

8.1. Definitions and examples. A partial differential equation is said to be
linear if, when the equation has been rationalized and cleared of fractions, no
powers or products of the unknown function or its partial derivatives are
present. If it is true only that no powers or products of the partial derivatives
ofhighest order are present t the equation is said to be quasi-linear. Thus, for
example, the equation

oz ozx-+y-=z
ax oy

is a linear equation in z, of first order, whereas the equation

02Z (OZ)2z- + - =0
ox2 oy

is a quasi-linear equation of second order.
In this work we deal principally with linear equations, although certain

procedures to be developed can also be applied to the solution of certain
quasi-linear equations.

We recall that in the case of an ordinary differential equation of order n,
a general solution involves n independent arbitrary constants. In particular,
the general solution of a linear ordinary differential equation expresses the
unknown variable as a linear combination of n independent functions, the n
arbitrary constants appearing as the coefficients of the n functions in the linear
combination. For nonlinear ordinary equations the constants in general appear
in a more complicated way in the solution, and there may exist so-called
"singular solutions" which do not involve the arbitrary constants and cannot
be obtained from the first solution by specializing these constants.

376
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(1)

In the case ofpartial differential equations, the most general solutions are
found to involve arbitrary functions of specific functions. As a simple example,
we readily verify that the equation

2 oz _ oz = 0
ax oy

is satisfied by the expression
z =f(x + 2y), (2)

no matter what functional relationship is indicated by f (so long as f is
differentiable). For from Equation (2) we obtain

oz = df(x + 2y) o(x + 2y) = f'(x + 2y),
ax d(x + 2y) ox

oz = df(x + 2y) o(x + 2y) = 2f'(x + 2y) = 2 oz ,
oy d(x + 2y) oy ax

and hence (2) implies (l).
To see that (2) is indeed the most general solution of(l), we introduce the

new variables

There then follows
t = x + 2y, s=x. (3)

(4)

oz = oz at + oz os = oz + oz ,
ax ot ax os ax at os

oz = oz ot + oz as = 2 OZ
oy at oy as oy at '

and (1) becomes merely

2 oz(s,t) = o.
as

The general solution of this equation is clearly z = f(t) = f(x + 2y), where
f is an arbitrary function, in accordance with (2). We see that such expressions

as z = x + 2y + I, z = sin (x + 2y), z = 4 Vx + 2y + cos (x + 2y), ... ,
are all particular solutions of the partial differential equation (1).

As a further example, we determine a partial differential equation which
has the expression

z = f(2x + y) + g(x - y) - xy (5)

as its general solution. The procedure consists of attempting to obtain, by
differentiation, sufficiently many relations to permit elimination ofthe arbitrary
functions. With the notations

f' = df(2x + y) ,
d(2x + y)

, dg(x - y)
g= ,

d(x - y)
• It • ,
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the first and second derivatives of (5) are obtained in the form

OZ 2~i' I OZ I' ,ox = ~ + g - y, 0y = - g - x,

02Z = 4i" +" 02Z = 2i " _ "- 1 02Z=1" + "
ox2 r.J g, ax ay :J g '0y2 g .

(6a)

(6b)

Equations (6b) constitute three relations involving the two arbitrary functions
f" and g". If two of these relations are used to determinef" and g", and if the
results are introduced into the third relation, there follows

02Z 02Z 02Z
-- -2-=1. (7)
ox2 ox oy oy2

This is the differential equation of lowest order satisfied by (5), with f and g
arbitrary functions.

We may verify that, in fact, Equation (5) is the most general solution of (7)
by first noticing that since z = -xy satisfies (7), the function

x-y=t

W = Z + xy

must be the general solution of the equation

02W 02W 02W
--- -2-=0.
ox2 ox oy oy2

Now, if we make the substitutions

2x + Y = s.

suggested by (5), there follows

.E.- = as .?- + ot ~ = 2 ~ + ~ ,
ax ax as ax at os ot

.! = as .! + ot .E.. = ~ _ ..£. ,
oy oy os oyot as at

and (9) takes the form

from which the general solution

w = f(s) + get) = f(2x + y) + g(x - y)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

is obtained by direct integration. The introduction of(l2) into (8) leads to (5).
In a similar way, the expression

z =- f(ax + by) + g(cx + dy), (13)
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(14)

(15)

(16)

where a, b, c, and d are constants such that ad =1= bc, is readily shown to be
the general solution of a linear partial differential equation of the form

A 02Z + B 02Z + C 02Z = 0,
ox2 ox oy oy2

where A, B, and C are constants depending upon a, b, c, and d.
In more involved partial differential equations, the arbitrary functional

relations may enter into a general solution in much more complicated ways,
and additional solutions may exist which cannot be obtained by specializing
the general solution so obtained. Because of the fact that "general" solutions
ofpartial differential equations involve arbitrary functions, the specialization
of such solutions to particular forms which satisfy prescribed boundary condi
tions involves the determination offunctional re1ations, rather than merely the
determination of constants, and is usually not feasible. For this reason, we
generally prefer to determine a set ofparticular solutions directly, and attempt
to combine these solutions in such a way that the prescribed boundary condi
tions are satisfied. The development of such procedures, in cases of linear
equations, forms the basis of most of Chapter 9. However, since certain
general properties of solutions of certain equations are most readily obtained
by studying the general solutions, we show in Sections 8.2 through 8.5 in what
way such solutions can be obtained in certain simple cases of frequent occur
rence.

8.2. The quasi-linear equation offirst order. The most general quasi-linear
partial differential equation of first order can be written in the form

OZ OZ
P(x,y,z) - + Q(x,y,z) - = R(x,y,z),

ox oy

where z is the dependent variable and x and yare independent. If (15) is to be
truly linear, then P and Q must be independent of z and R must be a linear
function of z, say R = Rtz + R2 , so that (15) becomes

OZ OZ
P(x,y) ax + Q(x,y) oy = Rt(x,y) z + R2(x,y)

in this special case.
Suppose that the equation

u(x,y,z) = c (17)

is an integral of(15), in the sense that (17) determines z as a function of x and y
which satisfies (IS). Then, by partial differentiation we obtain the two results

(18)
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(20)

ou ou ou
where ill the derivatives ox' oy' and oz the variables x, y, and z are con-

sidered as independent. Thus we may write

ou ou
OZ ax oz oy
ox = - ou ' oy = - ~ , (19)

oz OZ

assuming, of course, that :: 0# O. If these expressions are introduced into

(15), an equivalent equation is obtained in the form

p ou + Q au + R au = o.
ox oy OZ

This form has the advantage that in it the variables x, y, and z play com
pletely symmetrical roles, and we are readily led to a geometrical interpretation
of the equation. Equation (20) obviously can be written in terms of a dot
product,

(P i + Q j + R k)· Vu = o. (21)

Since Vu is a vector normal to the surface u = c, Equation (21) states that the
vector P i + Q j + R k is perpendicular to the normal to that surface at any
point on the surface, and hence lies in the tangent plane. Thus we see that
at any point the vector Pi + Q j + R k is tangent to a curve in the integral
surface u = c which passes through that point.

Thus the differential equation in any of its related forms (15), (20), and (21)
may be considered as determining at any point in some three-dimensional
region a direction, specified by the vector V = Pi + Q j + R k. If a particle
moves from a given initial point in such a way that its direction at any point
coincides with the direction of the vector V at that point, a space curve is
traced out. Such curves are called the characteristic curves of the differential
equation.

In a similar way, the ordinary differential equation of first order,

dy
dx = [(x,y),

defines an angle rp = tan-1[(x,y) at any point in some region in the xy
plane, which the tangent to an integral curve must make with the x axis,
and the general solution of the equation consists of the set of curves having
the prescribed direction at any point in the two-dimensional region of
definition.
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We see next that any surface which is built up from such characteristic
curves in space will have the property that the tangent plane at any point
contains the vector V = P i + Q j + R k, and hence the normal vector at any
point of such a surface is perpendicular to V, as is required by (21). That is,
any surface built up from characteristic curves is an integral surface of the
differential equation.

If r is the position vector to a point of a characteristic curve, and if s
represents arc length along the curve, th~n the unit tangent vector to the curve
at that point is given by

dr = dx i + dy j + dz k.
ds ds ds ds

vector have the same direction as the vectorThe requirement that this
P i + Q + R k becomes

dx
P = ft ds ' (22)

(23)

where ft may be a function of x, y, and z. These relations can be written in
the differential form

dx dy dz
P-Q-R'

and hence are equivalent to two ordinary differential equations.
Let the solutions oftwo independent equations which imply (23) be denoted

by
(24)

where C1 and c2 are independent constants. Then these equations represent
two families of integral surfaces of Equation (20). A surface of one family
intersects a surface ofthe second family in a characteristic curve. Ifwe consider
the characteristic curves which are the intersections of those surfaces for which
c1 and c2 are related by an equation of the general form F(C1,C2) = 0, the locus
of these intersections will determine a surface which is an integral surface, no
matter what functional relationship is indicated by F. That is, any surface
given by an equation of the form

F[uix,y,z), ~(x,y,z)] = 0, (25a)
or, equivalently,

~(x,y,z) = f[u1(x,y,z)] (25b)

will be an integral surface of the given partial differential equation.
The general result can be summarized as follows:
The general solution of the equation

P oz + Q oz = R (26)ox oy
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is of the form
(27)

(28)

where u1(x,y,z) = C1 and ~(x,y,z) = c2 are solutions of any two independent
differential equations which imply the relationships

dx dy dz

P Q R

The intersection ofany two ofthe surfaces u1 = C1 and U2 = C2 is a characteristic
curve whose tangent at any point has the direction ratios (P,Q,R).

We notice that, since (28) is a consequence of (22), in case P, Q, or R is
identically zero we must take dx, dy, or dz, respectively, equal to zero. Thus,

the relations ~ = ! = ~ imply the two equations Qdx = P dy and dz = o.

We may now establish the validity of the general result by an
argument which is independent of geometrical considerations. Let
ul(x,y,z) = CI and u,,(x,y,z) = C2 be solutions of two independent
equations which imply (23). Then since (23) implies (22), we have

OUI oUI OUI (OUI OUI OUI) ds
O=du =-dx+-dy+-dz= P-+Q-+R--.

1 ax oy oz ax oy oz Il

Hence u = UI and (similarly) u = U2 are solutions of (20). It follows also
that if UI = CI and u2 = Cz determine z as functions of x and y, these
functions are solutions of (15). We next replace the independent
variables x, y, and z in (20) by the new variables r = Ul(X,y,z), s = uz{x,y,z),
and t = cp(x,y,z), where rp is any function which is independent of U1 and Uz

and which does not satisfy (20). There then follows

~ ~b ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~
=--+--+--=--+---+--

ax or ax as ax at ax or ax as ax at ax'

au au
together with similar expressions for a and oz. With these substitutions
(20) takes the form ~

(
OUI oUI OUI) au (OU2 oU2 OU2) auP-+Q-+R--+ P-+Q-+R--
aX oy oz or ax oy oz as

(
orp orp orp) au

+ P-+Q-+R--=O,
aX oy oz at

where U is now considered as a function of the independent variables
r = UI' S = U2' and t = rp. But since ul and U2 satisfy (20), the coefficients

au au
of -;- and -;- vanish, and since rp does not satisfy (20), Equation (20) is thus

ur uS au
equivalent to the equation at = O. Hence the most general solution of (20)

is U = F(r,s) = F(u1,u,J, where F is an arbitrary differentiable function.
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au
Thus finally, if az ¢. 0, the most general solution of (15) is u = c or

F(U1,U2) = c, where Ccan be incorporated into F, and hence can be replaced
by zero, as was to be shown.

383

As a first example, we consider Eq uation (l),

2 oz _ oz = 0, (29)
ox oy

and deduce the solution (2) by the method derived above. In this case (28)
becomes

or

dx dy dz
2=-1=0'

dx + 2 dy = 0, dz = 0.

The solutions of these equations are

x + 2y = Cl' Z = c2,

and hence, with U1 = x + 2y, ~ = z, Equation (27) gives the general solution
of (29) in the alternative forms

F(x + 2y, z) = ° or z = f(x + 2y), (30)

in accordance with (2). In this case the surfaces u1 = c1 and u2 = c2 are planes,
and the characteristic curves are the straight lines parallel to the xy plane,
given by the intersections of the planes x + 2y = C1 with the planes z = c2•

The direction cosines of these lines are proportional to the coefficients P,Q,R
in (29), that is, to the values (2, -I ,0). In this case the characteristic "curves"
coincide with their tangents. Any surface built up from straight Jines of the
type noted is of the form (30), for some choice off or F, and is an integral
surface of (29). It should be noticed that any solution of (29) is constant along
any line x + 2y = constant in the xy plane.

More generally, we verify readily that the general solution of the equation

a oz + b oz = 0, (31)
ox oy

where a and b are constants, includes all cylindrical surfaces with elements
parallel to the direction (a,b,O), and is of the form

z = f(bx - ay). (32)

It should be noticed that this solution can also be expressed in other related
forms such as

z = F(ay - bx),

and so on, if exceptions when a or b vanish are taken into account.
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As a second example, for the equation

az az
x-+y-=z

ax ay

the associated equations become

dx dy dz

x y z

for two of which solutions are obtained in the form

(33)

The general solution of (33) can then be written in the form

F(~,~) = 0 or z = Xf~)

or in several other equivalent forms, such as

(34)

Since the characteristic curves are straight lines with the direction ratios (x,y,z),
it follows that any surface (34) contains the straight lines from the origin to
points on the surface, and hence is a conical surface with vertex at the origin.

8.3. Special devices. Initial conditions. Although the geometric interpreta
tion of the general solution of an equation of type (26) usually is readily
obtained, the determination of explicit solutions of two of the associated
equations (28) may present difficulties. In the linear case,

az az
P(x,y) - + Q(x,y) - = RI(x,y) z + R2(x,y), (35)

ax ay

since P and Q are independent of z, the equation dd
y

= Q involves only x
x P

and y. If it can be solved in the form uix,y) = CI , then this result may be
used to express, say, y in terms of x and Cl' Then the equation

dz Rlz + R2

dx P

becomes a linear ordinary differential equation in z. The solution of this
equation can be written in the form

u.~ -=; Z (XI(X,Cl ) + ~(X,Cl) = c2.
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If C1 is then replaced by its equivalent in terms of x and y, the result is of the
general form

~ == z Pl(X,y) + Plx,y) = C2'

The general solution ofthe partial differential equation then becomes~ = f(Ut)
or

z = 1 ![Ul(X,y)] _ P2(X,y) .
(Jl(X,y) (Jl(X,y)

Thus, the general solution ofa linear equation offirst order can beput in theform

z = sl(x,y)f[six,y)] + ss(x,y), (36)

where Sit S2' and Ss are specific functions and f is an arbitrary function.
For example, in the case of the equation

oz oz
y-+ x-= z -1,ax oy

(37)

Equations (28) become
dx dy dz
-=-=

z - 1y x

Equality of the first two members gives

y dy - x dx = 0, y2 - x2 = Ct.

Equality of the first and third members then gives

dz dx

z - 1 = Vx 2 + C1 '

Thus, with

z -1
--=C2·
x+y

z -1
U2 = ,

x+y

the general solution of (37) becomes ~ = f(u I ) or

z = (x + y)f(y2 - x2) + 1. (38)

(39)

In other cases, if one integrable equation can be obtained by suitably re
arranging (28), a similar procedure can be followed. In particular, since the
equal ratios in (28) are also equal to the ratio

k1 dx + k2 dY + ks dz ,
kIP + k2Q + ksR

where k I , k 2, and ks are entirely arbitrary, anyone of the given ratios can be
replaced by a new ratio of this form. If k I , k 2 , and ks can be chosen in such a
way that the denominator of the new ratio vanishes and the numerator is an
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(40)

-----

The associated equations are

dx

exact differential du l , then the corresponding vanishing of the numerator leads
to the fact that one integral is Ul = Cl.

As an example, we consider the equation

oz OZ
(mz - ny)- + (nx - lz)- = ly - mx.ox oy

dy dz
- ,

mz - ny nx - lz ly - mx

and no pairs are immediately integrable. We next determine kb k2• and ks so
that the ratio (39) has a zero denominator and hence also a vanishing numera
tor, and so write

k1(mz - ny) + k2(nx - Iz) + ks(ly - mx) = O.

Ifwe require the coefficients of I, m, and n to vanish independently, we obtain

k1 = X, k2 = y, ks = z,

and if we require the coefficients of x, y, and z to vanish independently, we
obtain

kl = I, k2 = m, ks = n.

With these particular choices ofthe k's, we obtain the two additional equivalent
ratios

x dx + y dy + z dz
o

1dx + m dy + n dz
o

Since the numerators happen to be the exact differentials Id(x2+ y2 + Z2)
and d(lx + my + nz), their vanishing leads immediately to the integrals

and hence the general solution of (40) can be written in the form

F(x2+ y2 + Z2, Ix + my + nz) = O. (41)

The characteristic curves in this case are the circles in space determined as the
intersections of the spheres u1 = c1 and the planes u2 = C2.

In the case of an ordinary differential equation of first order, the arbitrary
constant can, in general, be determined so that the integral curve passes
through a specified point in the xy plane. In a similar way, the arbitrary
function in the general solution of a first-order partial differential equation
can, in general, be determined so that the integral surface includes a specified
curve in xyz space. If the equation of the curve is given by the pair ofequations

Cfl(X,y,Z) = 0, Cflx,y,z) = 0, (42)
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that is, as the intersection of the two surfaces fPl = 0 and fP2 = 0, and if the
solutions of two of the associated equations (28) are written in the form

(43)

the determination of the function F in the general solution (27) is equivalent
to the determination of a functional relationship between c1 and C2 in (43) such
that (42) and (43) are compatible. Thus, if the elimination of x, y, and z from
the four equations involved in (42) and (43) leads to an equation of the form
F(ct ,c2) = 0, the required solution is given by F(Ul'~) = O.

For example, if we require the solution of (37) which passes through the
curve

z = x 2 + y + 1, y= 2x (44)

we must eliminate x, y, and z between these equations and the equations
u1 = cI ' u2 = C2,

z - 1
--=c2•
x+y

The result of the elimination is

~2
C2 = 3V3 + 3'

and hence the desired solution is

(45)

Alternatively, if we take x as the independent variable along the curve, we
have, from (44), y = 2x, z = (x + 1)2, and the introduction of these results
directly into the general solution (38) gives

x 2 + 2x = 3x f(3x2
), f(3x2

) = ~ + 2 .
3 3

If we write u = 3x2, this equation becomes

Vii 2
feu) = 3V3 +:3

and so determines the function f in (38) in accordance with (45).
It should be noticed, however, that the prescribed curve cannot be taken as

a characteristic curve, since, in general, infinitely many integral surfaces include
a characteristic curve. Further, in general there exist exceptional curves through
which no integral surface passes (see Section 8.7).

The procedures given above can be extended to the solution of analogous
equations in which there are more than two independent variables. Thus, for
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example, if x, y, and t are independent variables, the general solution of the
quasi-linear equation

(46)

is of the form
(47)

(48)

where Ul(X,y,z,t) = cI , ~(x,y,z,t) = c2, and u3(x,y,z,t) = c3 are independent
solutions of three of the associated ordinary equations

dx dy dt dz
-=-=-= -
P Q R S

8.4. Linear and quasi-linear equations of second order. The general
quasi-linear equation of second order, involving two independent variables x
and y, is of the form

a (j2Z + b iJ2z + c (j2Z + F = 0, (49)
ox2 ox oy oy2

OZ OZ .
where a, b, c, and F may depend upon x, y, z, ox ' and ay . In particular, when

a, b, and c are independent of z, := 'and ;;. while F is a linear function of

those quantities, the equation is linear in z. Such an equation thus is of the
form

a (j2Z + b 02Z + C (j2Z + d oz + e oz + f z = g, (50)
ox2 ox oy oy2 ox oy

where the functions a, ... , g depend only upon x and y.
It happens that the terms involving second derivatives are of principal

significance. In fact, a very important role is played by the sign of the dis
criminant b2 - 4ac. From analogy with the terminology associated with conic
sections, we say that (49) or (50) is of hyperbolic type when b2> 4ac, of
elliptic type when b2 < 4ac, and of parabolic type in the intermediate case,
when b2 = 4ac. The importance of this classification will be indicated in later
sections with reference to linear equations, to which our attention will be
restricted in most of what follows.

In the linear case, it is clear that, as in the case of ordinary differential
equations, the most general solution of(50) consists ofthe sum ofanyparticular
solution of (50) and the most general solution of the equation obtained by
replacing the right-hand member of (50) by zero. This second solution is
usually called the complementary solution of (50).

It is seen also that any linear combination of two complementary solutions
will also be a complementary solution. However, such a combination cannot
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be expected to be the most general complementary solution, since the general
solution should involve arbitrary functions. It might be expected that the most
general solution of (50) would be a generalization of the form (36),

z = six,y)f[s2(x,y)] + slx,y) g[S4(X,y)] + S5(X,y), (51)

where Sl' ... , S5 are specific functions and f and g are arbitrary functions.
However, this condition exists only in special cases. That is, the most general
complementary solution of (50) cannot always be written as a sum of terms
involving arbitrary functions. *

In.Section 8.5 we consider an important special class of linear equations
in which the general solution is of simpleform, and in Section 8.6 We illustrate
other special types of linear equations.

8.5. The homogeneous linear equation of second order, with constant
coefficients. We here consider equations of the very special form

a iJ2z + b iJ2z + C iJ2z = 0, (52)
iJx2 ox oy oy2

where a, b, and c are constants. An equation of this general type, in which all
terms contain derivatives of the same order, is called a homogeneous equation.
To obtain the general solution of (52), we assume a solution of the form

z =f(y + mx), (53)

wheref is an arbitrary twice-differentiable function, and attempt to determine
values of m for which (53) is a solution of (52). By differentiation, we obtain
from (53) the expressions

iJ2z 02Z 02z
-2 = m2f"(y + mx), -- = mf"(y + mx), -2 = f"(y + mx), (54)
ox ox oy oy

and the introduction of (54) into (52) gives the condition

am2 + bm + c = 0 (55)

which must be satisfied by m.
In general, (55) will determine two distinct values of m, say ml and m2'

Then, because of the linearity of (52), it follows that any expression of the form

z = f(y + mlx) + g(y + m~) (56)

is a solution of(52). Further, if the new variabless = y +mlx and t = Y +m2x
Q2z

are introduced, it is readily verified that (52) takes the form os ot = 0, from

which it follows that (56) is indeed the most general solution of (52).

• For an example establishing this assertion, see Problem 18.
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For example, for the equation

02Z _ 3 02Z + 2 ~2Z = °
ox2 ox oy oy2 '

the determinant equation becomes

(57)

m2 -3m+2=0,

and the general solution is

z = f(x + y) + g(2x + y). (58)

If a = °and b =F 0, only one solution of Equation (55) is obtained. How
ever, in this case it is clear that the second term in the general solution is then
an arbitrary function of x alone. If a = b = 0, the general solution is clearly
z = f(x) + y g(x).

The remaining exceptional case is that in which (55) is a perfect square, so
that the two roots are equal. The second term in the general solution can be
found by a method similar to that used in analogous cases in Chapter 1.
If mi and m2 are distinct roots of (55), then the expression

h(y + m2x) - hey + mIx)

m2 - mi

is clearly a solution of (52). As m2~ mb this solution approaches the limiting
value

[~ h(y + mx)] = x h'(y + mIx).am m=ml

If we write g = h', the general solution in the case ofequal roots can then be
taken in the form

z = f(y + mIX) + Xg(y + mIx).

Thus, for example, the general solution of

02Z 02Z 02z
ox2 - 2 ox ay + or = 0

is found to be
z = t(x + y) + x g(x + y).

It may be noticed that since we can write

(59)

1
x g(y + mIx) = - [(y + mIx) g(y + mIX) - Y g(y + mIx)]

mi

ifm l =F 0, the second solution can equally well betaken intheformyg(y +mIx)
unless mi = 0.
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It is seen that the solutions of (55) will both be real ifb2 > 4ac, so that (52)
is hyperbolic, and will be conjugate complex ifb2 < 4ac, so that (52) is elliptic.
The intermediate case, when b2 = 4ac, so that the equation is of parabolic
type, is that in which (55) is a perfect square.

Thus, Laplace's equation
02Z 02Z- + - =0 (60a)
ox2 oy2

is elliptic, with general solution of the form

z = J(x + iy) + g(x - ry),
the equation

02Z 02Z
---=0
CJx2 CJy2

is hyperbolic, with general solution

z = J(x + y) + g(x - y),
and the equation

CJ2Z a2z CJ2Z
--2 +-=0
CJx2 CJx CJy CJy2

is parabolic, with general solution

z = J(x + y) + x g(x + y).

(60b)

(61a)

(6tb)

(62a)

(62b)

(64)

A procedure completely analogous to that given above can be applied in
obtaining the general solution oja homogeneous linear equation ojany order n
with constant coefficients. In such a case, the assumption of a solution of form
(53) leads to an equation analogous to (55), but ofnth degree in m. Ifn distinct
roots exist, the general solution is of a form similar to (56) but involving n
independent terms. If a root ml is repeated r times, the part of the solution
corresponding to the r equal roots is readily shown to be of the form

Occasionally it is feasible to solve a problem, governed by a partial differ
ential equation together with appropriate side conditions, by obtaining the
general solution of the equation and determining the relevant arbitrary func
tions by imposing the side conditions, in analogy with the usual procedure
relating to ordinary differential equations.

Perhaps the best-known situation of this type is that in which the solution
q;(x,t) of the "one-dimensional wave equation"

CJ2q; CJ2qy_=c2 _

CJt2 CJx2
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is required, for all real values of x and t, subject to the conditions

9?(x,O) = F(x), 9?t(x,O) = G(x), (65)

prescribed for all x when t = 0. Here c is a positive real constant.
If the general solution of (64) is written in the form

9?(x,t) = I(x + ct) + g(x - ct),

the conditions (65) require thatI and g satisfy the conditions

(66)

I(x) + g(x) = F(x), c[f'(x) - g'(x)] = G(x),

1 1
f'(x) = - F'(x) + - G(x),

2 2c

(67)

for all values of x. The elimination of g(x) yields

1 1 LZf(x) = - F(x) + - G(e) de + c,
2 2c 0

where C is an arbitrary constant. The substitution of this result and the corre
sponding expression for g(x) into (66) gives the desired solution

1 1 Jz+ct
9?(x,t) = - [F(x + ct) + F(x - ct)] + - G(e) dE.

2 2c z-ct

This solution is associated with the name of d'Alembert. A physical inter
pretation of the problem and its solution is included in Section 9.12.

Analogous solutions of certain other problems governed by (64) are ob
tained in Problems 28 and 30.

8.6. Other linear equations. As a simple example of a nonhomogeneous
linear equation of second order, we consider the equation

02Z--z=o (68)ox2 '
where x and yare the independent variables. Since y is not involved explicitly,
we may integrate (68) as though it were an ordinary equation, holding y
constant in the process, and hence replacing the two arbitrary constants of
integration by arbitrary functions ofy. Thus the general solution of (68) is of
the form

z = ~1(Y) + e-Z g(y). (69)

However, even though the coefficients in the general second-order linear
equation (50) be constants, it is not possible in all such cases to obtain general
solutions of similar forms. The following procedure is frequently useful.

From the analogy with the ordinary equations, we are led to expect that
exponential solutions of the equation

a 02Z+ b 02Z + C 02Z+ d OZ + e OZ + fz = ° (70)ox2 ox oy oy2 ox oy
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with constant coefficients, may be of importance. If we assume a solution of
the form

(71)

where A, oc, and {3 are unknown constants, the introduction of (71) into (70)
gives the condition

aoc2+ ba.{3 + C{32 + doc + e{3 +f = 0 (72)

to be satisfied by a. and {3. This equation will, in general, determine {3 as either
of two functions of iX, say

{3 = ({Jl(oc), {3 = ({J2(a.)· (73)

It then follows that any expression of either of the forms

(74)

will satisfy (70) for arbitrary values ofA, B, and a., and hence will be a particular
solution of (70). The same is true for any linear combination of such expres
sions or for suitably convergent infinite series of such solutions.

As will be seen, this procedure leads to a precise form of the general solu
tion if (73) expresses (3 as linear functions of a., as is the case when (70) is
homogeneous and in certain other special cases. The algebraic equation (72),
associated with (70), represents a conic section in the (a.,{3) plane, and is a
hyperbola, ellipse, or parabola, according as b2 - 4ac > 0, < 0, or = O. In
the special cases just mentioned, the conic section degenerates into two straight
lines.

As an application, we consider first the equation

02Z _ 02Z _ oz + oz = O.
ox2 oy2 ax oy

The assumption (71) leads to the equation

a.2 - {32 - a. + {3 = (a. - P)(a. + P - 1) = O.

Hence (71) is a solution of (74) if

{3 = a. or (3 = - a. + 1.

Thus, by superposition, any expression of the form

Z = LA(a.) e«(z+lI) + LB(a.) ell +«(Z-lI) (75)
« Gt

is also a solution, the notation L indicating that oc may take on arbitrary
(X

values in the summation. But since the coefficients A and B are also arbitrary,
the first term in (75) may be expected to represent an arbitrary function of
x + y, and the second term to represent the product of ell and an arbitrary
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function of x - y. Thus we may expect that the general solution can be
written in the form

z = I(x + y) + e" g(x - y), (76)

where I and g are twice differentiable, and this can be verified by direct sub
stitution.

This sort of simplification clearly is always possible when the left-hand
member of (72) contains linear factors, the condition for which is

ae2 +IIr + cd2 = bde + 4acf.

In the case of the two-dimensional Helmholtz equation,

a2

z + a2

z + k2 = °ax2 ay2 z ,

the assumption (71) leads to the equation

ex2 + p2 + k2= 0,
and hence

p= ±iVex2 + k2
•

Any expression of the form

A(ex) ea:Z+iVa:2 +k
2

11 + B(ex) ea:Z-iV (%2 +k'lu

is then a solution of (78), for any choice of A, B, and ex. If we write

(77)

(78)

A+B=C, i(A - B) = D,

this expression takes the real form

eCXZ[C cos Vex2 + k2 Y + D sin Vex2 + k2 y].

Any combination of expressions of this sort, as ex, C, and D take on arbitrary
values, will also satisfy (78). Finally, any expression of the form

z = f~oo [C(lX) cos V lX2 + k2 Y + D(lX) sinVlX2 + k2 y] ea:~ dlX, (79)

for which the indicated integral is suitably convergent, will be a particular
solution of (78). The functions C(ex) and D(ex) may, of course, be taken to be
zero except in a finite range in ex, say for exl ~ ex ~ ~.

8.7. Characteristics of linear jirst-order equations. In Section 8.2 we have
defined a characteristic curve of the first-order linear equation

(80)
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(81)

(82)

(83)

where P, Q, R1, and R2 are functions of x and y only, as a curve in space
whose tangent at any point has the direction ratios (P,Q, R1z + R2). Any
such curve is the intersection of two surfaces of the form

Ul(X,y) = Cl' u2(x,y,z) = C2,

where u1(x,y) = Cl is an integral of the ordinary equation

dx =dy
P Q

and ~(x,y,z) = C2 is an independent integral ofone ofthe associated equations

dx dy dz

P Q R1z + R2

Thus, any characteristic curve of (80) is the intersection of the cylinder

Ul(X,y) = Ch (84)

with elements parallel to the z axis, and a second surface of the form ~(x,y,z)

= C2• It follows that any characteristic curve can be specified by first choosing
a particular cylinder of the family (84), and so satisfying (82), and then pre
scribing z on this cylinder in such a way that another independent equation
obtained from (83) is satisfied. We shall find it convenient to speak of any
cylinder obtained by specializing C1 in (84) as a characteristic cylinder. Also,
we refer to the intersection of this cylinder with the xy plane as a characteristic
base curve. Such a curve is clearly the projection ofa characteristic space curve
onto the xy plane.

In the case of the equation
oz oz

y- - x- = y,ox oy
two associated equations can be written in the form

(85)

y x
with solutions

dx dy
dz = dx,

Thus the characteristic curves are ellipses in space determined as the inter
sections ofthe right circular cylinders x2+ y2 = C1 and the planes z - x = c2.
The cylinders x2+ y2 = Cl are the characteristic cylinders, and the circles
x2+ y2 = c1 in the xy plane are the characteristic base curves, which are the
projections of the characteristic ellipses onto the xy plane. Along this base
curve we can express x and y in terms of a single variable A by writing

x = VC1 cos A, Y =~ sin A. (86a,b)
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If along this curve we define z by an equation of the form

Z = x + C2 = VC1 cos A+ C2, (86c)
•

the corresponding locus in space is a characteristic curve. Each characteristic
cylinder is seen to include infinitely many characteristic curves.

We now reconsider, from a somewhat different point of view, the question
discussed in Section 8.3, as to whether an equation of form (80) has as a
particular solution an integral surface which includes an arbitrarily prescribed
curve In space.

Along any curve in space, the coordinates x, y, and z can be considered as
functions of a single variable, say A. Thus the curve can be specified by three
equations of the form

C: x = X(A), y = yeA), Z = Z(A). (87)

The variable Amay be taken as arc length along the curve, for example, or it
may be identified with one of the coordinates x ory. The projection Co of this
curve onto the xy plane is clearly given by

Co: x = X(A), Y = yeA) (88)

and Z = O. Thus (87) can be considered as specifying Z along the curve Co in
the xy plane in terms of a parameter Awhich varies along Co'

Suppose then that z is prescribed along an arbitrary curve Co in the xy
plane, in accordance with (87), and that X(A), y(A) have continuous first deriva
tives and Z(A) continuous derivatives of all orders with respect to A. We inquire
whether (80) has a solution expressing Z as a function of x and y everywhere in
a region including Co in such a way that Z takes on the prescribed values on Co.
This query is clearly equivalent to asking whether (80) possesses an integral
surface which includes the space curve (87).

Let us assume that such a solution does exist and that the solution Z = I(x,y)
can be expanded in a series of powers of x and y, about a point (xo,Yo) on Co,
of the form

z = l(xo.Yo) + i!j(~,yo) (x - xo) + i!j(~;yo) (y - Yo) + .

= (zkl:o,lIo) + (~z) (x - xo) + (~z) (y - Yo) + .
uX (Xo,1I0) uY (Xo.1I0)

Then the solution is determined in the neighborhood of a point on Co if we
know all its partial derivatives at that point.

It may be recalled that in Chapter 3 we made use of such ideas to
calculate the series solution ofan ordinary differential equation of the form

dy
dx = F(x,y)
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for which y is prescribed as Yo when x = xo. The differential equation

then gives : when x =- xo, and by successive differentiation all higher

derivatives are generally obtainable. We then have the required solution
H(X

O
)

y(x) = y(xo) + y'(xo)(x - xo) +~ (x - XO)2 + ...

if suitable convergence is assumed.

397

(89)

On the curve Co, the coefficients P, q, R I , and R2, as well as z itself, are
now known functions of A, and hence (80) gives one equation involving the
values of the two first partial derivatives of z at points on Co,

peA) oz + Q(A) oz = RI(A) Z(A) + R2(A),
ax oy

where, for example, peA) has been written for P[X(A), yeA)]. To obtain a second

equation, we notice that since Z is known on Co, its derivative ;~ along Co is
also known, and it must satisfy the equation

Thus a second equation complementing (89) is of the form

dx oz + dy oz = dz .
dA ox dA oy dA

(90)

Equations (89) and (90) can be solved uniquely for the unknown quantities

;; and ;; everywhere on Co ifand only if the determinant of their coefficients
.
IS never zero,

peA)

dx

dA

Q(A)

dy

dA

= peA) dy _ Q(A) dx =1= o.
dA dA

(91)

But this condition is equivalent to the restriction

dX(A) =1= dy(A)
peA) Q(A) ,

(92)

and hence (91) requires that the curve Co along which z is prescribed never be
tangent to a characteristic base curve. If (91) is satisfied at all points on Co, the

oz oz .
values of ox and oy can then be calculated by (89) and (90) at all pOInts on Co·
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To calculate the second-order partial derivatives of z on Co, we may differ
entiate (80) with respect to x, and so obtain the equation

P 02Z + Q 02Z = R
1

OZ + oRl Z + oR2_ oP OZ _ oQ oz , (93)
Ox2 ax oy ax ox ox ax ax ax oy

. . 02Z d 02Z k t': • f ~ Cwhere all quantities except ox2an oy2 are now nown JunctIons 0 A on o.

A second equation involving these unknown quantities is obtained by differ

entiating the known function ;; along Co. with respect to .l.,

dx 02Z + dy 02Z =!!.- (oz) (94)
dA ox2 dA ax ay dA ax .

d ( 4) d . 02Z d 02Z • I' f
Equations (93) an 9 etermme ox2 an ox oy un1que

2
y in terms 0

known functions if (91) is true, and the remaining derivative ; ~ can then be

calculated from the equation obtained by differentiating ;; wi~ respect to .l..

This process can be continued indefinitely, to determine the values ofall partial
derivatives of z on Co in such a case, and it follows that thefunction z is deter
mined uniquelyfor values ofx andy in a region about Co by its prescribed values
on Co if Co is never tangent to a characteristic base curve. This assertion is
equivalent to the statement that ifC is never tangent to a characteristic cylinder
of (80), there exists a unique integral surface of (80) which includes C.

If, however, (91) is violated for all Aon Co, so that C is on a characteristic
cylinder, then (89) and (90) are incompatible unless they are equivalent, that is,
unless

dX(A) = dY(A) = dZ(A)

P(A) Q(A) R2(A) + zRl(A)
(95)

In this case one of the two equations (89) and (90) implies the other, and hence
only one restriction on the two derivatives is present. Thus the partial deriva-

. OZ d OZ d . d . I' h' b b h .tIves ax an oy are not etermme umquey 10 t 1S case ut may e c osen in

infinitely many ways. But this result is to be expected, since if (95) is satisfied,
C is then a characteristic curve, which clearly does lie on infinitely many integral
surfaces. Thus it follows that ifC lies on a characteristic cylinder of(80), there
is no integral surface of(80) which includes C unless C is a characteristic curve,
ill which case there exist infinitely many such surfaces. It follows also that ifCo
is a characteristic base curve, then z cannot be prescribed arbitrarily on it but
must be taken in such a way that C is a characteristic curve. III such a case the
t:alue of z at a point near Co is not determined by the values ofZ on Co.
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Thus, in the case of Equation (85), there exists a unique integral surface
including any space curve whose projection onto the xy plane is not a circle
with center at the origin. The only curves whose projections are of this tyPe
and which lie on integral surfaces are the ellipses which are characteristic
curves, and these curves each lie on infinitely many integral surfaces.

When (91) is violated only for certain isolated values of A, so that Co is
tangent to a characteristic base curve at each corresponding point, the relevant
solution z(x,y) may behave exceptionally at each such point of tangency.

We next show that if the equation (84) of the characteristic cylinders of (80)
is known, the differential equation can be reduced to a simpler form by a
suitable change in variables. For this purpose we take as a new indePendent
variable the expression

(96)

(97)

(99)

where UI(X,y) = C1 is a solution of (82), and retain either x or y as the second
indePendent variable. If P ¢ 0, then x and u1 are functionally independent.*
If we take them to be the independent variables, there then follows

(
oz) = oz(x,q;) + oz(x,q;) OUI
ox u ox oq; ox'

(
oz) oz(x,ep) oUI
oy x oq; ay'

and hence, r;tow considering z as a function of x and q;, Equation (80) becomes

paz + (p aUI + Q aUI) az = R1z + R
2

,

oX ox oy oep

where P, Q, R1, and R2 are now to be expressed as functions of x and q;. But
since UI = C1 is an integral of(82), the function U1 satisfies the partial differential
equation

P OUI + QOUI = o.
ox oy

OZ
Hence the coefficient of oep in (97) vanishes, and the equation takes the form

p iJz~~rp) = R,z + R.. (98)

Thus, in the case of Equation (85),

az az
y--x-=-=y

ox oy ,

* If P = 0, Equation (80) is already in the desired form.
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Then (98) shows that (85) can be put into the simpler form,

~ / 2 iJz(x,tp) ~ / 2
·V tp - x ='V tp - x .

iJx

Since Vq; - x2 does not involve z, it may be canceled, and the equation
becomes

iJz(x,tp) = 1
iJx '

with the obvious general solution

z = x + f(tp) == x + f(x2 +y).

(100)

This result is equivalent to the form ~ = f(u l ), with the notation following
(85), as is to be expected.

8.8. Characteristics of linear second-order equations. We next investigate
in a similar way the problem of determining solutions of linear second-order
partial differential equations satisfying appropriate initial conditions. The
most general linear second-order equation with right-hand member zero is of
the form

a iJ2z + b iJ2z + C iJ2z + d oz + e oz + fz = 0 (101)
iJx2 iJx iJy iJy2 iJx iJy ,

where the coefficients may be functions of x and y. In the case of ordinary
equations of second order, the initial conditions prescribe a point in the plane,
through which the integral curve is to pass, and also prescribe the slope of the
integral curve at that point. This is equivalent to prescribing the values of the

dependent variable y and its derivative : corresponding to a given value of

the independent variable x. In the case of a partial differential equation, the
analogous initial conditions prescribe a curve C in space which is to lie in the
integral surface, and also prescribe the orientation of the tangent plane to the
integral surface along that curve. These conditions are equivalent to conditions

which prescribe the values of z and its two partial derivatives :; and ;;

along the projection Co of the curve C onto the xy plane. However, the values
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of z, ~, and ~; cannot be prescribed in a completely independent way

ifz is to be differentiable along the curve Co, since if Ais a parameter specifying
position along Co, we must have

dz iJz dx iJz dy
dA = iJx dA + iJy dA •

(102)

Thus, for example, if Co is the x axis and ifz is prescribed as [(x) along COt

then the derivative ;Z along Co cannot also be prescribed but must be given

asf'(x). However, th: derivative ~; normal to Co can be independently pre

scribed. This limitation is in accordance with (102), which here becomes

, iJz iJzf (x) = - . 1 + - .0
iJx iJy

yI

~

I
I
1
I
I
I
I

I I

Figure 8.1

z

if we identify Awith the distance x along Co'
. . iJz iJz .

A curve C 10 space, together wIth values of a; and iJy prescnbed along C

in such a way that (102) is satisfied, is called a strip, and Equation (102) is
referred to as the strip condition. If it is
recalled [see Equation (103), Chapter 6]
that the tangent plane to a surface
z = z(x,y) has as its normal a vector

, h d" . ( iJz iJz )WIt IrectlOn ratios iJx' iJy' - 1 ,

we can think of the prescribed values
iJz iJz .

of iJx and iJy at po1Ots along C as

determining the normal direction to
differential elements of surface area at
these points on the required integral
surface. The strip condition (102) re
quires that the elements join together
in a regular way (Figure 8.1).

Suppose now that a curve Co in the xy plane is given by the equations

x = x(A), y = yeA), (103)

where x(A) and y(A) have continuous derivatives, and that z, ;:' and ~; are

prescribed as functions of A. having derivatives ofall orders at all points of Co,
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in such a way that (l02) is satisfied. For brevity, we introduce the conventional
abbreviations

Oz
q=-

oy

02Z 02Z
r=- s= ,

ox2 ' Ox oy

Then the differential equation (l01) becomes

aT + bs + ct + dp + eq + fz = 0,

and the strip condition takes the form

dz dx dy
d)' = P dA + q dA .

(104)

(l05)

(106)

The prescribed conditions along Co are then

Z = Z(A), P = p(A), q = q(A), (107)

where Z(A), p(A), and q(A) satisfy (106).
As in the preceding section, we now attempt to calculate the values of the

higher derivatives of Z along Co in terms of the prescribed values. If all such
derivatives can be determined and if Z can be expanded in a power series in x
and y about points on Co. then an integral surface satisfying the prescribed
conditions is determined for values of x and y in a region including Co, and
the values of z at points near Co are determined in terms of the known values
on Co by use of this series.

The first problem, then, is to attempt to determine the values of the second
derivatives r, s, and t for points on Co. One condition involving these unknown
quantities is given by (105),

aT + bs + ct = -(dp + eq + fz). (l08)

If we notice that, along Co, there follows also

!!... (oz) = ~ (oz) dx + .E- (oz) dy
d)' Ox ox Ox d)' oy Ox dA'

~ (oz) = .E- (oz) dx + .E- (Oz) dy
d)' oy Ox oy dy oy oy dA'

we thus obtain two additional conditions involving T, s, and t, of the form

(109)

(110)
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If Equations (l08), (109), and (110) can be solved for s, then (109) and (110)
will determine rand t in terms ofs.*But theseequations have a unique solution
in r, s, and t if and only if the determinant of their coefficients is not zero,

a b c

dx dy
0 = a (dY)" _bdx dy + c(dX)" oF O.- (111)d)' d)' d)' d)' d)' d)'

0
dx dy
-
d). d)'

If (II 1) is satisfied for all points on Co. then (108), (109), and (IlO) deter
mine r, s, and t everywhere along Co' If we proceed by a method similar to
that used in the preceding section, we then find that all higher partial deriva
tions of z also can be calculated at points on Co if only (Ill) is satisfied. In
such a case we may say that the strip consisting of the curve C in space and the

associated values of :; and :; along C, satisfying (102), is a proper strip, in

the sense that there exists a unique integral surface of(101) which includes this
strip.

Now suppose that at all points of Co the determinant in (11 1) is zero,

a(dy)2 _ b dx dy + C(dX)2 = O. (112)
dA. dA. dA. d)'

Then (l08), (109), and (110) cannot be solved for s unless the numerator
determinant in the formal solution by Cramer's rule also vanishes,

a -(dp + eq + fz) c

dx dp
0-

d)' d)' = 0,

0
dq dy
d). d)'

or a dp dy + c dq dx + (d + e +fz) dx dy = O.
dA. dA. d)' d)' P q dA. d).

(113)

In this case two of the three equations imply the other one, and hence only
two restrictions on the three unknown quantities r, s. and t are present. Hence,
if (112) and (113) are both satisfied. we can determine infinitely many values
of r, s, and t, satisfying the necessary conditions (l08-110). Finally, if (112)

• Exceptional cases where : or ~ vanishes can be treated separately.
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is satisfied but the left-hand member of (I 13) is not zero, no solution exists.
Equation (113) is known as the equation of compatibility.

If (112) is satisfied at all points on Co, then at all such points the slope

: of the curve in the xy plane must satisfy the equation

That is, we must have

(
d )2 da J - b...l + c = o.
dx dx

(114)

(115)
dy b ± Vb2 - 4ac

- ,
dx 2a

and hence the quantity b2 - 4ac must be nonnegative. Suppose that b2 - 4ac
is positive and a is not zero. Then (115) determines two families of curves in
the xy plane, say

q;(x,y) = cl , 1p(x,y) = C2' (116)

That is, if (112) is satisfied, the curve Co must be a member of one of these
families. In such a case no integral surface including the prescribed strip exists
unless along the curve C (which projects into Co) z and its partial derivatives
satisfy (113). If, however, (I 13) is also satisfied, infinitely many integral surfaces
including the prescribed strip exist, and the strip is called a characteristic strip.
The curve C in space which bears the strip is called a characteristic curve, and
its projection Co in the xy plane, which must be a member of one ofthe families
of (116), is called a characteristic base curve. The Equations (116) determine
two families of cylinders in space, with generators parallel to the z axis, which
rnay be called the characteristic cylinders. Some writers refer to the projection
Co itself as a "characteristic" of the differential equation.

dx
If a = 0, Equation (112) can be solved for dy and two families of

characteristic cylinders are again obtained unless also c = 0. Ifa = c = 0,
the cylinders reduce to the planes x = Cl and y = C2' If b2 = 4ac, the two
families coincide.

From Equation (I 15) we see that an elliptic linear equation ofsecond order
has no real characteristic curves, since for such an equation the discriminant
b2 - 4ac is negative. Thus an integral surface ofan elliptic equation can always
be determined so as to include a prescribed regular strip in space. Equivalently,
if z and its first partial derivatives are prescribed in a sufficiently regular way
along any curve in the xy plane, the solution ofan elliptic equation which takes
on these values is determined uniquely in the neighborhood of this curve.

The situation in the case of a hyperbolic or parabolic equation is, however,
quite different. In these cases real characteristics exist, and ifa strip is built up
along a curve C which lies on a characteristic cylinder, there will in general be
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(117)

no integral surface including this strip unless the strip is a characteristic strip.
In this last case there are then infinitely many integral surfaces including the
strip, and the solution in the neighborhood of the strip is not determined
uniquely by the prescribed values on the strip.

Thus, for the hyperbolic equation

a2z a2z
--- =0,
ax2 ay2

Equation (114) becomes

(~~r - 1=0, dy = ±1
dx '

and hence the characteristic base curves in the xy plane are the straight lines

(118)

az az
Along any such line the values of z, p = ax' and q = ay cannot be

independently prescribed in an arbitrary way. The compatibility condition
(113),

dp dy _ dq dx = 0
dJ,. dJ,. dJ,. dJ,. ,

as well as the usual strip condition (102),

dz dx dy
dJ,. = P dJ,. + q dJ,. ,

(119a)

(119b)

must be satisfied.

If we identify J,. with arc length, say s, then along a line of the first family
x + y = C1 we have

dx dy Y2
-= -- =-
ds ds 2

and hence Equations (119a,b) lead to the requirements

Y- dz
P +q = constant, p - q = 2-

ds
(along x + y = Cl)' (120a)

Similarly, along a line of the second family x - y = c2, we have the relations

and hence (119a,b) give

p - q = constant, ~ ~dz
p+q=v2-

ds
(along x - y = c2). (120b)
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A comparison of these conditions shows that the equation of compatibility
requires that at all points of a line of one family, the derivative of z in the
direction of the intersecting lines of the other family must be constant. Since
here the two families of characteristic lines are perpendicular to each other,
the derivative oj z normal to a characteristic line must be constant along that
line in this particular example.

The general solution of (l 17) is of the form

z = J(x + y) + g(x - y). (121)

We may notice that each function in (121) is constant along one of the
characteristic lines. If we write (I 18) in the form ep(x,y) = c1' 1p{x,y) = c2, the
general solution (121) becomes

z = J(ep) + g(tp). (122)

(123)

(126)

(127)

Also, if ep and 1jJ are taken as new independent variables, Equation (117)
becomes

02Z
--=0.
oq; otp

Although the general solution of any given equation of form (101) cannot
necessarily be expressed in a form similar to (122), still it is not difficult to
show that if the expressions ep and tp of (116) are taken as new independent
variables, in the case where (101) is of hyperbolic type, then (101) is trans
formed to the so-called normalJorm

02Z = D OZ + E OZ + Fz, (124)
oep otp oep otp

where D, E, and F are functions of ep and tp.

By choosing suitable new real independent variables ex and p, any elliptic
equation of type (I01) can be put in the normal form

02Z 02Z oz OZ- + - = D - + E - + Fz (125)oex2 Op2 oex op
and any parabolic equation of this type can be put in the form

iJ2z = D OZ + E iJz + Fz.
of32 oex op

8.9. Singular curves on integral surfaces. Let S be a particular integral
surface corresponding to the linear first-order equation

p oz + Q oz = R z + Rox oy 1 2'
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yI

~

z

Figure 8.2

where P, Q, R1, and R2 are continuous functions of x and y. Then the existence

of the partial derivatives :; and ;; in (127) implies that z itself be continu

ous; that is, the surface S must be a continuous surface. Hence the equal
members of (127) must both be continuous functions of x and y. This condi~

tion, however, does not exclude the possibility that the two terms on the left
may be each discontinuous, so long as their sum is continuous. In particular,
there may be a curve Con S along which the
surface possesses a Hcorner" or Hedge," as is
indicated in Figure 8.2. We denote by Co the
projection of C onto the xy plane, and con~

. OZ oz
sIder z, ox ' and oy as functions of x and y.

Then, while z is an everywhere continuous
function of x and y, and while the derivative
of z in the direction of Co is continuous, we
suppose that the derivative of z normal to Co
has a finite jump as the curve Co is crossed
in the xy plane (Figure 8.2). Surfaces of this
general nature are of frequent interest in the
study of physical phenomena where abrupt changes of some sort may occur.
We now investigate more explicitly the possibility of their existence, as integral
surfaces of an equation of type (127).

Let the curve Co be specified by the parametric equations

x = x(,l), y = yeA), (128)

where Ais a convenient variable indicating position on Co. Then Amay also be
considered as representing position in the direction of Co along parallel curves
in the immediate neighborhood of Co. In particular, the derivative of z in the
direction of Co at points on such curves is given by

dz oz dx oz dy dx dy
dA = ox dA + oy d,l = P d,l + q dA . (129)

Now consider any point P on the curve Co. Since the left-hand member of
(127) must be continuous across Co at this point, we must have

P~p + Q ~q = 0, (130)

where ~p and ~q are the values of the jumps associated with the partial deriva~
. OZ oz

bves p = ox and q = oy across Co at P. Since the derivative of z in the
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direction of Co is also assumed to be continuous across Co, the right-hand
member of (129) must also be continuous, and we obtain a second equation

dx 6.p + dy 6.q = 0 (131)
dA dA

relating the jumps in p and q across Co at P. Equations (130) and (131) are
compatible (with 6.p and 6.q not both zero) only if the coefficients of 6.p and
6.q are proportional, that is, if

dx dy

P Q
(132)

along Co' Thus Co must lie on a characteristic cylinder of (127), and hence,
since we have assumed that C lies on an integral surface of (127), we conclude
that the ~'singular curve" C must be a characteristic curve of (127). That is,
corners of the type considered can exist on an integral surface of (127) only
along characteristic curves.

In the case of the linear second-order equation

a 02Z + b 02Z + C 02Z = _ (d OZ + e OZ + fZ), (133)
ox2 ox oy oy2 ox oy

the existence of the second derivatives presupposes continuity of z and its first
partial derivatives, and hence also continuity of the equal members of (133)
if the coefficients are continuous. However, the possibility that the separate
terms on the left may be individually discontinuous is not excluded. Let C be a
curve in an integral surface S, with projection Co in the xy plane, and denote
position along Co by the parameter A. We investigate the possibility that z, p,
and q be continuous on S, and that the derivatives ofp and q in the direction
of Co,

dp = op dx + op dy = r dx + s dy , (134)
dA ox dA oy dA d)' dA

dq = oq dx + oq dy = s dx + t dy (135)
dA ox dA oy dA dA dA '

be continuous across Co, but that the derivatives of p and q normal to Co be
discontinuous across Co'

The continuity of the right member of (133) and of the left members of
(134) and (135) implies continuity of their equivalents, and hence we obtain
the three equations

a 6.r + b 6.s + c 6.t = 0 1
dx 6.r +- dy 6.s = 0
dA 'dJ..

dx dy J- 6.s + - 6.t = 0
d)' dA

(136)
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relating the jumps in the three partial derivatives r, $, and t across Co' These
equations are consistent only if the determinant of the coefficients vanishes.
But this condition is the same as that ofEquation (Ill), and hence the curve Co
must lie on a characteristic cylinder of (133). Since C lies on an integral surface
and projects into Co, it follows that C must be a characteristic curve of(133).
In particular, since an equation of elliptic tyPe has no real characteristic
curves, an integral surface of such an equation cannot contain a "singular
curve" of the tyPe required.

Results of this tyPe are of importance, for example, in the study of two
dimensional compressible fluid flow around rigid bodies [see Equation (194),
Section 6.20]. Here it is found that for low velocities the problem is governed
by a partial differential equation of elliptic tyPe, whereas if sufficiently high
velocities are attained the governing equation becomes hYPerbolic, and dis
continuous phenomena may then be present.

8.10. Remarks on linear second-order initial-value problems. In this
section we summarize briefly certain preceding results and present additional
facts bearing on their significance.

For the general linear second-order equation of the form

a 02Z + b 02Z + C 02Z + d OZ + e OZ + fz = 0, (137)
ox2 ox oy iiy2 ox oy

we define the characteristic base curves, in the xy plane, as those curves for
which

a(dy)2 - b(dx)(dy) + C(dX)2 = O. (138)

In the elliptic case, for which b2 < 4ac, no real characteristic base curves
can exist. In the hyperbolic case, for which b2 > 4ac, two distinct sets of such
curves are obtained, whereas in the parabolic case, b2 = 4ac, the two sets
become coincident.

In the elliptic case, if along any curve c in the xy plane z and its derivative
in the direction normal to that curve are prescribed as functions of position
along c in such a way that these prescribed values are regular everywhere
along c, then a solution to the resulting initial-value problem is determined for
values of x and y in some neighborhood of c. However, here two additional
facts are of importance. First, unless the prescribed values are regular along c
(in particular, unless derivatives of all orders exist at all points), no solution to
the defined problem can exist. Second, even though a solution exist, in many
cases it will exist only in a restricted neighborhood of c and will not be valid
over the whole xy plane.

In the hyperbolic and parabolic cases, if c is /lot a characteristic base curve,
the initial-value problem again has a solution. However, here the prescribed
initial values need not be regular. The higher derivatives of the prescribed
values may have finite jumps at certain points on c. These jumps are then
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(l41a,b)

(139a,b)

found to be propagated along those characteristic base curves which pass
through the relevant points on the initial curve, and the solution obtained is
valid throughout the xy plane. If c is a characteristic base curve, then the
initial-value problem does not have a solution unless the initial values ofz and
its derivative normal to c satisfy a certain compatibility condition, in which
case infinitely many solutions then exist.

Certain of these facts are illustrated in Problems 46 and 47 at the end of
this chapter.

8.11. The characteristics ofaparticular quasi-linear problem. To illustrate
the nature of characteristics in other types of problems, we here consider the
simultaneous equations

QU QV QV .
-+-cos2v+-sI02v=O
ox ox oy

ou ov. ov
- + - slO 2v - - cos 2v = 0
oy ox oy

These equations, which are quasi~linearin u and v, are of basic importance in
certain two-dimensional problems in the mathematical theory ofplasticity. We
suppose that u and v are prescribed at all points along a curve Co in the xy
plane. If Aspecifies position along Co, we may define Co by the equations

Co: x = X(A), Y = yeA). (140)

For points on Co the dependent functions u and v are then to be considered as
given functions of A.

We now ask whether there exists a curve Co, or a set of such curves, with
the property that u and v are not uniquely determined for points near Co by
their prescribed values along Co. It is assumed here that these prescribed values
are continuously differentiable along Co.

Since u and v are known along Co, as functions of A, their derivatives along
Co are calculable, and must satisfy the equations

dU(A) = OU dx + OU dy
dA ox dA oy dA

dV(A) = OV dx + OV dy
dA ox dA oy dA

Equations (I 39a,b) and (14Ia,b), constituting four linear equations in the four

fir . I d' . OU ou OV d OV .. h ~
st partIa envatives ox' oy' ox ,an oy' may be rewntten 10 t e Jorm

Uz + vz cos 2v + v" sin 2v = 0 )
uti + Vz sin 2v - v" cos 2v = 0 (142a-d)

uzX' + u"y' = u' ,
vzX' + v"y' = v'
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where a prime denotes A. differentiation. A unique solution is assured unless
the determinant of coefficients vanishes, that is, unless

1 0 cos 2v sin 2v

o 1 sin 2v -cos 2v = O. (143)
x' y' 0 0
o 0 x' y'

By expansion, this equation can be written in the form

y'2 sin 2v + 2x'y' cos 2v - X'2 sin 2v = 0,

from which we obtain the two alternatives

y: = x' ~n v
t

). (144a,b)
y = -x co v

Thus two systems of curves are determined in" the plane, for one of which

: = tan v, and for the second :~ = -cot v. The two systems are seen to be

orthogonal, and the slope of each curve is seen to depend upon the value of
the dependent function v at the point under consideration.

Along any such curve, Equations (l42a-d) cannot have a unique solution.
In particular, the set cannot be solved for U:J: and hence no solution exists unless
the numerator determinant of Cramer's rule also vanishes, that is, unless

0 0 cos2v sin 2v
0 1 sin 2v -cos2v

= 0,u' ,
0 0y

v' 0 x' y'

or, expanding, unless

u' = v' (cos 2v - ;: sin 2V). (145)

Along the curves (l44a) we then obtain the requirement u' = -v', or

dy = tan v: u + v = constant; (146a)
dx

and along the curves (l44b) there follows u' = v', or

dy = _ cot v: u - v = constant. (146b)
dx

Ifeither (I46a) or (l46b) is satisfied, U:J: may be taken arbitrarily, and it may be
readily verified that Equations (I42a--e) then determine uv' V:J:' and Vv in terms
of U:a:' u', and v'. Thus, in these cases infinitely many solutions exist, all corre
sponding to the same prescribed values of u and v along Co.

The curves in the xy plane for which (I46a) or (l46b) is true may be called
the characteristics of the simultaneous equations (139a,b).
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We next show that the equations (l39a~b) are simplified if we take as new
dependent variables the combinations u + v and u - v suggested by (146a~b)~

say
~ = u + v, fJ = u - v. (147)

The variable ~ is then constant along the first set of characteristics, whereas fJ
is constant along curves in the second set. Then since we also have

u = l(~ + fJ)~ (148)

Equations (139a~b) take the form

(~:/: + fJa:) + (~:/: - fJ:/:) cos 2v + (~v - fJv) sin 2v = 0,
(~v + fJv) + (~:/: - fJ:/:) sin 2v - (ev - fJv) cos 2v = 0,

or~ after a rearrangement~

(fJ:/: - fJv cot v) + cot2
V (~:/: + ~v tan v) = 0 ) (149)

-(fJ:/: - fJv cot v) + (e:/: + ~v tan v) = 0 .

These equations imply the simplified relations

~:/: + ~v tan v = 0 ) , (150)
fJ:/: - fJv cot v = 0

where v = l(~ - fJ). Equations (150) are still nonlinear, but they are more
tractable than the equivalent equations (139) (see Problem 49)~ and form the
basis for further treatment of certain problems in plasticity. Physically~ the
characteristics in this case are the so-called shear lines (lines of maximum
shearing stress) in a plastic problem of plane strain for an incompressible
material. •
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PROBLEMS
Section 8.1

1. Find the differential equation of lowest order which possesses each of the
following solutions, withf and g arbitrary functions:

(a) z = (x - y)f(x + y),

(b) z = f(ax + by) + g(cx + dy) (ad - bc "* 0),

(c) z = f(ax + by) + xg(ax + by).

2. (a) Obtain the partial differential equation offirst order satisfied by z = f(tp),
where tp is a given function of x and y andf is an arbitrary function, in the form

oz oz
tpv ox - tp~ oy = O.

(b) With the new independent variables sand t, where t = tp(x,y) and s is
any independent function of x and y, show that, when z is considered as a function
of sand t, the differential equation of part (a) takes the form

oz
(sztpv - svtpz) as = O.

Hence deduce that the most general solution of that equation is of the form z =

f(tp), where fis arbitrary.

3. Noticing that z = tp is a solution of the equation considered in Problem 2(a),
deduce that if one solution of the equation

az az
P(x,y) ox + Q(x,y) oy = 0

is of the form z = tp(x,y), then the most general solution is z = !(tp), where f is
arbitrary.

4. Obtain the partial differential equation of first order satisfied by x = qJ f(tp),
where qJ and tp are given functions of x and y and f is an arbitrary function, in the
form
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Section 8.2

5. Determine the general solution of each of the following equations (with a, b,
and c constant), writing each solution in a form solved for z:

h h h h
(a) a - + b - = C, (b) a - + b - = CZ,

~ ~ ~ ~

oz oz oz oz
(c) y - - x - = 0, (d) - + - + 2xz = 0,

ox oy ox oy
oz oz oz OZ

(e) x - - y- = z (f) x2 - + y2- = Z2.oX oy , ox oy

6. (a) Show that if a particular solution of the equation

OZ OZ
a ox + b oy = [l(X) + [2(y),

where a and b are constant, is assumed in the form Z1J = fPl(X) + fP2(Y), there
follows

(ab =F 0),

so that the general solution is of the form

z = [(bx - ay) + Z1J'

(b) Illustrate the results of part (a) in the case of the equation

OZ OZ
- - 2 - = 2x - eV + 1.
ox oy

7. Use the results of Problem 9 of Chapter 7, with an appropriate change in
notation, to show that if the dependent al)d independent variables are interchanged
in a pair of simultaneous quasi-linear differential equations in u and v, each of the
form

Aux + Buv + CVx + Dvy = 0,

where A, B, C, and D depend only on u and v, a pair of equivalent linear equations
in x and y is obtained, each of the form

Ayv - Bxv - CYu + Dxu = o.
Section 8.3

8. (a) Show that the characteristic curves of the equation

oz oz
- +- =1ox oy

are straight lines parallel to the vector i + j + k, and hence that the characteristic
curve passing through a point (xo,yo,zo) is specified by the equations

x - Xo = Y - Yo = z - Zoo
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DZ
(b) ax = xy,

(b) Determine the characteristic curve which passes through the point
(O,yo,zo) in the yz plane, and show that those characteristic curves which pass
through points on the curve z = y2 in the plane x = 0 are specified by the equations
y - x = Yo, z - x = Ji. Thus deduce that the surface traced out by these curves is
the parabolic cylinder

Z = x + (y - X)2.

(c) Verify directly that the surface Z = x + (y - Z)2 is an integral surface of
DZ DZ

the equation DX + ay = 1 which includes the curve Z = Y in the yz plane.

9. (a) Obtain the general solution of the differential equation of Problem 8(a),
in the form

Z = x + f(y - x).

(b) Determine the function f in such a way that this solution is consistent
with the equations Z = y, x = O. Hence rederive the result of Problem 8(c).

10. (a) Show that the solution of the differential equation of Problem 8(a),
for which z = q>(x) along the line y = 2x in the xy plane, is of the form

z = 2x - Y + q>(y - x).

(b) If z is prescribed as q>(x) along the line y = x in the xy plane, show that
no solution exists unless q>(x) is prescribed in the form rp(x) = x + k, where k is a
constant. In this last case, show that z = x + [(y - x) is a solution for any
differentiable f such that [(0) = k, so that infinitely many solutions then exist.

(c) Show that the projections of the characteristic curves onto the xy plane
are the lines y = x + c, and that if z is prescribed as q>(x) along any such curve
there is no solution unless rp(x) = x + k, in which case infinitely many solutions
exist.

DZ DZ
11. Find the solution of the equation a = a for which Z = (t + 1)4 when

x = (2 + 1 and y = 2t. x ~

12. Determine the general solution of each of the following equations, writing
each solution in a form solved for z:

(
DZ DZ)

(a) (x + y) - + - = Z - 1,ax oy
oz DZ

(c) xz - + yz - = xy.ox Dy

13. (a-f) Determine the integral surface of each equation of Problem 5 which
includes the straight line x = y = z, if such a surface exists.

14. (a-f) Determine the solution of each equation of Problem 5 for which
Z = x 2 along the straight line y = 2x in the xy plane, if such a solution exists.

Section 8.4

15. If Z = w(x,y) satisfies Equation (50) and Z = u(x,y) reduces the left-hand
member of (50) to zero, prove that Z = w + eu satisfies (50), where e is a constant.
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16. If z = u(x,y) and z = v(x,y) each reduce the left-hand member of (50) to
zero, prove that the same is true of z = CIU + C2V, where c1 and C2 are constants.

17. (a) Show that the equation

02z 02Z 02Z

ox2 + 2x ox oy + (1 - r) or = 0

is elliptic for values of x and y in the region x2 + y2 < 1, parabolic on the boundary,
and hyperbolic outside the region.

(b) Show that the quasi-linear equation

02z 02Z 02Z

X ox2 + Z ox oy + y or = 0

is elliptic when Z2 < 4xy, parabolic when Z2 = 4xy, and hyperbolic otherwise.
(Notice that the nature of a quasi-linear equation thus may depend not only upon
position in the xy plane but also upon the solution z, which in turn depends upon
the bOltIldary conditions.)

18. (a) Show that the assumption that the equation

02Z OZ

ox2 = oy

possesses a solution of the form z = q>(x,y) [[V'(x,y)], where rp and V' are specific
functions and [is arbitrary, leads to the requirement

ffJVJ;["(V') + (2rpxV'x + ffJVJxx - ffJVJlI) ['(V') + (rpxx - rpv) [(V') = 0,

for arbitraryf, and hence to the three requirements

rpu - rpv = O.

(b) Show that these conditions imply that either rp = 0 or V' = constant, so
that there exists no solution of the assumed form which actually depends upon an
arbitrary function f

Section 8.S

19. Obtain the general solution of each of the following equations:

02z 02Z 02z
(a) ox2 - 2 ox oy - 3 0T = 0,

02rp 02r 02rp
(b) ox2 - 2 ox oy + 2 oy2 = 0,

02rp 02rp
(c) ox2 - ox oy = 0,

02 r 2 02w
(d) ~(r2w) ="2 ~,

ur C ut
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02rp a2qJ 02rp
(e) (U2 - V2) ax! + 2U ax at + at2 = 0)

atqJ atqJ
(f) axt - a1' = 0,

iJ'Iz iJ'Iz iJ'Iz
(g) axt - 2 ar ay + a1' = 0,

iJ'Irp iJ'Irp iJ'Irp
(h) V'qJ =: axt + 2 ax2 ay + a1' = 0.

20. Obtain the general solution of the simultaneous equations

au av av au
- = -c2- - = -k2 -
ax ay' ax ay

in the form

U=f(X + ic) +g(x -L).
v~H-f(x + ic) +g(x - iJJ

417

(First eliminate v and solve the resultant equation for u; then use the original
equations to determine v. Notice) for example) that

af = kc af.
ax ay

An arbitrary constant so introduced can be absorbed into the definitions offandg.)

21. (a) Prove that the general solution of Laplace's equation, in the form

a2rp 02rp
ax2 + ay = 0,

can be written in the form

rp(x,y) = f(x + iy) + g(x - iy),

wheref and g are twice-differentiable functions of the complex conjugate arguments
x + iy and x - iy.

(b) Deduce that the real and imaginaryparts ofbothf(x + iy) andg(x - iy)
satisfy Laplace's equation.

(c) By noticing that the real and imaginary parts ofg(x - iy) are respectively
the real part and the negative of the imaginary part of the conjugate function
f(x + iy) = i(x + iy), deduce that any solution of Laplace's equation is the real
or imaginary part of a twice-differentiable function of the complex variable x + iy,
and conversely.

22. (a) Obtain as the real and imaginary parts of the function (x + iy)", for
n = 0, I, 2) 3, and 4) the functions I, x, y, x2 - y, 2xy, x! - 3xy, 3x2y - T)
xt - 6x2y +1', and 4x3y - 4xT, and verify directly that they each satisfy Laplace's
equation.
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(b) Show that the functions r n cos nO and r n sin nO, where n is integral, are
the real and imaginary parts of (x + iy)n when x and yare expressed in polar
coordinates, and verify directly that they each satisfy Laplace's equation. [See
Equation (26) of Section 1.5 and Equation (l62e) of Section 6.18.]

23. In each of the following cases, first obtain a particular solution of the equa
tion as a function of one variable only, and then obtain the general solution by
adding this solution to the general complementary solution:

o2Z o2Z o2Z Q2z Q2z
(a) ox2 - or = x, (b) ox2 - 3 ox oy + 2 oy2 = cos y.

24. Suppose that the right-hand member of a linear partial differential equation
is a homogeneous polynomial of degree k in x and y (each term being of degree k),
whereas the left-hand member is homogeneous of order n in z (each term involving
an nth derivative) with constant coefficients. Show that the assumption of a
particular solution in the form of a homogeneous polynomial of degree n + k leads
to k + 1 linear equations in n + k + 1 unknown coefficients. (It can be shown that
this set always possesses a solution and, indeed, that a certain set of at least n of the
coefficients can be assigned arbitrarily, in a convenient way.)

25. Use the procedure outlined in Problem 24 (and/or Problem 23) to obtain
any particular solution of each of the following equations:

OZ OZ o2z o2Z
(a) - + - = x2y + xy2, (b) - + - = x2 + xy,

ox oy ax2 ar
o2z o2Z o2z o2Z 02Z

(c) ox2 - oy2 = xy + x, (d) ox2 - 2 ax oy + oy2 = x2 + y.

[In parts (c) and (d), consider the two terms on the right separately and use
superposition.]

26. (a) If am2 + bm + c = a(m - ml)(m - m.J, show that the equation

o2z o2z o2z
a ";2 + b a 0 + c";2 = [(x,y),

{IX x Y rJy .

where a, b, and c are constants, can be written in the operational form

( a 0) (OZ OZ)a - - m - - - m2 - = [(x,y)ax I oy ox oy

and deduce the general solution when [(x,y) = 0 by the methods of Section 8.2.
(b) Show that a particular solution of the general equation of part (a) can

be obtained as a particular solution of the equation

OZ OZ
ox - m2 oy = ZI(X,y),

where ZI is a particular solution of the equation

(
OZl OZl)

a ox - ml oy = [(x,y).
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27. Use Equation (67) to find the solution of the equation

tJ'l,p tJ'l,p
-=c2


tJt2 tJx2

tJrp
for which rp = x2and tJt = cos x for all values of x when t = 0.

28. It is required to find the solution of the equation

tJ2rp tJ2rp
tJt2 = c2 tJx2

which satisfies the conditions

419

rp(O,t) = 0, rp(L,t) = 0 (for all values of t)

along the boundary of the strip 0 ~ x ::;; L in an xt plane, and the conditions

tJtp(x,O)
tp(x,O) = F(x), tJt = G(x) '(when 0 < x < L)

along the line segment t = 0 in that strip.
(a) Taking the general solution of the equation in the form

rp = f<x + ct) + g(x - ct),

show that the conditions along the boundaries x = 0 and x = L lead to the relations

f(u) + g( -u) = 0 (writing u = ct),

f<u + 2L) = f(u) (writing u = ct - L),

for all values of u, while the conditions along the segment t = 0 for 0 < x < L
become

f(u) + g(u) = F(u) )
(when 0 < u < L).

c[f'(u) - g'(u)] = G(u)

(b) Deduce that, if we write H'(u) = G(u), then the last two conditions of
part (a) give

1 1
f(u) = 2: F(u) + 2c H(u),

I 1
g(u) = 2" F(u) - 2c H(u),

when 0 < u < L, and that also, for all values ofII, f(u) must be a periodic function,
of period 2L, and the condition

f(u) = -g( -u)
must be satisfied.

(c) Show that these conditions are all satisfied if we take

1 1
f(u) = 2: .ffi'(u) + 2c JIt'(u),

1 1
g(u) = 2: :F(u) - 2c JIt'(u),
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for all values of U t where ~(u) and t§(u) are odd period functions of period 2L,
agreeing with F(u) and G(u)t respectivelyt when °< u < L t and where j'f"(u) = t§(u).
Thust with this notationt obtain the required solution in the form

1 1i x
+

ct

tp(x,t) = 2- [~(x + ct) + ~(x - ct)] + 2- t§(~) d~.
c x-cl

29. To illustrate the solution of Problem 28, notice that if F(x) = sin 1rxlL and
G(x) = 0, there follows :F = F and t§ = G = Ot and obtain the solution in the
form

1[ x + ct x - ctJ 1rX C7rt
rp = 2 sin 1r L + sin 1r L = sin L cos L .

30. By using the method of Problem 28, obtain the solution of the problem

(J2rp (J2rp

(Jt2 = c
2

(Jx2 '

(whenx > 0)tp(x,O) = F(x), (}rp(x,O) = G(x)
(Jt

tp(O,t) = °
in the half plane x > °in the form

1 1 iX
+

cl

rp(x,t) = -2 [~(x + ct) + ~(x - ct)] + -2 t§(~) d~,
c x-ct

where here :F(u) and t§(u) are odd functions of u agreeing with F(u) and G(u),
respectively, when u > 0.

Section 8.6

31. (a) By assuming a solution of the Helmholtz equation

(J2Z (J2Z
- + - + k 2z =0
(Jx2 (Jy

in the form z = erJ.X+fJy, and satisfying the resultant requirement a,2 + p2 + k 2 = °
by writing a, = ik cos rp and P = ik sin rpt where rp is an arbitrary real parameter,
obtain particular solutions in the forms

cos [k(x cos rp + y sin rp)], sin [k(x cos rp + y sin rp)].

(b) Deduce that the real and imaginary parts of any expression of the form

Jlpl! ik(x cos Ip + 1/8io Ip)
U(x,y) = A(rp) e drp

Ipl

is a formal solution, for an arbitrarily chosen function A(rp) and arbitrary constant
limits rpl and rp2'

32. By changing to polar coordinates, deduce from the results of Problem 31
that the real and imaginary parts of any expression of the form

Jlpl ikrcos (Ip- 6)
V(r,B) = A(rp) e drp

Ipl
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formally satisfy the Helmholtz equation in polar coordinates,

a2z 1 oz 1 02z
ar2 + ; or + r2 002 + k

2
z = o.

33. By assuming a solution of the equation

411

in the form z = er1.X+ P7I +yt, and satisfying the resultant requirement by setting
IX = ikp cos gJ, P = ikp sin gJ, Y = _p2, deduce particular solutions in the forms

e- p2t cos [kp{x cos gJ + y sin gJ)], e- p2t sin [kp(x cos gJ + y sin gJ)]

or as the real or imaginary parts of an expression of the form

V(x,y,t) = f fBl A(p,gJ) e-p2t+ikP(xcos/p + 71siu/p) dp dgJ.

34. By changing to polar coordinates in Problem 33, deduce particular solutions
of the equation

in the forms

and

Section 8.7

VI (r,6,t) = IIBl A(p,gJ) e- p2t cos [kpr cos (gJ - 6)] dp dgJ

V2(r,6,t) = I fBl B(p,gJ) e- p2t sin [kpr cos (gJ - 6)] dp dgJ.

35. The function z(x,y) is required to satisfy the differential equation

az CJz
- -- =Zax ay ,

and to take on the value Z(A) = sin 2A along the straight line Co specified by the
equations x = y = A in the xy plane.

(a) By using equations corresponding to (89) and (90), show that

az 1
- = cos 2A + - sin 2A
ox 2'

CJz 1
- = cos 2A - - sin 2A
oy 2

at points of Co.
(b) By using equations corresponding to (93) and (94), show that

at points of Co.

CJ2Z 3
-2 = cos 2A - - sin 2A,
ax 4

CJ2Z 5
-- = - - sin 2A
ax CJy 4
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(c) Use the result of differentiating az along Co to show that
ay

a2z 3
- = -cos U - -sin2AaT 4

at points of Co.
(d) Check the result of part (c) by using the result of differentiating the

governing differential equation with respect to y.

36. (a) Show that the Taylor expansion of the solution of the problem con·
sidered in Problem 35, in the neighborhood of the point (0,0), can be written in the
form

1 1
z(x,y) = i! (x + y) + 2! (x2

- T) + ... ,

in consequence of the results of Problem 35.
(b) Obtain the solution in the closed form

z = e(X-1I)/2 sin (x + y).

(c) Verify the correctness of the result of part (a) by obtaining the leading
terms in the expansion of the closed form in a Taylor series about (0,0).

37. Verify directly that the procedure of Problem 35 fails if the curve Co is
taken instead to be the characteristic base curve x = - y = A.

38. (a) If Problem 35 is modified in such a way that Co is taken as the charac·
teristic base curve x = - y = A and z is prescribed as z(A) = e" along Co, verify

az az
directly that ax and ay then can be determined in infinitely many ways.

(b) Show that the curve x = A, Y = -A, z = e" is a characteristic curve of
the differential equation.

39. (a) If Problem 35 is modified in such a way that Co is taken as the circle
az

x = cos A, Y= sin A, and z is prescribed as z(A) = I(A) along Co, show that -;- and
h ~

ay can be determined uniquely at all points along Co except the points

('V2j2,V2j2) and (-V2j2, -V2j2).

(b) Show that Co is tangent to characteristic base curves at the exceptional
points of part (a).

Section 8.8
a2z iJ2z

40. The solution of Laplace's equation ox2 + oy2 = 0 is required in the

neighborhood of the line Co: x -= y = A, subject to the requirement that z = 0
iJz

along Co and that ax == p = ). along Co'
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oz
(a) Show that the strip condition requires that oy =q = -A along Co-

(b) With the notation of Equation (104), verify that Equations (108-110)
take the form r + t = 0, r + s = 1, s + t = -1, so that there must follow r = 1,
s = 0, and t = -1 along Co'

(c) Deduce that, at the origin (0,0), there follows

oz oz
z = 0, -=0 -=0

ox ' oy ,

o2z o2Z o2Z

ox2 = 1, ox oy = 0, and or = -1,

and hence show that the Taylor series expansion of z near the origin must be of the
form

1 1 1
z(x.y) = °+ - (Ox + Ov) + - (x2 + 2 . Oxy - •.2) + ... = - (x2 - •.2) + .. '., I! -' 2! .J' 2.J'

(d) Verify the correctness of the result of part (c) by showing that the
function z = f(r - r) in fact satisfies the conditions of the problem.

41. (a) Show that the characteristic base curves of the equation

are the lines y = x + C1 and y = 2x + C2'

(b) Show that, along the characteristic base curve Co: Y = x = A, the strip
dz

condition takes the form dA = P + q and the equation of compatibility becomes

dp dq
dA + 2 dA = p.

(c) Verify directly that, if z(A),p(A), andq(A) are prescribed along Co in such
a way that these conditions are satisfied, then anyone of the second derivatives,
say s, can be chosen arbitrarily along Co, after which there follows accordingly
rCA) = p'(A) - seA) and teA) = q'(A) - seA).

42. Show that, if cp -= Y - x and VJ = Y - 2x are taken as new independent
variables in Problem 41, then there follows

!.- = -(!.. +2~)ox ocp Otp'

o 0 0
-=-+-
oy Ocp Otp

and the differential equation takes the normal form

02Z OZ oz
ocp Otp -= ocp + 2 Otp •
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Section 8.9
oz oz

43. Show that the solution of the equation ox + oy = 0, for which z = Ixl
along the x axis, is of the form z = Iy - xl. (Notice that the "corner" at the origin
is propagated along the characteristic base curve y = x which passes through the
origin.)

44. Show that, if z satisfies the equation

02Z 02Z

ox2 - or = 0,

02Z
and if ox2 has a jump of one unit across the line Co: Y = x in the xy plane, then

02z 02Z OZ OZ
ox oy must have a jump of -1 and or a jump of +1 across Co, if ox and oyare to

be continuously differentiable along Co.
02z 02z

45. If z satisfies Laplace's equation, ox2 + or = 0, show that the assumption

02z
that ox2has a jump across the line Co: Y = x in the xy plane leads to a contradiction

OZ OZ
if ox and oyare to be continuously differentiable along Co·

Section 8.10

46. (a) By replacing ct by ix, where ;2 = -1, in Equation (67), show that
02z 02z

formally we obtain a solution of Laplace's equation ox2 + or = °for which

oz(x,O)
z(x,O) = F(x) and oy = G(x) in the form

z ~ ~ [F(X + iy) + F(x - iY)] + ~i t::"G«) d~.

(b) Show that if we specify F(x) = x, G(x) = ex, then an expression

z = x + eX siny

is obtained, and verify that this expression satisfies Laplace's equation everywhere
and also satisfies the conditions imposed along the line y = 0.

(c) Notice that the formal solution is meaningless if, for example, we specify
that F(x) be zero along the negative x axis and unity along the positive x axis.
Show also that if

I
F(x) = 1 + x2'

the formal solution becomes

G(x) = °
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and that this expression is not defined at the points (0, ± 1). In particular, show that
this formal solution becomes infinite as either of these points is approached along
the y axis, so that the differential equation is not satisfied at this point.

[In general, the initial-value problem for Laplace's equation (or any elliptic
equation) has no solution unless the prescribed values are sufficiently regular. Also,
even though a solution be determined by the above method, it may be valid only
near the curve along which the function and its nortnal derivative are prescribed.
A deeper insight into the problem is afforded by the theory of analytic functions of
a complex variable (Chapter 10).]

47. Writing the general solution of the equation

a2z
--=0
ax ay

in the form z = f(x) +g(y), show that the initial conditions

z(x,O) = F(x),
az(x,O)

p(x,O) - ax = F'(x),
az(x,O)

q(x,O) = ay = G(x),

imposed along the infinite line y = 0, lead to the conditions

[(x) + g(O) = F(x), g'(O) = G(x).

Hence deduce that the problem has no solution unless G(x) is prescribed as a
constant, say G(x) = C, in which case the problem has infinitely many solutions of
the form

z = F(x) +ge,) - g(O),

where ge,) is any (differentiable) function of y for which g'(O) = C. (Notice that
the line y = °in the xy plane is a characteristic base curve in this case.)

Section 8.11

48. Show by the methods of Section 8.11 that the simultaneous equations

au av
-+-=0ax ay ,

au (au av)2- + -+- tan2V=0
ax ay ax '

possess the same characteristics [Equations (l44a,b)] as the problem of that section.

49. Use the results of Problem 7 to show that if the Jacobian Z:;~ is not zero,

the dependent and independent variables in Equations (150) may be interchanged
to give the equations

Y"1 - x"1 tan v -= 0, y; + x; cot v = 0,

where v = la - 1/). [Notice that these equations are linear in x and y, whereas
Equations (150) are quasi-linear in ~ and 1], since v depends upon ~ and 1].]



CHAPTER 9

Solutions of Partial Differential
equations of Mathematical Physics

9.1. Introduction. Many linear problems in mathematical physics involve
the solution of an equation obtained by suitably specializing the form

(1)

where f is a specified function of position and A and ft are certain specified
physical constants. Here the operator V2 is the Laplacian operator in the space
of one, two, or three dimensions under consideration and is of the form

(2)

in rectangular coordinates of three-space. The unknown function q; is then, in
general, a function ofthe position coordinates (x,y,z) and the time coordinate t.

In particular, Laplace's equation,

(3)

is satisfied, for example, by the velocity potential in an ideal incompressible
fluid without vorticity or continuously distributed sources and sinks, by
gravitational potential in free space, electrostatic potential in the steady :flow
of electric currents in solid conductors, and by the steady-state temperature
distribution in solids.

Also, Poisson's equation,
V2q; +f= 0,

426
(4)
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(6)

(8)

is satisfiedt for example, by the velocity potential of an incompressible, irrota
tional, ideal fluid with continuously distributed sources or sinks, by steady
state temperature distributions due to distributed heat sources, and by a
"stress function H involved in the elastic torsion of prismatic bars, with a
suitably prescribed function f

The so-called wave equation,

V2 _.!.. (Pep (5)
ep - c2 iJt2 '

arises in the study of propagation of waves with velocity c, independent of the
wave length. In particulart it is satisfied by the components of the electric or
magnetic vector in electromagnetic theory, by suitably chosen components of
displacements in the theory of elastic vibratioQ.s, and by the velocity potential
in the theory of sound (acoustics) for a perfect gas.

The equation of heat conduction,

V2 _ 1- oep
ep- 2:1'

oc ut

is satisfied, for example, by the temperature at a point of a homogeneous body
and by the concentration of a diffused substance in the theory of diffusion,
with a suitably prescribed constant ex.

The telegraph equation,
02ep 02ep oep
ox2 = Aot2 + It at ' (7)

which is a one-dimensional specialization of Equation (I), is satisfied by the
potential in a telegraph cable, where A= LC and It = RC, if leakage is
neglected (L is inductance, C capacitYt and R resistance per unit length).

Differential equations of higher ordert involving the operator V2, also are
rather frequently encountered. In particular, the bi-Laplacian equation in two
dimensions,

V4ep = V2V2ep = iJ4ep + 2 iJ4ep + iJlep = Ot
ox4 ox2 oy2 oy4

is involved in many two-dimensional problems of the theory of elasticity.
The solution of a given problem must satisfy the proper differential equa

tion, together with suitably prescribed boundary conditions or initial conditions
(iftime is involved), the nature ofthese conditions depending upon the problem.
In place of attempting to obtain the most general solution of the relevant
differential equation, and specializing it so as to satisfy the given conditions,
the usual procedure consists of determining a suitable set of particular solu
tions, each of which satisfies certain of the conditions, and then of attempting
to combine a finite or infinite number of such solutions in such a way that the
combination satisfies all the prescribed conditions. In those cases which are to
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be treated here, the particular solutions are obtained by a certain method of
separation of variables. It may be mentioned that, although this method is
restricted in a mathematical sense to a comparatively narrow range of differ
ential equations, fortunately this range includes a very large number of those
equations which arise in practice.

Before illustrating the solution of such problems, We first treat the formula
tion of the problem of heat flow in space.

9.2. Heatflow. We consider the flow of heat in a region in space such that
the temperature T at a point (x,y,z) may depend upon the time t. For any
region f!l bounded by a closed surface S, the rate at which heat flows outward
from f!l through a surface element du with unit outward normal n is given by

oT
-dQl = -K an du = -K(VT). n du,

where K is the thermal conductivity of the material. Thus the net rate of heat
flow into f!l is given by

Ql = + if K(VT)· n du. (9)
s

However, the rate at which heat is absorbed by a volume element dT is given by

aT
dQ2 = sp- dT,at

where s is the specific heat and p the mass density. Hence, if there are no
sources or sinks in fit, the rate of heat flow into f!l is also given by

Q. = f f fsp sp :~dT. (10)

Before equating Ql and Q2' we first transform Equation (9) to a volume
integral by making use of the divergence theorem [Equation (116), Section
6.13], and so obtain*

The requirement Ql = Q2 then becomes

f f fsp [K V'T - sp ~n dT = 0;

(11)

(12)

• If K is a function of position, K VIT must be replaced by V • K VT in Equations (11)
. aT

and (12), and (13) IS replaced by V. K VT = sp -.at
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but since this result must be true for any region &l not containing heat sources
or sinks, the integrand must vanish. Hence T must satisfy the equation

(13)

where we have written

cx2 = K . (14)
~p

The quantity rJ.'l. is known as the thermal di./fusivity of the material.
In particular, in the steady-state condition when the temperature at a point

no longer varies with time, the temperature satisfies Laplace's equation,

(I5)

We now consider two basic problems in the theory of steady-state heat
flow. First, it would be expected intuitively that in the steady state the tempera
tures at points inside a given region &l would be uniquely determinate if the
temperature were prescribed along the bounding surface S. Second, one might
prescribe the rate of (steady) heat flow outward per unit of area,

_dQ = _KaT
du an '

at all points of the boundary S and require the temperature at internal points.
Let T represent a function which satisfies Equation (I5) and one of these
boundary conditions. Then Equations (122) and (123) of Section 6.14 give the
useful results

(17)

(16)

and

II r (VT)2 dT = J( TaT du
Jdt lfs an

J( aT du = o.
lfs an

Equation (17) is readily interpreted as requiring that the net flow through the
closed boundary S must be zero, as must obviously be the case in steady-state

flow without sources or sinks inside ~. Thus :~ cannot be specified in a

perfectly arbitrary way on S, but its mean value on S must be Zero.
Assume now that two solutions T1 and T2 exist, both satisfying Laplace's

equation (15) and both taking on the same prescribed values on the boundary
S. Then clearly the difference T2 - T1 also satisfies (I 5), and hence may be
substituted for Tin (16). But since T2 - T1 takes on the value zero at all points
of S, the right-hand side of the resultant equation vanishes, and there follows

(18)
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Now since the integrand is nonnegative, it must itself vanish everywhere in f!l,
and hence we have

V(T2 - T1) = 0, T2 - T1 = C = constant. (19)

Finally, since T2 - T1 vanishes on S, there follows c = 0 and consequently
T2 = T1• That is, there can be only one solution ofLaplace's equation valid in f!l
and taking on prescribed values on the boundary S. In a similar way we find that
two solutions of Laplace~s equation valid in f!l and having the same specified
value ofthe normalderivative on the boundary S can differ at most by a constant,
noticing that here T2 - T1 is not necessarily zero on S.

The two problems considered are known respectively as the Dirichlet and
Neumann problems. The solution to the Dirichlet problem, where the function
itself is prescribed on the boundary, is unique, whereas the solution to the
Neumann problem, where the normal derivative is prescribed on the boundary,
is determined only to within an additive constant. These statements clearly
apply to the solution of any problem governed by Laplace~s equation, regard
less of the nature of the unknown function.

Although other types of boundary-value problems involving Laplace's
equation may occur, the two discussed here are of most frequent occurrence.

Next we consider the solution of several simple problems of the Dirichlet
type. Although, to fix ideas, we choose to identify the quantity to be deter
mined with steady-state temperature, the results may be equally well inter
preted in terms of many other physical quantities which also satisfy Laplace's
equation.

9.3. Steady-state temperature distribution in a rectangular plate. Suppose
that the three edges x = 0, x = L, and y = 0 of a thin rectangular plate are
maintained at zero temperature,

T(O,y) = T(L,y) = T(x,O) = 0, (20a,b,c)

and that the fourth edge y = H is maintained at a temperature distributionf(x),

T(x,H) = f(x), (21)

until steady-state conditions are realized (Figure 9.1). The temperature distribu
tion throughout the plate is required. Thus we must determine that solution of
Laplace's equation in two dimensions,

a2T a2T

a 2 + a2 = 0, (22)
x y

which takes on the prescribed boundary values (20) and (21).
The method of separation of L'ariables consists of seeking particular

"product solutions" of (22) in the form

Tp(x,y) = X(x) Y(y), (23)
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where X is a function ofx alone and Y is a function ofy aLone. Introducing (23)
into (22), there follows

or, separating the variables,

(24)

T-O

L

y H

x

T-O(25a,b)

1 d2X 1 d2 y
- X dx2 = Ydy2 •

Since, by hypothesis, the left-hand member of (24) is independent ofy and the
equivalent right-hand member is independent of x, it follows that both sides
must be independent of both x and y, and
hence must be equal to a constant. If we T- f(x)
call this arbitraryconstantk2, there follows

T-O

Figure 9.1

Thus we see that the product (23) will
satisfy (22) if X and Yare sol utions of
(25a,b), regardless of the value of k.
Because of the linearity of (22), it follows that any linear combination of such
solutions, corresponding to different values of k, will also satisfy (22).

We next notice that three of the boundary conditions are homogeneous.
Thus, if each of the particular product solutions is required to satisfy (20a,b,c),
any linear combination will also satisfy the same conditions. Equations (20a,b)
will be satisfied if

X(O) = X(L) = 0, (26a,b)

whereas (2Oc) implies the condition

Y(O) = o. (27)

Equations (25a) and (26) constitute a previously considered Sturm-Liouville
problem for which the characteristic values are

k = k = n7T
n L (n = 1, 2, 3, ... ), (28)

and the corresponding solutions (characteristic functions) are of the form

X X A · n7TX
= n = n sIn - .

L
(29)
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Corresponding to (28), the solution of (25b) which satisfies (27) is of the
form

Y= Yn = Bn sinh n7TY •
L

(30)

Thus it follows that any particular solution of the form

T . n7TX . h n7TY
11 = an sIn - sm -

L L
(n=1,2,3, ... ), (31)

where we have written an = AnBn, satisfies Equation (22) and the three
boundary conditions (20a,b,c). The same is true for any series of the form

00

~ . n7TX . h n7Ty
T=Lansm-sm -

n=l L L
(32)

(33)(0 < X < L).

if suitable convergence is assumed. It remains, then, to attempt to determine
the coefficients an in (32) in such a way that the remaining condition (21) is
satisfied, so that

«: ( )
. n7TH . n7TX

f(x) = L an smh- sm-
n=1 L L

But, from the theory of Fourier sine series, the coefficients an sinh (n7TH/L) in
this series must be of the form

. h n7TH 2 iLf( ) . n7TX da sm -- = - x sm - x
71 L L 0 L'

and hence, writing Cn = a 71 sinh (n7TH/L), the required solution (32) takes the
form

. h n7TY
oc sm --
~ . n7TX L

T(x,y) = Lcnsm----
-1 L. h n7THn- sm -

L

(34)

where 2iL
. n7TX

Cn = - f(x) sm - dx,
Lo L

(35)

assuming appropriate convergence.
Iff(x) is, in fact, representable by a convergent Fourier series of the form

(33) in (O,L), it can be established that the series (34), subject to (35), truly
converges to the solution of the stated problem inside the rectangle of defini
tion. This situation exists, in particular, when f(x) is bounded and piecewise
differentiable in (O,L).
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It is clear that the solution of the more general problem where T is pre
scribed arbitrarily along all four edges can be obtained by superimposing four
solutions analogous to the one obtained here, each corresponding to a problem
in which zero temperatures are prescribed along three of the four edges,
although more convenient alternative procedures frequently suggest them
selves in such cases.

It is of importance to notice that permissible values of the "separation
constant" k2 were here determined by the characteristic-value problem arising
from the presence of homogeneous boundary conditions along the two edges
x = constant.

By virtue of (23) and (25), any expression of the form

Tv = (cI cos kx + C2 sin kx)(cs cosh ky + C4 sinh ky) (36a)

is a particular solution of (22) for arbitrary values of k. It is readily verified
that if the equal members of (24) were set equal to -k2 rather than +k2, the
signs in (25a,b) would be reversed and particular solutions of the form

Tp = (cs cosh kx + c6 sinh kX)(C7 cos ky + Cs sin~ky) (36b)

would be obtained. Finally, if k2 is replaced by zero in (25a,b), the solutions
of the resultant equations lead to the further particular product solutions

(36c)

Clearly, exponential forms could be used in (36a,b) in place of the hyperbolic
functions, if this procedure were desirable. However, only the'product solutions
listed in (31) satisfy the homogeneous boundary conditions (20).

The choice of the sign of the separation constant associated with (24) was
motivated by the knowledge that solutions of type (36a) would lead to a
Fourier series expansion in the x direction along the edge y = H where the
nonhomogeneous condition is prescribed.

It was not obvious, a priori, that (22) would possess separable solutions of
the form (23) or that a solution built up from such solutions could be made to
satisfy the prescribed boundary conditions. In fact, only in special cases, in a
mathematical sense, do partial differential equations possess product solutions.
These cases are fortunately of frequent occurrence.

9.4. Steady-state temperature distribution in a circular annulus. Suppose
that the temperature distributions along the inner and outer radii of a circular
annulus are maintained as fl(O) and f2(O), respectively,

(37a,b)

until steady-state conditions are realized (Figure 9.2). The tel11peratures at
internal points of the annulus are required.
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If polar coordinates are used, Laplace's equation in the plane becomes
(see Section 6.18)

V 2T = a
2
T + ! aT +!. a

2
T = o.

ar2 r ar r2 a02

Assuming a particular product solution of the form

(38)

T1J(r,O) = R(r) 0(0), (39)
Equation (38) becomes

R"0 + ~ R'0 + .!- R0" = 0,
r r 2

where a prime denotes differentiation with respect to the argument. By sepa
rating the variables, there follows

where k 2 is the separation constant. This
condition implies the two ordinary equa
tions

r2R" + rR' - k 2R = 0, (41)

0" + k20 = O. (42)

The sign of the separation constant was
chosen in such a way that sines and cosil)es

Figure 9.2 (rather than exponential functions) will be
introduced in the 0 direction where expan

sions along the circles r = rl and r = r2 presumably will be required.
Equation (41) is an equidimensional equation (see Section 1.6) with general

solution

(44)

(43)

(k::j:. O)}.
(k = 0)

(k *O)},
(k = 0)

R = Ak,J' + Bkr-k

R = Ao + Bo log r

whereas (42) has the solution

o = Ck cos kO + Dk sin kO

o = Co + DoO

Thus any expression of the form

T = Qo + bo log r + (co + do log r) 0

+ L: [(ak,J' + bkr-k) cos kO + (ck,J' + dkr- k) sin kO], (45)
k

where k takes on arbitrary nonzero values, is a solution of Equation (38).
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In order that T be single-valued in the annulus~ we must take

Co = do = o.

435

(46)

Also, for the same reason, the trigonometric functions must possess a common
period 211. This requirement, in the present case, serves to determine the per
missible values of the separation constant,

k=n (47)

Hence we are led to assume the solution of the present problem in the
form

co

T = (ao + bo log r) + L [(anrn + bnr- n) cos nO
n=1
+ (cnrn + dnr- n) sin nO] (r1~ r ~ r2)' (48)

The boundary conditions (37a,b) then take the form
a:;

f1(f) = (ao + bo log r1) + L [(anrf + bnrl n) cos nO
n=1

oc

f2«(J) = (ao + bo log r2) + L [(anr: + bnr; n) cos nO
n=1

+ (cnr; + dnr;:n) sin nO]

so that, according to the theory of Fourier series,

(49)

(n = 1, 2, 3, ... ). (50e,f)

These equations serve to determine in pairs the constants appearing in the
required solution (48).
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Two limiting cases are of particular interest. First, in the limiting case
'1 = 0, the region considered becomes the interior of the circle r = r2. In order
that the left·hand members of (50a,c,e) remain finite as r1 --+- 0 we must take

(n = I, 2, 3, ...). (51)

(52)

If we also write An for anr;, en for C,l:, a for r2' andf(O) for/;.(O), we deduce
that the solution of the problem

V 2T = 0 (r ::;;: a)}
T(a,O) = 1(0)

is of the form

T = Ao +! (~r(Aft cos nO + eft sin nO)
n=1

(r ::;;; a) (53)

where

(55)

(54),

(n = 1, 2, 3, ... )

(n=I,2,3, ... )

Ao = 1.- f211 1(0) dO
27T 0

1 f21'
An = - f(O) cos nO dO

7T 0

1 f211
Bn = - 1(0) sin nO dO

7T 0

from (SOb,d,f).
In this case fi'<O) is merely the constant value, say To, of the temperature

at the center of the circle r = a, so that (5Oc,e) reduce to the trivial identity
0= O. Also, Equation (50a) becomes

1 12
1'Ao = - To dO = To·

27T 0

Since this result must be compatible with the first equation of (54), which
states that Ao is the mean value of the temperature distribution along the
circle r = a, we conclude that the temperature at the center of the circle is the
mean of the temperature distribution along the boundary of the circle. This
result also follows directly from (53) when r = o.

In the second limiting case r2 --+- co, the region considered becomes the
exterior of the circle r = r1. In this case we must take

(n = 1, 2, 3, ...) (56)

in (50b,dJ). Equations (50d,f) then become, in the limit,

f
211 f211

o = 0 12(0) cos nO dO = 0 12(0) sin nO dO

(n = 1, 2, 3, ... ), (57)
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(58)

(59)

where h(O) is the prescribed temperature distribution on the circle with in
creasing radius r 2• These relations can be true only ifh(O) is constant in the
limit. Thus the temperature must approach a uniform value, say Too, as r -+ 00.

Equations (50a,b) become

1 12lT
Ao == ao = - fl(O) dO = Too,

27T 0

showing that Too is the mean of the prescribed temperature distribution on the
inner boundary, and Equations (50d,f) reduce to 0 = O.

If we also w.rite Bn for r1nbm D n for r1ndm a for r., and f(O) for fl(O), we
deduce that the solution of the problem

V 2T = 0 (r ~ a)}
T(a,O) = f(O)

is of the form

T= Ao +! (~r(Bn cos nO + Dft sin nO)
n=1

where

(r ~ a) (60)

Ao = 1. f2lT f(O) dO
27T Jo

1 f2lT
Bn = - f(O) cos nO dO

7T 0

1 f2lT
Dn = - f(O) sin nO dO

7T 0

(n = 1, 2, 3, ... )

(n = 1, 2, 3, ... )

(61)

1 f2lT 1~
T(r,O) = - f(q;) dq; + -~

27T 0 7Tn=1

9.5. Poisson's integral. We now show that if the values given by (54) are
introduced into (53), then the resultant series can be summed, and the solution
can be expressed as an integral. For this purpose, we first replace the dummy
variable 0 in (54) by q;, to distinguish this variable from the current variable 0
in (53). The introduction of (54) into (53) then leads to the relation

(~r[cos nO f" /('1') cos n<p d<p

+ sin nO f." /('1') sin n<p d<p]

= ~ f" /('1') (~ +! (~r [cos nO cos n<p + sin nO sin n<pJ} d<p.
n=1

or

1f2lT [1 00 ( r) n ]
T(r,O) = ;. Jo f(p) 2+ 2: ~ cos n(cp - 0) dp

n=1

(r ~ a), (62)
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assuming the legitimacy of the interchange of summation and integration in
the first form. But since·

cos n( cp - 0) = Re {ein(9'-S)},

there follows

! (~r cos n(9' - 0) = Re {! [~e'(~-·r)
n=l n=l

r
r i(9'-S)-e

(r < a)

r [ i(9'-S) rJ- e --
a a

r i(9'-S)] [1 r -i(9'-S)]--e --e
a a

r r 2

- cos (9' - 0) - -
a a2

r r 2

1 - 2 - cos (cp - 0) + -
a a2

Thus the quantity in braces in (62) becomes

1 <Xl()n2: +L !:. cos n(cp - 0)
n=l a

1 a2
- r2

-
2 a2 - 2a r cos (9' - 0) + r2

and, noticing that
f(O) = T(a,O),

we find that Equation (62) takes the form

1 i 2
11' a2

- ,2
T( r,O) = - T( a,9') dcp

211 0 a2
- 2ar cos (0 - 4» + r2

(r < a).

(r < a),

(r < a).

(63)

(64)

This remarkable integral formula, due to Poisson, expresses the value of a
harmonic function T at all points inside a circle of radius a in terms of the
values of T on the circumference of the circle.

* "Re" means "real part of'; "lm" means "imaginary part of" in the sense that
f = Ref + ilmf, so that Imfis real (see Section 10.1).
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z

It can also be derived by methods which do not presume the validity of(53),
or of the interchange of summation and integration which led to (62), and it
holds, in particular, when T(a,O) = [(0) is bounded and piecewise continuous
in (0,21T). The validity of the series representation (53) can be guaranteed only
when somewhat more stringent conditions are
imposed, such as the requirement that f(O) be
bounded and piecewise differentiable.

y

(65)

Figure 9.3

9.6. Axisymmetrical temperature distri
bution in a solidsphere. On the surface of a solid
sphere, let the temperature distribution be pre
scribed in such a way that it is symmetrical with
respect to a diameter. The temperature distri
bution inside the sphere is to be determined.
Using spherical coordinates (Figure 9.3), with x

the z axis coinciding with the axis of symmetry,
and noticing that the temperature T is indepen
dent of 0, we recall that Laplace's equation takes the form (see Section 6.18)

a ( 2 aT) 1 a (. aT)
ar r ar + sin fP afP sm fP afP = o.

The boundary condition on the surface r = a is then

T(a,fP) = [(pl. (66)

If a product solution is assumed,

(67)

(68)

TJJ(r,fP) = R(r) <I>(fP),

Equation (65) is readily separable into the form

! (r2R')' = - ~ (<I>' sin fP)' = k2
,

R <I> sm fP

where k2 is a separation constant. This condition is equivalent to the equations

(69)

(70)

(r2R')' - k2R = r 2R" + 2rR' - k2R = 0

1 d ( . d<l»-.- - sm fP - + k2<1> = O.
sm fP dfP dfP

Equation (70) is brought into accordance with Equation (169), Section 4.12,
if we write

and

k 2 = n(n + 1).

The general solution of (70) is then of the form

~ = AnPn(cos fP) + BnQn(cos fP),

(71)

(72)
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where Pnand Qn are Legendre functions. In order that the solution be finite
at the z axis ffJ = 0,1T, we must restrict n to integral values and take

(73)

This follows from the fact that the Legendre polynomials (for which n is an
integer) are the only Legendre functions of type (72) which are finite at both
ffJ = 0 and ffJ = 1T (see Section 4.12). With the notation of (71), the general
solution of (69) is obtained in the form

(74)

To avoid infinite temperature at the center of the sphere (r = 0), we must set

(75)

Hence we are led to assume the desired temperature distribution in the
form

T(r,9') = ! eft (~) ft P ft(cos 9') (0 < 9' < 1T), (76)
n=O

where we have written AnCn = cn/an. The boundary condition (66) requires
that the constants Cn be determined so that the representation

00

f( ffJ) = L cnPn(cos ffJ)
n=O

is valid. If we introduce the new variable

Jl = cos ffJ,

(0 < ffJ < 1T) (77)

(78)

the functionf(ffJ) becomes a new function of Jl, say F(p,), such that

F(Jl) = f(cos-l Jl),
and (77) becomes

(79)

IX'

F(Jl) = L cnPn(P,)
n=O

(-1 <Jl < 1). (80)

(81)

The results of Section 5.13 [Equation (204)] then give the result

2n + 1 Jlcn = F(Jl) Pn(P,) dJl,
2 -1

or alternatively, returning to the original variable ffJ and using the relation
F(cos ffJ) = f(ffJ),

(82)
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If the first n derivatives ofF(P) with respect to its argument are continuous
for -1 :::;;; '" :::;;; 1, the second alternative form given by Equation (204),
Section 5.13,

c = 2n + 1II (1 _ 2)n dnF(",) d
n 2n +1 , '" d n '"n. -1 '"

may in certain cases be more useful for the determination of Cn.

(83)

9.7. Temperature distribution in a rectangular parallelepiped. Let the
temperatures of five faces of a rectangular parallelepiped be maintained at
zero,

T(O,y,z) = T(4,y,z) = T(x,O,z) = T(x,~,z) = T(x,y,O) = 0, (84)

and suppose that the sixth face is maintained at a prescribed temperature
distribution

T(x,y,H) = f(x,y) (85)

: T=f(x,y)

Figure 9.4(88)

(86)

X" Y" Z"__ =_+_= k2

X Y Z l'

until steady-state conditions are attained (Figure 9.4). We again investigate
the resultant distribution of temperature in the interior.

If we assume a product solution of the
relevant equation

o2T o2T (}2T
-+-+-=0
ox2 oy2 OZ2

in the form
Tp = X(x) Y(y) Z(z), (87)

the equation may be separated in the form

the separation here depending upon the fact that the first member is indepen
dent of both y and z and the second equal member is independent ofx. Hence
we must have

X" + k~X = °
and, after a second separation,

(89)

Y" z" 2 2- - = - - k1 = k2•
Y Z

(90)

Thus Y and Z are determined by the equations

Y" + k:Y= 0,

z" - (k~ + k:)Z = 0.

(91)

(92)
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The homogeneous boundary conditions (84) are satisfied by the product
solution if the factors satisfy the conditions

X(O) = X(LJ = 0,

Y(O) = Y(LJ = 0,

Z(O) = O.

We thus obtain from Equations (89), (91), (93), and (94)

k1 = m1T (m = 1, 2, 3, ... ),
L1

X X A · m1TX= = Sln--
m m L

1
'

k2 = n1T (n = 1, 2, 3, ... )
L2

Y Y B · n1TY= n = n S1n-.
L2

If we write further

k2 + k2 = 1T
2 (m2

+ n2

) == k2
1 2 L2 L2 mn

1 2

Jm2 n2
or k mn = 1T 2 + 2 '

L1 L2
the solution of (92) satisfying (95) becomes

(93a,b)

(94a,b)

(95)

(96)

(97)

(98)

(99)

(100)

(101)

(102)

Thus, writing amn = AmBnCmm we are led to assume the desired solution
in the form

ex> ex>

T( ) ~ ~ . m1TX • n71'y . h k
x,y,z = L L Q mn sm -- sm - sm mnZ '

m=1n=1 L1 ~

This expression satisfies (86), as well as conditions (84), for arbitrary values of
the coefficients amn• It remains, then, to determine these coefficients in such a
way that the remaining condition (85) is satisfied. Ifwe introduce the abbrevia
tion

(103)

(104)

this condition takes the form

ex> ex>

f( ) ~ ~ . m1TX • n1TY ( 0x,y = L L Cmn sm -- sIn - 0 < x < L1, < y < ~).
m=1 n=l L 1 L2

Thus the coefficients Cmn are the coefficients of the double Fourier sine-series
expansion off(x,y) over the indicated rectangle.
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(105)

(106)

These coefficients are readily determined by a simple extension of the
methods used in earlier work. If both sides of (104) are multiplied by

sin (PTTxILJ sin (qTTyIL.;),

where p and q are arbitrary positive integers, and if the results are integrated
over the rectangle, there follows

l L11L2 p1TX qTTyf(x,y) sin - sin - dx dy
o 0 L 1 L2

~ ~ 1L11L2 p1TX qTTy mTTX nTTy= ~ ~ Cmn sin - sin - sin -- sin - dx dy.
m =1 n =1 0 0 L 1 L2 L1 L2

The double integral on the right can be written as the product

[iLl p7TX mTTX ] [lL2 qTTy nTTy ]sin - sin -- dx sin - sin - dy ,
o L1 L 1 0 L2 L2

and hence, by virtue of Equations (134) and (135), Section 5.10, this product
vanishes unless p = m and q = n, in which case it has the value

L1 L2 L1L2

2 2 4

Thus the double series in the right-hand member of (l05) reduces to a single
term, for which m = p and n = q, and there follows

4 iLl iLl mTTX nTTy
Cmn = -- f(x,y) sin -- sin - dx dy.

Ll~ 0 0 L 1 L2

With these values ofCmm the solution (102) becomes, with the notation of(103),

T( ) _ ~ ~ . mTTX . nTTy sinh kmnz
x,y,z - ~ ~ Cmn sm -- sm - ,

m=l n=l L1 L2 sinh kmnH

where kmn is defined by (100).

(107)

9.8 Ideal fluid flow about a sphere. The preceding problems have all
been of the Dirichlet type. To illustrate the solution of a Neumann problem,
we investigate the effect of the presence ofa stationary sphere of radius a in an
initially uniform flow of an ideal incompressible fluid (Figure 9.5). We intro
duce spherical coordinates and require that for large values of r the flow be in
the negative direction parallel to the z axis (q; = 0). The flow will then clearly
be independent of the circumferential angle O. The velocity potential is here
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(110)oP = O.
or

r = a:

Figure 9.S

denoted by P(r,g;). According to the results of Section 6.15, this function
satisfies Laplace's equation, which here takes the form

~ (r2 oP) + 1 .! (sin g; oP) = O. (108)
or or sin ffJ OffJ og;

Also, the velocity vector V is deLermined as the gradient of P,

oP loP
~ ~ + z ~ ~ ~ Vo V = V P = ur or + ulp ; og;

= ur~ + ulp Vlp' (109)

r--- [See Equation (l63e), Section 6.18.] At the
surface of the sphere (r = a) there must be

Y no component of V normal to the sphere;

h · oP . ht at IS, Vr = or must vams ,

As r --+ 00, the velocity vector must
approach - Vok, where Vo is the undisturbed velocity. Making use of the
readily established relation

k = ur cos ffJ - ulp sin ffJ, (111)

we see that as r --+ 00 we must have V --+ - Vocos ffJ Ur + Vosin g; ulp. Referring
to (109), it follows that as r --+ 00 the radial velocity must satisfy the condition

oP
r --+ 00: - --+ - Vo cos ffJ. (112)

or

According to Section 9.2, the boundary conditions (1 10) and (1 12) are sufficient
to determine P, except for an irrelevant additive constant.

As was shown in Section 9.6, particular product solutions of (108) may be
superimposed to give solutions of the form

P = L [(Anrn + Bnr- n-l)picos ffJ)
n

+ (cn,n + Dnr-n-J)Qn(cos ffJ)] (113)
for which also

oP = L {[nAnrn- 1 - (n + 1)Bnr-n-2]Picos g;)
or n

+ [nCn,n-l - (n + l)Dnr-n- 2]Qn(cos g;)}. (114)

To avoid infinite velocities along the axis of symmetry, we must take

Cn = Dn = 0, (115)
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and to avoid infinite velocities as r ---+ 00, in accordance with (112), we must
have

A =0n (n = 2, 3, ...). (116)

Finally, to satisfy (110) we then must have

nAnan- 1 - (n + I)Bna-n- 2 = 0

or B = n a2n +1A.
n n + 1 n

•
(117)

(120)

(12l)

Thus, with (115), (116), and (117), Equations (113) and (114) become

P = AoP"(cos <p) + A1(r + ;")P1(COS <p) (118)

and :~ = A1(t - ~)Pl(COS <p). (119)

If we recall [see Equation (171), Section 4.12] that

Po(cos q;) = 1, PI(cos q;) = cos q;,

it follows that the remaining condition (112) is satisfied if

Al = -Vo'

Hence the velocity potential is of the form

P = - vo(r + ;~) cos <p + Ao.
where Ao is an irrelevant constant and may be set equal to zero. The velocity
vector is of the form

v = - [vo( t - ~) cos <pJu. + [vo( t + ;;) sin <pJu., (122)

by virtue of (109).
To find the streamlines, we make use of Equation (173), Section 6.19, with

in accordance with Equation (l63b), Section 6.18. The stream function 1p is
then determined from the relation

d oP. d dP 2' d
tp = - - sm q; r + - r sm q; q;

dq; or

= - Vo[ (r + ;:') sin' <p dr + (r' - a:) sin <p cos <p d<pJ.
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By integration we then obtain

'P = - ~o (r' - ~) sin' 'P + C, (123)

where C is an arbitrary constant. The streamlines are thus the traces of the
surfaces tp = constant, or, equivalently,

r'(1 - ~) sin' 'P = constant (124)

in the diametral planes () = constant.
A considerably shorter but less direct procedure for solving the problem

specified by (108), (I 10), and (112) would consist ofguessing initially that the
solution will be of the form P(r,cp) = R(r) cos g;, and of then attempting to
determine R(r) in such a way that this expression satisfies (108), and such that
R(a) = 0 and R( 00) = - Vo'

9.9. Vibration of a circular membrane. If we consider equilibrium of an
element (x, x + dx; y, Y + dy) of a membrane under a distributed normal
load of intensity!(x,y), and denote the deflection in the z direction by w(x,y)
and the tension by T(x,y) , the differential resultant vertical component of
tensile force normal to the xy plane is found to be

o ( ow) 0 ( ow)- T- dx dy + - T- dx dy,
ox ox oy oy

if only small slopes and deflections are considered. Since the distributed load
on the element is given byf dx dy, the differential equation satisfied by w is of
the form

(126)

(125a)

or

~ (Tow) +~ (Tow) = f
ox ox . oy oy

T (02W+ 02W) + (OTOW + OTOW) = f
ox2 oy2 ox ox oy oy

or, in terms of the invariant operator V,

T V2W + (VT) . (Vw) = f (125b)

For small deflections of an initially tightly stretched membrane we may
assume that T is uniform in the membrane. In addition, if we consider here
only free vibration of the membrane, and hence replace} by the inertia loading

p ~: ' Equation (I25b) reduces to the two-dimensional wave equation

V2
W

= 1- 02W

(1.2 ot2 '

where
') T

(1.W = _ .
p

(127)
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(129)

In dealing with vibrations of a circular membrane, we introduce polar co-
ordinates and write (126) in the form

02W 1 Ow 1 02W 1 02W- + -- + - - = - - . (128)
or2 r or r2

002 a2 ot2

If a product solution is assumed in the form

wJl = R(r) 8(0) T(t),

the usual process of separation leads to equations determining the factors in
the form

T" + w2T= 0

rR" + rR' + (~. r2
- k2)R = 0 , (130a,b,c)

(132)

(133)

8" + k28 = 0
where w2/a2 and k 2 are arbitrary separation constants. The general solution of
(130b) is of the form [see Equation (130a), Section 4.10]

R = A J.(:) + B y.(:), (131)

and, if k and ware not zero, (13Oc) and (130a) give

8 = C cos kO + D sin kO,

T = Ecos wt + Fsin wt.

In order that the deflection K' be single-valued, the functions in (132) must
be of period 217, and hence k must be integral,

k = m (m = 0,1,2, ...). (134)

If k = m = 0, (132) does not represent the general solution of (13Oc). How
ever, the missing solution DO is not periodic. Next, to avoid infinite deflections
at the center (r = 0), we must take

B=O.

Finally, since lr must vanish on the boundary r = a,

Ir(a,O,t) = 0,

(135)

(136)

we require that each of the product solutions wp , to be superimposed, vanish
when r = a. By virtue of (135) and (134), this condition requires that w be a
solution of the equation

J,.(:O) = o. (137)

We notice that the solution (() = 0, when m > 0, would reduce the factor R(r)
to zero (identically), and hence it need not be considered.
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(n = 1, 2, ... ),

Denoting the nth positive solution of this equation by W mm

Jm(lO:.a) = 0 (138)

the superposition of permissible product solutions leads to an expression for w
in the form

w(r,O,t) = Z. %, Jm ( lO:.r) [(am. cos mO + bm• sin mO) cos lOm.t

+ (cmn cos mO + dmn sin mO) sin wmnt]. (139)

In addition to the boundary condition (136), we may be given two initial

conditions which prescribe the deflection wand the velocity ~w as functions
of rand 0 at an initial time t = 0, t

w(r,O,O) = 11(r,0), (140a,b)

(14Ia,b)

Thus the constants in (139) must be determined so as to satisfy the relations

ft(r,O) = i i (am. cos mO + bm• sin mO) Jm(lO:.r)
1n=O n=1

(142)(0 < r < a, t ~ 0),

when 0 < r < a and 0 < 0 < 212'. The determination follows closely the
procedure used in Section 9.7, ifuse is made of Equations (154) ofSection 5.11
and of the corresponding results in Section 5.12 (see Problem 39).

For simplicity, we consider further only the special case when f1 is in
dependent of 0 and h = 0; that is, we assume that initially the membrane is
deflected into a radially symmetricalform and is releasedfrom rest. The ensuing
motion of interior points is to be determined. In this case only the terms for
which m = 0 are independent of 0, so that all other terms may be suppressed.
The initial velocities of all points will vanish if the c and d coefficients are set
equal to zero. Hence, writing W n for WOn, Equation (139) reduces to the form

w = ! An Jo(wnr) cos wnt
n=1 OC

where 0)/1 is the nth (positive) solution of

(n = 1, 2, 3, ... ). (143)
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If the membrane is initially deflected to the form

w(r,O) = F(r),

the coefficients An must be determined so as to make

449

(144)

(146)

F(r) = ~ A. Jo(",;r) (0 < r < a). (145)

Reference to Equations (169)and(175a) ofSection 5.12, with,un = wn/a,p = 0,
and L = Q, then leads to the determination

2 ia (wnr)
A. = a

2
[J, (",;a)Tor F(r) Jo-;; dr.

It may be noticed that the motion specified by (142) is a superposition of
modes having frequencies W n /21T, where W n satisfies (143), the amplitude of
vibration in each such mode varying in the radial direction as a Bessel function.
The smallest solution of (143) is given by

w1a = 2.405,
a

to three places (see Appendix B, Table II), so that, for example, the funda
mental frequencyII = w1/21T of a circular drumhead is

/, = 2.405 ~ = 0.3828 JT .
21T a pa2

Conversely, the tension T required to produce a desired fundamental note is
given by

T = 6.825 pa'1t

9.10. Heat flow in a rod. We next consider the one-dimensional problem
of heat flow in a homogeneous rod of length L with insulated sides, the
temperature depending only on the distance x from one end of the rod and the
time t. The heat flow equation (13), Section 9.2, then becomes

a2T 1 aT
---- (147)ox2 a2 at '

where a is a constant defined by (14). It is apparent from (147) that in the

steady state, when : = 0, T is a linear function of the distance x.

Initially, the temperature is prescribed along the rod as a function of x, say

T(x,O) = f(x). (148)
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In particular, if steady-state conditions exist initially, f(x) must be a linear
function, of the form

f(x) = T~O) + (T~o) - TiO») ~
L

where TiO) and TiO} are the initial temperatures of the ends.
At the instant t = 0 we suppose that the temperature at the end x = 0 is

changed to a new value, say T1, and the temperature at the end x = L is
changed to the value T2, and these constant val ues are assumed to be main
tained thereafter:

T(O,t) = T1, T(L,t) = T2 (t > 0). (149)

The temperature distribution throughout the rod is required as a function of x
and t.

In a problem of this sort it is convenient to express the temperature distribu
tion as the sum of two distributions, one of which is to represent the limiting
steady-state distribution (independent of t) after transient effects have become
negligible, and the other of which is to represent the transient distribution
(which must then approach zero as t increases indefinitely). Thus, writing

T(x,t) = Ts(x) + TT(X,t), (150)

the function Ts(x) must be a linear function of x satisfying (149), and hence is
of the form

(151)

and TT(X,t) is a particular solution of (147). The function TT must be deter
mined in such a way that it vanishes when t -+ 00,

(152)

and so that the sum Ts + TT satisfies the initial condition (148). Also, since
Ts(x) satisfies (149) it follows that TT must vanish at the ends x = 0 and
x = L for all positive values of t,

(t > 0). (153)

Thus the transient distribution satisfies homogeneous end conditions. It is for
this reason that the steady-state distribution was first separated out. *

Product solutions of (147) satisfying (152) and (153) are readily obtained
in the form

I I I
• n1TX - n 11 oJ t

T.T =a sm-e L",v n L (n = 1, 2, 3, ...).

* A procedure of the same type was used in Problem 18, Section 9.3.
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Thus, by combining (151) and a superposition of solutions of this type, the
required function T(x,t) may be assumed in the form

(154)

We may verify that (154) satisfies the end conditions (149), and that this
solution approaches the proper steady-state solution as t~ 00. It remains,
then, to determine the coefficients an in such a way that the initial condition
(148) is satisfied, and hence

(0 < x < L). (155)

The Fourier coefficients an in (155) are determined in the usual way,

(156)

If we write (157)

the parameter Ahas the units of time.* Since the exponential factor in (154)
is then of the form e-n2tP

" we see that Ais closely related to the time required
for the transient effect to become negligible.

We remark that if the temperatures at the ends are not held constant but
are required to vary in a specified way with time, the problem is somewhat
more difficult. A procedure which can be used in such cases is illustrated in
the following section (see also Problems 47-49).

9.11. The superposition integral. We consider here the special case where
a rod is initially at zero temperature,

T(x,O) = f(x) = 0, (158)

and where when t > °the end x = °is kept at zero temperature while the
temperature of the end x = L is varied in a prescribed way with time,

T(O,t) = 0, T(L,t) = £(t). (159)

• In cgs units the relevant quantities are of the following dimensions:

[s] = calf(g)eC)~ [p] = g/cm3~ [L] = cm,

[I(] = cal/(cm)(sec)eC), [A] = sec.
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(160)

(t > Tl)' (161)

(t > 0),

T = A(x, t - Tl)

F(t)

T

As a first step toward the solution of this problem, we solve first the problem
when F(t) is unity. Denoting this solution by T = A(x,t), we obtain from (155)
and (156), withf(x) = 0, T1 = 0, T2 = 1, the result

A( )
x + 2 ~ (_l)n . n1TX - nt~

x,t = - - ~ sm - e '"
L 1T n=1 n L

with the notation of (157).
Next, suppose instead that the temperature at the end x = L is maintained

at zero until a certain time t = Tb and at that instant is raised to temperature
unity and is maintained at unit temperature thereafter. Then it is easy to see

that the resulting temperature distri
bution will be zero everywhere when
t < TIt and will be given by the result of
replacing t by t - T 1 in (160) when
t > Tl; that is, in this case

Here t - 1'1 is time measured from the
instant of change.

Next, suppose instead that the tem-
o Tl TZ Ta Tn t perature is raised abruptly to the value

Figure 9.6 F(O) when t = 0 and held at this value
until t = TIt then is again abruptly

raised by an amount F(TJ - F(O) to the value F(TJ at the time Tl and held at
that value until t = 1'2' then is abruptly raised by an amount F(TJ - F(TJ
at the time T 2, and so on (Figure 9.6). From the linearity of the problem it is
seen that at the instant following t = Tn' the temperature distribution is given
by the sum

T = F(O) A(x,t) + [F(TJ - F(O)] A(x, t - 1'1)

+ [F(TJ - F(TJ] A(x, t - TJ + ...
+ [F(Tn ) - F(Tn_J] A(x, t - Tn)' (162)

If we write
(163)

(165)

(164)

Equation (162) can be written in the form

n (dF)T = F(O) A(x, t) + 2: A(x, t - Tk) - aTk'
k=1 dT k

Finally, proceeding to the limit as the number n ofjumps becomes infinite,
in such a way that all jumps and intervals between successive jumps tend to
zero, the definition of the integral suggests the limiting form

T(x,t) = F(O) A(x,t) + f; A(x, t - T) F'(T) dT,
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(166)

assuming that F(t) is differentiable. This is the superposition integral which
gives the desired solution in terms of the basic function A(x,t). An alternative
form is obtained by an integration by parts,

T-t it aT = F(O) A(x, t) + [A(x, t - T) F(T)],:O - F(T) - A(x, t - T) dT,
o OT

or, since :T A(x,1- T) = - ;1 A(x,1 - T), we also have

T(x,t) = A(x,O) F(t) + (t F(T) oA(x,t - T) dT.Jo ot

If we notice further that in the present case A(x,O) vanishes when°:s;; x < L,
this result reduces to the form

T(x,t) = re F(T) oA(x, t - T) dT
Jo ot

(0 :s;; x < L). (167)

(168)

When this form is used, the solution of the given problem takes the form

co [it IT ] I'2 n - -n - n1TX
T(x,t) = - L (_l)n+l n F(T) e ). dT e ). sin - .

1TA. n=l 0 L

When the form (165) is used, the solution takes the equivalent form

x
T(x,t) = - F(t)

L

2 co ( )n [ it IIT] I t+ _L -I F(O) + F'(T) en AdT e -n:i sin n1Tx.
1T n=l n 0 L

(169)

Although the second form appears to be somewhat more complicated than the
first, it has the advantage that in many cases the convergence of the infinite
series in (169) is more rapid than the convergence of (168).

As an example, suppose that the temperature at the end x = L is increased
uniformly with time from a zero value, at the rate of To degrees per second,

F(t) = Tot.
Then (168) gives

2' 00 ( I)n+l [ 2 ( -nl!)]
T( ) - I\.To L - n t 1 A' n1TXxt -- -- -e SIO-

, 3, L '
1T n=l n I\.

and (169) gives the alternative form
It-n-

T( t) .,.. x 2..1. To Loo
( t)n 1 - e ).. n1TXx, = ..10- t - - - sin - .

L 1T n=l n
3

L

(170)

(171a)

(171b)
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The equivalence of these forms is verified by noticing the validity of the expan
sIOn

~ = _~ ! (-on sin n7TX

L 7T n L
n=1

(0 ~ x < L).

(172)

It is clear that the second form (171 b) is better adapted to numerical calculation.

9.12. Traveling waves. It was found in Section 8.5 that the general solu-
tion of the one-dimensional wave equation

02cp 1 o2q;
-=--ox2 c2 ot2

is of the form
q; = f(x - ct) + g(x + ct), (173)

(174)

wheref and g are arbitrary functions. If we consider the graphical representa
tion of cp as a function of x for varying values of the time t, we see that a
solution of the form cp = f(x - ct) is represented at the time t = 0 by cp = f(x) ,
and is represented at any following time t by the same curve moved parallel to
itself a distance ct in the positive x direction. That is, a solution cp = f(x - ct)
is represented by a curve moving in the positive x direction with velocity c.
Similarly, a solution cp = g(x + ct) is represented by a curve moving in the
negatille x direction with velocity c. We may speak of these solutions, in a
general sense, as traveling waves.

D'Alembert's formula (67), of Section 8.5, in the form

1 1 fx+ct
q;(x,t) = - [F(x + ct) + F(x - ct)] +- G(~) d~,

2 2c x-ct

defines that solution of (172) which satisfies the conditions

cp(x,O) = F(x), CPt(x,O) = G(x) (175)

for all real values of x, where F and G are any twice-differentiable functions.
Here, for example, we may interpret cp and CPt as the lateral deflection and
velocity, respectively, of a tightly stretched uniform string of infinite length

with c = VTjp, where T is tension and p is linear mass density, and where
small slopes and deflections are assumed. (The case of a string of finite length
is treated in Problem 28 of Chapter 8 and in Problem 59 at the end of this
chapter.)

In many other applications we are principally interested in solutions of the
wave equation which are periodic in time. Such solutions, for (172), must be
combinations of terms of the formh(x) cos wt orfix) sin wt or, equivalently,
must be the real or imaginary part of a function of the form

cp = F(x) eiwt
, (176)
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where F(x) may be complex. By introducing (176) into (172) and canceling the
resultant common factor eiwl

, there follows

2

E" + 5£. F = O.
c2

If we write the general solution of (177) in the complex form

.W .W,-z -f-Z

F = cle c + c2e c ,

the required solution (176) becomes

t!!!(z+ ct) -i!!!(x- cO
q; = cle c + c2e c

(177)

(178)

(179)

This solution is of the form of (173). By taking real and imaginary parts, we
see that linear combinations of terms of the form

co
cos - (x - ct),

c
sin co (x - ct)

c
(180)

for arbitrary values of co are available for the representation of periodic plane
waves moving in the positive x direction, whereas combinations of terms of the
form

co
cos - (x + ct),

c
sin co (x + ct)

c
(181)

are solutions of(172) representing periodic plane waves moving in the negative
x direction. In certain problems it may be more convenient to retain such
solutions in the complex exponential form of (179).

We next investigate the existence of analogous spherical wave solutions of
the wave equation. In spherical coordinates, with the solution q; dependent
only on the radius r from the origin, the wave equation takes the form

1 a ( 2 aq;) 1 a2
q;

r2 ar r ar = c2 at2 •

If we assume a solution periodic in time, of the form

q; = F(r) eiwt
,

substitution of (183) into (182) gives the equation

2

rEI! + 2F' +~ rF = 0
c2

(182)

(183)

(184)

to be satisfied by the amplitude function F. The general solution of (184) can
be expressed in terms of Bessel functions by identifying (184) with Equation
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(185)

(127), Section 4.10. The solution is then given by Equations (128) and (129) of
that section in the form

A (wr) B (wr)
F = vrJ1/2 -; +V;J- 1/2 -; .

This result is in turn expressible in terms of elementary functions, by virtue of
Equation (115), Section 4.9, in the form

{2; [ sin wr cos wr]
F=,J~\ A c +B c

'TrW r r

or, finally, in the complex form

(186)

Thus Equation (183) becomes

(187)
r r

(188)

Linear combinations of such functions, or of their real and imaginary
parts, are thus solutions of the wave equation which represent periodic
spherical waves moving inward toward or outward from the origin, respec
tively. It may be noticed that the amplitude of the oscillation is inversely
proportional to r.

In cylindrical coordinates, with <p dependent only on the distance r from
the z axis, the wave equation becomes

! ~ (r o<p) =!.. 02<p
r or or c2 ot2.

The assumption
<p = F(r) eiwt

then leads to the equation

F"+ ! F1 + w
2

F = o.
r c2

Although the general solution can be written in the form

F = A Jo(~r) + B YO(lO;),

(189)

(190)

we are guided by the preceding developments in writing this solution instead
in the complex form

(191)
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where, as defined in Section 4.8, the Hankel functions are given by

H~l)(:r) = JO(:r) + i yo(:r) ,
H (2) (lOr) _ J (lOr) . v (lOr)o - - 0 - - I .10 - •

c c c

The solution (189) then becomes
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(192)

(193)

The usefulness of the definition of the Hankel functions is now seen if we
consider the asymptotic expressions for H&l) and Hb2) as given by Equation
(106), Section 4.9. By making use ofthese results, the behavior of the expression
(193) for large values of r is found to be given by the asymptotic expression

(r ~ (0). (194)

Hence we see that for large values of r the real and imaginary parts of
eiwt H~l)(lOrlc) represent cylindrical waves moving inward toward the z axis,
whereas the real and imaginary parts of eiwt H~2)(lOrlc) represent outward
traveling waves. The amplitude of the oscillation here is inversely proportional

to V-;'
More generally, reference to the asymptotic expressions. for H~,l) and Hr:-)

shows that the real and imaginary parts of eiwt H1l)(kr) represent inward
traveling cylindrical waves for large values ofr (for any nonnegative value ofp),
whereas the real and imaginary parts of eiwt H~)2)(kr) represent outward
traveling waves.

Although in most problems these complex forms are preferable, the
explicit real and imaginary parts may be listed as follows:

e'''' H~lI(:r) = [Jp(:r) cos 0'1 - yp(:r) sin WIJ

+ (Jp(:r) sin wI + yp(:r) cos WlJ

e'''' Hd:r)= [Jp(:r) cos WI + yp(:r) sin (OIJ

+ {J.(:r) sin WI - yP (:r) cos wI

(195a,b)
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9.13. The pulsating cylinder. As a simple application of these facts, we
next consider a problem which is related to certain aerodynamic investigations
of nonuniform motion. The lateral boundary of an infinite circular cylinder
surrounded by ideal compressible fluid is caused to pulsate radially with

circular frequency w in such a way that the
radial velocity of the boundary varies periodi
cally about a zero value, with maximum value
Vo (Figure 9.7) The periodically varying veloci
ties imparted to the points in the surrounding
fluid are to be determined.

According to hydrodynamic theory [see
Equations (198) and (199), Section 6.20], the
velocityvectorVis here the gradientofa velocity
potential q; which satisfies the wave equation

Figure 9.7 (196)

where c is the velocity of sound in the fluid. If we introduce cylindrical co
ordinates, noticing that q; is independent of z and (), Equation (196) becomes

a2 q; +1aq; = l a2q; . (197)
ar2 r ar c2 at2

The magnitude V of the (radial) velocity is given by the equation

v=~~. (198)

On the boundary the fluid velocity must equal the velocity of the pulsating
boundary, say Vocos wt, whereas for large values of r the velocity must corre
spond to outward traveling cylindrical waves (in the absence of a reflecting
outer boundary).

As will be seen, it is convenient to use complex notation, with the conven
tion that real parts ofcomplex functions or ofproducts ofcomplexfunctions are
to be taken. Thus the boundary condition on the cylinder r = a is written in
the form

Accordingly, if we write

r = a: aq; _ v eiwt
-"0 .ar (199)

q; = F(r) eiwt
, (200)

Equation (193) of the preceding section shows that a suitable expression for q;
is of the form

(201)
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(202)

If we make use of the derivative formula (114), Section 4.9, there then follows

V - oqJ _ w[ iwtHCll(wr) + iwt H (2)(wr)]- - - - - C1 e 1 - C2 e 1 - .or C C C

To ensure outward traveling waves for large values of r, we must take

C1 = O.

The remaining constant C2 is determined by (199) in the form

Voe''''' = - ~ C2 e;"" Hi21 ( ~a) ,

c Voc - ---~---

2 - W HI21(~a) .

(203)

(204)

With (203) and (204) the velocity (202) is determined as the real part of the
expression

(205)

If now we write (205) in the expanded form

J
1
(wr) _i y,(wr)

. C C
V = Vo Re (cos wt + i sm wt) () ()'

J
wa . y wa

1--'1-
C C

the usual process of rationalization and separation of real and imaginary parts
leads to the explicit form

v= p.(~) ~ Yi(~) {J,(~a) [J,(:r) cos wt + y,(:r) sin wt]

- y,(~a) [J,(:r) sin wt - y,(:r) cos wt]). (206)

The amplitude of the velocity oscillation at a given distance r from the axis
is given by

(207)
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With this notation, Equation (206) can be written in the form

v = A(r) cos [wt - ex(r)],

where the phase shift ex at distance r from the axis is given by

(208)

ex(r) = tan- 1
Jl(~) Yl(~) - Yl(~) Jl(~)

Jl(~a) J1(:r) + Yl(~a) y1(:r)
(209)

For values of r and a large with respect to elw there follows, in particular,

A(r)~ voJ~. 00
ex(r),....., - (r - a),

c

(210)

if use is made of Equation (l05), Section 4.9. Thus, as r ---i"' 00, (208) becomes

v~ VoAcos [oo(t - r~ a)J
if aw » c.

9.14. Examples oftile use ofFourier integrals. When the required solution
of a problem is specified along a straight boundary of infinite extent, the super·
position of particular solutions is generally accomplished by integration rather
than summation.

As a first illustration, we require the solution of the two·dimensional
Laplace equation

02q; 02cp
-+-=0ox2 oy2

valid in the half plane y > 0, taking on prescribed values along the x axis for
all values of x,

q;(x,O) = !(x),

and vanishing at large di~tances from the origin,

lim q;(x,Y) = O.
:1;2 +112 ..... 00

(211)

(212)

Physically, we may interpret this problem (for example) as determining the
steady·state temperature distribution in a thin plane sheet of infinite extent on
one side of a straight edge, when the temperature is prescribed along that edge.

Product solutions of (210) which vanish as y ---i"' 00 are readily obtained in
the form

q;1J = e-UlI (A cos ux + B sin ux) (u> 0), (213)
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where';' has been written for the arbitrary separation constant and A and B
are arbitrary. If we think of A and B as functions of u,

A = A(u), B = B(u), (214)

(219)

(218)

(217a,b)

we may superimpose solutions of form (213) for all positive values of u by
integration, and so write

lP(x,y) = (ex> e- UlI [A(u) cos ux + B(u) sin ux] duo (215)
.0

•
This expression formally satisfies (210) and (212) for arbitrary forms of the
functions A and B. The remaining condition (211) will then be satisfied if we
determine A and B such that

f(x) = foex> [A(u) cos ux + B(u) sin ux] du (- 00 < x < 00). (216)

But, in accordance with Equations (226) and (227) of Section 5.14, the right
hand member of (216) reduces to the Fourier integral representation of f(x)
if we take

1 Jex> 1 Jex>A(u) =;. _ex> f(~) cos u~ d~, B(u) =:; _ex> f(~) sin u~ d~.

With these results, Equation (215) takes the form

'P(x,y) = ;; I.'"e-" ([{"'", f(~) cos u~ d~] cos ux

+ [L: f(~) sin uU~] sin ux} du

or, equivalently,

'P(x,y) =;: I."'{L"'", e-" fm cos u(~ - x) d~} duo

We remark that only when the integral f:ex> If(x)1 dx exists is the Fourier

integral representation (216) necessarily valid, but it may be valid when this is
not the case. Further, in certain cases when (216) is not valid, still, if the
u integration is carried out before the ~ integration, Equation (219) may
nevertheless lead to a definite expression for lP, which, however, may not
satisfy the condition (212). The validity of the formal solution so obtained
should be checked by direct calculation in such cases. Physical considerations
will generally indicate whether violation of the condition (212) is permissible
in these exceptional cases.

When the order of integration is reversed, the solution (219) takes the form

q:(x,y) = ;; t"'", (I.'"e-" cos u(~ - x) dU} fm d~
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or, after an evaluation of the inner integral,

( ) _ ~ JOO y f(~) d~
q; x,y - 2 2 •

1T - 00 Y + (~ - x)
(220)

(221)
(x < 0)

(x > 0),

Itcan be proved that this integral converges and defines a solution of Laplace's
equation for y > 0 when f(x) is bounded and piecewise continuous for all
real x.

For example, if we take

f(x) = (~
there follows, from (220),

1 roo y
q;(x,y) = ;. Jo y2 + (~ _ X)2 d~

_ 1 (1T + t -1 x)- - - an -
1T 2 y

or
e

Ip(x,y) = 1 - - ,
1T

(222)

where eis the polar angle. In this case f~oo If(x)I dx does not exist and, further,

the right-hand members of (217) do not exist. However, (222) is easily shown
to satisfy (210) and to reduce to (221) when y = O. Since (212) is violated by
the prescribed value of q; on the x axis (0 = 0), it is not surprising that it is
also violated by the solution (222) for all values of eexcept e= 1T. Here (222)
is the only solution of (210) which reduces to (221) on the x axis and remains
bounded as y ~ 00.

Other one-dimensional problems of similar type are solved in an analogous
way. As a second example, we consider the problem of one-dimensional heat
flow in a rod of infinite length with insulated sides (see Section 9.10). We
assume that an initial distribution of temperature is prescribed along the rod,

T(x,O) = f(x) , (223)

and that at the instant t = 0 the temperature at the end x = 0 is changed to
zero and maintained at zero thereafter,

T(O,t) = 0 (t > 0). (224)

The temperature at a point x at time t is required.
Product solutions of the relevant differential equation (147) satisfying (224)

are of the form
u2 2t •T. = A e- ex Sin U Xv ,
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(227)

where u is arbitrary. Considering A as a function of u, we may superimpose
such solutions for all positive values of u by writing

T(x,t) = 5000
A(u) e-ull«llt sin ux du (x > 0). (225)

The condition (223) then requires that A(u) be determined so that

T(x,O) = f(x) = fooo
A(u) sin ux du (x > 0). (226)

But, according to Equation (223), Section 5.14, we have the Fourier sine
integral representation

f(x) =;. f.'''(f.oofW sin u~ d~} sin ux du (x > 0),

and hence the right-hand member of (226) reduces to I(x) if we take

A(u) = ~ foof(~) sin u~ d~.
7T Jo

Thus the solution (225) becomes

21 00100

II IIT(x,t) = - e- U
«t f(~) sin u~ sin ux d~ duo

7T 0 0

(228)

This form can be simplified if we carry out the u integration first. Thus we
obtain

(0 > 0),

T(x,t) = ;. f.oofW (f.ooe- u'." sin u~ sin ux dU} d~.

The inner integral is first simplified by writing

sin u~ sin ux = i[cos u(~ - x) - cos u(~ + x)].

Then if use is made of the known result*
v- hI

(00e- allxll cos bx dx = --..!!.. e- 4a
l

Jo 20

(229)

(230)

Equation (229) is reduced to the form
(i-x)! (i+x)!

T(x,t) = 1 focf(~) [e-~ - e -4;2t] d~, (231)
2~v;r Jo

the validity of which can be established for any bounded and piecewise
continuous f

In particular, if the initial temperature is uniform,

T(x,O) = I(x) = To,

• See Equation (99) of Chapter 7.

(232)
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Equation (231) is reduced by obvious substitutions to the form

T. (f<Xl 2 1<Xl 2)T(x,t) = .. ;.. _e- U du - e - U du
·v 1T - z/2a.";t z/2a.";t

T: f Z/2a.,,;t 2 2T. i Z/2a...;t I=!. e- U du = _0 e- U duo
V1T -z!2a.,,;t V; 0

The so-called error junction, defined as

erf(x) = j7f J."e-.s du, (233)

(235)

is of frequent occurrence in the study of heat flow and in other fields, and is a
tabulated function. In terms of this function the preceding result takes the
form

T(x,t) = To erf C"(0)' (234)

If we integrate both sides of (230) with respect to the parameter b, from
b = 0 to b = {J, we obtain the relation

i<Xl • (J .. /-ifJ -i!...
e- a2z2 sm x dx =.~ e 4a

l db
o x 2a 0

= ~ erf (f!...) ,
2 2a

which is frequently useful in dealing with problems which involve the error
function.

9.15. Application of the Laplace transform to the telegraph equations for a
long line. In dealing with the flow of electricity in a long insulated cable, the
potential e (volts) and the current i (amperes) are found to be related approxi
mately by the simultaneous equations

ae _ _ La;
- ,

ax at
ai _ -C ae

- ,
ax at

(236a,b)

(237)

where x is distance (miles) from one end of the cable, if the effects of leakage
and resistance are neglected. Here L is inductance per unit length of cable
(henries/mile), and C is the capacitance to ground per unit length (farads/mile).
If i is eliminated between (236a,b), we find that e satisfies the wave equation

a2e a2e
-=LC-,
ax2 at2

and a completely analogous equation is satisfied by i.
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Initially, the line is here considered to be dead,

e(x,O) = ae(x,O) = 0.
at

465

(238)

Then, beginning at the instant t = 0, a voltage is impressed at the end x = 0,
and thereafter that end is maintained at a prescribed potential which may vary
with time,

e(O,t) = I(t) (t > 0). (239)

If the other end (x = I) is open, then i = 0 when x = I. With the use of (236a),
this condition becomes

(t > 0),ae(l,t) = °
ax

whereas if the end x = I is grounded, then e = °when x = I,

(240a)

e(/,t) = 0 (t > 0). (240b)

(243a)

(243b)

We now illustrate the application of the Laplace transform procedure to
the solution of problems of this type. For any fixed value of x, the voltage
e(x,t) is a function of time t, and hence we may speak of its transform e(x,s),
where

e(x,s) = IolX) exp (-st) e(x,t) dt = .!l'{e(x,t)}. (241)

The variable x is treated as a constant in the integration. We see that the trans
form of the x derivative of e is the x derivative of the transform e,

.!l'Jae(x,t») = (IX) exp (-st) ae(x,t) dt = ae(x,s) , (242)
\ ax Jo ax ax

and similarly for higher derivatives. However, as regards time differentiation,
the results of Chapter 2 can again be applied to give

2'{oe~;,t») = si(x,s) - e{x,O),

aAa2e(x,t») = 2-( ) _ ( 0) _ ae(x,O)
oZ \ at2 sex,s se x, at'

and so forth (see formulas T3, T4, T5, page 74). In a similar way, all the
results of Chapter 2 are again applicable here, insofar as time variation is
concerned.

If we take the transform of Equation (237) and make use of these facts,
there follows

a
2
e(x,s) _ LC[ 2-() (0) ae(x,o)]
a

2 - sex,s - se x, -
x at

(244)
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or, taking into account the initial conditions (238),

a
2
e(x,s) _ LC 2-( ) - 0
ax2 sex,s - .

It will be convenient to write

so that (245) becomes

(245)

(246)

(247)

We assume that Land C are constant. Since only x differentiation is involved
in (247), this equation is integrated as though it were an ordinary differential
equation, holding s constant in the process and hence replacing the arbitrary
constants of integration by arbitrary functions of s. In this way we obtain the
result

-s~ s~

e(x,s) = A(s)e 11 + B(s)e 11. (248)

We consider here only the case where the line is open at the end x = /, so
that (240a) and (239) are to be satisfied. Ifwe take the transforms of these two
equations we find that e(x,s) must then satisfy the end conditions

e(O,s) = /(s), ae(l,s) = °
ax '

(249a,b)

where /(s) is the transform off(t). Thus the functions A(s) and B(s) of (248)
are determined by the conditions

A(s) + B(s) = I(s) }
sl 8l

-A(s)e-; + B(s)e; = 0

and hence are of the form

A(s) = /(s) l

1 + e-28
;

I

8(s) = /(s)e-
2

S;1

1 + e- 28;

In the special limiting case of an infinite line,

(250a,b)

(251a,b)

there follows
1=00, (252)

A(s) = /(s), R(s) = 0, (253a,b)
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and (248) becomes merely

-~

e(x,s) = !(s)e tl.

467

(254)

Having now determined the transform of the desired solution e(x,t), we next
make use of formula T9, page 74, to determine e(x,t) in the form

e(x,t) =

°

x
when t > - or x < vt

v

x
when t < - or x > vt.

v

(255)

Thus we see that at a given time t the effect ofintroducing the voltage at x = °
is present only at distances not greater than vt = t/v'LC miles from that end.

e(o, t)

(a)

e(x, t)

t

Figure 9.8

(b)

t "v

That is, a voltage wave is propagated along the line with velocity v = I/v'Le,
in a manner specified by Equation (255). For example, if e(O,t) = I(t) varies
periodically with time as is indicated in Figure 9.8(a), the voltage along the
line at time t is as indicated in Figure 9.8(b). In general, we may verify that the
representation of e(x,t) as a function of x at time t is obtained by reflecting

the curve for e(O,t) about the axis t = 0, replacing the time scale by a distance
v

scale, and then translating the reflected curve to the right through t units
of x/v.

In the more general case of afinite line, the introduction of (251) into (248)
gives the result

_() I(s) [-~+ -!(2Z-X)]ex,s = I e tl e tl •

1 + e- 2S;

(256)
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To determine the solution having this transform, we first expand 1/(1 + e-2B~)

in a series of ascending powers of e-2B;, and so obtain

~ S 8 8
-( ) f-() [ -s: + --(2Z-~) --(2Z+~) --(4Z-z)ex,s = s e" e tI - e tI - e 1)

8

+ --(4Z+~) + ]e v • •• • (257)

Again making use of formula T9, page 74, we obtain e(x,t) in the form

f(t -;) x
when t >-

e(x,t) = v

0 x
when t <-

v

f(t-2T+~) x
when t > 2T--

+
v

0
x

when t < 2T--
v

f(t - 2T-~) x
when t > 2T+-

v

0
x

when t < 2T+-
v

f(1 - 4T+;) when 1> 4T- ~1
0 when 1< 4T - ~J
f (I - 4T -~) x

when t > 4T+-

+
v + ...

0
x

when t < 4T+-
v

where we have written

I y-T= - = LC i,
v

(258)

(259)

so that T is the time required for a wave to travel the length of the line.
Noticing that 0 :::;: x/v :::;: T, we see that in the first part of the propagation

(0 ~ t ~ T) only the first brace in (258) may differ from zero, and hence in
this part of the process the wave described above is traveling toward the end
x = I, reaching it at the time t = T. Then when T::::;: t ~ 2T, only the first two
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braces in (258) are not zero. In this second interval the second brace represents
a reflected wave returning from the open end of the line without change in
sign. The actual voltage in this time interval thus consists of the superposition
of an outward· and an inward-traveling wave. When t = 2T, the reflected
wave reaches the closed end (x = 0) and, according to the third brace in (258),
is again reflected, but this time with reversal ofsign. This process is continued
indefinitely, reflections without sign change occurring at the open end and
reflections with change of sign occurrin~at the closed end. The various inward
and outward waves so generated may combine in various ways, for various
periodic impressed end voltages, the nature of the superposition depending,
in particular, upon the relationship between this period and the time interval T.

9.16. Formulation ofproblems. From the preceding examples it is apparent
that the number and nature of the conditions to be imposed along a physical
boundary or at a given time depend upon the type of partial differential
equation which governs the problem.

Thus, for example, in the case of Laplace's equation in two dimensions,
({J~~ + 'P1I1I = 0, we have seen that the solution ({J is determined everywhere
inside a region PA if the boundary values of ({J are prescribed along the closed
boundary C of PA. The same can be shown to be true also for other elliptic
equations, that is, for any equation a({Jxx + b({Jxll + c({JlI1I + ... = °where
b2 < 4ac. However, this statement is not true in general for hyperbolic equa
tions, where b2 > 4ac. For example, we readily verify that the expression
({J = sin k7TX sin k7Ty satisfies the equation ({Jxx - ({J1IlI = 0, as well as the
requirement that ({J vanish along the closed boundary of the rectangle
[0 S x s 1, °s Y s 1] for any integral value of k. Thus for this equation
this particular boundary-value problem has infinitely many solutions, whereas
for Laplace's equation the only solution is that for which ({J = °everywhere
inside the rectangle.

In the case of the particular initial-value problem for which along the
entire x axis the function 'P and its normal derivative CfJ1I are prescribed, say

((J(X,O) = f(x),

and a solution valid (say) for allpositive l'alues ofy is required, it can be shown
that for Laplace's equation (see Problem 46, Chapter 8) and other elliptic
equations, the solution exists only if f(x) and g(x) satisfy very stringent
restrictions. In particular, it is necessary that all derivatives of f(x) and g(x)
exist for all real values ofx, but even this condition is by no means sufficient to
guarantee the existence of a solution valid for all positive values ofy. On the
other hand, unless the x axis is a characteristic base curve, this problem
possesses a proper solution in the case of hyperbolic equations when f(x) and
g(x) satisfy only very mild conditions.
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(260)

These examples are typical of the general case. Thus it may be eXPeCted
that, in general, elliptic equations are associated with boundary-value problems,
whereas hyperbolic equations are associated with initial-value problems. Para
bolic equations, where the coefficient discriminant b2 - 4ac vanishes, are inter
mediate in nature. We next list certain general types of problems which
commonly arise in connection with such equations, many of which have been
illustrated in the present chapter. The list is not intended to be exhaustive.

Typical problems associated with elliptic equations may be illustrated by
considering Laplace's equation in the two-dimensional form

a2T a2T-+--0ox2 oy2 - ,

where (for example) T may represent steady-state temperature. Along the
closed boundary ofa region we may prescribe T(thetemperature) or the normal

derivative ~; (a quantity proportional to the rate of heat flow through the

boundary). In the second case the temperature is determined only within an
arbitrary additive constant. Alternatively, a condition of the more general
type aT

aT + b an = c

may be prescribed along the boundary (as, for example, in the case of heat
radiation from the boundary according to Newton's law of cooling). In case
the region involved is not simply connected, and in certain other cases, it may
be necessary to add requirements of single-valuedness or periodicity. The
region in which the solution is to be valid may be the interior or the exterior of
the closed boundary. However, in case the region extends to infinity, restric
tions concerning desirable or permissible behavior of the solution at large
distances from the origin generally must be added. In such cases it is frequently
convenient to imagine that the conditions "at infinity" are prescribed along a
circle (or an arc of a circle) of infinite radius, forming the outer boundary (or
the remainder of a boundary which extends to infinity) of the infinite region
involved (Figure 9.9).

TypicaL problems associated with hyperbolic equations may be illustrated
in the case of the one-dimensionaL wave equation

(261)
02W 1 02w
ox2 = c2 ot2 '

where (for example) w may represent the deflection of a vibrating string
(x is distance along the string, t time). For a string so long that end conditions
are irrelevant, the prescribed initialralues

w(x,O) = !(x), aw(x,O) = v(x)
at
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of the function w (deflection) and wt (velocity) at the time 1 = 0 determine the
deflection for all values of x at all following times (1 > 0). No additional
limiting conditions can be prescribed as 1~ co. However, for a string of finite

(a) (b)

x

Figure 9.9

length L with both ends fixed (at x = 0 and x = L) these conditions are
prescribed only over the interval 0 < x < L, and the end conditions

w(O,t) = 0, no(L,t) = 0

must also be satisfied, for all time such that t > O. In this case, if we represent x
and t as rectangular coordinates in an artificial xl plane, we see that the solu
tion is required in the semi-infinite strip (0 < x < L, 0 < 1 < co) (Figure 9.J 0).
Along the boundaries x = constant, the function w is prescribed, whereas

along the "time boundary" t = 0 the quantities wand ~; are prescribed [for

those values of x in the interval (0 < x < L)]. With this interpretation, we

may think of ~~ as the "normal derivative" of w along the "time boundary."

It can be shown (see Problem 28, Chapter 8) that the solution of this
problem, when 0 < x < L, is the same as that for an infinitely long
string extending along the entire x axis, for which at the time t = 0 the
deflection and velocity are prescribed for all values of x as odd periodic
functions of x, of period 2L, agreeing with I(x) and v(x) in the interval
o < x < L. That is, the effect of the added semi-infinite portions of the
string is then the same as the effect of the physical restraints at the ends.
Thus. in a sense, this problem can be considered as purely an initial-value
problem.

The prescribed value of w along a boundary (end) x = constant may vary
with time; also, an end condition of the more general form aw + bw:x; = c
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cp
or
alp
ax

alp
cp and at

Figure 9.10

t

may be substituted, as for example in the case of an elastic end support. In
many problems in which w is prescribed as varying periodically with time at
one boundary, a periodic response is eventually propagated throughout the
region, and certain transient effects introduced at the beginning of the motion
become negligible at sufficiently later times. In such cases it may be that only
the limiting periodic response is of interest. Here we may suppose that the

motion was initiated at t = - 00; then
only end conditions need be prescribed,
and if a periodic solution is obtained it
may be considered in this case as valid
for all time. (We remark that if the nature
of the propagation and the character of
the transient effects are of interest, the
use of Laplace transforms is particularly
advantageous. In this connection a com..
parison of Problems 62 and 80 at the

x end of this chapter is suggested.)
Considerations of this general nature

(but obviously with entirely different
physical interpretations) apply equally

well to the formulation of problems governed by a hyperbolic equation
analogous to the one-dimensional wave equation but in which the time vari
able t is replaced by a second space variable y. For example (see Section 6.20),
in the linearized theory of steady two-dimensional flow of a nonviscous
compressible fluid, if the flow is nearly a uniform flow in the x direction, the
deviation in velocity from uniformity is the gradient of a potential ep which
satisfies the equation

(262)(M2 _ 1) o2q; _ o2q; = 0
ox2 oy2 '

where M is the ratio of the uniform flow velocity to the velocity of sound in
the fluid. When this ratio is less than unity, this equation is elliptic and, in fact,
is reducible to Laplace's equation by an obvious change in variables. The
associated problem in this case must then be a boundary-value problem.
However, when the flow is supersonic (M > I), the equation is hyperbolic,
and conditions of entirely different type must be prescribed. (When M ~ 1,
the equation is not valid, since then the linearization which leads to this
equation is not permissible.) Suitable conditions in certain problems of this
sort may be obtained by replacing the time variable t byY in the discussion of
the preceding paragraph. ]n such cases the semi-infinite strip inside which the
solution is to be obtained may extend to infinity in either the x or the y
direction. In particular, certain basic problems involve the region consisting
of the entire half plane y > O. The nature of prescribed conditions which
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make a problem determinate is suggested by the consideration that the half
plane may be taken as the limit of either of the semi-infinite strips indicated
in Figure 9.11, as the dashed-line boundaries are moved parallel to themselves
indefinitely far from the origin.

y

at;
f() and iJy

(a)

aa f()aora alp
ax

x

Figure 9.11
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f() or dip
iJy

(b)

.l"

In the first limiting case, where the half plane is considered as the limit of a
strip extending in the y direction, the problem tends toward the usual initial
value problem [Figure 9.12(a)] where cp and its normal derivative are both
prescribed along the entire x axis. Since this problem is completely determined

y

Ulp
f() and oy

(a)

x

Figure 9.12

-00 ar;
f() or 

8y

(b)

x

by the conditions along the boundary y = 0, it appears that the "end condi
tions" along the sides x = constant must be omitted in the limit. That is,
generally there are no additional conditions to be prescribed "at infinity" in
this limiting case. However, in the second limiting case [Figure 9.12(b)], where
the region is considered as the limit of a strip extending in the x direction, the
prescribed conditions along the dashed-line boundaries cannot be completely
lost in the limit, since the single condition prescribed along the x axis in this
case is not sufficient to determine a unique solution. Although the end condi
tion prescribed along the upper boundary y = constant is lost if'! the limit, as
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(263)

t

Figure 9.13

'P
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a{{)
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in the preceding case, the same is not true for the initial-value conditions
prescribed along the boundary x = Xo as X o -+ - 00. However, the number of
conditions prescribable along this line is, in general, reduced from two to one
in the limit. In such a problem nothing can be prescribed with reference to the
behavior of the solution as x -+ + 00. Obviously, the limiting boundary could
be taken instead as the line x = X oas X o -+ + 00, in which case no conditions

could be prescribed as x -+ - 00. A problem
of the type just considered is treated in the
following section.

Typical problems associated with par-
'P abolic equations may be illustrated in the

case of the equation

a2T 1 aT
ax2 0(2 at '

which (for example) governs one-dimen~

sional heat flow in the x direction. When the
x

region is infinite in extent (- 00 < x <
+ 00), a prescribed distribution T(x,O) at
the time t = °determines T everywhere at
all following times, t > 0. When the region

is of finite extent (0 < x < L), as for example in the case ofa thin rod oflength
L with insulated sides (Figure 9.13), the distribution T(x,O) may be prescribed
in this interval when t = 0, and in addition at each end we may prescribe
either the temperature T or the rate of heat flow through that end (KTi1);

or we may prescribe a condition of the more general form aT + bT~ = c
at either end, as, for example, in the case of Newtonian cooling by radi~

ation. As a further alternative, the temperature distribution T(x,O) may
not be given explicitly but may be determined by specified values of T at the
boundaries of the region, under the assumption that initially(atthetimet = 0)
steady-state conditions prevail. In still another type of problem, a periodically
varying source of heat may be present at one boundary, leading to a tempera
ture distribution throughout the region which varies periodically with time
and tends to zero at large distances from the boundary (see Problem 51).

The problems described in this section are typical of those commonly
occurring in many diverse fields, where only two independent variables are
present. We have chosen to identify the dependent variable with, say, tempera
ture or deflection of a string for the purpose of fixing ideas and making in
tuitively plausible the suitability of the formulation. The above discussion can
be extended readily, in most cases, to problems involving a greater number of
space variables, the region f!l becoming three-dimensional for Laplace's
equation, and the x interval becoming a two- or three-dimensional region in
space for the wave and heat flow equations and for their analogies. In the
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latter cases it may happen that an initial condition (at the time t = 0) itself
consists of satisfying a partial differential equation (independent of time)
together with associated boundary conditions.

y

Figure 9.14

-00

9.17. Supersonic flow of ideal compressible fluid past an obstacle. As a
further illustration of physical problems involving hyperbolic differential
equations, we consider the determination
of the two-dimensional flow of a non
viscous compressible fluid past an obs-
tacle in the form of a small protuberance
from an otherwise straight wall. The flow
is prescribed as having a uniform velocity
Vo parallel to the wall at large distances
upstream from the obstacle (Figure
9.14).

The flow velocity vector at any point
can be considered as the sum of the
uniform velocity vector Voi and a small
deviation u. According to Equations
(189) and (194) of Section 6.20, for an irrotational flow the deviation u is the
gradient of a "potential function" qJ,

(M> 1).

u = Vcp,

where, for supersonic flow, cp satisfies the equation (262),

(M 2 - 1) (j2rp _ (Pcp = 0
ox2 oy2

(264)

(265)

Here M, the Mach number of the flow, is the ratio of Vo to the local velocity of
sound in the fluid.

The velocity of flow at any point can thus be expressed in the form

(266)

Along the boundary comprising the wall and protuberance, the normal com
ponent of V must vanish. If we take the equation of this boundary in the form

F(x,y) = 0, (267)

the normal vector is proportional to VF, and hence this condition becomes

[( Voi + Vrp) • VF]boundary = O.

By writing (267) now in the explicit form

y = H(x)

(268)

(269)
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and setting F(x,y) = y - H(x), we find that this condition becomes

or

[fi(vo + Olp) + j alp). {-i H'(x) + j}] = 0
\ ax 0y boundary

[ _ (Vo + Olp) H'(x) + Olp] = o.aX ay boundary
(270)

The quantity ~'P is tile x component, u., of tile velocity deviation; and

hence, in accordan~ewitll tile linearizing approximations leading to (265), ~:
is to be neglected with respect to Voin (270). Finally, noticing that H(x) is zero
except along the protuberance, say

H(x) = 0 unless 0 < x < I, (271)

(272)

and assuming that H(x) is small in any case, we may further simplify the
analysis by satisfying (270) along the projection of the protuberance on the
x axis. Thus we replace (270) by the linearized boundary condition

Olp(x,O) = ~ H'(x).
oy

Along any line x = xo, as X o~ - 00 the velocity must tend toward uni
formity. In particular, the x component of the velocity deviation must tend
to zero,

lim Olp(xo,y) = O.
:1:0-+ - 00 ox (273)

Thus, we require the solution oj (265) which satisfies (272) and (273) in the
upper halfplane y :;;:::: O. This problem is seen to be a particular case of that
indicated in Figure 9.12(b).

If we write

0( = V M2 - I,

the general solution of (265) can be written in the form

lp(x,y) = J(x - (Xy) + g(x + O(y),

(274)

(275)

where J and g are arbitrary functions (see Section 8.5). The condition (272)
then becomes

-rx/'(x) + O(g'(x) = VoR'(x),

from which there follows

I(x) = g(x) - Vo H(x) + C,
0(

(276)
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where C is an arbitrary constant. If we use (276) to eliminate f from (275),
there follows

9J(x,y) = g(x + (Xy) + g(x - (Xy) - Vo H(x - ely) + C, (277)
(X

and also

oep(x,y) = g'(x + (XY) + g'(x - (Xy) - Vo H'(x - (XY). (278)ax el

Now let y --. +00 along any "characteristic line" x + (Xy = c. Along any
of these lines we have, from (278),

a~ ~- = g'ee) + g'ee - 2(Xy) - --.Q H'(e - 2(Xy).ax (X

But since (see Figure 9.15) any such line intersects the boundary x = xo--. - 00

as y ...... +00, it follows that ~: must then tend to zero along each such line

as y --. + 00, in accordance with (273). Hence we must have, in the limit,

~
g'ee) + g'( - 00) - --!1 H '( - 00) = 0,

el

or, since H(x) = °when x < 0 and hence H '(- 00) = 0, we must have

g'(C) = _g'(- 00). (279)

But since this result must be true for all positive values ofc, we then conclude
that g'(C) must be a fixed constant independent of c and hence also that
g'(C) = g'(- 00). This statement contradicts (279) unless g'(C) = 0, so that we
conclude that the function g is a constant.

Thus, finally, the deviation potential (277) becomes merely

~
~(x,y) = - ....Q H(x - (XY) + A,

el
(280)

where A is an irrelevant constant. The velocity components are then given by

V:a: = Vo + o~ = Vo [1 - ~ H '(x - ely)Jax rx

~ = o~ = Vo H'(x - rxy)ay

(281)

From these results we conclude that the velocity components are constant
along any line x - ely = constant. Hence, in particular, the flow is modified
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from uniformity only in the diagonal strip between the two lines x - (Xy = 0
and x - ocy = I. The streamlines are as indicated in Figure 9.16.

It is important to notice that any irregularity at a point P of the x axis
would propagate a corresponding irregularity in the flow along the particular
"characteristic line" x - ocy = c which passes through the point P (cf.
Section 8.10).
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PROBLEMS

Section 9.1

1. Verify that the equation

arp 1 arp
V2qJ + 2a ax = ex2 at

is transformed into the heat flow equation

I au
V 2 u =-

ex2 at
by the substitution

if a and ex are constant.
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2. Verify that the equation
1 orp

V 2rp+!xp=-
(.(2 at

is transformed into the heat flow equation

1 au
v2u =-

(.(2 at

479

by the substitution

if band (.( are constant.

3. If U(x,y,z) satisfies the equation V2rp = 0, show also that the function
(ax + by + cz)U(x,y,z) satisfies the equation V4rp = 0 for any constant values of
a, b, and c.

au au au
4•. If U(x,y,z) satisfies Laplace's equation, show that ax' T' and oz are also

solutlOns. Y

s. If V(r,8,z) satisfies Laplace's equation (in circular cylindrical coordinates),

oV oV oV
show that 00 and az are also solutions but that ar generally is not a solution.

Section 9.2

6. Suppose that heat is flowing in a uniform rod ofcross section a and perimeter
p, and that it is assumed that the temperature T does not vary over a cross section,
and hence is a function only of time t and distance x measured along the rod.
Assume also that heat escapes from the lateral boundary by radiation, in such a
way that the rate of heat loss per unit of area is ftK(T - To), where K is the conduc
tivity of the rod material, To the temperature of the surrounding medium, and ft is
a constant.

(a) By considering differential thermal equilibrium in an element (x, x + dx)
of the rod, show that there must follow

a ( aT) aT
ox K ax a dx - ftK(T - To)p dx = spa at dx,

and hence deduce that T then must satisfy the equation

a (aT) aT pax K ax = sp at + JlK ~ (T - To)·

(b) For a rod of circular cross section, of diameter d and of uniform con
ductivity K, show that T(x,t) must satisfy the equation

02T 1 aT 4ft
ar = (.(2 at + d (T - To),

where (.(2 = Kjsp.

(c) Verify that, if To is assumed to remain constant, the substitution

T(x,t) = To + U(x,t) e-4pa.
2
t/d
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leads to the normal heat flow equation

02U 1 au
or = (X2 at

7. Suppose that the orthogonal coordinates Ul' u2' and U3 of Section 6.17 are used
to specify position in a heat flow problem, and that the conductivity K of the medium
is constant.

(a) Show that the heat flow equation (13) becomes

(b) If F is the flux vector, representing the rate of heat flow per unit area
normal to F, and K is the thermal conductivity, show that

[

U1 aT U2 aT U3 08
F = -KVT= -K -- +-- +-- .

hI OUI h2 OU2 ha oUa

(c) Show that the streamlines (to which F is tangent) are determined by the
equations

(d) In the case when the temperature and flow are independent of Ua, and
when hi' h2 , and ha are independent of Ua' show that the stream !unctitJn V'(Ul,UJ,
determined such that

where K is the thermal conductivity, has the property that the streamlines in a
surface Ua = constant are given by V' = constant.

(e) Show also that the function tp of part (d) has the additional property
that the total rate of heat flow through a surface based on the arc of any curve in a
Ua surface joining points PI and P2, and extending through a unit increment of Ua, is
given by

and that, when also ha = constant, the function V' also satisfies Laplace's equation.
(See also Section 6.19. Notice that sign differences correspond to the fact that

the velocity potential in fluid flow has been so defined that flow is from lower to
higher potential, whereas temperature is so defined that heat flows in the direction
of decreasing temperature.)

8. Suppose that, in a problem of steady-state heat flow, the tem~erature Tis
prescribed as zero over a portion of the boundary S of a region fJl, the normal
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aT
derivative -;- is zero over another part of S, and finally a condition of the form
iJT {In
an + pT = 0 is prescribed over the remainder of S, say S', where p is a positive

constant or function of position on S'.
(a) Show that Equation (16) takes the form

and deduce that T then must vanish throughout PA.
(b) Use this result to show that the solution ofLaplace's equation V 2T = 0 is

iJT iJT
uniquely determined in a region PA if either T, -;-, or:;- + pT(p > 0) is prescribed

{In {In aT
at each point of the closed boundary, except in the case when an is prescribed over the

complete boundary (in which case an arbitrary additive constant is present in the
solution).

9. Suppose that the heat flow equation

1 iJT
V2T=-

(X2 iJt

is to be satisfied throughout a region PA bounded by a closed surface S, for all
positive values of time t.

(a) Show that Equation (16) then is replaced by the more general form

iJT
(b) Suppose that either Tor an is maintained as zero at all points of S, for

all time t > 0, and that Tis initially zero throughoutPAwhen t = O. Show that there
must follow

for all t > O. Hence deduce that T must vanish throughout PA for all t > O.
(c) Use the result of part (b) to show that the solution of the heat flow

equation is uniquely determined for t > 0 if T is prescribed in 9f when t = 0 and
iJT

either Tor -;- is prescribed on the boundary S for all t > O.
{In iJT

10. Generalize the result of Problem 9 to the case when either T, -;-, or the
aT {In

combination iJn + It T (p > 0) is prescribed at each point of the boundary S for t > 0

and T is prescribed throughout PA when t = O. (See also Problem 8.)
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Section 9.3

11. The temperature T is maintained at 0° along three edges of a square plate
of length 100 em, and the fourth edge is maintained at 100° until steady-state
conditions prevail. (Small areas near two corners must be considered as excluded.)

(a) Find an expression for the temperature T at any point (x,y) in the plate,
using the notation of Section 9.3.

(b) Calculate the approximate value of the temperature at the center of the
plate.

12. Suppose that the plate of Section 9.3 is of infinite extent in the y direction,
on one side of the boundary y = 0, so that it occupies the semi-infinite strip°< x < L, °S Y < 00.

(a) If the temperature is to vanish on the lateral boundaries x = 0 and
x = L, is to"tend to zero as y - 00, and is to reduce to [(x) along the edge y = 0,
obtain the temperature distribution in the form

co
~ 1I7TX

T(x,y) = ~ Cn e- f1Trf1
/

L sin L'
n=1

2 fL 1I7TX
en = L Jo [(x) sin L dx.

(b) Obtain the same result formally from Equations (34) and (35), by first
replacing y by H - Y and then considering the limit as H - 00.

13. Let Problem 12 be modified in such a way that the rate o[ heat flow, per
unit distance, into the plate through points of the boundary y = 0 is prescribed as
g(x), where g(x) may be measured in calories per second per centimeter length
along the boundary y = 0.

(a) Show that the condition along the line y = °then is of the form

oT(x,O)
-Kh =g(x)oy ,

where h is the thickness of the plate.
(b) Obtain the solution in the form

co
~ nTTX

T(x,y) = ~ Cn e- nTTV
/

L sin L '
n=1

2 fL nTTX

Cn = nTTKh Jo g(x) sin L dx.

14. Suppose that g(x) is prescribed in the form

I~
g(x) = 1-2£

°

(0 < x < Xo - £)

(xo + £ < X < L).

(a) Show that the coefficients in Problem 13(b) are then given by
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(b) By considering the limit of Cn as f -+ 0, so that the functiong(x) tends to
the unit singularity function l5(x - xo), obtain the temperature distribution due to
a permanent unit heat source, supplying one calorie of heat per second at the boun
dary point x = xo, in the form

r:1J

2 2: 1 n7Txo n7TX
T(xy) = - - sin -- sin - e-u'FTy/L

, 7TKh n L L .
n=l

[Notice that this result also can be obtained directly from the result of Problem 13,
by making use of the fact that

f: O(x - x o) cp(x) dx = cp(xo) (a < x 0 < b),

for any continuous function cp.]
(c) If the solution of part (b) is denoted by V(x,y;xo), show that the solution

of Problem 13 for any prescribed g(x) can be written in the form

T(x.y) = IoL
V(x.y;xo)g(xo) dxo.

Interpret this relation.

IS. (a) If!(x) is identified with O(x - xo) in Problem 12. show that the solution
of that problem becomes

r:1J

2 2: . n7Txo . n7TX
T(xy) = - SIn -- SIn - e-nrry/ L
'L L L .

n=l

(b) If this solution is denoted by U(x,y;xo), show that the solution of
Problem 12 for any prescribed !(x) can be written in the form

T(x,y) = foL
U(x,y;xo)!(xo) dxo.

(c) Verify that, with the notations of Problems 14(c) and 15(b), there
follows

oV(x.y;xo)
U(x,y;xo) = - Kh oy ,

and hence that U(x,y;xo) is the distribution due to a permanent heat doublet of
strength Kh located at x = xo, the doublet being formed by the confluence of a
heat source at (xo,O) and a heat sink at (XO,f), each of strength Kh/f, as f -+ o.

16. If Problem 12 is modified in such a way that the lateral edges (x = 0 and
aT aT

x = L) of the strip are insulated (so that an = ± ax vanishes along those lines),

obtain the temperature distribution in the strip in the form
r:1J

"" n7TXT(x,y) = Co + L.., Cn e- nrry
/
L cos L '

n=l
where

1 fL
Co = L Jo !(x) dx,

2 rL n7TX
en = LJo f(x) cos L dx(n = 1,2, ...).
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17. By imposing the condition V2rp = 0 on an expression of the form

rp = A o + Alx + A2.Y + Aax
2 + A4xy + Asy

2 + Aex2 + ... ,
deduce that polynomial solutions of Laplace's equation are specializations of the
expression

rp = ao + alx + a2Y + aaxy + a4(x2 - y) + as(r - 3xy2) + ae(j3 - 3x2y) + ....

(See also Problem 22 of Chapter 8.)

18. Find the solution T(x,y) of Laplace's equation in the semi-infinite strip
o ~ x ~ L, 0 ~ Y < 00, subject to the conditions

T(O,y) = (Xl + Pl)', T(L,y) = (X2 + P2Y, T(x,O) = [(x).

[Suggestion: Write T = p(x,y) + u(x,y), where p(x,y) is a polynomial solution of
Laplace's equation, satisfying the conditions prescribed along x = °and x = L,
and obtained from the result of Problem 17 in the form

x xy
p = CXI + «(X2 - (Xl)!: + PlY + (P2 - Pl)L'

and where the correction u(x,y) accordingly also satisfies Laplace's equation, but
is subject to homogeneous conditions u(O,y) = 0, u(L,y) = 0 along x = 0 and x = L,
together with the initial condition u(x,O) = [(x) - (Xl - ( cx2 - (Xl)(x/L).]

Section 9.4

19. Along the inner boundary of a circular annulus of radii 10 cm and 20 cm
the temperature is maintained as T(IO,B) = 15 cos B, and along the outer boundary
the distribution T(20,B) = 30 sin B is maintained. Find an expression for the
steady-state temperature at an arbitrary point (r,B) in the annulus.

20. Along the circumference of the unit circle r = 1 a solution of Laplace's
equation is required to take on the value unity when 0 < B < 71 and the value zero
when 71 < B < 271.

(a) Determine an expression for T valid when r < 1.
(b) Determine a corresponding expression valid when r > I.

21. (a) Determine the steady-state temperature at points of tne sector 0 ~ B~ (x,

o ~ r s a. of a circular plate if the temperature is maintained at zero along the
straight edges and at a prescribed distribution T(a,B) = [(B) when 0 < B < (x,

along the curved edge.
(b) In the special case when [(B) = To = constant, show that the tempera

ture at interior points is given by

4To "'"' 1 (r)t!n/ IX
• n7TB

T(r,B) = - ~ - - sm - .
7T nodd n a (X

22. (a) Show that the solution of Problem 21(b) tends to the form

4~ 2 1 (r) n/2 nOT(r,B) = _0 - - sin -
7T n a 2

nodd
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(0 ::;; r ::;; a)

(0 < r < a)

00

Clog; + ft~ (;f(Aft cos n6 + Bft sin n6) (a < r < (0).

(b) Show that the additive constant Ao is arbitrary, and that the remaining
coefficients are given by

as the opening angle (X of the sector tends to 2"., so that the sector fans out into the
interior of the complete circle with a cut along the radius which coincides with the
positive x axis.

(b) Noticing that 0 - 0 as the cut is approached from above, whereas
o - 2". as the cut is approached from below, show that the interior temperature
distribution of part (a) is continuous across the cut.

(c) Show that the derivative of the temperature in the positive y direction

tends to (r) -1/2

[~ OT] = 2To '" (~)nf2-1 .a.. 2To...;.a~_
r 00 0 - 0 ".a ~ a ". a - r

- nodd

as the cut is approached from above, whereas it tends to the negative of that quantity
oT

as the cut is approached from below. (Since - oy is proportional to the rate of heat

flow in the positive y direction, this means merely that heat must be continually
drawn off from the plate at all points of the cut in order that the desired temperature
distribution may be maintained.)

23. The function rp(r,O) is required subject to the conditions that rp satisfy
Laplace's equation inside the circle r = a and at all finite points outside that circle,

that q; be continuous across the circle r = a, that oq; decrease abruptly by a pre
or 0

scribed function F(O) as r increases through a, and that a: remain finite as r - 00.

(a) Show that rp may be assumed in the form

00

ft~ (~f(Aft cos nO + Bft sin n6)

rp(r,O) = Ao +

(n = 1,2, ...).

a i21T

a i21T

C = 21T 0 F(O) dO, An = 2n?T 0 F(O) cos nO dO,

a i2
'/1'Bn = 2n1T 0 F(O) sin nO dO

24. Suppose that the outer boundary r = r2 of an annular plate is insulated, and
that the temperature is prescribed as/CO) along the inner boundary r = rl.

(a) Show that the expression (48) must be specialized to the form

00

T = ao + L(rn + r~nr-n)(an cos nO + en sin nO)
n=1
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(b) By writing An = rfan and Cn = rfcn. and introducing the abbreviation
f3 = r2/r1, obtain the desired temperature distribution in the annulus in the form

where

t [27T 1:/(0) cos nO dO
A o = 211 Jo [(0) dO, An = 1r{1 + {l2n) ,

Section 9.5

25. By making use of the relation

[2'/1' __"'_rp__ _:=2=7T:::::;.
Jo 1 - A cosrp - VI - A2

obtain the result

(2'/1'
Jo [(0) sin nO dO

Cn = rr(l + [J2n) •

(IAI < 1),

(Ir[ < a),
I i2

'/1' a2
- r

2

- drp = 1
27T 0 a2 - 2ar cos (0 - rp) + r2

and thus verify directly the validity of the Poisson integral formula (64) in the case
when T(a,O) = To = constant. (Notice that the integrand is periodic in rp.)

26. Use the Poisson integral formula (64) to show that, when 0 ~ r ~ a,

t i 2
'/1' a2

- r
2

T(r,O) ~ -2 2 2 (0 ) 2 [T(a,rp)]max drp ~ [T(a,O)]max'
7T 0 a - ar cos - rp + r

and hence, by considering also the corresponding inequality for - T(r,O), deduce that
ifT satisfies Laplace's equation inside a circle, then T cannot take on its maximum or
minimum value inside the boundary unless it is constant throughout the circle. (The
same result can be established for an arbitrary finite region.)

Section 9.6

27. (a) The temperature T on the surface of a sphere of radius a is maintained
as T = To( I - cos rp), where rp is the cone angle. Find the steady-state temperature
at an arbitrary point inside the sphere.

(b) If, instead, the temperature is maintained at a constant value To over
the upper hemisphere (0 ~ rp < 7T/2) and at zero over the remainder of the surface,
determine the first three terms in the series solution of Section 9.6.

28. If the temperature of a spherical surface r = a is maintained at T(a,rp) = [(rp),
where rp is the cone angle, and if the temperature tends to zero as r - 00, show that
the temperature distribution outside the sphere is given by

00 ()n+l
T(r,rp) = .I cn ; Pn(cos rp),

n-=O

where cn is defined by Equation (82).
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29. If a spherical surface r = a is maintained at constant temperature To, show
that the temperature at all internal points is also To, whereas the temperature at
points outside the sphere is given by Toolr (r ~ a).

30. Suppose that the steady-state temperature T in a solid right circular cylinder
possesses axial symmetry, and hence is of the form T = T(r,z), where r is distance
from the z axis.

(a) Show that T then must satisfy the equation

inside the cylinder and that, if a product solution is assumed in the form T(r,z) =

R(r)Z(z), then Rand Z must satisfy equations of the form

d2R dR
r dr2 + dr + rxrR = 0,

where rx is an arbitrary constant.
(b) If only solutions which remain finite along the z axis are admissible,

show that the choice ex = k2, where k is real and positive, leads to exponential or
hyperbolic functions of z and to the function Jo(kr), whereas the choice rx = -k2

leads to circular functions of z and to the function lo(kr). Finally, show that the
choice ex = 0 leads to R = c1log r + C2 and Z = d1z + d2•

31. (a) Suppose that a solid right circular cylinder of radius a is of infinite
extent on one side of the plane face z = 0, and that the temperature is maintained
at zero along the lateral boundary, whereas the temperature distribution over the
face z = 0 is prescribed as T(r.O) = !(r). Show that the steady-state temperature at
interior points is given by

00

T(r,z) = 2 An e-knzJo(knr),
n=l

where kn is the nth positive root of the equation Jo(ka) = 0, and where

(b) If the temperature over the face z - 0 is maintained at a constant value
To, show that the resultant interior distribution is given by

32. Suppose that the faces z =- 0 and z = L of a solid right circular cylinder are
maintained at temperature zero, and that the temperature distribution along the
lateral boundary r =-= a is dependent only on z, and is prescribed in the form
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T(a,z) = f(z). Obtain the resultant steady-state temperature distribution inside the
cylinder in the form

(
nTTr)

co /0 L . nTTZ

T(r,z) = 2: An ( """) sm L'
n=l /0

L
where

2 fL nTTZ
An = LJo f(z) sin L dz.

Section 9.7

33. Suppose that a column with rectangular cross section can be considered to
be of infinite height on one side of its base 0 ~ x ~ L 1• 0 ~ Y ~ L 2 in the plane
z = o. If the lateral boundaries are maintained at zero temperature and the tempera
ture distribution over the base is prescribed as T(x,y,O) = f(x,y), obtain the internal
temperature distribution in the form

co co

2: 2: .. mTTX . nTTy
T(xy z) = c e- Amnz Sin -- sm -, , mn L

1
L

2
'

m=l n=l

where k mn and Cmn are defined by Equations (100) and (106).

34. If the column considered in Problem 33 is of circular cross section, of radius
a, and if the temperature over the base is prescribed as T(r,O,O) = F(r,O), show that
the internal temperature distribution is given by

co co co

T(r,O,z) =2: aon e-konz Jo(konr) + 2: 2: e-kmnz Jm(k mnr)(amncos nO+ bmn sin nO),
n=l m=ln=l

where k mn is the nth positive root of the equation Jm(ka) = 0, and where amn and
bmn are to be determined in such a way that

co co

2: [a... Jo(konr) + 2: (a ,on cos n9 + bmn sin n9) J,.(k mnr)] = F(r,9)
n=l 1lt=1

when 0 < r < a and 0 < 0 -.::. 2TT.

35. By multiplying the equal members of the last equation of Problem 34 by

Jp(kpQr) sin qO r dr dO,

wherep and q are any positive integers, and integrating the result over the base of the
column, deduce formally that

b••": [JH1(k••a)]' ~ L2

• La J.(k• .,r) F(r,9) sin q6 r dr dIJ.

(The remaining coefficients can be determined in a similar way.)
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36. Let a right circular cylinder of radius a be placed in an initially uniform flow
of an ideal incompressible fluid, in such a way that the axis of the cylinder coincides
with the z axis and the flow tends to a uniform flow with velocity Vo in the x direc
tion at large distances from the cylinder. Assume that the cylinder can be considered
to be of infinite length.

(a) If polar coordinates are used in the xy plane of flow, show that the
velocity vector V is related to the velocity potential rp(r,O) by the equation

orp 1 orp
V = Dr or + Do; 00 '

and that rp must satisfy the equation

1 0 (orp) l;Prp
; or r or + r2 002 = 0

and the boundary conditions

orp(a,O)
or = 0,

orp( 00 ,0)
or - Vocos 0,

in addition to the requirement that Vr -: :: be a single-valued function of 0.

(b) By imposing these restrictions on an expression of form (45), obtain the
velocity potential in the form

<p(r,6) ~ Co + k6 + vo(r + ~) cos 6,

where Co and k are arbitrary constants, and show that the velocity vector then is
given by

v - [Vo(l- ::) COS6}, -[Vo(1 + ~) Sin6}, + ~u,.

(c) Verify that V r vanishes when r = a and that V tends to Voi as r - 00,

regardless of the value of the constant k.

37. (a) Show that the stream function 'P(r,O) corresponding to the flow obtained
in Problem 36(b) can be expressed in the form

tp(r,6) ~ do - k log r + Vo(r - :') sin 6,

where do is an arbitrary constant, and hence that the streamlines are defined by the
equation

V.Y (I - x' ~ ,.) - ~ log (x' + y') = constant,

in rectangular coordinates.
(b) Show that the flow is symmetrical about the x axis when k = 0 and

sketch typical streamlines in this case.
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(c) Show that the added velocity potential kO (which is not single-valued)
corresponds to a circulation of the fluid about the cylinder, in which the velocity Vc
is circumferential, with magnitude k/r at distance r from the center of the cylinder

section, and that the circulation feVe· dr is given by 27Tk, around any circle
r = constant.

(Notice that the flow is not determined unless the amount of circulation is
prescribed, in addition to the values of V, at r = a and of Vas r -+ 00. Notice also
that the flow is indeed vortex-free, since the point r = 0 about which the fluid tends
to rotate is not a point in the fluid itself.)

38. The "stagnation points" of a flow are the points at which the flow velocity
is zero.

(a) Show that when no circulation is present the stagnation points in the
flow of Problem 36 are the points (a,O) and (a,7T) at the intersections of the x axis
and the boundary of the cylinder section.

(b) With the abbreviation IX = k/(2 V00), show that when circulation is
present the stagnation points are (a, sin-11X) and (a, 7T - sin-1 IX) when IIXI < 1.
Show also that when IIXI ~ 1 there is only one stagnation point in the flow, and that

that point is at a distance a (]IXI + v'1X2 - 1) from the center of the cylinder section,
on the positive or negative y axis, according to whether IX is positive or negative.

Section 9.9

39. By multiplying both sides of Equation (l41a) by

J.r:,) cosphdrdIJ
and integrating over the area of the membrane, obtain the results

am. ";[Jm+l (",:.a)J~rL"Jm(",:.r) 1,(r,9) cos m9-r drdIJ
and

(m =1= 0).

(m = 0).

(The coefficients bmm where m ~ I, are determined in a similar way.)

40. For a freely vibrating square membrane of length L, supported along the
boundary x = 0, x = L, Y = 0, Y = L, obtain a permissible expression for the
deflection w(x,y,t) by methods analogous to those of Section 9.9, in the form

00 00

"" ~ . m7TX . n7TY .
W = L L SIO T SIO T (a mn cos wmnt + bmn SIO wmnt)

m=l n=l

where
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where

41. (a) Suppose that the square membrane of Problem 40 is initially deflected in
the form

w(X,y,O) = !(x,y)

and is released from rest. Obtain an expression for the ensuing deflection in the
form

41 L 1L
. m11'X . nrry

amn = L2 0 0 !(x,y) SIn T SIn T dx dye

(b) Obtain an expression for w in Problem 40 if initially the membrane is
undeflected but if the membrane is in motion such that

aw(x,y,O)
at = v(x,y).

42. (a) From the results of Problems 40 and 41, show that free vibrations of a
square membrane are compounded of Unatural modes" of the form

. m11'X . n11'y
wmn(x,y,t) = A mn SIn T SIn L cos (wmnt + IXmn),

with circular frequencies

J T Jm2 + n2

w = 11'Vm2 + n2 - - 0mn pL2 2

where 0 = 11'V(2T)/(PL2) is the fundamental circular frequency, and with corre
sponding amplitudes

. mrrx . n11'y
f1'mn(x,y) = A tnt! SIn L SIn T '

where m and n are positive integers.
(b) Deduce that in the fundamental natural mode (w = Wll = 0) the

amplitude
. 11'X . 11'y

f1' = a SIn - SIn 
L L

is zero only along the boundary, so that there are no interior nodal lines.
(c) Show that the second natural circular frequency corresponds to two

modes, in which either m = 1 and n = 2 or m = 2 and n = I, and is given by
W = W12 = W 21 = v 100/2, and that the most general motion with this circular
frequency possesses an amplitude of the form

. 211'x . 11'y . 11'X . 211'y
f1' = a SIn - SIn - + b SIn - SIn -

L L L L

= 2 sin 11'X sin 11'y (a cos 11'X + b cos 11'Y)
L L L L '
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where a and b are constants. Deduce that there is one interior nodal line, along the
curve a cos 7rx/L + b cos 7ry/L = 0, that this curve always passes through the center
of the square, and that in the cases b = ±a the line is a diagonal of the square.

Section 9.10

43. The temperatures at the ends x = °and x = 100 of a rod 100 cm in length,
with insulated sides, are held at 0° and 100°, respectively, until steady-state con
ditions prevail. Then, at the instant t = 0, the temperatures of the two ends are
interchanged. Find the resultant temperature distribution as a function of x and I.

44. (a) Obtain permissible product solutions of the heat flow equation (147)
aT(O,t) aT(L,t)

which satisfy the conditions ax = 0, ax = 0, corresponding to the require-

ment that there be no heat flow through the boundaries (ends) x = °and x = L.
(b) Use these results to solve the modification of Problem 43 in which at the

time t = °the two ends of the rod are suddenly insulated.

45. Suppose that the rod considered in Section 9.10 is such that heat escapes
from the lateral boundary, according to Newton's law of cooling, so that T(x,t)
satisfies the equation

a2T aT
rx2 - = - + peT - T.)ax2 al 0 ,

where Pis a constant and To is the temperature of the surrounding medium. (See
Problem 6.) The initial temperature distribution is T(x,O) = [(x) and the ends
x = °and x = L are maintained at T1 and T2, respectively, when 1 > 0.

(a) Show that the substitution

T(x,t) = To + V(x,t) e- ru

reduces the problem to the following one:

a2v 1 au
ax2 = rx2 at '

V(x,O) = [(x) - To, V(O,I) = (T1 - To) e{3l, V(L,I) = (T2 - To) efit .

(b) In the important special case when T1 = T2 = To, obtain the solution
of the original problem in the form

00

T(x,t) = To + L an sin n~x e-[({3+n2172a2)/L2jl,

n=l
where 21 L n7rX 1 - cos n7r

an = L 0 [(x) sin L dx - nrr 2To•

46. A rod of length L, with insulated lateral boundaries, has the end x = °
maintained at T = T1 when t > 0, whereas heat escapes through the end x = L
according to Newton's law of cooling in the form

[ hL aT + (T - To)] = 0,
ax z=L
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where To is the temperature of the surrounding medium and h is a constant. The
initial temperature distribution along the rod is prescribed as T(xtO) = [(x).

(a) Obtain the steady-state distribution in the form

T1 - To x
Ts = T1 - 1 + h L'

(b) Show that the transient distribution can be assumed in the form

where k n is the nth positive root of the equation tan k + hk = O.
(c) Obtain the required temperature distribution in the form T = Ts +

TTt where an is determined by the relation

On f.L sin" kt dx = f.L [[(x) - T,s(x»)sin kt dx.

47. (a) Show that the assumption of a solution of the one-dimensional heat
flow equation as a linear function of tt in the form T = t [(x) + g(x)t leads to the
requirements [" = 0 and oc2g" = f. Hence obtain the particular solution

Tp(xtt) = cl(x3 + 6oc2tx) + C2(X2 + 2oc2t) + CaX + C4'

where the c's are arbitrary constants.

(b) Use this result to obtain a particular solution for which OT~Ott) = 0 and
oT(Ltt) x
--- = C in the form

ox
C

Tp = 2L (x2 + 2oc2t).

(c) In a similar waYt obtain a particular solution for which T(O,t) = 0 and
T(L,t) = Tot in the form

Tp = To [i t - 6<X~L x(L" - x")J
48. A rod with insulated sides has its end x = 0 insulated, whereas heat is

oT(L,t)
introduced into the end x = L at a constant rate, so that ox = C, where C is

a constant. The initial temperature distribution is prescribed as T(x,O) = [(x).
(a) Show that no steady state can exist in which T is independent of time,

but that [see Problem 47(b)] the temperature distribution Tp = C(x3 + 2oc2t)/2L
satisfies the end conditions (and also happens to specify a state in which the rate o[
heat flow at any point does not vary with time).

(b) Obtain the desired distribution in the form

ex'

C ~ n7rX 2112"
T(x,t) = 2L (x2 + 2oc2t) + ao + L an COS T e-n

1t <It t/L-,

u=l
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where

°0 ~ ir [f(X) - ~ XZ] dx, 21L
[ C] 1trrXan = L 0 [(x) - 2L x2 cos T dx,

Mo(kr) = Vber2 (kr) + bei2 (kr),

when n = 1,2, ....

49. Use the result of Problem 47(c) to obtain the solution of the one-dimensional
heat flow equation for which T(O,t) = °and T(L,t) = Tot when t > °and T(x,O) =

[(x), in the form

[
X 1 ] 200

n7TX 2 2 2 2r,(x t) = To - t - -- x(L2 - r) + a sin - e- fl
1r ex tIL

, 0 L 6rx2L n L '
n=l

where

a,. ~ ~r [f(X) + 6~:L x(Lz - x')] sin ";.X dx.

50. The boundary of a circular plate of radius a is maintained at a temperature
which varies periodically with time, according to the law T(a,t) = To cos wt, where
To and ware constants. Determine the steady periodic temperature variation at
interior points as follows:

(a) Let T(r,t) be the real part of a complex function U = F(r) e iwt, and
show that F(r) then must satisfy the equation

d2F 1 dF iw
dr2 + r dr - rx2 F = °

and the condition F(a) = To, together with the requirement that F(r) be finite at
r = 0.

(b) By using the results of Section 4.11, deduce that

J (;3/2kr) .
U( ) - '7't 0 lwt

r,t -.I. 0 J
o
(i3/2ka) e ,

where k = V w/rx.
(c) Deduce that

fber (kr) + i bei (kr) ..)
T(r,t) = To Re \ber (ka) + i bei (ka) (cos wt + I sm wt)

= To Re fMo(kr) eilOo(kr)-Oo(kaHwll)
o lMo(ka)

Mo(kr)
= To Mo(ka) cos [Oo(kr) - 0o(ka) + wt],

where
bei (kr)

°o(kr) = tan-1 ber (kr) .

(d) Show that the temperature at the center r = °is given by

To
T(O,t) = Mo(ka) cos [wt - 0o(ka)].
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(t > 0).

51. Assume that a portion of the earth's surface may be considered as plane and
that effects of the periodic heating due to the sun are transmitted only in the
x direction, perpendicular to the surface. If the resultant temperature on the
surface of the earth is taken in the form T(O,t) = To cos oot, show that the tempera
ture at depth x is given by

T(x,/) ~ To e- J;! cos (WI - fz~)
with the notation of Section 9.2. [Consider the boundary value To cos wt as the real
part of To eiwt and determine the real part of an expression T(x,/) = X(x) eiwt

which satisfies the one-dimensional heat flow equation, reduces to To eiwt when
x = 0, and vanishes when x ~ 00.]

Section 9.11

52. The temperature at the end x = 0 of a rod of length L is held at 00 while the
temperature at the other end is varied periodically according to the law

T(L,t) = To sin rot

when I > o. Suppose that when t = 0 the temperature is zero at all points in the
rod.

(a) Find the temperature distribution in the rod. [Use Equation (169).]
(b) Show also that for prescribed oscillation so slow that (~oo)2< 1, and

for times such that t ~ ~, the approximation

T"" T.[i sin wI + 2::(~( ~)n sin ~x) cos WI]

is valid. [By integrating the Fourier sine expansion of x twice, and determining the
constants of integration, it can be shown that the series in parentheses represents
the function 7T3X(X2 - L2){12L3.]

53. Show that Equation (169) can be written in the form

T(x,/) = :: F(t) + ~ ~ ( -I)n [F(t) _ n
2 rt

F(T) e-n2(t-T)/i. dT] sin n7TX •
L 7TL.., n ~ Jo L

n=l

54. (a) If F(t) is the unit singularity function d(t), show that the temperature
distribution given by Equation (168) takes the form

a:J

2 ~ 2 • n7TX
T(x,t) = 7T~ L.., (_1)n+l n e-n tli. SIO L

n=l
oA(x,t)

(b) If this expression is denoted by V(X,I), verify that V(x,t) = at '

where A is defined by (160), and that the temperature distribution (168) corre
sponding to a general function F(I) can be written in the form

T(x,t) = rt
Vex, I - T) F(T) dT.

• 0
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55. Ifa rod with insulated sides initially is at a temperature distribution T(x,O) =

[(x), and if the conditions T(O,t) = °and T(L,t) = F(t) are imposed when t > 0,
show that the resultant temperature distribution can be expressed as the sum of the
right-hand member of (168) or (169) and the right-hand member of (154) with
T1 = T2 = 0.

56. (a) Modify the formal argument of Section 9.11 to show that the tempera

ture distribution for which T(x,O) = °and for which T(O,t) = °and OT~~,t) = F(t)

when t > °is again given by Equation (165) or (167) if A(x,t) is the distribution
corresponding to F(t) = 1.

(b) Show that here

2: 8L . n7r . n7rX 2 2 2 2
A(x,t) = x - - sm - sm - e-n 71" <X t/4L

n2,,(J- 2 2L .
t£ odd

Section 9.12

57. (a) Show that if U = F eiwt is a solution of the wave equation (5) in three
dimensions, where F is independent of the time t, then F satisfies the Helmholtz
equation

w2

V2F + -F = °c2 '

where V2 is the three-dimensional Laplace operator.
(b) By seeking separable solutions of the preceding equation, show that the

real and imaginary parts of the functions

U = ei(cu/c)(lx+my+nz+ct) (12 + m2 + n2 = I),

V = r- 1/2 J 1 (wr)pm(cos rp) ei(tnO +wi)
±(n+f) en'

W ~ eil" +(~/c)(I,HI)) H ~l '" 2) (m w;) (,2 + m2 ~ 1)

are solutions of the wave equation in rectangular, spherical. and circular cylindrical
coordinates, respectively. [Here p;: is an associated Legendre function (see Section
4.12). The solutions given in Section 9.] 2 are special cases.]

wx wx wx
58. Prove that the standing waves cos - cos wt, cos - sin wt, sin - cos wt,

c c cwx
and sin - sin wt each can be expressed as the superposition of two waves traveling

c
with velocity c in opposite directions.

59. The equation governing the lateral displacement w(x,t) in small free vibra
tions of a tightly stretched string of uniform linear density p, under constant tension
T, is of the form

02W 1 02w
-=--ox2 0:2 ot2

where 0:2 = TIp. (See Problem 7 of Chapter 5.)
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(a) If the string is fixed at the ends x = °and x = L, and if the string is
initially deflected in the form w(x,O) = f(x) and released from rest, so that also
ow(x,O)

at = 0, obtain the ensuing deflection in the form

00

~ 1tTTX n1TC1.t
w(x,t) = L an sin T cos L'

n=1
where 21 L

1tTTXan = L 0 f(x) sin T dx.

(b) Show that the solution of part (a) can be written in the form

w(x,t) = F(x - a.t) + F(x + a.t),
where

00

~ mrX
F(x) = L an sin T'

11 =1

and hence where F(x) is an odd periodic function of x, of period 2L, which coincides
withf(x) when °< x < L and is defined for all values of x. (Compare Problem 28
of Chapter 8.)

60. When resistive forces proportional to the velocity are taken into account,
the differential equation of Problem 59 is replaced by the equation

02W 02W oW
a.2 - = - + 2y-

ox2 ot2 at'
where y is a constant.

(a) Show that this equation admits solutions of the form

where k is an arbitrary nonzero constant, and that, if y2 < k 2a.2, these solutions
represent plane waves which are damped in time, and which move along the x axis
with velocity c = a. V I - (y2/k2a.2).

(b) Show that the solution of Problem 59(a) here takes the form

where

and where 21 L
n7rX

an = L 0 f(x) sin T dx.

(Notice that the presence of resistive forces not only causes time damping. but also
decreases the frequency of each component oscillation, and that the higher
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frequencies are no longer integral multiples of the fundamental frequency. When
y > 7Ta./L, one or more of the lO'S is pure imaginary, and the corresponding time
functions then become real exponential functions.)

Section 9.13

61. (a) Verify the identity

1 o( Oq;)
r2 or r

2
or

1 02

= - - (rq;).
r or2

(b) Hence show that if q; depends only upon distance r from the origin (in
spherical coordinates) and upon time t, then the wave equation (5) can be written
in the form

02 1 02

or2 (rq;) = c2 ot2 (rq;).

(c) From this result obtain the general solution

rq; = l(r - ct) + g(r + ct).

62. The boundary of a sphere of radius a, surrounded by an ideal compressible
fluid, is caused to pulsate radially with circular frequency 00, so that the radial
velocity of the boundary is given by V = Vo cos lOt. By methods analogous to those
of Section 9.13, determine the steady-state periodically varying velocity of surround
ing points in the form

V = c.v:"";:.[(". + ar",,> cos'" (r ~ a - I) + cro(r - a) sin ",r c a - I)J.
where c is the velocity of sound in the fluid. [Use spherical coordinates with the
velocity potential dependent only on rand t, and notice that a suitable assumption
for the (complex) potential consists of the second term of Equation (187), with C2 a
complex constant to be determined.]

63. Let q;(x,t) satisfy the one-dimensional wave equation a.2q;xx = q;tt when
o < x < a, subject to the end conditions q;(O,t) = cos lOt and q;(a,t) = O. Determine
a particular solution q; which varies periodically with time in the alternative forms

w
sin - (a - x)

IX

q; = -----
lOa

sin 
a.

cos lOt

1 [ ( a-x). lOa sin w t + IX

2sm-
a.

under the assumption that sin (lOa/a.) =1= 0, by each of the following procedures:
(a) Assume q; = f(x) cos wt + g(x) sin lOt and determine fandg.
(b) Assume qJ as a linear combination of those terms in Equations (180) and

(181) which reduce to cos lOt when x = O.
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[Notice that rp could represent a permissible lateral displacement of a string
with one end fixed and the other oscillating, or it could represent either velocity
potential or velocity of an ideal compressible fluid in a tube, closed at x = a, and
with an oscillatory valve at x = 0. Notice also that a steady oscillatory response of
the type assumed cannot exist if w is such that sin (wa/a.) = 0, that is, if w = n7ra./a
where n is integral, and that other responses satisfying the prescribed end conditions
may exist. (See Problem 64.)]

64. Let the initial conditions rp(x,O) = °and orp(ox,O) = °be added to the end
conditions of Problem 63. I

(a) By using the result of Problem 63, show that the complete solution can
be assumed in the form

w
sin - (a - x) C()

a. 2: 1trrX n7ra.1
rp = cos wi - An SiR - cos --

~ a a
sin - n=l

a.

(t > 0)

if w =1= k7rrJ./a, where the A's are to be determined in such a way that rp(x,O) = O.
(b) Deduce that then

2rnr
An = nY _ (crw2/a.2)

and hence obtain the solution in the form

w
sin - (a - x) C()

a. 2: 1trr 1trrX 1trra.t
q; = cos wi - 2 Y (cr 2/ 2) sin - cos -wa n - w a. a a

sin - n=l
a.

when I > 0, if w =1= k7ra./a (k = I, 2, ...).
(If w -+- k7ra./a, the kth term of the sum can be extracted and combined

with the particular solution, and the combination can be shown to tend to a
function of x and I which involves t as a multiplicative factor, the remaining terms
of the sum remaining finite in the limit. This is a case of resonance. If small resistive
forces were present in the nonresonant case, the portion of the solution represented
by the series would be damped out with increasing time. Since such forces always
exist in practice, the particular solution can be considered as a quasi-steady-state
solution, regardless of the initial conditions, in the sense that it is the limit, as
resistive forces tend to zero, of the true steady-state solution of the problem in which
resistance is present.)

Section 9.14

65. If rp(x,y) satisfies Laplace's equation in the infinite strip °< y < b, and if
q;(x,O) = [(x) and rp(x,b) = 0, obtain q; in the form

liC() [JC() sinh u(b - y) ]
rp(x,y) = - . h b [(~) cos u(~ - x) d~ duo

7r 0 -C() sm u
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66. By making use of the formula

.fl7T
Sin -

100 sinh px 1T q
. cos rx dx = ----....,;",.--

sinh qx 2q TJTr 1'1r
o cosc + cosh-

q q

and interchanging the order of integration in the result of Problem 65, express the
solution of that problem in the form

1 . 1Ty foo f(~)
tp(x,y) = 2b Sin b -00 1T 1Ty d~.

cosh- (~ - x) - cos-
b b

67. (a) If tp(x,y) satisfies Laplace's equation in the quadrant x > 0, Y > 0, and
if tp vanishes along the positive y axis and reduces to f(x) along the positive x axis,
obtain tp in the form

2 loo 100

tp(x,y) = - trU " f(~) sin ux sin u~ d~ duo
1T 0 0

(b) By formally integrating first with respect to u, transform this expression
to the form 1100 r- y y]

tp(x,y) =; 0 f(~)L? + (~ - X)2 - r + a + x)2 d~.

(c) Deduce the result of part (b) from Equation (220) by replacingf(x) in
(220) by an odd function fo(x) such that fo(x) = f(x) when x > 0 and fo(x) =
-f( -x) when x < O.

68. (a) If Problem 67 is modified in such a way that :tp rather than tp vanishes
along the positive y axis, show that x

2 Loo 100

tp(x,y) = - e-U
" f(~) cos ux cos u~ d~ du

1T 0 0

1 [00 r- y y ]
= ; Jo f(~)L? + a - X)2 +r + a + X)2 d~.

(b) Deduce the result of part (a) from Equation (220) by replacingf(x) in
(220) by an even function f,(x) such thatfix) = f(x) when x > 0 and fix) = f( -x)
when x < O.

69. A rod with insulated sides extends from x = - 00 to x = + 00. If the initial
temperature distribution is given by T(x,O) = f(x), where - 00 < x < 00, show that

T(x,t) = ~ f:oofW[I."'e-u·«·, cos u(o - X)dU] dt

= 1 foo f(~) e-(~-;r)2/4~2t d~.
2a. V1Tt -00
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70. A rod of infinite length, with insulated sides, has its end x = 0 insulated. If
the initial temperature distribution is given by T(x,O) = f(x), where 0 < x < 00,

show that

71. (a) If f(x) is the unit singularity function ~(x) (so that a heat source of
intensity ps is present at x = 0 at the instant t = 0), show that the solution of
Problem 69 is of the form

I 2 2T(x,t) = e-Z /40. t a S(X,t).
21X V'lrt

(b) Deduce that the temperature in a rod extending over (- 00, (0), due to
a unit heat source at x = Xo at the instant t = to. is given by

1
T(x,t) = - S(x - xo, t - to)'

ps

(c) Show that Equation (231) takes the form

T(x,t) = f: [S(x - ~, t) - S(x + ~, t)] f(~) d~,

the solution of Problem 70 takes the form

T(x,t) = f: [S(x - ~. t) + S(x + ~, t)] fa) d;,

and the solution of Problem 69 becomes

T(x,t) = f:oc S(x - ~, t)fa) d~.

[In two dimensions. the corresponding source function is

(see Problem 75), whereas the function

is the three-dimensional generalization.]

72. The end x = 0 of a rod with insulated sides is maintained at the temperature
T(O,t) = F(t) for all t > O. Initially, all points of the rod are at zero temperature,
T(x,O) = 0, where 0 < x < 00.

(a) Show that the formal argument of Section 9.11 leads to the solution

ft oA(x, t - T)
T(x,t) = Jo F(T) at dT,

where A(x,t) is the solution of the problem when F(t) = 1.
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(b) Use the result of Equation (234) to deduce that

( X) 2 iZ
/
2

a. Vi' 2A(X,t) = 1 - erf --_ G 1 - ----= e-U duo
2a. v'1 v''TT 0

(c) From the results of parts (a) and (b), obtain the solution of the stated
problem in the form

x it drT(x I) = _ F(r) e-~2/4a.2(t-T) •
, 2a. v'11 0 (t - r)3/2

73. (a) If F(t) = d(/) in Problem 72, show that

x
T(x,t) = e-~2/4'X2t,

2a.t v''TTl

and that, if this function is denoted by D(X,/), then the solution of Problem 72 takes
the form

T(x,t) = f~ D(x, I - r) F(r) dr.

(b) Verify that
iJS(X,t)

D(x,/) = - 2:x2 ox '

where S(x,/) is defined in Problem 71 and is the solution of Problem 69 which
corresponds to the initial function ~(x). [Hence D/2a.2 is the solution of Problem 69
corresponding to the initial unit doublet function - ~'(x) at x = 0 at the instant
t = 0.]

74. At the time t = 0, the temperature in unbounded space is dependent only
upon radial distance r from the z axis, and is prescribed as T(r,O) = f(r). The
ensuing temperature distribution T(r,t) is required, under the assumption that f(r)
behaves satisfactorily for large values of r.

(a) Show that T must satisfy the equation

~ :r (r :~) ~~. ~~
when I > 0, and obtain a product solution which remains finite at r = 0 and as
r -- 00 in the form

A e -u2
«2t JO<ur).

(b) Deduce that the required distribution is given formally by the expression

ret;) ~ 2

T(r,t) ='1 A(u) e-u·a. t Jo(ur) u du,
.0

where the factor u is inserted for convenience in the following step, and where
A(u) is to be determined such that

f(r) = f: A(u) Jo(ur) u du (0 < r < 00),
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and hence, by referring to Equations (240a,b) of Section 5.14, obtain the desired
solution formally as

T(r,1) = f: u e-u2
(X2t Jo(ur) [f: ~fa) Jo(u~) d~] duo

(c) By assuming the validity of interchange of order of integration, and
making use of the relation

express the formal solution of part (c) in the form

(t > 0).

75. (a) Suppose that the initial temperature in unbounded space is zero except
throughout an infinitely extended right circular cylinder of radius €, with its axis
coinciding with the z axis, and has the constant value To inside that cylinder. Show
that the excess heat required per unit length of cylinder is given by

where ps is the heat capacity per unit volume. Hence deduce that, if unit excess heat
is to be present per unit length. there must follow To = 1/(nps€2), and use Problem 74
to show that the corresponding resultant temperature distribution in space at all
following times is given by

(t > 0).

(b) By applying L'Hospital's rule (or otherwise) and recalling that 10(0) = 1,
show that the quantity in brackets tends to unity as € -+ 0, and deduce that the
temperature distribution due to an instantaneous line source along the infinite line
r = 0, emitting one calorie of heat per unit length at the instant t = 0, is given by

(t > 0)

in unbounded space.
(c) Deduce that if the line source is instead perpendicular to the xy plane at

the point (xo,Yo), and if the impulse takes place at the time to, then the temperature
at any point in unbounded space at any following time is given by

(t > to)'

(See also Problem 71 for the analogs in one and three dimensions.)
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Section 9.15

76. (a) Whenf(t) = 1, show that the voltage variation given by Equation (258),
for any fixed value of x, is given by

0,

1,

e(x,t) = 2,

1,

0,

o < t < xlv,

xlv < t < (21 - x)/v,

(2/ - x)/v < t < (21 + x)/v,

(2/ + x)lv < t < (41 - x)/v,

(41 - x)lv < t < 411v,

when 0 < t < 411v, and is repeated periodically, with period 411v -= 4T, thereafter.
(b) At the midpoint, x = 112, show that e = 0 for T/2 seconds, then e = 1

for Tseconds, then e = 2 for Tseconds, then e = 0 for the remaining T/2 seconds of
the period 4T.

(c) At the end x = I, show that e = 0 for T seconds, then e = 2 for 2T
seconds, then e = 0 for the remaining T seconds of the period 4T.

77. (a) If the end of the line considered in Section 9.15 is grounded, so that
e(1,t) = 0, show that

e(x s) = !(s) [e -8xlv - e -8(21-x)/v]
, 1 - e -28(llv)

=!(s)[e-8X/V _ e-8(21-x)/t· + e-8(21+x)/v _ e-8(41-x)/t· + ...].

(Notice that reflected waves are reversed at each end of the line.)
(b) Whenf(t) = 1, show that, for any fixed value of x, this expression takes

a form similar to that given in Problem 76(a), with the successive values 0, ),0, 1,0
replacing the values 0, 1, 2. 1, 0 given in that expression, and that, in fact, the
voltage here is of period 2T.

78. Let T(x,t) satisfy the heat flow equation a.2Txx - T t = 0 for t > 0 and for
o < x < 00, subject to the initial condition T(x,O) = 1 and to the end conditions
T(O,t) = 0 and T( 00,1) finite when t > O.

(a) Show that the Laplace transform T(x,s) then must satisfy the equation
a.2Txz - sT = -I, and the end conditions T(O,s) = 0, T( oo,s) finite, and deduce that

1 -
T(x,s) = - (l - e - '1/srla.).

s

(b) By noticing that the solution of the problem IS In fact gIVen by

T(x,1) = erf [x/(2a. VI)), according to Equation (234), deduce that

! (l - e- qX) = !eferf~l
s t 2a.Vt

and
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with the abbreviation

V~
q "=-- .

IX

(A direct derivation of these results is given in Problem 93 of Chapter 10.)

79. Let T(x,t) satisfy the heat flow equation IX2T:rz - Tt = 0 for t > 0 and
o < x < L, subject to the initial condition T(x,O) = To and to the end conditions
T(O,t) = 0 and T(L,t) = To when t > O.

(a) Show that Equations (154) and (156) of Section 9.10 give the solution in
the form

[
X ~ 2 . 1hrX 2 2 2 L2]

T(x,t) = To L + L n'1J' sm T e -n 11 I.X il

n=l

(I > 0).

(b) Show that the Laplace transform T(x,s) must satisfy the equation

and the end conditions T(O,s) = 0, T(L,s) = To/s, and deduce that

To ( [1 - e-2Q(L-x)] ,
T(x,s) = -; I - e~X I _ e-2qL I'

where q :.- VS/IX.

(c) By expanding 1/( I - e-2QL) in a series of ascending powers of e-2qL

(when q > 0), express this transform in the form

[
I I I I ]T(x,s) = 1: - - - e-qX + - r(2L-z) - - r(2L+x) + ....

o s s s s

(d) By evaluating inverse transforms term by term (as can be justified here),
and using the results of Problem 78, deduce that

[Notice that the series form given in part (a) converges rapidly when IX Vt/L
is large. Since erf u approaches unity very rapidly as u~ + 00, the terms in

parentheses in the form of part (d) are very small when IXVIIL is small. Hence the
latter form is particularly convenient when the former is not.]

80. In Problem 62 suppose that until the instant 1 = 0 the sphere and surround
ing medium are at rest in complete equilibrium, and that at that instant the pulsation
begins and continues indefinitely. Determine the velocity of surrounding points by
using Laplace transforms as indicated below.
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(a) Make use of the result of Problem 61 [see also Equations (197)-{200)t
Section 6.20] to obtain the relevant relations involving the velocity potential rp and
radial velocity V in the form

02(rep) 1 o2(rep)
or2 = c2 012

r = a:
orp

V = or = VOCOS WI; r -:,. 00:
orp
- finite·or '

1 = 0:
orp

rp = ot = o.

(b) By calculating the Laplace transforms of these relations, obtain the
equations

o¢p=- .
or •

r = a: V finite.

(c) Show that rrp must be of the form A e-sr/c and hence also

_ A ( C)V = - - s + - e-tlr/ c•
cr r

(d) Determine A, as a function ofs, so that the condition at r = a is satisfied.
Thus obtain the result

V =f(s)e-[(r-a)/c].

where
( C)S S +-

f(s) = aVo r.

r (s' +",_+ +~)

(e) Expand f(s) in partial fractions and use pairs T9, 12, IS, and 16 of
Table 1, Chapter 2, to determine the inverse transform of V. The solution is of the
form

v=o when r - a > ct,

Voa
2
{r

2
[ ( r - a) ( r - a)V = c2 + a2(1)2 (c2 + ar(l)2) cos (I) 1 - -c- - cw(r - a) sin (I) 1 - c

C
2 C(t r-a)J+ a (r - a) e-ti --c- when r - a < ct.
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(Notice that the disturbance travels radially outward with the speed c and at time I

is present only at distances less than ct from the sphere surface. As t - 00 all the
surrounding fluid becomes disturbed, the exponential term tends to zero, and the
solution approaches that of Problem 62.)

Section 9.17

81. In a one-dimensional irrotational flow of an ideal compressible fluid in the
positive x direction, in which the velocity Vz depends upon position x and time t

but differs by only a small amount from a constant U, the velocity Vx can be
expressed (approximately) in the form

ocp(x,t)
V:r = U + ax '

where cp satisfies the equation
2 iflcp iflqJ . 02qJ

(U2 - V.s) ax! + 2U ax at + ot2 = o.

Here Vs is an effective mean value of the sonic velocity in the fluid. The density P is
then expressible (approximately) in the form

P ~ Po [I - ~1 (u : + ~)].
where Po is the constant value associated with a uniform flo·,v. (See Section 6.20).

(a) Obtain the general solution for CP(X,/) in the form

cp(x,t) = Ilx - (Vs + U)t] + g[x + (Vs - U)t],

whereI and g are arbitrary twice-differentiable functions.
(b) Show that Va: and p then are defined by the equations

Va: = U + F[x - (Vs + U)t] + G[x + (Vs - U)t],

P= PO[I + ~s {F[x - (VS + U)I] - G[x +(Vs - U)t])}

where F = I' and G = g'.

82. (a) Show that the functions Va: and p in Problem 81 are determined at the
point P with coordinate x = Xl at any time t = t1 by initial values of Va: and p
(at the time 1 = 0) at the two points Q 1 and Q2 with coordinates

x = Xl - (Vs + U)/l and x = Xl + (Vs - U)t1•

(b) Show that Ql and Q2 are both upstream from P when the flow is super
sonic (U > Vs), whereas they are on opposite sides of P when the flow is subsonic.

(c) Sketch typical "characteristic linesu x - (Vs + U)t = constant and
x - (Vs - U)t = constant in the upper half (I > 0) of a fictitious xl plane (com
pare with Figure 9.15) in both the supersonic and subsonic cases, and show that the
values of Va: and p at any point P(Xh/l) of this fictitious plane are determined by
values of Va: and p at the points where the two characteristic lines passing through
P intersect the X axis.
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83. (a) Ifthe density is prescribed as P = [1 + 1](x)]po when 1 = 0 in Problem 81,
where Po is a constant and where ]1J(x)1 ~ 1, and where 1J(x) -Joo 0 as x -Joo - 00,

show that there must follow

V:tJ = U + G[x - (Vs + U)t] + G[x + (Vs - U)t] + Vs 1][x - (Vs + U)t]~

P 1
- = I + - {G[x - (Vs + U)t] - G[x + (Vs - U)t]) + 1][x - (Vs + U)/].
Po Vs

where G is an arbitrary function.
(b) In addition, let it be prescribed that the velocity must tend to the uniform

velocity U at an infinite distance upstream (as x --+ - (0) for all positive values
of t. Show that, at any positive time I, the velocity at any point for which
x + (Vs - U)I = c, where c is a positive constant, is given by

V:tJ = U + G(c - 2VsI) + G(c) + Vs 1](c - 2Vs/).

Noticing that x --+ - 00 as 1--+ + 00, when c is held fixed, if Ihe flow ;s subsonic
(U < Vs), show that there then must follow G(c) = -G( - (0) for all positive
values ofc, and deduce that the function G must be zero. Hence show that, when the
flow is subsonic, the prescribed conditions uniquely determine V:t and P in the forms

V:tJ = U + Vs 1][x - (Vs + U)/]. P = porI + 1][x - (Vs + U)/l)

when I > o. [Notice that here we have made 1--+ + 00 along a characteristic line
x + (Vs - U)I = c in the XI plane, and that this line intersects the line on which
x = X o --+ - 00 in the upper half-plane I > 0 if and only if U < Vs.]

(c) Show that the same result would follow in the supersonic case if it were
prescribed that Vx --+ U as x --+ - 00 for all negative values of I, or that V:r~ U
as x --+ + 00 for all posilive time, if 1](x)~ 0 as x~ + 00.

84. Determine Vz and p in Problem 81, subject to the conditions that p = Po
and V:tJ = [1 + £(x)]U when t = 0, where Po is a constant and where IE(X)I <{ 1.



CHAPTER 10

Functions of a Com.plex Variable

10.1. Introduction. The complex variable. A complex number oc is an
expression of the form oc = a + ib, where a and b are real numbers and i is
the imaginary unit, satisfying the equation

i2 = -1. (1)

We speak of a as the real part of oc and of b as the imaginary part of oc, and
write

oc = a + ib: a = Re (oc), b = 1m (oc). (2)

A complex number a + ib is said to be real when b = 0 and to be imaginary
when b =f=. O. In particular, when b =f=. 0 and a = 0 the number is said to be
pure imaginary. In the same way we may define a complex variable z = x + iy,
where x and yare real variables.

Geometrically, it is convenient to represent a complex quantity x + iy by
the point (x,y) in a rectangular coordinate system known as the complex plane
(Figure 10.1). Thus the points representing real numbers are all located on
the x axis in this plane, whereas those representing the pure imaginary numbers
are located on the y axis. For some purposes it is convenient to think of the
complex number z as being represented by a vector in the complex plane from
the origin (x = y = 0) to the point (x,y). We speak of the length of this vector
as the absolute value of z, or as the modulus ofz, and denote this number by Izl,

Iz] = Ix + iyl = v'x2 + y2. (3)

The number x - iy is called the conjugate of the number z = x + iy and is
denoted by the symbol z,

z = x - iy.
S09

(4)
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We notice that Izl = 121 and, further, that

z2 = (x + iy)(x - iy) = x2 - i2y2 = x2+ y2 = Izl 2 = 1212
• (5)

x

Figure 10.1

X~Z=X+iY

r y

y

That is, the product ofa complex number and its conjugate is a nonnegative real
number equal to the square of the absolute value of the complex number.

We say that two complex numbers are equal
if and only if their real and imaginary parts are
respectively equal; that is,

Xl + iYI = X2+ iY2 implies

Xl = X2, YI = Y2. (6)

In particular, a complex number is zero if and
only if its real and imaginary parts are both
zero.

Addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division of complex numbers are defined as
being accomplished according to the rules

governing real numbers when one writes ;2 = -1, in accordance with Equa
tion (1). (See also Problem 1.) Thus, if

(7)
there follows

(8d)

Zl + Z2 = (Xl + X2) + ~(yl + Y2) ) , (8a,b)
Zl - Z2 = (Xl - x2) + 1(Y1 - Y2)

Zl Z2 = (Xl + iYI)(X2+ iY2) = (XIX2 - YtY2) + i(XIY2 + X2Yl), (8c)

and also, using (5),

Z2 X2 + iY2 (X2 + iY2)(XI - iYI)

ZI Xl + iYI X~ + Y~

= (X1X2 + YIY2) + -(X1Y2 - X2Yl)
2+ 2 I 2+ 2 -Xl YI Xl Yl /

If we introduce polar coordinates (r,O), such that

X = r cos 0, Y = r sin 0 (r ~ 0),

the complex number z can be written in the polar form

Z = X + iy = r (cos 0 + i sin 0), (9)

where r is the modulus of z. It should be noticed that for a given complex
number the angle 0 can be taken in infinitely many ways. With the convention
that the modulus r be nonnegative, the various possible values of 0 differ by
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integral multiples of 21T. Anyone of these angles is known as an argument or
amplitude of z.

If we notice that addition or subtraction of complex numbers follows the
parallelogram law of vector combination, the truth of the useful inequalities

IZII - IZ21 < IZI + z21 ~ IZIt + IZ21 (10)

follows directly from elementary geometrical considerations (Figure 10.2).

(11)f(z) = zn,

where n is a positive integer or zero. This function x
is clearly defined by repeated multiplication Figure 10.2

according to the law

zn = (x + iy)n = rn(cos 0 + i sin o)n (n = 0, 1,2, ...). (12)

A polynomial is then defined as a linear combination of a finite number of
such functions, where the constants of combination may be imaginary,

l\'

f(z) = 2: Anzn. (13)
n=O

10.2. Elementary functions of a complex
variable. We now proceed to define functions Y

such as eZ
, sin z, log z, and so on, taking care

that these definitions reduce to the conventional
ones when z becomes the real variable x.

The simplest such function is the integral
power function

A rational function of z is defined as the ratio of two polynomials.
By considering the limit of expressions of form (13) as N --'Joo 00 or, more

generally, limits of the form
l\' 00

f(z) = I.im 2: An(z - a)n = 2: An(z - at, (14)
/11-+00 n;::O n=O

where a may be real or imaginary, we are led to definitions of functions of a
complex variable in terms ofpower series. The convergence of such series may
be investigated by the ratio test (see Section 4.1), just as in the case of series of
real terms. Thus, if we write

L I, An+l= 1m --
n-+oo An

(15)

when that limit exists, the series converges when

1
Iz - al <-.

L
(16)
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Geometrically, this restriction is seen to require that z lie inside a circle of
radius 1/L with center at the point z = a in the complex plane.

Inside this circle ofconvergence the series can be integrated or differentiated
term by term, and the resultant series will represent the integral or derivative,
respectively, of the represented function. This fact will be of considerable
importance in much of what follows.

The exponential function eZ is defined by the power series

(17)
~ zn Z2 Z3

ez =L-=I+z+-+-+···.
n=on! 2! 3!

This definition is acceptable, since the series converges and hence defines a
differentiable function of z for all real or imaginary values of z, and since this
series reduces to the usual definition when z is real. If we multiply the series
defining fll and fls together term by term (as is permissible for convergent
power series), the resultant series is found to be that defining fll +zs; that is,
the relation

(18)

is true for complex values of Zl and Z2' Consequently, ifn is a positive integer,
we have also the relation

(n = ], 2, 3, ... ) (19)

for all complex values of z.
The circular functions may be defined, in terms of the already-defined

exponential functions, by the relations

sin z = _el_oz __e_-_izl
2;

e
iz + e-

iz Jcosz =-----:....---
2

(20a,b)

together with the relations tan z = sin z/cos z, and so on. Consequently, we
have, from Equations (20) and (17), the corresponding series definitions

Z3 Z5 ~ z2n+l
sinz= z -- +- + ... = L (_l)n __-

3! 5! n=O (2n + I)!
(21a)

(21b)
Z2 Z4 ~ z2n

cos Z = 1 - - + - + ... = L (_l)n-
2! 4! n=O (2n)! '

which reduce to the proper forms when z is real. From these series, or from
the definitions (20a,b), it can be shown that the circular functions satisfy the
same identities for imaginary values of z as for real values.

and
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Equations (20a,b) imply the important relation

eiz = cos z + i sin z,

which is known as Euler's formula.
With this relation Equation (9) takes the form

z = x + iy = r (cos °+ i sin 0) = rei9
•

In consequence of (23) and (19) we then have
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(22)

(23)

(n = 1, 2, 3, ... ). (24)

But since Equation (22) also implies the relation

ein8 = cos n() + i sin nO,

we deduce DeMoivre's theorem,

(cos°+ i sin o)n = cos n() + i sin n(),

and hence may rewrite (24) in the form

(25)

(n = 1, 2, 3, ... ). (26)

Geometrically, Equation (26) shows that if z has the absolute value r and the
angle 0, then zn has the absolute value rn and the angle n(), ifn is a positive integer.

Tn a similar way we find that if Zl = rle i61 and Z2 = r2ei61, then

and

z z - r r ei (91+ 91)
1 2 - 1 2

Z2 r2 i(8.- 91)- =- e .
Zl r 1

(27a)

(27b)

That is, if Zl and Z2 have absolute values rl and r2 and angles 01 and °2,
respectively, then Zl Z2 has the absolute value rlr2 and the angle °1 +°2, and
Z2!Zl has the absolute value r2!rl and the angle ()2 - °1,

In particular, we notice that since

(IX real), (28)

the multiplication ofany complex number Zby a number of the form eirl., where
IX is real, is equivalent to rotating the vector representing the number z through an
angle IX in the complex plane.

The hyperbolicfunctions are defined, as for functions of a real variable, by
the equations

. e% - e- Z

smhz=--
2

eZ + e- z
coshz=---

2

(29a,b)
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and by the equations tanh z = sinh zfcosh z, and so on. Consequently, we
have also

. Z3 z5 ~ z2n+l
smh z = z + - + - + ... = L..,

3! 5! n=::O (2n + I)!
(30a)

(30b)and
Z2 Z4 Loo

z2n
coshz=l+-+-+···= --.

2! 4! n=::O (2n)!

From these definitions it can be shown that hyperbolic functions of a complex
variable satisfy the same identities as the corresponding functions of a real
variable. By comparing Equations (20) and (29), we obtain in particular the
relations

sinh iz = i sin z,

sin iz = i sinh z,

cosh iz = cos z }

cos iz = cosh z
(31)

relating the circular and hyperbolic functions.
The results so far obtained permit us to express the functions considered in

terms of their real and imaginary parts as follows:

eZ = eX+ill = eXe ill = (eX cos y) + i(eX sin y),

sin z = sin (x + iy) = sin x cos iy + cos x sin iy

= (sin x cosh y) + i(cos x sinh y),

cos z = cos (x + iy) = cos x cos iy - sin x sin iy

= (cos x cosh y) - i(sin x sinh y),

sinh z = sinh (x + iy) = sinh x cosh iy + cosh x sinh iy

= (sinh x cos y) + i(cosh x sin y),

cosh z = cosh (x + iy) = cosh x cosh iy + sinh x: sinh iy

= .(cosh x cos y) + i(sinh x sin y). (32)

10.3. Other elementary functions. We next define the complex logarithmic
function as the inverse of the exponential function. Denoting this function
temporarily by Log z, we see that the equation

w = Log z (33)
must then be equivalent to

(34)

To express Log z in terms of its real and imaginary parts, we write

w = u + iv,

after which Equation (34) gives

(35)

z = x + iy = e"+iv = eUe iv = eUcos v + ieUsin v.
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Hence, equating real and imaginary parts, we obtain
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e" cos v = x,

Solving for u and v, there follows

e
2u = x 2 + y2 = Izl 2 = r2,

and hence, if r i= 0,

eU sin v = y.

tan v = ~ = tan (),
x

(36)

u = logr = log Izl, v=(), (37)

where r represents, as usual, the absolute value of z and log r is the ordinary
real logarithm, whereas () is a particular choice of the infinitely many angles
(differing by integral multiples of 21T) which may be associated with z. Thus
we have obtained the result

Log z = log [zl +-i(), (38)

for any z i= O. To emphasize the fact that () is determinate only within an
integral multiple of 21T, we may here denote that particular value of 0 which
lies iii the range 0 s; () < 21T by ()p, and may speak of this value as the principal
value of () for the logarithm,

(39)

Then any other permissible value of () is of the form () = () p + 2k1T, when k is
integral, and Equation (38) becomes

Log z = log Iz[ + i«()p + 2k1T) (k = 0, ± I, ± 2, ... ). (40)

Thus it follows that the function Log z, defined as the inverse of e%, is an
infinitely many-valued function_ For example, if z = i, there follows ]zl = 1
and ()p = 1T/2, and hence

Log i = log 1 + i (~ + 2k1T) = 4k i 1 1Ti (k = 0, ±t, ±2, ... ). (41)

The value corresponding to k = 0 is frequently called the principal value of
the logarithm.

If, in a particular discussion, z is restricted to real positive values, say
z = x, there follows Izi = x and ()p = 0, and hence, from (40),

Log x = log x + 2k1Ti (x real and positive). (42)

Thus the complex logarithm of a positive real number may differ from the
usual real logarithm by an arbitrary integral multiple of 21Ti. In order to
conform with conventional usage, henceforth we will identify the complex
logarithm Log z with the real logarithm log z when, throughout a given dis
cussion, z is real and positive, by taking k = 0 in (42) in such a case. In the
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more general case it is also conventional to write log z in place of Log z, with
the understanding that unless z is to take on only real positive values, log z is
to be considered as multiply valued. Thus we will write

log z = log Izl + i(O p + 2k1T) (k = 0, ±l, ±2, ... ), (43)

in place of (40), and avoid resultant contradiction in the case of (42) by taking
k = °when z is a positive real variable.

Suppose now that for a given point ZI in the complex plane we choose a
particular value ofkin (43), say k = 0, and hence determine a particular value
of log ZI' If a point z moves continuously along a path originating at ZI' the
value of log z then varies continuously from the initial value log ZI' In particu
lar, if z traverses a closed path surrounding the origin in the positive (counter
clockwise) direction and returns toward the initial point, it may be seen that
the angle (J increases by an amount approaching 21T; and hence as the circuit
is completed the logarithm is increased by 21Ti, the real part of the logarithm
returning to its original value. This statement is true, however, only for a path
enclosing the origin z = 0. If now the point z continues to retrace its first path,
the logarithm is now given by a different (one-valued)function or by a different
"branch" of the same (multiple-valued) function. That is, if we write

(log Z)k = log Iz[ + i(Op + 2k1T)

and if on the first circuit log z is determined (with k = 0) by the branch (logz)o,
then, if log z is to vary continuously, on the second circuit log z must be deter
mined by the branch (log z)}7 corresponding to k = 1. The point z = 0, which
must be enclosed by the circuit if transition from one branch to another occurs,
is known as a branch point. We may say that the function log z has infinitely
many branches with a single finite branch point at z = 0.

The generalizedpowerfunction f(z) = za, where a may be real or imaginary,
is now defined in terms of the logarithm by the equation

(44)

When z is a positive real variable and a is real, this definition is clearly in
accord with the usual definition if the logarithm of a positive real number is
taken to be real. If a is a positive integer, this definition must be consistent
with (24). To see that this is so, we write a = n, where n is an integer, and
obtain from (44)

(k = 0, ± 1, ±2, ... ).

But since k and n are integers, we have

e2kmri = cos 2kn1T + i sin 2kl11T = 1,
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and hence there follows, in this case,

zn = r n einfJp (n an integer). (45)

This result is in accordance with (24), since ein6 = ein(Op+2br) = einOp when n
is an integer.

More generally, if a is a real rational number, we can write

m
a =-,

n

where m and n are integers having no ~ommon factor. Then Equation (44)
takes the form

or

m m m m
- -logr j- fJp 2k-ITi

zn = en e n e n

m m m mn [n in fJp] 2k n ITiz = r e e

(k = 0, ± 1, ±2, ... )

(k = 0, ± 1, ±2, ... ).

If we remember that m and n are given integers, whereas k is an arbitrary
integer, we can easily see that as k takes on any n successive integral values,

m
say (k = 0, 1, 2, ... , n - I), the factor e2k nm will take on n corresponding
different values, but that if further values of k are taken, the n values so ob
tained are merely repeated periodically. Hence it follows that for any nonzero
value of z the function zm1n has exactly n different values given by

m m m
n n in (fJp+2klT)

z = r e (k = 0, 1, 2, ... , n - 1). (46)

It may be seen also that the function zm/n can be considered as having
exactly n branches, such that if we restrict (J p between 0 and 21T, and if a point
traverses a closed contour including the origin (so that (J changes by 21T), then a
continuous variation of zm/n is obtained only through transition from one
branch to another. We may verify further that if such a closed contour is
traversed exactly n times, starting initially with a certain branch, the transition
from the nth branch is back to the initial branch. The point z = 0 is again a
branch point.

As an example, suppose that mIn = j, and that a point z traverses the
unit circle in the positive (counterclockwise) direction, starting at the
point z = 1. If we arbitrarily start out on the branch k = 0 and note
that for z = 1 there follows r = 1, 8p = 0, the initial value of Z2/3 at
z = 1 is given by 1. As the end of a circuit is approached, the angle
8p approaches 21r', and as z -I the power Z2/3 approaches the value
ei (2/3)(271'+O) = e(4/3)7T1. In order that z2/3 vary continuously as the point
z = 1 is passed, and hence 8p drops abruptly to zero and then again
increases, we must now determine z2/3 from the second branch, for which
k = 1, since this branch assumes at 8p = 0 the value approached by the
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first branch when fJp -- 27r. As the end of the second circuit is approached
and again z -+ 1, the power z2/3 approaches the value e i (2/3)(21t+21T) =

e(8/3)",,; and as this point is passed, the transition to the third branch(k = 2)
must occur. Finally, as the end of the third circuit is approached and
once more z -+ 1, the power z2/3 approaches the value ei(2/3)(21T+41T) =

e41T'i = 1, and hence (for continuity) a transition back to the first branch
(k = 0) must take place. The three values taken on by z2/3 at z = 1 are
1, (-1 - iy3)/2, and (-1 + iy3)/2.

In the general case when a is complex, of the form

where al and a2 are real, Equation (44) becomes

+ i sin [a2 log r + al(fJp + 2k7T)]} (k = 0, ± 1, ±2, ... ). (47)

It is apparent that, in general, the function za is infinitely many-valued, with
z = °as a branch point. Ifa2 = °and a1 is rational, then only a finite number
of branches exist; in particular, if a2 = °and a1 is integral the function is
single-valued and z = °is not a branch point.

In place of choosing as the principal value of () that value which is in the
interval (0,27T), as was done here in the case of the logarithmic function, one
may, for example, equally well adopt the convention -7T < ()p < 7T. Then
transition from branch to branch will take place along the negative real axis.
The choice to be preferred will depend upon the particular application involved.

The generalized exponential function f(z) = a%, where a may be real or
imaginary, is defined similarly by the equation

(48)

If we denote by OCp the principal value of the angle corresponding to a, such
that °:-s:::: OCp < 27T, there follows

z (x+ill)[log lal +i(cxp+2b)) [x log la!-y(cx p +2k1T)] i[y log lal +x(CXp+2h)]a =e =e e

= lal:l: e- lI(rzp+2kIT){cos [y log lal + x(ocp + 2k7T)]

+ i sin [y log lal + x(ocp + 2k7T)]} (k = 0, ±1, ±2, ... ). (49)

Although this function is again apparently infinitely many-valued, it is seen
that here the ambiguity arises only in the choice of the angle to be associated
with the constant a, and not upon the specification of the angular position of
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the point z in the plane. That is, here there is no possibility of a continuous
transition from an expression corresponding to a given value of k to one
corresponding to a second value, as the result of motion of a point z around a
curve in the complex plane. Thus, in this sense, each choice of k can be
considered as determining a separate function, rather than a particular branch
of a single multivalued function. In any given problem, only one such definition
is needed. It is usually convenient to take k = 0, and hence write

a% = lal x e- lI
a.

p [cos (y log lal + x~p) + i sin (y log lal + x~p)]. (50)

We notice in particular that if a = e (and hence ~p = 0), the definition (50)
reduces to that given in (32). This is the reason for choosing the particular
value k = o.

Finally, to conclude the list of elementaryfunctions, we consider the inverse
circular and hyperbolic functions. In the case of the inverse sine function, the
equation

w = sin- l z
implies the equation .

z = SIn w.

If we make use of the definition (20a), this equation takes the form

z=----
2i

or, equivalently,
e2iw - 2iz eiw - 1 = O.

Equation (53) is quadratic in eiW, with the solution

eiW = iz + (1 - z2)1/2.

Solving this result for w = sin- l z, there follows finally

(51)

(52)

(53)

(54)

It is important to notice that when z "# ± 1 the quantity (1 - Z2)1/2 has two
possible values. Then corresponding to each such value the logarithm has
infinitely many values. Hence, for any given value of z "# ± 1 the function
sin-1 z has two infinite sets of values; for z = ± I, the two sets coincide. This
is, of course, already known to be the case when z is real and numerically less
than unity so that sin- l z is real. For example, we have the values sin-I! =
71'/6 + 2k71' or 571'/6 + 2k71', where in either case k may take on arbitrary
integral values. In a later section it will be shown that sin-1 z has branch
points at z = ± I.
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We may verify that Equation (54) gives the known values for sin-I! by
making the calculations

. -1 1 1 1 [i vl3]sm - = - og - ± -
2 i 2 2

11' 511'
= - + 2k11' or - + 2k11'

6 6
(k=O,±1,±2,... ).

In an entirely analogous way, expressions may be obtained for the other
inverse functions. The results may be written in the form

sin -1 z = ~ log [iz + (1 - z2l /2J
I

cos-1 Z= ~ log [z + (:2 - 1)1/2J
I

_ i 1 - iz
tan 1 z = - log--

2 1 + i:

sinh -1 z = log [z + (1 + z2)1/2]

cosh -1 z = log [z + (Z2 - 1)1/2]

h -1 11 1 + ztan z = - og--
2 1 -;:

(55a,b,c)

(56a,b,c)

The functions so far considered in this chapter are the basic elementary
functions. Any linear combination ofsuch functions or any composite function
defined in terms of a finite number of such functions is also known as an
elementary function.

The derivative of a function of a complex variable is defined, as in the real
case, by the equation

df(z) = f'(z) = lim fez + ~z) - f(z)
dz ~Z""'O ~z

(57)

when the indicated limit exists. It is readily verified that the derivative formulas
established for elementary functions of a real variable are also valid for the
corresponding functions of a complex variable, as defined in this section.
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(60)

10.4. Analytic functions of a complex variable. A function f (z) is said to
be analytic in a region ffl of the complex plane iff(z) has a finite derivative at
each point of ffl and iff(z) is single-valued in ffl. It is said to be analytic at a
point z if z is an interior point of some region where f(z) i. analytic. It will be
shown (Section 10.7) that if a function is analytic at a point z, then f(z) has
finite derivatives ofall orders at z. This remarkable property of analytic func
tions is of very great usefulness.

To require that a function w = j (z) have a finite derivative at a point z is
equivalent to requiring that the limit

dw = lim f(z + ~z) - f(z) = lim ~w (58)
dz a%~o ~z a%~o ~z

exist uniquely as ~z -+ 0 from any direction in the complex plane. That is, the

value approached by the ratio ~: must exist for any direction of approach

and must not depend upon the direction.
As an example of a simple function which is not analytic anywhere, we

consider the relation
w = x - iy = z. (59)

Here w can be considered as a function of z = x + iy, since if z is given the
real and imaginary parts (x and y) of z are determined and hence w is deter~

mined. However, if we examine the ratio

~w _ ~x - i~y

~z ~x + i ~y'

we see that if ~z approaches zero along a line parallel to the real (x) axis, so
that ~y = 0 throughout the limiting process, the limit of (60)' is +1, whereas
if Llz approaches zero along a line parallel to the imaginary (y) axis, so that
Llx = 0 throughout the process, the limit is -1. More generally, if ~z

approaches zero along a curve with slope i = m at the point considered in
the complex plane, there follows x

1 - i~Y
A W AX 1 - mi

1· U l' U1m - = 1m
a%~o ~z a~~o .~y 1 + m;

av~o 1 + 1-
~x

and hence a different limit is approached for each value of m.
Suppose now that the limit (58) does exist uniquely, independently of the

manner in which ~z -+ O. We indicate the real and imaginary parts of w = f(z)
by u and v, respectively, where u and l' are certain functions of x and y, and so
write

w = u(x,y) + iV(x,y). (61)
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Then there follows

dw

dz
I
. ~u + i ~v
Inn .

~z ....o~x + i ~y
~lI""O

(62)

For an approach parallel to the real axis we set ~y = 0 first and so obtain

dw = lim ~u + i ~v = lim (L\u + i ~v) = au + ; OV , (63a)
dz ~Z""O ~x ~Z""O ~x ~x ax ax

where the partial derivatives are formed with y held constant. For an approach
parallel to the imaginary axis, we obtain similarly

dw = lim L\u + i ~v = lim (~v _ i ~u) = ov _ i au (63b)
dz ~lI""O i L\y ~lI""O ~y ~y oy oy .

But if/(z) is analytic at the point considered, the two values (63a) and (63b)
must be equal,

dw = d(u + iv) = I'(z) = au + i ov = ov _ i au . (64)
dz dz ax ax oy oy

Hence the real and imaginary parts of the last two expressions must be respec
tively equal, so that u and v must satisfy the equations

au ov

ax oy'

au ov

oy ax
(65a,b)

These equations are known as the Cauchy-Riemann equations. In order
that w = u(x,y) + iv(x,y) be analytic in a region f1l of the complex plane, it is
thus necessary that these equations be satisfied for values of x and y corre
sponding to points in that region. It can be shown that if these equations are
satisfied and if the four partial derivatives involved are continuous in f1l, then
the derivative exists uniquely for any nnethod of approach to the limit.

Thus, a single-valued complex function w = fez) = u + iv, for which the
first partial derivatives of u and v are continuous in a region f1l, is analytic in
f1l ifand only if the Cauchy-Riemann equations (65a,b) are satisfied. It is clear
that the function w = x - iy does not satisfy this condition.

From Equations (65a,b) there follows also

02U 02v
- = --,
ox2 ax oy

02v 02U
-= ---,
ox2 ax oy

02U 02v
-=-
oy2 oy ax '
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(66a,b)

But if all these partial derivatives are continuous, the order of differentiation
is immaterial and it then follows that u and v satisfy the equations

V2u = a2
u + a2

u = 0
ax2 ay 2

V2v = a
2
v + a

2
v = 0

ax2 ay2

The previously mentioned fact that an analytic function has derivatives of all
orders (Section 10.7) implies, in particular, that the partial derivatives involved
are indeed continuous. Hence it follows that the real and imaginary parts ofan
analytic function are solutions of Laplace's equation.

The Cauchy-Riemann equations (65a,b) permit the determination of either
u or v if the other is known, since, by making use of these equations, we may
write

du = au dx + au dy = av dx - av dy 1
ax ay ay ax

av av au au r'dv = - dx + - dy = -- dx + - dy
ax ay ay aX)

Thus, for example, if we have
v = xy,

then (67a) gives
du = x dx - y dy,

and hence

(67a,b)

u = !(x2 - y2) + C,

where C is an arbitrary real constant. It follows that xy is the imaginary part
of the function

!(x2 - y2 + 2ixy) + C = !Z2 + c.
We notice that if one part of an analytic function is prescribed, the other part,
and hence the function itself, is determinate within an arbitrary additive
constant.

Two functions u(x,y) and v(x,y), which are respectively the real and
imaginary parts of an analytic function, are known as conjugate functions.

10.5. Line integrals of complex functions. If C is a curve in the complex
plane joining the points Zo and Zl' the line integral of a function f(z) = u + iv
along C is defined by the equation

Ie!(z) dz = Ie (u + iv)(dx + i dy)

= fe [(u dx - v dy) + i(v dx + u dy)]

or I e!(Z) dz = fe (u dx - v dy) + i Ie (v dx + u dy). (68)
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It is supposed here, and in the remainder of the chapter, that any curve C,
along which such an integration is to be effected, is at least piecewise smooth
(see Section 6.10).

The real and imaginary parts of (68) are thus ordinary real line integrals in
the plane, of the type considered in Section 6.10. We see that the conditions
that the two integrands be exact differentials are precisely the requirement
that the Cauchy-Riemann equations (66a,b) be satisfied. The results of Sec-

tions 6.10 (or 6.17) and 10.4 then show that the line integral I cf(z) dz is

independent of the path C joining the end points Zo and ZI if C can be enclosed in
a simply connected region !1l inside which f(z) is analytic.*

In such a case the curve need not be prescribed and we may indicate the

integral by the notation I::f(z) dz. It follows also that heref(z) dz is the exact

differential of a function F(z),
f(z) dz = dF(z), (69)

and that the integral can then be integrated in the usual way, according to the
formula

I Z1/(z) dz = F(Zl) - F(zo), (70)
Zo

where F(z) is a function whose derivative is f(z).
By considering the case where the end points Zo and z1 coincide, we conclude

that if C is any closed curve lying in a simply connected region !1l where f(z)
is analytic, then the line integral of f(z) around C will vanish. If we recall
further that when f(z) is analytic at all points on a closed curve C it is also
analytic in some neighborhood (on both sides) of the curve, we deduce finally
that iff (z) is analytic inside and on a closed curve C, then

fel(z) dz = O. (71)

This result is known as Cauchy's integral theorem.
In other cases the line integral of a functionf(z) around a closed contour

mayor may not vanish. The positive direction around a closed contour is
defined, as before, as the direction along which an observer would proceed in
keeping the enclosed area to his left.

We notice that if u and v are expressed in polar coordinates, Equation (68)
is replaced by the equation

Ie I(z) dz = Ie (u + iv)(ei9 dr + irei8 dO)

= Ie [(u cos 0 - v sin 0) dr - (v cos 0 + u sin 0) r dO]

+ i fe [(v cos 0 + u sin 0) dr + (u cos 0 - v sin 0) r dO]. (72)

• In order to apply the results of Section 6.10 (or 6.17), we must also exploit the
continuity of/'(z), and hence of ":z:, "11' V:z:, and V lI in at (Section 10.7).
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The requirement that the quantities in brackets be exact differentials can be
reduced to the conditions

AU lov----
or roO

lou ov
--=--
r 00 or

(73)

These equations are equivalent to the forms assumed by the Cauchy-Riemann
equations (65) in polar coordinates.

To illustrate these results, we notice that for the single-valued function

1
f(z) =-

z

the derivative f'(z) = -l/z2 exists at all points except z = O. Hence f(z) is
analytic in any region PA not including the origin in the complex plane. Any
closed curve C not surrounding the origin satisfies the conditions of Cauchy's
theorem, and hence for any such curve there follows

" dz = O.jo z

However, if C encloses the origin, the line integral need not vanish. If C is
taken as the unit circle Izi = 1, with center at the origin, then on C we may
write

dz = iei8 dO,

and hence for this closed curve we obtain

(74)

where f indicates integration around the positive direction of the unit

circle. I:~his case we may notice that dz is the exact differential of the multi-
z

valued function log z. The value given by (74) is merely the increase experienced
by the imaginary part iO of log z as z describes a positive closed circuit about
the origin. Now consider any other closed curve C which surrounds the origin.
If we make a "crosscut" from C1 to C, and so determine the simply connected
region PA shown in Figure 10.3, we see that sincef(z) = lIz is analytic in PA,
the integral around the complete boundary of PA must vanish, by Cauchy's
theorem. As the width of the cut is decreased toward zero the integrals along
the edges of the cut are taken in opposite directions and hence cancel. Since
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the part of the complete integration which is carried out along C1 is taken in
the negative direction, there follows in the limit

1 dz _,( dz = 0 or 1 dz =,( dz
Yo z YOI Z Yo Z YOI Z '

and hence, for any closed curve C enclosing the origin once in the positive
direction, we have

,( dz = 27Ti.
Yc z

(75)

y

Figure 10.3

More generally, if f(z) = zn, where n is an integer, there follows

1. zn dz = f2lT eni9(iei9 dO) = i f2lT e(n+Ui9 dO
1cl 0 0

= i f: lT
[cos (n + 1)0 + i sin (n + 1)0] dO

= 0 (n =1= -1), (76)

where C1 again represents the unit circle Izi = 1. If n is a positive integer or
zero, this result is in accordance with Cauchy's theorem, since then f(z) = zn

is analytic for all finite values of z. How
ever, if n is a negative integer, zn is not
analytic at z = O. Still, Equation (76) states

that if n =1= - 1, the integral I zn dz1el

vanishes even in this case. The preceding
x argument shows that this condition is true

also for any closed curve C surrounding the
origin, and hence, since zn is analytic except
at the origin, we conclude that, when n is
an integer,

f0 zn dz = 0 (n =1= -1) (77)

for any closed curve not passing through the
origin. If n = -I, the integral is zero unless C includes the origin, in which
case the value is 21fi.

If we replace z by z - a, where a is any complex number, we deduce from
these results the additional results

f0 (z - a)n dz = 0

f. dz 2'-- = 1ft
C Z - a

(n =I=- -1)

(78a,b)

where C is a closed curve enclosing the point z = a in the positive direction
and n is an integer. These results will be of use in Section 10.12.
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Fundamentally, the mathematical definition of the complex line integral

f cf(z) dz along a curve C between the points a and b in the complex plane

consists of the limit of the sum

n

L f(Zk) (~zh,
k=O

as the number n + 2 of the division points Zo = a, Zb ••• , Zn+l = b, along C
increases and the chord lengths I(L\Z)k I all tend to zero. This definition can be
shown to lead to the evaluation (68), in terms of two real line integrals, when
ever f(z) is continuous on C and C is piecewise smooth. Repeated use of the
inequality (10) leads to the ineq uality

n nLf(Zk) (~Z)k ~ L If(Zk)II(~Z)kl,
k=O k=O

and hence, proceeding to the limit as n ~ 00, there follows

If c f(z) dz I~ f c If(z)lldzl = f c If(z)lldx + ;dyl = f c If(z)1 ds,

where s is arc length along C. If now [f(z)1 is bounded on C, say

If(z) I ~ M on C,

the last member of this expression is numerically not greater than

fc Mds = M fcds = ML,

where L is the length of the curve C between the specified end points.
Hence we obtain the very useful inequality

(79)

(80)

where M is an upper boundfor If(z)1 on C, and L is the length of C.
We remark that if C1 and C2 are two nonintersecting closed curves, one

enclosing the other, and iff(z) is analytic on C1 and C2 and in the region f1i
between C1 and C2, then by introducing a crosscut as in Figure 10.3 and
proceeding as in the development leading to (75), we can show that

fC1 f(z) dz = fC2f(Z) dz.

It follows that in dealing with an integral of the form 1. f(z) dz, we may:rC1

deform C1 in a continuous way to any other closed contour C2, enclosing or
enclosed by C1, without changing the value of the integral, so long as f(z) is
analytic on C1 and C2 and in the region between C1 and C2• We say that C1
and C2 are equil'alent contours for f(z).
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10.6. Cauchy's integral formula. Let C be a closed contour inside which
and along whichf(z) is analytic, and let (X be a point inside C. Finally, let C£
be a small circle of radius E, with center at the point (x, inside C (Figure 10.4).
Then, clearly, the function

f(z)

z-oc

(0 $ 0 < 21T), (82)

and hence there follows

f fez) dz = 1bf(oc + ee(9 ) i dO.
.. c( z - oc 0

(83)

x

Figure 10.4

is analytic between C and C£, and so there follows

" f(z) dz = 1 f(z) dz (81)
y Ye z - oc f e£ z - oc

for all positive values of E. In particular,
Equation(81) must remain true in the limit
as E ---+ O. But for points on C£ we have

z = (X + eei9
, dz = ieei9 dO

In the limit, as E -+ 0, we then obtain from (81) and (83) the result

" f(z) dz = lim i2

1' f(oc + eei9
) i dO = 21Ti f(oc), (84)Ye z -oc (~o 0

since f(z) is continuous at z = (x. Equation (84) expresses the value of fez)
at z = oc in terms of the values offez) along an enclosing curve C. This result
can be written in more convenient form if we interchange z and oc in (84),

fez) =~ 1 f(oc) doc,
21T1 Yc (X - z

(85)

where C is now a closed contour enclosing the point z. This is Cauchy's integral
formula for a function f(z) analytic inside and along a closed curve C.

If we recall that the real and imaginary parts of fez) are solutions of
Laplace's equation inside C, and hence (see Section 9.2) are determined at
points inside C by their values on C. we see that (85) affords exactly this
determination, if both parts are giren on C.

10.7. Taylor series. We next use this result to show that if fez) is analytic
at a point z = a, then f(z) can be expanded in a Taylor series of powers of
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z - a. For this purpose we first notice that the function I/{a. - z) can be
expanded in the geometric series

1
a.-z

1

(a. - a) - (z - a)

00 ( )
1 z - a n

= a.-a 2: oc-a
n=O

1 1

a. - a 1 _ _z_-_a
oc-a

(Iz - al < loc - aD· (86)

We now take for C any circle, with center at z = a, inside which and on which
fez) is analytic (Figure 10.5). Then for points inside C we have

Iz - al < Ia. - al = R,

where R is the radius of the circle, and hence for such points the power series
(86) converges and also can be multiplied by f{ a.) and integrated around the
curve C term by term. Thus (86) can be introduced into (85) to give the result

fez) = ! ~ [1. f{a.) da. J{Z _ a)n
n=O 2171 1'0 (a. - a)n+l

or, equivalently,

(Iz - al < R),

00

fez) = 2: An(z - a)n
n=O

(Iz - al < R), (87a)

where An = _1 1. f{oc) doc •
21Ti 1'0 (oc - a)n+l

(87b)

(88)

Thus, if fez) is analytic throughout the circle Iz - al < R, it can be
expanded in a Taylor series (87a) converging in this circle, with coefficients
given by (87b). By differentiating (87a) k times, setting z = a in the result, and
using (87b), we obtain the additional formula

f(k){a) = k! A
k

= k! 1. f{oc) doc
21Ti To (oc - a)k+l

or, with a change in notation,

f'n){z) = .!!.!. 1. f{oc) doc ,
2171 1'0 (oc - z)n+l

where C is now the circle with radius R about z, or any equivalent contour
(Figure 10.6). We notice that (88) is obtained formally by differentiating (85)
n times under the integral sign.
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From these results we conclude that iff(z) is analytic at apoint z = a (and
hence in some circle around this point), derivatives off(z) of all orders exist
at that point, andf(z) can be expanded in the Taylor series

00 f(n,( )
f(z) = L a (z - a)n, (89)

n=O n!

the circle of convergence coinciding with (or including) the largest circle with
center at z = a throughout which fez) is analytic.

y

Figure 10.5

a

x

y

Figure 10.6

a

x

(90)

Conversely, we see also that iff(z) can be represented by a Taylor series in
some circle about z = a, thenf(z) must be analytic at z = a, since then deriva
tives of all orders exist at and near z = a.

Generally the radius ofconvergence Rc of the Taylor series (87) will equal
the distance R from z = a to the nearest point wheref(z) ceases to be analytic.
However, there exist somewhat unusual situations in which Rc > R. For
example, suppose that fez) has the definition

(
I inside Co

f(z) =
o outside Co,

where Co is a closed curve enclosing the point z = a. Then R is the distance
from z = a to the nearest point on Co' But, since f(a) = 1 and f(n'(a) = 0
for n ~ 1, the series (87) will reduce to the one-term series f(z) = 1 (Izl < R).
Clearly, the series itself converges for all values of z, so that here
Rc = 00. In fact, the series defines a function f*(z) = 1 for all z, which is
analytic everywhere and which is identical with f(z) inside Co' Whereas the
definition (90) may seem to be somewhat artificial, it may be noted that the
more compact definition

f(z) = ~ ,( drx
2'", jeo rx - z

is completely equivalent to it when Co is respectable.

(90')
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More generally, the only situations in which Rc > R are those in which
fez) is so defined that the neighborhood &l of z = a inside which fez) is
analytic is finite, but in which it is possible to redefinef(z) outside that region
in such a way that fez) is analytic in an extended region &l* which includes
&l. Such a process ofextending the region of definition of an analytic function
is called analytic continuation.

10.8. Laurent series. A generalization of the Taylor series expansion of f(z),
which may involve both positive and negative integral powers of z - a, exists

y

Figure 10.7

x

y

Figure 10.8

x

whenever there is a circular ring or annulus &l, for which R1 < Iz - al < R2,

such that fez) is analytic (and single-valued) in &l and on its inner and outer
circular boundaries C1 and C2 (Figure 10.7).

As a first step toward its derivation, we introduce a crosscut between C1

and Cz and apply Cauchy's integral formula to the resultant simply connected
region &l' bounded by the curve C' (Figure 10.8). By considering the limit as
the width of the cut tends to zero, we thus deduce that, for any point z in the
annulus Bl, there follows

fez) = _1 1 f(rx) drx -=--~ 1 f(rx) drx,
21Ti 101 rx - z 21Ti 101 rx - z

(91)

where both C1 and C2 are to be traversed in the positive (counterclockwise)
direction.

Theftrst integral in (91) now is dealt with exactly as in Section 10.7, by
expanding l/(rx - z) in powers of (z - a)/(rx - a) and integrating term by
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term, to yield the relation

~ ,( f(oc) doc = ! An(z - a)n
217'1 YCs oc - Z n=O

where again

(92)

(93)(n = 0, 1, 2, ... ).
f(oc) docA =_1 ,(

n 217'i YCI (oc _ a)n+l

The important point here is that the equal members of (92) now generally do
not also equalf(z), nor does n !An generally equal !(n)(a), since now fez) is not
necessarily analytic everywhere inside C2•

In the second integral of Equation (91), we instead expand I/(oc - z) in
powers of (oc - a)/(z - a),

1 1 1 1

oc-z (z - a) - (oc - a) z-a oc-a
1---

z-a

__ ~ (oc - a)nn- 1

L (Iz - al > R1),
n=l (z - a)

so that, after multiplying this convergent power series by f(oc)/(217'i) and
integrating term by term around Cb there follows

where

-~ t. f(a.) da. = ! B_.(z - a)-·
217'1 C 1 oc - Z n =1

-1

= L Bn(z - a)n
n=-OO

(94)

(95)(n = -1, - 2, ... ).
f(oc) doc

1 t.B=-
n 217'; C

1
(oc - a)n+l

Now, since Equation (92) is true for z inside C2 and (94) is true for z
outside C1, both are true for z in the ring fJA, and hence then can be introduced
into (91). Further, since f(oc)/(oc - a)ft+l is an analytic function of oc when oc
is in fJA, when n is zero or any positive or negative integer, it follows that, in
(93) and (95), C1 and C2 can be deformed into any closed curve C which
surrounds z = a and lies in fJA. *

Hence, finally, if we write

(96)(n = 0, ± 1, ±2, ... ),
1,( f(oc) doc

an = 217'; Yc (oc _ a)n+l

• It should be noted that this statement generally does not apply to the integrals in
Equation (91), since f(rx)f(rx - z) generally is not an analytic function of rx when rx = z.
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there follows An = an when n ::::: 0 and B n = an when n ~ -I, and the
result of introducing (92) and (95) into (91) thus becomes

00

f(z) = L an(z - a)n
n= - 00

(97)

(z =1= 0)

This expansion is known as the Laurent series expansion of f(z), in the
specified annulus fll, and is seen to involve both positive and negative powers
of z - a, in the general case.

Whenf(z) also is analytic inside and on Cb (96) shows that an = 0 when
n < 0, and (97) then reduces to the Taylor series (87), valid everywhere inside
Cz. On the other hand, whenf(z) also is analytic outside and on Cz, the series
involves only a constant term and negative powers of z - a and can, in fact,
be considered as an ordinary power series in (z - a)-I, valid everywhere
outside C1.

Just as in the case of ordinary power series, it can be proved that, within
its annular region of convergence, a Laurent series can be integrated (or
differentiated) term by term, and the result will converge to the integral (or
derivative) of the function represented by the original series.

Further, it is known that the expansion (97) is unique, in the sense that if an
expansion of the form

f(z) = L cxiz - a)n

can be obtained in any way, and is valid in the specific annulus

R1 < Iz - al < Rz,

then necessarily CXn = an' This fact frequently permits one to obtain a desired
Laurent series by elementary methods, without attempting to evaluate the
coefficients by using (96).

00

In illustration, from the familiar expansion et = L tn/n!, which is
o

valid for all t, we may deduce other relations, such as

eZ 1 z Z2 zn
-=-+1+-+-+"'+ +'"
z z 2! 3! (n + I)!

and
1 I 1

e1/Z = 1 + - + -- + " . + -- + ' , ,
I!z 2!z2 n!zn

(z =1= 0).

Both these series are Laurent expansions with a = 0, R1 = 0, and R2 = co.
Also we have, for example, the geometric series expansions

1
-- = 1 + z + zz + ... + zn + ...
1 - z

(izi < 1)
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1 -(lIz) 1 ( 1 )
1 - z = 1 - (lIz) = -; 1 + -; + ...

1 1 1 1
= - -; - z2 - Z3 - • • • - zn - ... (izi > 1).

The first of these expansions is the Taylor series valid inside the circle
IzI = 1, the second the Laurent series valid outside that circle.

More generally, if a Laurent expansion of fez) is required in powers of
z - a, in the annulus RI < Iz - al < R2, we may attempt to expressj(z) as
the sum (or product) of two functionsfl(z) andf2(z), such thath(z) is analytic
everywhere outside the inner circle Iz - al = RI and f2(Z) is analytic every
where inside the outer circle Iz - al = R2• The desired representation then can
be obtained by expanding f2(Z) in an ordinary power series inz - a,expanding
fl(Z) in an ordinary power series in (z - a)-I, and adding (or multiplying)
together the results.

Thus, for example, the function
2

f(z)=----
z(z - 1)(z - 2)

clearly is analytic except when z = 0, 1, and 2. To expand f(z) in a
Laurent series of powers of z in the annulus f!J: 1 < Izi < 2, we may first
write

121
f(z) = - - + .

z z-1 z-2

Since the first two terms are analytic when Izl > 1, whereas the third term
is analytic when Izi < 2, we may expand the first two terms in powers of
lIz and the third in powers of z, to obtain

1 21z 1/2
f(z) = ; - 1 - (lIz) - 1 - (z/2)

= ! - ~ (1 + ~ + ..!. + .. . + 2.- + ...)
z z z z2 zn

1 ( Z z2 zn)- 2 1 + 2 + "4 + ... + 2n + . .. .

Thus there follows

(l < Izl < 2)
n=-oo

where an = -1/2n +1 when n ~ 0, a-I = -1, and an = -2 when
n:S;; -2. The same function also possesses two other Laurent series in
powers of z, valid when °< Izl < 1 and when 2 < Izi < co, as well as
either three or four Laurent (or Taylor) series in powers of z - a, for any
other value of a.
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10.9. Singularities of alUllytic functions. If any region f!l exists such that
fez) or a branch off(z) is analytic in f!4, then we speak off(z) as "an analytic
function." Points at which fez) is not analytic are called singular points or
singularities of the function. Also, a point at which a branch of a multivalued
functionf(z) is not analytic is called a singular point off(z). From the defini·

tion, we see that any point at whichrdoes not exist is a singular point. Also,

whenf(z) is multivalued, any point which cannot be an interior point of the
region of definition of a single·valued branch offez) is a singular point.

Points of the latter type are known as branch points. At such points the
first derivative mayor may not exist, but it can be shown that a derivative of
some order will fail to exist. The characteristic feature of a branch point
consists of the fact that if a point describes a small closed circuit (enclosing no
other singular points) about such a point, the value assumed by the function
after the circuit differs from the initial value. In Section 10.3 we have seen that
the function log z and functions of the form Zk, where k is not an integer, both

have a branch point at z = O. Since dd log z = ~ is analytic elsewhere, this
z z

is the only singularity of log z in the finite part of the plane. Similarly, since

!.. Zk = kZ k-1, we see that also Zk has no other finite singularity. Unless the
dz
real part of k is smaller than unity, reference to Equation (47) shows that the
first derivative of Zk is finite at z = O. However, it is clear that if successive
derivatives are calculated, eventually a power of z with a negative real part
will be obtained (when k is not a positive integer or zero), and hence the corre·
sponding derivative will not exist at the branch point. It is seen that the
functions log (z - a) and (z - a)k both have a branch point at z = a, with
the above restriction on k.

Reference to Sections 10.2 and 10.3 then shows that the elementaryfunctions
can have branch points onlyfor those values ofz for which a quantity raised to a
nonintegral power vanishes, or for which a quantity whose logarithm is taken
vanishes or becomes infinite. It is assumed, for this purpose, that inverse
trigonometric and hyperbolic functions are expressed in terms ofthe logarithm,
as in Equations (55) and (56).

Thus, for example, it is to be expected that the function

fez) = (l - Z2)1I2 = (1 + Z)1/2 (1 - Z)1/2

has branch points at z = 1 and at z = - 1. This is readily seen if we notice,
for example, that near z = 1the functionf(z) behaves like (l + 1)1/2(1 - Z)1/2

= V2 (I - Z)1/2. Similarly, the functionf(z) = log (z - Z2) can be written in
the form

fez) = log [z(1 - z)] = log z + log (1 - z).
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Thus we conclude that this function has branch points at z = 0 and at z = 1.
In the cases of the inverse circular and hyperbolic functions, reference to
Equations (55) and (56) shows that the functions sin-1 z, cos-1 Z, cosh-1 z, and
tanh-1 Z have branch points at z = ± 1, whereas the functions tan-1 z
and sinh-1 z have branch points at z = ±i. The expressions for the first
derivatives of these functions show that there are no other finite singular
points.

In working with multivalued functions (possessing one or more branch
points) it is usually desirable to specify one particular branch of the functions
and artificially prevent the possibility oftransition from that branch to another

y

w=log z

y

w=zlr

x

Figure 10.9 Figure 10.10

branch. Clearly, this result may be accomplished by forbidding curves froln
surrounding the branch points.

In the case of the function w = log z, it is conventional to imagine the
complex plane to be "cut" along the entire positive real axis, so that transition
across this part of the axis is impossible (Figure 10.9). In the resultant "cut
plane" any convenient branch of log z, say the branch for k = 0,

log z = log r + i()p (0 :S: ()p < 27T),

is a single-valued function ofz, which is analytic everywhere except on the cut.
It is seen that the cut or "barrier" could equally well be made along any other
ray or curve extendingfrom the branch point z = 0 to infinity.

For the function w = Zk, where k is nonintegral, the principal value of () is
frequently defined by -7T < () p :S: 7T, so that the cut is taken along the negative
real axis (Figure 10.10). . 1 .

For such a function as w = tan-1 z = : log - IZ , with branch points at
2 1 + iz

Z = ±i, two cuts may be made along the imaginary axis, from the two branch
points outward to infinity, thus avoiding contours which surround either of
the branch points [Figure 10.1 1(a)]. In this case it is readily verified that a
circuit which encloses both branch points does not introduce a transition from
branch to branch. Thus, in place of cutting the plane as described, we could
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merely introduce a finite cut joining the two branch points, and hence avoiding
contours which include only one of the branch points [Figure 10.11(b)]. The
method of cutting to be preferred depends upon the particular problem con
sidered. Further facts bearing on the nature of the cuts are brought out in
Section 10.10.

Thus, in place of dealing with multivalued functions, we may always
introduce a suitably cut plane such that only one particular branch of the
function need be considered. Any such branch is then single-valued in the cut
plane.

If it is necessary to retain the possibility of transition from branch to
branch, we may think of constructing a series of superimposed planes cut and

y

i

tali-Iw- Z

x

(a)

Figure 10.11

y

w=tan- l z

x

(b)

joined along the cuts in such a way that if a point starts 0':1 a given plane,
moves around a branch point, and approaches its original position after such
a circuit, it moves across a cut from the initial plane onto another super
imposed plane corresponding to a second branch of the function. For the
function w = log z an infinite number of such planes would be required, and
the resultant configuration would resemble an endless helicoidal surface. For
the function w = Zl/2 only two such planes would be needed, the junctions
being so arranged that as a point describes a continuous contour surrounding
the origin it moves from the first Usheet" to the second after the first circuit,
and returns from the second sheet to the first after a second circuit. Such
arrangements are known as Riemann surfaces.

In the remainder of this work, however, we will think of the plane as cut in
such cases, so that all branch points are removed and the functions considered
can be taken to be single-valued. The remaining singular points of a function

fez) are then points at which the derivative ;;does not exist.

In particular, ifj(z) is analytic everywhere throughout some neighborhood
of a point z = a, say inside the circle C: Iz - al = R, except at the point
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z = a itself, then z = a is called an isolated singular point offez). The results
of Section 10.8 show that a Laurent expansion of the form

00

fez) = L an(z - a)n
n= -00

(0 < Iz - al < R) (98)

then is valid.
Now iff(z) were to remain finite as z ----- a, it would necessarily follow that

all a's with negative subscripts in (98) would be zero. Thus, everywhere inside
the circle C except at z = a, fez) would be expressible in the form

fez) = ao + al(z - a) + a2(z - a)2 + ....
If it were also true that f(a) = 00, then fez) would be analytic everywhere
inside C. That is, fez) would become analytic at z = a if it were suitably
defined (or redefined) there. Such a point is often called a "removable singular
point." For example, the functions h(z) = zjz and h(z) = (sin z)jz are un
defined at z = 0, but both functions approach I as z ----- O. If we defineJi'<O) = I
andf2(0) = I, thenh andh are analytic at z = 0 (and elsewhere). Ifwe were
to artificially defineh (0) orh(O) to be 0, say, or to refuse to defineh(O) orh(O)
at all, thenh(z) orliz) would have a "removable singularity" at z = O.

Henceforth, we will assume that all such "removable singularities" have
indeed been removed by suitable definition.

Apart from such artificialities, it thus follows thatf(z) cannot remainfinite
at an isolated singular point. To illustrate such points, we may notice that the
function w = Ijz has a singular point at z = 0, the function w = 1/(z2 + 1)
has singular points at z = ± i, and the function w = cot z has singular points
where z = kTT (k = 0, ± I, ±2, ...). These singularities are examples of points
known as poles. Specifically, we say that iff(z) is notfinite at z = a but iffor
some integer m the product

(z - a)m fez)

is analytic at z = a, then fez) has a pole at z = a. * If m is the smallest integer
for which this is so, the pole is said to be oforder m.

It follows that any rational function of the form

Ao + A.z + + AMzM N(z)
w = B

o
+ BIZ + + BNzN = D(z) , (99)

where the numerator and denominator are polynomials of degree M and N,
respectively, without common factors, can have only poles, such poles occur
ring at points where the denominator D(z) vanishes. Thus ifz - a1 is a simple

• In accordance with the previously introduced convention, it is meant here that
(z - a)m fez) becomes analytic at z = a when it is defined to take on its limiting value at
that point.
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factor of the denominator, the product (z - aJw is analytic at z = al and the
point z = a1 is a pole of order one, or a so-called simple pole. If z = a1 is an
m-fold zero of the denominator, so that (z - aJm is a factor of D(z), then
z = a1 is a pole of order m.

Thus the function
z3-2z+1

f (z) = --::----::----
z5+2z3 +z

z3-2z+1
z(z + i)2(.z - i)2

has a simple pole at z = 0 and double poles at z = ±i because z f(z) is
clearly analytic at z = 0, whereas (z - i)2 f(z) is analytic at z = i and
(z + i)2 f(z) is analytic at z = -i. That is, each product listed possesses a
derivative at and near the point noted.

Functions other than rational functions may also have poles. Thus the
functionf(z) = csc z is not finite at the points z = 0, ±1T, ±21T, ..•• Con
sidering first the point z = 0, we see that

z fez) = --?- = (sin z) -1

SIn Z Z

is finite at z = 0, since

Z3 Z5

. z-3'+5i-'" [ 2 ]
lim SID z = lim . . = lim 1 - ~ + ... = 1.
%-+0 Z %-+0 Z %-+0 3 !

Also, z fez) has a finite derivative at z = 0, since

~ [zf(z)] = sin z - z cos z = (z - t + ... ) - z(
1

- t + ... )
dz sin2 z ( Z3 ) 2

Z -- + ...
3!

Z3- + ...
3 z- =-+"',
Z2 + .. . 3

d .
and hence dz [zf(z)] = °when z = 0. Thusf(z) has a SImple pole at z = 0.

Similarly, at a singular point z = k1T we may make the substitution

t = z - k1T.

There then follows

t t
(z - k1T)f(z) = . = (_l)k_.-.

SID (t + k1T) SIn t
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Thus, since t -. 0 as z -. krr, we see that, except for sign, (z - krr)f(z) behaves
near z = krr just as zf(z) behaves near z = 0, and hencef(z) has simple poles
at all the points z = krr (k an integer). From the expression for f'(z),

f'(z) = _ c~s z ,
sm2 z

we see thatf'(z) exists at all other points, and hence these points are the only
singular points of the function in the finite part of the plane.

From Equation (98) we may deduce thatf(z) has a pole oforder mat z = a
if and only iffez) has a Laurent expansion (98) in the neighborhood of z = a,
with an = 0 when n < -m and with a_m *- O.

All isolated singular points which are not poles (and are not removable)
are called essential singular points. Thus, when fez) has an isolated singularity

at a point z = a, that singularity is essential if the derivative f does not exist
at z = a and if there is no integer m for which z

d
dz [(z - a)mf(z)]

1
f'(z) = - - e1/ z

Z2

exists everywhere except at the origin. Thus the origin is an isolated singular
point. For real values of z, the functionf(x) = ellx is seen to approach zero
as x -. 0 from negative values, and to become infinite as x -. 0 from positive
values. Thus we see that e1/ z approaches zero if z -. 0 along the negative real
axis and that the absolute value of ellz increases without limit as z -. 0 along
the positive real axis. Since the same is true for zm e1/ z , for any value of m, we
see that zm fez) is not analytic at z = 0 for any value of m, and hence the
function has an essential singularity at z = O.

To investigate in more detail the behavior off(z) near the origin, we write
z = r eiO and so express fez) in the form

exists at z = a. It should be noted that a branch point is not an isolated
singularity, since any circle with center at that point must also contain points
on some branch cut passing through that point, if the branch considered is to
be single-valued.

As an example ofan essential singular point, we notice that for the function
fez) = e1/ z the derivative

1 6-19 ! (cos 0-i sin 0)
fez) = e = er

cos 0 [ (. f'J) (. f'J) ]- smv ., smv
= e r COS -r- - I sm -r- .

In particular, we have
1 cos 0

If(z)1 = le~l = e-r-.
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It follows that if z ---+ 0 along any curve for which cos () > 0 as r ---+ 0, the
absolute value of f(z) increases without limit, whereas if z ---+ 0 along any
curve for which cos () < 0 as r ---+ 0, then fez) ---+ o. Now suppose that z ---+ 0
along a curve r = c-l cos (), that is, along a circle of diameter lie tangent to
the imaginary axis. For such an approach we have always If(z) I = eC

, and
hence If(z)1 can be made to take on any positive value as z ---+ 0 along a properly
chosen circle of this kind. On such a circle we have also

fez) = et[cos (c tan.()) - i sin (c tan ())].

Now as z ---+ 0 along this circle the angle () tends toward 1T12, and hence the
argument of the circular functions increases without limit. Consequently, it is
seen that fez) takes on all complex values with absolute value eC infinitely
many times. Thus it follows that in any neighborhood of z = 0 the function
ell:, takes on all values except zero an infinite number of times! Further, the
exceptional zero value is approached as z ---+ 0 along the negative real axis, or
along any curve which passes through the origin along a tangent in the second
or third quadrant.

Picard has shown that any analytic function having an isolated essential
singularity behaves in this remarkable way near the singularity, all real and
imaginary values being approached and all values except one being actually
taken on infinitely often in any arbitrarily small region including the singularity.

From Equation (98) we may deduce that fez) has an isolated essential
singular point at z = a if and only if fez) has a Laurent expansion in the
neighborhood of z = a with infinitely many negative powers of z - a.

In addition to the isolated singularities and branch points, still other types
of singular points may exist. For example, in the case of the function

f(z) = _1 i doc ={1
21Ti 1eo oc - z 0

inside Co

outside Co,
(100)

mentioned in Section 10.8, all points on the closed curve Co are singular points.
One might speak of such points as "artificial boundary points" since they
comprise a curve across which a transition occurs from one domain, inside
which a first analytic function fi(z) is defined, to another domain in which a
second analytic function.f2(z) is defined. In this example there is no difficulty
in extending the domain of definition of either fl(z) or f2(z) across Co, so that
points on Co are not singularities for either of the two analytic functions fl
andf2.

However, there exist functions, defined on one side of a curve C, such that
their definitions cannot be extended analytically across C. Such a curve is
called a natural boundary for the associated function, and points on such a
curve are usually referred to as (nonisolated) essential singularities.
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When branches ofa multivalued function are defined, the points on branch
cuts are also singular points, but are rather artificially so since (except for the
branch points themselves) they would no longer be exceptional if the branches
of the parent function were redefined.

In addition, it may happen that isolated singular points cluster about a
point z = a, in such a way that there are such points in every circle with center
at z = a, no matter how small the radius. Then z = a also is a singular point
and is usually included in the category of nonisolated "essential" singularities.

10.10. Singularities at infinity. To study the behavior of a function
fez) for large values of Izl, we may make the substitution

1
z =-.

t
(101)

The functionf(z) is then transformed to a new function get),

g(t) = f(f). (102)

Now as a point z moves indefinitely far from the origin in any direction, so that
Izl--+- co, the corresponding point t approaches t = 0. It is convenient to say
that the point t = °corresponds to a "point at infinity" in the complex plane
which may be denoted by z = Zoo, such that this point is approached by any
point z receding from the origin indefinitely far in any direction. Thus we
"extend" or "close" the complex plane by adding the point Zoo "at infinity."
It is then natural to say that fez) is analytic at Zoo if get) = f(l/t) is analytic
at t = 0, and similarly that ifget) has a particular type of singularity at t = 0,
then fez) has the same type of singularity at Zoo'

If get) = f(l/t) is analytic at t = 0, then it can be expanded in a series

(103)
A A 00 A

fez) = Ao + --! + _2 + ... = ~ -!!
Z .,.2 £- Zn

- n=O

in some circle about t = 0, and conversely. Hence, replacing t by liz, it
follows that fez) is analytic at Zoo ifand only if it can be represented by a series
of the form

for values ofz outside a sufficiently large circle with center at z = 0. In particu
lar,f(z) must approach a limitf( co) as z --+- Zoo' that is. as Izi --+- co in any way,
and Equation (103) shows that

AO = f(ro). (104)
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We notice also that iffOlt) is analytic at t = 0, then

!!.-f(!) = - ! f' (!)
dt t t2 t

must exist at t = 0, and hence Z2 Zmust exist at zoo'

Iff(llt) has a pole of order mat t = 0, then tm f(llt) can be expanded in a
power series in t converging near t = 0, and conversely, and hence near t = 0
we may write

(1) A A 00f - = _0 + _1 + ... + A + A t + ... = "'" A t- m + n
•

t t m tm- 1 m m+1 ~ n

Thus we conclude thatf(z) has apole oforder m at Zoo ifand only if we can write

fez) = Aozm + A1z
m- 1 + ... + Am + Am+1 + ...

Z

(105)

for values of z outside a sufficiently large circle with center at z = O. In
particular, f(z)/zm must approach a limit as z -+ Za;;, and this limit is identi
fied with the coefficient Ao in (l05),

Ao = lim _1 fez). (106)
z-+oo zm

Also, since ; 1mfH) must exist when I = 0, it follows that the expression

_Z2.!!.- [fez)] = ~ fez) __1_ df(z)
dz zm zm-l zm-2 dz

must exist as z -+ Zoo'
From (l05) we conclude that any polynomial ofdegree m has apole oforder

m at Zoo' If we consider the general rational function

fez) = 0 0 + °IZ + + °A'Z
S

, (107)
bo + bIZ + + b~lIzJI

with a};"b.u -=I 0, we obtain

f('!) = oot
N + 01t" -1 + + Os t J1 -.V.

t botM + b1t~1l-1 + + b.11

Thus it follows thatf(llt) is analytic at t = °if M :> Nand thatf(llt) has a
pole of order N - Mat t = 0 if N > M. The same is thus true for fez) at ZOO'

Since fez) clearly is analytic at all finite points except at zeros of the
denominator, where poles exist, it follows that any rational function possesses
no singularities other than poles. Ifwe count a pole of order k as equivalent to k
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(109)

simple poles, we see that since the denominator has M linear factors, the
multiplicity offinite poles is M. Similarly, the multiplicity of finite zeros is N.
If M > N, the functionf(lft) has a zero of order M - Nat t = 0, and hence
fez) has a zero of order M - N at zoo. In this case there are exactly M poles
and M zeros (counting multiple poles and zeros separately). Similarly, if
M < N, there are N poles and N zeros. In any case,for a rationalfunction the
total multiplicity of poles is equal to the total multiplicity of zeros, when the
point Zoo is taken into account.

Since the expansions ofe Z
, sin z, cos z, sinh z, and cosh z involve allpositive

powers of z, and converge for all finite values of z, reference to the criterion
(lOS) shows that although these functions have nofinite singularities, they each
have an essential singularity at Zoo' In the case of the exponential function this
situation may also be seen by noticing that e Z behaves for large Izi as ell'/.
behaves for smalllzi.

For the function fez) = log z there follows f(lft) = log (1ft) = -log t.
Hence it follows thatf(z) = log z has a branch point at Zoo as well as at z = O.
A similar statement applies to fez) = Zk, where k is nonintegraI. The "cuts"
introduced in Section 10.9 for these functions can be considered as joining the
two branch points.

We notice that a small circle surrounding the point t = 0 corresponds to a
large circle with center at z = 0 in the complex plane. Thus, just as we may
consider a "circle of zero radius" as enclosing only the origin, we may in a
similar sense consider the exterior of a circle Coo "ofinfinite radius" as consist
ing only of the point Zoo' Conseq uently, the exterior of a closed contour C may
be considered as composed of the region between C and the infinite circle Coo

together with an added exterior point Zoo at infinity.
Also, a positive circuit around thefinite area enclosed byany closed contour

C can be considered also as a negative circuit around the infinite area outside
C, including the point zoo'

1ff(z) is analytic on C and at allfinite points outside C, it follows that C
and Coo are equivalent contours, and hence

f fez) dz = f fez) dz. (108)
C Coo

The right-hand integral may now be considered as taken along a negatil'e
contour enclosing the exterior of Coo, that is, enclosing only the immediate
neighborhood of the point Zoo' However, even though f(z) be analytic at zoc'
this integral may not vanish. It can be shown to vanish if z2 fez) is analytic at Z:r

(see Problem 59). This fact leads to the result

fcf(z) dz = 0

in the case when Z2 f(z) is analytic on alld outside C and at =7.' as well as in the
case when fez) is analytic on and inside C.
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If outside a closed contour C no points, including the point zoo, are branch
points, and if we think ofa closed circuit around C as surrounding the exterior
of C, we may expect that a function fez) will return to its initial value after
such a closed circuit, whether or not there are finite branch points inside C.
Thus, for the function

_ i 1 - iz
fez) = tan 1 z = -log .

2 1 + IZ

we obtain

(1) i t - if - = - log--.
t 2 t + i

Hence, since t = 0 is not a branch point for fOft), it follows that Zoo is not a
branch point for fez). In the first method of cutting the plane for this function
(Section 10.9), the cut can be thought of as joining the two branch points
z = ±ialong an infinite segment passing through Zoo' However, since Zoo is not
a branch point, closed circuits surrounding Zoo need not be prohibited, and the
finite cut joining the branch points in the second figure is equally satisfactory.
That is, we need only prohibit closed circuits which enclose only one of the
branch points. It must follow that a closed circuit surrounding both branch
points will return tan-1 z to its initial value. As was stated earlier, this state
ment can be directly verified (see Problem 39).

It may happen that Zoo is a branch point on certain branches of a multi
valued function but not on other branches,-as for the function sin-1 z + i log Z

(see Problem 51).

10.11. Significance of singularities. An important theorem, due to
Liouville, states that a function which is analytic at all finite points and at Zoo

must be constant. To establish this theorem, we consider any two points Zl and
Z2 in the complex plane and apply Cauchy's theorem (Section 10.4) to express
f(z.;) and f(z2) in the form

(110)

where C is a circle of radius R, with center at the origin, including the points Zl

and Z2' By subtraction we obtain also

f(z2) - f(zl) = Z2 - Zl ,( f(oc) doc. (111)
21Ti Jc (oc - Zl)(OC - Z2)

For points on C we have

oc = R eifJ, loci = R. (112)
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Since feZ) is assumed to be analytic everywhere (including z lXJ, it must be
bounded everywhere. Denoting this bound by M and making use of the in
equality (10) we obtain, for points on C,

f(rx) :s;: M
(Irxl - IZ11)(lrxl - IZ21)

M

Hence, making use of (80), we obtain from (Ill)

Iz - z I M
If( z ) - fez )I:S;: 2 1. • 21TR

2 1 - 21T (R - IZ11)(R - IZ21)

(113)

Since fez) is analytic everywhere, we are permitted to let the radius R of C
increase without limit. But since the right member then tends to zero, it
follows that the left-hand member must be zero for any two points ZI and Z2'

Hence fez) is constant, as was to be shown.
This theorem has many important consequences. In illustration, we have

seen that any polynomial of degree m has no singularities except a pole of
order m at zoo. We can now show that, conversely, afunction having nosingu
larities other than a pole oforder m at Zoo is necessarily a polynomial ofdegree
m. For iffez) has a pole of order m at zoo, then for large Izi it must be repre
sentable by a series of form (l05). Hence fez) must be expressible as the sum
Pm(Z) + g(z) of a polynomial

and a function whose expression, for large Izl, is of the form

g(z) = Am +1 + Am +2 + ....
Z Z2

(114)

(115)

But since the function g(z) must then be analytic everywhere, and since it
vanishes as Izi ~ 00, it follows from the preceding theorem thatg(z) must be
zero and hence fez) must be a polynomial, as stated.

Further, we can show that ifafunction is analytic except for ajinite number
ofpoles it must be a rationalfunction; that is, it must be the ratio of two poly
nomials. For suppose that fez) has poles of order k n at the N finite points
z = Zn (n = 1, 2, ... , N). Then, from the definition of a pole, it follows that
the function
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is analytic at all finite points. The coefficient offez) in (116) is a polynomial
of degree K, where

and hence it has a pole of order K at zoo. But since we have supposed thatf(z)
is either analytic at Zoo or, at worst, has a pole at Zoo, it follows that F(z) has, at
worst, a pole at zoo. Now since F(z) is analytic at all finite points, the preceding
theorem shows that it must be a polynomial. Thus fez) must be the ratio of
this polynomial to the polynomial which multiplies it in (Il6), as was to be
shown.

These examples illustrate the fact that analytic functions are, to a certain
extent, essentially characterized by their singularities. Those functions which
are single-valued, andanalytic at aI/finite points, are known as integralfunctions
or as entire functions. Such a function is either analytic also at zoo, in which
case it must be a constant; or it may have a pole at zoo, in which case it must be a
polynomial; or, otherwise, it must have an essential singularity at zoo' in which
case it is known as an integral transcendentalfunction. The functions eZ

, sin z,
and sinh z are examples of such functions. We have seen that if an analytic
function is expanded in powers of z - a, the circle ofconvergence extends at
least to the nearest singularity. It follows that the Taylor series representation
of any integral function converges for aI/finite values of z. Conversely, if a
power series converges for all finite values ofz, it represents an integral function.

10.12. Residues. Suppose that the analytic function fez) has a pole of
order m at the point z = a. Then (z - a)m fez) is analytic and hence can be
expanded in the Taylor series

(z - a)m fez) = Ao + A1(z - a) + ... + Am-l(z - a)m-l

+ Am(z - a)m + ... , (117)
where

1 [dk
]Ak = - -k {(z - a)m fez)} ,

k! dz z=a
(118)

in accordance with the results of Section 10.7. This series will converge within
any circle about z = a which does not include another singularity. If z i= a,
Equation (117) can be rewritten in the form

f (z) = Ao + Al + ... + Am -1
(Z - a)m (Z - a)m-l z - a

+ Am + Am+l(z - a) + ... . (119)

Now let Ca be any closed contour surrounding z = a which lies inside the
circle of convergence of (117) and which is such that fez) is analytic inside
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and on Ca , except at z = a. If we integrate (119) around this contour and
review Equations (78a,b), we obtain merely

(121)

(120)

with

f fez) dz = 21Ti Am-I'
Co.

the only term contributing to the integration being Am_1/(z - a). The same
relation then continues to hold when Ca is deformed into any equivalent
contour, which need not lie inside the circle of convergence of (117).

We call the coefficient A m- l the residue offez) at z = a and denote its
value by Res (a), the functionf(z) being understood. Ifa more explicit notation
is desirable, we will denote the residue off(z) at z = a by Res U(z); a}. Thus,
iffez) has a pole of order m at z = a, then

1. /(z) d z = 21Ti Res (a)JCa

1 [dm
-

1
]

Res (a) = (m _ 1)! dzm- 1 {(z - a)m fez)} z=a'

where Ca is a closed contour enclosing z = a but excluding all other singularities
off(z).

We notice that Res (a) is the coefficient of 1/(z - a) in the Laurent
expansion of f(z) , in powers of z - a, which is valid near z = a. The value
of the residue can be determined from this fact or can be determined directly
from (121).

In the case of a simple pole (m = 1), Equation (121) gives

m = 1: Res (a) = [(z - a)/(z)]z=a = lim (z - a)/(z). (122)
z ..... a

In this case, iffez) is expressed as the ratio

fe z) = N(z) (123)
D(z) ,

where N(a) is finite, it follows that D(z) must vanish at z = a in such a way
that D(z)/(z - a) approaches a finite limit as z --+- a. By using L'Hospital's
rule, we may then evaluate the limit indicated in (122) in the form

m = 1: Res (a) = N(a) . (124)
D'(a)

When D(z) is a polynomial, z - a must be a factor, and hence (122) is readily
evaluated by merely deleting the factor z - a in the denominator and setting
z = a in the remaining ratio.

This procedure is applicable, however, only in the case when z = a is a
simple pole. Otherwise, use should be made of Equation (121) unless the series
(119) is easily obtained, in which case the residue is read directly from the.
senes.
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To illustrate the calculation of residues, we consider first the function

549

1
fez) = Z2 + 1

1

(z + i)(z - i)
(125)

There are simple poles at z = ±iwith residues

Res (i) = lim (z - i)f(z) = ( 1 .) = ~
z~i Z + I z=i 21

and

( I.) 1
Res ( - i) = . = - 2' ,

Z-l z=-i 1

from (122). If we use (124), we have, with N = I and D = Z2 + I,

Res (i) = (1.-) = ~ , Res ( - i) = (1.-) = - ~ ,
2z z=i 21 2z z= -i 2l

as before.
For the function

f( ) 1 1 (126)
z = z3 _ Z2 Z2(Z - 1) ,

there is a double pole at z = 0 and a simple pole at z = 1. At z = 1 we obtain,
from (122),

Res (1) = (~) = 1.
Z %=1

At z = 0 we use (121) with a = 0, m = 2, and find

Res (0) = [.!!.. ( I)J =-1.
dz Z - 1 %=0

For the function

fez) = SIn Z 6- Z ,

Z
(127)

(128)

or

a singularity in the finite part of the plane can occur only at z = O. Byexpand
ing the numerator in powers of z, there follows

(
z3 Z5 Z7 )z--+-+-+'" -z

fez) = 3! 51 7!
z6

liz
fez) = - 6z3 + 120z - 5040 + ....

Thus fez) has a pole of order three at z = O. The residue is merely the co
efficient of lIz in (128),

Res (0) = Ih.
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Res (a) = a-I, (129)

y

It is easily shown that iffeZ) has a pole of order m at z = a, the value of
the right-hand member of (121) is unchanged if m is replaced by any integer M
such that M ~ m. That is, if the order of the pole is overestimated when (121)
is used, the correct value of the residue will still result. This may be verified in
the case just considered by using (121) to calculate Res (0) with m = 6, in

place of the correct value m = 3 which is
not readily determined by inspection, and
which would lead to a more involved
calculation.

If fez) has an isolated essential singu
larity at z = a, but is single-valued in the
neighborhood of that point, then reference
to (97) shows that (120) again applies, with

where a-I is the coefficient of (z - a)-1 in
Figure 10.12 the Laurent expansion offez) which is valid

in the immediate neighborhood of z = a. It
has been seen that this statement is true also when z = a is a pole, so that, in
fact, it applies when z = a is any isolated singularity of a single-valued
function. However, the alternative formula (121) applies only when z = a is
apoJe.

In illustration, we note tl5at the function

fez) = zel/ z (130)

has an isolated essential singularity at z = 0, but has no other singularity at a
finite point. From the expansion

fez) = Z(1 +- ~ + _1_ + ...) = z...L 1 + _1_ + ...
Z 2!Z2 2!z

(z # 0),

there follows

Res (0) = !.

Suppose now that C is the boundary of a finite region inside which fez)
is single-valued and has only isolated singularities, at a finite number of points
z = aI' a2, ••• ,ane We enclose these points by small nonintersecting closed
curves CIt C2, ••• , Cn' each of which lies inside C and encloses only one
singularity. Then, by introducing a crosscut from each curve Ck to C, a simply
connected region f!A is obtained inside which fez) is analytic (Figure 10.12).
Thus the line integral of fez) around the complete boundary of this region
vanishes. Noticing that the integrals along the crosscuts cancel, and that the
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integrations taken around the small contours are in the negative sense, there
follows

tof(z) dz - [to,!(z) dz + tc,!(z) dz + ... + tc.!(z) dzJ = O.
(131)

But since the integral taken in the positive sense around Ck is 27Ti times the
residue off(z) at z = ak , Equation (131) leads to the result

f f(z) dz = 2.".i! Res (a.). (132)
c k=l

Thus, iff(z) is analytic inside and on a closed curve C, except at a finite
number of interior isolated singularities, then ~of(z) dz is given by 27Ti times
the sum ofthe residues off(z) at those points. This result is known as Cauchy's
residue theorem.

10.13. Evaluation ofreal definite integrals. The residue theorem is useful
in evaluating certain types of real definite integrals. In this section a few
examples are presented.

Example 1. Any real integral of the form

(21T
I = 1. R (sin 8, cos 8) d8,

.0
(133)

where R is a rational function of sin 8 and cos 8 which is finite for all (real) values of
8, can be evaluated by residue theory as follows. If we make the substitution

z = eiO, dz = iewd8 (134)
there follows also

dz
d8 =-. ,

lZ

Z2 - I
sin 8 =-

2iz '

Z2 + 1
cos8= 2z' (135)

(137)

(136)

(A2 > B2, A > 0)

Thus, R(sin 8, cos 8) d8 takes the form F(z) dz, where F(z) is a rational function of z.
Since z describes a positive circuit around the unit circle C1 in the complex plane as
8 varies from 0 to 21T, the integral (133) takes the form

I = fC
1

F(z) dz = 21Ti 2: Res (ak)'
k

where the points ak are the poles of F(z) inside the unit circle.
For example, with (134) and (135) the integral

1211 d8
I -

1 - 0 A + B cos 8
takes the form

2/i
F(z) = BZ 2 + 2Az + B'
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A VA2 - B2
Z = al = - B + B

and
A VA2 - B2

Z = a2 = - - -B B

We see that, since ala2 = 1, one pole (that at ai' since A is assumed to be positive)
is inside the unit circle CI , whereas the second pole is outside CI (Figure 10.13).
Using (124), we obtain

2/; 1
Res (a ) = = ---:::::::::;::::=~

I 28al + 2A ;...;A2 _ B2

and hence there follows
21T

/1 = 21T; Res (al) = v .
A2 - B2

The restriction A2 > B2 is necessary in order that the integral (137) exist.

(138)

y

1 %

y

Figure 10.13

-R

Figure 10.14

R %

Example 2. We next indicate how contour integration may be used to evaluate
an integral of the form

r:oo f(x) dx,. (139)

(140)

where f(x) is a rational function, whose denominator is of degree at least two
greater than the numerator, and which is finite for all (real) values of x. To illustrate
the procedure, we consider the integral

I ~ roo I : x4 dx.
We first write

Z2

f(z) = 1 + Z4 (141)

and consider the result of integrating f(z) around the indicated contour (Figure
10.14), consisting of the segment of the real axis extending from -R to R and the
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semicircle CR in the upper half-plane. For any value of R there follows

fR 1 x2 x4 dx +1f(z) dz = 2TTi~ Res (Qk), (142)
-R + CR ~

where the points Qk are the poles off(z) inside the contour. As R increases without
limit the first integral on the left approaches the required integral. Also, eventually
all finite poles off(z) in the upper half-plane are absorbed into the contour and hence
contribute residues to the right-hand member.

We show next that the integral taken along CR tends to zero as R -+ 00. On CR

we have IzI = R and hence also, using (10),

z2 Izl2 R2
Ifez) I = 1 + Z4 ~ IZl4 _ 1 = Ri _ 1 == M (R > 1).

The length of CR is L = TTR, and hence by Equation (80) there follows

L/(Z) dz ,,; ML ~ ;.~ 1 (R > 1). (143)

Hence the integral along CR tends to zero as the radius R increases indefinitely"
Thus, proceeding to the limit as R -+ 00, Equation (142) gives

J = fa) I x
2

4 dx = 2TT; 2: Res (Qk), (144)-a) + x k

where the points Qk are the finite poles of [(z) in the upper half-plane. The poles
of f(z) in the upper half-plane are the two values of ( -1)1/4 which have positive
imaginary parts,

(145)

Also, making use of (124), we obtain

Res (Qk) = (4Z23
) = 4a

1
k

"
z Z=QI.

Thus (144) is evaluated in the form

fa) X2 dx = 2TT;(~ e- rri/4 + ~ e-3Jrt/4)-a) 1 + x4 4 4
(146)

It should be noticed that the crucial step in this procedure consists of showing
that the integral along CR tends to zero as R -+ 00" Considering the more general
case described in connection with (139), we see that if the denominator off(x) is of
degree at least two greater than the numerator, then along CR the maximum value

1 I
M of 1[(z)1 is at worst of the order of I

z
l2 = R2' Since the length of CR is L = TT R,

it follows that ML is at worst of the order of llR and hence, as in the example, the
integral tends to zero as R -+ 00. Thus in such cases we have

(147)
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where the points ak are the poles offez) in the upper halfplane. It is easily seen that
if f(x) is a rational function, the conditions specified are necessary in order that

f~oof(x) dx exist. Thus (147) is true iff(x) is a rational function and if the integral

exists.
We note that if f(x) is an even function, there follows

1
00

1 Joof(x) dx = 2 f(x) dx.
o -0::

Thus, for example, Equation (146) also gives

[00 Xl 7T
Jo 1 + x4 dx = 2 \1'2 . (148)

Example 3. If we attempt to apply the method of the preceding example to the
evaluation of an integral of the form

(149)

where f{x) is a rational function of the type described, we encounter difficulty when
we attempt to show that the integral of fez) cos mz or fez) sin mz along CR tends
to zero as R - 00. Thus, if we notice first that on CR we have z = ReiO and hence

Iei1nzI = /ei1nReiOl = /eimR(coSO+iSinO)/ = e-mRsinO }

le-imzl = /e-imReiOI = le-imR(t'oSO+itiinO)1 = emRsinO '

it follows that on CR the functions

(l50a,b)

cos mz = ---2--
e imz _ e- imz

sin mz = ----
2i

(lSI)

increase exponentially in magnitude as R -+ 00 because of the presence of the
term e-imz when m > 0 and because of the term eimz when m < O. Hence, the
maximum value of the integrand is unbounded as R -+ 00, and the integral along
CR cannot be shown to tend to zero.

However, if we notice from (l50a) that, when m > 0, leimzl decreases exponen
tially on CR as R - 00 in the upper half-plane (sin 8 > 0), we may avoid the
difficulty noted by considering the integrals (149) as the real and imaginary parts
of the integral

(m 20). (152)

Then, if the maximum value of If{z)1 on CR is, at worst, KfR2, we have, for points
on CR ,

(m 20).
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Thus the integrand is bounded by M = K{R2 and we have

1eimz fez) dz ~ ML = '" ~
CR

so that the integral along CR again tends to zero as R - 00.

Hence we conclude that if f(x) is a rational function whose denominator is of
degree at least two greater than the numerator, and which is finite for all (real) values
ofx, then

I:C() eimx f(x) dx = 21Ti 2: Res {eimZ f(z); ak} (m ~ 0), (153)

where the points ak are the poles offez) in the upper halfplane. The integrals (149)
are obtained as the real and imaginary parts of this result.

The theory to be developed in the following section shows that if m > 0, the
degree of the denominator need be only one greater than that of the numerator.

In illustration, to evaluate the integral

fC() eimz dx (m ~ 0, a > 0),
-00 cr + x2

1
where a and m are real, we notice that f(x) = cr + x2 is a rational function of the

1
required type. The only pole of fez) = cr 2 in the upper half-plane is at z = ia.

+z
Since the residue of eimz fez) at z = ia is given by

( eimz ) (eimZ
) 1Res . ia = = - e-ma

at + z2' Z + ia z = ia 2ia '
we obtain the result

(154)

(155a,b)(m 20, a > 0).

(m ~ 0, a > 0).fC() dx '"
eimz = - e-ma

-00 at + x2 a

By taking real and imaginary parts, we obtain

foo dx '"
cos mx = - e-ma

-00 at + x2 a

foo sin mx 2 dx 2 = 0
-00 a + x

It is seen from the form of the result that the restriction m 2 0 can be removed in
this case if we replace e-ma bye-1m1a•

10.14. Theorems on limiting contours. In many applications of contour
integration it is necessary to evaluate the limit of the result of integrating a
function of a complex variable along an arc of a circle as the radius of that
circle either increases without limit or tends to zero. In this section we collect
and establish certain general results of frequent application. First, however, it
is convenient to introduce a useful definition.
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If, along a circular arc Cr of radius r, we have If(z)\ ~ M r , where M r is a
bound depending only on r and hence independent of angular position on Cr,

and if M r~ 0 as r ~ 00 (or r --. 0), then we will say thatf(z) tends to zero
uniformly on Cr as r --. 00 (or r~ 0). Thus, for example, if Cr is a circular arc
with center at the origin andf(z) = Z/(Z2 + 1), we have

z = Izi ~ Izi
If()1 IZ2 + 11 - Izl2 - 1

r
(r> 1)

on Cr , if use is made of the basic inequality (10). Hence, if we then take
M r = r/(r2 - 1), we conclude that heref(z) tends to zero uniformly on Cr as
r~ 00. Also, we may take M r = r/O - r2) when r < 1 to show that the same
is true when r --. O.

It is not difficult to show, in particular, that any rationalfunction (ratio of
polynomials) whose denominator is ofhigher degree than the numerator tends
uniformly to zero on any Cr as r --. 00.

With this definition, the following theorems may be stated:

Theorem I. If, on a circular arc CR with radius R and center at the origin,
z f(z) ~ 0 uniformly as R~ 00, then

lim f f(z) dz = O.
R~oo CR

Theorem II. Suppose that, on a circular arc CR with radius R and center
at the origin, f(z) --.0 uniformly as R --. 00. Then:

if CR is in the first and/or fourth quadrants.

if CR is in the third and/or fourth quadrants.

(m > 0)

(m > 0)

(m > 0)

(m > 0)

lim f emz f(z) dz = 0
R~oo C R

lim f e- mz f(z) dz = 0
R~oo C R

1.

2.

3.

4.

if CR is in the first and/or second quadrants.*

lim f e- 1
'lIIZ f(z) dz = 0

ll~oo C R

if CR is in the second and/or third quadrants.

• This result is known as Jordan's lemma.
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(157)

Theorem III. If, on a circular arc Cp with radius p and center at z = 0,

zf(z) ----.. 0 uniformly as p ----.. 0, then

lim f f(=) dz = O.
p ..... O cp

Theorem IV. Suppose thatf(z) has a simple pole at z = 0, with residue
Res (0). Then, if Cp is a circular arc with radius p and center at z = Q, inter
cepting an angle ~ at z = 0, there follows

lim J f(z) dz = ~i Res (0),
p ..... O cp

where ~ is positive if the integration is carried out in the counterclockwise
direction, and negative otherwise.

The proof of Theorem I follows from the fact that if Izf(z) 1~ M R' then
1/(z)1 ::;; MR/R. Since the length of CR is ~R, where ~ is the subtended angle,
Equation (80) gives

f f(z)dz < MR. ~R = ~MR~O (R ~ 00).
cR R

The proof of Theorem II is somewhat more complicated. To prove part 1,
we use the relation

IICR
eimz f(z) dz I:::;: ICR leimzllf(z)lldzl·

But on CR we have Idzl = RdO, 1/(z)1 ~ MR' and ]eimzl = e-mR sin 9, according
to (150a). Hence there follows

IIRI == IfCR eimz f(z) dz I~ RMR I:: e-mR
sin 0 dO,

where 0 ~ {)o < ()1 ..;;; 7T. Since the last integrand is positive, the right-hand
member is not decreased if we take 80 = 0 and 01 = 7T. Hence we have

IIRI :::;; RMR f: e-mRsin 0 dO = 2RMR f: /2
e-mRsln 0 dO. (156)

This integral cannot be evaluated in terms of elementary functions of R. How
ever, in the range 0 ~ 0 ~ 7T/2 the truth of the relation

sin 0 ~ ~ 0
7T

is easily realized by comparing the graphs of y = sin x and y = 2X/7T. Thus
we have also, from (156),

1,,/2
IIRI ~ 2RMR e-2mR9hr dO = 7T MR(l - e-mR),

o m
and hence, ifm > 0, IR tends to zero with M R as R ~ 00, as was to be shown.
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The other three parts of Theorem II are established by completely anal
ogous methods.

To prove Theorem III we notice that the integrand is not greater than
Mplp in absolute value and the length of the path is merely a.p, where a. is the
subtended angle. Hence the integral tends to zero with M p•

To establish Theorem IV, we notice that ifj(z) has a simple pole at z = a
we can write

I(z) = Res (a) + q;(z),
z-a

where cp(z) is analytic, and hence bounded, in the neighborhood of z = a.
Hence we have

i I(z) dz = i Res (a) dz +i cp(z) dz.
cp cp z - a cp

On Cp we can write z = a + peiO
, where () varies from an initial value ()o to

()o + a.. Hence the first integral on the right becomes

i 90 +1% piei9 d() I.90+1%
Res (a) iO = i Res (a) d() = a.i Res (a).

90 pe 90

The second integral on the right tends to zero with p, in consequence of
Theorem III, establishing the desired result.

Several applications of these theorems are presented in the following
section.

10.15. Indented contours. In many cases the presence of a pole or branch
point may lead to the necessity of indenting a contour by introducing an arc
of a circle of small radius p, to avoid integration through a singularity. The
desired result is then obtained by considering a limit as p ---+ O.

In such cases we frequently encounter a new difficulty which can be
explained best by considering what is meant by the Cauchy principal palue of
an improper real integral. To introduce this concept, we consider first the

function y = l/x. As is well known, the integralJ
2

dx does not exist in the
-1 x

strict sense because of the strong infinity of the integrand at x = O. We recall
that the integral would exist, according to the conventional definition of an
improper integral, only if the limit

. {J -tl
1 dx 12

dx'11m -+-
tl1.tlt ..... O -1 X ~2 X j

were to exist, and have a unique value, as b1 and b2 independently approach
zero (Figure 10.15). But since this limit is of the form

lim (log 01 + log 2 - log b2) = lim (lOg 2 - log b2
),

cl 1.tl2..... 0 tl 1.tl2..... 0 b1
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y

°it clearly does not exist unless 01 and 02 tend to zero in such a way that 0:

tends toward a nonzero limit, in which case the value to be assigned to the
integral depends upon this limit. However, if 01 and 02 are taken to be equal,
so that the gap around the infinity in Figure
10.15 is symmetrical about x = 0, the limit
is seen to be log 2. Incidentally, the same
value would be obtained by formal substi-

ibdX
tution in the formula - = [ log Ixl l:.

a X

This limit is defined to be the Cauchy
principal value of the improper integral,
and we write

f
2 dx

P - = log 2,
-1 X

the symbol P denoting a principal value. Figure 10.15

More generally, if f(x) is not finite at
a point x = A inside the interval of integration, we have the definition

P Jb f(x) dx = lim {f A-p f(x) dx + fll f(x) dX}, (158)
a p-+o a A+p

if that limit exists. If the integral exists in the conventional sense, the true
value necessarily agrees with the principal value so defined, and the symbol P
may then be omitted.

The consideration of principal values of this kind is frequently necessary
in the process of evaluating proper integrals, as is seen in the following
examples. Further, principal values of improper integrals are not infrequently
of physical significance in applications.*Clearly, some care should be exercised
in dealing with them in such cases.

Example 4. In order to evaluate the integral

fOO sin x 100 sin x
1= --dx=2 --dx,

-00 x 0 x
(159)

we consider the result of integrating the function F(z) = eiZ/z around the closed
contour of Figure 10.16. As before, we replace the sine by a complex exponential
to obtain satisfactory behavior on CR' In so doing, however, we obtain a function
F(z) which then has a pole at the origin and hence must introduce the indentation

• For example, they arise frequently in the aerodynamic theory of airfoils. In technical
work, the symbol P is often omitted before such integrals. Also, the alternative notation
f f(x) dx, in which a C is superimposed on the integral sign, is sometimes used.
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Cpo Since F(z) is analytic inside the contour, Cauchy's residue theorem gives

f-
p

eiz i e
iz lR e

ix i e
iz

- dx + - dz + - dx + - dz = O.
-R X cp z p X CR Z

(160)

(f -P eix lR eix 1
lim - dx + - dx - 'lTi = o. (161)
p-o -R x p X

R-oo

R xp

y

-p

Figure 10.16

-R Some care must be taken at this stage, since

foo dx
the integral eix - does not exist in the

-00 x
strict sense because of the fact that the integrand

behaves like llx near x = O. However, we may notice that the limit in (161) is in fact
the Cauchy principal value of this divergent integral, and hence (161) takes the form

Since 111zl = 11R on CR' the fourth integral tends to zero as R -+ 00, by Theorem
11.1 of Section 10.14. Also, since F(z) has a simple pole at z = 0, with Res (0) = 1.

Theorem IV states that the second integral tends
to -'IT'; as p -+ 0, the negative sign corresponding
to the negative sense of Cpo Thus, proceeding to
the limit as p -+ 0 and R -+ 00, we have

f
oo eix

P -dx ='lTi.
-00 x

(162)

By taking imaginary parts of both sides, we obtain the desired result

foo sin x
--dx = 'IT,

-00 X
(163)

the symbol P now being omitted since this is a convergent integral, the integrand
being finite at x = O. However, the result of equating real parts of (162) should be
written in the form

foo cos x
P - dx =0.

-00 x
(164)

Example 5. We next consider the integral

foo cos x
I = -00 ~ _ 4r dx, (165)

noticing that since the integrand is finite at x = ±'lT12, the question of principal
values does not arise in the definition of I. To evaluate the integral, we integrate
F(z) = eiZI(~ - 4z2) around the contour of Figure 10.17. taking into account the
poles of F(z) on the real axis. Again making use of the results of Section 10.14,
we obtain the result

p roo", ~.4x' dx - "j [Res ( -~) + Res (~)] = O.
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where

and hence there follows

foo eiX 1
p -00 ~ - 4.r dx = 2.

By equating real parts of this equation, we obtain the desired result

foo cos x 1
-00 ~ - 4.r dx = 2.

y

561

(166)

(167)

y

Figure 10.17

R x
p

Figure 10.18

x

Example 6. In many cases a real integral can be transformed by t:ontour integra
tion into a more tractable form. To illustrate this procedure and also to consider
the treatment of a branch point, we evaluate the integral

i
oo cos x

1= -dx
o x1- m (0 < m < I). (168)

For this purpose we integrate F(z) = eiz/z1- m around the contour of Figure 10.18.
The indentation is necessary to avoid the branch point at the origin. We must, of
course, choose that branch of the multivalued function zl-m which is real on the
positive real axis, that is, the principal branch. Cauchy's theorem gives

fR eiz i e
iz i P

e-
lI J e

iz

-1- dx + -1- dz + (" )1- (i dy) + -1- dz = O.
P X m CR Z m R Iy m cp Z m

The integral along CR vanishes as R -+ 00, by Theorem ILl, and that along C p

vanishes as p --+ 0, by Theorem Ill. Hence, proceeding to the limits, we have

i
oo

eix i oo

I::;; dx = i m e-lI ym-1 dy
o x 0

(0 < m < 1), (169)
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where the principal value of 1m must be taken,

• 2 nl1r nl1r;m = e,mtr! = cos 2 + isin T'

The integral on the right in (169) is recognized as that defining r(m). Thus we have

L
a:! cos X nl1r 1
-- dx = r(m) cos -

o x1- m 2

La:! sin x m1T I
-- dx = r(m) sin -

o x1- m 2

(0 < m < 1). (170)

We may n~tice that the right-hand member of (169) is obtained formally if we
replace x by a new (complex) variable iy in the left-hand member and do not concern
ourselves with distinguishing between 00 and 00/i. The danger of using such a formal
substitution without establishing its validity by contour integration (or otherwise)
is illustrated by the consideration that by the same substitution in (168) we should

deduce that I = 1m foa:! ym-l cosh y dy. However, this integral does not exist!

10.16. Conformal 1tUlpp;ng. In order to represent geometrically the
interpretation of a functional relationship w = fez), it is conventional to
employ two planes, in one of which (the z plane) the real and imaginary parts
(x and y) of the independent variable z are plotted as the point (x,y), and in
the second of which (the w plane) the real and imaginary parts (u and v) of the
dependent variable ware plotted as the point (u,v). In this way a correspondence
is set up, in general, between points, curves, and regions in one plane and their
images in the other plane. We speak of such a correspondence as a mapping
between the two planes.

If the function fez) is single-valued, then corresponding to each point z
where fez) is defined there exists one and only one value of w = u + iv, and
hence one and only one point in the w plane. Otherwise, to a given point z
there will, in general, correspond two or more points in the w plane. Usually,
if fez) is multiple-valued, we introduce suitable cuts in the z plane in such a
way that a given branch off(z) is single-valued in the cut plane. Then u and v
are single-valued functions of x and y. However, the reverse may not be true,
in the sense that two or more values of z = x + iy may correspond to the
same point w = u + iv. To investigate this possibility, we notice that if we
write

w = fez) = fiJx,y) + ih(x,y) = u + iv,

then there follows

(171)

u = !t(x,y), v = h(x,y). (172)

Thus, to determine x and y in terms ofu and v, we must solve Equations (172)
for x and y. According to the results of Section 7.3, these equations can be
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solved uniquely for x and y in some region about any point where (171) holds
and where the Jacobian determinant

0/1 0/1 ou ou- -
J = 0(/1'/2) = ox oy ox oy

o(x,y) 0/2 0/2 ov ov
- -ox oy ox oy

is not zero. Iffez) is analytic at Zo = Xo + iyo (and hence in a region including
zo), the Cauchy-Riemann equations are satisfied at zo, and hence there then
follows, from (64) and (65),

[J]zo = [OU ov _ ou ov] = [(OU)2 + (OV)2] = 1/'(zo)12, (173)
ox oy oy ox Zo ox .ox Zo

Thus we conclude that iffez) is analytic at a point Zo and iff'(zo) =f=. 0, then
there exists a region including Zo in the z plane and a region including Wo = f(zo)
in the w plane such that the mapping w = fez) gives a one-to-one correspondence
between points in the two regions,

To illustrate such a mapping, we consider the mapping function

w = fez) = Z1l2. (174)

Sincef(z) is double-valued, it follows that to each point z = x + iy except the
origin there correspond two points in the w plane. However, since the inverse
function

z = F(w) = w2 (175)

is single-valued, we see that to each point w = u + iv there will correspond a
unique point in the original z plane. To make the mapping one-to-one, we may
cut the z plane along the negative real axis, as in Section 10.9, and consider
the principal branch ofZ1l2, for which Zl/2 is real and positive when z is real and
positive,

w = fez) = Z1/2 = vjZj eiBpl2 (-1T < op ~ 1T). (176)

To investigate the nature of the mapping, we may introduce polar co
ordinates in the two planes by writing

z = x + iy = reiB, w = u + iv = peitl', (177)

Then (174) becomes peirp = V~ i Q1"!., from which there follows

p = v;, (178)

We see that as (J varies from -1T to 1T, the angle t:p varies from -1T12 to 1T12.
Hence the entire z plane is mapped, by the branch of w = Zl/2 which we have
chosen, into only that half of the HI plane for which u ~ O. Equation (178) is
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convenient for plotting the image in one plane of a given point in the other
plane, or for mapping curves expressed in polar coordinates.

If (175) is expressed in terms of real and imaginary parts, there follows

x + iy = (u + iv)2 = (u2 - v2) + i(2ull),

and hence we have the relations

x = u2
- v2

, y = 2m'. (179)

Thus it is seen that any straight line x = C1 is mapped into that portion of the
hyperbola u2 - l,2 = C1 for which u :?: 0, whereas the straight line y = C2 is
mapped into one branch ofthe hyperbola 2Ui' = c2• The nature ofcorrespond
ing regions is indicated in Figure 10.19.

y z

CD ® ® CD

® (j) ® 0
////////v//////

:Ie

® @ @ @

@ @ @ @

u

Figure 10.19

If we imagine the z plane to consist of a sort of compressible material and
think of the z plane as cut along the negative real axis and then pulled apart
along the cut in such a way that the edges of the cut are each rotated through
90 degrees, so that all the material is compressed into the region to the right
of the y axis, then straight lines drawn on the plane may be expected to become
distorted into the shapes assumed by the corresponding curves sketched in the
w plane.

We notice that the cut in the z plane is mapped into the v axis, and that
neighboring regions in the z plane are mapped into neighboring regions except
for those regions which are separated by the cut, across which transition is
prohibited. Also, the lower boundary of regions 7 and 8 maps into the positive
v axis, whereas the upper boundary of regions 9 and 10 maps into the negative
v axis. Any continuous curve in the z plane not crossing the cut maps into a
continuous curve in the w plane.

Ifneither the functionf(z) nor its inverse is multiple-valued, it may happen
that each plane maps as a whole into the other plane. If, as in the present case,
f(z) is multiple-valued and its inverse is single-valued, a branch off(z) may
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map the z plane into only a portion of the w plane. The mapping W = Z2 would
be described by interchanging the z and w planes in the above sketches. In this
case fez) is single-valued but its inverse is multiple-valued, and a portion of
the z plane maps into the entire w plane.

Since in the mapping (174) the derivative f'(z) is not zero for any finite
value of z, the theorem proved above states that any point in the cut plane
(that is, any point not on the cut) can be included in a region which is mapped
into a region in the w plane under a one-to-one correspondence. It is seen, in
fact, that any region not including points bn the cut can be so mapped in this
case.

If we indicate the inverse of w = fez) by z = F(w), we notice that since

dF dz 1 1
-=-=- =--,
dw dw dw f'(z)

dz

(180)

the conditionf'(z.J i= 0 ensures that z = F(w) is analytic when w = Wo ifF(w)
is single-valued.

Iff(z) is analytic at z = zo' and iff'(zo) i= 0, then to any curve C passing
through Zo in the z plane there corresponds a curve C' passing through the
point Wo = f(zo) in the w plane. If we consider a second point zion C, and its
image WI on C', and write

.6.w WI - Wo .6.f
-= =-,
.6.z Zl - Zo 6.z

(l81)

we see that this ratio is a complex number whose modulus is the ratio of the
lengths of the chords (WOwI) and (zoZl) and whose argument is the angle
between the directions of these chords. Thus in the limit as .6.zand .6.wapproach
zero, the limiting argument is the angle between the directions of C and C' at
corresponding points and the limiting modulus represents a local magnification
factor in the neighborhoodofzo. But since for an analyticfunction the ratio (181)
tends to f'(zo), independently of the direction of the chord (ZoZl), it follows
that iffez) is analytic at zo, and iff'(zo) i= 0, all curves passing through Zo are
mapped into new curves passing through wo' all of which are (approximately)
rotated through the same angle, with respect to the mapped curves, and are
magnified in the same ratio If'(zJI in the neighborhood of WOo Thus relative
angle and shape are preserved in such a mapping where fez) is analytic, and
the mapping is said to be conformal. That is, a small closed figure will map
into a similar closed figure with a certain rotation and magnification. In
particular, two curves intersecting at a right angle are in general mapped into
two curves intersecting at the same angle.

At points wheref'(z) = 0 the magnification factor is zero and the angle of
rotation is indeterminate. Such points are often known as criticalpoints of the
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mapping. It should be noticed that a critical point Zo corresponds to a point Wo
at which the inverse function z = F(w) is not analytic.

If we write
w = fez) = u + iv = h(x,y) + ijlx,y) (182)

and notice that the straight lines u = constant and v = constant are orthog
onal in the w plane, we see that the curves u(x,y) = h(x,y) = constant and
v(x,y) = h(x,y) = constant in the z plane (of which these lines are the images)
must be orthogonal at points wheref'(z) i= O. That is, ifu(x,y) and v(x,y) are
the real and imaginary parts of an analytic function fez), thell the curves
u = constant and v = constant are orthogonal at points of analyticity where
f'(z) i= O. At singular points off(z) the u and v curves mayor may not exist
and, in any case, need not be orthogonal. Similarly, at points for which
f'(z) i= 0 the inverse function z = F(w) is analytic (if single-valued), and the
curve sets x = constant and y = constant in the z plane correspond to orthog
onal sets of curves in the w plane. Thus, in general, small rectangles bounded
by coordinate lines in either plane correspond to small "curvilinear rectangles"
in the other plane except near points where f'(z) is zero or infinite.

10.17. Application to two-dimensionalfluidflow. Since the real part of an
analytic function of z satisfies Laplace's equation (Section 10.4), it represents
the l'elocity potential of an ideal fluid flow in the xy plane. Thus, if we write

<I>(z) = q;(x,y) + i tp(x,y), (183)

where <I> is an analytic function of z, and consider q;(x,y) as a velocity potential
corresponding to a flow velocity with components Vx and Vll in the x and y
directions at a point, we must have

v = orr
x ox' (184)

Since the curves VJ = constant are orthogonal to the equipotential lines
q; = constant, they must be identified with the streamlines of the flow. In fact,
since the Cauchy-Riemann equations give

(185)

it follows [Section 6.19, Equation (I 75)] that VJ(x,y) can be taken as the stream
function of the flow. That is, the difference between the values of 1p at two
points in the xy plane is numerically equal to the rate of mass flow of fluid
with unit density across a curve joining these points.

The complex function <I>(z) is sometimes called the complex potential, since
its real part is the velocity potential and its imaginary part is the stream
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function. We notice that, from Equation (64), we have also

<I>'(z) = det> = oet> = op + i otp = Vx - iVy.
d= ox ox ox

(186)

The function <I>'(z) is frequently called the complex velocity; its real part is Vx

and its imaginary part - VII" It may be seen that the conjugate function

et>'(z) = Vx + iVy can be considered as specifying the actual velocity rector.
Now suppose that a second complex variable w = u + iv is defined as an

analytic function of the complex variable z = x + iy by the relationship

u' = fez) (187)

and suppose that this mapping gives a one-to-one correspondence between
points in a region !Ji in the xy plane and a region &i' in the uv plane. Then the
equipotential lines and streamlines corresponding to a flow in the region &i
will be mapped into a corresponding configuration in the region &i'. If we
write the inverse of (187) in the form

z = F(li'), (188)

(189)
et>'(z)

f'(z)

the original potential function <I>(z) is then expressible as a function of w in the
form et>[F(w)]. Since we have

det> det> d=--
dw dz dw

and since <I>(z) andf(z) are analytic, it follows that <I> is an analytic function of
w except at points in the w plane which correspond to points in the z plane
where f'(z) = O. Hence, if we think of u and v as rectangular coordinates in
the w plane, we see that the real and imaginary parts of et>[F(l~')] satisfy
Laplace's equation in rectangular coordinates, and hence the new configura
tion in the w plane represents a new flow pattern of an ideal fluid.

The complex velocity is of the form

~t - i~ = det> (190)
dw

or, equivalently,

V
u

- iV
v

= d<l> dz = <I>'(z) = Vx - iVy.
dz dw f'(z) f'(z)

From (191) it follows that

.JV2 + V2 = .JV; + V:
U v If'(z)I'

(191)

(192)

so that the absolute l'elodt)' at a point It'o in the w plane is obtained by dividing
the absolute felodty at the corresponding point Zo in the z plane by If'(zo)l.
Moreover, the actual (vector) velocities at the corresponding points will be
equal if and only iff'(zo) = l.
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The streamlines tp(x,y) = constant and equipotentiallinesrp(x,y) = constant
map into corresponding curves in the w plane, with equations obtained by
replacing x and y by their equivalent expressions in terms ofu and v, or deter
mined from the transformation (187) or (188).

We may verify directly that the velocity potential and stream functions
satisfy Laplace's equation in rectangular uv coordinates as follows. Since u
and v satisfy the Cauchy-Riemann equations, we have

o 0 0 0 0
-=u-+v-=u--u-
ox x ou x av xou 1/ OV '

and hence
orp orp orp
-=U--I1-
oX x OU 1/ OV '

02rp orp orp 0 arp 0 orp
-=u --u -+u ----u-
ox2 xx OU XII OV x ox OU II ox OV

orp orp 2 02q: a2rp 2 02rp
= U XX - - UXI/- + U x - - 2uxu lI -- + UI/-'

OU OV Ou2 OU av ov2

Similarly, we obtain

02 m om om a2m 02m 02m
T U T + U _T...L u2_T + 2u U _T_ + u2 _T

oy2 = 111/ OU XI/ OV I II Ou2 x II OU OV X Ov2 .

Adding the last two results, there follows

2 02rp 02rp Ocp 2 2 (02rp 02rp)
V rp = OX2+ Oy2 = (Ux:e + HI/I/) OU + (U x + UI/) OU2 + OV2 .

The coefficient of ~~ vanishes, since u(x,y) satisfies Laplace's equation in xy

coordinates. Also, since ux - iUI/ = U,r + iv,r = ['(z) there follows u; + u; =

1['(z)12, and we have

02rp + 02rp = If'(z)1 2 (02rp + 0
2
:). (193)

ox2 0y2 ou2 ov"

(See also Problem 87, Chapter 6.) Thus, unlessf'(z) = G, the vanishing of the
left-hand member implies the vanishing of the parenthesis on the right. The
same result is evidently obtained if rp is replaced by lp.

10.18. Basic flows. In this section we investigate the flows corresponding
to a few elementary complex potential functions.

Example 1. The potential
(194)
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with Vo real, corresponds to the complex velocity

d<f)
V,t - iV" = dz = Vo:

569

and hence represents uniform flow with velocity Vo along the positive x direction
(Figure 10.20). Similarly, if tX is a real angle, the potential

<f) = Voe-i:t z

corresponds to flow with velocity components

(195)

V~ = Vocos tX, V" = Vosin tX,

and hence represents uniform flow with velocity Vo along a direction making an
angle tX with the positive x axis (Figure 10.21).

y

Figure 10.20

-

y

Figure 10.21

x

(196)

Example 2. For the potential

<I> = k log z = k(log r + iO),

with k real. the streamlines are

'P = kO = constant.

Hence the flow is radial, from a source at the origin (Figure 10.22). The strength of
the source, defined as the rate of mass flow of fluid with unit density across a closed
curve enclosing the source, is given by the increase in 'P corresponding to a closed
circuit about the origin, and hence has the value 21Tk. The velocity is radial, with
magnitude k/r at distance r from the source. Similarly, <I> = k log (z - a) represents
flow from a source at z = a.

Example 3. For the potential

<I> = -ik log z = k(O - i log r),

with k real, the streamlines are

'P = -k log r :=-- constant.

(197)
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Hence the flow is a circulation about the origin (Figure 10.23). The origin is known
as a vortex of strength 21Tk. The velocity is circumferentia~ with magnitude k/r at
distance r from the vortex. Similarly,

<I> = -ik log (z - a)

represents flow about a vortex at z = a.

y

Figure 10.22

y

Figure 10.23

Example 4. If a sink (negative source) of strength K is located at the origin and
a source of strength K is located at a neighboring point z = a, the potential corre
sponding to the combination is given, according to Example 2, by

K K z-a
<l>a(z) = -2 [-log z + log (z - a)] = -2 log --.

1T 1T Z

As the sink is brought into coincidence with the source, the two will cancel unless
at the same time the strength K is continuously increased in inverse proportion to
the separation la[. If we write

the potential can be put in the form

m log z - log (z - a) a
<I> (z) = - - - -

a 21T a jal
m . log z - log (z - a)__ e''X •
21T a

Proceeding to the limit as a -- 0, we obtain

mei'X 1
<I>(z) = - --.

21T Z
(198)

The limiting combination of source and sink is called a doublet of strength m.
The angle ex, measured from the positive real axis, denotes the direction along which
the coincidence was effected, and is called the orientation of the doublet. If we write
z = r eiO, Equation (198) can be expressed in the form

ml 00) m
<I>(z) = - - - e-1( -(1 = - - [cos (B - ex) - i sin (B - ex)].

21T r 21Tr
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Hence the streamlines are the circles

m
tp = -2 sin (0 - IX) = constant.

1tr

571

The velocity at any point is of magnitude mf21tr2, where r is distance from the
doublet (Figure 10.24).

Example 5. By superimposing two or more of the basic flows described, various
other flows of interest may be obtained. Thus, for example, if we superimpose upon

y

Figure 10.24

y

Figure 10.25

a doublet with orientation IX = 1t and strength m = 21t Voa2 a uniform flow with
velocity Vo in the positive x direction, we obtain a potential of the form

(199)

In terms of real and imaginary parts we then have

v: v:
qJ + ifp = ~ (02 + r2) cos 0 + j ~ (r2 - 0 2) sin 0.

r r
The streamlines

Vosin 0
'P = (r2 - 0 2) = constant

r

are seen to include the circle r = 0 as well as the real axis sin 0 = O. In fact, it is
easily seen that we have obtained a representation of the flow of an initially uniform
stream around a circular (cylindrical) barrier (Figure 10.25). The velocity is obtained
in the form
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At the points (r = a: (J = 0,17) on the surface of the barrier, the velocity is zero.
These points are known as stagnation points. By superimposing also a suitable
circulation of type (197), we may obtain further flows in which the stream function
'" is again constant along the circular boundary and in which the flow tends toward
uniformity with large distances from the boundary, but in which the stagnation
points are displaced and the flow is no longer symmetrical with respect to the x axis.

We notice from the preceding examples that the presence of a logarithmic
singularity in the complex potential function corresponds to the presence of a
source (or sink) in the flow if the coefficient of the logarithmic term is real, and
to the presence ofa vortex if the coefficient is purely imaginary. Also, a simple
pole at a point corresponds to a doublet at that point. If we recall (see Section
10.10) that a function <I>(z) behaves near Za:> just as <I>{1/t) behaves near t = 0,
we see that the potential VoZ, which represents uniform flow ("streaming") in
the finite plane, has a simple pole at Za:>' and hence this flow includes a doublet
at Za:>' Similarly, the potential k log Z represents a flow with a source at the
origin and a sink of equal magnitude at Zoo; the potential ik log Z indicates
equal and opposite vortices at the origin and at Za:>; and the potential clz
defines a flow with a doublet at the origin but with no singularity at Za:>.

10.19. Other applications of conformal mapping. As has been seen in the
preceding chapter, it is frequently necessary in various fields to determine a
function of x and y which satisfies Laplace's equation and which takes on
prescribed values at points of a given curve C in the xy plane. Suppose that we
have somehow obtained an analytic function w = f(z) = u + iv which maps
the curve C onto the real axis (v = 0) of the uv plane. The same mapping
relation will transform the prescribed values of cp along C to corresponding
values at points along the u axis in the w plane. If now we can find in the w
plane a solution of Laplace'S equation which takes on these values, this solu
tion can be transformed back into xy coordinates to give the solution of the
original problem. Thus, once the proper transformation is known, the problem
is reduced from the determination of a function taking on prescribed values at
points of a curve to the determination of one which takes on prescribed values
along a straight line. This latter problem is considerably less difficult and, as a
matter of fact, has been solved in Section 9.14 [Equation (220)].

In the case of ideal fluid flow, the problemjust discussed can be considered
as essentially reducing to the determination of a stream function tp(x,y) which
satisfies Laplace's equation, takes on a constant value at points along a pre
scribed streamline, and behaves suitably at infinity. This is true since, once 1p

is known, its conjugate cp(x,y), the velocity potential, is determined by Equation
(67a), Section 10.4, and the flow is completely determined.

Similar problems involving steady~state temperature distributions, electro
static fields, and so on, are of frequent occurrence.
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(200)

In general, the direct determination of a suitable mapping function is not
easily accomplished. However, if the curve C is polygonal, that is, made up of
straight line segments, such a mapping can be obtained by methods to be
presented in the following section.

In certain cases it may be more desirable to map the curve C instead onto
the unit circle in the w plane and to solve the transformed problem by the
methods of Section 9.4. As a single illustration we consider the mapping
represented by the relation

z = Hw +-~)
[compare Equation (199)]. Here the mapping function is conveniently ex
pressed in a form solved for z. If we introduce polar coordinates (p,rp) in the
w plane by writing

w = u + ;v = pe
itp

• ),

u = p cos f{', v = p sm cp

Equation (200) becomes

1 (. 1 . )x + iy ="2 pe'tp + ; e-'tp ,

(201)

(203a,b)

so that we have

x = Hp +~) cos 'P. y = Hp -;) sin 'P. (202)

By eliminating p and cp successively from these equations, there follows

x
2

y2 1 1
( 1)2 + ( 1)2 = 4p+- p--

p p J'x2 y2

cos2 cp - sin2 cp = 1

Thus it follows that the circles p = constant in the w plane correspond to the
ellipses (203a), whereas the radial lines cp = constant correspond to the hyper
bolas (203b), as represented in Figure 10.26. In particular, we verify that the
unit circle p = 1 in the w plane is flattened into a two-sided "slit" in the z
plane between z = -1 and z = +I. The other circles in the w plane corre
spond to ellipses which decrease in flatness with increasing size. We notice that
the entire cut z plane maps into the exterior of the unit circle.

Now suppose that it is required to determine a harmonic function T(x,y),
say steady-state temperature, which takes on prescribed values along the
upper and lower edges of the slit, say

T(x,O+) = h(x), T(x,O-) = f2(X) (-1 < x < 1).
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For points on the slit (202) gives

p = 1,

Functions of a complex variable I clulp. 10

x = cos f{',

where 0 < cp < 1T for the upper edge of the slit and 1T < ({J < 21T for the lower
edge. Thus in the region p > 1 of the w plane we must determine a harmonic
function T(p,cp) which reduces when p = 1 toh(cos cp) when 0 < cp < 1T and
to h.<cos ({J) when 1T < ({J < 21T. This problem is solved in Section 9.4. The

y

x

Figure 10.26

v

u

value of T determined at any point (p,({J) is also the required value of Tat the
corresponding point (x,y), as determined by (202).

10.20. The Schwarz-Christoffel transformation. In this section we describe
and illustrate a method of determining a mapping which sets up a one-to-one
correspondence between points on a polygonal boundary in the z plane and
points on the real axis (v = 0) in the w plane. It will be convenient to think
first of the mapping as transforming the U' plane into the z plane.

For this purpose, we consider the mapping z = F(w) for which

dz
dw = C(w - Ult1(W - lI2)"2 ••• (w - un)"", (204)

where U1, U2, ••• , Un are any 1l points arranged in order along the real axis in
the w plane (Figure 10.27), u1 < u2 < ... < un' and where the k's are real
constants and C is a real or complex constant. By taking the logarithm of both
sides, Equation (204) can be written in the form

dz
log - = log C + k1 log (w - u1) + k2 10g (w - u2) + ...

dw
+ k n log (w - lin)' (205)

it being assumed that principal values ofall logarithms are taken. We consider
the mapping of the u axis onto the xy plane, remembering (see Section 10.9)
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that the magnitude of dz is the local magnification factor in the mapping from
dw dz

the w plane to the z plane, and that the angle of dw' which can be expressed in
the form

zS. dz = 1m (lOg dz ),
dw dw

gives the angle through which a small portion ofthe mapped curve in the w plane
is rotated in the mapping. Thus we may obtain from (205) the relation

dz
zS. - = zS.C + k1zS. (w - u1) + k2 zS.(w - u2) + ...

dw
+ kn zS.(w - un) (206)

by taking imaginary parts of both sides.

v

Figure 10.27

Un U

y

z*

Figure 10.28

o

x

Let the point at infinity in the w plane be mapped into the point z* in the
z plane. Then, if we consider the image of a point w = U moving from an
infinite distance toward the right along the negative real axis in the w plane,
we notice that so long as w = U < Ul the numbers w - Uh W - U2, ••• ,

w - Un' are all real and negatil'e. Hence their angles are all constantly equal
to 1T in Equation (206), and so there follows

dz
zS. - = zS.C + (k1 + k2 + ... + k n)" (z = U < u1). (207)

dw

Thus the portion of the U axis to the left of the point Ul is mapped into a
straight line segment, making the angle defined by (207) with the real axis in
the z plane, and extending from z* to Zl' the image of w = Ul (Figure 10.28).

Now as the point w crosses the point U1 on the real axis, the real number
w - U1 becomes positive, so that its angle abruptly changes from 1T to zero.

Hence zS. ddz abruptly decreases by an amount k l 1T and then remains constant
H'
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as w travels from U1 toward U2• It follows that the image of the segment (U1U2)

is a line segment (zlzJ in the z plane making an angle of-kl l7 with the segment
(z*zJ.

Proceeding in this way, we see that each segment (uJlu2l+l) is mapped into
a line segment (z2lz2l+J in the z plane, making an angle of -k2l l7 with the
segment previously mapped. Thus, if the interior angle of the resultant
polygonal contour at the point z2l is to have the magnitude (X2l' we must set
17 - (X2l = -k2l l7 or

k = (Xp - 1
p

17

(208)

in Equation (204). After an integration, we then conclude that the mapping

z = e fW (w - Ul).l'l(W - u2)1:" ••• (w-Un)kft dw + K, (209)

where e and K are arbitrary (complex) constants, will map the real axis (v = 0)
of the w plane into a polygonal boundary in the z plane in such a way that the
vertices Zl' Z2' ••• , Zm with interior angles (x!' (Xz' ••• , (X1I' are the images of the
points u1, ~, ••• , Un'

We notice that for the final segment (w = U > un) the numbers w - Ui

are all real and positive and hence possess zero angles, so that this segment is
rotated through the angle

Li dz = Lie (z = U > un)' (210)
dw

For a closed polygon the sum of the interior angles is

(Xl + ~ + ... + (Xn = (n - 2)17,
and hence also

(n - 2)17
k1 + k2 + ... + kn = - n = -2.

17

Thus, according to Equations (207) and (210), the two infinite segments of the
line v = 0 are rotated through the angles Lie - 217 and 2S.e, as is clearly
necessary for a closed figure.

If the constant e is written in the form C = ce ifi, we see that it comprises
an arbitrary magnification factor c and a rotation f3 and, in fact, that according
to (210), the angle f3 is the angle through which the infinite segment to the
right of w = Un is rotated when it is mapped (into a finite or infinite segment).
If we write K = Uo + ivo, we see that the additive constant K represents an
arbitrary translation of the polygon, without rotation or distortion, through
the vector Uo + ivo·

It can be shown that the numbers U1, U2, ••• , Um and the complex constants
e and K can always be chosen so that any prescribed polygon in the z plane is
made to correspond point by point to the real axis (v = 0) in the w plane and,
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x

IY
I
I

Figure 10.29

•

•

in fact, that the correspondence can be set up in infinitely many ways, in that
three of the numbers Uh ~, ••• , Um can be determined arbitrarily. Further,
the mapping can be shown to establish a one-to-one correspondence between
points in the interior of the polygon in the z plane and points in the upper half
of the w plane.

Certain artifices may also be used in obtaining mappings involving the
exterior of a polygon. As an example, suppose that we wish to investigate the
effect of the barrier of quadrilateral section,
sketched in Figure 10.29, on an initially uni
form flow of an ideal fluid. From the physical
symmetry it is clear that one streamline will
consist of the part of the x axis exterior to the
polygonal section and, say, the upper half of _v:_o.....~ _
the boundary. Thus we are led to consider a
mapping which transforms this streamline into
the u axis of the w plane, as is indicated in
Figure 10.30. Here we map the region above
the polygonal contour into the region v ~ 0,
taking as the "interior angles" those indicated
in the figure. The region may be considered as
an infinite polygon having the contour as its finite boundary. Once the flow is
determined in the upper half of the z plane (by mapping a uniform flow in
the upper half of the w plane), the flow is determined in the lower half-plane
by symmetry.

Iy
v•

u

Figure 10.30

A similar procedure clearly can be applied in all analogous cases in which
there is an axis of symmetry parallel to the direction of flow.

Many illustrations of the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation (209) may be
found in the literature. We here consider three such applications.

Example 1. As a simple example, we consider first the case in which the polygon
is merely the interior of the sector of the z plane bounded by the positive x axis
(0 = 0) and the line 0 = IX (Figure 10.31). If we take the point Ub corresponding to
the single finite vertex at z = 0, at the origin (Ul = 0), Equation (209) gives

z = C rw
wkdwJo '
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where k = (a./1T) - 1 and C is an arbitrary constant. If, for convenience, we require
that the point z = 1 map into the point w = 1, we find that C = k + 1, and there
then follows

z = W7./7T, w = Z7T/a. (211)

when a. =J:. 0, provided that proper branches of the mapping function and/or its
inverse are taken when necessary.

Suppose now that we require the solution T of Laplace's equation in the infinite
sector 0 < (J ::;;; a. for which T = 1 when 0 < x < 1 and T = 0 when x > 1, along

Figure 10.31

T-O

v

T-l T-O
u

the edge (J = 0, and for which T = 0 everywhere along the edge (J = a. (Figure
10.31). The mapping (211) transforms this problem to that of determining the solu
tion of Laplace's equation in the half-plane v ~ 0 which reduces, when v = 0, to
1 when 0 < u < 1 and to 0 otherwise. But the solution of this problem is given by
E9uation (220) of Section 9.14 in the form·

T = ~ [1 V d~ = ~[tan-l(1 - u) + tan-1(!!)J
1T J0 v2 + (~ - U)2 1T V v

1 (U2+ v
2- U)= - cot-1

1T v
or, in polar coordinates (p,cp),

1 -1 (p - cos cp)T = - cot . .
1T slncp

From Equation (211) there follows

(212)

(213)

• It is useful to notice that the standard conventions -1T/2::;;; tan-1 x ::;;; 1T/2 and
o ::;;; coc1 X ::;;; 1T, when x is real, imply the relations

{

-cot-l [(AB - 1)/(A + B)] if A + B ::;;; 0

tan-1 A + tan-1 B = tan-1 [(A + B)/(1 - AB)] if AB ~ 1

coc1 [(1 - AB)/(A + B)] if A + B ~ 0
when A and B are real.
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and hence the required solution is

1
T = -coCl

tr

tr8
rTr/~ - cos

IX

tr8
sin

IX

(214)

The more general case in which T is prescribed arbitrarily along the two radial
boundaries clearly can be treated in the same way.

x

a

a

IY
I

Figure 10.32
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Example 2. As a second example, we investi
gate the effect of a plane barrier of finite length 2a
on an initially uniform flow of an ideal fluid
perpendicular to it (Figure 10.32). This is the
limiting case of the problem discussed in connection.
with the barrier of Figure 10.29, when the interior
angles of the quadrilateral tend to 0 and to 2tr.
Thus we are led to consider the mapping of Figure
10.33. Here we wish to map the negative x axis into
the segment" < "1' the left-hand edge of the barrier
into the segment U1 < " < U2' the right-hand edge
of the barrier into the segment "2 < " < "3' and the positive x axis into " > "3'
For purposes of symmetry, we take "1 = -b, "2 = 0, "3 = b, where b is as yet

IY

-b

v

b

u

Figure 10.33

unspecified. With 1X1 = 1X3 = tr/2, 1X2 = 2tr, there follows, from (208), k1 = k 3 = -I,
k2 = 1, and hence (209) gives

(215)z = C fW w dw + K = C \1 w2 - b2 + K,
v'w2 - b2

where K, C, and b are yet to be determined. The desired correspondence

w = -b ~z = 0, w = 0 ~z = ia, W = +b ~z = 0 (216)

is then evidently obtained if we set

K = 0, Cb =a, (217)
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so that the mapping becomes
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b
W = - vz2 + at.

a
(218)

Finally we notice that Zoo +-+ Woo, and hence if a uniform flow in the W plane is
to be undistorted in the mapping at large distances from the barrier, we must have
dw
dz -+ 1 when z -+ Zoo, or

(dW) (b Z) b
dz Izl=oo = ~ vz2 + a2 z=oo = ~ = 1,

Thus the desired mapping becomes merely

b = a. (219)

z=v'w2-at, W = v'z2 + a2 = fez), (220)

where principal values of the roots are to be taken.
It is readily verified that this mapping gives the specified correspondence. In

particular, points in the interior of a quadrant in one plane correspond to points
inside the same quadrant in the other plane.

A uniform flow <t-(w) = Vow in the upper half of the w plane then maps into the
desired flow in the z plane, with complex potential ~[f(z)], or

~ = Vov'z2 + a2 = q(x,y) + iV'(x,y). (221)

The streamlines and equipotential lines are obtained by equating to constants the
real and imaginary parts rp andV'.

The complex velocity is given by

d~ VoZ Vo(x + iy)
Vx - iV1I = - = - ----;::::::;:=::::;:=:::::;======

dz Vz2 + a2 V (x2 - r + tr) + i(2xy) ,
(222)

where the sign of the radical is most conveniently determined by noticing that, for
a given point z, the radical represents the corresponding point w. In particular, for
points on the y axis there follows

(223)

with a proper choice of sign. At points on the right-hand edge of the barrier the
radical is real and positive, since the corresponding points are on the positive u axis,
and there follows

whereas along the left-hand edge the sign is reversed. Along the remainder of the
positive y a",is (y > a), we have

v'at - y2 = + i Vy2 - a2,
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and hence here

v = VoY
x v'yz-a2'

The flow velocity is seen to be infinite at the ends of the barrier.
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Example 3. To illustrate additional features and techniques of the mapping,
we consider the determination of the flow of an ideal fluid from a long channel with

y

- - -.- - - - - --,
-- I---.-------

-----------
---f

rL__--t

(a)

x
A~---- Y/B

C~«««««<

D

(b)

Figure 10.34

parallel walls. The width of the channel is denoted by 21TL, and the coordinate axes
in the z plane are located as is indicated in Figure 10.34(a). We make use of the
symmetry with respect to the x axis and consider only the flow in the upper half
plane. The polygonal boundary to be mapped can then be considered as the limit

A-----....C1 B
(-L+irL)

y o v

A' B' Ci Cli D'-_---.---0------_
-1 U

CJ D
- - ------+-------

X

Figure 10.35

of the boundary indicated in Figure 10.34(b) as the points A and C tend to infinity
and the indicated angles tend to 21T and O. We next attempt to accomplish the
mapping of Figure 10.35, in which the point B is mapped (for convenience) into the
point -I in the w plane and the point (Cl Cz) at infinity is mapped into the origin.
We should notice, however, for future reference, that the desired flow around the
barrier is in the direction ClBA, whereas that along the axis of symmetry is in the
direction C2D. This condition suggests that we shall need to map a flow from a
source at the origin in the w plane onto the z plane, rather than a uniform flow as in
the preceding example.
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With Ul = -1, Uz = 0 and k1 = 1, kz = -1, Equation (209) gives

dz w + 1
- = C (224)
dw w

and hence there follows
z = C(w + log w) + K, (225)

where K is a constant of integration. Since log w is multivalued, we must select a
particular branch of that function. It is convenient to deal with the principal branch,
for which log z = log Izi + i(Jp, where here 0 ~ (Jp ~ 71. We next determine the
constants C and K.

It is frequently convenient to obtain conditions determining unknown constants
by essentially integrating the basic differential equation between corresponding
limits. In illustration, we notice that transition from C1 to Cz in the z plane must
correspond to transition from C~ to C~ in the w plane. The transition in the wplane
must be considered as taking place along a semicircle of vanishing radius around the
branch point at w = O. If the radius is denoted by p, then near w = 0 we have, from
(224),

w + 1 dw
dz = C dwJ"Oo.JC-

W W

and hence, on the small circle,

(as IwI = p -- 0),

ipeiffJ dqJ
dz J"Oo.J C ".. = iC dqJ.

pel.."

Thus, in the limit as p -- 0, we have

(226)

Ie 5°z Z = iC dqJ = -i71C,
C1 1f

and hence
C = L. (227)

In order that the point B:( -L + bTL) correspond to B/:( - I), we must have,
from (225),

-L + bTL = L[-l + log (-1)] + K = -L + bTL + K,

and hence
K=O. (228)

(The position of the origin in the z plane was chosen in such a way that this
convenient result would be obtained.)

Hence the desired mapping is given by

z = L(w + log w). (229)

To verify the correctness of this result, we may write w = peiffJ• Then if qJ = €, a
simple calculation shows that z ~ L[(p + log p) + i(l + p)€] except for higher
powers of €; and if qJ = 71 - €, there follows similarly z ~ L{ -[p - logp] + i[1T +
(p - I)€J}. From these results it is easy to verify the correspondence between the
upper boundary of the U axis (as € -- 0+) and the path ABC1CzD.
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Next it is necessary to determine an appropriate flow in the w plane, for which
CiB'A' and C2D' are streamlines. Also it is necessary that the complex potential

d4>
function 4> have the property that the velocity dz shall reduce to a uniform velocity

Vo in the x direction at the point (Cl C2) in the z plane. These, however, are the only
requirements to be satisfied. Although 4> can be determined from these conditions by
purely direct methods, it is suggested that in the present case a flow from a source at
the origin in the w plane will have the desired properties. Hence we write

<l> = k log w
d4>

and attempt to determine k in such a way that the velocity dz in the z plane will

tend to Voas z - (C1CJ and, correspondingly, w - O. Making use of (224) and
(227), we obtain the general result

d4> dw d4> I w d4>
-=---=- -,
dz dz dw L w + 1 dw

and hence, with 4> = k log w, there follows

d<l> k 1
-=---
dz L w + 1

Setting w = 0, we obtain the condition

k =LVo

so that the desired potential function takes the form

4> = LVo log w. (230)

(231)

The corresponding potential function in the z plane is then to be obtained by
eliminating w between Equations (230) and (229), and hence is the solution of the
equation

z = L (ec'I>/LVo + ~) .
LVo

Whereas 4> cannot be expressed as a function of z in explicit closed form, we may
write

<l> = rp + i tp, (232)

where, in consequence of (230) and the limitation of permissible values of the
logarithm,

o ~ rp < 00, 0 ~ tp ~ TTL Vo,

and Equation (231) thus is equivalent to the two real equations

x
- = e('J, cos f3 + (X

L

~ = e'X. sin f3 + (J
L

(233)

(234)
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with the abbreviations

rp
(X -

- LV 'o

tp
f3 =-

LVo
(0 :5: (X :5: 00, 0 :5: f3 :5: 11). (235)

These parametric equations are convenient in plotting the streamlines {3 = constant
and the equipotential lines (X = constant. It can be verified that the streamlines for
which 0 :5: f3 :5: 11/2 extend indefinitely in the x direction, whereas on the remaining
streamlines a maximum value of x exists, so that these streamlines turn back around
the channel walls.

In each of the preceding examples, the region enclosed by the polygonal
boundary could instead be considered as a homogeneous conducting sheet
carrying an electric current, or as a plane section of an electrostatic field
between long plane or cylindrical conductors. The stream function 1p and the
streamlines 1p = constant in the problem offluid flow then would correspond
to the potentialfunction and to the equipotential lines in the problem ofelectro..
statics, whereas the potentialfunction tp and the equipotential lines in the flow
problem would correspond to the streamfunction and to the lines offorce in
the electrostatic problem.

In two-dimensional electrostatics, the negative gradient of the potential
function is the electric field intensity E, whose tangential component must
vanish on the surface of a perfect conductor. The normal component of Eat
such a surface is proportional to the surface charge density (J. The stream
function then has the property that the difference between its values at two
points on the conducting boundary is proportional to the total charge q, per
unit height of the conductor, on the portion of the conductor joining those
points. (See Problems 121-126 and Reference 10.)
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PROBLEMS

Section 10.1

1. Show that, if a complex number a + ib is written as a numberpair (a,b), then
for two such complex numbers the laws of combination take the form

(ahbl) + (a2,b2) = (a1 + a2' b1 + b,J,

(ahbl)(a2,b,J = (ala2 - b1b2, a1b2 + aab1),

(a2,b2) _ (a1a2 + b1b2 a1b2 - aab1)
- _9. 2' _2 2 •

(a1,b1) "l + bi "l + bi •

2. (a) Show that, if the real and imaginary parts of lX = a + ib are the com
ponents of the vector v = ai + bj, then the real and imaginary parts of lXl ± lX2 are
the components of the vector VI ± V2' but that no such statement applies to
multiplication (with reference to either the dot or the cross product of vectors) or
to division.

(b) Show, however, that lX« = IlXi2 is equal to the dot product V • v = Iv12,

and that lXl«2 + cx1lX2 = 2V1 • '2' (Notice that these quantities are real scalar
numbers).

3. Establish the following results:

(a) Re (Zl + z,J = Re (Zl) + Re (z,J, but Re (ZlZ,J ;p Re (Zl) Re (z,J in
general;

(b) 1m (zl + Z2) = 1m (Zl) + 1m (z,J, but 1m (zlz,J ;p 1m (Zl) 1m (z,J 10
general;

(c) IZIZ2] = IZlllz21, but 1%1 + %2\ ;p IZll + IZ21 in general;

(d) Zl + %2 = Zl + Z2 and ZlZ2 = Zl Z2·
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4. Establish the following results:

(a) z + i = 2 Re (z),

(b) z - i = 2ilm (z),

(c) Z1Z2 + Z1Z2 = 2 Re (ZI'Z;) = 2 Re (zIZ2),

(d) Re (z) ~ Iz],

(e) 1m (z) ~ lzl,
(f) IZIZ2 + Z1Z21 :5: 2I z1Z2]'

(g) (IZ1[ - IZ2[>2 ~ jZl + z212~ (IZll + !z21)2.

Section 10.2

5. Express the following quantities in the form a + ib, where a and b are real;

1 + i
(b) -1-.,

-I

(e) sin (i + 2i).
6. Prove that the functions sin z and cos z are periodic, with real period 217,

whereas eZ
, sinh z and cosh z are periodic, with pure imaginary period 217i. What

are the periods of the other circular and hyperbolic functions?

7. Use the series definitions to obtain expressions for the derivative ofeZ
, sin z,

cos z, sinh z, and cosh z.

8. Prove that eZ possesses no zeros, that the zeros of sin z and cos z all lie on the
real axis, and that those of sinh z and cosh z all lie on the imaginary axis.

9. Iff(z) = eiz, show that!(z) = e-iZ,f(i) = eii, and!(i) = fez) = e-iZ.

Section 10.3

10. Show that the nth roots of unity are of the form w~ (k = 0, 1, ... , n - 1),
where W n = cos (217/n) + i sin (217/n).

11. Determine all possible values of the following quantities in the form a + ib,
and in each case give also the principal value:

(a) log (l + i), (b) (i)3/4, (c) (1 + i)1/2.

12. Express the roots of the equation z4 + 2z2 + 2 = 0 in the form a + ib.

13. Express the function z" in the form given by Equation (47) and also find the

principal value of this function when z = (1 + 1)/V2, in the form a + ib.

14. Derive Equations (SSc) and (S6a).

15. Determine all possible values of the quantities

(a) sin-1 2, (b) tan-1 (21).
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16. (a) Verify that, if a is a positive real constant,

z 1 z + a 1[ z + aj (Z + a)Jcoth-l - = - log-- = - log + i arg .
a 2 z-a 2 z-a z-a

(b) Verify that

z + a (z + a)(i - a) ]z12 - a2 - 2ai 1m (z)
--= -
z - a (z - a)(i - a) Izl2 + a2 - 2a Re (z) .

(c) Hence deduce that

_ z 1 v'(r + y2 - a2
)2 + 4a2y i _ ( 2ay )

coth I ~ = 2log (x _ a)2 +r + :2 tan I a2 - x2 - r '
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when a is real and positive, where an arbitrary additive integral multiple of 7T is
implied in the imaginary part.

17. (a) If (PI,'PI) are polar coordinates relative to the point (O,a) and (P2,'P2) are
polar coordinates relative to the point (0, -a), show that

(b) Use the result of Problem 16(a) to show that

z 1 PI i
coth-l - = - log - + - ('P2 - 'PI)'

a 2 P2 2

where 'Pt and 'P2 are each defined only within an arbitrary additive integral multiple
of 27T.

18. (a) Suppose that the principal values of 'PI and 'P2 are defined such that°~ 'PIP < 27T and 0 ~ 'P2P < 27T in Problem 17. Verify that, as the segment of the
real axis between -a and a is crossed from above, the angle 'P2 - 9'1 changes
abruptly by 27T, whereas no such jump occurs at a crossing outside this segment, so
that transition from one branch to another then can and must take p~ace only across
the finite segment joining the "branch points" z = ±a.

(b) Suppose that the definitions 0 ~ 'PIP < 27T and -7T < 'P2P ~ +7T are
adopted. Verify that 'P2 - 'PI then is continuous across the finite segment joining
the branch points, but that it changes abruptly by 27T as the real axis is crossed at any
point external to this segment.

Section 10.4

19. (a) If 3ry - y3 is the real part of an analytic function of z, determine the
imaginary part.

(b) Prove that xy cannot be the real part of an analytic function of z.
(c) Determine whether 2xy + i(r - y) is an analytic function of z.

20. Let s represent distance in the counterclockwise direction around a olosed
curve C in the xy plane.
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(a) If, at any point P on C, t represents the unit tangent vector in this direc
tion, and n represents the unit outward normal vector, show that

t = i cos tp + j sin tp and n = i sin tp - j cos tp,

where tp is the slope angle.
(b) If u(x,y) and v(x,y) are the real and imaginary parts of an analytic

function of z in a region PA including C, show that

au ov au ov
as = - on ' on = os
o 0

at any point of C. [Recall that os = t· V and on = n' V, and use (65a,b).]

21. By applying the result of Problem 20 to a circle r = constant, obtain the
Cauchy-Riemann equations in polar coordinates, in the form

ou 1 ov 1 ou ov
or =; 00' ; 00 = - or'

22. Show that the real and imaginary parts of any twice-differentiable func
tion of the form [(2) satisfy Laplace's equation, but that such a function is
nowhere an analytic function of z unless it is a constant. [Compare the values of
of of
ox and o(;y) .]

23. Show that[(Izl) is nowhere an analytic function of z unless it is a constant.
(Consider the derivative off in the 0 direction.)

Section 10.5

24. (a) Use the definition (68) to calculate directly the integral f0 z dz, where

C is the unit circle x = cos I, Y = sin t.

(b) Use the definition (72) to calculate directly the integral f0 log z dz,

where C is the unit circle r = 1, taking the principal value of the logarithm.

25. (a) Show that the value of the integral

fl z + 1
--=-2- dz

-1 Z

is -2 - 7r; if the path is the upper half of the circle r = 1. [Write z = eiO, where 0
varies from 1T to 0, or from (2k + 1}7r to 2k7r, where k is any integer.]

(b) Show that the value is -2 + 7r; if the path is the lower half of the same
circle.

26. Evaluate the integral

i-Z + 1
~dz,

o z

where C is the circle r = 1, first by using the results of Problem 25, and second by
using Equations (75) and (77).
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27. (a) Prove that the integral

J
2 dz
-1 Z2

is independent of the path, so long as that path does not pass through the origin.
By integrating along any convenient path (say, around a semicircle and thence
along the real axis) show that the value of the integral is -f.

(b) Show that the real integral

J
2 dx

-1 r
does not exist, but that the value given by 'formal substitution of limits in the
indefinite integral agrees with that obtained in part (a). (Notice that, in spite of this
fact, the integrand is never negative!)

28. Let C represent a semicircle of radius R, with center at the origin, wher e
R > 1, and consider the functions

R2 + 1
~ 'TJ'R 2 •- R-l

R2 - 1 ~ Ifl(Z)I ~ R2 + 1,

(b) Deduce from (80) that

Lh(Z) dz ,;; "R(R" + I),

(c) Show also that

Lf,(Z)f.<Z) dz

1
fl(Z) = Z2 - 1, f2(Z) = Z2 + 1 .

(a) Use (10) to show that on C there follows

1 1
R2 + 1 ~ If2(Z)\ ~ R2 - 1 .

Section 10.6

29. (a) Use the results of Equations (78a,b) to verify Cauchy's integral formula
(85) whenf(z) = Z2. [Expressf(IX) in the form (IX - Z)2 + 2z(IX - z) + z2.]

(b) Verify also the derivative formula (88) in this case.

JO. If F(z) = (z + 6)/(Z2 - 4), show that fc F(z) dz is 0 if C is the circle

x2 + r = 1, is 417'; if C is the circle (x - 2)2 + r = 1, and is - 2'TJ'i if C is the circle
(x + 2)2 +r = 1. [Use (84) in the second and third cases, with the functions
fez) = (z + 6)/(z + 2) and fez) = (z + 6)/(z - 2), respectively.]

31. Let Zo denote a point in a region f!A where fez) is analytic, and let C denote
any circle, with center at zo, which lies inside f!A. By writing IX = Zo + a ev' in
Cauchy's integral formula (85), show that

1 f2Tr
f(zo) = 2'TJ'Jo f(zo + a eV,) dtp,

and deduce that the value ofan analytic function at any point Zo is the average ofits
values on any circle, with Zo as its center, which lies inside the region ofanalyticity.
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32. By applying the inequality (80) to the result of Problem 31, deduce that the
absolute value of an analytic function at a point Zo cannot exceed the maximum
absolute value of that function along any circle, with center at zo, which lies inside the
region of analyticity.

Section 10.7

33. Iff(z) is analytic inside and on a circle C with center a and radius R, and if
I!(z)1 ~M on C, use (88) and (80) to show that

n!MIf(n)(a)1 ::;;;: Rn·

(This result is known as Cauchy's inequality.}

34. Suppose that, by any method, we have obtained a representation
co

f(z) = L an(z - a)n
n=O

which converges to f(z) when [z - al < R. By making use of the fact that such a
series can be differentiated term by term any number of times inside the circle of
convergence, show that there must follow

f{n)(a) = n! an (n = 0, 1,2, ...),

so that this series necessarily is the Taylor series of f(z) in that circle.

35. Obtain each of the following series expansions by any convenient method:

sin z z2 z4 ~ z2n
(a) -z- = 1 - 3! + 5! - ... = L (_l)n (2n + I)! ([zl < 00),

n=O
co

cosh z - 1 1 Z2 Z4 "" z2n
(b) Z2 = 2! + 4! + 6! + ... = L (2n + 2)! (]zl < 00),

n=O

eZ 5 ~
(c) 1 = 1 + 2z + - z2 + - z3 + . .. ([zl < 1).

- z 2 3

Section 10.8

36. Expand the functionf(z) = 1/(1 - z) in each of the following series:
(a) a Taylor series of powers of z for Iz[ < I;
(b) a Laurent series of powers of z for lz] > 1;
(c) a Taylor series of powers of z + 1 for lz + 11 < 2, first writing

f(z) = [2 - (z + 1)J-1 =![I - (z + 1)/2]-1;
(d) a Laurent series of powers of z + 1 for lz + II > 2, first writing

f(z) = -[1j(z + 1)]/[1 - 2/(z + 1)].

37. Expand the function f(z) = 1/[z(l - z)] in a Laurent (or Taylor) series
which converges in each of the following regions:

(a) 0 < lzl < 1, (b) Iz] > 1,
(c) 0 < Iz - 1] < I, (d) Iz - 11 > 1,
(e) Iz + 11 < 1, (f) 1 < Iz + 11 < 2,
(g) Iz + 11 > 2.
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(c) log (l + z2),

(f) tan-1 (z - 1).

38. Determine the first three nonzero terms in the Laurent expansion of fez) =

csc z which is valid when 0 < Izi < 7T by first showing that the expansion must be
of the form fez) = a_lz-1 + alz + a3z3 + .. " then determining a_h ai' and a3
from the condition

1 = (a_1 + a z + a z3 + ...) (z - ~ Z3 + _1- z5 _ ...)
Z 1 3 6 120 .

Section 10.9

39. (a) Show that the function w = A log (z - a) increases by 27TiA after a
single positive circuit around the point z = a, and is unchanged if the circuit does
not include that point.

(b) Show that the expression for w = tan-1 z can be written in the form

iii
w = tan-1 z = 2log (z + i) - 2log (z - i) + 2log ( -1).

If the point z describes a single positive circuit, obtain the increase in w when the
circuit includes z = i but excludes z = -i, and when the circuit includes z = -i
but excludes z = i. Thus verify that w is unchanged if the circuit surrounds both
branch points.

40. With the notation of Problem 17, show that

z 1 P2 i
coth-1 - = - log - + - (9'2 - 9'1)

a 2 PI 2

defines a single-valued function in the plane cut along the real axis from -a to a if9'1
and 9'2 are restricted such that 0 ~ 9'1 < 21T and 0 ~ 9'2 < 27T, and a single-valued
function in the plane cut by infinite rays extending from the points z = ±a along
the real axis if 0 ~ 9'1 < 27T and -7T < 9'2 ~ +1T.

41. (a) With the notation of Problem 17, show that we may write
(Z2 _ a2)1/2 = (PIP2)1/2 ei (9'1+'1'2)/2,

and deduce that transition from one branch to the other can take place only if
(9'1 + fP2)/2 changes abruptly by an odd integral multiple of 7T.

(b) Show that, with the restrictions 0 ~ 9'1 < 21T and 0 ~ 9'2 < 21T, the
angle (9'1 + 9'J/2 has a jump of 1T over the finite segment between -a and a, is
continuous across the real axis to the left of -a, and has a jump of 21T across the
real axis to the right of +a, if a is real and positive. Deduce that a cut between -a
and +a then is necessary and sufficient to make the function so defined single
valued. Show also that the branch so defined makes fez) real and of the same sign
as z when z is real and Z2 > a2.

(c) In a similar way, show that cuts are needed along infinite rays from the
branch points z = ±a if the restrictions 0 ~ 9'1 < 27T and -7T < 9'2 ~ +7T are
imposed.

42. Locate and classify the singularities of the following functions:

z 1
(a) Z2 + I' (b) z3 + l'

(d) (Z2 - 3z + 2)2/3, (e) tan z,
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43. Show that the function
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cosh z - 1
f(z) = sinh z - z

has a simple pole at the origin.

44. Show that the function f(z) = csc (ljz) has poles at the points z = Ij(1I71),
where n is any integer other than zero, and deduce that f(z) has a nonisolated
essential singularity at z = O.

45. Show that the function w = Ij(1 + z1l2) has a branch point at z = 0, and
that if the principal branch of Zl/2 is chosen there is no other finite singularity,
whereas if the second branch is taken there-is also a pole at z = I. [Notice that we
can write also w = (1 - Zl/2)/(l - z); also that z1l2 is +1 when z = 1 on the
principal branch and is -1 when z = 1 on the second branch.]

46. Using the convergence theorem stated on page 132, determine inside what
real interval an infinite Frobenius series of the form

eo

y(x) = 2: A rcXk+lI,

1:=0

satisfying each of the following differential equations, would converge [excluding the
point x = 0 when Re (s) < 0]:

(a) (l - x2)y" - 2xy' + p(p + I)y = 0,
(b) x(l + x 2)y" + y' + xy = 0,
(c) x2y'" + xy' + (x2 - p2)y = 0,
(d) y'" sin x + y' cos x + p(p + l)y sin x = 0,
(e) x(x2 + 2x + 2)y" - y' + (x + l)y = 0,
(f) x eZ y" + Y tan x = O.

Section 10.10

47. (a) If f(z) is analytic at Zeo, show that the real and imaginary parts of f(z)

must each tend to constant limits (which may be zero) as Vx2 + r -- 00

in any way, and that these limits must be independent of the manner in
which this limiting process takes place.

(b) Iffez) has a simple pole at Zeo, show that the preceding statement applies
instead to the real and imaginary parts of f'(z).

48. (a) Show that lezl = eZ. Hence deduce that e% -- 0 if z -- Zeo on any curve
along which x -- - 00, that lezl -- 00 along a curve for which x -- + 00, and that
along a curve with an asymptote parallel to the y axis le%1 tends to a finite limit
whereas e% does not.

(b) Obtain a corresponding result for each of the functions e-z, eiz, and e-iz•

49. (a) Show that Isinh zl = v sinh2 x + sin2 y. Hence deduce that Isinh zl -- 00

as z -- Zeo along any curve which is not asymptotic to (or coincident with) a
line parallel to the imaginary axis, and that along any of the latter curves Isinh zl is
bounded but does not tend to a limit.

(b) Obtain a corresponding result for each of the functions cosh z, sin z,
and cos z.
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so. Determine the nature of the point Za:J for the following functions:

Z 1
(a) z2, (b) Z + 1 ' (c) Z sin ; ,

(d) (1 + Z)I/2, (e) (l + Z2)1/2, (f) log (1 + z).

51. Show that for the function w = sin-l z + i log z [see (55a)] the point Za:J
is a branch point only on those branches for which w does not remain finite as
Z ---+ Za:J'

52. By considering the function f(z) = l{z, show that the integral fCa:Jf(z) dz

may not vanish even though f(z) is analytic at Za:J' [Notice that in this case Ca:J is
equivalent to any other contour enclosing the origin].

Section 10.11

53. Prove that any polynomial of degree N, f(z) = ao + alz + ... + aNzN ,

has at least one zero unless it is constant. [Assume the contrary and apply Liouville's
theorem to F(z) = l/f(z). This result is known as thefundamental theorem ofalgebra
and is assumed in elementary courses.]

54. (a) If f(z) has a pole of order n at z = otl , show that

f(z) = (z - otl)-n gl(Z),

whereg1(z) is analytic at z = otl and at all points where f(z) is analytic.
(b) Iff(z) has a zero of order m at z = PI' show that

f(z) = (z - P1)m hl(z),

where h1(z) is analytic where f(z) is analytic and h1(P1) =f; O.
(c) Deduce that a function f(z) which is analytiC except for a finite number

ofpoles is determined except for a multiplicative constant by the position and order of
its poles and zeros.

55. Let f(z) be analytic inside and on a closed curve C except for a finite number
of poles inside C, and suppose that f(z) =f; 0 on C.

(a) Make use of the results of Problem 54 to show that

1 ! f'(z)
271'i Yc f(z) dz = M - N,

where M is the number of zeros off(z) inside C and N is the number of poles, poles
or zeros of order k being counted k times.

(b) Show that this result also can be expressed in the form

1
M - N = 271' [~c amp f(z)],

where the bracketed expression denotes the change in the imaginary part of logf(z)
corresponding to a counterclockwise circuit of C.

56. Use Cauchy's inequality (Problem 33) to give an alternative proof of Liou-
a:J

ville's theorem. [Show that f(z) = ~ anzn and that lanl ~ M{R!l, where M
o

is independent of R and where R may be increased without limit.]
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Section 10.12

57. Calculate the residues of the following functions at each of their finite
poles, and in each case find also the sum of these residues:

eZ 1 sin Z

(a) z2 + a2' (b) z4 - a4' (c) --;2 ,

smz 1 + z2 1
(d) -3 ' (e) z(z _ 1)2 ' (f) (Z2 + a2)2 .z

58. Show that the substitution z = lIt transforms the circle [zl = R into the
circle ItI = IIR in such a way that a positive circuit around one circle corresponds
to a negative circuit around the other. [Write z = Rei0 , t = peifP and determine
p,fj) in terms of R,O.]

59. (a)· Use the result of Problem 58 to show that

f, f, (1) dtf(z) dz = f - 2"'
lzl =R III =l/R t t

By letting R -- 00, deduce that 1. f(z) dz is given by 21Ti times the residue of1 (1) j Coo
t2 f t at t = O.

(b) Show that this result implies the result of Problem 52.
(c) Use the result of part (a) to show that if Z2 f(z) is analytic at Zoo, then

1. f(z) dz = O.
jeoo

60. It is conventional to define the residue of f(z) at Zoo, when Zoo is an isolated
singular point, by the equation

1. f(z) dz = -21Ti Res (zoo),'fcoo

the negative sign corresponding to the fact that a positive circuit around Coo is
described in a negative sense with respect to the exterior of the curve.

(a) Use the result of Problem 59 to show that then

Res {f(z); zoo} ~ -Res (t~fG);o}.
(b) Use (108) to show that, with the given definition of Res (zoo), the sum

ofthe residues off(z) at allfinite points and at Zoo is zero. [Notice that f(z) may have
a nonzero residue at Zoo even thoughf(z) is analytic at Zoo, if Z2 f(z) has a pole at zoo.]

61. Use the result of Problem 59(a) (or Problem 60) to evaluate the integral

1. a2 - z2dz
Yea! + Z2 z '

where C is any positive contour enclosing the points z = 0, ±ia, and check the
result by calculating the residues at those poles.
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62. (a) If[(z) can be represented by a Laurent series
eD

[(z) = .2 an(z - a)n
n = -eD
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when R < Iz - al < 00, for some R, show that a_1 is the sum of the residues of
[(z) at all singularities in the finite part of the plane, so that the number -a-1 is the
residue of[(z) at ZeD' (See Problem 60.)

(b) By expanding the integrand in increasing powers of liz, and identifying
the coefficient of liz, show that

1 at. - z2 dz
J'c a2 + Z2 -; = -27T;

if C is any closed curve enclosing the points z = 0 and z = ±ai. (Compare Problem
61.)

63. Determine the residue of each of the following functions at each singularity:

(a) e1/z, (b) e1/
z2

,

(c) cos (z : J (d) sin (;: ~ :).

Section 10.13

64. Verify the following evaluations by making use of appropriate results or
procedures in Section 10.13:

(b)

f27T dO 27T

(a) 0 A + B sin 0 v'A2 _ B2 (A > IBIl.

feD dx 7T

o x4 + 4a4 = 8a3 (a > 0),

feD x sin mx 7T

(c) 0 at. + x2 dx = 2e- am (a> 0, m > 0),

feD cos mx 7T

(d) 0 x4 + 4a4 dx = 8a3 e- am
(cos am + sin am)

65. Use residue calculus to show that

(a> 0, m > 0).

f27T dO 27T

o 25 - 16 cos2 0 = 15 '
and check the result by first making the change in variables f) = rp/2 and then using
the result of Equation (138).

66. Use residue calculus to show that

feD X2 dx 7T

_eD(x2 + 1)(x2 - 2xcosw + I) = 21sinwl

if w is real and sin w =1= O.
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67. Use residue calculus to show that

foo cos mx 1 + am
-00 (x2 + 02)2 dx = 7T 203 e-

am

68. It is required to evaluate

(m ~ 0, a> 0).

by making use of the fact that

f
oo

2 -e-:1: dx = V."..
-00

Show that, if x is formally replaced by x + ia in the known integral, there follows

I:oo e-(rlia)' dx = ea'I:oo e-:1:2
(cos lox - i sin 2ax) dx = v;,

and hence, since e-:1:2 sin 2ax is an odd function of x,

Ioo 2 ~J- 2
_ 00 e-:1: cos 2ax dx = V 'TT e-a .

(Notice, however, that the validity of such complex substitutions is not established
by the familiar rules for real substitutions.)

69. Investigate the validity of the procedure of Problem 68, by considering the
integral off(z) = e-z'Z over a closed rectangular path C including the segment of the
real axis y = °from x = - A to x = +A and the segment of the line y = a from
x = + A to x = -A.

(a) Noticing thatf(z) is analytic inside and on C, show that

where Sl is the line segment from (A,O) to (A,a) and S2 is the line segment from
( - A,a) to ( - A,O).

(b) Show that, on both Sl and S2' there follows

and, by noticing that the lengths of Sl and S2 are equal to a, deduce that the inte
grals along Sl and 52 tend to zero as A -+ 00 for any fixed value of a. Thus
deduce that the relation

is valid for any real value of a, and hence that the result obtained formally in
Problem 68 is indeed correct.
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70. Evaluate the integral

f
IX) ePX

-IX) 1 + ~dx (0 < p < 1)
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by the following method:
(a) Show that the result of integratingf(z) = ePZ!(1 + eZ

) around a closed
rectangular contour C, including the real axis from x = - A to x = +A and the
line y = 217 from x = +A to x = - A, can be written in the form

•

f
..4 ePX f..4 eP;C i i

1 eX dx - e2prri 1 ~ dx + f(z) dz + f(z) dz
-..4 + -..4 + Sl sa

(

ePz 1
= 211'; Res 1 + eZ ; wi ,

where 8 1 and 82 are the closing segments of the rectangle. (Notice that eZ has the
period 217;, and that[<z) has poles at the points 17i ± 2k17i.)

(b) Show that the integrals along 8 1 and 8 2 tend to zero as A -+ 00 (if
o < p < 1), and hence deduce that

(0 < p < 1).

71. Show that the formula obtained in Problem 70 also is valid when p is com
plex, provided that 0 < Re (p) < 1. (Only the limits of the integrals along 81 and
82 need be reexamined.)

Section 10.14

72. By making the substitution x = iy, and noticing that then y -+ 00 as
x -+ 00, we formally transform the integral

into the integral

fIX) y
- Jo Y' + 4 dy,

which is the negative of the original integral, and hence are led to the conclusion
that the value of the integral is zero. But the true value is found by elementary
methods to be 1718. What is the [allacy?

[Integrate [(z) = zl(z4 + 4) around a contour consisting of the portions of
the x and y axes for which 0 ~ x,y s;: R, and a quadrant of the circle Izi = R,
as R -+ 00, and interpret the result.]

73. Establish part 3 of Theorem II.
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74. Iff(z) is analytic everywhere on the imaginary axis and has no singularities
to the left of that axis except for a finite number of poles at the points ab a2' ... ,
an' and iff(z) tends to zero uniformly on the circle Izi = R as R -+ 00 in the third
and fourth quadrants, show that

n

lim fi~ emz f(z) dz = 27Ti""" Res {emz f(z); ak} (m > 0),
R~c:o -tR ~

k=l

where the integration is carried out along the imaginary axis.

75. Suppose that, on a circular arc CR with radius R and center at the origin,
lying in the sector -7T/4 ~ () ~ +7r/4, a function f(z) is such that

lim MR = 0,
R~<XJ

where M R is independent of 0 on CR. Prove that

lim f e _mz2 f(z) dz = 0
R-<XJ CR

(m > 0).

[If the integral along CR is denoted by IR' show that

If I ~ 2R2M ("/4 e-mR2cos20 dO
R - R Jo '

and set 0 = (7T - 2qJ)/4.]

76. Use the result of Problem 75 to prove that if IPI ~ ,"/4 and iff(z) is analytic
throughout the sector bounded by 0 = 0, 0 = P, and r = R, except for a finite
number of interior poles, and if If(z) I ~RMR on the curved boundary, where
M R is independent of () and M n -+ 0 as R -+ 00, then

f: e-mx2 f(x) dx = I: e-mz2 f(z) dz + 27TiL Res {e- mz2 f(z); ak} (m> 0)
(r) k

where r is the radial line 0 = P, and where the points ak are the poles off(z) inside
the sector bounded by 0 = 0 and 0 = p. [Notice that hence the formal complex
substitution x = 1 e ifJ in the first (real) integral generally would modify the value
of the integral if f{z) were not analytic in the relevant sector.]

77. (a) Show that the integrals

C ==I: cos 12 dl,

can be combined in the form

where r is the radial line 0 = 7T/4.
(b) From the result of Problem 76, deduce that
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and hence also that

J
-

~ ~ 1"
50 cos t' dt = 50 sin t2 dt - :2 :2 •

599

(0 < m < 1)

Section IO.IS

78. By making use of integration around suitably indented contours in the
complex plane, evaluate the following integrals:

f
~ sin x

(a) dx (a > 0),
_~ x(r + a2)

f
~ sin x

(b) dx
_~ x(~ - r) .

79. Evaluate the integral

i
~ xm-l

1= dx
o x + 1

by integrating fez) = zm-l/(z + 1) around the contour of Figure 10.36 and
proceeding to the limit as the small radius tends to zero and the large radius tends

y

Cut
R x

Figure 10.36

to infinity. (Notice that if along the upper boundary of a cut along the positive real
axis we write z = r, then along the lower boundary we must write z = re2Tri when
calculating ,tn-I.) Show that in the limit we have

i
~ rm-l fO (re21rl)m-1 . (zm-l 1
--1 dr + 1 dr = 2m Res 1; -1

o r+ ~ r+ z+

or, equivalently,

Hence obtain the result

i
~ xm-l 7T

--dx=--
o x + 1 sin 7Tm

(0 < m < 1).
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(0 < m < I),

80. Use the result of Problem 45, Chapter 2, to evaluate the integral of the
preceding problem 79 in the form

L
co m-l

X 1 dx = r(m) r(l - m)
o x +

and hence, by comparing the two results, deduce the relation

7f

r(m) I'(1 - m) = -.--
SIn 7fm

(0 < m < I).

[This relation was stated without proof in Equation (59), Chapter 2. Although the
present proof is valid only when 0 < ~ < 1, the relation is generalized to all
nonintegral values of m by making use of the recurrence formula for the Gamma
function.]

81. Suppose that zm f(z) tends uniformly to zero on the circle Izl = R as
R -- 00, where m > 0, and that f(z) is analytic except for a finite number of poles
aI' a2' ... , an, none of which is on the positive real axis or at the origin.

(a) By proceeding as in Problem 79, show that

L
co 2' n

o xm-l f(x) dx = 1 _ :~mni L Res {zm-l f(z); ak},
k=l

where zm-l = rm~l ei (m-l)8, 0 ::::;;: (J < 27T, when z = r ei8•

(b) Show that this result can also be written in the form

L
co n

x m- l f(x) dx = . 7f "'" Res {( _z)m-l f(z); ak}
o SInm7T L .

k=l

with the definition (_z)m-l = rm- l e i (m-l)(8-'Il'), 0 ::::;;: (J < 27T, when z = r ei8•

82. Use the result of Problem 81 to obtain the following evaluations:

L
co xm-l sin [(I - m}7r/2] 7T

(a) dx = 7T = (0 < m < 2),
o x2 + 1 sin m7T 2 sin m7T/2

LtO xm-l (I - m}7r
(b) dx =. (0 < nl < 2).

o (x + 1)2 SIn nl7T

83. Suppose that f(z) has a simple pole at ao on a closed curve C, but is analytic
elsewhere inside and on C except for poles at a finite number of interior points
aI' a2, ... , an' If the contour C is indented at ao by a circular arc with center at ao,
show that the limiting form of the integral of f(z) around the indented contour is

n

p fc f(z) dz = 7T; Res (ao) + 27Ti L Res (ak)
k=l

as the radius of the indentation tends to zero, regardless of whether the indentation
excludes or includes the point ao.
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84. Obtain the evaluation

f<Xl cos ax - cos bx
-----=-2-- dx = tr{b - a).

-<Xl x

[Notice that f(z) = (eiaZ - eibz)/z2 has a simple pole at the origin.]

85. Obtain the evaluation

f<Xl sin (x + a) sin (x - a) _!!....
2 2 dx - 20 sm 20.

-<Xl X - a

[Notice that sin (x + a) sin (x - a) = ~{cos 20 - cos 2x).]

86. (a) Obtain the evaluation
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f<Xl e'JJZ
P -<Xl 1 - eZ dx = 1T cotprr (0 < p < 1),

by proceeding as in Problem 70, but also introducing indentations at the poles
z = 0 and z = 2rri.

(b) Deduce the result

f<Xl e'JJZ - i!lZ
-<Xl 1 _ eZ dx = tr{cot prr - cot q1T)

if 0 < P < 1 and 0 < q < 1. (Notice that this integral is convergent, so that
principal values are not involved.)

(c) By replacing x by 2x and writingp = (w + 1)/2 in the result of part (a),
deduce that

f<Xl eWZ 1TW

P . h dx = 1T tan -2
-<Xl Sm x

(-1 < w < 1).

(d) By replacing x by bx, where b > 0, and writing w = alb, obtain the
result

f<Xl eaz 1T 1Ta
P dx = -tan-

_ <Xl sinh bx b 2b

(e) Deduce that

(b> lal).

(b> lal).f<Xl sinh ax 1T rra
--- dx = - tan 

_ <Xl sinh bx b 2b

A consideration of Problems 87-94 may serve as an introduction to methods of
evaluating inverse Laplace transforms by contour integration. For further information,
the references at the end of Chapter 2 may be consulted.

87. (a) Show that for a piecewise differentiable function f(x) which vanishes
when x < 0, the complex form of the Fourier integral representation of e-cz f(x) is
given, according to Equation (229a) of Section 5.14, by

e-CX f(x) = ~ lim fR eiUz [(<Xl e-iut e-ct f(t) dtJ du,
21T R-+<Xl - R Jo
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for any value of the real constant c for which the integral

I = Co e-ct I f(f) 1 dt
.0

exists. Hence deduce the representation

f(x) = _1 lim JR e(iu+c}x [foo
e-(iu+c)t f(t) dtJ du

21T R-oo -R Jo
for f(x), with the usual convention that, at a finite jump, f(x) is to be assigned the
average of its right- and left-hand limits. (Notice that this representation is more
general than the Fourier integral representation, since here the constant c is at our
disposal.)

(b) With the substitution
iu + c = s,

where s is a new (complex) variable of integration, show that this result becomes

1 I.c+ Ri [Loo JI(x) = -2. lim e8X e-Bt f(t) dt ds.
1Tl R-oo C - Ri 0

(c) By making appropriate changes in the notation of part (b), show that
if we denote the Laplace fransform of f(t) by F(s),

F(s) = [00 e-Bt f(t) dt,Jo .
then f(t) is expressed in terms of its transform by the complex integral

1 f.C+Ri
f(t) = -. lim etz F(z) dz.

21T1 R--+oo C - Ri

[This integral is taken along the infinite line x = c of Figure 10.37(a), parallel to
the imaginary axis and c units to the right of it, where c is to be chosen sufficiently
large that the integral I of part (a) exists, and is known as the Bromwich integral. It
is usually to be evaluated by contour integration, as in the following problems.]

y y
C

c+i_ ....-;-"

/"-R BRc I,
x D' x

\
\

\
"c-i- ' .....-E A

(a) (b)

Figure 10.37
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88. Suppose that F(z) is analytic except for a finite number ofpoles, all of which
are to the left of some line x = c. Also, suppose that F(z) tends un(formly to zero
along the semicircle CDE and the segments BC and EA of Figure 10.37(b).

(a) Show then that the integral of etz F(z) around the closed boundary
BR of Figure 10.37(b) tends to the Bromwich integral of Problem 87(c) as R -+ 00,
if t > 0, and hence that under the conditions stated there follows

f(t) = lim ~ r etz F(z) dz.
R-e;t;) 2m JBR

[Use Theorem 1I.3 of Section 10.14 to treat the semicircle. On each horizontal
segment, notice that the length L of the path is constantly c and the modulus of etz

is not greater than etc, while the modulus of F(z) tends to zero as R -+ 00.]
(b) Deduce that if the real function F(s) is such that the corresponding

complex function F(z) satisfies the specified conditions, then F(s) is the Laplace
transform of the function f(t) which is given by

f(t) = L Res {e tz F(z); ak}'
k

where the points ak are the poles ofF(z).

89. Verify the preceding result by determining the inverse Laplace transforms of
the following functions, and comparing with the formulas given in Table 1, Chapter
2:

1 1 1
(a) --, (b) S2 + a2 ' (c) 2 2·s+a s -a

1 s s
(d) s4' (e) (S2 + a2)2 ' (f) S4 + 4a4·

90. Suppose that F(z) satisfies the conditions of Problem 88, except that it also
possesses a single finite branch point af z = O.

(a) By introducing a cut along the negative real axis, and considering the
limit of the contour ABCDOEFA of Figure 10.38(a), show that we then have

(t) ~ LRes {e" F(z); Ok} + 2~iLe" F(z) dz,
k

where the additional integral is carried out over the infinite "loop" L indicated in
Figure 10.38(b). [The loop extends to the right along the lower edge of the cut,
then around an arbitrarily small circle surrounding the branch point, and back
along the upper edge of the cut. Notice that the cut could have been made along any
ray (or curve extending from the origin to infinity) in the second or third quadrant.]

(b) Suppose further that z f(z) tends uniformly to zero on the small circle
surrounding the origin, as its radius tends to zero. Show then that the loop integral
of part (a) becomes

fL etz F(z) dz = f: e-rt[F(re- i1f) - F(rei1f)] dr.

(Use Theorem III of Section 10.14 to treat the integral around the circle of vanishing
radius.)
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L 8= r

x

x

(b)

9=-r
----

B

F

(a)

Cut

Figure 10.38

91. Use the result of Problem 9O(b) to determine the inverse Laplace transform
of Ijsm where 0 < m < 1 in the form

1
1 ) sin 7Tmi oo

!l'-l - = e-rt r-m dr
sm 7T 0

(0 < m < 1)

(fJ > 0)

and show that this result is equivalent to the result tm-1jr(m) given in Table ],
Chapter 2, if rt is replaced by a new variable and account is taken of Equations
(47) and (59) of Chapter 2. [Notice that F(z) = z-m has no finite singularities other
than a branch point at z = 0, if 0 < m < 1, and that the conditions of Problem
90 are satisfied. Thus the inverse transform is given entirely by the loop integral.]

92. Use the result of Problem 90(a) to determine the inverse transform of

e-flY ;
F(s) =-

s
in the form

I i oo sin fJ v~
f(t) = 1 - - e-rt dr

7T 0 r

and, by referring to Equation (235) of Section 9.14, deduce that

(
e-

flY
;) ( fJ )!l'-l S = 1 - erf 2 V( .

(Notice that here the integration around the small circle in the loop integral con
tributes the quantity

I f Y- dz- lim etz-fl z - •
27Ti p-o cp z

dz
On the circle z = p eifJ there follows - = i dO and, since the rest of the integrand is

z
continuous at z = 0, it can be replaced by its limit unity as p -+ 0.)
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93 Obtain the inverse transforms

(a) 1£-1 (e-fJ'V~1 =~ roo e-u2 cos fl~ du = 1 e-fJ2/4t,
v's 'TTv't Jo v't v''TTt

.or 2 100
2. flu fl 2/(b) if-I {e-P 8} = - e- u SIn -= u du = e-fJ 4t.

'TTt 0 v't 2v'TTt3

where fl > 0. [Use Equation (235) of Section 9.14 in part (a) and differentiate
that equation with respect to h to deal w\th part (b).]

94. Solve, by use of Laplace transforms, the heat flow problem considered in
Section 9.14, for which T(x,t) satisfies the differential equation

;p.T 1 aT
- =--,or (J.2 at

the initial condition T(x,O) = To = constant, and the end condition T(O,t) = 0,
with T( oo,t) finite. [Show that the transform T then satisfies the equation

;p.T s To
- --T=--or (J.2 (J.2

and hence must be of the form

T = A(s) e-xvs/rx + B(s) eXv;/rx + To •
s

Determine A and B so that the end conditions are satisfied, and show that

(
1 e-xv;/rx)

T = To - - .
s s

Thus, using the result of Problem 92, obtain the result

T ~ To erf (2a
X

",,),

in accordance with the result of Section 9.14.]

Section 10.16

95. Consider the mapping w = az + h, where a and b are complex constants
and a =1= 0.

(a) Show that the mapping is one-to-one everywhere.
(b) Verify that the mapping consists of a rotation of the z plane about the

origin through the angle arg a and a homogeneous magnification or stretching by a
factor lal, followed by a translation through the vector whose components are the
real and imaginary parts of h.

(c) Deduce, in particular, that circles map into circles, and straight lines
into straight lines.

96. Consider the mapping w = lIz.
(a) Show that the mapping is one-to-one everywhere when the points Zoo

and Woo are included.
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(~ = a.d - fly =I- 0),

(b) With the notations w = peifIJ and z = re ifJ, show that p = llr and
rp = - 0, and deduce that the mapping consists of an inversion with respect to the
unit circle combined with a reflection about the real axis. [Notice that the point
(r,O) maps into the point (llr, -0).]

(c) Show that the general straight line in the z plane has the polar equation
r cos (0 - (0) = p, where 00 is the angle made by its normal with the positive x
axis and p is its distance from the origin, and deduce that its image in the w plane is
the curve pp = cos (rp + (0), where p and rp are polar coordinates in the w plane.

(d) Show that the general circle in the z plane, with center at the point with
polar coordinates (ro,0O> and radius R, has the polar equation

r2 - 2ror cos (0 - (0) + (r~ - R2) = 0,

and deduce that its image in the w plane is the curve

(r~ - R2)p2 - 2roP cos (rp + (0) + I = O.

(e) Deduce from the results of parts (c) and (d) that, under the mapping
w = lIz, circles and straight lines in the z plane not passing through the origin map
into circles in the w plane, whereas circles and straight lines in the z plane passing
through the origin map into straight lines in the w plane.

97. Consider the mapping corresponding to the general linear fractional trans
formation

a.z + fl
w=---

yz + ~

where a., fl, y, and d are complex constants.
(a) Show that the mapping is one-to-one everywhere (when Zoo and Woo are

included) but could not be so if ~ = O. (Notice that the z plane maps into a single
point if ~ = 0.)

(b) Verify that the mapping can be considered as the result of the three
successive mappings

z' = yz + d,

when y =1= 0, and is of the form

I
z" - z' ,

a. fl
w=-z+-

d d

~ a.
W = --z" +-

Y Y

when y = O.
(c) From the results of Problems 95 and 96, and the results of part (b),

deduce that any linear fractional transformation always maps circles into circles,
with the convention that straight lines are to be considered as limiting forms of
circles.

98. Mappings into a half-plane. In each of the following mappings, a specified
region in the z plane is mapped into the upper half (v ~ 0) of the w plane, with an
indicated correspondence of certain boundary points. Verify the correctness of each

dw
mapping and show also that -d exists and is nonzero everywhere inside the mapped

. zregIOn.



w = e7rz/b•

7TZ
W = -cos -.

a

Problems

(a) Infinite strip:

( - 00 < x < 00, o::s: y ::s: b).

Mapping:

Boundary points:

(+ oo,b) -- ( - 00,0), (O,b) -- (-1,0), (- oo,y) -+ (0,0),

(0,0) -+ (1,0), (+ 00,0) -+ ( + 00,0).

(b) Semi-infinite strip:

(0 ~ x ~ a, o~ y < 00).

Mapping:

Boundary points:

(0, + 00) -+ ( - 00,0), (0,0) -+ ( -1,0), (i-a,O) -+ (0,0),

(a,O) -+ (1,0), (a, + 00) -+ ( + 00,0).

(c) Interior ofcircle:
([zl ~ R).

601

Mapping:

Boundary points:

( - R,O -) -+ ( - 00,0), (0, - R) -+ ( -1,0), (R,O) -+ (0,0),

(O,R) - (1,0), (-R,O+) -+ (+ 00,0).

(d) Interior of semicircle:

Mapping:

Boundary points:

(izi ~ R,y ~ 0).

w = -H~ + ~).

(0+,0) -+ (- 00,0), (R,O) -+ (-1,0), (O,R) -+ (0,0),

( - R,O) - (1,0), (0 - ,0) -+ ( + 00,0).

(e) Halfplane indented by semicircle:

(izi ~ R, y ~ 0).

Mapping: w = H~ + ~).

Boundary points:

( - 00,0) -+ ( - 00,0), (-R,O) -+ ( -1 ,0), (O,R) -+ (0,0),

(R,O) -+ (1,0), (+ 00,0) -+ (+ 00,0).
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99. Mappings of sectors. Verify each of the following mappings, showing also
dw

that dz exists and is nonzero everywhere inside each specified mapped region, and

assuming that principal values are to be taken in each case.
(a) Circular sector into unit semicircle:

(lzl ~ R,O ~ fJ < IX) -<Iwl ~ 1,0 ~rp ~7T).

Mapping:

Boundary points:

o~ 0, R~ 1, R ei a./2~ i, R eh ~ - 1.

(b) Circular sector into hal}plane:

(izi ~ R,O ~ e < IX)~ (v ~ 0).

Mapping: w = - ~[(~) .,-+ (~) "'J.
Boundary points:

(c) Infinite sector into halfplane:

(0 s 0 ~ IX)~ (v ~ 0).

Mapping:

Boundary points:

w = ZTT/a..

Section 10.17

100. With the notation of Section 6.18, show that the scale factors associated
with the curvilinear coordinates defined by the relation u + iv = f(x + iy) are

df-l
given by hI' = hv =- dz . Hence, by using the results of that section, deduce that

vp = df (arp u+ op v),
dz au av

where u and v are unit vectors in the II and v directions, and also that

where V2 is the two-dimensional Laplacian operator, in accordance with the results
of Section 10.17.
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101. Bernoulli's equation [Equation (206) of Section 6.20] states that the pressure
at a point in an incompressible fluid is given by

p = Po -lpv2,

where Po is the equilibrium pressure, p is the density, and V = IVI is the absolute
velocity at the point.

(a) Show that the normal force per unit length, exerted by fluid flowing
past a cylindrical surface whose cross section is bounded by a closed curve C in the
z plane, has components

-£p ;. ds and + £p : tis

in the x and y directions, respectively, and show that these components are the real

and imaginary parts of the complex quantity ifc P dz.

(b) By making use of Bernoulli's equation, deduce the relation

I "d(J) 2- D + iL = - - ip - dz,
2 c dz

where (J) is the complex potential function, D is the drag component of the force
due to pressure in the negative x direction, and L is the lift component in the
positive y direction, this terminology implying that the preponderant flow is in the
positive x direction.

102. (a) Show that the complex potential (J) = Aw (A real and positive)
corresponds to a steady flow, with velocity A in the positive u direction, in the w
plane.

(b) Use the result of Problem 98(e) to map the upper half of the w plane
into the upper half of the z plane, indented by a semicircle of radius a with center
at the origin.

(c) Show that the complex potential takes the form

By noticing that the real axis in the w plane corresponds to the portion of the x
axis outside the circle x 2 + y2 = a2, and to the upper half of the boundary of that
circle, deduce that the flow has this composite contour as a streamline.

(d) Determine A in such a way that the velocity tends to Vo at large
distances from the origin, and hence obtain

~ = vo(z + :2)
as the complex potential in the half-plane y '> 0 of a flow, about a circular cylinder,
which tends to a uniform flow in the positive x direction at large distances from the
origin (see Figure 10.25).
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103. For the flow obtained in Problem 102, show that the velocity components
are of the form

[
a2(x2 - y)]

Vz = Vo I - (X2 + y)2 '

and verify that, because of appropriate symmetry in these expressions, the flow
is correctly specified by 4> over the entire z plane.

Section 10.18

104. Suppose that two sources of equal strength m are present at the points
z = ±a, where a is real and positive.

(a) Show that the complex potential is given by

and the complex velocity by
m z

Vz - iVv = - 2 ., •
1T Z - a w

(b) Show (by symmetry or otherwise) that the stream function is constant
along the y axis, and deduce that 4> is also the complex potential in the half-plane
x > 0 corresponding to a source at z = a and a fixed boundary along the y axis.

(c) Show that the velocity at a point on the boundary x = 0 is given by
VII = (ml1T)[yl<Y + a2)], and at a point on the line y = 0 by Vz = (ml1T)[xl(x2 - a2)].

105. Suppose that a vortex of strength m is located at z = a, and that an equal
and opposite vortex is at z = -a, where a is real and positive.

(a) Show that the complex potential is given by

m z-a
4> = 21Ti log -z-+-a '

and the complex velocity by
m a

Vz - iVv = ---: 2 2·
1T1 Z - a

(b) Show that the vortex at z = -a may be replaced by a fixed boundary
along the y axis in part (a), without affecting the flow.

(c) Show that the velocity at a point of the boundary x = 0 is given by
Vv = -(ml1T)[al(y + a2)], and that the velocity at a point on the line y = 0 is
given by Vv = (ml7T)[al(x2 - a2)].

106. Fluid is introduced at a steady rate m through a small opening at the origin
into an infinite channel occupying the region ( - 00 < x < + 00, 0 ~ y ~ b) of the
z plane. The flow pattern in the channel is required.

(a) Use the mapping of Problem 98(a) to obtain a transformed problem in
which fluid is introduced into the upper half of the w plane at the rate m at the
point w = 1, and is withdrawn at the rate ml2 at the points w = 0 and WCO •

Noticing that a source of strength 2m then must be present at w = 1, and a sink of
strength mat w = 0 (as well as at woo), since only half the fluid enters the upper
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half.plane from a source on its boundary, obtain the complex potential in the w
plane in the form

~ = : [lOg (w - l) - ~ log wJ+ constant

m
= - log (w1/2 - w- 1/2) + constant.

tr

(b) Obtain the required complex potential in the form

m trZ
<1> = - log sinh -

tr 2b '

neglecting an arbitrary additive constant.

107. (a) Show that the velocity vector in Problem 106 is of the form

. m tr{x' - iy)
Vz + ,VlI = 2tr coth 2b '

and that the velocity along the boundary y = b is given by Vz = (m/2tr) tanh (trx/2b),
whereas the velocity along the boundary y = 0 is given by Vz = (m/2tr) coth (trx/2b).

(b) Show that the stream function is of the form

m -1 (tanh trX/2b)
tp = - cot ,

tr tan try/2b

and verify that 1jJ increases by m as a small semicircle is traversed about the origin
in the counterclockwise direction. Deduce also that the streamlines are the curves

try trX
tan 2b = c tanh 2b .

108. (a) Show that the complex potential

defines a flow past the circle lzi = a, in which the velocity tends to Voas Izi - 00,

for any constant real value of m. Notice that a positive value of m corresponds to
the presence of a clockwise circulation. (See also Problem 36, Chapter 9.)

(b) By making use of the result of Problem 101(b), show that the drag D
and lift L, per unit length, exerted on a cylinder with Izi = aas a cross section is
then given by

-D + iL = _! ip i Vo(l _ a
2

) + i.!!!.- 2 dz,
2 ~ Z2 2trz

where C is the circle Izi = a.
(c) Show that the integral involved in part (b) can be expressed in the form

f. 271' [v: (l - e-2i8) + i m e-i8J[v: (l - e-2i8) - i m ei8Jia ei8 dO.
o 0 2tra 0 2tra
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By noticing that all product terms of the form eirO will integrate to zero when r is
an integer other than zero, and to 217' when r = 0, obtain the value of the integral
in the form -2Vom. Hence deduce that

D =0, L = pVom,

(a> b)

where m is the circulation (positive in the clockwise direction).

Section 10.19

109. (a) Mapping of exterior of ellipse into exterior of circle. Verify that the
transformation

c2
Z=w+

4w
maps the exterior of the ellipse

x2 y2
a2 + b2 = I

into the exterior of the circle Iwl = i(a + b), where c is the distance v'a2 - tr
from the center of the ellipse to each focus, in such a way that the mapping is not
distorted or rotated at large distances from the ellipse. [Notice that the point
w = t(a + b) eitp corresponds to the point z = a cos qJ + ib sin qJ.]

(b) Mapping ofplane with finite cut into exterior of circle. As a limiting
case of part (a) as b - 0, show that the transformation

a2

z =w+-
4w

maps the Z plane with a cut along the real axis from x = -a to x = +a into the
exterior of the circle Iwi = a12, with no distortion or rotation at large distances
from the cut. (Notice that the point w = la eitp corresponds to the point z = a cos qJ.)

110. Rotation ofmappings ofProblem 109.
(a) Suppose that the ellipse defined in Problem 109(a) is rotated about its

center through the angle <x, where <X is positive when the rotation is counterclockwise.
By considering the result of replacing z by e-irxz and w by e-i~w in the trans
formation of that problem, show that the exterior of the resultant ellipse is mapped
into the exterior of the circle Iwl = l(a + b) by the mapping

c2 e2i~

z=w+-
4w '

where again c2 = a2 - b2, without distortion or rotation at Zoo'

(b) In the limiting case b = 0, show that the transformation

a 2 e2irx

z=w+--
4w

maps the z plane, with a cut of length 2a extending from the point -a eirx to the
point a eirx , into the exterior of the circle Iwl = a12, without distortion or rotation
at Zoo'
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(c) Verify that the point w = !(a + b) ei(cx t-fJ) corresponds to the boundary
point z = eicx (a cos fJ + ib sin fJ) in the transformation of part (a), and that the
point w = ia ei(cx +(J) corresponds to the point z = a ei'X cos fJ on the cut in part (b).

111. Show that the complex potential for an ideal fluid flow in the xy plane
about a section of an elliptic cylinder, with center at the origin, with semi-major
axis of length a along the line 0 =-= a, and with semi-minor axis of length b, which
tends to a uniform flow with velocity Vo in the positive x direction at large distances
from the ellipse, is obtained by eliminating w between the two equations

[
(a + b)2]

<I> = Vo w + 4w
. m (a2 - b2) e2i~

+ I 21T log w, z = w + 4w '

where m is the clockwise circulation. (Notice that the first equation defines the
complex potential for the flow of Problem 108 in the w plane about a circle of radius
!(a + b), and use the result of Problem 110.)

112. By specializing the result of Problem III when b = 0 and a = 1Tf2, deduce
that, when no circulation is present, the complex potential for a steady flow about
a plane barrier of width 2a, at right angles to the flow and with center at the origin,
is of the form

where Vo is the limiting uniform velocity in the x direction. (An alternative deriva
tion of this result is given in Section 10.20).

113. By using the result of Equation (220) of Section 9.14, show that the steady
state temperature distribution in the upper half of the w plane which reduces to
unity along the u axis when luI < 1 and to zero elsewhere along the u axis, is given
by

l[ (I-U)T =;. tan- l -v- (I+ U)] 1 (U2+ v
2- 1)+ tan- l v = ;. cot-l 2v .

(See footnote, page 578.)

114. The steady-state temperature distribution is required in the semi-infinite
strip (0 ~ x ::s: a, 0 ~ y < (0), subject to the requirements that it reduce to unity
along the end y --= 0 and to zero along the sides x = 0 and x = a. Use the results of
Problems 98(b) and 113 to obtain this distribution in the form

I [( . 1Ty . 1TX) I . 1TX. 'trY] 2 (. 'TrXI' 'trY)T = ;; coel smh2
-; - sm2

-;; 2 sm -; smh -; =;; tan-l sm -; smh -; .

(Notice that the methods of Chapter 8 would give this solution in the form of an
infinite series.)

lIS. The steady-state temperature is required in the semicircle bounded by the
upper half of the circle x2 + y2 = R2 and the y axis, subject to the requirements
that it reduce to unity along the curved boundary and to zero along the straight
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boundary. Use the results of Problems 98(d) and 113 to obtain the distribution in
the form

1
T = -coe1

1r

_ ~ -1 (2TR sin 0)
- tan R2 2'

1r -T

Section 10.20

116. Derive the mapping of Problem 98(a).

117. Derive the mapping of Problem 98(b).

118. Obtain the transformation which maps the region in the z plane, above the
line y = b when x < 0 and above the x axis when x > 0, into the upper half of the
w plane, in the form

b
z = - [(w2 - 1)1/2 + cosh-1 w],

1r

by making the point z = bi correspond to w = -1 and the point z = 0 correspond
to w = +1.

119. The infinite strip (- 00 < x < + 00, 0 ::;; y ::;; b) has a semi-infinite cut
extending in the positive x direction from the point (0, bI2). It is required to map
this cut region into the upper half of the w plane, in such a way that the x axis maps
into the segment u < -1, the lower boundary of the cut into -I < u < 0, the
upper boundary of the cut into 0 < u < 1, and the line y = b into the segment
u>l.

(a) Show that the mapping must be such that

dz Cw C 2
dw = w2 _ 1 ' z = 2" log (w - 1) + K.

(b) Show that the point z = ibl2 maps into w = 0 if and only if

b 1rC
2i = 2" i + K,

and that the line z = x + ib maps into w = u, where U > 1, if and only if K = ib.
Hence obtain the mapping in the form

b
z = ib - 21r log (w2 - 1), w2 = 1 + e-21TZ

/
b•

120. Suppose that the temperature is maintained at zero along the boundaries
y = 0 and y = b of the strip of Problem 119, and at unity along the semi-infinite
cut. Use the results of Problems 119 and 113 to show that the steady-state tempera
ture distribution T(x,y) in the strip is obtained by eliminating u and v from the
relations

1 (U2+ v
2- 1)T = - cot-1 ,

1r 2v

21ry 21r)'+ e-21Tz/b cos b' 2uv = _e-21TZ
/
b sin b .
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121. Electrostatic fields about cylindrical conductors. In a region free of
charges, in which an electrostatic field is independent of position normal to the xy
plane, the electric field intensity vector E is the negative gradient of an electrostatic
potential <p(x,y) which satisfies Laplace's equation,

E = - Vcp where V2cp = O.

(a) Show that the fact that the component of E tangential to a perfect
conductor vanishes leads to the conclusion that cp is constant along the boundary ofa
perfect conductor.

(b) If VI(x,y) is the function conjugate to cp(x,y), so that cp + ifp is an analytic
function of x + iy, show that the lines of force then are the curves for which
VI = constant. alp

(c) The surface charge density (J on a conductor is given by -K on'

where K is the electric inductive capacity. Show that the total chargeq on a cylindri
cal conductor, per unit length normal to the xy plane, is given by

q = 1. (J ds = -K 1. ocp ds = -K 1. 0'P ds -= -K dR'P.YR YB an YBOS
where d B'P is the increment in VI corresponding to a counterclockwise circuit of the
boundary H of the section of the conductor in the xy plane. [See Problem 20(b).]

122. Capacity of a condenser. The capacity C, per unit length, of a condenser
formed by two cylindrical conductors HI and 8 2, is defined as the absolute value of
the ratio of the total charge per unit length on either of the conductors to the
potential difference between them. If<D(z) = cp + i'P is analytic in the region between
the conductors, and if cp is constant on each conductor, show that

C=
q

=-K
CPB l - CPR" CPB" - CPR l

123. By making appropriate use of the function

tI> = cP + iVl = A log z + H,

show that the electrostatic potential outside a circular cylindrical conductor IS

given by
q

cP = - 27rK log r + constant,

where r is distance from the axis of the cylinder and q is the charge per unit length
on the cylinder, whereas the function VI is given by

JI' = --q- 0 + constant
T 27rk '

where 0 is an angle measured around the axis of the cylinder.

124. Show that the capacity, per unit length, ofa condenser formed by concentric
circular cylinders of radii R1 and R2 is given by

27rK
C=----

log (R2/R 1>"
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125. (a) By making use of the results of Problems 109 and 123, show that the
result of eliminating w between the relations

<I> = q> + itp = - 2:K log w + constant,
c2

Z = w+
4w

gives the potential q> and the function 'P for the electrostatic field outside an
elliptical cylinder with cross section

x2 y2
- + - = 1
a2 b2

with charge q per unit length.
(b) Show that the elimination described in part (a) leads to the result

q> + i'P = - 2:K cosh-1 ~ + constant.

126. By combining the results of Problems 125 and 124, show that the capacity,
per unit length, of a cylindrical condenser whose cross section consists of confocal
ellipses with focal length c and semi-major axes 01 and a2 is given by

2'TTk 2'TTK

C = (a2 + Va~ - C2) - a2 a1log cosh-1 - - cosh-1 -
a1 + Vor - c2 C c

[Notice that the ellipse x2/a2 + y2/(a2 - c2) = 1 corresponds to the circle

Iwi = 1(0 + Va2
- c2) in the mapping z = w + c2/(4w).]
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Formulas for Roots of Equations Involving Bessel Functionst

1. The nth root, in order of magnitude, of the equation

JJ)(x) = 0
is given by

x = n1T( 1+ 2p - 1) _c1 _ 4C2 _ 32c3 _ ...
n 4n k 3k3 15k5

where
k = 21T(2p + 4n - 1), m = 4p2,

C1 = m - 1, c2 = (m - 1)(7m - 31),

C3 = (m - 1)(83m2 - 982m + 3779).

2. The nth root, in order of magnitude, of the equation

J~(x) = 0
is given by

x = n1T(1+ 2p + 1) _Cl _ 4C2 _ 32c3 _ ...
n 4n k 3k3 15k5

where
k = 21T(2p + 4n + 1), m = 4p2,

c1 = m + 3, c2 = 7m2 + 82m - 9,

ca = 83m3 + 2075m2 - 3039m + 3537.

3. The nth root, in order of magnitude, of the equation

(a> 1)
is given by

t See J. McMahon. "On the Roots of the Bessel and Certain Related Functions,"
Annals of Mathematics, Vol. 9, p. 23 (1895). In certain cases the indicated series may
converge slowly for small values of n.

617
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where

Appendix A

k
_ n1T
- ,

a - 1

(0) 1)

m - 1 4(m - l)(m - 25)(03
- 1)

c1 = 8a c2 = 3(80)3(a - 1) ,

32(m - 1)(m2 - 114m + 1073)(a5 - 1)
c =

3 5(8a)5(a - 1) .

4. The nth root, in order of magnitude, of the equation

J~(x) Y;(ax) - J~(ox) Y;(x) = 0

is given by formula 3, except that here

m + 3 4(m2 + 46m - 63)(a3 - 1)
C1 = 80' C2 = 3(80)3(0 _ 1) ,

32(m3+ 185m2
- 2053m + 1899)(05

- 1)
C = ----:.--------.;--..;....;....-~

3 5(8a)5(0 - 1) .
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Table I. Values of rex) = (x - 1)!

x .00 .01 .02 .03 .04 .05 .06 .07 .08 .09

-
1.0 ooסס.1 .9943 .9888 .9835 .9784 .9735 .9687 .9642 .9597 .9555
.1 .9514 .9474 .9436 .9399 .9364 .9330 .9298 .9267 .9237 .9209
.2 .9182 .9156 .9131 .9108 .9085 .9064 .9044 .9025 .9007 .8990
.3 .8975 .8960 .8946 .8934 .8922 .8912 .8902 .8893 .8885 .8879
.4 .8873 .8868 .8864 .8860 .8858 .8857 .8856 .8856 .8857 .8859
.5 .8862 .8866 .8870 .8876 .8882 .8889 .8896 .8905 .8914 .8924
.6 .8935 .8947 .8959 .8972 .8986 .9001 .9017 .9033 .9050 .9068
.7 .9086 .9106 .9126 .9147 .9168 .9191 .9214 .9238 .9262 .9288
.8 .9314 .9341 .9368 .9397 .9426 .9456 .9487 .9518 .9551 .9584
.9 .9618 .9652 .9688 .9724 .9761 .9799 .9837 .9877 .9917 .9958

Table II. Zeros of Bessel Functions: J,,(tXn) = 0

" p=o p=1 P =2 p=3 p=4 P = 5

1 2.405 3.832 5.135 6.379 7.586 8.780
2 5.520 7.016 8.417 9.760 11.064 12.339
3 8.654 10.173 11.620 13.017 14.373 15.700
4 11.792 13.323 14.796 16.224 17.616 18.982
5 14.931 16.470 17.960 19.410 20.827 22.220
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Answers to Problems

Chapter 1

1. (a) y' - y = O.
(b) y' - 2xy = 2 - 4x l .

(c) y' - y. = O.
(d) xy' - Y logy = O.
(e) yy' + x = O.
(0 xly" = (4y + I)(xy' - y).

2. (a) y" - y = O.
(b) Y - 2y' + Y = O.
(c) y + y = O.
(d) yy" - y'l = O.
(e) (y - l)y - 2y'1 = O.
(0 y"l = (I + y'I)'.

3. (a) y = C ezl.
(b) x - C = VI - y., Y = ±1.
(c) (y - I)(x - I) = C(y + l)(x + 1).

(d) VI - yl - V I - Xl = C,'x = ±1,y = ± 1.

13. (a) y = x' /(2 - k) + cxt if k =J:. 2; Y = Xl log x + Cx' if k = 2.
(b) Y = x tan x + 1 + C sec x.
(c) y = sin x + C cos x.
(d) Y = 2 sin x - 2 + C e-s1n:l:.

(e) y = (x + I)(x + C)/(x - 1).
(0 Y = (Cx - 1)!(x log x).
(g) yl = x(x + C).
(h) x = y(y + e).

17. (a) y = Cl e-:I: + CI elz•

(b) y = C1 e-:I: + (c, + caX) ez.

(c) y = ez(c1 cos x + CI sin x),
(d) y = ez(Cl + CIX + Ca cos X + c'" sin x).

(e) y = C1 ea: + e-:l:/'[c1 cos (V3x/2) + Cz sin (V3x/2)].
(f) y = C1 e(l+Hz + CI e-11+tlz.
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18. (a) y = C1 ekz + C2 r kz + Ca cos kx + C4 sin kx.

(b) y = eU(cI cos kx + C2 sin kx) + e-b«('a cos kx + C4 sin kx).

(c) y = ekZ (cl + c2x) + e-k.r(ca + c4x).

19. (a) y = C1 cos kx + C2 sin kx + (sin x)/(k 2 - 1) if k 2 #- 0, I.
(b) Y = C1 cos X + C2 sin x - Ix cos x.
(c) y = C1 ez + C2 e-Z

- I sin x.
(d) y = C1 ez + C2 r Z + Ix ez.
(e) y = CI ez + C2 e-Z + !(x' - x) ez.
(0 y = er(cI cos x + C2 sin x) + -~·(2 cos x + sin x).

(g) y = er(cI cos x + C2 sin x) - Ix ez cos x.

(h) Y = Cl eb + C2 e5~ + (2x2 + 6x + 7) eSz •

(i) y = CI e 2r + C2 e-Z
- x e-Z

- 3 sin x + cos x + 2x - 1.

20. (a) y = C1Xl: + C2X-k if k #- 0; Y = C1 + c2log x if k = O.
(b) Y = X(C1 cos log x + C2 sin log x).

(c) Y = CIX2 + C2X- I •

(d) Y = X(CI + c2log x).

(e) y = C1X-1 + X(C2 + calog x).

(f) y = CIX" + C2X- n - l •

(g) y = ('IX + C2X-1 + Ix2
•

(h) Y = CIX + C2X-1 + Ix log x.

(i) Y = clxa + ('sX2 + 3x + 2.

26. x = CIt + C2' Y = -lcl t 2
- (C1 + (2)t -t Ca.

27. (a) x = Cl e2t + C2 e t, y = -Cl e 2t + C2 e t•

(b) x = cle t + C2COSt + casint,
y = 2«('1 - 1) et + (C2 - ca) cos t + «('2 + ca) sin t.

(C) x = et(cI + C2t) + C3 e-atl2 - It,

y = e t(6('2 - 2('1 - 2C2t) - ICa r 3tl2 - !.
(d) x = C1 cos w1kt + C2 sin wlkt + Ca cos W2kt,. C4 sin w 2kt,

y = V2(c1 cos w 1kt + C2 sin w lkt - C3 cos W2kt - C4 sin W2kt),

where WI = vi2 + V2 and W2 = vi2 - V2.
(e) x = e2t + 1, Y = e2t - I.
(f) x = Cl e- 2t , y = 5cl e- 2t + C2 e- t•

(g) x = ('1 e 2t , y = JCl e 2t + ('2 e- 2t , Z = -~Cl e2t - l('2 e- 2t + C3 est.

28. (a) x = CIt + C2t 2, Y = CII - C2/2 •

(b) x = Clt2, Y = lCI / 2 + c2r 2, Z = - ~Clt2 - k2/-2 + ('at3.

29. (a) py = Jph dx + C where p = eJQ l dz•

(b) y = Cl cos X + C2 sin x + (sin x) log (tan lx).

(c) y = CI cos X + C2 sin x + (cos x) log (cos x) + x sin x.

(d) y = Cl cos X + C2 sin x + f\in (x - ~) log ~ d;.
(e) y = ~[cl cos X + ('2 sin x - (cos x) log (sec x + tan x)}.

I sin x ISin x
(f) y = CIXa + C2X2 + x a -- dx - x 2 -- dx.

x 2 x
(g) Y = CIX + C2X2 - x log x - lx(log X)2.

31. Y = ('IX + ('2~ + 1.

32. Y =- ('1(1 + x tan x) + C2 tan x.

33. Y = ('IX -1- ('2 ( ~ log I~ +: -1) + ~ (x 2 -+- 1).



(b) -/'(s - 1).

(c) a(sl - 2a1)j{s' + 4a').
(e) (6as2 - 2a3)/(s2 + a l)3.

Answers to problems

42. Ul = l(cosh x + cos x), UI = !(sinh x + sin x),
Us = !(cosh x - cos x), U, = l(sinh x - sin x).

43. (a) k = 1trrja, n a nonzero integer.
(b) k '# /1I1I'ja, m an odd integer.

44. (a) xly' + xy - yl = c.
(b) x 3y - xy3 = C.
(c) yez + x eV = c.

45. (a) i~ + 2xy - x 2 = c.
(b) yl + xy = cx.

(c) y + VXl + i' = c.
(d) Y = x sin- l (cx).

46. (a) xy = eCZ
•

(b) x 3 - 3xy = c.
(c) yS - 3xy = c.
(d) (y - 2)1 + 2(x - 1)(y - 2) - (x - 1)2 = c.
(e) xy{x + c) = 1.
(0 (Xl + 1)1{2yl - 1) = c.

47. (a) y = log (x + Cl) + CI'

(b) Y = Cl tan-l (C1X) + CI'

(c) yl = C1X + CI'

(d) Y = C2 - [l - (x - Cl)l]ljl.

(e) y = Cl cos X + CI sin x.

(f) x = 2p3 + P + Cit Y = ~p' + ip2 + CI'

Chapter 2

3. (a) (s - a)j[{s - a)1 + kl].
(b) n!/(s + a)tt+l.
(c) (l + e-nr)j(s2 + 1).
(d) {e- M - e-·")Is.

4. (a) 6js'. (b) 2/(s + 3)3.
(d) 4(s - I)/(s' - 2s + 5)1.
(0 (s - a)/[(s - a)1 - b2].

5. (a) S3/(S) - Sl/(O) - s /'(0) - /"(0).
]I{ ]I{

(c) L(n! an)jsft+t. (d) Lans/(sl + nl).

n=O n=O

19. (tanh ias)/s2.

t l t' I'
18. (a) I - 2' 3! + 4' 5! - 6! 7! + ....

(
b (//2)1 (1/2)' (1/2)'
) I - (1!)1 + (2!)1 - {3!)2 + ....

n. (a) (1 - cos al)/a. (b) {ea' - 1 - at)lal . (c) (ea, - ebt)/{a - b).
(d) (b sin at - a sin bt)/(b2 - a l ).

28. (a) ell - e'. (b) e' cos 21 + let sin 21.

(c) sin Tsinh T + (sin Tcosh T - cos Tsinh T)/V2 where T = IIV2.
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(d) (l + 2e- t - 3e-21)/2. (e) t - sin f.

(f) r(/-lI when f > 1; 0 when 0 ~ t < 1.

29. (a) (sin al + at cos at)/(2o). (b) (sinh at + at cosh at)/(2o).
(c) -r' + 5r2t - 4e-31•

(d) [e-ol - eo'/2(COS IV] at - v3 sin IV] al)]/(3a2).

(e) 1 when 0 :::;; 1 < 1; 0 when t > t.
(f) (h sin al - a sin h/)/[ah(h 2 - a2)] if h2 -=1= a2 ; (sin al - al cos al)/(2a3) if h = a.

30. (a) e- I cos I. (b) (sin al cosh al + cos al sinh a/)/(2o).
(c) 0 when 0 :::;; t :::;; 1T; -sin I when t ~ 1T. (d) 1(2 - 40t + a2/ 2) e-ot•

(e) t[(3 - t 2) sin t - 31 cos f]. (f) 1[(3 +- (2) sinh I - 31 cosh I].

31. (a) y = e-Itt• (b) y = (l - e-kt)/k.
(c) y = e-Itl when 0 :::;; t < 1; Y = (l + eIt) e-kl when 1 > 1.

(d) Y = e-kt [Yo + f;f(u) e1" dU] .
32. (a) y = r ' cos t. (b) Y = 1 - e- I cos t.

(c) Y = r ' cos I when 0 :::;; 1 :::;; 1 ;
Y = e- I cos t + r 1t- 1l sin (I - 1) when t ~ 1.

(d) Y = e- I [Yo cos t + (yo + y~) sin I + J;f(u) e" sin (I - u) dU] .

33. (a) y = i(sin 1 cosh I - cos f sinh I).

(b) Y = 1 - cos t cosh I.

34. Y = -[sin f sin (b - a)]/(sin h) when 0 s: 1 < a;
y = -[sin a sin (b - f)l/(sin h) when a ::;; f S b.

35. (b) x=1[I-rtXt(cosPt+~sinPI)J (P2=W;-0:2>0),

x = ~ [1 - (l + oct) e-tXt] (0: = wo),

x = Ii [1 - 0: + Y e-ltX-YlI + 0: - Ye-1tX+;'It] (y2 = 0:2 - w: > 0).
k 2y 2y

(c) x = a e- tX1 (cos P' + ~ sin Pt) (P2 = w; - 0:
2 > 0),

X = a rtXt(l + oct) (0: = wo),

X = a [0: + j! e-ltX-Ylt _ 0: - Ye-1tX+i'lt] (y2 = 0: 2 - w; > 0).
2y 2y

36. x = -r'(cos t + sin I), y = e-t(l + sin f).

38. (a) V;/2. (b) 1.54. (c) 3.33. (d) 1.43. (e) -4.33. (0 3V;/4.
41. (a) 0 when 0: > 0; 1 when 0: = 0; no finite limit when 0: < O.

(b) I/V;.

Chapter 3

14. y(O.I) ~ 0.9949, y(0.2) ~ 0.9785.

I'. Rounded true values: (a) 1.5527; (b) 1.5841; (c) 0.07842; (d) 1.6082.

19. Rounded true values: (a) 0 3152; (b) 0.3121.

24. Rounded true values: (a) 1 4049; (b) 1.4333; (c) 0.07096; (d) 0.07024; (e) 2.8394;
(f) 5.6856.
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(
X2 x 4

)+ ('" 1 - - + - -'"
- 3! 5!

Chapter 4

1. (a) All values of x. (b) -3 <. x < 1. (c) 1 - V3 ~ x ::; 1 + vi
(d) -I < x < 1; also x = -1 if k < 1 and x = + 1 if k < O.
(e) All values of x. (f) x = o.
(g) a-I < x < a + 1; also x -:-= a + 1 if:l :> 1 and x = a-I if ex > O.
(h)-4<x<4. (i)x>landx~-1. (j)x>-l.

3. <al y = c, (I + 2
x.'3 + 2 . 3x.'5 . 6 + .. -) + c, (x + 3~'4 + 3 . 4~'6 . 7 + .. )-

(

XI x' 1 . 3x6 1 . 3 • 5x 8 )
(b) Y = ('1 1 -i - - - T -- - ,. + ... + C2X.

2! 4! 6! 8!

(c) Y = C1 (1 + Xl + Xli + ...) + C2(X2 + x
6

+ x
lO

+ ...)
2! 4! 3! 5!

= C1 cosh xl! + C2 sinh Xli.

4. (a) y = AO(I _ xl! + x' _ ..•) + Al (x _ x
3

+ x
5

_ •••).

2! 4! 3! 5!

(b) Y = Ao(t - ~X2 + ~X3 + ...) + A1(X - !xa + ~x' + ...).
2 6 2 12

<cl y = A.(I + ~x') + A,x.

<dl y = A+ + ~ x + ~ x' + .. )

<el y ~ A+ + ;! + ~; + .. -)
(f) y = Au.

5. (a) No singular points. (b) No singular points.

(c) Regular singular points at x = ±V2.
(d) Irregular singular point at x = O.
(e) Regular singular points at x = 0 and x = -1.
(f) Irregular singular point at x = O.

6. <al y = c. (I + x + ~; + ~: + .. -)

(
2x (2X)2 (2xP )

+ C2
Xl

/
1I

1 + N + 1 . 3 . 5 + 1 . 3 . 5 . 7 + ...
(coefficient of C1 is ex).

(
Xli x

4
) (x

2
x' )(b) Y = CIX-l/ll 1 - - + - - . " + C"Xl/l! I - - + - - ...

2! 4! - 3! 5!

= x~1/2(C1 cos X + C2 sin x).

(
X2 x' )(c) y = CIX-1 1 - - + - + ...
2! 4!

= X-1«('1 cos x + ('2 sin x).
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(d) Y = Cl(l + x + Xl) + CIX3(l + X + Xli + X 3 + ...)
= Cl(l + x + Xl} + CaX3/(l - x} (Ixl < 1)
= (C1 + C2X3}j(1 - x) (Ixl < 1).

7. (a) Y = CIX(l + Xl + x
4

+ ...) + CIIX1(1 + Xl + x .. + ...).
2! 4! 3! 5!

(b) Y = <. (I + ~ x' + ~ x' + .. -) + <,x.

(c) Y = Cl (1 _x
4

+ x
8

_ •••) + CI (XI _ Xl + x
lO

_ •••) •
2! 4! 3! 5!

(d) Y ~ <, (x - ~ x' + .. -) + <,(x. - 1
1
2x' + .. )-

00

8 M L 0(0 + 1)(0 + 2) ... (0 + k - I) xl:
• (0, c; x) = 1 + 

c(c + l)(c + 2) ... (c + k - 1) k!
k=l

a 0(0 + 1) Xl
=l+-x+ -+ ....

C c(c + 1) 2!
00

9. (b) Ul(X} = L (;;)1'
k=O

(d) v(x) = - (2x + ~ Xl + ..!..!.. x 3 + ...)
4 108

__2[_1_ 1+ 1 I 1+ 1 + 1 3 ...J
- (l 1)1 X + (2 !)I x + (31)1 X + .

10. (b) u,(x) ~.i (k _~)! k! .
k=l

(d) v(x) = 1 - [_1_ + 2(1) + 1 I 2(1 + 1) +! 3 + ...J.
O! l!x 1!2! x -r 2!3! x

Xl x 3 Xl x 7

12. (a) y = 2! + 3! + 6! + 7! +. ",
Xl 3x& 3 ' 6x 8 3 . 6 . 9xll

(b) Y = 2! - 3T + 8! - 11! + .. "
Xl x 3 x 4 Xli

(c) Y = 2(1 !)2 + 3(2!)2 + 4(3!)2 + 5(4!)2 + ' , , ,

(
4 4x 2x2 2x 3

)
(d) Y = X- lfll

- + - + - + - + ' " .
7 3 7 57

15. Y = C1Ul(X) + CZ[Ul(X) log x - v(x)],

Xl x 3

where Ul(X) = 1 + x + - + - + ' , , = ex,
2! 3!

"" (I+~+"'+~) 3 11
""\ \ xl: = X + - x 2 + - x 3 + ' , ,,

v(x) = L.., k! 4 36
k=l



Answers to problems

where u,(x) = x (1 + x + ~; + ;; + .. -) = xe",

(I+ ~ + ... + _1_)
~ 2 k-I 3 11

v(x) = L., (k _ I)! xk = Xl + 4: x
3 + 36 xf. + ....

k=2

19. (a) 0.1483. (b) -1.081. (c) 0.1924. (d) 0.1357.
(e) 0.9900 - l.08H. (f) 0.4539.

20. x = c1lo(/) + c. Yo(/), y = c. t 11(/) + Cs t Y1(t).
21. y = Cl lo(Ax + B) + Cs Yo(Ax + B).

22. (a) ~2/r(i). (b) -2/11'. (c) 2. (d) 1/(2"n!). (e) 2/11'.
31. (a) y = XI[Cl Ja(x) + C1 Ya(x)].

(b) y . x[C1JlIlI(XI ) + cIII_l/ll(XI)] = C1 cos Xl + C. sin x'.
(c) y = CI flll(x) + C2 L1I1(x) = X-I/I(C1 cosh X + C2 sinh x).
(d) y = e-1cII0(X) + C1 Yo(x)].
(e) y = X[CI fl(x) + Cli K1(x)].
(f) Y = Cl X cos (a/x) + CI x sin (a/x).
(g) y = Cl xlii f ll .&(xIJ2) + Ca Xl/I L lI f.(x l /2).
(h) Y = C1 e-Z fo(x) + Cli e-z Xo(x).
(i) y = C1 e-zl Jo(x) + C2 e-z2 Yo(x).

32. y = X-III(2x).
33. Y = c111(x) - !P Y1(x).
34. (a) y = x" Z,,(x/L), where p = (1 - n)/2.

(b) y = x,.. Z,,(x'/Ls), where p = (l - n)/(2 - n) and s = (2 - n)/2, n ::f:. 2.
(c) Y = X-I/I(Ct + cllogx).

35. (a) 0.9844. (b) 0.2496. (c) 1.016. (d) 0.2483.
39. U = r"[ct Pn(cos 8) + C1 Qn(eos 8)].

~. (a) y ~ <, + <'(1+ 1: x + 2!l
X

' + .. -) = <, + <, e"·.

(b) y = CI(1 __1_ + -.!...- _ ...) + CI(~ __1_ + _1__ ...)
2!x l 4!xf. X 3!x8 5!x6

I . 1
= Ct cos - + c. Sin - •

X x

48. Y = CI(I __1_ + _1__ ...) + ca(x __1_ + _1__ ...)
3!x ll 5!xf. 2!x 4!x3

I 1
= CIX sin - + c. x cos - .

x x

Chapter 5

2. k = n11'/L, where n is any integer other than zero.
4. y = C 10().I/IX) where IO().I/la) = O.

JEIP:
8. w" = - - , where cos P" = seeh Pn;

p LI

sinh Pn(x/L) - sin Pn(x/L) cosh Pn(x/L) - cos Pn(x/L)

tp" = sinh p,. - sin p,. - cosh P" - cos p" .

627
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9. W n = (Ei I'; ;
,.j P L2

Symmetrical modes: tan <J.tn/2) = -tanh <J.tn/2),

cosh Pn(x/L) cos Pn(x/L}
f{Jn = - .

cosh <J.tn/2) cos <Pn/2)

Antisymmetrical modes' tan (p n/2) = +tanh <J.tn/2),

sinh pfI(x/L) sin Pn(x/L)
tpn = sinh <Pn/2) - sin 01n/2)

17. Exact value rounds to 6 55.
20. (a) (x 2y')' + (Xl + Ax)y = O.

(b) (y' sin x)' + Ay sin x = o.
(c) (e= y')' + e=(b + A)y = O.
(d) (XC e-x y')' + Xl"-l e-Z

( -a + A)y = O.
25. (a) An = 2(1 - cos n7T)/(n7T).

(b) An = (-l)n+l2/n.

AlUwers to ,roblems

co

27. 1 = L An sin Pn i (0 < x < L), where tan pn = -/:J.Pn;
n=l

2(1 - cos PfI} 2(1 - cos Pn)
A n = =------

Pn - ! sin 2/4n Pn(l + /:J. cos 2 Pn) •

8L2( I TTX 1. 37TX 1. 57TX )
34. (a) - - sin - + - sm - + - sm - + ...

7T
'

13 L 33 L 53 L •

4L( I TTX 1 37TX 1 57TX )(b) - - sin - - - sin - + - sin - - . .. .
7T I P L 31 L 52 L

2(. TTX . 27TX 1 31TX 1 - cos (n1T/2) . n11'X )
(c) - sm - + sm - + - sin - + ... + sm - + ... .

7T L L 3 £ n £
co

8 L (_l)n+ln n7TX
(d) - sin-.

7T 4n ll - 1 £
n=l

co co
1 . TTX 2 Ln cos (n1T/2) . n7TX I. TTX 4 L (-l)m+lm . 2m1Tx

(e) - sm - - - sm - = - sm - + - sm -- .
2 L 7T n2 - 1 L 2 L 7T 4m2 - I L

n=2 tn=l
co

2 L 1 - cos (n7T€/L) . n1TX
(f) - sm-.

11' n€ £
n=l

£2 4£1 ( 1 27TX 1 47TX 1 6rrx )
35 (a) - - - - cos - + - cos - + - cos - + ...• 6 7T t 21 £ 42 £ 62 £ .

L 8£ ( 1 27TX 1 6rrx 1 107rx )(b) - - - - cos - + - cos - + - cos -- + . .. .
4 7Tl! 22 £ 62 £ 102 L

1 2 (1 TTX 1 37TX 1 57TX )
(c) 2 +:; l' cos L - 3cos T + 5cos T -'" .
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2 [ 200

1 n7TX](d) - 1 - 2 cos - .
7T ~1-1 L

n=l

1[1 TTX 2200

n sin (n7T/2) - 1 n7TX](e) - + cos - + cos - .
'TT L n2 - 1 L

n=2

(0 1 [ 2L 200

sin (nTT€/L) nTTX]- 1 + - cos - .
L 7T n€ L

n=l

L" 2L2( 1 27TX I 4'TTX I 6rrx )
40. (a) 12 - 'TTl 2" cos L + 4" cos L + 62 cos L + . .. .

4L'I. ( 1 'TTX 1 3'TTX I. 5'TTX )+ - - sin - + - sin - + - san - + . .. .
7T 3 13 L 33 L 53 L

L 4L( I 27TX 1 6rrx 1 IOn-x )
(b) - - - - cos - + - cos - + - cos -- + ..•

8 7T" 22 L 62 L 102 L

2L ( 1 'TTX 1 37TX 1. 51r'x )+- -sin---sin-+-san--'" .
17'1. 11 L 31 L 51 L

3 1(1 17X I 317X 1 517X )
(c) 4+; '1 cos L - '3 cos T + 5cos L - ...

1(. 'TTX . 217X 1. 37TX
- - Sin - - Sin - + - Sin - + ...

7T L L 3 L

cos (nTTj2) - cos (n'TT) . n'TTX )
+ n Sin L + ....

00

8 2 (-1 )n+ln n'TTX
(d) - sin -.

17 4n2 - 1 L
n=l

(e) ~ (1 + cos~ + ?! sin ~)
27T L 2 L

+ ~ ~ 1 [(n sin ~ - 1)
7T ~ n2 - 1 2

n=2

n7TX n1r' . nTTxJcos - - n cos - san - .
L 2 L

(0 _1 + _I ~ ~ [Sin n'TT€ cos Il'TTX + (1 _cos nTT€) sin n7TXJ.
2L 17€~ n L L L L

n=l

( bP) bP(l. 217X 1. 47TX 1. 6rrx )41. (a) a + - - - - san - + - Sin - + - san - + . .. .
2 'TTl P 2 P 3 P

1 2(1 I . I . )(b) - + - - sin 17X + - san 37TX + - san 57TX + . .. .
2 7T 1 3 5

2 4(1 I I )(c) - - - - cos 2x + - cos 4x + ... + cos 2nx + . .. .
7T 7T 3 15 4n 'l. - 1

3 1(I . 1 . I . )(d) - - - - Sin 21r'x + - Sin 4'TTX + - sm 6rrx + . .. .
2 'TT 1 2 3
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00

L: p J",(p."x)
= 2LP 2 2 2 where J;<PnL ) = 0, when p -F O.

!J.nL - P J",(jt ...L) •
n=l

When p = 0, expansion is 1 = 1.
5t. [(x) = iPo(x) + iP1(x) + !6PI(X) + ....
52. [(0) = iPo(cos 0) + IP1(cos 0) + '6P2(COS 0) + ....

21.00

67. A(u) = - [(x) sin ux dx.
7T 0

Chapter 6
1. 3; (i, -i. -i).
2. c = (na + mb)/(m + n).
6. (a) ±(l. i, -i). (b) ±<li + ij - ik).
8. (a) i. (b) COS-1/5 .

9 !!.
• 3'

12. 45°.

13. (a) ±(V2/10)(4i - 3j - 5k). (b) 5V2/2.

14. (a) ±(2i - j - k)/V~ (b) V6/2.

15. viw.
16. -5.
20. i.
21. ±(i - k)/V2.

dF d3F
25. F. dt X dt s '

26. (a) v = -£0 a sin lOt + £0 b cos lOt; r X v = (I)(a X b).
(b) a = -w'r.

32. (c) u = (-ai sin t + aj cos t + ck)/Va l + c2 ,

n = - (i cos t + j sin I),

b = (d sin t - cj cos t + ak)/Va2 + c l
•

39. (a) ±(I,1.l)/V3; 2V3. (b) -~.
sin 0 cos 0

40. grad r = i cos 0 + j sin 0; grad 0 = - i - + j -- .
r r

41. (/,m.n) = (rpZ,rpll'rp~)/Vrp: + rp: + rp;.
42. ±(2i - j + 2k)/3.
45. (a) 2/x + 2my + 2nz. (b) 2/x i + 2my j + 2nz k.
52. (a) No solution. (b) rp = xly + y'z + z + C.
53. (a) - 1~3' (b) 3.
54. (a) O. (b) 0
58. i.
59. 7T/2.
60. 24.
61. O.
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(f) O.(e) 3 cos O.(d) O.
(d) O.

(c) u,/r.
(c) O.

(b) n r"-1 Ur.

(b) uo/(r sin qJ)

75. Both sides of Equation (129) reduce to 1J'.

76. -1J'.

90. (a) ufir.
92. (a) urr/r.
96. O.
97. tIr.
99. (b) V = 3(xZ - y2)i - 6xy j; V = 3(x2 + y2).

(c) 1p = 3x2y - y3; 3x2y - y3 = constant.
(d) 14p.

103. (b) V = -2rur + 4zk; V= 2Vr% + 4z2•

(c) 1p = 2rzz + c.

Chapter 7

(c) sin O. (d) r cos O.
_,-1 sin O. (h) ,-1 cos O.
(c) tan O. (d) cot O.
(g) -r cot O. (h) _,-1 tan 8.

1. (a) cos O. (b) -r sin O.
(e) cos O. (f) sin O. (g)

2. (a) -cot O. (b) -tan O.
(e) r tan O. (f) ,-1 cot O.

a(f,g)
10. (a) -a- i=- O. h, i=- O.

(u.v)
(e) Zz = 4x3 - 4xy3 - 2x, ZII -= 6yo - 6X2y 2 - 3y 2.

16. Yes.
17. Yes.
23. 1 + x + Y + ix2 + xy + i y2 + .
24. 1 - x + Y + X Z - 2xy + yZ + .
26. 0.906.
27. (a) Min at (0.0) if b2 < 1, saddle point at (0,0) if bZ > 1; min along line y = - x jf

b = 1; min along line y = x if b = -1.
(b) M in at (1,0).
(c) ReI. max at (0.0); saddle points at (1,1), (1,-1). (-1,1), (-1,-1).
(d) Saddle point at 0.1)

28. (a) Min at (0,0).
(b) Min at (1, -1).
(c) Min along lines y = -.Lx.
(d) Max at (1, -1); min along circle (x - 1)2 + (y + 1)2 = 2.

29. (a) Min at (0,0).
(b) Min along lines y = ±x.
(c) Saddle point at (0,0).
(d) Min at (0,0).

30. Max = 3 at (-1,0); min = -I at H. ::L vi).
31. Min at(l,l), (-1,-1).
32. Max at (1,1), (-1,-1); min at (1,-1), (-1,1).
33. (a) Min = 12 when x 2 -= 4. y2 = 1, Z2 = 1.

(b) Min = 4 when x 2 = 2, y2 = i, Z = O.
(c) Min = 1 at (1,0,0).

34. Furthest at (1.0,0); nearest at (l,t,O).
35. (a) (pi)' + qy = f (b) (Ay')' + (B' - e)y = E - D'.
36. (a) (Au~)' + (Bu~)' = O. (Bu~)' + (Cu~)' = O.

(b) (allui)' + (a12u~)' = bllUl + b12U2.
(ol:luD' + (a22u~)' = b12u1 + bzzuz·

37. (a) z = CI0 + c2 • (b) 8 = C3Z + C4' (c) Z = cr.! + C6 , 0 = c1 ! + Ce'
[Here a geodesic is either a helix, a circular are, or a straight line. Part (a) ignores the
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straight lines (J = constant and part (b) ignores the circles z = constant, while part (c)
includes al/ possibilities.]

38. (J = sin-l (c i cot qJ) + CI'

39. Value of integral always t.
41. 7TI , corresponding to y = v'2 sin n7TX with n = 1.

46. V;/2.
47. ylll = h, yea) = y'(a) = y"'(a) = O.
48. 2.0945515.
49. 4.493.
50. 3.927.
51. x -:.. 1.01941, Y -:.. 1.03062.

Chapter 8
1. (a) (x - y)(zz - z,) - 2z = O.

(b) bd Zzz - (ad + bc)zZl/ + ac z'" = O.
(c) bl Zzz - 2ab ZZl/ + a l z", = O.

5. (a) z = cy/b + f(bx - ay) (b"; 0).
(b) z = eCZ/1J f(bx - ay) (a =J:: 0).
(c) z = f(x l + ill.
(d) z = e-zl fCy - x).
(e) z = x f(xy).
(f) Z-l = X-I + f(x- l _ y-l).

6. (b) z = f (2x + y) + Xl + X + !ell.
11. z = (x + y)l.--
12. (a) z = Vx + y f(x - y) + 1.

(b) z = !xlly + fCy).
(c) Zl = xy + fCy/x).

13. (a) z = [(b - c)x + (c - a)y]/(b - a) (b =J:: a);
z = x + f(x - y) where f(O) = 0 if a = b = c.

(b) z = eelv-zl/lb-IJI(bx - ay)/(b - a) (b =J:: a).

(c) z = V (Xl + y2)/2.
(d) No solution.
(e) z = x.

(f) z = x /[1 + xf(Y xy x) ] wheref(O) ~ 0.

14. (a) z = [(bx - ay)/(b - 2a)]2 + c(y - 2x)/(b - 2a) (b =J:: 2a).
(b) z = eclv-bl/lb-2al[(bx - ay)/(b - 2a)]2.
(c) z = l(xl + y2).
(d) z = (y - X)2 ev1v - 2

:t).

(e) z = (lx8y)1/2.
(f) Z = (Xl y2)/(4x2 - 8xy + 4y 2 - xy2 + 2x2y).

19. (a) z = f(3x + y) + g(x - y).
(b) qJ = f(x + Y + ix) + g(x + Y - ix).
(c) qJ = f(x + y) + g(x).
(d) rlw = fer + CI) + g(r - ct) (c =J:: 0).
(e) qJ = f[x - (V + U)t] + g[x + (V - U)/] (V =J:: 0).
(f) qJ = fl(X + y) + f2(x - y) + f3(x + iy) + f ..(x - iy).
(g) z = fl(x + y) + x/s(x + y) + fix - y) + xf..(x - y).
(h) qJ = fl(x + iy) +hex - iy) + x!3(X + iy) + x f ..(x - iy).

23. (a) z = fCy + x) + g(y - x) + -lx' .
(b) z =f(y + x) + g(y + 2x) - ! cosy.



21 0C

n7TOwhere An = - f(O) sin - dO.
(X 0 (X
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25. (a) z = f(y - x) + Ixlyl.

(b) z = f(x + iy) +g(x - iy) + lllx t + lx3y.
(c) Z = f(y + x) +g(y - x) + lx3(y + 1).
(d) z = f(y + x) + xg(y + x) + lix t + ty 3.

27. qJ = Xl + cltl + c-l cos x sin ct.

Chapter 9

11. (a) T = 400 '" sinh (~7Ty/l00) sin~ .
7T L.. n smh n7T 100

nodd

(b) Exact value is 25°.
0:)

8 T ( ) x fJ (fJ fJ ) xy L -ft til" • Tl7TX1. = (Xl + (XI - (Xl - + ly + II - I - + an e 11 sm-
L L L

n=l21 L
. n7TX 2where an = - f(x) sm - dx - - «(Xl - (XI COS n7T).

L O L n7T

19. T = ~ (r l - 1(0) sin 0 + .!.. (400 - r l ) cos O.
r 2r

1 2 L r
n

20. (a) T = - + - - sin nO (r ~ 1).
2 7T 11

nodd

1 2 L r-
n

(b) T = - + - - sin nO (r ~ 1).
2 7T n

nodd

21. (a) T~ ~>.(~r/·sin ,,:0,
n=l

27. (a) T = T. (1 - ~ cos '1') .

(b) T = To[~ + ~ ~ PI(cos qJ) - !-(~) 3 P3(COS qJ) + ...J.
2 4 a 16 a

0:) 0:)

'" '" . m7Tx . n7TY .41. (b) w = ~ L.. bmn sm L sm L sm wmnt,
m=l n=l

4 1L1L . m7TX . n7TYwhere bmn = --2 v(x.y) sm - sm - dx dy.
wmnL 0 0 L L

<Xl

200 L 1 m7TX 2 I 1/25 043. T = 100 - x - - - sin - e-m 11 OC to.
7T m 50

m=l

633

n7Tx I I ItlLI44. (a) TT = b cos - e-n 11 oc,p n L (n = 0, 1, 2, 3, ...).

400 L 1 n7TX 2 I IItiiOt(b) T = 50 - - - cos - e-n 11 oc •
7T

2 n2 100
nodd

[

0:) ) ]
x 2J.w ( -1) nn J.w 2. n7TX

52. (a) T = To - sin wt + - '" (cos wt + - sin wt - e-n II). sm - .
L 7T L n4 + J.2W 2 n2 L

n=l
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cosh 2 sinh 2
(e) vi + vi i.

(b) 0 + i.5. (a) -2 + 2i.

Vz 1 { }84. U = 1 + 2 €[x - (VB + U)t] + €[x + (VB - U)t] ,

.e. = 1 + U {€[x - (VB + U)t] - €[x + (V.1- U)t]}.
po VB

Chapter 10
el e'

(c) 0 + i. (d) V2 + V2 i.

cosh 2 sinh 2
(f) V2 + vi i.

6. sin z, cos z, sec z, and esc z have period 211; tan z and cot z have period 11; sinh z,
cosh z, sech z, and csch z have period 211;; tanh z and coth z have period 11i.

11. (al log vi: + i(~ + 2k"'), where kis any integer;

- 11i
principal value is log V2 + - .

4
311 311

(b) cos 8" (l + 4k) + i sin 8" (1 + 4k), where k = 0, I, 2, 3;

. . . 311 .. 311
prIncipal value IS cos 8" + I SIn 8" .

AI-[ 11 11 ](c) v 2 cos '8 (l + gk) + i sin '8 (1 + gk) • where k = 0, 1;

principal value is {'i: (cos i + ; sin i).
12. z = {/i(cos (X + i sin (X),

311 511 1111 1311
where (X = - - -- -g'g'g'g'

13. Z7T = r7T[cos -rr(O p + 2k11) + i sin -rr(O p + 2k11)],
. 11~ 111

where z = re'o; cos - + ; sin - .
4 4

15. (al (~ + 2k".) ± ; log (2 + V3l, where kis any integer.

(b) (2k + 1) ~ + i log V3, where k is any integer.
2

19. (a) 3xy2 - x 3 + C. (c) It is not an analytic function.

24. (a) O. (b) 211i.

36. (a) 1 + z + Z2 + . . . + zn + ....

z
1 1 1 1

(b) - - - - - - - ... - - - ...
Z2 Z3 zn

1 z + 1 (z + 1)1 (z + 1)tl
(c) - + -- + + ... + + ....

2 22 23 2n +1

(d)
1 2 22 2n - 1

---- _... -
z+l (z + 1)2 (z + 1)3 (Z + 1)n

1
(e) ---

z - 1
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1
37. (a) - + 1 + z + Z2 + ... + z" + ....

z
1 1 1 1

(b) -- - - - - - ... - - - ....
Z2 Z3 Z40 z"

635

1
(c) --- + 1 - (z - 1) + (z - 1)3 - ..• + (-I)"(z - I)" + ....

z - 1

1 1 1 1
(d) - (z _ 1)2 + (z - 1)8 - (z - 1)4 + ... + (-1)"+1 (z - 1)" + .

(e) -! - f(z + 1) - t(z + 1)2 - ... - (l - 2-"-I)(Z + 1)" - .

1 1 1 1 z+1
(f) ... + (z + 1)" + ... + (z + 1)2 + Z + 1 + 2+~

(z + 1)3 (z + I)"
+ 23 + ... + 2"+1 + ....

1 3 7 2"-1 - 1
(g) - (z + J)2 (z + 1)8 (z + 1)40 - ••• - (z + I)"

1 1. 7
38. - +- z + - Z8 + ....

z 6 360

42. (a) Simple poles at z = ± i. _
(b) Simple poles at z = -I, z = !(l ± iV3).
(c) Branch points at z = ±i.
(d) Branch points at z = I, z = 2.
(e) Simple poles at z = (2k + 1)Tr/2, where k is any integer.
(f) Branch points at z = 1 ± i.

46. (a) Ixl < 1. (b) 0 < Ixl < 1. (c) Ixl > O.

(d) 0 < Ixl < fT. (e) 0 < Ixl < V2. (0 0 < lxl < fT/2.

50. (a) Pole of order two. (b) Regular point. (c) Regular point.
(d) Branch point. (e) Simple pole. (f) Branch point.

57. (a) Res (±ai) = ±e±ai/2ai; sum = (sin a)/a.
(b) Res (±a) = ±1/4a8, Res (±ai) = ±il4a8 ; sum = O.
(c) Res (0) = 1.
(d) Res (0) = O.
(e) Res (0) = 1, Res (I) = 0; sum = 1.
(f) Res (±ai) = ±1/4a3i; sum = O.

61. -2m'.

63. (a) Res (0) = J.
(b) Res (0) = O.
(c) Res (fT) = O.
(d) Res (i) = i, Res (-i) = -i.

78. (a) 7T(1 - e-a)/a' (a > 0).
(b) 21fT.

89. (a) e-(II.

1
(d) - t 3•

6

1 .
(b) - Sin at.

a

1 .
(e) - tsm at.

2a

1 .
(c) - sinh at.

a

1
(0 2a

2
sin at sinh at.





Index

(Italicized figures in parentheses r~fer to problem numbers.)

ABEL'S formula, 29, 31,42 (8),47 (30,
36)

Absolute value. 509
Acceleration, 273

normal,274
in polar coordinates, 319 (31)
tangential, 274

Acoustics, 427
Adams' method, 96

modified, 100
Admissible function, 355
Algebra, fundamental theorem of, 593

(53)
Alternating series, 120
Amplitude, of complex number, 511
Analytic continuation, 531
Analytic function, 521, 535

residues of, 547, 594 (60), 595 (62)
singularities of, 535

Angle, between vectors, 265
Angular velocity vector, 267, 294
Approximate solution of differential

equations:
by graphical methods, 93
by numerical methods, 93

Arc length, differential of, 273, 300
on surface, 371 (22)

Area, dtfferential of, 300, 347, 370 (21)
Argument, of complex number, 511
Ascending differences, 112

637

Associated Legendre functions, 165
Associative law, 263
Asymptotic approximation:

for Bessel functions, 151
for Gamma function, 81

Asymptotic expansion, 170
of Bessel functions, 170

Average value, 217
Axial load, 198

BACKWARD differences, 108
Base curve, characteristic, 395, 404
Beam:

bending of, 193
buckling of, 198
rotating, 193
vibrating, 244 (10)

Bending moment, 194, 320 (38)
Bending stiffness, 320 (38)
ber and bei functions, 156

asymptotic approximations for, 181
(37)

derivative formulas for, 181 (38)
Bernoulli's differential equation, 37, 43

(14)

Bernoulli's equation, 314, 609 (101)
Bessel functions:

asymptotic approximations for, 151
asymptotic expansions of, 170
derivative formulas for, 151
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Bessel functions (COni.):
differential equations satisfied by, 155
expansions in, 226, 448
of first kind, 143
integral formulas for. 178 (26, 27),

254 (45)
integrals of, 177 (24)
modified, 150
of order n + ~, 77, 153
of second kind. 147
of third kind. 149
Wronskian of, 179 (29)
zeros of, 154, 617, 6 I 9

Beta function. 91 (43)
Bi-baplacian equation, 326 (73), 427
Binormal vector, 274
Boundary-value problem:

for ordinary differential equation, 187
nonhomogeneous, 213

for partial differential equations, 469
Branch, 516, 535
Branch point. 132. 516, 535, 540
Bromwich integral, 602 (87)
Buckling, of long column, 198, 246 (15)
Buckling mode, 199

CA.LCULUS of variations, 355
Capacity. of condenser. 615 (122)
Cauchy principal value, 558
Cauchy-Riemann equations, 522, 587

(20)
Cauchy's inequality, 590 (33)
Cauchy's integral formula, 528
Cauchy's integral theorem. 524
Cauchy's residue theorem, 551
Central differences, I 12
Central force, 3 I7 (27)
Chain rules, 335
Characteristic base curve, 395, 404
Characteristic curve, 380. 394. 400, 404,

410
Characteristic cylinder, 395, 404
Characteristic equation, 8
Characteristic functions, 188

expansions in series of, 210
orthogonality of, 206

Characteristics, 404, 411
Characteristic strip, 404
Characteristic values, 188
Charge density 584. 615, (I21)
Chebyshev polynomials. 142

Index

Circle of convergence, 512. 530
Circular cylindrical coordinates, 298, 303
Circular functions, 512
Circulation. 284. 490 (37), 570
Column, buckling of, 198, 246 (I5)
Commutative law, 17, 263, 265, 266
Compatibility, equation of, 404
Complementary solution, 7, 388
Completeness, 212
Complete solution, 4
Complex number, 509
Complex plane, 509

extended, 542
Complex potential, 566
Complex variable, function of, 509
Complex velocity, 567
Components, of vector, 263
Compressible fluid. flow of, 309, 409, 475
Condenser, capacity of, 615 (I22)
Conductor. 584, 615 (121)
Confluent hypergeometric function, 141,

169. 174 (8)
Conformal mapping, 562
Conjugate complex numbers, 509
Conjugate flows, 307
Conjugate functions, 523
Conservative force, 285
Constraints, 352. 359
Continuity, equation of, 3I0
Contour integration, 551, 558
Convergence, of series. 119, 511,530
Convolution, 62
Coordinates:

circular cylindrical, 298, 303
curvilinear, 298, 346

nonorthogonal, 346
orthogonal, 298

elliptical cylindrical, 327 (82)
parabolic cylindrical, 328 (84)
spherical, 304

Cosine-integral function, 32
Cramer's rule, 20
Critical length, of column. 246 (16)
Critical load, for column, 199
Critical speed:

of rotating shaft, 197
of rotating string, 191

Crosscut, 525
Cross product, 266
Curl, 277, 294

in curvilinear coordinates, 303



Index

Curl theorem, 325 (67)
Curvature. 195. 273

of beam, 195
radius of. 273

Curvilinear coordinates. 298, 346, 480 (7)
arc length, 300
curl, 303
del, 301, 608 (100)
divergence, 302
gradient. 301
Laplacian operator, 302
nonorthogonal, 346
orthogonal, 298, 480 (7) •
surface area element. 300. 370 (21)
volume element, 300, 346

Cut, 536

O'ALEMBERT'S solution, 392, 454
Damping, 88 (35)
Dashpot, 88 (35)
Definite integrals, evaluation of:

by calculus of residues, 551, 558
by Laplace transforms, 83 (12)

Deft.ection:
of beam, 193
of membrane, 446
of string, 189

Del, 277
in curvilinear coordinates, 301, 608

(100)
Delta function, 64
De Moivre's theorem, 513
Dependence:

functional, 344
linear, 3

Derivative:
of complex function, 520
of vector function, 270, 278

Descending differences, 112
Differences:

ascending, 112
backward, 108
central, 112
descending, 112
forward, 98, 108

Differential distance vector, 281
Differential equation:

Bernoulli, 37, 43 (14)
Bessel (see Bessel functions)
Cauchy-Riemann, 522, 587 (20)
complementary solution of, 7, 388

639

Differential equation (Cont. ) :
complete solution of, 4
conft.uent hypergeometric, 144, 169,

174 (8)
equidimensional, 13
exact, 34
Hermit, 176 (18)
homogeneous, 35, 37
homogeneous solution of, 7
hypergeometric, 165
Jacobi, 184 (45)
Laguerre, 176 (17)
Legendre (see Legendre functions)
linear, 1, 7, 8, 388, 392
nonlinear, 2, 33
numerical solution of, 93
order of, 2
ordinary, 2
partial, 2, 376

classification of, 388
normal form of, 406

quasi-linear, 376
Riccati. 50 (48)
separable, 33, 36
series solutions of, 119

Differential surface area vector, 288, 300,
370 (21)

Differentiation:
of integral containing parameter, 359
numerical, III
of vector, 270, 278

Diffusion, 427
Diffusivity, 429
Digamma function. 90 (42)
Dirac delta function, 64
Directional derivative, 276
Direction cosines, 264
Direction ratios, 264
Dirichlet problem, 430
Discontinuity, finite, 54
Distributions, theory of, 65
Distributive law, 17, 265, 266, 279
Divergence, 277

in curvilinear coordinates, 302
theorem, 290. 324 (65)

Division, of series, 122
Dot product, 265
Double Fourier series, 442
Doublet, 65, 570

orientation of, 570
strength of, 570
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Doublet function, 65
Drag force, 609 (101)
Duhamel's integral (see Superposition

integral)
Duplication formula, for Gamma func

tion, 92 (48)

EIGENFUNCllON (see Characteristic func-
tion)

Eigenvalue (see Characteristic value)
Elastic end support, 195
Electric field intensity, 615 (121)
Electromagnetic theory, 427
Electrostatic potential, 426, 584, 615

(121)
Elementary functions, 511
Elliptical cylindrical coordinates, 327

(82)
Elliptic integrals, 192
Elliptic partial differential equation, 388,

409,469
normal form of, 406

Entire function, 547
Envelope, of curves, 34
Equations of motion, for fluids, 310
Equidimensional differential equation, 13
Equipotential line, 306
Equipotential surface, 286
Equivalent contours, 527
Error function, 464
Essential singularity, 540

nonisolated, 541
Euler equation, 357
Euler load. of column, 199
Euler's constant, 90 (42). 146
Euler's differential equation (see Equidi-

mensional differential equation)
Euler's equations, of fluid motion, 310
Euler's formula. 10. 5 I 3
Even function, 218
Exact differential equation, 34
Expansion:

asymptotic, J70
in series of characteristic functions. 210

Exponent. of differential equation, 131
Exponential function. 512

generalized. 5 J8
Exponential-integral function. 32
Exponential order, function of, 54
Extrapolation, 108
Extremal. 358

Index

FACTORIAL function (see Gamma func-
tion)

Factorization, of operators, 17
Faltung (see Convolution)
Family, 11
Field intensity vector, 615 (121)
Fixed end support, 195
Fluid flow, 305, 566

from channel. 581
compressible, 309, 409, 475
about cylinder, 489 (36-38), 571, 609

(102), 611 (108)
about plate, 579, 613 (112)
about sphere, 443
supersonic, 312, 475

Fluid pressure, 309, 609 (101)
Flux, 292, 480 (7)
Force. 281

conservative, 285
Forced vibration, 68
Force potential, 285
Formulation of problems, 469
Forward differences, 98
Fourier-Bessel integral, 242
Fourier-Bessel series, 226
Fourier-Bessel transforms, 242
Fourier cosine integral, 238
Fourier cosine series, 220
Fourier integral, 236

applications of, 460
complex form of, 239

Fourier series. 216, 221
complex form, 253 (43)
double, 442

Fourier sine integral, 238
Fourier sine series, 217

double, 442
Fourier transforms, 240
Free end condition, 190, 195
Free vibration:

of beam. 244 (10)
of membrane, 446
of string. 244 (7)

Frenet formulas, 274
Frequency. natural. 69, 244 (7, 10)
Fresnel integrals, 598 (77)
Frobenius, method of, 129

exceptional cases. 135
Functional dependence, 344
Functions:

analytic, 521
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Functions (ConI.):
Bessel (see Bessel functions)
Beta, 91 (43)
circular, 512
confluent hypergeometric, 141, 169,

174 (8)
conjugate, 523
cosine-integral, 32
Digamma, 90 (42)
doublet, 65
elementary, 5 11
error, 464
even, 218
exponential, 512, 518
exponential-integral, 32
Gamma, 73
homogeneous. 35
hyperbolic. 43 (15), 513
Laguerre, 82 (6), 142, 176 (17)
Legendre, 161
logarithmic, 514
multivalued, 536
odd, 218
potential, 284
sine-integral, 32
single-valued, 283
singularity, 63
square-wave, 83 (9)
stream. 307
triangular-wave. 83 (10)
unit impulse. 64

Fundamental set, of solutions, 48 (39)
Fundamental theorem, of algebra, 593

(53)

GAM MA function, 73
asymptotic approximation for, 81
duplication formula for, 92 (48)
table of, 619

Gauss's hypergeometric function, 165
Gauss's interpolation formula, 117 (22)
Gauss's test, for infinite series, 120
Generalized factorial function (see

Gamma function)
Generating function:

for J11 (x), 179 (28)
for Pn(x), 182 (42)

Geodesics, 373 (37)
Geometry, of space curve, 271
Gradient, 275

in curvilinear coordinates, 301

641

Gradient theorem, 325 (67)
Graphical integration, of differential

equations, 93
Gravitational potential, 426
Green's theorem:

first form, 293
second form, 293
in the plane, 297

Gregory's backward difference formula,
110

Grounded line, 465

HANKEL functions, 149, 457
Harmonic functions. 295
Harmonics, 21 7
Heat flow, 428

in column, 488 (33-35)
in cylinder, 487 (30-32)
in plate, 430, 433, 460
in rectangular parallelepiped, 441
in rod, 449, 462

with radiation, 479 (6)
in sphere, 439

Heat-flow equation, 427
Heaviside unit step function, 87 (27)
Helix, 319 (32)
Helmholtz equation, 394, 420 (31-34),

496 (57)
Hermite polynomials, 142, 176 (18)
Hinged end support, 195
Homogeneous boundary condition, 187.

431
Homogeneous differential equation:

of first order, 35, 37
linear. 5, 389
partial. 389

Homogeneous function, 35
Homogeneous solution, 7
Hyperbolic functions, 43 (15), 513
Hyperbolic partial differential equation.

388, 409, 469
normal form of, 406

Hypergeometric function, 165
confluent, 141,169,174 (8)

Hypergeometric series, 165

IMAGINARY number, 509
Imaginary part, of complex quantity, 438,

509
Imaginary unit, 509
Implicit functions, 340
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Improper integral, principal value of, 558
Impulse functions, 64
Incompressible fluid, 291
Indented contours, 558
Independence:

functional, 344
linear, 3

Indicial equation, 131
Infinite series (see Series)
Infinity:

point at, 542
residue at, 594 (60), 595 (62)

Initial conditions, 32, 384
Initial-value problem, 32, 386, 394, 400,

409, 469
Inner product, 265
Insulated boundary, 483 (16), 492 (44)
Integral:

of differential equation, 379
elliptic, 192
improper, 558

principal value of, 558
line, 281, 523
surface, 287

Integral equation, 86 (24)
Integral function, 547
Integral power function, 511
Integral surface. 380
Integral transcendental function, 547
Integrating factor, 7, 37
Integration, numerical, III, 116 (18),

117 (23,25),118 (27)
Intermediate variable, 336
Interpolation, 110,117 (22)
Interval of convergence, t 20
Inverse circular functions, 519
Inverse hyperbolic functions. 519
Inverse Laplace transform, 60. 60 I (87

94)
Inverse tangent, addition formula for.

578
Inversion, of plane. 606 (95)
Irregular singular point, of differential

equation. 128, 168
Irrotational flow, 294
Isoclines, 93
Isolated singular point, 538
Iteration, methods of:

Newton-Raphson method. 362
Picard's method, 106
In solving transcendental equations.

193

Index

Iteration, methods of (Cont.):
Stodola-Vianello method, 200, 214

JACODIAN determinants, 340, 346
Jacobi polynomials, 142, 184 (46)
Jacobi's differential equation, 184 (45)
Jordan's lemma, 556

ker and kei functions, t 58
asymptotic approximations for, 181

(37)
derivative formulas for, 181 (38)

Kutta (see Runge-Kutta method)

LAGRANGE, identity of, 270
Lagrange multipliers, 352, 359
Laguerre polynomials, 82 (6), 142, 176

(17)
associated, 142

Laplace's equation, 295, 426, 429, 523
polynomial solutions of, 484 (/7)

Laplace transforms, 51, 464
inversion of, by contour integration,

601 (87-94)
table of. 74

Laplacian operator, 280
in curvilinear coordinates, 302, 608

(/00)
Laurent series, 531
Least squares, method of, 252 (39), 256

(53)
Legendre functions, 159

associated, 165
recurrence formula for, 162
of second kind, 162

Legendre polynomials, 161
Legendre series, 231. 440
Leibnitz's rule. 360
Lerch's theorem, 61
Lift force, 609 (10I), 61 I (108)
Limiting contours, 555
Linear combination. 3

nontrivial. 3
Linear dependence, 3
Linear differential equations (see Differ

ential equations)
Linear fractional transformation, 606

(97)
Line integral, 281, 523

of a complex function, 523
independent of path, 284. 524

Lines of flow, 306
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Lines of force, 584, 615 (121)
Liouville's theorem, 545, 593 (56)
Logarithm, complex, 514
Long line, equations for, 464
Loop integral, 603 (90)

MACH number, 312, 475
Mapping, conformal, 562
Maxima and minima:

absolute, 352
of functions, 351
of integrals, 355
relative, 351

Maxwell's equations. 326 (77)
Mean value (see Average value)
Membrane:

deflection of, 446
vibration of. 446

Minimax, 351
Modified Bessel functions, 150
Modulus. of complex number, 509
Moment:

bending, J94, 320 (38)
of momentum vector. 317 (27)
vector, 267

Momentum vector, 317 (27)
Multiple products, of vectors, 268
Multiplication, of series, 122
Multivalued function, 536

NATURAL boundary. 541
Natural frequencies:

of vibrating beam, 244 (l0)
of vibrating membrane, 449, 491 (42)
of vibrating string, 244 (7)

Natural mode, of vibration. 244 (7, 10)
Neumann problem, 430, 443
Neumann's function, 146
Newton~Gauss formula, 117 (22)
Newton-Raphson method, 362
Newton's backward difference formula,

110
Newton's law. of cooling. 474, 492 (45,

46)
Newton's method, 362
Nodal lines. of membrane. 491 (42)
Normal acceleration, 274
Normal derivative, 293
Normal form, of partial differential equa

tion, 406
Normalization, of characteristic func

tions, 209

643

Normalizing factor, 210
Normal plane, 275
Normal vector, 287
Numerical methods:

of differentiation. J11
of integration, 111, 116 (18),117 (23,

25), 118 (27)
of interpolation, 110, 116 (21, 22)
of solving differential equations, 93

characteristic~value problems, 200
of solving nonlinear equations, 193,

362

000 function, 218
Odd-harmonic function, 226
Open line, 465
Operational calculus (see Laplace trans

forms)
Operator, linear dfferential, 5. 16, 339
Order:

of differential equation, 2
of pole, 538

Ordinary differential equation, 2
Ordinary point, of differential equation.

127, 168
Orthogonal coordinates, 298
Orthogonal functions, 206

expansions in series of, 210
Orthogonal set, of functions, 206
Orthonormal set, of functions, 209
Osculating plane, 275
Outer product: 266

PARABOLIC cylindrical coordinates. 328
(84)

Parabolic partial differential equation,
388, 409, 470

normal form of, 406
Parabolic rule, 118 (27)
Paraboloidal coordinates, 329 (85';
Parseval equalities, 252 (42)
Partial derivative. 335
Partial differential equation, 376, 426
Partial fractions, 67. 84 (15)
Particular solution, 6, 388
Picard's method, 106
Picard's theorem, 541
Piecewise continuity, 54
Piecewise smooth curve, 281
Piecewise smooth surface, 288
Plane, equation of, 315 (10)
Plasticity, 412
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Poisson's equation, 426
Poisson's integral, 437
Pole, 132, 538

order of, 538
residue at, 548
simple, 539

Polygonal mapping (see Schwarz-Chris
toffel transformation)

Polynomial, 511, 546
existence of zero of, 593 (53)

Polynomials:
Chebyshev, 142
Hermite, 142, 176 (18)
Jacobi, 142, 184 (45)
Laguerre, 82 (6), 142, 176 (17)
Legendre, 161

Position vector, 272
derivative of. 272

Potential, 284
complex, 566
electrostatic, 426, 584, 615 (121)
existence of, 285
gravitational, 426
velocity, 305, 566
velocity deviation, 311

Potential energy, 285
Power function:

generalized, 516
integral. 511

Power series. 119, 511, 528
convergence of. 119, 511, 529
operations with, 122, 512
solutions of differential equations,

1J9
Pressure, fluid, 309
Principal normal vector, 273
Principal val ue:

of improper integral. 558
of logarithm, 515
of power function, 518

Proper strip, 403
Pulsating cylinder, 458
Pulsating sphere:

steady-state sol ution. 498 (62)
transient solution, 505 (80)

Pure imaginary number, 509

QUASI-LINEAR equations, 357. 376, 388
characteristics of, 380
cla~sificatjon of, 188

Inde.l:

RAABE'S TEST, for infinite series, 120
Radiation, from rod, 479 (6)
Radius:

of convergence, 120, 512, 530
of curvature, 273
of torsion, 274

Rational function, 123, 511, 538, 543,
546

Ratio test, 119, 511
Real number, 509
Real part, of complex quantity, 438, 509
Rectifying plane, 275
Recurrence formula:

for Bessel functions, 152
in Frobenius method, 131
for Gamma function, 79
for Legendre functions, 162

Reducible curve, 287
Reduction of order, of differential equa

tion, 29
Reflection:

of plane, 606 (96)
of waves, 469

Regular function, 122
Regular singular point, of differential

equation, 128, 168
Removable singular point, 538
Resid ue, 547

at infinity, 594 (60), 595 (62)
at pole, 548

Resistive force, 88 (35), 497 (60)
Resonance, 70, 499 (64)
Riccati's equation, 50 (48)
Riemann surface, 537
Right-handed coordinate system, 299
Rod, deformation of, 320 (38)
Rodrigues' formula, ]64, 182 (41), 232
Rotating shaft. ]93
Rotating string. 189
Rotation:

of axes, 318 (29), 329 (86),605 (95)
of fluid, 294

Rouche's theorem, 593 (55)
Runge-Kutta method, 102

SADDLE point, 351
Scalar, 262
Scalar product. 265
Scale factor. 299
Schwarz-Christoffel transformation, 574
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Semiconvergent series, 171
Separable differential equation, 33, 36.

433
Separation constant, 433
Separation of variables, I, 428, 430
Series:

asymptotic, 170
Fourier (see Fourier series)
Fourier-Bessel, 226
Frobenius, 129
geometric, 166
hypergeometric, 165
power, 119
semiconvergent, 171
Taylor, 94, 122, 348

Shaft, rotating, 193
Shearing force, 194, 320 (38)
Shear lines, 412
Simple pole, 548
Simple region, 284
Simply connected region, 284
Simpson's Rule, 117 (25), 118 (26, 27)
Simultaneous differential equations, 19
Sine~integral function, 32
Single-valued function. 283, 521
Singular curve, on integral surface,

406
Singularities, of analytic functions:

branch point, 132. 516, 535, 540
essential, 540, 541
at infinity. 542
isolated, 538
pole, 132. 538
removable, 538
significance of. 545

Singularity functions, 63
Singular point, of differential equation,

127, 168
Singular solution, 5. 34
Sink, 291
Sliding clamped end support. 195
Smooth curve, 281
Smooth surface. 288
Solution, of differential equation.

complementary. 7, 388
complete. 4
homogeneou'i, 7
particular, 6. 388
singular. 5. 34

Sonic velocity. 311

645

Source, 291. 569
strength of, 569

Source function, in heat flow. 50 I (71),
503 (75)

Space curve, 271
Specific heat, 428
Speed, 273
Spherical coordinates, 304
Spherical waves, 455
Spring constant, 68
Square-wave function, 83 (9)
Stability, 199
Stagnation point, 490 (38), 572
Standard form, of linear ordinary differ-

ential equation:
flrst order, 4
second order, 127

Steady state, 429
Stirling's formula, 81, 90 (40)
Stodola-Vianello method, 200. 214
Stokes's theorem, 295
Straight line, equations of, 315 (5)
Stream function, 307, 480 (7), 566
Streaming, 572
Streamline, 306, 480 (7), 566
Stress function, 427
Stretching, of plane. 605 (95)
String:

deflection of. 189
rotating, 189
vibrating, 244 (7)

Strip, 401
characteristic, 404
proper. 403

Strip condition, 40 I
Sturm-Liouvi1le problem. 208, 373 (40)

proper, 209
Substantial derivative, 310
Superposition integral, 451
Supersonic fluid flow. 312. 475
Surface:

conical, 384
cylindrical, 383
equation of, 287
equipotential, 286
normal to, 287
Riemann. 537

Surface area. 288, 300, 370 (21)
Surface charge. 584. 615 (/21)
Surface integral, 287
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TABLE:

of Bessel functions of order n + lh.
77

of Gamma function, 619
of Laplace transforms. 74
of zeros of Bessel functions, 619

Tangential acceleration, 274
Tangent vector, 272
Taylor series, 94, 122, 348, 528

with remainder, 123. 349
uniqueness of, 590 (34)

Telegraph equations. 427, 464
Temperature, steady state:

inside circle, 436
outside circle. 437
in circular annulus, 433
in circular cylinder. 487 (30-32), 488

(34)

in half-plane, 460
in rectangle, 430
in rectangular parallelepiped. 441, 488

(33)
in rod. 450
in sphere, 439

Tension, 189, 320 (38). 446
Thermal conductivity, 428
Thermal diffusivity. 429
Torsion. 274

radius of, 274
Torsional stiffness, 320 (38)

Total differential. 335
Transform:

Fourier, 240
Fourier-Be'\l\el, 242
Laplace. 51

Transient solution, heat flow. 450
Translation. of axes. 329 (86). 605 (95)
Translation properties, of Laplace tranl\-

forms, 59
Traveling waves. 454
Triangular-wave function. 83 (10)

Trigonometric functionl\. 512
Triple scalar product. 268
Twisting moment. 120 (38)

Index

UNDE1ERMINED coefficients, method of,
11, 19

Unit doublet function. 65
Unit impulse function, 64
Unit step function, 87 (27)
Unit vector. 263

VARIATION, 356
of parameters, 25

Vectors, 262
algebra of. 262
differentiation of. 270, 278
products of, 265

Velocity. 273
Velocity deviation potential, 31 t
Velocity potential, 305, 566
Vianello (see Stodola-Vianello method)
Vibrating beam, 244 (10)

Vibrating membrane, 446
Vibrating string, 244 (7)

Vibration. 68
natural modes of. 70

Viscosity. coefficient of. 334 (105)
Viscous flu id. 334 (105)
Volume, element of. 300, 346
Vortex. 305, 570

strength of, 570

WAVE equation. 327 (78), 391. 427. 446.
464

Wavel\. 454
standing, 496 (58)

Weber'l\ function. 146
Weighting function. 206
Work, 281
Wronskian determinant. 4,27,29.31,41

(7), 179 (29), 370 (20)

YOUNG'S modulu'i. 194

ZfROS. of Bes'iel functions. 154. 6 t7
table of, 619

7ere vector. 261
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